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CAREY & LEA 
HAVE RECENTLY PUBLISHED THE FOLLOWING 
_ VALUABLE WORKS. 

- 

I. The WATER WITCH, or the SKIMMER of 
the SEAS. By the Author of the Pitot, Rep Rover, &c. In 
2 vols. “* x 
“We have read the whole of Cooper’s forthcoming novel, The Water Witch, 

or Skimmer of the Seas. It relates, as its name implies, scenes’ and exploits of 
naval life; and in our opinion, these are delineated with a deeper interest, and 
a more vigorous spirit than he has exhibited even in that admirable sea-picture, 
the Red Rover. * * * * A chase through the difficult channel of the East Ri- 
yer, 2 pursuit at sea, a naval battle and explosion, and the escape of a few per- 
sons on a raft from the burning vessel, are depicted so as to fix a breathless inte- 
rest at every page. We have no hesitation in classing this among the most pow- 
erful of the romances of our countryman.”—U. States Gazette. 

* We have read the whole of Mr. Cooper’s new novel, The Water Witch. It is 
another tale of the sea, proving that the author’s marchis truly ‘on the mountain 
wave,’ and his home ‘ on the deep.’ We could not break from the volumes, and 

- may predict that they will excite the same interest in the minds of almost every 
reader. The concluding chapters produce intense emotion.”— National Gaxette. 

New Editions of the following Works by the same 
; Aluthor. 

NOTIONS of the AMERICANS, bya Travelling Bachelor, 
2 vols. 12mo. , 

The WISH-TON-WISH, in 2 vols. 12mo. 
“We can conceive few periods better calculated to offer a iii field to 

the novelist than that which these pages illustrate;--the mingling of wildest ad- 
venture with the most plodding industry—the severe spirit of the religion of the 
first American settlers—the feelings of household and home at variance with all 

.. * earlier associations of country--the magnificence of the scenery by which the 
were surrounded—their neighbourhood to that most picturesque and extraordi- 
nary of people we call savages;—these, surely, are materials for the novelist, and 
in Mr. Cooper’s hands they have lost none of their interest. We shall not attempt 
to detail the narrative, but only say it is well worthy of the high reputation of - 
its author.”—London Literary Gazette. « 

The RED ROVER, in 2 vols. 12mo. 
The SPY, 2 vols..12mo. 
The PIONEERS, 2 vols. 12mo. 
The PILOT, a Tale of the Sea, 2 vols. 12mo,, : 
LIONEL LINCOLN, or the LEAGUER of BOSTON, 2 vols. 
The LAST of the MOHICANS, 2 vols. 12mo. 
The PRAIRIE, 2 vols. 12mo, 

IJ. JOURNAL of the HEART, edited by the 
Authoress of Fiurrrarron. | 

“ This is a most charming and feminine volume, one delightful for a woman 
to read, and for a woman to have written; elegant language, kind and gentle 
thoughis, a sweet and serious tone of religious feeling run through every page, 
and any extract must do very scanty justice to the merit of the whole. ****** 
We most cordially recommend this Journal of the Heart, though we are unable 
to do it justice by any selection of its beauties, which are too intimately inter- 
woven to admit of separation.”—Literary Gazette. 

IIL The ARMENIANS, a Tale of Constantino- 
le, by J. Macrar4ane, in 2 vols. 
*“ The author will appreciate our respect for his talents, when we say that he 

has done more than any other man to complete the picture of the East, dashed 
off by the bold pencil of the author of Anastasius.”—Edin. Lit. Journ. 

IV. The YOUNG LADIES’ BOOK, a Manual of 
Instructive Exercises, Recreations and Pursuits. With nu-- 
merous plates. 

/ z 

- 



2 Valuable Works 
_ This is @ work recently published by Messrs. Vizetelly, Branston & Co. Lon- 

don, with upwards of seven hundred embellishments, engraved in a superior 
style dh wood. The volume is a duodecimo of more than five hundred pages, 
and sells in England for one guinea. It is intended to make the American edi- 
tion a perfect fac-simile, or as nearly so as practicable in this country, and to af- 
ford it at 8 4, neatly bound in silk, and elegantly gilt. This work cannot be 
classed as Annual, but may be said to be a Perennial, a suitable memorial forall 
times and seasons. It differs essentially from the whole class of Literary Gifts 
usually presented to Young Ladies, bemg a complete manual for all those ele- 
gant pursuits which grace the person and adorn the mind. 

V. ATLANTIC SOUVENIR, 
FOR iSsSl. 

Embellishments.—1. Frontispiece. The Shipwrecked Family, engraved by 
Ellis, from:a picture by Burnet.—2. Shipwreck of Fort Rouge, Calais, engrav- 
ed by Ellis, from a pieture by Stanfield.—3. Infancy, engraved by Kelly, from 
a picture by Sir Thomas Lawrence.—4. Lady Jane Grey, engraved by Kelly, 
from a picture by Leslie.—5. Three Score and Ten, engraved by Kearny, from 
a picture by Burnet.—6. The Hoar of Rest, engraved by Kelly, from a picture 
by Burnet.—7. The Minstrel, engraved by Ellis, from a picture by Leslie.—8. 
Arcadia, engraved by Kearny, froma picture by Cockerell.—9. The Fisherman’s | 
Return, engraved by Neagle, from a picture by Collins.—10. The Marchioness 
of Carmarthen, granddaughter of Charles Carroll of Carrollton, engraved by Ill- 
man. and Pillbrow, from a pieture by Mus. Mee.—11. Morning among the Hills, 
engraved by Hatch, from a picture by Doughty.—12. Los Musicos, engraved by 
Ells, from a picture by Watteau. 
A few copies of the ATLANTIC SOUVENIR, for 1830, are 

still for sale. 

VI. The POETICAL WORKS of CAMPBELL, 
ROGERS, MONTGOMERY, LAMBE, and KIRKE WHITE, 
beautifully printed, 1 vol. 8vo.to match Byron, Scott, Moore, &c. 
With Portraits of the Authors. 

VIT. The CHEMISTRY of the ARTS, on the Ba- 
sis of Gray’s Operative Chemist, being an Exhibition of the 
Arts and Manufactures dependent on Chemical Principles, 
with numerous Engravings, by Arraur L. Porter, M. D. 
late Professor of Chemistry, &c. in the University of Vermont. ° 
In 8vo. With numerous plates. 

The Oy eral and valuable English work of Mr. Gray, which forms the ground- 
work of the present volume, was published in London in 1829, and designed to 
exhibit a Systematic and Practical view of the numerous Arts and Manufactures 
which involve the. application of Chemical Science. The author himself, a 
skilful, manufacthring, as well as an able, scientific chemist, enjoying the mul- 
tiplied advantages afforded by the metropolis of the greatest manufacturing na- 
tion on earth, was eminently qualified for so arduous an undertaking, and the 
popaenty of the work in England, as well as its intrinsic merits attest the 
delity and success with which it has been executed. In the work now offered 

to the American public, the practical character of the Operative Chemist has 
been preserved, and much extended by the addition ofa great variety of origi- 
nal matter, by numerous corrections of the original text, and the adaptatiom 
of the whole to the state and wants of the Arts and Manufaetures of the United 
States; among the most considerable additions will be found full and extended 
treatises on the Bleaching of Cotton and Linen, on the various branches of Ca- 
hico Printing, on the Manufacture of the Chloride of Lime, or Bleaching Pow- 
der, and numerous Staple Articles used in the Arts of Dying, Calico Printing 
and various other processes of Manufacture, such as the Salts of Tin, Lead, 
Manganese, and Antimony; the most recent Improvements on the Manufacture 
of the Muriatic, Nitric, and Sulphuric Acids, the Chromates of Potash, the 
latest information on the Comparative Value of Different Varieties of Fuel, on the 
Construction of Stoves, Fire-places, and Stoving Rooms, on the Ventilation of 
Apartments, &e. &ce. To make room for the additional practical matter, and 
not to enhance the price of the work to the American reader, between two and 
three hundred pages of the theoretical or doctrinal part of the original work 
have been omitted; indeed, most of the articles on the theory of chemistry, such 
as Electricity, Galvanism, Light, &e. which have little or no immediate ap- 
lication to the arts, and which the chemical student will find more fully 
iscussed in almost every elementary work on the science, have been either 

wholly omitted or abridged. Many obsolete processes in the practical pert of 
the work, used in some instances, the deseription of arts not practised, and from 
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their nature not likely to be practised in the United States, have also been 
omitted; in short, the leading chiect has been to improve and extend the prac: 
tical character of the Operative Chemist, and to supply, as the publishers flatter 
themselves, a deficieney which is felt by every artist and manufacturer, whose 
rocesses involve the principles of chemical science, the want of a Systematic 
ork which should embody the most recent improvements in the chemical 

arts and manufactures, whether derived from the researches of scientifie me 
or the experiments and observations of the operative manufacturer and arti- 
zans themselves. ¢ 

VIII. PATHOLOGICAL and PRACTICAL RE- 
SEARCHES on DISEASES of the BRAIN and SPINAL 
CORD. By Joun Anrncromsrz, M.D. (Nearly ready.) 
“ We have here a work of authority, and one which does credit to the author 

and his country.”—North Amer. Med. and Surg. Journ, 

By the same Author,  _ 
Ix. PATHOLOGICAL and PRACTICAL RE- 
SEARCHES on DISEASES of the STOMACH, the INTES- 
TINAL CANAL, the LIVER, and other VISCERA of the 
ABDOMEN. a 
“We have now closed a very long review ofa very valuable work, and, al- 

though we have endeavoured to condense into our pages a great mass of impor- 
tant matter, we feel that our author has not yet received justice.”—Medico-Chi- 
rurgical Review. 

X. A RATIONAL EXPOSITION of the PHYSI- 
CAL, SIGNS of DISEASES of the LUNGS and PLEURA; II- 
lustrating their Pathology and Facilitating their Diagnosis, By 
Cuartes J. Witiiams, M. D. In 8vo. with plates. 

“If we are not greatly mistaken, it will lead to a better understanding, and a 
, Moore correct estimate of the value of auscultation, than any thing that has yet 
appeared.”—Am. Med. Journ. 

XE ARNOTI’S ELEMENTS of PHYSICS. 
Vol. If. Part I. containing Light and Heat. . 

XIifl. ELEMENTS of PHYSICS, or NATU- 
RAL PHILOSOPHY, GENERAL and MEDICAL, explained 
independently cf TECHNICAL’ MATHEMATICS, and con- 
taining New Disquisitions and Practical Suggestions. By 
Neriz Arnott, M. D. First American from the third London 
edition, with additions, by Isaac Hays, M. D. 

*,* Of this work four editions have been printed in England in a very short 
time. All the Reviews speak of it in the highest terms. 

XII. BECLARD’S GENERAL ANATOMY. 
Translated by J. Toeno, M. D. 8yvo. 

XIV. A TREATISE on FEVER. By Sournwoop 
Smita, M. D. Physician to the London Fever Hospital. 

“ There is no man in actual practice in this metropolis, who should not possess 
himself of Dr. Smith’s work.”—Lond. Med. and Surg. Journ. Feb. 

_ With a mind so framed to accurate observation, and logical deduction, Dr. 
Smith’s delineations are peculiarly valuable.” —Medico-Chir. Rev. March. 

“ No work has been more lauded by the Reviews than the Treatise on Fevers, 
by Southwood Smith. Dr. Johnson, the editor of the Medico-Chirurgical Re- 
view, says, ‘It is the best we have ever perused on the subject of fever, and in 
eur conscience, we believe it the best that ever flowed from the pen of physician 
in any age or in any country.’ ”—Am. Med. Journ. 

XV. SKETCHES of CHINA, with Illustrations 
from Original Drawings. By W. W. Woop, in 1 vol. 12mo. 

The residence of the author in China, during the years 1826-7-8 and 9, has 
enabled him to collect much very curious information relative to this singular 
people, which he has embodied in his work; and will serve to gratify the curi- 
esity of many whose time or dispositions do not allow them to seek, in the volu- 
minous writings of the Jesuits and early travellers, the information contained 
in the present work. The recent discussion relative to the renewal of the East 
India Company’s Charter, has excited. much interest; and among ourselves, the 
desire to be further acquainted with the subjects of £ the Celestial Empire’ has 
heen considerably augmented.” : 
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XVI. 2 
HISTORY OF ENGLAND, 

By Sir JAMES MACKINTOSH, Vol. I. 
BEING A PORTION OF 4 

The Cabinet History of the British Islands, 
EMBRACING 

HISTORY of ENGLAND. By Sir James MacxrnTosa, Vol. I. 
“ Our anticipations of this volume were certainly very highly raised, and un- 

like such anticipzsions in general, they have not been disappointed. A philo- 
sophical spirit, a nervous style, and a full knowledge of the subject, acquired by 
considerable research into the works of preceding chroniclers and historians, 
eminently distinguish this popular abridgment, and cannot fail to recommend it 
to universal approbation. In continuing his work as he has begun, Sir James 
Mackintosh will confer a great benefit on his country.”—Lond. Lit. Gazette. 
HISTORY of SCOTLAND. By Sir Watrer Scorv, 2 vols. 
HISTORY of IRELAND. By Txomas Moorg, 1 vol. 

XVII. HISTORY of SCOTLAND. By Sir Watrer 
Scorrt, Bart. in 2 vols. 12mo. 
The History of Scotland, by Sir Walter Scott, we do not hesitate to declare, 

will be, if possible, more extensively read, than the most popular work of fiction, 
by the same prolific author, and for this obvious reason: 1t combines much of the 
brilliant colouring of the Ivanhoe pictures of by-gone manners, and all the 
graceful facility of style and doctor duces of deacrption of his other charm- 
ing romances, with a minute fidelity to the facts of history,and a searching seru- 
tiny into their authenticity and relative value, which might put to the blush Mr. 
Hume and other professed historians. Such is the magic charm of Sir Walter 
Scott’s pen, it has only to touch the simplest incident of every day life, and it 
starts up invested with all the interest of a scene of romance; and yet such is his ° 
fidelity to the text of nature, that the knights, and serfs, and collared fools with 
whom his inventive pee has peopled so many volumes, are regarded by us as 
not mere creations of fancy, but as real flesh and blood existences, with all the 
virtues, feelings and errors of common place humanity.”—Lit. Gaz. 

XVIII. CLARENCE; a Tale of our own Times.’ By 
the Author of Repwoon, Horr Lesuiz, &c. In two volumes. 

XIX. FALKLAND, a Novel, by the Author of 
Prernam, &c. I vol. 12mo. at 

XX. MEMOIR on the TREATMENT of VENE- — 
REAL DISEASES WITHOUT MERCURY, employed at the 
Military Hospital of the Val-de-Grace. Translated from the 
French of H. M. J. Desruelles, M. D. &c. To which is added, 
Observations by G. J. Guthrie, Esq. and various documents, 
showing the results of this Mode of Treatment, in Great Bri- 
tain, France, Germany, and America, 1 vol. 8yo. 

XXI. PRINCIPLES ofMILITARY SURGERY, 
comprising Observations on the Arrangements, Police, and 
Practice of Hospitals, and on the History, Treatment, and 
Anomalies of Variola and Syphilis; illustrated with cases and 
dissections. By Joun Hrnnen, M. D. F. R. S, E. Inspector of 
Military Hospitals—first American from the third London edi- 
tion, with Life of the Author, by his son, Dr. Joan HENNEN. 

*‘ The value of Dr. Hennen’s work is too well appreciated to need any praise 
of ours. We were only required then, to bring the third edition before the no- 
tice of our readers; and having done this, we shall merely add, that the volumé 
merits a place in every library, and that no military surgeon ought to be without 
it.”—Medical Gazette. ‘ 

“Itis a work of supererogation for us to eulogize Dr. Hennen’s Military Sur- 
sery; there can be no second opinion on its merits. It is indispensable to the mi» 
tary and naval surgeon.”—London Medical and Surgical Journal. 

XXII. A COLLECTION of COLLOQUIAL 
PHRASES on every Topic necessary to maintain Conversation, 
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arranged under different heads, with numerous remarks on 
the peculiar pronunciation and use of various words—the 
whole so disposed as considerably to facilitate the acquisition 
of a correct pronunciation of the French. By A. Bouman. One 
vol. 18mo. 

XXIII. A SELECTION of ONE HUNDRE 
PERRIN’S FABLES, accompanied by a Key, containing the 
text, a literal and free translation, arranged in such a manner 
as to point out the difference between the French and the 
English idiom, also a figured pronunciation of the French, ac- 
cording to the best French works extant on the subject; the 
whole preceded by a short treatise on the sounds of the French 
language, compared with those of the English. __ 
XXIV. A TREATISE on PATHOLOGICAL ANA- 

TOMY, by Wiz114m E. Horner, M. D. Adjunct Professor of 
Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania. 

*¢ We can conscientiously commend it to the members of the profession, as a 
satisfactory, interesting, and instructive view of the subjects discussed, and 
as well ted to aid them in forming a correct appreciation of the diseased 
eonditions they are called on to relieve.”—<American Journal of the Medical 
Sciences, No. 9. . 

XXYV. A New Edition ofa TREATISE of SPECIAL 
and GENERAL ANATOMY, by the same author, 2 vols. 8vo. 

XXVI. A New Edition ofa TREATISE on PRAC- 
TICAL ANATOMY, by the same author. . “ 
XXVII. COXE’S AMERICAN DISPENSATORY, 

Eighth Edition, Improved and greatly Enlarged. By Joun 
RepmMan Coxr, M. D. Professor of Materia Medica and Phar- 
macy in the University of Pennsylvania. In 1 vol. 8vo. 
XXVIII. AnESSAY on REMITTENT and INTER- 

MITTENT DISEASES, inoluding generically Marsh Fever and 
Neuralgia—comprising under the former, various anomalies, 
obscurities, and consequences, ‘and under a new systematic - 
view of the latter, treating of tic douloureux, sciatica, head- 
ache, ophthalmia, tooth-ache, palsy, and many other modes and 
consequences of this generic disease; by Joan Maccurioca, 
M. D., F. R.S. &c. &c. Physician in Ordinary to his Royal 
Highness Prince Leopold, of Saxe Cobourg. — 

“In rendering Dr. Macculloch’s work more accessible to the profession, we 
are conscious that we are doing the state some service.”—Med. Chir. Review. 

% We most strongly recommend Dr. Macculloch’s treatise to the attention of 
our medical brethren, as presenting a most valuable mass of information, on a 
‘most important subject.”—N. A. Med. and Surg. Journal. . 

XXIX. WISTAR’S ANATOMY, fifth edition, 2 
vols. 8vo. 

XXX. The ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, and DIS- 
EASES of the TEETH. By Tuomas Bett, F. R.S., F. L. S. 
&e. In 1 vol. 8vo. with plates. 

66 Myr. Bell has evidently endeavoured to construct a work of reference for the 
‘practitioner, and a text-book for the student, containing a ‘ plain and practical 

gest of the information at present possessed on tke subject, and results of the 
- author’s own investigations and experience.’ ” * * * “ We must now take leave 

.of Mr. Bell, whose work we have no doubt will become a class book on the im= 
portant subject of dental surgery.”—Medico-Chirurgical Review. 

XXI. MORALS of PLEASURE, illustrated by 
Stories designed for Young Persons, in 1 vol. 12mo. 

The style-of the stories is.no less tont for its ease and gracefulneis, 
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than for the delicacy of its humour, and its beautiful and at times affecting sim- 
licity. A lady must have written it—for it is from the bosom of woman alone, 

that such tenderness of feeling and such delicacy of sentiment—such sweet les- 
sons of morality—such deep and pure streams of virtue and piety, gush forth to 
cleanse the juvenile mind from the grosser impurities of our nature, and prepare 
the young for lives of usefulness here, and happiness hereafter. We advise pa- 
rents of young families to epee this little ook—assuring them that it will 
have a tendency to render their offspring as sweet as innocent, as innoeent as 

y,as gay as happy. It is dedicated by the author ‘to her young Bedford — 
riends, Anna and Maria Jay’—but who this fair author is, we cannot even guess. 
We would advise some sensible educated bachelor to find out.”"—N. 2. Com. Adv. 

XXXII. The PRACTICE of PHYSIC, by W. P. 
Dewexs, M.D. Adjunct Professor of Midwifery in the University 

_ of Pennsylvania, 2 vols. 8yo. 
' “We have no hesitation in recommending it as decidedly one of the best ~ 
systems of medicine extant. The tenor of the work in general reflects the high- 
est honour on Dr. Dewees’s talents, industry, and capacity, for the execution of 
the arduous task which he had undertaken. It is one of the most able and 
satisfactory works which modern fimes have produced, and will be a standard 
authority.”—Lond. Med. and Surg. Journ. Aug. 1830, 

XXXIII. DEWEES on the DISEASES of CHIL- 
DREN. Third edition. In 8vo. 
The objects of this work are, Ist, to teach those who have the charge of chil- _ 

dren, either as parent or guardian, the most approved methods of securing and 
improving their physical powers. This is attempted by pointing out the du- 
ties which the parent or the guardian owes for this purpose, to this interesting, 
but helpless class of beings, and the manner by which ghey duties shall be ful- 
filled. And 2d, to render available a long experience to these objects of our af- 
feetions, when they become diseased. In attempting this, the author has avoided 
as much as was possible, “‘technicality;” and has given, if he does not flatter him- 
self too much, to each disease of which he treats, its appropriate and designat- 
ing characters, with a fidelity that will prevent any two being confounded, to- 
gether with the best mode of treating them, that either his own experience or 
that of others has suggested. 

XXXIV. DEWEES on the DISEASES of FE- 
MALES. Second edition with additions. In 8vo. 
XXXV. DEWEES’S SYSTEM of MIDWIFERY. 

Fourth edition, with additions, ; 

XXXVI. CHAPMAN’S THERAPEUTICS and 
MATERIA MEDICA. Fifth edition, with additions. 
XXXVI. A CHRONICLE of the CONQUEST of 

GRENADA, by Wasnineton Inyine, Esq. in 2 vols. 
On the whole, this work will sustain the high fame of Washington Irving. 
It fills a blank in the historical library which ought not to have remained so 
long a blanks The language throughout is at once chaste and animated; and 
the narrative may be said, like Spencer’s Fairy Queen, to present one long gal- 
lery of splendid pictures. Indeed, we know no pages from which the artist is 
more likely to derive inspiration, nor perhaps are there many incidents in lite- 
rary history more surprising than that this antique and chivalrous story should 
have been for the first time told worthily by the pen of an American and a re- 
publican.”--London Literary Gazette. 

New Editions of the following works by the same Au- 
thor. 

THE SKETCH BOOK, 2 vols. 12mo. 
KNICKERBOCKER’S HISTORY of NEW YORK, 2 yols. 

12mo. 
BRACEBRIDGE HALL, 2 yols. 12mo. ~ 
TALES of a TRAVELLER, 2 vols. 12mo. 4 

XXXVIII. NEUMAN’S SPANISH and ENG- 
LISH DICTIONARY, new Edition. 
XXXIX. A TOURin AMERICA, by Basiz Hatt, 

Captain, R. N. in 2 vols. 12mo. 

XL. AMERICAN: ORNITHOLOGY, or NA- 
TURAL HISTORY of BIRDS inhabiting the UNITED 
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STATES, by Caartes Lucran Bownarante; designed as a 
continuation of Wilson’s Ornithology, vols, L, I. and III. 

_ *,* Gentlemen who possess Wilson, and are desirous of ren- 
_ dering the work complete, are informed that the edition, of 
this work is very small, and that but a very limited number of 
copies remain unsold. ' 

XLI. The AMERICAN QUARTERLY RE- 
VIEW, No. XVI. Contents—Buenos Ayres and the Pampas. 
—Internal Improyvement.—Brown’s Novels. —Watson’s Annals 
of Philadelphia——Wilson, the Ornithologist.—Longeyity.— 
Juan Van Halen’s Narrative.—Mirabeau.—Banks and Cur- 
rency.— Terms, five dollars per annum. 

XLII. The AMERICAN JOURNAL of the ME- 
DICAL SCIENCES, No. XIII. for November, 1830. Among the 
Collaborators of this work are Professors Bigelow, Channing, 
Chapman, Coxe, Davidge, De Butts, Deweés, Dickson, Dud- 
ley, Francis, Gibson, Godman, Hare, Henderson, Horner, 
Hosack, Jackson, Macneven, Mott, Mussey, Physick, Potter, 
Sewall, Warren, and Worthington; Drs. Daniell, Emerson, 
Fearn, Griffith, Hays, Hayward, Ives, Jackson, King, Moultrie, 
Spence, Ware, and Wright.—Terms, five dollars per annum. 

XLII: EVANS’S MILLWRIGHT and MIL- 
LER’S GUIDE. New edition with additions, by Dr. T. P. 
ZONES. ‘ ; 

XLIV. HUTIN’S MANUAL of PHYSIO- 
LOGY, in 12mo. . ee | 
XLV. HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, and 

STATISTICAL AMERICAN ATLAS, folio. 

XLVI. MANUAL of MATERIA MEDICA 
and PHARMACY. By H.M. Epwarps, M.D. and P.Vavassgur, 
‘M. D. comprising a Concise Description of the Articles used 
in Medicine; their Physical and Chemical Properties; the Bo- 
tanical Characters of the Medicinal Plants; the Formule for the 
Principal Officinal Preparations of the American, Parisian, 
Dublin, Edinburgh, &c. Pharmacopeias; with Observations on 
the Proper Mode of Combining and Administering Remedies, 
Translated from the French, with numerous Additions and 
Corrections, and adapted to the Practice of Medicine and to 
the Art.of Pharmacy in the United States. By Joszru Toeno, 
M. D. Member of the Philadelphia Medical Society, and E. 
Dorann, Member of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. 

“Tt contains all the pharmaceutical information that the physician can desire, 
and in addition, a larger mass of information, in relation to the properties, &c. 
of the different articles and preparations employed in medicine, than any of the 
dispensatories, and we think will entirely supersede all.these publications in the 
library of the physician.” —Am. Journ. of the Medical Sciences. 

XLVI. An EPITOME of the PHYSIOLOGY, 
GENERAL ANATOMY, and PATHOLOGY of BICHAT, by 
Txaomas HenneErson, M. D. Professor of the Theory and Prac- 
tice of Medicine in Columbia College, Washington City. 1 
vol. 8vo. 

“ The epitome of Dr. Henderson ought and must find a place in the library 
of every physician desirous of useful knowledge for himself, or of being instru- 
mental in imparting it to. others, whose studies he is expected to superintend.”— 

_ North American Medical and Surgical Journal, No. 

XLVIIL ELLIS’ MEDICAL FORMULARY. The 

- 
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Medical Formulary, being a collection .of prescriptions de- 
rived from the writings and practice of many of the most emi- 
nent physicians in America and Europe. By Bensamin Exxis, 
M. D. 2d edition, with additions. ° vy 

A small and very useful volume has been recently published in this city, en- 
titled ‘ The Medical Formulary.’ We believe that this volume will meet with a 
cordial weleome from the medical public. We would especially recommend it 
to our brethren in distant parts of the country, whose insulated situations may 
prevent them from having access to the many authorities which have been_con- 
sulted in arranging materials for this work.”—PA/il. Med. and Phys. Jour. 

XLIX.. Major LONG’S EXPEDITION to the 
ROCKY MOUNTAINS, 2 vols. 8vo. with 4to Atlas. 

L. Major LONG’S EXPEDITION to the 
SOURCES of the MISSISSIPPI, 2 vols. 8vo. with Plates. 

LI. The HISTORY of LOUISIANA, particu- 
larly of the Cession of that Colony to the United States of 
North America; with an introductory Essay on the Constitu- 
tion and Government of the United States, by M. pz Marzots, 
Peer of France, translated from the French by an American 
citizen, in 1 yol. Syo. 

. PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION. 
I. FARRADAY’S CHEMICAL MANIPULA- 

TION. First American from the Second London edition. 
II. THOMPSON on INFLAMMATION. Second 

American from the Second London edition. 
Iil. ROBERT of PARIS, a Tale of the Lower Em- 

pire. By the Author of Wavzrtey. 
IV. TALES of a GRANDFATHER, being a Se- 

ries from French History. By the Author of Waver.ey. 
V. DESTINY, a Novel. By the Author of Mar- 

RnIAGE and INHERITANCE. : 
“VI. The PHYSIOLOGICAL PRACTICE of ME- 

DICINE, by J. Coster. Translated from the French, by ~ 
Dr. Knox. 

VII. The PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE of ME- 
DICINE. By 8S. Jackson, M. D. (Nearly ready.) 

VIII. COLLES’S SURGICAL ANATOMY. Se- 
cond American edition. 

IX. BROUSSAIS on CHRONIC INFAMMA- 
TIONS. In 8vo. 

X. BROUSSAIS’S EXAMINATION of MEDI- 
CAL DOCTRINES. In 2 vols. 8vo. 

XI. ENCYCLOPZ/DIA AMERICANA, Vol. Y. 
(Will be ready in January. ) 

XII. PRINCIPLES of GEOLOGY, being an At- 
tempt to Explain the Former Changes of the Earth’s Surface 
by reference to Causes now in Operation. By Cuartzes LYExt, 
Esq. F. R. S. ; 

XIII. ELEMENTS of MYOLOGY. By E. Gxp- 
pines, M. D. In 4to. with numerous plates. 

XIV. AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGY. By Prince 
Cuarites Bonaparte, Vol. IV. 
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Philadelphia, Nov. 1830. 

~ Just Published, by Carey & Lea, 
And sold in Philadelphia by E. L. Carey § A. Hart; in New-York 

by G. & C. & H. Carvill ; in Boston b We Hendee—in. Charleston 
by W. H. Berrett—in New-Orleans "Kean; by the principal 
booksellers throughout the Union, . 

_AND IN LONDON, BY JOHN MILLER, ST. JAMES’S STREET. 

; VOLUME _IV. 
CONTAINING ABOUT .1500 ARTICLES, 

(To be continued at intervals of three months,) 

OF THE 

ENCYCLOPAEDIA AMERICANA: 
, A | 

POPULAR DICTIONARY 

a * 

OF 

ARTS, SCIENCES, LITERATURE, HISTORY, AND POLITICS, 

' BROUGHT DOWN TO THE PRESENT TIME AND INCLUDING A COPIOUS 

COLLECTION OF ORIGINAL ARTICLES IN 

AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY: 

On the basis of the Seventh Edition of the German 

CONVERSATIONS-LEXICON.. 

Epitzp By Dr. FRANCIS LIEBER, 
ASSISTED By EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, Esa. 

Tote completed in twelve large volumes, octavo, price to subscribers, bound 
in cloth, two dollars and a hal each. 

EACH VOLUME WILL CONTAIN BETWEEN 600 anv 700 PacEs. 

Tur Conversation Lexicon, of which the seventh edition in 
twelve volumes has lately been published in Germany, origin. 
ated about fifteen years since. It was intended to supply a want 
occasioned by the character of the age, in which the sciences, 
arts, trades, and the various forms of knowledge and of active 
life, had become so much extended and diversified, that no in- 
dividual engaged in business could become well acquainted 
with all subjects of general interest; while the wide diffusion. 
of information rendered such knowledge essential to the charac- 
ter of an accomplished man. This want, no existing works 
were adequate to supply. Books treating of particular branch- 
es, such as gazetteers, &c. were too confined in character; 
while voluminous Encyclopedias were too learned, scientific, 
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and cumbrous, being usually elaborate treatises, requiring much 
study or previous acquaintance with the subject discussed. The 
conductors of the Conversation Lexicon endeavored to select 
from every branch of knowledge what was necessary to a well- 
informed mind, and to give popular views of the more abstruse 
branches of learning and science; that their readers might not 
be incommoded, and deprived of pleasure or improvement, by 
ignorance of facts or expressions used in books or conversation. 
Such a work must obviously be of great utility to every class of 
readers. It has been found so much so in Germany, that it 
is met with everywhere, among the learned, the lawyers, the 
military, artists, merchants, mechanics, and men of all stations. 
The reader may judge how well it-is adapted to its object, 
trom the circumstance, that though it now consists of twelve 
volumes, seven editions, comprising about ONE HUNDRED THOU- 
SAND COPIES, have been printed in less than fifteen years. It 
has been translated into the Swedish, Danish and Dutch lan- 
guages, and a French translation is now preparing in Paris. 
A great advantage of this work is its liberal and impartial 

character; and there can be no doubt that a book like the En- 
CYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA Will be found peculiarly useful in this 
country, where the wide diffusion of the blessings of education, 
and the constant intercourse of all classes, create a great de- 
mand for general information.  - 

In the preparation of the work thus far, the Editors have 
been aided by many gentlemen of distinguished ability ; and for 
the continuation, no efforts shall be spared to secure the aid of 
all who ean, in any way, contribute to render it worthy of 
patronage. | 

The American Biography, which is very extensive, will be 
furnished by Mr. Watsu, who has long paid particular atten- 
tion to that branch of our literature, and from materials in the 
collection of which he has been engaged for some years. For 
obvious reasons, the notices of distinguished Americans will be 
confined to deceased individuals: the European biography con- 
tains notices of all distinguished living characters, as well as 
those of past times, 

The articles on Zoology have been written expressly for the 
present edition by Dr. Jonn D. Gopman; those on Chemistry 
and Mineralogy, by a gentleman deeply versed in those de- 
partments of science. 

In relation to the Fine Arts, the work will be exceedingly 
rich. Great attention was given to this in the German work, 
and the Editors have been anxious to render it, by the necessary 
additions, as perfect as possible. . 

To gentlemen of the Bar, the work will be peculiarly valua- 
ble, as in cases where legal subjects are treated, an account is 
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given of the provisions of American, English, French, Prussian, 
Austrian, and Civil Law. 

The Publishers believe it will be admitted, that this work is 
one of the cheapest ever published in this country, They have 
been desirous to render it worthy of a place in the best libraries, 
while at the same time they have fixed the price so low as to 
put it within the reach of all who read. 

Those who can, by any honest modes of economy, reserve the sum of two 
dollars and fifty cents quarterly, from their family expenses, may pay for this 
work as fast as it is published; and we confidently believe that they will find 
at the end that they never purchased so much general, practical, useful infor- 
mation at so cheap a rate.—Journal of Education. 

If the encouragement to the publishers should correspond with the testimony 
in favor of their enterprise, and the beautiful and faithful style of its execu- 
tion, the hazard of the undertakin ne, bold as it was, will be well compensated ; 
and our libraries will be enriched by the most generally useful encyclopedic 
dictionary that has been offered to the readers of the English language. Full 
enough for the general scholar, and plain enough for.every capacity, it is far 
more convenient, in every view ‘and form, than its more expensive and ponder. 
ous pr edecessors—American ‘Farmer. 
The high reputation of the contributors to this work, will not fail to insure 

it a favorable reception, and its own merits will do the Yest.—Silliman’s Journ. 
The work will be a valuable possession to every family or individual that 

can afford to purchase it; and we take pleasure, therefore, in extending the 
knowledge of its merits. — National Intelligencer. 
The Encyclopedia Americana is a prodigious improvement upon _all that 

has gone before it; a thing for our country, as well as the country that gave 
it birth, to be proud of; an inexhaustible treasury of useful, pleasant and fa- 
miliar learning on every possible subject, so arranged as to be speedily and 
safely referred to on emergency, as well as on deliberate inquiry; and better 
still, adapted to the understanding, and put within the reach of the multitude. 

* The Encyclopedia Americana is a work without which no library 
wore: of the name can hereafter be made up.— Yankee. 
The copious information which, if a just idea of the whole may be formed 

from the first volume, this work affords on American subjects, fully justifies 
its title of an American Dictionary; while at the same time the extent, varie- 
ty, and felicitous disposition of its topics, make it the most convenient and 
satisfactory Encyclopedia that we have ever seen.—Wational Journal. 

If the succeeding volumes shall equal in merit the one before us, we may 
confidently anticipate for the work a reputation and usefulness which ought 
to secure for it the most flattering encouragement and patronage.—Federal 
Gazette. 
The variety of topics is of course vast, and they are treated in a manner 

which is at once so full of information and so interesting, that the work, in 
stead of being merely referred to, might be regularly perused with as much 
pleasure as profit.—Baltimore American. 
We view it as a publication worthy of the age and of the country, and can- 

not but believe the discrimination of our countrymen will sustain the publish- 
ers, and well reward them for this contribution to American Literature.— 
Baltimore Patriot. 
We cannot doubt that the succeeding volumes will equal the first, and we 

hence warmly recommend the work to the patronage of the public, as being by 
far the best work of the kind ever offered for sale in this country.—U. S. Gaz. 

It reflects the greatest credit on those who have been concerned in its pro- 
duction, and promises, in a variety of respects, to be the best as well as the 
most compendious dictionary of the arts, sciences, liistory, politics, biography, 
&c. which has yet been compiled. The style of the portion we have read 
is terse and perspicuous; and it is really curious how so much scientific and 
other information could have been so satisfactorily communicated in such brief 
dimits.—M. Y. Evening Post. 

A compendious library, and invaluable hook = reference.—M. Y. American 
+ 
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This cannot but prove a valuable addition to the literature of the age.—Mer 

Advertiser. mT 
~The appearance of the first volume of this valuable work in this country, 

an event not less creditable to its enterprising publishers, than it is likely 
prove lastingly beneficial to the public. When completed, according to the 
model presented by the first volume, it will deserve to be regarded as the spirit 
of all the best Encyclopedias, since it comprises whatever is really desirable 
and necessary in them, and in addition, a large proportion of articles entirely 
original, or expressly written for its pages. This is the condition of all the 
articles of American Biography, by Mr. Valsh; those on Zoology, by Dr. God- 
man; and those on Mineralogy and Chemistry, by a gentleman of Boston, 
distinguished for his successful devotion to those studies. The work abounds 
with interesting and useful matter, presented in a condensed and perspicuous 
style; nor is it one of its least commendations that it is to be comprised in 
twelve octavo volumes, which may be placed on an office table, or occupy a 
shelf in the parlor, ever ready for immediate reference, instead of requiring 
almost a room to itself, like its ponderous predecessors, the Britannica, Edin- 
burgensis, &c. ra , 
The vast circulation this work has had in Europe, where it has already been 

reprinted in four or five languages, not to speak of the numerous German edi- 
tions, of which seven have been published, speaks loudly in favor of its in- 
trinsic merit. witliout which such a celebrity could never have been attained. 
To every tian engaged in public business, who needs a correct and ample book 
of reference on various topics of science and letters, the Encyclopedia Ameri- 
cana wiil be almost invaluable. ‘To individuals obliged to go to situations 
where books are neither numerous nor easily procured, the rich contents of 
these twelve volumes will prove a mine which will amply repay its purchaser, 
and be with difficulty exhausted, and we recommend it to their patronage in 
the full conviction of its worth. Indeed it is difficult to say to what class of 
readers such a book would not prove useful, nay, almost indispensable, since 
it combines a great amount of valuable matter in small compass, and at mode- 
Yate expense, and is in every respect well suited to augment the reader’s stock 
of ideas, and powers of conversation, without severely taxing time or fatiguing 
attention, These, at least, are our conclusions after a close and candid ex- 
amination of the first volume.—.4m. Daily Advertiser. 
We have seen and carefully examined the first volume of the Encyclopedia 

Americana, just published by Carey, Lea and Carey, and think our readers may 
be congratulated upon the opportunity of making such a valuable accession to 
their libraries.—Aurera. 
The department of American Biography, a subject of which it should be 

disgraceful to be ignorant, to the degree that many are, is, in this work, a 
prominent feature, and has received the attention of one of the most indefuti- 
gable writers in this department of literature, which the present age can fur- 
nish.—Boston Oourier. Ps 

According to the plan.of Dr. Lieber, a desideratum will be supplied ; the sub- 
stance of contemporary knowledge will be brought within a.small compass ;— 
and the character and uses of a manual will be imparted to a kind of publica- 
tion heretofore reserved, on strong shelves, for occasional reference. By those 
who understand the German language, the Conversation Lexicon is consulted 
ten times for one application to any English Encyclopedia.—WNuational Gaz. 
The volume now published is not only highly honorable tu the taste, ability 

and industry of its editors and publishers, but furnishes a proud sample of the 
accuracy and elegance, with which the most elaborate and important literary 
enterprises may now be accomplished in our country. Of the manner in which 
the editors have thus far completed their task, it is impossible, in the course of 
a brief newspaper article, to speak with adequate justice.—Boston Bulletin. 
We have looked at the contents, generally, of the second volume of this 

work, and think it merits the encomiums which have been bestowed on it in 
-the northern papers. It continues to be particularly rich in the departments 
of Biography and Natural History. When we look at the large mass of mis- 
cellaneous knowledge sprezd before the reader, in a form which has never been 
equalled for its.condensaticn, and conveyed in a style that. cannot be surpassed 
for propriety and perspicuity, we cannot but think that the American Ency- 

os 

clopedia deserves a place im every collection, in which works of reference form ~ 
a portion.” —Southern Patriot, 
6 
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‘only, | ‘only, but must likewise rest, in a very great degree, = 5 

“geen ‘the. character which he bears as a philosophi- 

a yy - eal observer, and the’ extent of the observations on 

- whielr his conclusions are founded. | ‘Hence, ‘arises 

.o the hesitation with which we receive all Boner, 

"a statements, when made by persons with whose op» _ 

a jortunities of observation and habits of induction ei 

Z “we are not acquainted; and the importance which. 

Ale attach toa simple record of facts, in a concise 

and accessible form, apart both from hypothesisand 

” system. The author of such a record contributes 

‘sin that which has a fixed and certain value; depend- é 

ent only upon his correctness in distinctly describing , 
_ what he has seen ;. and thus is furnished a series of ~ 

_ facts which every practitioner may study nial him- 
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iy self, and'from which he may acquire a a knowledge © 

of phenomena, and of their relations to each other, © 

nearly in the same manner as he does from his own 
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In the revolutions of medical science, there has 

been, for some years, a progressive and remarkable 

changevof opinion, in regard to the mode of con- 

ducting medical investigations. There appears to 

have been a tacit but very general admission of the 

fallacy of medical hypotheses, and. the precarious - 

~ nature of general principles i in medicine; and there 

seems to be an increasing conviction of the indis- 

pensable necessity, of founding all our conclusions 

in medical science,.upon an extensive and accurate — 

acquaintance with the pathology of disease. The 

facts which are required for this purpose ean be. 

derived only from the contributions of practical 

men; and it is of the utmost consequence that such 

‘persons should extensively record their observa- 

tions, as these must form the only basis on whieh 

can be founded any aye tapnate PHOoRae in medical 

ae SOLENCe.. 20 od en A iene Sal etait. Piel 

if 
? 

General principles in physical science are nothing 

more than general facts, or facts which are com- 

mon to all the individuals of a particular class; and 

% 

*% 

“te, 
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it is only when they are deduced from a correct ex- " 
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amination of all these individuals, that they can» 

- possess either truth: or utility. When they have 

-— framed from a limited observation, they are, 

mm general science, useless, and in medicine, dan- 

_ gerous; and in regard to’ ‘medical science we may 

perhaps venture to assert, that the purposes of prac- 

. tical utility are promoted in almost an equal degree, 

when a principle which has been proposed is con- 

- firmed by the progress of observation, and when 

one which has been received upon inadequate © 

qeeyeden is shown to be fallacious. 

" \dbiinsheda by these cehapistaateniah cut author of 

the following treatise has, from time to time, sub- 

mitted to the profession a series of researches, on 

various important subjects, of a pathological and 

practical nature; and he now intrudes upon their 

attention with farther observations, in a more con- 

nected and more extended form. In doing so, he 

has no system to support, and no new doctrines to 

propose. ‘He may indulge in conjectures, but these 

he’ will keep entirely distinct from the facts upon 

‘which they are founded.. He assumes no higher 

» character than that of a faithful relater of facts, 

x ‘ 

which a practice of considerable extent has brought 

under his view; and he aspires to no higher merit, 

than to contribute something towards enlarging our 

; acquaintance with the phenomena of disease. 
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“DISEASES 

OF 

THE BRAIN, &c. 

OF THE 

INFLAMMATORY AFFECTIONS OF THE BRAIN. 

Puconian difficulties ‘iidaa the investigation of inflam- 

matory affections of the brain. In the inflammatory diseases 
of other organs, we are generally able to trace the proper | 
symptoms of the inflammation through the whole course of 

the disease, and to make allowance for any incidental combi- 
nations by which they may be modified; but from the rapid 

éffects which all acute diseases of the brain produce upon the 

sensorial functions, the patient generally becomes, at an early 

period, unable to express his feelings, and the proper symp- 

toms of the disease are lost amid that suspension of all the’ 

faculties to which we give the name of oppression of the 
" oe Dy 

“pt » , brain. 

Whenever this remap eubte condition oceurs, it naturally 

becomes the prominent object of attention; and, as it has — 
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__ been by long Astablished usage strongly’ associated with the ie * 
idea of pressure upon the brain, the investigation has gene- 

Ye rally been directed to the discovery ofa compressing cause. — 

-Effused fluid having been found, upon examination after 
death, in a great proportion of the cases referred to, has on » 

this principle been considered as explaining the symptoms, 

and here probably the investigation has closed. 
This’ course of i inquiry, seems to have been the occasion ~ 

of much of that obscurity which so long involved the pa- 

thology of affections of the brain, particularly the pathology’ . 

ofacute hydrocephalus. More extensive acquaintance with — 

the phenomena of this class of diseases has shown us that the 

‘course was fallacious, and has enabled us to ascertain prin- 

‘ciples of the utmost practical importance. We have learn- 

‘ed ‘that the condition which we denominate coma, with its, 

usual concomitant symptoms, is not characteristic of any 

one condition of the brain, but that-it may exist in connexion 
with diseases which are very different, or even opposite in 

y 

their nature; that it does not prove the existence of any ° 

compressing cause, and particularly that it has no necessa- 

ry connexion with effusion in the. brain; farther, that effu- 
sion to a great extent may exist in the brain, without. pro- 
ducing any of the symptoms which have usually been as- — 
cribed to it, and, in particular, that these may all exist in 
connexion with a state of disease which is simply inflam- 
matory. Following the light thus obtained, we find in the 
phenomena accompanying inflammation of the brain ‘and its 
membranes, a subject of much interest and great extent, 

anid one which leads to results of the highest practical va- 

lue. When applied to the pathology of the disease com- 

monly called acute hydrocephalus, the importance of this 

investigation is particularly apparent. For I think we may 

now consider it as ascertained, that this formidable malady 

is not.a mere dropsical affection of the brain, but an inflam- 

matory disease, terminating by effusion; that many of 
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fe ae t he lea aC ling a Desbipee ard not canteanma tonite iat exe we Je . 
‘. . bat with ie ‘infl inatory condition which goes before’ it; ‘a, vi is & ‘ 
) Me anid that withodt, bisa ‘it. may be fatal, with al the sa i 

#: “symptoms. which have usually been: cotisidered as charac- ey “? ‘a 
nt , “teristic of. drocephalus, ae ne ty ie nye ng pe a ae : cf ; ore te 
ie | “ey ‘When wi enter more particularly. upon NE we. @ a B, a 

© find inflammatory disease i in the brain varying considerably 4” y Th : ts 

ph in its” characters i in different “cases. These varieties appear . ai 5 Ae ‘ 
yueto be referrible:to. three circumstances;—the seat of the i in-. \ ~ “ a 

<a degree of activity—and the mode Ofitster- ,. iclime! 

* die ination. It may be seated in the Dura Mater, the’ Pity S.* ahoi 
Mater, the ‘Arachnoid, the. substance of the Hemispheres,» * ms 

or the deep-seated central parts of the brain. In its activi-.. Ri a: 

‘* os ty, it varies from the highest degree of active inflammation | oP 
‘to the chronic or scrofulous inflammation with the lowest Le ie. i 
aol of activity, and with numerous modifications: by: 

which the different forms pass into one another by almost ©” 
~ insensible gradations. | It may terminate by serous effusion, a? 

by the deposition of false membrane, by suppuration, or by 

é Bi - the ramollissement of the cerebral substance. ‘The pheno- , 

mena resulting from these several varieties, present to usa 

bs field of investigation of great extent and considerable diffi- 
| ~eulty. But before -gntering upon the inquiry, it will be ad-" 

visable to take a general view of the symptoms which ie F 

cate ‘inflammation of the parts within the head. 
*Y ‘ : i : a é 
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“98 Péttio’ us to say eit confidence What’ ep haphett ir cate 
inflammation of the substance of the brain, as distinguished % 
- from inflammation of its membranes; but the distinction is | hy e, 
not of much practical importance, and our present purpose ie 

will, be answered by a general view of the symptoms mi ea 

indicate inflammation of any of the parts within the cra ni- > 

ding bs 
_ probably, either upon the acti ivity of the’ disease, or the nt 

particular part which is the seat of the inflammation. “ ‘The fy Te 

leading modifications, as they occur to us in esa) may Bo, 
be referred to the following heads. Ae ake 4 Was 2 i 

I. As the first form of the disease, perhaps we “ote to” _ 

place the Phrenitis of systematic writers. It is characterized | 

' by fever, watchfulness, acute headach, impatience of light, 8, 

_suffusion of the eyes, and maniacal delirium. | This. affec- _ 

tion, however, is seldom met with as an Moon be disease; 

except in a few cases in which it is brought on by the abuse pr 4 

of strong liquors, and in warm climates by exposure t tothe 
intense heat of the sun. As a symptomatic affection, it is” 

met with occasionally in fever, andin mania; anda 2 condition “ay 
nearly allied to it sometimes occurs after injuries” “of the | 

head. Circumstances will be afterwards mentioned, ital: 

render it probable that in this form of the disease the inflam- 

mation is primarily seated in the membranes of the brain. 

When fatal, it is generally by a rapid sinking of the vital 
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powers supervening ‘apah the high ¢ excitement, Perot pro- ry sagt 
‘ducing much disorganization of the parts: which. appear to: vile 

* shave been the seat of the disease; for the cases which are 

‘referrible to this class, when they terminate fatally, are ge-. . 

(". % - morally rapid in their progress, and the appearances on dis- ~ 
| section are often unsatisfactory. There is an’ affection | of © 

eee occurrence, Which. perhaps may be referred to this 
head: Itis characterized by a peculiar abberration of mind | is i 

“without any complaint of pain, There ‘is a remarkable 
» restlessness, quickness and impatience of manner, obstinate - 

 watchfulness, and incessant rapid talking, the patient ram-_ 
ial » Bling from one subject to another, with little connexion, »./ 

“ ‘but often without any actual hallucination. He knows those ~ 4 

‘+ about him, and generally answers distinctly questions that 

are put to him. There is a rapid pulse,. but without the 

_other symptoms of fever; and the disease is:apt to be mis- 

taken by a superficial observer for mania, and consequent- «) 

oy to be considered as not being attended with danger. But 
“it is an affection of great danger, and is often very rapidly © 

“fatal. ‘The nature of it is obscure, and the appearance on 
4 dissection is rather ‘unsatisfactory; it. consists chiefly of a 

highly’ vascular state of the Pia mete) without any actual - 

, mea, of inflammation. 

Ik Ina second form of the diaghic hick is worthy of 
mite attention, the first symptom that excites alarm is a 

sudden attack of convulsion. This in some cases occurs 
without, any previous illness; in others it is preceded by. 

slight complaints which had attracted little attention;—in: 

one case which will be described, it was preceded by yo- 
miting, in another by slight headach for several days. The 

convulsion is generally long and severe; in some cases it is 
followed immediately by coma, which in a few days is fa-' 

tal; in others, the convulsion recurs frequently at short in- 
tervals, the patient in the intervals being sensible and com- 

" plaining of headach, and after twelye or twenty-four hours, 

- 
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asses i into coma.» ‘Sometime 8 after the coma i continued: wy a 
or a ‘certain time, perhaps for twelve hours, there is a’ com- 

fn cy recovery from it; and for ‘several days: ‘the’ patient ap- 

poe ot ears to. be i in the most favourable state, when, without any ll * 

e" 
. 

ow 

A yk Prahine ‘the convulsion returns, and terminates. in fatal). 
m4 

4.03 “ at ‘coma. In’a very: interesting ‘modification: of this. form: of. ms 
a A the: disease, the convulsion is. confined to one side. ‘of anew &-° 

fy ANG boay, or to one limb, and is usually followed by paralysis * te 
gra: ey " ‘of. the part affected; and in’some cases, the first symptom — is 

: is 2 sudden attack of paralysis without the preceding con- re “3 

i vulsion. These cases are remarkable from their resem- | 

blance to the ordinary attack of hemiplegia. It will appear» 

—_ 

74 

in the sequel, that they are often connected with inflamma- ea a 
tion of a small defined part of the cerebral ‘substance; that ad. 

the attack may be so sudden as precisely. to resemble the rg es 

paralytic attack from other causes; and that the disease TTS ey" 

| . the brain may not have advanced Hasnnd the state nies ¥ 

‘ple inflammation, while | the symptoms have gone through | 
the usual course, and have terminated in fatal coma. In he 

+ ~. general, however, the disease in such cases will be found 

to have advanced to suppuration, or to the can olbscaneeta : 

a Rone peculiar softening of the cerebral substance, to be after. ‘ia 

‘ay wards more particularly referred to; while, on the other — ’ 

‘hand, in some, very interesting cases of this class, the ine), 

flammation will be found to have Henn entirely seated in 
the membranes. — a Vi ih aaa i 

II. The third form of the disease most commonly af. 
fects children, but may also appear in adults, It is usually 

preceded for a day: or two by languor and peevishness; these 

are followed by an accession of fever, which is sometimes _ 

ushered in by severe shivering. _ The patient is oppressed Be 

and unwilling to be disturbed, and complains of acute pain | 
in some part of the head, with flushing of the face and im- 
patience of light. In many cases there is frequent yomit- 

ing, which continues for the first day or two; in others, the a 
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| vomiting is Meith The pain is felt in various parts of the 

head; frequently it extends along the neck; and sometimes . 
pain is complained of in the arms and in other parts of the — 
body. The pupil is usually contracted; the eye is morbid- _ 
ly sensible, and sometimes suffused; the tongue is generally 

white, but moist, sometimes quite clean. The sleep is dis-. 

' turbed by starting and frightful dreams, and frequently du- 
ring sleep there is violent grinding of the teeth. The bow- 

_ els are generally obstinate, but frequently they are natural; 

and I have seen the disease attended through its whole 

course by a spontaneous diarrhea. After some days, slight 

delirium begins to appear, at first transient, perhaps only 

observed during the night, or on first awaking out of sleep; 
or in some cases the patient lies in a dozing state, and talk- »_ 

ing incoherently, but out of which he can be roused so ag © 

to talk sensibly. In other cases, instead of delirium, there 

occurs a peculiar forgetfulness, the patient using one word, 

‘instead of another, misnaming persons and things, mista-_ 

»-, king the day, or the time of the day, or showing in some — 

similar manner a confusion of thought, which has no resem- 
~ blance to the delirium of fever. Sometimes he is sensible 

** of it, and appears anxious to correct the mistakes which he 
has made. These symptoms are followed by a tendency» 

to sleep, and this soon passes into coma. While these 
symptoms are going on, the pulse, which was at first fre-- 
quent, usually falls to the natural standard or below it; the’ 

_ pain becomes less violent; the eye loses its acute sensibili- 

ty, becoming dull and vadonk, often with squinting and dou- 

-* ple vision; and these are often succeeded by dilated pupil — 

aS 

+ 
+ te 

~~, 

4 

and blindness, even before the patient falls into coma. The 

po "pulse, having continued, slow for a day or ‘two, sometimes 
ets. only a few hours, begins to rise again, and rises to extreme | 

“frequency; it has been counted as high as two hundred in. 
a minute. It is through the whole course of the disease 

‘ extremely unequal i in ‘Teg oat varying perhaps every mi- 

| +“ 
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mute, or every time ‘hae a is counted. This remarkable 

| inequality i is not obseryed - in other diseases, except from 

some temporary cause, and j is, in all affections of the head, 

_asymptom deserving much attention. The patient is now 

in a state of perfect coma, sometimes with paralysis of one 

» or more of the limbs, sometimes with convulsive affections; 

and, after he has continued in this state for a few days, the 

disease is fatal.. The duration of the complaint is extreme- 

* i 

2 

2 

ly various; it is in some: cases drawn out to three weeks, — 

and in others, especially in, young children, it is fatal in 

five or six days. At some period of the disease, there is ” 

generally a remarkable remission of all the symptoms,» 

giving sanguine but deceitful hopes of recovery. This usu- 
ally occurs when the pulse is falling in frequency, or when | 

it is beginning to rise after the slowness, and it is penerally, 
_ the prelude to coma. In some cases the pulse does not be- 

~eome slow, but continues through the whole course of the” 

disease of nearly uniform frequency.—In young children. 
who cannot describe their feelings, this form of the disease 

is characterized by fever, flushing, restlessness, and scream- 

ing, often with vomiting; these 2 eine are succeeded in 

afew days by stupor and squinting, the pulse coming down 
as the stupor appears. This falling of the pulse, while the” 

child continues in a state of great oppression, Suan see , 
to coma, is often the first. symptom which ett out the | 

alarming nature of the disease. : 

‘IV. The fourth form of the disease, us ihaye saat 

most commonly i in young persons: towards the age | of puber- _ 
ty and upwards, It begins like a slight feverish disorder, 

and for a ‘considerable time. “excites: no alarm. There ie 

: slight headach, with general uneasiness of the Jimbs, im- 

: paired appetite, and disturbed. sleep; the tongue is. foul, and i 
| the pulse slightly frequent, probably. from 96 to. 100. TAL r 
_ ter a few days: the complaint appears to be going ¢ off; but, » Se 

= 

at our bext visit,» we are uabbings 1G find the rie 
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glahiades as much as at first. More active treatment is 
then adopted, and there is again. an appearance of amend- 

ment; the tongue perhaps becomes clean, there is some ap- 

petite, and better sleep: but there is still some complaint of 

headach, which varies much in degree from one day to ano- 

ther, never severe, but never quite gone; the pulse conti- 

-_nuing a little frequent. Amid these remissions and aggra- 

_- vations, eight or ten days may pass before the disease has 
assumed any decided character. It is not perhaps. before 

the sixth or seventh day, that even an attentive observer 
begins to remark, that the degree of headach, though. not 

severe, is greater and more permanent than corresponds — 

be. with the general symptoms of fever; that the tongue is be- 

coming clean, the pulse coming down, and the appetite — 

improving, while the headach continues, with an unwil- 
lingness to be disturbed, and a degree of oppression which 

is not accounted for by the degree of fever. .In this man- 
“ner the disease may go on. for.‘several days more, until, 

| perhaps about the 12th or 14th day, the pulse suddenly falls 
| to the natural standard, or below it, while the headach is 

" increased, with an evident tendency to stupor. This in- 

‘stantly marks a head affection of the most dangerous cha- 
| “Tacter, and the patient now lies for several days in a state J 

fe, 4tiy rise again, and about. this time there is frequently a de- 

a -eeitfat interval of apparent. amendment; sometimes the 

squinting goes off, and the eye appears quite 1 natural, the 

- or four days. The duration of the disease i is uncertain; it 

anh... “may | be drawn. out to five or six weeks, or it. may be fatal 
att 4 8 two or three. —When this form) of the disease attacks: P 

infants, they z are observed to be languid and oppressed, with * : 

| bad. Pp Stites and disturbed sine ; there i isoften a disordered by 

YOR considerable stupor, sometimes with convulsion, often 

with, squinting and double vision. The pulse then begins ~ 

"Stupor: is lessened, and the patient appears easy and intelli- at 

~ “gent, but soon: relapses into perfect coma, and dies in three 
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state of the bowels, and $6 whe cause the affection is proba. 
bly ascribed. ‘There is no urgent symptom, and no alarm 
is excited until, after eight or ten days, the pulse is found 

at 70 or 60, the pupil dilated, the eye fixed and vacant, and 
the child in a state of oppression tending to stupor; these 
symptoms are soon followed by coma, generally with squint-. . 

ing, and in a few days by death.—This form of the disease — 
might have been considered as a modification of the former, _ 
as the symptoms differ only in degree; but I have thought 

it worthy of a separate description, on account of the insi- 

dious characters which it exhibits in the early stages, and 

because it is a form of very frequent occurrence. Cases 

indeed occur in which there is still less appearance of an af- 

fection of the head, than I have supposed in this descrip- 

tion, and in which there is not even the slightest complaint ¢ 

of headach through the whole course of the disease. 
- V. The fifth form of the disease I have usually observed an 

in adults; and it begins with violent headach without fever. 

_ The patient is found in bed, lying oppressed and unwilling 

to be disturbed, or tossing about from the violence of the | 

pain. The pulse is. about the natural standard, or below it, 

frequently about 60; the face is in some cases flushed, in 

others rather pale; in some cases the eye is natural, in others — 
© ew y 

| there is. impatience of light, with contracted pupil. — ‘The reM 

a” 

tal 

"pain is usually very acute and deep-seated, and is. referred Se 

to various parts of the head; frequently it seems to shoot 4 
from temple to temple, and sometimes: it is referred td, the™. noe 

ear. There isa look of much oppression, a and i in some cases ‘i pe 

vomiting. Delirium frequently appears at an early per iod, re! Pm 

varying in degree from day to day, until after five or six ay 

_ days it passes into fatal coma, the pulse having continued v 
from 70 to 80 through the whole course of the disease. Ine ae 
other cases, the site is at’ first about the natural standard, bie 

afterwards falls to 60 or 50, and at last rises to. 120 or 190: » f Sn 
The vision is in some cases not affected; in others squint- 
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ing ait double vision oceur, and. ott titres these symp- 
toms, after continuing for a day or two, disappear not to 
return; the: disease, notwithstanding, going on, to a fatal 

termination. . There is in évery case more or less delirium, 

but often slight and transient; and frequently the patient . 

lies in a dozing state, and talking incoherently, but out of — 

Ke ‘which he can be roused, so as to talk sensibly. This con- 

_ dition, when it is not accompanied by fever, is always cha- 

racteristic of a dangerous affection of the brain. There is 

also frequently observed that peculiar forgetfulness or con- 
fusion of thought formerly referred to, which is different 
from any aibeatb that occurs in fever, and always indicates:a- 

- dangerous cerebral disease. Sometimes there is difficulty 

of articulation; and frequently a hesitation in speaking, from 
the patient not being able to recollect the word which he 

intended to make use of. There is generally towards the 
Send more or less comia, which in some cases continues three 

or four days, in others not above twelve hours; and some- . 

“times the disease is fatal without perfect coma, the patient 

being able to answer questions. distinctly a very short time 
ee death. 
In all the Git of this dangerous affection, there is great 

mm ee in the symptoms, and much observation is required to 
put us fully upon our guard against the insidious characters 

¥ which many of the cases assume, and the deceitful appear- 

fod 

* ©. ances of amendment which often take place in all the forms 

_. of the disease. Even in those ¢ases which have assumed the — 

Li - most formidable aspect, every alarming symptom may sub- 
a . side, "Ehe pulse perhaps continues frequent, but it. also is in 

: - ‘coming down; at our successive visits we find it falling regu- 
%: ” larly, and we are disposed to hope that a few days wall bring 

_ the case to a favourable termination. During this deceitful 
interval, which may continue for several days, I have known 

< . yeeberent intimate to the medical attendant that his farther y nf dy 

. 
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sits were unnecessary, and I have known a physician take Right 

“his leave, considering his patient as convalescent. As the 
pulse’ falls, the patient is disposed to sleep; this perhaps is 
’ considered as favourable; it falls to the natural standard—he 

’ * then sleeps almost constantly; and in another day this sleep 
“terminates in coma. The pulse then begins to rise again; it 
rises to extreme frequency, and in a few days more the pa- ee 

tient dies. All this may go on with very little complaint of 
, headach, and without any symptom that will lead a superfi- ) 

cial observer to suspect danger, until he finds his patient 
. gliding into coma at the very time when he expects recovery ; 
for the period when the pulse falls to the natural standard is 

the time when the coma becomes evident, and the situation . 
of the patient: probably hopeless. Whenever, therefore, at 

any period” of a febrile disease, there have been remarkable’ 

symptoms in the head, such as violent headach, with vomiting, ‘4 

and impatience of light, stupor, convulsive affections, or oe 

_. fections of the sight,—though these symptoms may have en- : 
tirely subsided, and the complaint may again have assumed. 
the characters of simple fever, we must not consider the dan. drtyh 
ger as over, but must be upon our guard against a ‘period of 
anxiety which is still before us. An attentive observer may 
generally remark in such cases, something which leads him * ¢) 

to suspect, that the appearance of amendment is deceitful. ~ ee 

Sometimes there is a dilated state of the pupil, giving to the | an. te 
eye a peculiar expression, and sometimes there is a remarka- - * ' 

- ble tendency to sleep. Frequently something unusual “may, 
be observed in the patient’s manner, such as a fretfulness or oe 

| querulousness which is not natural to him,—a quick and hur- - ‘y 

ried manner of speaking, or, on the contrary, a remarkable mn oy oe 
‘slowness of speech; difficult articulation, ora peculiar confu- 3 bp 
sion of thought and forgetfulness on particular subjects. “But — 

it cannot be too strongly impressed. upon the younger. part of ery f 
the profession, that cases occur in which all these. symptoms y A &, 

une , 
? - 
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are wanting, and in which the mot appears for several 

8 to be in the most hopeful state of recovery, while i in fact 
h disease i is advancing rapidly to a fatal termination. 
¢ 

% au 

or this Sedoeipion I have been paket Tera aa I 
vos not entered upon the inquiry, whether all the forms of 

: disease which I have mentioned are to be considered as. pri- 

ef mary and idiopathic affections of the brain, or whether some 

| of them ought to be looked upon as secondary or symptoma- 

tic. It is, however, an important fact, that this disorder does 
very often occur as a symptomatic affection in the course of 

other diseases ; the most common of which are,—continued 

fever,— -scarlatina,—hooping cough—measles—pneumonia— 
| phthisis, and diseases of the kidneys. It may be useful, there- 
fore, to keep in view those symptoms which, in the course of 

any disease, indicate a tendency to this dangerous affection of 
| the eye ney are chighy the following: 

ys THE : Heap. Violent headach with throbbing and ‘eid 
ness—tinnitus—sense of weight and fulness—stupor 

a great propensity to sleep. In many obscure — 
and insidious cases, a constant feeling of giddiness 

fe igi cis the only remarkable symptom. 

tee Eve,—Impatience of light—unusual soliton or | 
- dilatation of the pupil—double vision—squinting— _ 

ie ‘blindness—distortion of the eyes outwards—paraly- 
_ sis of the muscles of the eyelids, producing, accord. 

ie 
a 

eS ey ing to the muscle’ that is affected, either the shut . “ 
Ke ote A. eye, or the gaping eye—transient attacks of blind- | 

“+ ness or double vision—objects seen that do not ex- — 

ss “ist—a long-sighted person fila Sart a or- 
ae dinary vision. : La ee We ve iat 

a et - 

tty oy ite Ste ears—unusual acuteness of se aaes zy) 

“Is THE pila tae attacks of deafness —great noise in Wega: 
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Ty | ‘THE SParcrsTndisinict! or difficult articulation—unustal 

a » quickness of speech, or unusual slowness. 

In THE Purse.—Slowness and iste ak variations in ‘fre- 
quency. ae a Re 

In ras Minp.—High defirarepeendens fits of cadens 
—peculiar confusion of thought, and forgetfulness 

| a on particular topics.. mabe? Ne yO | 

Iv THE Muscrns.—Paralytic and convulsive affections— 
sometimes confined to one limb, or even part of a 

~ limb; and astate of rigid contraction of particular 
_ limbs. a ¥ ck fe 

In THE Unaaeathers frequently pe ear a remarkable dimi- 

nution of the secretion—sometimes nearly amount- 
ing to complete suppression; and connected with | 

this diminution there is often a frequent desire to 

pass urine, occasioned probably by the increased ’ 
oa 

- acrimony, as the quantity diminishes. 

In this important diagnosis, however, minute attention Mo) 

- the correspondence of the symptoms is of more importance 

than any particular symptom; thus, the peculiar oppression 
which accompanies a high degree of fever is familiar to eve-. 
ry one, and is not reckoned an unfavourable symptom; the 
same degree of oppression occurring without fever, or with | 

very slight fever, would indicate a head affection of the most 
dangerous character. In the same manner, a degree of head-— 

ach and/of delirium, which, accompanying a high. degree ‘of. 
fever, would be considered as symptomatic, accompanying 

slight feyer, would indicate a dangerous affection of the brain. 

tn the preceding outline, the symptoms have been des 

scribed from the cases of most. frequent occurrence. » : We hy 

‘meet with numerous varieties which it is impossible. to in- 

clude under any general description. One of the most re- 

markable modifications is that which comes on with a sud- ». 

den attack of palsy, so as to be considered as an apoplectic 

- 
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rather than an inflammatory affection: it is generally con- 

nected with inflammation of a portion of the cerebral sub- 

stance, but may also occur in connexion with inflamma- 

tion of the membranes. © This form of the disease may also 

take place in a more chronic manner, in which’ it goes on 

for months. In such cases, it is generally distinguished by 

headach, often confined to one side of the head—loss of 

memory—affections of various organs,, as the eye, the ear, 

or the tongue—convulsive affections—palsy of one limb, or 
one side of the body, and at last ends by. coma and death. 

In such cases ramollissement of a part of the brain is ge- 

nerally met with, but sometimes the part is found of a dark 

red colour, and rather firmer than the surrounding parts. — 

In the particular symptoms likewise, numerous varieties 

occur, as, for example, in the state of the pupil: in some 

cases it continues sensible to the last, and in others it is un- 

usually contracted; sometimes after being dilated and in- 

sensible, it again becomes sensible: occasionally one pupil is 
found to contract, while the other is dilated and insensible. — 

Alternate contraction and dilatation may also be observed; 

and a singular condition of the pupil issometimes met with 
in which it becomes dilated on the approach of a bright 
light. Ihave observed this several times, and am quite 
satisfied of the fact, but am unable to point out the particu- 
lar nature of the cases in which it oceurs. It will be found . 

exemplified i in one of the cases to be afterwards described. 

‘Remarkable recoveries of the senses also occur, often a short 

time before death. Some time ago I saw a boy aged seven, 
_ who had perfect blindness and loss of hearing, followed by 

coma; three days after the occurrence of these symptoms 

ee ee recovered his sight and hearing for a ‘few hours, knew 
b_¢.those: about: him, and talked sensibly; then relapsed into 

< coma and died next day. The usual. appearances were — 
__ found on dissection, the effusion being i in large. quantity. uk, 

have alsa seen squinting continue for a day” or two, and 

6 om 
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then disappear, the disease running its course to a fatal ter- 
bel . ° ° ws 

mination without any recurrence of it. 

In the preceding observations I have said little in re- 
gard to the state of the bowels, because I am satisfied that 

there is no condition of them which is peculiar or essential 
to this class of diseases. They are generally obstinate, but 
sometimes easily regulated, and sometimes spontaneously 

loose through the whole course of the disease. The mo- 

tions also vary exceedingly in character, exhibiting in dif- 

ferent cases, and at different periods of the same case, all 

the various forms of morbid appearance, which are met with 
in other febrile diseases. One of the most common is the 

evacuation of much green matter like tea leaves, or chop- 

ped spinage, and this, I believe, is the appearance which. 
has been considered so peculiar to affections of the brain, as to 
have received the name of hydrocephalic stools. This doc- 
trine, I am satisfied, is entirely unfounded in point of fact, 

and therefore, when it is proposed as a rule of diagnosis, I 

must consider it as highly dangerous. Every practitioner 
who divests himself of system, and attends to what is pass- 

ing before him, will find, that the character of stools here 
referred to, is by no means peculiar to affections of the brain; 

and, that hydrocephalus runs its course with every possible 

variety in the appearance of the evacuations, and that even 
at the most advanced periods of the disease, they may often 
be found perfectly natural. While it is therefore proper 

that, in the investigation of this disease, every attention 
shall be paid to the character of the evacuations, and every 

means used to correct them when they are morbid, I must. 

consider it as erroneous in principle, and in practice dan-- 

-gerous, to suppose that any particular character of stools i iss 
, characteristic of droog petie. i mF 
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SECTION II. 

OF THE PRINCIPAL SEATS AND TERMINATIONS OF THE 

DISEASE, 

Tue preceding outline will serve as a general view of 
the symptoms, which indicate inflammatory action of some 
of the parts within the head. When we come to investi- 

gate this class of diseases in a pathological point of view, | 

they resolve themselves into important varieties, arising 
probably from the particular part which is the primary seat 
of the disease; and important modifications depending upon 

the manner in which the inflammation terminates. ' 

_ The varieties in the seat of the inflammation may be re- 

ferred to the following heads: 
I. The Dura Mater. | ; . 

IL. The Pia Mater and the Arachnoid. These may be 

taken together, both because it is extremely difficult to dis- 
_tinguish inflammation of the Pia Mater from inflammation 
of the Arachnoid, and because, in point of fact, they seem 

in general to be affected at the same time. 

III. The Substance of the Hemispheres. 

IV. The dense white matter forming the central parts of 
. the brain,—the septum lucidum, the fornix, and the corpus 

callosum. 

To investigate the phenomena connected with these va- 

rious seats of disease, will be one of the objects of the fol- 
lowing dissertations; and at the same time it will be of con- 
sequence to keep in view the peculiarities arising from the 

~ modes in which the inflammation terminates. ‘These are 
chiefly the following. The disease may be fatal. 
I. In the Taran ay Stage, and this may occur, 

: 

i 
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whether it be seated in the substance of the brain, or in the 

membranes, especially the ‘Pia Mater. In the most distinct, 

ly marked cases, however, of this termination, the festa 

mation is found in the substance of the hemispheres. 

ML. By Serous Effusion. In the earlier investigations 

‘of this class of diseases, too much importance was perhaps 

attached to the effusion, as if it alone constituted the dis- 

as 

a. 
cs 

m 

ease called acute hy drocephalus. The symptoms were as-  ~ 

cribed to the compressing influence of the effused fluid, and 
the practice was directed chiefly or entirely to promoting 

its absorption. It is now, I imagine, very generally ad- 

mitted, that the effusion in acute hydrocephalus is to be con- 

sidered as one of the terminations of inflammatory action, 

though there are certainly other. causes, from which serous 

Ceidort in those parts may arise. » ; 

Increased effusion from a serous membrane, appears to 

take place under two very different conditions of the part. 

_ (1.) Inflammation of the membrane itself, or of the parts 

Di inillia ely adjacent to it. In this manner we'see effusion 

take place in the cavities of the Pleura, and the Peritonzeum 

‘from inflammation of these membranes. The effusion in 

such cases varies considerably in its characters, being in 

some cases limpid, in others opaque and milky, and in others | 
mixed with yellow flocculent matter, or sometimes: being 

nearly purulent. It is difficult to say on what these varie- 

ties depend. We may perhaps be allowed to ascribe them 
in some degree to the seat of the inflammation, and to sup- , 

pose that when the membrane itself is inflamed, the fluid 

will be flocculent; and that it will be limped, when the in- 
flammation is seated in the parts which the membrane co- 

; ; * . 
vers, the serous vessels of the membrane being thus affect- _ 

ved only in asecondary manner. We observe the same va- 

-rieties in the appearance of the eflused fluid in the brain, 

which we find in the other serous cavities; and upon the. 

whole view of the pathology of the disease, we may consi- 4 
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der the principle as fully established, that inflammatory. ac- 
tion is the source of the effusion in all those acute affections 

of the brain, which haye: generally been inte under the 
term ACUTE HYDROCEPHALUS. . fr hag Seite ee 

yi (2.) There is, however, another source of serous es 
entirely distinct from this, viz» interruption of the circula-. 

tion in the veins in any part of the bofy... In this manner, 

“we see.a tightly bandaged | limb. become cedematous below 
the seat of the pressure, and. we find anasarca of the whole 

or part of a limb produced by the pressure of tumours, and 

ascites arising from induration of the liver. Whenever 

such interruption occurs in the circulation of a.vein, it ap- 

: pears that increased effusion takes place from the exhalant 

ee 

branches of those arteries with which the vein is more im- 

mediately connected, depending probably upon a state of 

congestion in these parts, which in its effects is nearly ana- 

logous to inflammation. Such astate of impeded circula- 

tion evidently takes place in the brain from a variety, of 

causes; such as the pressure of tumours, chronic disease of 

the sinuses, tumours on the neck, certain diseases of the 

lungs and of the heart, and probably from that very re- 

markable condition of the brain to which I have proposed 
to give the name of simple apoplexy.. From serous effu- 
sion produced by such causes as these, probably arise those 

affections which have been called Curonic HyprocerHa- — 
tus and Srrous ApoPLexy. | 

_ In regard to its snar, the effusion of course varies in dif- 
afeint eases. Itis foundin the ventricles, —under the arach~ 

noid,—betwixt the arachnoid and dura mater;—and. there 

is every reason to believe that it also takes. place betwixt 
the dura mater and the bone, though the fluid effused in this 

situation escapes when the head is open.” It is occasionally 
met with in a cavity formed by the separation of the lami- 

ne of the septum lucidum. Cases have been described in 

which the effusion was confined to one of the lateral yen- 

We 
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tricles. This I have not ‘seen, and it is probable that it 
“could only take place in consequence of the obliteration of, 
the communicating opening. Jn quantity, the fluid varies 
rom a few drams to eight or ten ounces, or more. ‘As to 

quality, it is sometimes limpid, sometimes bloody, and 
sometimes turbid, containing shreds of flaky matter. In 
some cases it is seen in the ventricles exhibiting all the sen- 

- sible qualities of pus. Generally, however, it seems to 

contain but a very small proportion of animal matter. In 
the experiments of Dr. Marcet, a thousand grains yielded 
less than two grains of animal matter, which consisted of 
muco-extractive with a trace of albumen. In other cases, 

however, it is coagulable, and the truth seems to be, that 

it varies exceedingly, both in the quantity and in the qua- 

lity of the animal matter which is contained in it. | 

Ill. By Deposition of False Membrane.—This arises 

from inflammation of the membranous parts, and it may be 

found betwixt the bone and the dura mater, or betwixt the 

dura mater and the arachnoid. But the most common seat 

_ of it is under the arachnoid; where it is often found of great 

‘extent, communicating a yellow colour to a great part of the 
hemisphere. In some’cases it is found following the course 
of the arachnoid alone, or dipping slightly betwixt the con- 

- volutions by small triangular projections; in other cases, it © 
follows entirely the course of the pia mater, producing com- 

plete adhesion of the convolutions to each other. It is oc- 

casionally found within the ventricles, covering the Surface 

of the choroid plexus; and a very common seat of it is the 

upper surface of the tentorium. 
IV. By Suppuration. mony thin. ‘uniform layer of puri- 

form matter is often found under the arachnoid, and occa- 

sionally betwixt the arachnoid and the dura mater, and be- 

-twixt the dura mater and the bone. It is also met with in 
distinct small cavities formed by partial adhesions of the 

membranes to the bone or to each other, and it is occasion- 

® 
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. ally found in the ventricles: But the pijaepal seat of pu- 
rulent matter is in the substance of the brain; and here 

7 either it is met with in distinct defined abscesses, lined by 

soft cysts, or an extensive portion of the cerebral substance 
is found in a broken down corrupted state, in which, with- 
out any well-defined cavity, pus is found mixed with the 

disorganized cerebral matter. The cerebellum is a frequent 
. seat of abscesses, and they may be found of small size but 
well defined in the centre of any of the more minute parts, 

as the medulla oblongata, or the pineal and pituitary glands. 
An example will be given of a well-defined abscess, no 
larger than a small bean in the substance of the corpus 

striatum. 

V. By Ramollissement.—A peculiar disorganization or 
softening of the brain, which has now received that name, 

—a term adopted from the French to express the peculiar 

morbid appearance. It consists in'a part of the cerebral 

substance being broken down into a soft pulpy mass, retain- 

ing its natural colour, but having lost its cohesion and con- 

-sistence. It differs entirely from suppuration, having nei- 

ther the colour nor the fetor of pus; but the white parts of 

the brain in which it’ is most commonly observed. retain 
their pure milky whiteness. . It may be found in any part 
of the brain; but the most common seat of it in my obser- 

vations is the dense white matter forming the corpus eallo- 
sum, fornix and septum lucidum. The septum is generally 

found in such cases,perforated by a ragged irregular opening, - 
andthe fornix has either entirely lost hoth its figure and 
its consistence, or retains its figure while it is left untouched, 
but falls down into a soft pulpy mass, when the slighest at- 
tempt is made to raise it. 
When I formerly erideavoured to contribute omits 

to the pathology of this remarkable affection, I had no hesi- 
tation in considering it as one of the results of inflammation 

 f of the cerebral substance. Since that time, it has been in- 
i 
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, * asitidied with much attention, by M aegis and other r® 
_ French pathologists, and a different view of the nature of. 
“the affection has been. strongly contended for by ‘these emi- 

ent individuals. They consider it as an affection of the 

_ ae entirely sui generis, and M. Rostan, in particular, 
seems to look upon it as a peculiar and primary disease o) a 

the brain, though he admits it is sometimes the result of in- y 

‘flammation. = ™ ial ve 
From all the facts which are now ricfaee us, in n regard'to 

this interesting affection, I think we are enabled. to arrive 
vat the conclusion, that it occurs under two modifications 

which differ essentially from each other. In the cases of 

M. Rostan, the disorganization was observed chiefly inthe ~~ 
external parts of the brain; it occurred almost entirely in : 

very old people, few of his cases being under sixty years a. 

age, many of them seventy, seventy-five, and eighty. : It 

was found in connexion with attacks of a paralytic or apo- .. 
plectic kind, many of them protracted; and was often found 

‘combined with extravasation of blood, or surrounding. old 

apoplectic cysts. On.the contrary, the affection which I had 
“been anxious to investigate, was found chiefly in the dense 

central parts of the brain, the fornix, septum lucidum, and 
corpus callosum, or in the cerebral matter immediately sur- _ r 

rounding the ventricles; and occurred in persons of various . 

ages, but chiefly in young people and in children. It took 
‘place in connexion with attacks of an acute character, chiefly 

the character of acute hydrocephalus; and it was in many 

cases distinctly combined with appearan cag, of an inflamma- 
_ tory kind, such as deep redness of the cerebral matter sur- 

‘rounding it, suppuration bordering upon it, and deposition. 

of false membrane in the membranous parts most nearly 
‘connected with it. We may. even observe in ge 

parts of the same diseased mass, one part in the. statevof ra; ae 
mollissement, another forming an abscess, while a third 

retains the characters of active inflammation, and praney © %° 3%, 
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exhibits, as we trace it from ore extremity to the other, the 

© inflamed statepassing gradually into the state of softening. 
Remarkable examples of this will be given in the’ sequel, 

* and another of a different nature, in which an. opening in 

“« 

, 

_ the septum lucidum produced by the ramollissement, was 

* entirely surrounded by a ring of inflammation. . This is the 

® affection which I have endeavoured to investigate, and which 

a 

P 

» 

petvanced: periods of life. It appears extremely probable | 

* part of the brain which terminates in the ramollissement of | 

M. Rostan, and indeed he distinctly points at this explana- 
tion of it. On the other hand, I am still disposed to con- 

I consider as one of primary importance in the pathology 

_ of acute affections of the brain, and upon the grounds now 

shortly referred to, I cannot hesitate to consider it as a re- 

| sult of inflammation. a 
When we compare the facts now alluded to, with ‘de aid 

servations of M. Rostan and his friends, I think we may ar- 

rive at a principle by which the apparent difference may be 

reconciled. "The principle to which E refer is, that this pecu-. 

liar softening of the cerebral matter is analogous to gangrene 

» in other parts of the body; and that like gangrene it may 

arise from two very different causes, inflammation, and _fail- 

‘ure of the circulation from disease of the arteries. The for- 

mer I conceive to be the origin of the affection which I have 

described, and the latter to be the source of the appearances 
described by M. Rostan. If this doctrine be admitted, the 
difficulty i is removed; and I do not see any good objection 
‘to it. Gangrene from inflammation is familiar to every _ 

one; aa equally familiar, though very different i in its origin © 

and concomitant symptoms, is gangrene from disease of the * 

arteries of any particular part of the body. Ossification of 

the arteries of the brain to a very great extent is a common 4 

» appearance in elderly people, and seems to be a very fre- 
quent source of apoplexy with extravasation of blood, at 

that it may be the source of that particular condition of a 

e 7" 7% 
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, <* tend, ‘that the ramollissement of young persons occurring | in 

: acute affections, and ‘seated chiefly in the central. parts, is § 

? 7 ~~ @ne of the terminations of inflammation in that particular 

re. » structure. I conceive it to be an affection’of primary im- © 
~ ©. portance in the pathology of. acute affections of the brain, 

. and to mark a peculiar seat of the inflammation of 7 very fre- 

— quent occurrence. » It is often combined with suppuration & 

o wad in other parts of the brain, and very often with effusionin» ~— 

3 the ventricles; but the peculiar interest of it is observed in 

oe those cases, in which it is the only morbid appearance, 

4 and in which it. is sometimes of small extent. OF this 

: some remarkable examples will be given in the ‘sequel, 

, 3 in which the perforation of the septum lucidum, by softening 

of a part of its substance, and similar softening of the fornix, 

5 were the only morbid appearances in cases which were fa- ~ 
2 » (tal with all the usual symptoms of acute hydrocephalus. a ae 

VI.—As terminations of the disease in a chronic Jorm, Pa 

we still have to remark. thickening of the membranes, con- 

~ traction and obliteration of the sinuses, caries of the bones, 
and some other affections of the external parts, which will 

re bagrore na heh oat referred to in the i a 

, 

| x 
* 

A the pathology of acute A dtorep ta iuk we may con- 

sider it as probable, or almost ascertained, that the serous” 

~ effusion is only one of the terminations of that inflammatory 

* condition of the brain, which is a great and leading object * 

of attention in the pathology and the treatment. Some of 

the other terminations are scarcely less frequent; particu- 

. larly the ramollissement of the central parts, which is some- © 
4 Apes, met with as the only morbid appearance, and is found 
- combined with the effusion in a very large proportion of the 
ordinary cases of hydrocephalus. Other cases, in which the _ 
symptoms closely resemble those of hydrocephalus, will be +. 
found to terminate by the undefined suppuration, or by this : 
combined with serous eflusion, or with the ramoilissement 

~ 
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ef the central parts. Tn fact, we do not often meet with any 
one of the terminations uncombined, and it is impossible to 

» 4 
©. may terminate in any particular case. Serous effusion, un- 

combined with any other morbid appearance, I have usually | 
~ observed i in that which I have described, as the fourth form 

‘ of the disease, 1 in which the symptoms are slow and insi- | 

£. dious i in their progress, and at no period exhibit much ac- 
tivity. In the. cases of this kind in which the pain is more 

ea severe, and the symptoms are more violent, I have generally 
found either effusion combined with the ramollissement of 

on 

generally < observed the encysted abscess or the deposition of 

false membrane between the arachnoid and pia mater. But 

these results are by no means uniform; and the ramollisse- 

ment in particular may oceur with very slight and insidious 

symptoms. ‘The various terminations, indeed, are ‘very 

often combined together; and all of them are generally com- 

| R. dined with more or less of serous effusion. On what these 

- varieties depend, is at present in a great measure matter of 

- con Jecture. There i is some reason to believe, that the darker 

i ‘or cortical: parts of the brain aré the chief seats of suppura- 

, > 

tion, and that the inflammation of the more central white Bs 

The disease matter terminates chiefly by. ramollissement. 

» ° is also greatly modified by the activity of the inflammation, 

depending probably upon the constitution of the patient. , 
Thus, i in some cases, we find it assuming the highest charac- : 

P go ters. of active inflammation, in others, consisting of the pure 

= scrofulous inflammation with the lowest degree of activity, 

and in others, forming numerous modifications by which 
these two extreme forms Paes, One into anothér Oe almost *e 

hy 

Seaton of cases ealeulated to illustrate the various podite 
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anticipate from the symptoms, in what manner the disease 

the. central parts, or undefined suppuration. In that which * 4 

I have described as the second form of the disease, I have . 
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Shae Wale cicnee en of the dura. Be ate is a very une i 
common. affection; the following ist theonly distinctly m marke 

i i . ease ed that paged to me... ath ne atu 
BE ire 

Pir i 

| Roars Ps pete 

eI. A lady aged 22, i in the thy of me Mee 4 

1820, “was suddenly ‘seized’ Mg severe pain, in the left 

temple; I saw her for the first time on the following fae ‘ 
ing, when I found the pulse about: 100, the tongue white J 

nd moist; some pain continued in the left temple, but it w | 

Dae LN J 

that of mild continued fever, though with some ec characters bia 
of an affection of the brain. After general and» ‘topical - 

bleeding, with purgatives, &c. she was very much relieved; 
she occasionally complained of pain in the head, but at other. 

- times was entirely free from it, and mentioned only a feel- his 

ing of conf sion. The pain, when present, ‘was occasional: ‘ 

eye eR to the left temple, and at. other | "times w was } nore | 

general, extending over the upper part of the head. 

" thesé changes, the first week of the » disease | 

much of the character of continued fevers pie t c 

_ the : pulse varying | from 96 tons he ts 
“quiet, aa sometimes restless. 

hat ee 

q 

ce now more opp essed, the pulse varying | f 

; the pain. varying as bef ore, sometimes ig od. 

adlfeatinindt of and sometimes quite gone; : and ¢ ot das as 

she con plained of acute Pag in the vighiten ear, ~ On th e@ 24 2 of a5 8 | 
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she began to have severe shiverings, followed by heat and 
“perspiration, for which an eminent physician ordered her 

» the bark in large doses. For two days after this she seemed _ 
\ vaaathsh better, the pulse from 90 to’ 96, and every symptom 

greatly relieved. The swelling on the left eyelid was : 
punctured, and discharged a good deal of purulent matter; a 

& and a probe introduced. by the opening passed to'a great = 
¥: depth along the upper part of the orbit, where the bone in > as 

' some places felt bare. On the evening of the 29th, she was 

4 Seized with slight convulsion, but. it soon subsided, and af- it 

it she seemed quite as well as on the two preceding, 

pom all the previous symptoms being very much relieved. & 
On the 30th, there was more complaint of headach, weeh en, es ee 

" oppressed look, and the pulse varied exceedingly, being ¥ 
sometimes very rapid, and at other times little above the — % 
natural standard. On the 31st, there wasno particular change; . 

‘she was quite intelligent, and all ‘her senses were entire. 

When she was last visited, about nine o’clock at night; she 
complained of some uneasiness across the crown of the head; sat fi 

“but no other change was remarked in the symptoms. © Be- ae 

tween one and two in the morning, she was observed to be 
= ee 

slightly incoherent, and soon after sunk into a state of low- a 
ness; did not speak, but seemed quite sensible, and died at 

* three. Very. slight delirium had been observed on a prece- 

, ding night, about the 28th, and onceshe had complained of oe 
-dimness of digit, but 1 none of tee symptoms had been aay | 

taken notice of... YRoe & : 
Inspection.—On raising the skull-cap a road aaa of pu- ‘hy 

+ “rulent matter escaped, which had been collected betwixt _ 
the bone and the dura mater. ‘The space in which it had | 

been contained was defined by an irregular elevated margin 

of adventitious membrane, by which the durat mater had ad- 

hered to the bone, the included space being about the size» 

a2 of a crown piece: it was on the anterior part of the right he-. , 
ro The dura Hilater included’ within: this space was 
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_ others black, but the membrane was quite entire, and the bone: * a 
was sound. On raising the dura mater, the inner surface of # 

| a, portion had the same irregular ulcerated appearance as* 4. 

the outer surface, and when held up to the light, the mem- 
brane at the part appeared. ‘to be in some ‘places considerably 
thickened, vin others very thin. The right hemisphere ¢ ‘of the & 

_ brain, over. all that part of it which is usually exposed in the s@ 
ordinary way of opening the head, was covered bya thin uni- © A 

form layer of very thick purulent matter, ‘spread over it with ~~ 
great equality, and this Deing removed, an extensive | stratum 

of adventitious membrane was found under the arachnoid. It 

was” ‘irregular i in thickness, being most remarkable on the an- 
terior part of the hemisphere, and disappearing « on the pos.” 

terior part. ‘It followed the course of the’ arachnoid, cover-, 
ing the openings of the convolutions, but not dipping > betweent tl 

‘ = 
them. “The pia mater betwixt the conyolutions was highly’ 

vascular, but without any deposition. On cutting into ye sub- 
stance of the right hemisphere, the cerebral matter was toa 

slight depth of a dark livid colour, but without any change of 5s. 

stracture. There was no effusion i in the ventricles, and the 

brain i in all other respects was quite healihy. » The suppura- | | 
tion in the left orbit was confined to a cavity betwixt the or- * © 
bit and the ball of the eye, without any disease of the bones, an 
and without any internal disease on that side of the cranium, | ee 
Tn this remarkable case, the inflammation of. the dura n ma: $ 

ter appears to have been the primar es thougt t was” | 

afterwards complicated with extensive inf n ation of t ne 
arachnoid. The only case which I have’ met Rain I 
gree analogous to it, is one which is mentioned by. M. Fizean, vt 

though it differs from it in being: complic C ‘eee 

in ) any de-- &* 

ated with disease : 

a bone.* A boy aged: 15, had a & fluxion? of thes right ~ 

neek and: pain of the teeth, wee some days. it re > a i. ’ 
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ee # Joumel de Med. tom, Xl. new series, p. 523. ee me ch 
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, removed to the left side of the head, whereit occupied satires 
ly the eye and its dependencies. He then had irregular at- 
tacks of fever, with want of sleep and loss. oe appetite, and 

. about the 7th day considerable delirium, frequently attempt: ao em 
| “ing to get out of bed. On the 8th day, the left ‘eyelid: was” 4% 

swelled so as to close tHe eye, and on raising it the eyeball ap-_ is oe 4 a 

oe unusually prominent. He had nausea and sévere ‘eae, “ee 
~ headach, but was quite sensible, and the fever was moderate: 4 ea : 

some delirium occurred towards night, and the swelling X= 65, 9 
neMiica beyond the eyelids over the forehead. On the’ 9th 
“day there was permanent delirium; on the 10th,coma and death. | c 
The left eyelid and the integuments of ‘the left side of the 7 , a 
Vorehesd were: imbued with purulent matter; the frontal bone | | 
was denuded and carious for a considerable space; the abscess” \y 

penetrated the orbit, and pus was found in the upper and back © a 
. part of 1 it, where the bone also was denuded. The caries eg the 

frontal bone occupied the whole thickness of it, and extended in 
length somewhat beyond the roots of the hairs, and transverse- 
ly from the external orbitar process béyond the nose. The 

im dura mater was detached and covered with pus over a space 
| corresponding with the external disease, but it was not de- 

tached from the superior part of the vault of the orbit. The ° 
~~. arachnoid was covered with purulent matter; there was very 

_ little fluid in ae apse ricless and the bein in. other Ph tae 
* 

washealthy.. Pal tie, 
These are the Sok cases that I am PS i willl of aie 

pathic inflammation of the dura mater taking place i in this # 

manner : but the auenen is frequently met with in another | Mey 

we form. It occurs in connexion with affections of the ear ieee af 

of oie petrous portion of the temporal bone. Lys ’ 

~ This insidious and highly dangerous affection zenlielly be- 

- gins with pain in the ear, and for some time may be consider- 

ed merely asa common ear-ach. Sometimes discharge of 

‘matter takes place from the ear, which is expected. to relieve 
- the pain; but the pain continues or becomes more violent. The 

patient becomes oppressed and drowsy, then slightly delirious, 
9 
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“often with shivering, and at last comatose. In other cases, there 
% ge no discharge of matter, but the patient, after complaining for 
Ws day or two of deep-seated pain in the ear, becomes restless 

and forgetful,—lies rolling his head from side to side, or tossing 
| about his arms, and ina short time sinks into coma. In other 

cases, again, the affection supervenes upon the sudden cessa- 

been of some standing ; such as that which often follows scar- 
latina. The sudden disappearance of the discharge in these 
cases, is followed by pain in the ear, this by languor and drow- 

siness, and in afew days by coma. ‘The pulse is in some 
cases frequent, i in others natural, and in others below the natu-. 

ral s standard. The nature of this disease is illustrated by dis- 

he 

tion of a purulent discharge from the ‘ear, which perbaps had 

section. — ‘There i is generally caries of the pars petrosa of the © 

temporal bone, sometimes confined to a small spot of it. A 
portion of the dura mater corresponding. to this part is in- 
flamed and thickened, spongy, or ulcerated, and generally de- 
tached from the bone. Betwixt it and the arachnoid, there is 

commonly a deposition either of purulent matter, or of false 
membrane, and this deposition sometimes extends along the 

tentorium. In some cases there is a superficial abscess of the 
brain itself, or of the cerebellum, often with effusion in the 

ventricles, and the other usual marks of general disease in the. 

brain. Matter is also frequently found in the cells of the pe-— 

trous portion, in the canals of the ear, and in the cavity of the 
tympanum, and sometimes it extends into, the cells of the mas- 

toid process. | 

This disease will be illustrated ee the three following 

cases, the third of which is valuable from showing the disease” 
in an intermediate stage of its progress, the fatal event hawing yee 

oy 

Le oP 
. j ‘ 

fe II.—A getdemall aged 20, on the 20th of January, 
1820, complained of violent toothach, seated in a tooth on the 

. 

right side of the upper jaw. On the 21st, the pain extended " 

> 
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into the ear, without any. other arin. On the 224, the 
pain poniited in the ear, and extended towards the tem- 5 

ple. He lay in bed part of the day, but got up afterwards. 

a 

Leeches were applied, and he took some laxative medi- 
cine, which he vomited»and he had afterwards repeated vo-_ re 

miting. On the 23d, the pain was more general over ‘the | 
head and“across the forehead, with same vomiting, and at 

night he had shivering. . In the night he became incoherent 

vd and delirious ; he was then seen by a surgeon,.who found 
| him considerably incoherent, but complaining of severe head- 

“ach; the pulse. 70 and of moderate strength. I saw him on 
the 24th; his pulse was then 60, his face rather pale; the head- 

fF 

ach continued, and was chiefly referred to the forehead; his. 

look was vacant; he answered questions distinctly when he © 

was roused; but talked incoherently when his attention ‘was . 
not kept up. He was now treated by repeated general Dbleed- 
ing, which he bore well ; cold applications, blistering, purga-~ 3 
tives, &c. On the evening of the 24th, there was considera- 
ble shivering. On the 25th, there was less complaint of pain, ) 
but more incoherence, and a tendency to stupor, pulse from 
60 to 70,—26th, Pulse from 100 to 120.—27th and 28th, Lit- 

tle change; answered questions when roused, but when not 
spoken to, lay either j in an oppressed state, or talking incde 
herently ; pulse varying from 96 to 120, On the 28th, there. 
was some discharge of fetid matter from the right ear, 29th, Me 
Constant incoherent talking, pulse 96, of good strength; the 
right eye was suffused, the ball of it appeared turgid and en-» ~ 
larged, and the cornea was covered with a yellowish. slough. 

oe 

In the course of this day, the mouth was at times observed to. et 
be drawn to the left side, especially when he was drinking. tt 
At night he began to sink, and £ uesp at nyc in the be Meet of q 
the 30th. ) 

Inspection. —There was some efter Wider the st Se 4 

noid on both hemispheres; much effusion i in the ventricles, he 

and extensive Ring) eR of. the” EPR, ee i the: 
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- 

_ fornix, and the cerebral matter bordering upon both lateral * 

yentricles, ‘There was extensive caries of the right tem- 

poral bone; behind the ear’ on the thin part of the bone it 
,. owas very dark-coloured; and the petrous portion was dark- 
coloured, very soft, and when cut* into, discharged matter 

~ from its eancelli and from the cavity of the ear; the dura 
"mater corresponding to the temporal bone was much thick- 

ened. The part of it which lay anterior to the petrous por- 
_ tion was in a state of recent inflammation; the part behind 
the petrous portion was much thickened and spongy; and 

| ‘between it and the bone there was a deposition of thick pu- 

rulent matter. From this place the disease had spread 

along the tentorium, and over nearly the whole surface of 

the cerebellum, on almost every part of which there was a 
deposition of coagulable lymph, with thick flocculi of puru- 

Tent matter; this was most abundant on the tentorium, and 

_on the right and posterior parts of the cerebellum, and it 
was traced into the fourth ventricle. Under the cerebel- 

Jum there was a considerable quantity of pus, and in its 
_ substance there was a small abscess in the ses a, part 

eee. the lobes. 

ets IlI.—A girl aged 9, had been liable to attacks a6 

pigs Suppuration of the ear, which were usually preceded by se- 

vere pain and some fever. She suffered one of these attacks. 

in the left ear in July 1810, from which she was not re- 
‘lieved, as formerly, when the discharge of matter took. 

| place, but continued to be affected with pain, which extend- 
ed over the forehead. In consequence ‘of this, I saw her, 

“for the first time, on the day on which the discharge took. 

= 

place, : and found her affected with pain across the forehead, 
impatience of light, and some vomiting; her look was op- — 

pressed, and the pulse 84. Blood-letting, purging, blister- . 

ing, and mercury, were employed without relief. On the 

second day, the pulse was 60; on the 3d, there was slight © 
2 
$ 
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CONNECTED WITH DISEASE OF THE EAR. 55\ 

and transient delirium, a degree of stupor, and slight con- 
_vulsions. She complained once or twice of pain in the back 
of the head, but her chief complaint was always of the fore- 
head. Shelay constantly with both her hands pressed upon — 

her forehead, and moaning from pain, of which there had 
- not been the least alleviation; 4th day, pulse from 80 to 86; ° 

no change in the symptoms; oppressiofi, but no coma: 5th 

_ day continued sensible, and died suddenly in the afternoon, 

_* without either squinting, blindness, or coma, and the pulse 

having continued under 90.. The left ear had continued 
_ to discharge matter, and an opening had formed behind the 
external ear, from which also there was a purulent discharge.. 

' Inspection.—A considerable quantity of colourless fluid 

was found in the ventricles of the brain. The brain in- 

other respects was healthy. In the left lobe of the cerebel- 
~ lum there was an abscess of considerable extent, containing 

purulent matter of intolerable fetor. The dura mater, 

where it covered this part of the cerebellum, was thickened 

and spongy, and the bone corresponding to this portion 

ps was soft and slightly carious on its inner surface; but there 

was no communication with the cavity of the ear. The 
opening behind the ear merely passed behind the external 

ear, and communicated with the external meatus. ae 
4 % ia 5 fe 

Case ms, young dy aged 15, had -been liable, for 

six or seven years, to attacks of pain in the right ear, fol- _ 

lowed by discharge of matter, but she had been free from 
any of these attacks for some time previous to the illness. . 
which forms the subject of the following history. On the. 
25th of April 1822, she complained of cold shivering through ~ 

the day, and in the evening shad headach with pain in the 

une right ear, and these symptoms continued on the following 

ake On the 28th, she was seen by Mr. Brown, who found. 

_ her with quick pulse. and foul tongue, severe pain in the 

Be and sli ight ae On BS, 29th, some discharge took 

= - a’ 
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place from. the ear, but Edioul velieg of the pain, He 

‘continued with violence on the following day. On the. 

; “Ast of May, the pain was somewhat abated in the ear, but. 

“had extended over the right sideof the head; pulse frequent; 

“general and topical blood-letting were employed with par- 
: tial relief. I saw her on the 3d: the headach was then ra- 

ther abated; the pulse was frequent and weak; she had a 
pale unhealthy aspect, and a look of oppression, bordering 

‘upon coma. The pain was chiefly referred to the parts 

above and behind Alte right ear, where the integuments 

| were painful on pressure, and at one spot near the mastoid 

process, felt soft and elevated; a puncture was made at 

this. place with a lancet, but nothing was discharged. ‘To- 

pical. bleeding, blistering, &c. were recommended. (4th) 

Pulse in the morning 148, in the course of the day it fell | 

to 84,—look of much languor and exhaustion. (Sth) Dark- 

coloured matter of intolerable fetor began to be discharged 
_ from the puncture which had been made behind the ear. 

' The opening here was enlarged, and a probe being intro- 

duced, the bone was felt bare and rough over a considera- 

ble space; headach much relieved, pulse natural. » (6th) 

Great discharge from the opening, headach much relieved, 

thorax, and there was considerable diarrhoea. (7th) No 

_headach; there was much discharge of fetid matter from 

pulse 112; complained of some pain in the left side of the | 

the opening near the mastoid process, and a probe intro- ry 

duced by it, passed backwards and_ downwards under ‘the 

integuments of the neck as far as the spine. (8th), Pain in 

the thorax continued, and was now so urgent that a small 

» bleeding was employed with partial relief; it ‘could not. be ny 

carried farther on account of -her increasing weakness—. 

died on Alie!] Oth." i - ws ye 
eae ‘uh uy ie 

Inspection. pe part of the brain was in, . the moat 
he 
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| pulse 140. (9th) Said she felt better, and made no com- he 

 plaint of ‘pain—pulse very wanige ang strength ea a i 
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healthy state, except a small poor on the right side near 
_ the ear, which was of a dark leaden ‘colour; the tinge, how- 

ever, was found to be entirely superficial.” The right tem- 

poral bone, externally, was bare through a great part of its 

‘extent; internally, it was in many places rough and dark- | 

coloured, and there was some dark-coloured matter betwixt 
it and the dura mater. The dura miter at this place was » 

. for a considerable space thickened, spongy, and irregular; 

the coats of the right lateral sinus were considerably thick- 
ened through its whole extent, and the capacity of the sinus 

was very much diminished, by a : deposition similar to that 

which occurs in the cavity of an aneurism. The internal « 

‘ear contained dark-coloured matter. . The left cavity of the. 

pleura contained fully a pound of puriform fluid; the left 
lung was collapsed, dense, dark-coloured, and covered by 

a pas of coagulable lymph. 

» These examples will be patigient to iNustrate this sige 
-ous and dangerous affection; several analagous eases are men- 

+ "tioned by Ifard, but they do not present any important va- — 
rieties in the phenomena.. One of them was complicated 
» with extensive swelling of the parotid, and the side of the 
“faces there was deep-seated lancinating pain in both ears, | 

and the case was fatal by coma in eight days. There was 
'< much purulent matter in the internal ear and in the Eusta- 

“chian tube, with inflammation and thickening of the dura 
mater, and copious deposition betwixt it and the bone.* . ., 

The termination of this affection by coma is sometimes sud-. » 

“den and unexpected: I lately saw a gentleman, about se- 
- yenty years of age, who had been keeping the house fora » 

ag few days, on account of a dull uneasiness in one ear; it was . 

\ referred to a space, which he defined by planting the points 

Yat his fingers. round the ear, so as to include a space of about 
three inches i in diameter, There was no constitutional dis- 
ae a 

* Itard, Traité des Maladies de POreille. 
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turbance, and no danger was apprehended, until one morn- 
~ ing he was found in a state of perfect coma, and died in the 
afternoon. He was moribund when I saw him, and no ex- 

-* amination of the body was obtained, the case being at a dis- 

a". 
iy 

be 

tance in the country. The affection may be also suddenly 
fatal. without coma. A young man mentioned by Dr. 

» Powel,* who had been liable to suppuration of the ear and 

deafness, was seized with deep-seated pain in the right ear 
‘without fever. Relief was obtained from opiates, but the 

pain continued, with a fetid discharge. On the 10th day’ 
of the disease, after a violent paroxysm of pain, he sunk ra- 
pidly and died. The pars petrosa was found black and ca- 

Pious; the dura mater corresponding to it was black, sloughy, 

and separated from the bone; and under the dura mater there __ 

was a collection of pus and coagulable lymph amounting. to 

several ounces, which covered the whole superior surface of 

. theright hemisphere. Mr. Parkinsont mentions a boy, aged 
e fourteen, who had been affected for two months with headach, 

and discharge of matter from the right ear; a week before 
his death the pain increased, and was accompanied by great _ 

debility, giddiness, and some vomiting. He continued in 
this state without stupor, or any other remarkable symptom, © 

until the day of his death, when he was suddenly seized... 
* with. ‘convulsions, and died. An abscess was found in the ©» 

middle lobe of the right hemisphere of the brain, and ano- 
3 ther i in the cerebellum. . There was extensive-caries of th 

*, pars petrosa, with effusion in ee Wht ah to the oe 

three ounces. ; oat eta 

. This affection occurs most frequently i in ‘persons ilo ses! 

shown a tendency to disease of the parts, by purulent dis: a 

charges from the ear, or deep-seated suppuration behind the» 
sear. . A very unmanageable abscess is often met with ae 

- this situation, from which a probe can’ be passed | Povagareat: 
y \ 
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depth ai the cells of the mastoid process. It is generally 

a scrofulous affection, extremely tedious in its progress, and 

r sometimes terminates fatally, by inflammation spreading to 

the dura mater. | | 
; The matter which is finer” in these affedtibns: whether 
it be in the substance of the brain or betwixt the membranes, 

‘sometimes finds a vent by the ear, the dura mater being ul- 

cerated, and the bone perforated by the caries; and in this 

‘way alarming symptoms are sometimes unexpectedly re- 

lieved. The relief indeed is in general but temporary: the 

‘patient continues liable to pain, followed by discharges from 

the ear, and at last dies comatose, often with gradual aboli- 
_ tion of the faculties, tremors or general convulsions. In 
some eases of this kind, there is reason to believe that a 

communication had existed fora length of time betwixt the 

ear and a diseased cavity within che cranium, and that the 

discharge thus afforded to the matter from time to time had 

retarded the fatal event. Ina boy, mentioned by Mr. Bro- 

die, there was in the left hemisphere of the brain a cyst 
a, about three inches in diameter, containing thick dark-co- 

~ loured pus; the lower part of it rested upon the petrous por- 
; tion of the temporal bone, and there was an opening through 
the cyst, dura mater, and bone, forming a free communi- 

eation betwixt the cavity of the abscess and the meatus au- 

ditorius externus.* Examples, indeed, have occurred which . 

would lead us to suppose, that in some such cases the relief 
is permanent. A young lady in Edinburgh, several years 
ago, after the usual symptoms in the head, had Jain for three 
or four days in a state of perfect coma, and her situation was 

“considered as entirely hopeless. Her medical attendants, 
\. paying their visit as a matter of form, were astonished to 

oe a 'Trensaction’ of a Society for the Impr Nahas of Medical and Suet 

. cal atid vol, iil. . 
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find her one day sitting up Lng fee: from. comiplaints & CO- 
pious discharge of matter had taken place from the ear 
with, immediate relief, and she continued in good health. 
It is, however, by no means certain, that in such a case as __ 

this the discharge came from the cavity of the cranium; 

: for there is reason to believe, that extensive suppuration 

within the cavity of the tympanum is capable of producing 

symptoms of great urgency, especially if there should be 
any difficulty of finding an outlet. Ina case of this kind 

_ by Itard, the matter, after urgent symptoms, escaped by 
‘the Eustachian tube, and, by Panstathe dropping down in 

that. direction, produced cough and great. irritation of the 
larynx; after partial relief in this manner, the symptoms in 

the head and in the ear returned, and were at length re- "4 

lieved by the puncture of the membrana tympani. 
A disease, analogous to that now described, sometimes 

occurs in the nose. A person who has been liable to pain 
in the forehead, and purulent discharge from the nose, be- 
comes at last forgetful and delirious, and dies comatose. 

The ethmoid bone is found carious, the dura mater corres-_ 

ponding to itis diseased, and there isa depdsition of pus 

betwixt it and the brain, sometimes an abscess in the brain 

‘itself. Several cases of this kind are mentioned by Lieu- 

taud and Bonetus. Morgagni mentions a priest who, after 

being affected with fever, delirium, pain in the forehead, 
” and convulsions, fell into coma, from which he was relieved 
by discharging purulent matter from the nose. A similar a 

case, in a girl of fourteen, is mentioned by Mangetus. We 
are not, however, to conclude with certainty that 1 in these i 
cases, the discharge of matter was from the « cranium, | as vio- cae 

dent symptoms of the same kind have been known to oc cur 

from suppuration in the frontal sinus. This generally dis- - ow | 

“charges itself by the nose, and the cases do well; but a ase 

is. eae by bat as in which a aa, within Ps 

4 F obeerett Guia Fas, 2d. 
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a sinus burst into the cavity of the cranium: ‘and was 

In other cases it ‘makes. its way outwards through 
he frontal: bone, leaving a fistulous opening, which conti- 

“nues to discharge. matter for a considerable time before it 
heals. Some cases’ are also on record, in which worms in 

ps | the: frontal sinus were the source of alarming symptoms, 
Ha Nae relieved by the discharge of them.* In’ one of 

ee by. M. ii there were violent convulsions. 
* ? 

Se It. is ae bE to my plan to enter ‘upon those Ae) 

"eases, i in Thiet the dura mater becomes inflamed ° in con-. 

-nexion with disease of the bone, arising from external in-» 

juries. But such disease may arise in any part of the bones 

“of the cranium without external injury, and may be pro- 

. ductive of symptoms analogous to those already mentioned. © 
Some years ago, a remarkable case of this kind occurred in 

_, Edinburgh, ina middle aged man, who, after a short illness, 

, died in a state of coma. In opening the head a collection 

of matter was found under, the temporal muscle, which 
communicated, through a carious perforation of the tempo- 

ral bone, with an abscess in the substance of the brain. 

 Bruserius mentions a woman who, after suffering for a fort- 

7 

. 1 

nt severe pain in the left side of the head, was seized ° 3 

with swelling and inflammation on the left eyebrow, eye- 

lids, and cheek. After severat days, the swelling suppu- 

rated and discharged much matter, and. the lett eye was 
found to be blind; after a few days more, she was seized « 

_ with convulsions, and died comatose. On dissection, the 

external suppuration was found to have penetrated to the 

bottom of the orbit, betwixt the bone and the ball of the 

- . eye, without injury of the ball itself; internally there was 

+ an extensive collection of matter which communicated freely 

with the cavity of the orbit. 
#4 

—_— 

Na " See Hill’s Cases in Steger, and Hist. de Acad. de Science Ae 
noe Ie 08-—33. 
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In some cases of this kind, ti trephine i been applied 
vith success; and they have ‘shown us what extent of dis- 

ease within the cranium may | be recovered from, when a> 
free outlet is given to the matter. Morand. mentions a 

Ve 

monk who had been for some time affected with discharge | 

behind the ear, Lstdidibe towards the temple, which, be- 

‘ing opened, was found to be an abscess, and a probe could 

‘be passed from it, through a carious opening, into the ca- 

‘vity of the cranium. The trephine was applied at this. 
place, and discovered a suppurating cavity within the cra- 

nium, which discharged a tea-cupfull of matter; the dis- 

chargediminished gradually, and the sore was healed in. 

¥ 

two months.* M. Roux describes the case of a boy,-aged — 

thirteen, who, after a blow on the back part of the head, ~ 

had a fistulous opening, which discharged matter for four | 

“years. He was liable to attacks of drowsiness and oppres- 

‘sion in the head; and these were generally relieved by co- 

a 

pious discharges of matter from this: opening, which was © 

found to perforate the bone.. After various treatment, the — 

trephine was at length applied, when a small ragged open- 

ing was found in the dura mater, which led to a cavity un- 

der it, distinctly bounded by an adhesion betwixt the dura 

mater and the arachnoid; it discharged at the first opening 

about three ounces of matter, and the case terminated fa- 

vourably, the parts being healed in about two months.t 
The dura mater appears to be much less liable to idiopa- 

thic inflammation than the other membranes of the brain. Va- 

.. Yious cases, however, are on record, in which it was affected to 

-a considerable extent, without any disease of the bone. Ina. 

case of Jong continued headach, mentioned by Pawius, which 

wot, ss Morand Opuscules de Chirurgie. 

+. Nouveau Journal de Médicine, tome xil. 
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e ‘of matter from the right ear, with violent pain extending 4 is 
‘over the whole right side of the head: “A tumour formed 
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edi in the Miscellanea Curiosa; and Faller found in several i in- | 

? which I think has hitherto been little attended to; I mean the’. 

. ae 

: -suttire was found eroded and perforated; there was also an ab- 
scess. in the cerebellum. ‘Rumlerus found the dura mater 

; » eroded i in several places, i ina young man who died comatose 

wit cares OF THE BONES, Ke. ae On 

sare by convulsions, the dura mater dle ‘the sagittal | 

vand convulsed, Several cases of the same kind are mention- 

Cae the falx eroded by large openings, and the hemis- 

_ pheres of the brain at these places adhering to each other. 
a As a result of inflammation of the dura mater, a circum- 

“stance occurs in Case IV. which is worthy of notice, and 

‘ obstruction of the lateral sinus. Of this affection, I add the 

following remarkable example, in'which, though complicated.” 
also with disease of the bone, this affection of the sinus pon) 

4 the principal morbid appearance internally. 

a ee ViAA young lady aged 16, (3d August, 1816,) com- 
plained of severe headach, which extended over the whole 
head. She had an oppressed look, and great heaviness of the 

- eyes; pulse 120; the face rather pale. She had been liable 

to suppuration in the ears; and the left ear had been dischar- 
ging matter for three weeks; she had complained of headach 
for a fortnight, and had been confined. to bed for two days. 

Blood-letting, purgatives, blistering, &c. were employed on 

> 

the third and fourth with considerable temporary relief. (5th) 
Headach easier, some vomiting, and several severe attacks of - 
shivering, pulse 112. (6th) Pulse 84, headach severe, now 
confined to the back part of the head; eyes heavy, pupils a’ 

little dilated: bleeding from the temporal artery was employed . 

with purgatives, issue, &c. (7th) Pulse in the morning 84, 

and in the evening 120; headach as before, witha dull vacant 

look. Theré was a buffy coat on the blood from the tempo- 

ral artery. (8th and 9th) Pulse from 120 to 140; severe — 
pain of the back of the head and neck. (10th and 11th) 

Pulse from 130 to 140, considerable stupor and occasional 

3 a 
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élirium, oflitsnt ednpnery pain in ee back tof Pte hed 

eth) Increase of coma, but was sensible wher en roused; ‘an- 

swered questions distinctly, and knew those about her untila_ 

few. minutes. before ay death, ‘which peppenes about mid- 
ee 

yt ; ha i ee Aad i ‘ 
fs -Inspection.—The pia miter was highly Saou 6 ifmi- 
* nately injected; the veins on the surface of the ile NAR ; 
> turgid, and at one place on the posterior part there. was rat . 
slight appearance of extravasation of blood under the pia ma- eg 

iL ter. There was no. serous effusion, and. no disease, in the 

r substance of the brain. The left lateral sinus ‘was remarka- 

bly diseased through its whole:extent; when. compressed, nu 

discharged pus, and some thick cheesy matter; it contained no_ rs 

blood: its coats were much thickened, and its inner surface 

was dark-coloured, irregular, and fungous; at one part the can AY 
4 

vity was nearly obliterated. The sisoae extended into the. 
torcular Herophili, and affected in some degree the termina 

tion of the longitudinal sinus. Behind the auditory portion .. 

*..-of the temporal bone, near the foramen lacerum, and in the’ 

‘course of the left lateral sinus, a portion of the bone about » 

~ the size of a shilling was dark-coloured and carious on the in- 

ner table; it was at this place that the sinus appeared to be 
most diseased. ‘The auditory portion of the bone was exten-’ : 

‘sively carious; the cells of it were everywhere full of purulent 

matter, and communicated freely with the cee of the 
ear. * . i he wil re 

It ne otitis be doubted whether the rémbrkelbiedaleat of ° 

the lateral sinus which occurred in Case IV. was a recent affec- 

“tion, and what influence it had in producing the symptoms in — 

j ! ‘the fatal attack. Prichard found a similar affection of the sinus 

- ina woman who had been epileptic for two years, and died in 

“one of the fits without any previous change in her symptoms. 
He describes the left lateral sinus as being “ through its whole 
length filled up by asubstance very different from a recent co- 

azhian, and apparently consisting of a. USP ition of lymph, 

kay je } “4 
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w ich had ‘become organized. it arene so completely to. 
occupy the calibre of the sinus, as to have entirely impeded 
a transit of blood through it”. There was no other’ ‘mor- 

| bid appearance, excepting very shikt effusion. * iW 
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As the: result of inflammatory action of a more slow ai ve 

yi, ’ ok 

Case Wi M4, eatin aaa 60, had been liable for ea | 
years before his death to’ attacks of giddiness, accompanied by.’ 

- complete loss of all muscular power, in which, if not prevented, 

. prone kind, the dura mater is liable to thickening, and depo- * 
ra sition of new matter betwixt itslamine. °'The following case 
oe affords an example of a very remarkable disease _ ‘which ap: 

‘ ‘pears to have been iba haem in nee mahnérs. je iii" ee ay 

he fell to the ground, Jn these attacks he did not lose his » % 

recollection, and «he recovered completely in a few minutes. 

Before the commencement of this* complaint, he had been » 
. ’ liable to severe pain in the head, and giddiness, the attacks of 

| which generally went off with vomiting, .He was ‘sound in 

his mind, but had considerably fallen off im flesh and strength ; 

he felt an unsteadiness in walking, which made him afraid of 

| “going alone; and, for some months before his death, he had 

‘perceiv ed ah increasing weakness of both his lower extremi-. 
ties. On the first of August, 1816, he was attacked with he-" 
miplegia of the left side, accompanied by headach. and giddi-' 

ness; the pulse was natural, and his mind was not affected. 
For four days he continued to be affected with the most com- 
plete hemiplegia; he then began to recover a little motion of ' 

the parts, and about the 15th was able to raise his arm to his 

head, and to walk a little with assistance; he still complain- 

ed of giddiness, and noise in his ears, but had little: headach. 

Blood-letting and the other usual remedies had been employ- | 
‘ed. On the 19th, there was considerable headach; on the 

ty 

* Prichard on Diseases of the Nervous System, p- 175. 
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20th, he became incoherent: and « ‘on the 2st, “fell inte perfect 

_¢oma, with some convulsion. On the 224, he was considera- 
“bly recovered, so as to know those about him, and to answer 
_ questions rationally; but at night he relapsed into coma, and 
“died on the 23d. For the ge three me A fe es ves been 

‘ from 112 to 120. 

~ Inspection. Soalsne the pao of the Fight hewmen of . 
“the brain, there lay a remarkable tumour five and a half inches 
, dee two and a half broad, and about half an inchi in thickness; 

- it was formed by a separation of the laminz of the dura mater 
anda deposition of new matter betwixt them, This new matter 

was, at the posterior part, white and firm; in other places, es- 

pecially about the centre of the tumour, it was more recent co-_ 

agulable lymph, firm, yellow, and semi-transparent; and, at the a 
anterior part, there was a cavity containing: yellowish serous a 

fluid. The tumour lay from before backwards along the upper 
part of the hemisphere,—the inner edge of it being about an 
inch from the falx; the dura mater all around it was conside- 

rably thickened, as were also the coats of the longitudinal si- 

nus. The surface of the brain, where the tumour lay, was de- 

pressed so as to retain an impression of its figure; and, on 
the anterior part of the brain, the substance was considera- 
bly softened, with some appearance of suppuration. There 
was very little serous effusion, and r no disease 1 in oui other. 
part of the brain. 4 kD 

TI have found nothing described by any, writer idole 

similar to this remarkable affection.. The case most nearly 

resembling it in the symptoms, is one described by Lanci- 
sius.* The attacks ‘in this case consisted of paroxysms, ° 

which appeared to be a mixture of syncope and apoplexy; 

sometimes accompanied with hemiplegia, and sometimes 

with convulsion. The pia mater was found remarkably 

* Lancisius de Subitaneis Mortibus. 
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thickened and covered with a kind of. ill-conditioned pus. 
illis found a remarkable thickening of the dura mater at 

the | base of the brain, i in a young woman who had been lia- 
ble to. severe headach, aggravated at the menstrual period; 

and at these times accompanied by distortion of the neck to 

one side; she was likewise liable to attacks of vertigo and 
_ lipothymia, and died comatose. . ‘Similar cases are mentioned 

~ by Morgagni.. A boy aged six, whose case is mentioned 
by Mr. Paisley, * was seized with pain on a particular spot 

‘on the left side of the head, followed by drowsiness; which 
proved : fatal on the 12th day, with the usual symptoms of 
hydrocephalus. On the part corresponding to the seat of the : 
‘original pain, there was a tumour the size of a large hazel- 

- nut, formed by a separation of the laminz of the dura ma- 

| ter, and the deposition betwixt them of a bloody serous fluid. 
There were several similar tumours, but’ of smaller size 

along the course of the longitudinal sinus on the left side. 
’ Besides the fluid, the tumours contained a number of small 

‘white bodies like worms; at the places where the tumours 

were formed, the dura mater adhered very*firmly to the 
membranes beneath. ‘There was much effusion under the 

arachnoid and in the ventricles. 

_ SECTION LV. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE ARACHNOID AND PIA MATER. } 

Inrramaarron of the arachnoid, and of We pia saree 

may be taken together. Itis very difficult to distinguish 

them in practice, and as the affections are generally ‘com- 

bined, it is probable that no piporsaas purpose can be an- 

0 

* Edinburgh Medical Essays, yol, iil, 
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~swered by attempts | to fides ate ‘between! their symp: 

_ toms. » “The disease terminates most commonly by'a ¢ depo~ 

“sition of false membrane betwixt the arachnoid and ‘the pia 
mater. When this i is found to. spread unifo omy over. the 

“surface of the convolutions, we may. suppose that it has been 
hy Sh iy produced from. the arachnoid; when it dips considerably be- 

_tween them, it is probable that the pia mater has been affect-. 

“ed; but, 1 in point of fact, it is very often remarked. ih “hese 

- cases, that’ the pia mater presents a most intense degree of 

vascularity, eyen when there is no deposition. betwixt: the 

oF convolutions, while there is seldom any remarkable vascu- 

, larity observed in the arachnoid. On this ground it has 

sometimes been doubted whether the arachnoid | be really. . 

ms the seat of inflammation. © ee oy} Th ce ay ie 

_ Some degree of this affection frequently accompanies other 

acute diseases of the brain, but we very often find it entire- 
dy uncombined, so that we are enabled to mark the symp- ; 

toms more immediately connected with it. — In these, how-- | 

ever, there does not appear to be any uniformity. In some 

_cases, it comes on with headach, vomiting, fever and im- | 

» patience of light; but I think the more common form i i '* 

‘which the attack takes place, is by a sudden and long con- 

tinued paroxysm of convulsion. This is in some cases pre-* ‘ 

ceded by headach and vomiting, but in other cases comes 

jon without any warning. The convulsion is. generally 

long and severe; in some cases, it passes immediately into i 

coma, which afterwards alternates only with a repetition of 

_ the convulsion, until in a few days the case is fatal. In 

other cases, there is recovery from the first convulsion, and 

_ the patient appears to be doing well for some time, perhaps 

for several days, but afterwards falls into coma, either with BER 

or without a recurrence of the convulsion. In other cases, | 
“again, the convulsion does not come on till an advanced pe- | 
riod of the disease. : re mp a. 
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pal phenomena ignited with this important affection, both 

in children and in adults. To prevent cireumlocution, I 
shall employ the term Meningitis to express the disease, 
“meaning thereby the inflammation of the arachnoid, or pia 

‘mater, or both, as distinct from inflammation of the dura } 

. #nater. ; dy . 

AS Sori MENINGITIS IN THE MOST COMMON FORM. 

bOksh Vil. —A boy aged 11, had been® fir about a fort- 

pies remarkably listless and inactive, and affected with fre- 

quent vomiting. The vomiting had occurred every day, 

or several times in the day; his bowels were costive, but | 

he did not complain of any pain, and he was free from fe- 
ver. Inthe evening of the 29th June, 1816, he was seized 
with violent convulsion, which recurred several times; in 

| the intervals he had severe vomiting, and complained of 

headach; pulse 60. The conyulsion occurred frequently 

during the following night, and in the intervals he com- 

| “plained that he could not see.. Towards morning, the con- 

<< vulsion ceased, and left him in a state of the most profound 
coma. - The coma continued till mid-day of the 30th, when 

re: began to abate after he had been freely purged; in the 

. evening he was quite ere and complained of headach; 

4 pulse 120.° 

July \st.—The. ordinary remedies having been adopted, 

~ he was much relieved; no headach; no vomiting; eee 

moist; pulse 120. 
- 2d.—Pulse 108; no sgpibiarat st much disposed to sleep; 

sapils rather dilated. 
3d.—Pulse 112; appearance much improved; eye natu- 

ral; bowels open; tongue clean; no unusual drowsiness. 
4th. —Pulse 108; functions natural; a good deal disposed 

to aces 
10 
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| plained much ‘of his head; terw a degree of 
aS phe "estupor; was ‘sensible when roused, but was im tient of be- 

ol *s ing disturbed, and tilt complained of his ; head; eyes natu 

, min aa nate ral; repeated vomiting, " beg 3 Pi De eh, sig Pas i 

ee a er th.—Perfect coma, ‘with, ‘trotudie convulsion “pulse 

Be iy from 120 to 160; he frequently lay with the one hand p eat 

. ing his forehead, and. the other on the occiput. dsl abe i 

» 

cg Tth. —In profound ¢ coma the whole days, died daring ie : 
night. , 3 “ ee 3 

eh, al * Se, tems a 

Inspection. —On raising the sie mater, the, surface hor 
the brain in many places had.a yellow’ appearance, which 
was found to arise from, extensive deposition « of adventitious - tgs 

i. ae. membrane under. the arachnoid. It was in general about 

| the thickness of a wafer; some portions of it were thicker, . 

and in some places masses of. it of considerable éxtent. lay 
betwixt the convolutions. There was also. a good deal be- 

twixt the hemispheres, which were partially glued together 

by it. The principal seats of this deposition were, the an- 

- terior part of both hemispheres, and the whole base of the . 
-_ . brain, especially the depressions betwixt the lobes; and site 

) also covered nearly the whole surface of the. cerebellum. 

On the posterior part of the brain it was wanting, and there . ‘ 

the pia mater was evidently inflamed. The surface of the ue 

4 brain, at these places, had also an inflamed appearance, but 

this did not penetrate into. its substance.» Some. fluid was . 

found in the base of the cranium, after the brain. was re- 

moved, but there was no effusion in the ventricles, and the 

brain in other a was healthy. < ag ic ga Mie EN vf it's 
# a 

» / " 

Case VIII.—A girl, aged 9, awoke Ledaetty in ine eteee. 

of 20th September, 1817, screaming from violent headach, 
fe and exclaiming that some person had given her a blow. on 

wi the head. “im 2 Se 

- 

’ 
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2st She ta Maite of * pain in thie faiehteach but she 

“was not in bed, and the pain was not severe. ~ Pi 

| 224. —Little change; partly in bed, and cman of 

“Teadach, but the complaint excited no alarm. 
 23d.—Was seized with violent and long continued. con- 

“yalsion, which was. Ne aces succeeded by ae ai 
coma. Cay. | ¢ 

PRA SAMT Sher hdr: for: HS eet time; found her in perfect 
"coma; the eyelids open, the eyes distorted upwards, the 

| pulse quite natural... Continued in the same state on the 

aon and died on the 26th. | 

Inspection.—On removing the dura mater, the other 

‘membranes appeared highly vascular as if inflamed, except | 

‘where this appearance was concealed by a layer of yellow 

adventitious membrane, spread out betwixt the arachnoid 

and the pia mater. This deposition was distributed in ir- 

regular patches, over various parts of the surface of the 

brain, but was most abundant on the upper part of the right 

hemisphere. It was in general of the thickness of a wafer, 

and in some places extended downwards betwixt the con- 
| volutions. ‘There was also a considerable quantity of it on’ 

the surface of the cerebellum. There was a good deal of 

gelatinous effusion about the optic nerves, and about an 
ounce of colourless fluid in the ventricles. The substance 

of the brain was throughout unusually vascular. 

- CAsp 1X.—A child aged 2 years, 21st May, 1826, was 

suddenly seized in the morning with severe and long con- 

tinued convulsion. — It left her in a dull and torpid state, in. 
which she did not seem to recognise the persons about her. 
She had lain in, this state for several hours, when the con- - 

vulsion returned; and, during the following night, it re- 

curred a third time, and was very severe and of long con- 

‘tinuance. I sawher on the morning of the 23d, and while 
J was sitting by her, she was again attacked with severe © 

- if . ; 
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and) My ask Loman convulsion, which ‘affected every part 
of the body, the face and the: eyes in particular being fright-" 

_ fully distorted. The countenance was pale, and expressive ° 
of exhaustion, the pulse frequents her bowels had been free- 

: “ly opened by medicine, previously prescribed by Dr. Beil- 
by, and the motions were dark and unhealthy. . Farther 

"purging was employed, with topical bleeding, cold applica- 

“tions to the head, and blistering. After this attack, she 

continued free from convulsion till the afternoon of the 23d; 

in the interval she had remained in a partially comatose 

state, with frequent starting, pulse frequent, but feeble, pu- 
pil rather dilated; she took some food.. In the afternoon of | 

the 23d, the convulsion returned with great severity; and 

on the 24th, there was a constant succession of paroxysms, 

during the whole day, with sinking of the vital avers and 

she died early in the evening. 
Inspection.—On removing the dura mater, the ree: 

of the brain appeared in many places covered by a deposi- 
tion of adventitious membrane, betwixt the arachnoid and 

pia mater. It was chiefly found above the openings betwixt 

the conyolutions, and in some places appeared to dip:a lit- 
tle way betwixt them. The arachnoid. membrane when 

detached appeared to be healthy, but the pia mater was _ 

throughout in the highest state of vascularity, especially 
betwixt the convolutions; and when the brain was cut ver-— 

tically, the spaces between the conyolutions were most 

strikingly marked by a. bright line of vivid redness, pro- 

duced by the inflamed membrane. There was no effusion 

in the ventricles, and no other morbid appearance. 

II.—MENINGITIS OF UNUSUALLY GREAT EXTENT, WITH , 
VERY OBSCURE SYMPTOMS. 

Rais Reeth child aged between 3 and 4, had falta 
mildly i in the middle of June 1824, having been confined only 
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sol fives ate He had been down sta for several days; 
and « once or twice out of doors; when, on the evening of the 
23d, he became feverish, and complained of his bowels. After 
‘the operation of some laxative medicine he was much relieved 

on the 24th; his pulse, however, continued frequent, On 

_ the 25th, he again complained of his bowels, and was fever- 
" ‘ish; but in the evening he was again retieved, and no symp- 

tom was remarked by Mr. White, except that his pulse con- 
~ tinued slightly frequent, and at one time he complained of 

~ uneasiness in his eyes. In the night he was restless, but still 

‘complained only of his belly; his bowels had been freely 

moved, and the motions were natural. On the 26th, he had 

frequent vomiting, and in the evening became oppressed; pulse 
120, 1 saw him for the first time at night.. He was then in’ 

a state of oppression, evidently verging towards coma; could 

be roused, but without taking much notice of objects; pulse. 
120; countenance and eye natural. ‘Topical bleeding, pur- 

gatives, cold applications, &c. were employed. In the night 

there was frequent vomiting, every medicine being brought 
up, and the bowels were not moved. On the 27th, the coma 

| “was increased, and there were through the day frequent con- 

vulsive affections of the face and arms; pulse 120, and weak; 
“pupil dilated, and the eye insensible; died early in oat morn- 

“Ing of the 28th. 

_ Inspection.—On removing the dura mater, the whole: sur- 
face of the brain was found to be covered by a continued 

. stratum of yellow adventitious membrane, deposited betwixt 

the arachnoid and pia mater. It was thickest above the 
Openings betwixt the convolutions; in many places, it was. 

traced dipping betwixt them to the depth of half an inch; and 
in some places, on the right side of the brain, :+ followed the 
course of the pia mater through the whole depth of the con- - 
volutions. ‘The deposition was general over the whole brain, 

| and on the upper and anterior parts of the cerebellum; and 
- there was a good deal of it about the optic nerves. ‘The pia 
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There was no serous effusion, and the brain and the’ cerebel 

lum were perfectly healthy; the bowels were in ache ee Mt. 

vecilatyc distended with flatus. , hl 

ie ' : ¥ rR LBs 
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§ a —Maxinornrs OF VERY SMALL ines. WITH SEVERE 

wens . SYMPTOMS: . 
ni 

va 

Case XI.—A child ane 6 years, 24th January, 1822, had 
severe headach and some vomiting, followed by extreme ob- 
stinacy of the bowels, which resisted the most active medi- 
cines for six days. During this time, she complained con- 

~ stantly of headach, and the vomiting recurred from time. to 

time, but was not severe, the pulse varying from 90 to 100. 

- General and topical bleeding, with the most active purgatives 

and injections, had been employed with every possible assi-° . 

duity by Dr. Hay. On the 6th day, the bowels. began to’ 
yield, and about the 10th, there was a remarkable improve- 

-ment of all the symptoms, pulse from 80 to 90, and the head- 
- ach nearly gone... This favourable state continued for: two 
days; the headach then returned, and on the following. day, 

the 13th of the disease, considerable hesitation of speech was 

observed, with slight delirium occurring at intervals. On the 
14th, she was in these respects better, but still complained of 

- headach, which was referred to the forehead ; pupils dilated; 

4 pulse frequent.» On the 15th, slight convulsion was remarked 
: several times through the day, and the pain of the forehead 

as still complained of. On the 16th, she was in the: morn- 

@ 

ihe de tlk where. very firmly ae 

1 they: were, separated, the arach- bh 

ine oid HF pheschcts no» Sao eee the pia. ‘mater — 
“ty showed throughout the highest degree of vascularity 3 the de- | 

‘position was entirely confined to the space betwixt the 1 mem- 
a branes, for no vestige of it could be traced either on the outer» 

surface of the arachnoid or the inner surface of the pia mater. ; 
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ing distinct, and inteligent but still complained of headach ; 
pulse 120. | Through the day, the pulse varied from 90 to 140, 

1e Pup was dilated, and the vision imperfect, but she con- 
‘inued “quite “intelligent till eight o’clock in the evening; ‘she 

was then | seized with severe conyulsion, which continued’ 

~ without intermission for two hours, when she died.» This. 

_ very important case was most minutely attended to’ through 
its whole course, and all the usual Fema cHiey were buplaged 
an the most active manner. 

= “ 

» Inspection.—There was no effusion in the qeatvipiee, and 

every part of the brain presented the most healthy appear~) 

ance, except a small part on the lower surface of the anterior 
lobe of the right hemisphere, where it lies over the orbit. 
There was, at.this place, a distinct deposition of adventitious 
membrane of an extent scarcely larger than a shilling, Im- 
mediately connected with it, the substance of the brain was 
sensibly hardened, to an extent corresponding to the size of 
a large nut. No other disease ig be discovered in any 
organ. 

§ IV. —Mewrermis OF THE BASE. 

hase XI. —A young lady, aged 14, was affected with 
symptoms resembling those of mild continued fever, which 
excited no alarm till about the end of the second week, when 

the headach became more severe, with some oppression, and 
transient incoherence. I saw her, for the first time, in the 

beginning of the third week; there was then a degree of op- 
pression, tending to coma; the pupil was dilated; pulse from. 

110 to 120; the tongue foul. For some days the symptoms 
varied eGasiderably: sometimes showing a degree of coma, 
but generally rather exhibiting the characters of typhus. The 
eyes, however, appeared to be insensible to the light, and 
once or twice a degree of squinting was observed, but it went 

off; sometimes she answered questions distinctly, and some- 

ae a 
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“tin es not; the pulse area t fr ‘om 110 to 130.. On the day b bee 

e fore her death, she was much more sensible, and upon - the 
By whole considerably reliev ed; but next day she was more co- 
Me “matose, and her strength was sinking; and she died at night, é 

"about three weeks from the commencement of the disease. 

*; “ Dssvcra of the family had died of hydrocephalus, 
Inspection.—The substance of the brain was healthy; the 

ventricles contained about two ounces of fluid; there was a . 
‘considerable deposition of adventitious membrane on the sur- 
face of the Pons Varolii, which extended forward along the 
base of the brain; there was a good deal of it in a more re- 
cent state about the optic nerves, and it was thence traced. 

upwards betwixt the thalami towards the third ventricle. _ 

ay 

§ V.—MentneitIs WITH SUPPURATION ON THE SURFACE. 
: % 

Casz XIII.—A child, aged 8 months, died 13th March, 
1818, of an illness which had continued more than 3 weeks. 
It began with fever, restlessness, and quick breathing; after- 

wards there were frequent convulsive affections, with much 
oppression, and at last severe convulsions, squinting and coma. 

At an early period of the complaint, there was observed a re- 

markable prominence of the anterior fontenelle; in the second 

week, this increased considerably; and in the third week, it 

was elevated into a distinct circumscribed tumour, which was 

soft and fluctuating,—and pressure upon it occasioned con- 
vulsion. It was opened by a small puncture, and discharged 

at first some purulent matter, afterwards bloody serum. No 
change took place in the symptoms, and the child died four 
days after. | 
Inspection.—The opening which had been made through 

_ the fontanelle, was found to lead to a deposition of thick floc- 

~culent matter mixed with pus, betwixt the dura mater and 

the arachnoid, and cereus the surface of the brain toa con- 
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iderable nbente There was a Bik deposition beehixt the 
arachnoid and the pia mater, which extended, between the 

nvolutions, and there was a good deal of it about the optic 

nerves and under the medulla oblongata; there was, consider- 

able effusion i in the ventricles. 
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_ § VI.—Menineairis with supPURATION WITHIN THE 

VENTRICLES. 

Case X1IV.—A child, aged 5 months, previously i in per- 
fect health, was seized with convulsion on the evening of 
the 21st November, 1817. The attack, which was not of 

long duration, was ascribed to dentition; the gums were di- 
vided over several teeth that appeared to be producing irri- 

tation, and the other remedies were employed that are usual 

in such affections. He continued well through the night; 

on the 22d, he was oppressed, with quick breathing, and in 

the afternoon, without any return of convulsion, he fell into 

a state of coma. This continued several hours, and then 

subsided, after topical bleeding, active purging, and the use 
of cold applications tothe head. On the 23d, he was much 
relieved; eye natural; he took notice of objects, and was 

disposed to play, and no complaint was remarked, except 
occasional starting. On the 24th, he continued through the 

day in the same favourable state; but late at night he was 
seized with convulsion, which continued without intermis- | 

sion through the night, and he died early in the morning. 

Inspection.—There was an extensive deposition of ad- 

ventitious membrane betwixt the arachnoid and pia mater; 

it covered a great part of the upper surface of the brain, 

and there was a considerable quantity of it on the inferior 

surface of the anterior lobes, betwixt the hemispheres and 

‘on the cerebellum. In the lateral ventricles, ane was 

1] 
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about a an ounce of purulent matter, and the substance of the 
brain surrounding the ventricles was very ‘soft; there was 
‘no serous effusion. - There was much gelatinous deposition 

about the optic nerves, under the base of the brain, and un- 

der the cerebellum. Below the medulla oblongata, there 

was a similar deposition mixed with some purulent matter. 

i 
~ 

§ VII.—Menineiris oF THE CEREBELLUM. 

~ Casz XV.—A lady, aged.45, liable to suppuration of the 
left ear, complained of pain in that ear, May 11, 1821. 
On the two following days, the pain extended through the 

head with fever; and on the 14th, she.complained of gene- 
ral headach, and a violent and painful feeling of throbbing 

in the back part of the head. She was deaf, and inclined 
to drowsiness, but quite sensible; pulse 120 and very strong; 

large blood-letting and the other usual remedies were active- 

ly employed on this and the following days by Dr. Thatch- 

er and the late Mr. Bryce. I saw her on the 16th; there 

was then a good deal of coma, but she was sensible when 
roused; the eye natural, the tongue clean, pulse 130; she 

still complained of headach when she was closely questioned, 

but did not make any complaint except when she was much 

roused. The pulse being now considerably reduced in 
” strength, topical bleeding only was employed. In the eve- 
ning she was more easily roused, and said she felt better; 

in the night she became again extremely restless and inco- 

herent, and died early in the morning. - There had been a 
slight discharge of matter from the left ear early in the dis- 

ease. , 

Inspection.—There was slight Wap ts g in the lateral ven- 
“ tricles; the brain in other respects was healthy. On the 
outer surface of the cerebellum there was a uniform depo- “s 

sition of thick puriform Bape it was most abundanton °° 

Ps _& : " 
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the left ee The pia mater of the cerebellum was highly * 
vascular, the dura mater was healthy; there | was some. pu- 
rulent matter about the pituitary gland, and in the cavity of 
the ear, but there was no appearance of disease of the bones 

“connected with the ear, or of the dura mi r covering 
- ‘them: 

” 

Uncombined meningitis of the cerebellum seems to ‘be an 
uncommon affection. An interesting example of it is men- 

tioned by Mr. Duglison in the London Medical Reposito- 
ry. A boy aged 5, pale and delicate, after being slightly 

indisposed for four or five days, was seized in the night of 

9th August with violent convulsion. On the 10th, there 

was fever with delirium: a vacant look ‘of the eye, and an 

evident imperfection of vision, which appeared by his at- 
tempting to lay hold of objects that were presented to him, 

and missing them. There was dilated pupil and: slight 

strabismus. 11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th, Symptoms gradu- 

ally increasing; 15th, coma; constant motion of the right 

arm and leg; the left appeared to be paralysed. In the 

night was seized with violent convulsion, which continued 

till his death; this took place on the morning of the 16th. 
The brain was healthy... There was a remarkable vascula- 

rity on the tuber annulare, forming a thick web of vessels. 

It was connected with the arachnoid coat of the right side . 
of the cerebellum, which was thickened with some deposi-_ 

tion of coagulable lymph. About Ziv. of fluid was found 

in the a of the skull, but not above a tea-spoontful i in the 

ventricles. 
‘ 

These cases will serve to illustrate the ramtinl ale diver- 

sity of symptoms which accompany this affection. ~I have | 

selected them as calculated to exhibit, the pure meningitis — 

unconnected with any other considerable disease of the 

brain. The conyulsive affections of children,. which are 
ra a 

ia J oy, A. ‘ be oP we: 
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‘pits be indiscriminately ascribed to dentition, are, Lthink, 
_ frequently connected with this disease. In such cases, in- 

stead of the deposition of adventitious membrane, we fre- 

“quently observe a thin but extensive sags of \puriform 
fluid on the smace of the pia mater. 

4 

< og 

mes VIII.—A DANGEROUS MODIFICATION OF THE DISEASE 

WHICH SHOWS. ONLY INCREASED VASCULARITY. 

n 

another important modification of the disease occurs in 

an insidious and highly dangerous affection, which I think 

has been little attended to by writers on the diseases of the 

brain. It is apt to be mistaken for mania, or, in females, 

for a modification of hysteria; and in this manner the a 

gerous nature of it ha’ sometimes been overlooked, until 

proved rapidly and unexpectedly fatal. It sometimes com- 

-“mences with depression of spirits, which after a short time 

passes off very suddenly, and is at once succeeded by an 

unusual degree of cheerfulness, rapidly followed by mania- 

cal excitement. In other cases, these preliminary stages 

are less remarkable; the affection, when it first excites at- . 

tention, being in its more confirmed form. This is in ge- 

, neral distinguished by remarkable quickness of manner, ra- 

pid incessant talking, and rambling from one subject to ano- 

‘ther, with obstinate watchfulness, and a small frequent pulse. 
Sometimes there is hallucination or conception of persons 
or things which are not present, but in others this is en- 

tirely wanting. The progress of the affection is generally 

rapid; in some cases it passes into convulsion and coma; 

but in general it is fatal by a sudden sinking of the vital: 

powers, supervening upon the high excitement, without 

‘coma. The principal morbid appearance is a highly vascular 

state of the pia mater, sometimes with very slight effusion 

betwixt it cane arachnoid. ‘The disease is one of extreme 
“ 
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danger, and does not in general admit of very active, ‘treat- 
ment. General bleeding is not borne well, and the treat- 
ment must in general be confined to topical bleeding with 
purgatives, antimonials, and the powerful application of 

cold to the head. ‘The affection is most common in females 
of a delicate irritable habit, but also occurs in males, espe- 

cially in those who have been addicted to intemperance. I 

have however seen it in one case, in a gentleman between 

40 and 50, of stout make and very temperate habits. The 

eause of death is obscure; it seems in general to be a sudden, 

sinking of the vital powers, supervening upon the high 
excitement without any of the actual results of inflamma- 

tion. | 

Oxi XVI.—A lady, aged 23, had suffered sie dis- 
tress from the death of a sister, and been affected in conse- 

quence with impaired appetite and want of sleep; this had 
gone on for about two months, when on the 4th of August 

1825, she sent for Dr. Kellie, and said she wished to con- 

sult him about her stomach. He found her rambling from 

one subject to another with extreme rapidity and considera- 

ble incoherence; and on the 5th, she was in a state of the 

highest excitement, with incessant talking, alternating with 

screaming and singing; pulse from 80 to 90. In the eve- 

ning, she became suddenly calm and quite sensible after an 

opiate; continued so for an hour or more, then fell asleep, 

and after sleeping two hours, awoke in the same state of ex- 

citement as before. The same symptoms continued on the 

6th; the pulse in the morning was little affected: but after 
this time it became small and very rapid. On the 7th, af- 

ter a night of great and constant excitement, she had ano- 
ther lucid interval, but her pulse was now 150. The ex- 

citement soon returned, and continued till four in the after- 

‘noon, when she fell asleep. She awoke about eight, calm 

and collected, but with an evident tendency to-coma; pulse - 
é 

i 
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’ 150, and small. She now took food and wine, and passed 
the night partly in a state of similar excitement, and partly 

comatose; and died about mid-day of the 8th, having con- 

tinued to talk incoherently, but knowing those about her, 

and in general understanding what was said to her. 

Inspection.—The only morbid appearance that could be 
discovered was a highly vascular state of the pia mater, 

with numerous red points in the substance of the brain. — 

~‘Casz XVII.—A gentleman, aged 44, of a stout make, 

and very temperate habits, became suddenly affected, with- 

out any known cause, with extreme depression of spirits, 

accompanied by a good deal of talking and want of sleep. 

After this condition had continued for two days, it went off 
suddenly, and he recovered excellent spirits and talked 

cheerfully.. This however was soon succeeded by a state 

of excitement, with rapid incoherent talking, and obstinate 
watchfulness; and the pulse rose rapidly to 160. ‘This state 

continued without abatement for about four days, when he 

suddenly sunk into a state of collapse and died. 

Inspection.—The only morbid appearance was a highly 
vascular state of the pia mater and arachnoid, with slight — 
serous effusion betwixt them. 

This obscure and dangerous affection is sometimes met 

with in connexion with other diseases, especially acute 

rheumatism and other inflammatory affections, and some- 

times attacks females in the puerperal state. Itis unneces- 

sary to give a lengthened detail of cases which do not tend 

_ to throw any additional light upon the nature ofit. A young _ 
Jady whom I saw with Mr. Turner, had acute rheumatism 

ina very slight form for three’days, her pulse from 90 to 
96; on the fourth day, the pain ceased, and in the evening, 

she began to talk a great deal and rather incoherently, but 
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quil, but at night the incoherent talking returned. I then 
saw her for the first time; she was talking a great deal, wild- 
- dy and incoherently, but, when her attention was arrested, 

‘she answered questions distinctly; the pulse was 120; the 
_ tongue rather loaded, but moist; and she did not complain 

of any uneasiness. Qn the sixth day, these symptoms con- 
~ tinued; in the evening she became comatose, and died in 

“ 

the night. Blood-letting was employed, and various other 

‘remedies, without benefit. A soldier aged 34, for whose 
ease I am indebted to the late Dr. Hennen, had acute rheu- 

matism in a severe form, combined with pneumonic symp- 

toms. He was relieved by blood-letting, but his pulse con- 

tinued frequent, and he had some palpitation of the heart, 
- but not severe. On the fifteenth day of the disease, he be- 

came suddenly comatose, and died ina few hours. In both 

these cases the appearances on dissection were altogether 
unsatisfactory. 

The above remarks on this highly dangerous and interest- 

ing affection, I leave as they stood in the first edition of this 
work. Since that time I have seen several examples of it, 
and have been induced to adopt a different mode of treatment, 

which seems to promise some interesting results, Without 
at present venturing upon any general conclusions, F shall 
merely submit the following case. 

Case XVIII.—A lady, aged about 38, was recovering feos 

her eleventh accouchement, when, at the end of a fortnight, 

she became affected with a deep-seated hard swelling in the 

right side of the pelvis, which was tender to the touch, and 
was accompanied by a considerable degree of fever, After 
repeated topical bleeding and other remedies, the febrile state 
subsided, the swelling lost its tenderness, and seemed to be 
gradually diminishing in size; but its ince he was very slow, 

m ade no complaint. © On the 5th day, she was more tran- 
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cand after Mince or food weeks, she w was 35 still counea to boi 
and suffering a a good deal of uneasiness; her, pulse | was now 

calm, but she was considerably reduced i in strength, At this” 
time, she became, one day, alarmed and agitated by some fa- 

mily occurrence, and immediately began to talk wildly and in- 
coherently, and after a restless night was found next day i in 
a state of the highest excitement, talking incessantly, scream- 

ing and struggling, with a wild expression of countenance, 
and a small rapid pulse. She was treated by topical bleeding, 

_ laxatives, cold applications to the head, &c., but with little or 
no benefit; and on visiting her on the following day, I found her 
sitting up in bed, with a look of extreme wildness, both her 
hands in constant motion, talking incessantly and wildly; and ~ 
I learnt that she had not ceased talking, for one instant for the 
last twelve hours. Her pulse was now rapid and feeble, and 

her countenance expressive of exhaustion. In consultation 
with a highly intelligent friend who had charge of the case, 7 
mentioned my experience of the fatal.nature of the. affection, 

and proposed to make trial of treatment. by stimulants. A 

glass of wine was accordingly given, with evident abatement 
of the symptoms; and it was ordered to be repeated every 
hour. At the end of the fourth hour, she was perfectly com- 
posed and rational, her pulse about 90 and of good strength; 

and from this time there was no return of the symptoms. ‘The | 
tumour in the right side increased in size, suppurated, was — 

opened and healed favourably. From this time she continued ; 
in perfect health, and has since passed through another ac- 
ccouchement in the most favourable manner. . 

This case I have given as another example of this interest- =~ 

ing affection. I have employed the same mode of treatment, 

with similar benefit in several other cases, both of males and Y 

females. .The chief difficulty is in deciding upon the particu- 

lar cases to which the stimulating treatment is applicable. 7 

They appear to be those in which the excitement is accompa- 
nied by small and rapid pulse, and an expression of paleness 
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"ad\exhauition, | When these braractera are I c ye 
er violent the excitement may be, I have not been a € deterred 
“Or ‘the’ practice, | din a a considerable number. of instances 

have ‘found much reason to be satisfied with it. vi have tried | 
~ @ but without the same benefit, in some of the common. cases Xie fe. bs 

f insanity, aécompanied by palehess and bodily. wealmess, 1 a ae 
ut with a natural pulse, When there is frequent’ and strong 

False with flushing, and other marks of increased vascular 
action, it would of course be injuriou, a 
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_ obscurity in the morbid appearances as in these remarkable 
cases, though with different symptoms. The child is gene- p 

~ rally attacked with a succession of convulsions, and is cut off 
Fs within various periods, from one to three or four days. It is i . 

apt ‘to occur in connexion wi th: other diseases, Fs sh at de - 

‘, _ hooping-cough. gaa 

¢ An affection occurs in children witieh presents the same ; a 

‘ 

tied 

Rote XIX.—A child, aged iWon achai years, Saghated * 
with hooping cough m a very mild form, was attacked, in the: ' 

' ee of May 1822, with a convulsive twisting of the hands, to 
which she had been formerly liable at an early period of life: 

this excited no alarm, till the 4th of June, when she was seized 

% with: general convulsion, accompanied with fever, headach, ; 

and : an obstinate state of the bowels. _ All the usual remedies 

were employed with activity, but the convulsions continued 

to. Tecur several times’ in the day, ‘and.she died on the Sth. ; ee 

+ ‘The. cough had gone on, but in a mild. and favourable form. “ i 

Inspection —There was slight increase of vesctlanieg of met 
fia. mater, with numerous red points throughout the m . hp 

dul ary “substance. of the brain... No other disease could. Fi 4 
ae - discovered on the most careful examination, and: all the other Rta 
a. EADS, were healthy. 0 Ue ola. tc aa "i 
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“wh th J une, 1822, was ‘eeidedith: headach and. fevers had’ 

afte’ yakadiaceaa) armotion’ ofthe ‘eyes; with occasional squint- ‘a 
‘aie then’ violent convulsions, which recurred frequently and + 

‘ alternated with coma; and he died in three days. After death, | 

ay eal aff nothing could be discovered, on the most careful examination, 

ye Re «1 eR Cept- sata a eee of the pia mater in ‘several 
| Bacay 4 ae P nates ae i See hen 

‘ “ge ‘ PG hes XXL. il SY ai, aged three years and a- shall had Haein 
| Bee yaral days slightly feverish, with some cough, but the 

complaint y was considered as trifling, and she was sitting at 
table on the evening of 3d April, when she suddenly lost her 
speech, and soon afterwards was seized with general convul- 
sion, She continued in a state of constant and violent con. a 
vulsion, with complete insensibility, for several hours; in the mS 

Vet course of the night the convulsion abated—she recovered the — 

power of swallowing, which had been lost, and took purg' tive | 
medicine, which operated. powerfully, On the 4th, the con- e 

a vulsion returned with great violence; she had a constant suc- 
cession of paroxysms, during the day, and in the intervals was 
ia state of coma. She died early on the 5th, On inspec- 
tion, no disease could be discovered, except increased vascu- 

‘ larity of the membranes of the brain, and turgidity of pe veins aa 
; upon the surface. > POE Ae 2 ot ORS - 

I have. notes of several cases resembling this in the. symp-- A 

toms, and presenting the same obscurity in the morbid ap-"" 
A pearances.. ‘They occurred in strong healthy. childre from. 
a two to four years of age, and were fatal gees about ‘the: 0" 

third day, Spe under various modes of treatment.” x vane ie a 

re fe “tiie wantectary to. dihtiohy ares of this kind site | ot 

git 2 uly 8 serve to show. us the imperfection of our knowledge on 6 ie 

’ the: pathology of the brain. In the following singular: case, ee 
the affection here referred to seemed to have taken, place oh ; 

eiad the ¢ course of another disease of the br ain, and to have been » fon s 
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the Hevieditie, cause “of death, Matarel neh primary a eet “a 
d | yeen so far advanced as to have the nature ‘of it distinctly 

ea ees “i mh See ke the 3 543 Th Bide 

| ise XXIT. act? child; that tabi years, af a Ses) who 
| had lost many children from various forms of disease, had 

1 been affected for about ten or twelve days with a feverish dis- 
a ‘order, which had‘not shown any alarming symptom. — The 
“complaint appeared to be subsiding, and, on the day on which 

“he died, he had been considered as convalescent by two me- 

Boar ieee 

dical men of the firsteminence. Inthe afternoon of that day, ; “s 

his mother observed that his eyes became suddenly fixed and © main 
vacant. - Soon after, he was seized with most violent general’ me 

| convulsion, which continued, without intermission, for ey : ’ F 

five hours, when he died. | : Wh? 

Inspection.—There was considerable aftiegh: in the ven- 

tricles, anda good deal of ramolissement of the septum and 
a fornix, The only other morbid appearance was a’most ex- 

tensive and mer eraen> i of he rt of the pia mater. | 
A wh é 7% ) 
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an 

Inflammation of the arachnoid and pia nate appears to 
‘occur in‘a more chronic form, in which it may go on for a. 

oS - Considerable: time, spreading from one part of the brain’ to” 
} ~ another, and producing a succession of symptoms, as the parts» 

+ become successively affected. ‘A lady, mentioned by Mr. 
Howship,* had severe headach, impatience of light,and pa 

_ ralysis of the left arm and leg. . After a short time the para- mm 
ee lysis was removed, but the arm continued so painful as to be. ; 

a nearly, useless. The pain of the head continued, and, after’. 
Pe two months, extended downwards upon the neck and back. . 

She had then retention of urine, severe throbbing pain, of the. 

f back and loins, convulsive contraction) of the shoulders, and 
$ ‘ ‘ vr ") ; 
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’ * Howship’s Practical Observations in Surgery and Morbid Anatomy. ., - ‘7 : 
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‘idease of the pia mater aoe ted 

ous ms} in some cases, “consisting ¢ of thick a | 

hy themselves; in “others, with old. depos ns 

a, 

false m mbranes; and. in some, ‘th ‘alléction is. corr 

ype ae with ft ans disease of rie 1. mater eT. a ig Sry 

i. | 0° Say A ‘gentleman 1 mentioned by Dr, Powel, % afte hav 

agi isa eRor ‘affected for -a fortnight with slight headach, “bec: 
rae SS f “yen nt, with a considerable degree of stupor, ‘dilate 7] 
i “hdistinet articulation: and he died in another fo rtt phe. ©: 
Hii bre ae * a | pil of the right eye was more dilated than at 0 e le ls 
ae ot B d, a i: ‘short time before his death, the right si ide ten hs: 
‘tai ca ok = ral, tic. On inspection, effusion was found in th he veut les, Be 

«al ae as deposition « of coagulable lymph about the pon ‘arolii. | 
“ha At the anterior | part af the middle. lobe of the brain—he et 

" ra aay “Snot eter in which /hemisphere—the | pia mater was) much thick- 
me 4 * Jn i. i 
By) ei y » edad its i inner surface was studded with smallotu oi 

wen *: £ “ikke large pin-heads. ‘ Similar tubercles were o Serv 3 
fs a 1h» om nants of it especially where. it lies betwixt the con lutio Pe 

aie Nes Chis tabercular disease of the’ beet ee Seer 
a i. & , Bee aren! peti but a ay NF HEE, nick : ofa Sth Wp 

he ae 

be # e ; 
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ing, blood: y stools, drowsiness, and muttering; but } ee was . & 

entirely confined or the first fourteen, days; aft t er this he 
worse, W with severe headach, much cou; h subsultus, 
ess anid deaf ness, pulse 116, tongue dry and brown. 

I | then delirium, impatience of light, and. a degree ec 

01 nas aia he was relieved by bleeding, and the. pulse fel | to 
96. » He died suddenly on the 24th day, having been out of # 

| and eating heartily the day before. “On. inspection, | the a 

uw Eto found perforated by small orifices, which 

tri nsmitted | flesh-coloured tubercles. ‘These, appeared toarise 

ro m the pia mater,” and had no connexion. with the brains | . . 

“some of them were of the size of small peas, and were re- 
ceived into depressions of the cranium, some of which were ? 
a, of an inch indepth. The arachnoid was thickened, 

and in some, places adhered to the pia mater; in other places, | 
coagulable lymph was deposited betwixt them; there was some 

-— fluid in: the ventricles, ‘y He | BG aia 
, “ree aats of the membranes And (ak, ine to asl sihes a Gee tet r 

| “are met with i in many cases, probably the result of inflamma-- ‘2 
“tory'a action of old date. Such cases arc mentioned by Wep- Ei 
¥ fer , Willis, and others, in some of which the patients had been 

“ees ie liable to headach.. Similar appearances have been. ob-. 

x me in old ‘maniacal cases. A man is mentioned by Dr. 
wel, Ww who. had been. two years insane, and died fatuous ; he- 

Dad been Nable,. at. ‘uncertain intervals, to convulsive attacks, 

* inh which, the left. side. of the’ body suffered moré than the 
‘ right. An adventitious membrane of the thickness of three 

“Sci of writing: paper, was. found covering the whole right © 
5 \ hemisphere of the brain; it became thinner on the lower parts i . 
-. 

‘* 

.: te ‘it; and was gradually lost at the bares the left Feed a ‘ ine 
ee +h ie bs BS ae : 
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| yi ee In the symptoms accompanying ‘inflammation of ‘th r 
"stance of the brain there are considerable varieties, dey 

t ! he probably on the extent of the disease, and hatin alax 

: ae 6 of the brain which ‘is the seat of it. We find in s ome 

i ses, headach, followed by high delirium, : and this by oma; roe 
r n others, .a sudden attack of convulsion. ey \ frequent and— i 

ery important form of the disease is characterized ukeaay. ie by 

& Ms pe , followed by convulsion of one or more limbs, the affect. PR 
| ed limbs afterwards becoming paralytic. | Other cases: again’ “i 

assume a close resemblance to the ordinary attack of “hemi-_ 

rad 

f plegia, so as scarcely to be distinguished from: ‘ley ‘a ‘ 3 

interesting feature of the affection in these cases ‘is, that gt 1 aE aat 
8 : disease i in the brain may not have extended, Deyond the state 7 

a ‘of: simple inflammation, though the sy mptoms h ave. passed — 
m. 23 ics their usual course, and have terminated in fatal coma, . wi 

_.-* Jn the progress of the disease, considerable modifications. e 
occur, arising from the various ways in which the ‘inflamma- 
tion terminates; in these we are Borate to attend to the fol- ed 

. 5 * 

Towing varieties. | yeah av af a i ian ‘ 

tain hbo portion of the cerebral Saute: fee mht he. 
appearance of deep redness without any change: of structure. | 

: Il. The simple ramollissement; which consists in apart 
id eS the brain being broken down into a soft pulpy mass, re- 

_ taining the natural Rooted of the part, without any a] eee: 1 
“of suppuration, and without fetor. \'This condition we often: ae 
find as the only morbid appearance, but we frequently find a 
it combined with the former, one portion of the diseased mass — 4 

« , presenting the deep red colour, while another is in the state ” 
of ramollissement, es a sy ig f 
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IL, The preceding appearance: mice wi th a proportion 

yurulent matter. >) i 

‘becenictea as a modification of the former, but with the 

purulent matter predominating in quantity. It presents. & 

“Bige ragged undefined cavity, filled partly with fetid puru- 
_ Tent matter, and partly with broken down cerebral substance, 

: ss the surrounding substance being soft and disorganized. 
_V. The defined or encysted abscess. This consists: ofa 

well defined regular cavity, filled with purulent matter, gene-. 
lly lined by a soft eyst, and surrounded by seiabl matter, fi 
‘if'a healthy state. 

oa “va Ulceration of the Beit ce of the brain. 

4 
ow 

“Important modifications also occur in connexion with the 

character of the disease in regard to activity. In particular, | 

ee The: undefined rehmvcigihae This eee hide 

there appear to. be some very interesting phenomena, con- ~ 

nected with a chronic form of it, in which it may continue’ 
for a considerable time without advancing to a fatal termina- 

‘tion, or in which the symptoms may remit so as to assume a 
eye 

"periodical character. These various modifications will be 
‘Mlustrated by the following selection of cases. f 

ae nt, ; ; “4, 
la 5 Mite “e 

OR oe thn tyes: 
ra 8 L—n THE INFLAMMATION OF THE CEREBRAL SUBSTANCE 
2 o ei! Pa tay > 

: re * my ee _ FATAL IN THE INFLAMMATORY STAGE, 
7 a site ‘ . , 

Case. XXII. ih isd 265 Hel laboured sande. 

bad health in a variety of forms for 18 months before her 
death. Her complaints began with severe headach, and ‘fre- 
~ quent. attacks of convulsion. After some time, these symp- ' 
toms. subsided, and she was seized with cough, hemoptysis, Y 

» quick and laborious breathing, and scarcity of urine. The, © 
» affection of. her breathing came on in paroxysms, during which i‘ 
“her respiration was 80 or 90 ina minute, and sometimes con- - 

_ tinued i in this ‘state for several 9 Wester, her au beibes. 
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" ©) aeiieious cause, She then became affected | with violent parox: ey ig vat Hho ine a. kM Pe “ i i ysis of pain in ‘the abdomen, dysuria, and vor l nae af oe 
gt 4 pain: was princip lly i in t ‘the right side’ of the vabde 

aa was swelled, tense, and painfal upon “pressure; the pa 

Si oA were succeeded by copious’ discharges of | me id fro 
* i" ok ~ Mhe vagina; “and there was a temporary alleviation of the. pain 
ys ates every, discharge of this fluid.’ The last time I's aw her. 

, © phil was a few weeks before her death, there was a gene- 
: ae swelling and hardness occupying the whole right side hoee 

the abdomen, extremely tender to the touch, and praca 

the i oe ga of Spine Frets fisedsen’ | ed ai ae ref c= 

\ ¥ ‘ Raesten by athe eg and this byt coma; vin she tec 

ahi af rae about a week after the commencement of thi thie at ick 2 
ot vh, Tnspection.—1 was. present “at the’ examin tacts cone °°" 

ms Rk ¥ body, and found the surface of the b brain i in 1 ma a y places of am ms 
a ae “33 dark red colour. This appearance extended in some Cie : 

. aN & ic places to the depth of an inch into the substance of the e brain, E be o 

wets, Aig, ‘as was principally observed in the upper and anterior parts. sua 

| ne ie ah OE both hemispheres, and on the posterior part o! f the le pete 
3 ay 3 hemisphere. - The parts so affected were rather softer than moh 

“a, oh ‘the other parts of the brain, and appeared to be x more v 
Bap Ss a for drops of blood exuded from them when ‘they , 

WM adast S05 a The internal parts of the brain were : healthy, a and there — 
‘-s was no serous effusion. ‘The long gitudinal sinus near its pos- omy ak 

aker terior part was ‘thickened i in its coats, sO” as eonsiderabl; ie aol 

ET, “diminish its area. The hardness of the abdomen, whic hy 

hs. an oh “See ree. sO dha oe lad a short time before her death, dh eee ; 

i, ’ z ey sf yr Wid eee ge i nf on uf the. viscera of) the piras ie or = mee: ee 
‘ oe a 
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= id 9 with Penis: ee the pee aischarge, ‘such 
is she supposed to bea. prelude’ to its” cessation, — “But for, 

ies days: previous. to. the attack to be now described, the 

discharge had been present, and very copious, so that she | 
a weakened by it, This continued on the 26th October, 2 : 
ol rutit and, in the evening | of that day, on rising suddenly " 

from her chair, she fell down on the floor i in a state of syn- 

ye cope, but. soon recovered, and felt no farther inconveni- 

tee “She passed rather a restless night, but. without any 
» particular symptom, except that early in the morning, she . 

.y complained of slight uneasiness in the back of her head M 

~ Soon after this, hie was sitting up in bed taking her breake 2) sige. 
fast with appetite, when, without any warning, she fell si 
backwards i in a state of the most violent general copy ulsion, 

with. every character of perfect epilepsy. The convulsion 

soon subsided, leaving her in a state of coma; after a short 

time, the fit returned, and from 9 in the morning to 4 in Mg 

the afternoon, she had about fifteen attacks of most severe : 

and general convulsion, without ever recovering her senses “ne. 

in any degree betwixt the attacks. During all this time, | 

- she was incapable of swallowing; the eye was insensible, 

and the pupil rather contracted; Fhe face pale and sallow. 

The pulse varied exceedingly, being sometimes of good 
hie ca, and little increased in frequency; at other times 

especially after the convulsion, it was frequent and feeble. 
,. General and topical blood-letting were employed with cold 

applications to the head, &c. ; jand at 4 P. M. the convulsions 

"Mg ceased, leaving her in a te of coma, the pulse rather re 

weak. The coma continued during the night, but in the 
| ba morning of the 28th, she revived a little, Lage to swallow 
Ae liquids, and seemed to take some notice of those about her. 

pot the day,. she generally lay with her eyes epensang | Fr 

at times appeared to follow objects with them, but showed, | ©. 

“Tittle appearance of sensibility, except that once or twice y 

“she named her sister; pulse nearing of the natural standard, ae it ok. 
13 é | 
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and rather weak. She took ve en medicine, by the ope 
im @eiion ibd wy hee she seemed to. be relieved, but recovered no- 

% 

— haustion, incapable of swallowing, eye insensible, pupil t pe 

‘tural, pulse feeble and of natural frequency; after mid-day, 

part exactly similar, except that it was a little softened in ae 

~ farther intelligence. In the night the convulsions returned. 

in a slighter degree than formerly, but. were el vey teaduent, . 

sometimes occurring every” AS Wriinutes. ("ys a ea toed 

~ (29th) She was in a state of coma, with appearance of ex- e 

she recovered the power of swallowing, but soon ‘Jost i at 

again. In the evening, the convulsions returned, with : ra- ihe 

pid failure of strength, and she died in the night. “No rien » 
ralytic symptom had been observed, and the convulsions ~ a, 

seemed to affect equally the whole body. © 4 ee 
_ Inspection. —A small quantity of fluid escaped i in opening. . ¥ 
the dura mater. On the upper surface of the brain, there — 

was a slight appearance of ecchymosis, forming three small 
patches. On cutting into the left hemisphere, there was fo ound c. 
in the upper part of it a round defined portion of the cerebral 
substance of a dark red. colour; it was about the size of a 

walnut, distinctly circumscribed, and surrounded by healthy 
cerebral substance. In its structure, it did not differ in firm- 

ness from the other parts of the brain; when cut across, it - 
presented internally the appearance of innumerable small red i 
points, interspersed with yellow points, but the red the most ~ 
abundant. It was situated above the level of tne "a 

about the centre of the hemisphere; and, in the very. same Si- Pe. 

tuation in the right hemisphere, there was another Bisco | 

centre. ‘The brain in other respects was healthy, and there 

was no effusion in the ventricles. The arachnoid of the base... 

was remarkably vascular on the right side; the cerebellum eg 

was healthy. In the centre of the medulla oblongata, there. 

>» 

int 

-was.a small dark portion, ‘as if produced bya drop or two of 

~ extravasated blood. ‘This remarkable case I saw along with. 
Dr. George Wiad?) BM ak gan 
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pid Chip XXV. mr young lady, aged 29, ‘was talkentilt on Habs 
\ 20th of February, 1817. For the first week, her complaint 3 s 

Bi had the ¢ appearance of continued: fever i in the second week, 2 ee 
the pulse’ came down, and the tongue became clean and moist, ie 
while the headach continued severe, with a sense of weight, » gs 

much ‘throbbing i in the head, a look of great oppression, and, mw. a 

; Dassocasional vomiting. Blood-letting, purgatives, blistering, and R 
ie application of cold, afforded partial relief; but, on the 5th 
of March, the pain returned with great severity, accompanied. > o> 

| by) violent throbbing, and a degree of squinting. ‘The same 4, 
b remedies again fedoras an interval of partial relief; the pain 3% 

. was not removed, but it was less severe than in the violent pa- oe 

; roxysms; there was constant throbbing i in the head, and a look 7 We 
of much oppression; the pulse varying from 84 to 90. On the 

i 

" 11th, there was a violent paroxysm of headach, followed by ‘ . hs 

: convulsion; she was again relieved by bleeding, but. on. the P a 

ie 15th, she had loss of recollection, much confusion of thopeht,, ©. qs. ae 

"difficulty of articulation, and numbness of the right arm and 
right side of the face,—mest remarkable in the latter, which | 

adie no feeling when it was touched. ‘These symptoms dis- “ ™ 
>. appeared on the following day, but the pain continued tores 9 
cur in paroxysms; and, about the 24th, had assumed'so much » , ° ee 

of a periodical character, that by the advice of an eminent 

physician, she was treated with arsenic, which remedy, havi yea j 

q _ypoccasioned nausea, was given up after a week. She then con- ep ee Ks 

_ tinued for a fortnight or more,.in nearly the same state, con- Zt 
im stantly confined to bed, and affected with frequent returns of a 
% the pain, but without) any violent attack, until the 20th of ©) © ge 

April, when it returned with great violence, accompanied by, MF 

‘vomiting, pain in the abdomen, and double vision during the 9) 
‘ _ paroxysm; the pulse was at this time natural. From the he ee 

“ginning of a ibs e complaint began t to diminish 1 in violence; ae. 
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sal dlancencing de peared upon he her r ec 

* lationdly fo mat y. months. bine the’ 
following wintel é. he enj joye tolerable he 
liable to he; \dachy saga | bing in the , and 
“4 3 i us = feeime®t a ‘A apaingy Rata adi 

— se fai he 2 ene of Je june, pe: 
ss which resembled erncony, seco that 

be aetaionally fonsaitl aria ‘slightly 3 cacaecsot 2 
symptoms were followed by a tendency to stupor, wh 

~~ gelieved for a time by purgatives, and repeated bliste 
. “this time, her pulse was generally from 96 to 100, | 
. ‘ countenance was pale and exhausted. | As these 
SR, a , ‘ advanced, her pectoral complaints de pcaip ne ae ra 

ey rious turns of the symptoms in the head, she was | nd's eech- - ‘spe sf 

. tess in the morning of the 3d of Jaly. ‘She lay with her eyes 5 
os ‘open, and appeared to take notice of objects; pulse from 90° ‘ 

to 100, and weak, face | pale. She eontinued in the. same state 

on the 4th; on the 5th, there was increase af coma, with Ios 
of the power of swallowing, and. paralysis of the right side 

(6th) Recovered the power of swallowing; pulse 130} 

pression of the countenance intelligent; eye natural; 
made: ho attempt to speak, — 

_ (7th) Jn the same! ‘state; took flowers i in hy 7 
hppeasta to be amused. by them; right soe geil: ere 
pbpliniacy, of the bowels, Se ae 

a (9th) More oppressed. (aot) Pexfect coma; ape iE 

oe ahead i 
he died in the evening. | : 
Papectign The: dura. mater adhered intimz 

isphere of thé brain, at a spot the size of 2 al 
out t the milo +o he emis near thi 
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5 , Cs arihenid cut into, aig portion appeared Rite — than SN 
the healthy cerebral substance, except towards the centre, hs 
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were of an hdl irk BE with ictgpetven cothionsd piiadak’ | : 

“ eddish brown. On the upper surface, where the membranes | wie %. 

Beng. ie to it, there was a eR of false membrane to’ a. 

: x 1 ad hesion, was sickened and spongy; the coats of the A ae ad ie 

ane sinus also appeared to be thickened, at the place here 
_ where it came. in contact with the diseased portion n of the’ (i. 
“brain. | There was no effusion in the ventricles, and no other)... mY 
dia in any part.of the brain. The lungs were extensively  — « - 

tubercular, and the pleura lining the diaphragm, on the left _ ' 

i side, was rough and irregular, from numerous small’ firm. ex- eh 
i -erescences on its sbacast neice bing. warts yi), » F st “ 

; a ee XXVI wer lady, aged 60, for whose case ] am ins» ne od 
 . debted to Dr. Hay, in the end of September, 1824, suffered =” 

an apoplectic attack with partial paralysis of the right side.» 
She was relieved by bleeding, and appeared to be recovering = 6+ 

*< favourably, until the 8th of October, when she had another ik 

"ha attack. She did not then become insensible, but complained — Po , 0 oe 
One strong pulsation over the body, particulitly on the right » ae ‘ 

‘side, e arm and. leg of which were again considerably para- ne Wess 

~ Jysed. » From: this time, she gradually lost the power of these >. BP ey 
‘parts, first of the leg and then of the arm; she had occasional by | ae 

. - returns of the feeling of pulsation, and frequently applied her” a wees 

- hand to the right side of her head, in which shesaid she felt: - ay "a 
uneasiness and to which it was observed that, during sleep, ge allt 
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| radi illy declined, vand a ont 

_ Inspection. —The dura mater was found to adk 
f i ly to the brain, at a spot about the centre of the 
epeere* on the upper part. The substance of the br: 
an . 

; A i. = th this por ion seeme: firmer than natural; and + 

a into, , was of a bright red colour. This portion was abot 
ee % inch and a- ate in extent downwards, » AS of nearly " | 

ies) breadth; and the cerebral substance su -ounding itia pe 

Doe , _ more vascular than the other parts of the brain. | ~ Deey 
oe | ~ the substance of the brain, a similar portion, was met 

: size ofa hazel nut, which was ofa deeper red colour 
eee _ former, ‘The corpus striatum of the same side was 

ie » colour, inclining to purple, soft in its texture, and pl 
so: § when cut across, numerous points of vessels, The righ 

| misphere was healthy; there was a small quantity, of fluid in 

» the lateral ventricles; and, in both ventricles, the choroid » 
‘plexus was) turgid with: blood, and-contained in its substance | 

' . numerous small cysts a. bin colour. The vessels on the _ 

‘surface of the left hemisphere, and betwixt the convolutions, 
me ye, Were very turgid with blood; and, in some of the deeper con-” gi ry yuan, there was a slight appearance ple -. 
: ly es ‘ ie . 14 
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} Pr sE XX VII.—<Avgirl, yaged 7, 

about two pn as her death, etal 

Y “considerable emaciation; but her appetite was good 

22d of J ee aie had pain in the bowels, 

‘ 9 fi , having fallen ithe coma vat estate, an 4 3 of 
ye ee ~  gwallowing, about a w eh efore her ‘dedha eh “ah 
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by the usual remedies, but she still complained ¢ ne pain in 
| her bowels, and had some. cough. ‘Three or four days after 
this, she complained, of Heddich: and her speech was sensi- 

' - bly impaired; about this time, also, she complained of pain 

in the right ear. Some peculiarity of speech had ion ob- 
_ served before on one or two occasions, when she was. able. 

to go about. On the 27th, she was first-seen by Dr. Beil- 
by; who found her affected with headach, and pain of the 
ear; with considerable embarrassment of speech, anda small 

ee pulse. On the two following days, she was con- 
_ siderably relieved in regard to pain, and the symptoms as-, 

4 “sum med more the character of continued fever. I saw her 

_ on the 30th, when there was considerable coma, so that she 

 eould scarcely be made to answer a question; pulse 90; the 

pupil much dilated, and there had been considerable return 
© Ok, headach. On the 31st, she was speechless, with ‘nearly 

i perfect oma; pulse 80. She continued in the same state 
on the Ist of August, with the pulse becoming frequent. 
On the 2d, she began to be affected with paroxysms of con- 

sion, which attacked only the right side of the body. 

the limbs of the left side appeared to be paralytic, or at 
“Teast were never observed to moye, even during the con- 

recur for four or five days; she then sunk into a state of per- 

fect coma, and died on the 10th. _ She had retained the pow- 
erof swallowing liquids when they were put into her mouth, 

and seemed to recover a ‘slight aegrhe of motion of the left 
Aw os aie 

arm. * 

: ee Inspection. —On removing the dura mater, ‘several 
' patches ik false membrane were found on the outer side of 

the right hemisphere; chiefly at the openings of the eonvo- 
lutions, and dipping down considerably betwixt them. On 

eh cutting through this hemisphere, a defined portion was met 

with in a state of recent inflammation, presenting a uniform 
‘red colour, and a natural consistence. It was about 24 inches’ 
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ed her general health, and she “was recovering favourably 

from her second accouchement, under the care ‘oi Dr. Mac- 

_ parts were healthy. 

lare, there was an irregular, tubercular mass. of cons nsider 

— 4 * % m ‘ t : Fi “ ; a 
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i < ee OF, TRE HEMISPHERES. Bin re 

in Jength, extending from before backwards, about an ti 
in breadth, and as much in thickness. Atits anterior part, 
it was connected with another portion, about ¢ an inch in exe 
tent in; a Wl its dimensions, i in a state of perfect ramollissement, ‘ 

and of a yellowish white or ash colour; and the two struc- 

tures evidently passed into each other, the inflamed portion 

: becoming gradually’ softer as it approached the softened part. 
Along the whole of that part of the hemisphere, through’ 
which the inflamed mass extended, all the convolutions) 

were firmly glued together through their whole extent, by : . 
a deposition of very firm adventitious membrane; an lthere. 

Was a similar adhesion of the anterior to the middle lobe.. 

There was slight effusion in the ventricles, but the central iy 

In various parts ‘of the brain very mi- 

nute tubercles were observed; and, on the base of the me : 

at the junction of the left crus cerebri with the tuber 

ble extent, mixed with adventitious membrane. In) 

lungs there were numerous minute tubercles, all in a. solid 

state. In the mucous membrane of the intestines, especially 

at the lower extremity of the ileum, there were observed ; 

numerous minute black spots, each of which, when viewed | 

by a lens, appeared to be surrounded by a minute circle ae 
- inflammation. | > 

Case XXVIII Lh ak lady, aged 24, had long Hees liable 
severe attacks of headach, which occurred at irregular inter- 
vals, and were excited by various causes, such as warm rooms,” 

and bddily exertions, and for which she had used a variety a simul 
treatment with httle benefit. ‘T Hey had not, however, affect- . 

She was bled with relief, and ‘@hiinicd, tolerably val ae se- 
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a "days “Drsebwith occasional complaint Steen: On: 
nda yel4th J January. 1827, after a disturbed night, with some. 

slit rium, she complained in, the course of ‘the day of ete 
ssiness inher head, and a peculiar feeling of numt ness in- 

‘ suddenly complained, of numbness and loss of power of the. 
“right hand, “These feelings spread rapidl along the’ arm, 

os. ‘* which verysoon became entirely paralytic, and this was speedi- °. *. 
! followed by. loss of speech, and twisting of the mouth. She. 

7 “ing, ‘Bund her with a look of intelligence, but. Without any 
-attempt at speech; the pulse quick and feéble, the right mm nt 

; entirely powerless, and with a degree of spasmodic rigidity. . 
oA few. urs after, the. right leg became also paralytic. she», "9 
m continued without any farther change till about three o'clock 
in the morning, when she was seized with severe and general |. ee 

| “convulsion, affecting both sides of the body, but strongest on 
tus “the left side. The convulsion returned three times betwixt 

hy ear ce of sensibility. She had from the first swallowed 
“with difficulty, but every attempt to make her swallow now 

excited general convulsion. During the attacks, the face was | 
. distorted, and equally so.on both sides; the limbs of the 

mt ££ chiefly with a rigid spasmodic contraction, and a tre- 

. mulous motion. The convulsions now returned with great 
at Violence and frequency, sometimes every half hour, and each 

attack continued for ten or fifteen minutes. The pulse was 

<) 

**4 

“the back of the. head and. neck ; but she was. othery v é well, “e 

“and in good spirits, till about ten o’clock. at night, ‘when shes id 

> 

aie violently convulsed, while the right arm was 

~ generally eanit sometimes, extremely feeble, and sometimes . 
of tolerable strength. ‘The breathing was sometimes frequent 

& and convulsive, and sometimes slow and oppressed,-as if she 

were moribund; and on many occasions she was considered 

» as being within a few minutes of death; but she continued to 
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is and mid-day of the 15th, after which the attacks became » ' .. 

uch more frequent; and from this time she showed no ap-. 
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4 ‘e ‘ive i in ene state till the. evening of the at , being ‘forty-eight ; 
me from the attack. ; ‘On ‘the second day, the rigid contrac-) 

on. of ‘the right arm ad: di isappeared, and it ‘contintied en-' KS ‘9 

ly gelytcs PACE E when at “was affected by the convul-». Peet 

‘si 1 a re 
“$10 “es Ry pe im ih et ele, “a 

> 

“above the level of the ventricle, there was a ‘distinetly. 

sy ral white colour; and immediately bordering upon the 

i; Ars, Sets ae upper Markit, of the left themisphere, | ven 

"and between the convolutions, there, was a considerable ecchy-.. by #8 

"mosis, produced by a very thin layer of extrayasated blood — 
betwixt the arachnoid and. pia mater. ~The veins on the up: : 

“per part of this hemisphere were remarkably turgid,and were’ ey 

- found to be distended with dark blood in a perfectly firm EA 

fleshy state, mixed with some: firm white matter; and their 
coats appeared to be thickened... Where these veins entered. Sy 

the longitudinal sinus, there was a remarkable diminution of . 

_ its area, arising partly from the thickening of its coats, and 
partly from deposition of firm white matter on its inner sur: * 

- face. In the substance of the left hemisphere, about the cen- » 

‘tre of its long diameter, towards the outer side, and. rer 

defined portion, about the size of a small walnut, in a state 
of complete ramollissement, but retaining ‘entirely the natu-. 

art, 

there was a considerable portion in a state of the deep red-_ 
“ness described in the former cases; the brain in other re- 

spects was healthy, except a small softened spot in the right’ 

~ hemisphere. : 
‘This important case was also seen by Dr. Kellie aff an oil be : 
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Case XXIX, —A managed 25, about four year 
his death. was first affected with difficult hepa ongac- 
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q tam n of te eat, avopsical cymmitomnd at jdvinvegular pulse; af as “es 
me time he was considerably relic’ ved, but abdutayear’ s/o 

sd aalf after this: he again became dropsical, and. about © ae 3 : 

is, ates: was suddenly: seized with palsy of the left si le of the wif iu: 
ae delirium and coma. ~The coma | subsided i ina fewd 
» and he-recovered the use of his limbs i in a few weeks, s that hy 

a was'able to'return to his work asa joiner. » ‘The s ymp- 
toms i in his’ chest, however, soon obliged him, to gi it up, 

tat 6, strong action of the heart continuing, with small irregular’ 
pu se, and much. dyspnea. In May, 1821, he. was again. cats t¢ 

: te acked with palsy, of the left side, accompanied by coma and’ * Ms 
oa delirium, and recovered i ina few» weeks. In these two at : 

i tacks of palsy, there never had been any complaint of head-” 

: ? pein in March, 1823, he was attacked with severe’ Hee” 

| ch; followed. by loss of memory, palsy of the left ~~, 
* : coma. He again’ recovered in a few weeks, so as to be able’ 

_ to Ng about; the symptoms in the thorax continued as be-., 

. fore. 20th October, 1823, ie was a fourth time attacked © 
with palsy of the left side, accompanied by violent pain re- . © 

‘ferred to a particular spot on the coronal suture, a little: to 

the right side. This was followed by maniacal delirium, the 
pulse feeble and irregular, the mouth twisted, and the left eye f 

| distorted. ‘After some time he recovered considerably, so as. { 
‘to: be able. to walk with a little assistance, dragging his leg, 

“but continued to be occasionally delirious till a few days be- 
5 ean when the palsy again became complete, with — 

much delirium, and some convulsive affections, Gat no coma. | 

) He died on the 17th Décetpher’ i * ie 

| _ Inspection.—There was nothing unusual on the surface of 
7 ‘the, brain, and no effusion in the ventricles, The right cor- 

pu: aratameas externally of a peculiar dull l yellow colour, 

and when cut into was found to be throughout its whole sub- 
stance in the extreme state of ramollissement, extending foray 

eat depth; it was mixed with a slight appearance of pis se 
oan a, i undulating 1 mass was cr from the ventricle, ” ek. 

F " 

« 
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‘oa ho Naat de bya’ wdslieuts ‘membrane. , re ane 
. 4 we Oey hee > ‘ , * .*. \ of . we call exten ‘the vG 

‘y all ; q et * A 

vi generally ce Ol A 

Nees: ‘ . lickened; the I ft vent a ata ' ’ : ste 
“5 , bj ae ag . 

, erat auric le much ¢ enlarged, and cobiaining a | rge, Bea ‘ 

Je. % poly, pus firmly heres to its s sides, and deposited nh ay Phe 
3 ae “ ; 

if ‘* _ sive nee like the Aeposition i in the a, of an ravewiim : Z a, 
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ef eS gh Bae Fes re thal "1 Nabe ¢: as 

& y 
: * | Casr KM, wer gentleman, Seng 26, ofa alert 

héd suffered occasionally for two.or three:years fro 
i ep. et 7 ach and vertigo, which were, always r relieved by d 

ui , y, 0: 12th April, 1827, while walking outs he enh % 4 

: me confusion and giddiness, embarrased speech, and a nsi- » 

' tk. “derable degree of paralysis. of the right leg. ‘He. Seer 
A en”: » ther pale; his pulse was 70, and soft; a ay ‘“ n= 
ae a - ~ plain of any headach.. The. usual treatment was. adop . 

ieee . with activity by Dr. Combe of Leith, ‘without much rel . ‘ 
oy ee On the contrary, after several days he began to complain oF +e 

» acute headach, accompanied by vomiting and_ qn and” MY 
_ the other symptoms continued nearly as before, is speech’ “4 

a ” "Sybeing laboured and slow, and his memory very detec 1 — 

gw After, some weeks those symptom bsided 580. ‘that he wi i 

A. <1» abledto walk out; but the Riba dachice NE ued with frequent g 

on | vomiting. The pain was chiefly referred to the left. side, 
a ~. ae. ., of ik, sometimes to the dy As there was occ 

j. % f sional n umbness of the right arm. “eWhenglasyy we 
| along with Dr. Combe and Dr. Kellie in July, | 

complaint was of frequent and irregular attacks. ol “4 
.'.. -miting, occurring daily, or repeatedly during the day. It 

; 7 | sare, on very alas without previous na » and ws 

er , 
for, 
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H he} was" offen’ awakens in the ‘night, by the sudden attack® 
~ 5 of ‘vomiting.: 5 “He! had mow : a pale sickly. look; there was 
‘ is no patalytic. affection, and 1 little’ complaint of headachs 

» though he still had, occasional, uncasiness’ ih’ ‘the head, 
° »sometimes'refe 

w. 

erred to one part of it andsometimes to ano- oF 

ther. | When he did refer it'to. a particular part as. ‘the prin- a > 
Boy cipal seat'of the pain, it was either ‘the’ left temple’ or the. 

1 geeiput But the headach at this time was, slight and tran- 

» a ‘sient, and the'symptoms i in the'stomach were so much the 

snore prominent, that it was a matter of much, doubt whe- 

, . ther there was now any fixed disease’in the head. The 
ne vomiting was much relieved by the oxyd of bismuth, so ‘thaty 
> vhes was free from it. for several days. - But it soon returned 

" “a went on as before, with increasing’ debility, great list 

a” 6S 

lessness, and bad appétite; pulse little affected. He had 
» now a Peta lini unsteadiness of his limbs, so that on first’ 
getting up into a standing posture, he staggered very much, 

and required some time and attention to steady cle 

his * When he had aecomplished this he’ walked with tolerable 

. itmness. abs ‘The symptoms went on in this mannner till the j 

27th of October, when he was suddenly seized with violent 
a cand ontinued convulsion, and died in nine hours.” * . 

~ Inspection. —lIn the substance of the middle lobe of thie 

left hemisphere of the brain, about the level of the lateral 

ventricle, there was a portion in a state of complete ramol- 

lissement, about an inch and a half in length, and an inch- 

» its other dimensions, and the neighbouring parts appear- 

_ ed unusually vascular. The tuber annulare and Pons Varo- ~ 
hii i Wwerty softer than usual, but otherwise healthy. No other 

. morbid appearance could be discovered in the head, and all 

the other viscera were r Njgay A i &- oe, 
It is unnecessary to point out the very 1 remarkable features 

_ of this case. The sudden attack so closely resembling the or- 
_ dinary paralyt ie attack, must have been connected with the © 

- commencement of the inate yy stage. The remarka-) 
Mt a 
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. Aw «his speech was distinct, but his mouth w 
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Ca oN Teor. “Eee. LUynarin he 

Ape INFEAMOEATION/OF pariaerires. ! “ Si : 

4 ; "le symptoms in the atothietda the’ farther progress of file 
‘disease, and the mode of i termination, make it mee ae 

ae case of great. value'in ‘the > p hology ‘ ‘of this remarkable ale) wm 

Pty - fection. The following case shows | the sa e morbid. ap- aN 

Be oe _ pearance, with a train of “symptoms ec conside erably different, o 
but with a remarkable Similarity i in the mode of its termi- ~ 

y m err. “y 
ae . nation. * ‘ Ra pes sie 8 A. Le | 
/ ' a din » bok * gi. ¥ * oa Hl Pd 

af “ Case XXXI. —A gentleman, aged 38, carag ae Ce) years be- . . 
Bi. fore his death had suffered several epileptic. attacks, from * 

| _ which, however, he had always speedily recovered, , On the » * 
“morning of 27th December, 1827, he was found in bed speech- he 

Tess and paralytic on the right. side. He recovered his speech 

in the « course of the day; the palsy continued i in the usual, man- 

ner, and after some. time he began to recover a degree ie * 

uM 

wore ae 

i tion of the parts. When he came to Edinburgh, abou ag e A 

month after the attack, he had recovered the use of his leg SO. 
far as to be able to walk once or twice across his room: with 

‘much exertion; his arm was improved in a much less atts: My 

vas fPvsadongey diss, , 

'.. torted, and his mind was somewhat i imps ed... He now con- 
7 co Dr. Thomson; ‘and under the ustal trenlpatiiie wit . 

tie progressively improving, so that at the end of atiother™ifionth 

he could walk along the streets toa considerable distance, * 
though with a dragging motion of his leg, and could” nearly 

_ sfaise his arm to his head. In Ms es of 22d Pebrul 

he went to a supper party, and seemed remarkably well; bt 

departed considerably from the abstemious 1 regimen Lich ‘ 
he had been previously restricted. About 8 0 ‘clock on the 
morning of the 23d he was found in bed ina state of com ete # 
insensibility, accompanied by severe and general coms tnt 

Behich was strongest in the limbs of the right side. ~The face 
Was s much convulsed, the eyes rolling and insensible, the res- 

pirat tion laborious /and convulsive. Blood- -letting andthe other 

usual means were actively employ ed without any Thee “The 
tee | ae 
co 

. : 

od 

nf (a tn a 

bal Sh he J 
oes ee oe oe) tee = , 
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ie conylsion cobtinued: unabated in ihe} state, now genbeds 

when Is saw him at t eleven, and. he died at two,” Pat 7 
In: spection. —The’ brain externally was. rey 5 . 

me old adBesion of the membranes near the posterior part. 
of the falx, ‘and very. trifling effusion under the arachnoid. 
ry 

eS erticiag contained the usual _very small, quantity of 
y*e 

ay fluid. 4 On. the outer side of the’ left ventricle, and sepa- . 

ated from it. by a thin. partition of healthy cerebral sub- 

a Cua ‘a defined portion in a state of complete .: 
and difftuent ramollissement. »The portion thus affected oe 

# “was about an’ inch in depth; about half or 3-4ths of an * 
” 
J 
~ineh in diameter at the upper part, and became gradually) 

" narrower as it descended by the side of the ventricle, until 

< 
av 

Sa 

oo 0 terminated almost in a point. There was considerable é 
® 

* 

6 440 

e 

. softe ning of part of the medulla oblongata, and the upper 

~ part is spinal cord. No other vestige of disease could . 
Bi discovered on the most careful examination. | 

_ Ido not attempt to offer any explanation of the symp- 

“toms in these two most remarkable cases, or to reconcile © 

them with the old notions in regard to diseases of the 
i rain. . I give ther as facts carefully ascertained, and ° 

faithfully related, to be illustrated by farther seigenhecly 

+ es . 

n & 

SVL pba ee AFFECTION IN A CHRONIC FORM, WITH EX- 

TENSIVE j RAMOLLIssEMENT, AND REMARKABLE DISEASE 

_ OF THE BASILAR ARTERY. gli . i; 
t 

(Case XXXII.—A young man, Wied 18, had been 2. 

Py. six or eight weeks affected with cough and pain of the ¥ 

he 
hs 
kt 

“chest, and Was supposed to be phthisical; but for several 
days he had been much better, when on the 15th December, 

1819, he suddenly fell down deprived of eute and motion, 

‘and paralytic onthe left side, with. twisting of the mouth. © 

f itfhen partially Sc wba he complained of seyére pain in’ 

oh Oh 2 we SR we 

Sy ; 

a on th s very remar/sare disease. ° Se 

S. 

n Mu, «pal 
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3 the. right. temples a speech va 5 very enue ot 

0% ey, expressive “great “sty he usual ‘treatment. pf 

oe was ‘actively: ‘employed, Ihfatancpt mu th. benef 1e | oe, “continued for about tend Lys With little or no ime rovement; ay 

ae Wh Mhe left side perfeetly par ytic} a great deg of coma; the a 

. r) ‘speech : ve y  indistinet ; but he still pointed to the right t tem- “+ 
“3 ag ple as the ‘seat of | fixed! uneasiness. Daring: this time | his es ; 

ty * pectoral complaints had disappeared. In January, 1820, he. a 

iy 4 ».; “began to improve, so as to have less uneasiness in his head, ' 
- and considerable motion of. the leg, but the arm continue "hey 

~ entirely, paralytic. His. cough now returned, with consi- * 

_ derable pain in the right side of ‘the chest. He continued a 
_ without farther change till the 15th of February, when he : 

‘ complained of ‘pain in the back of his head, and was seized 

es. with loss. of speech, and of the power of eval Be a 

he soon recovered his speech, but the power of swa owing ~ 
9 - was permanently lost,.so that from this time he was con- x ‘ 

©? stantly fed-by liquids introduced into the stomach through 
pat: --an elastic gum tube. He was now quite distinct, and did ‘s 

Nil Pp not.complain of any pain; the cough again abated; pulse of 

ene ‘natural frequency but feeble. In the beginning of March, 
Ri Ag he seemed to improve a little in strength, so that he was or 

‘i i several times taken out in a carriage; there was considera Hi 

+ ble motion of the left leg, but the arm continued perfectly 
ener’ paralytic; no return of the power of swallowing; apa : 

he a and intellect entire. He died rather suddenly,on the 2 

of March, having the day before “become extremely eek 

and pale without any obvious cause. | F mee 
Inspection. —QOn removing the dura mater, there abe. 3 

' i peared on the middle of the right hemisphere a remar kable 4.4 co 

b ‘ depression, which, when cut into, was found to arise from 4 

an extensive mass of pure ramollissement; the part being i 

the | state of a soft white pulp, without any sppearartaa 

pus, and without fetor; it extended the whole depth. of the i 

hemisphere. In the cerebral matter adjoining to this dis- Ay 

ei 

Ea 
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. ie the, bstlae Teck 
eRe sei: ea sip | 

re. ne ‘ae d opneideriter posi 
m, eek thick. firm mass betwixt. the. right. I = 

Bok coagula vay ~“ doe 
, ¥: 

t eura costalis at the lower part immediately abi 
tS 4. by " ’ 

ere, Cur” Bee ae it ee 
mA “) Tap ee PEs ae tee Se Gas 

iat cane COMBINED. wir su oe PURATION. 
pe es ty, ar Ae he? 4 

¢ een: —A man, aged | on, had Read liable’ for two. “*. ‘ i a 

s to. heada ch, which’ was always referred to’ the right « side’ KP pe 

of th e head. by ‘InFebruary, 1818, he contracted syphilis, which, ae * E 

cing ng ni elected, becai ne atc ‘and continued fourteen 9 

1ont 8. During this ti ne the headach became 1 more sev ANS: * a * 

«and : nd Was always referred to the right te ple. In June % 

San 

7 

‘me, TS197 a 
Sige affected swith numbness of the: left thumb, ihicti gra-) 
hoe tended over. the” arm, and. he had afterwards ae } 7 

ee 

ny ‘eal ns. r qi 
. Sh hohe ms, oe slbice, oed e 

yea, 

sacl for eet days. He « was roeaet f Vy ene ed- ee 1e: 
nt p, z, Gc. and was completely recovered withi ye 2 mo 5 al a 

wy 1gust, ~he was affected. in the same ae and. again qn ’ 

ecovered. He continued well till 27th Nevener Pe ‘ “. . 
ony Jained of violent pain over the whole head, and ie oy & 

s observed to have lost his speech and the &: ‘ ee 

we ver of Patel ee the jaws were locked; he appeared - a, 



‘ was 
"$0 ftened « cerebral matter 

we ¢ fetor. 1 There was ‘very litt e fh iid int ve ‘I a4 
| g diseabe.could sgcelant any, part of o: } . 

Page oy XXXIV. ip itiahs yN oy : 
en ‘years affected with a considerable depict, of data iy 

¥, ss : = me “been rie suppuration of the ears. In 1810 he w ‘x: 
J fected with a chronic abscess bebind the left éar, ne wh biel he: 3 

e. "probe could be passed toa great depth: into “the cells of the. 
; ie i mastoid process. This sore discharged more than ay a 

ae ig? 4 aa - ae 4 then healed, leaving a deep | cicatrix. ‘From this time | e ‘was 

| ae headach, a) became: more severe ein Pe 

_— 

ie "ht * eh, am Sai 
n for some ‘days I uit 

war Be head, che was seized w with’ iB 
a : lach and frequent vomiting. He was muc ch op | >: 

| and Tayi ina dozing state, impatient: of being. i. 
6D “He: was treated in the usual manner, by fi Fal, ©. 
and topicat bleeding, p purgatives, blistering, &c. 15th 

i. ate: headach was still violent, but the yomiting | had abated; 
y a * # ke e 60; had erg is attacks of s ivering, was: Of “° 

*y sed and. disposed sle but, sensi le; eyes ‘ural. 

“gt Headach relieved; increasing. Oppysssigh 5 _ Fron 

tim he lay in a state of partial stupor, with’ 
aS which was generally coherent; pulse varying | sft i 

“He died on the 22d, rather serpin witaduk ne : 
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oft) Hethad beatae % aan aes pertons ita jis my ; 

bi ut A hours before his” rie His: ssi. continued 

‘he blind: no paralytic aecton, ands no convulsive sy shstéia 
“had been observed. e | hm he igo. fey 

. ‘SP bepietion The iahd oamaeake 6h the bias to about 
mY half its ‘depth, was entirely reduced to a mass of fetid] pusr in 6% 
J the centre, it was fluid, and towards the external parts, it'was 
“more ofa pulpy consistence. In this mass, there were found » 
"some, small coagula of blood, and. the ventricles contained a " 
considerable Snautty of peony fluid. * Sere. 4) 
iit), : bh ‘ va ie ge i ie 

Wires XXXV. aa etdenaah ae 18, (oth July, 1515) 
was affected with violent headach, extending along the upper 

and back parts of the head, and accompanied by severe pain “ 
“in the neck, where it was much increased by the motion of — 

the head. There was much oppression; pulse natural; face 

~ rather pale; tongue clean; eyes natural. He had been ill three ¥ 
“days, and the complaint had commenced with shivering; he _ 

had been many years affected with deafness, and liable to sup- 
He -puration of the ears. The usual practice was employed; ear 
od “he al and topical blood-letting, purgatives, blistering, &c. 
ue. The bleeding gave great relief at each repetition of it, and i 

f Or blood was sizy; but the relief was transient. On the 13th, © Mg 

he. had squinting and double vision, which continued on the j 

14th, but then went off and did not return. The headach — 
continued with many variations in dearee; sometimes he made 

-. little complaint, and at other times, was in violent pain; there ae 
was sometimes a degree of delirium, but it was slight and tran: | 

ty 

a 

ws 

sient ; there was much oppression, but no , ie and } no para-— ve 
Ce 

lysis. He died on the 17th rather suddenly. At my last ‘Visit, 

| he had raised himself in bed with little assistance, answered i 

~questions distinctly, and knew every person about him; pulse 
60; sight natural. His death occurred a few minutes after, I. 

had left the house. i . ie a ba 

w * 

at 
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’ ee ney : NPuastttion oF aie uniasrinees, dys Bee 
a tag 9: Ea, 2 (aah some ht | 
et hes oe Inspection —The whole: sy ‘the. bs ee: ot part of ie bikes, 

, as hemisphere « of 1 the brain was one mass of-unidefined suppura~_ 

4 & ‘tion. There was eek uns of coagulable lymph 
ro ts ‘on the surface of the br ain in several places, especially. under : 
if “at the anterior lobes. There | was avery small quantity of fluid. 

es in the ventricles, and considerable ramollissement of the for- 
Oe iti nix. In the substance of the brain, near the ba e, there was ° 
a ~ asmall tumour of an ash colour, which PAS a cheesy”. 4 

i. i atter approaching to suppuration. A portion of the dura’ 
“mater covering the temporal bone “behind the auditory por- 

i n was thickened and spongy, and there was slight appear. 
ance » of caries i in the. portion of, bone with which the pag 
Zmegpiees was connected. area ces r dig ee ve 

| Sa A ta te Bee ae Ns ia i” i 

Poa een DRED Te Ete Ue SS 
Se IX. EXTENSIVE UNDEFINED on ke EXTRA~ 

VASATED BLOOD. © ee 
a re . f 
: jn * 

at y a4 Ge XXXVI. te man, ei 40, pe plana for Bio ! 

Mgt df if months of frequent pain and throbbing in the left. side of his“: 
ee head. In March, 1814, he began to be affected with convul- e. 

e* ‘ ph iv é motions in the right arm.and Jeg, which attacked him i nya 
| | foie and usually continued about a minute, leaving him Ri 

hike * in the intervals able for his usual employment as a blacksmith. 

Mega After blood-letting and purging, these paroxysms became less 
| | frequent, and after eight or ten days ceased. He wa then af- 

_ fected with giddiness and confusion of thought, : nd conside- 
y rable torpor of the right side. After some ‘time, th is Was at- “Ee 
‘gh tended with motions, in the right’ arm and leg, exactly re- Se. 

ih 3 « sembling those of chorea. The ‘muscular power of mae 

“Vigan ig - parts was at the same time diminished, and, at the end of two 
Me Aisdonthe from the first appearance of the spasmodic affections, 

; * the arm and leg became entirely paralytic. His speech was 
~ * then affected, being first inarticulate, and afterwards gradually 

ir ost, sO that after the middle of June he never was s‘able to arti- 

= 
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> ibang ee 1 Elis pulse, whieh till thi time had continued Game teks a 
_ suit atural, now bécame a little frequents he pas ssed his t cae i 
ye invollntarily, but his mental faculties seemed is 4 | s 

He took food when. it was offered him, and put out his ot ee 
ke ‘ al ow 

ue when he was desired; his eye was natural, and the ex- Pe 
ae oh Nie , P 

HA ae oh ; of his countenanceintelligent. His sight and 
= appeared to be perfect, but he never attempted to speak. te 5 
He | ‘often seveumed as if from pain, at the same time ‘gh ‘ial . * 7 

My his hand on his forehead, and frequently shed tears. He con- a ee 
ed in this state till the end of J uly, when he became Coy AS 

+h {natiees and died in three days.. i ie ie a 

Inspection.—On removing the dura mater, the left hemi " e. * ie 
¥ ce of the brain felt soft and fluctuating through its whole ee 

“extent like a bag of fluid; on cutting into it, there was about — tan 
“half an inch in thickness of sound cerebral substance, the ae? dik oo 

: “mainder of the hemisphere was found nearly reduced to afluid 
| ‘ _ mass, partly consisting of purulent matter, and partly of cere. = “t 
bral substance, in a soft pulpy state; but the greater part was Mt ee 

purulent. From this mass of disease, the ventricle was sepa- * 

Fate ‘merely by the membrane which lines it, and contained 

a all quantity of serous fluid. In the substance of the left j 
a tans there was a een of blood, of the size ofa walnut, . ££ ie 

k eS a v Tae 
we e ¢ : bess ‘ ‘ ‘ ; 
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a a XXXVIL. A girl, aka 11, Pin and delicate, ga, ae, mee 

ay having complained for some days of headach, was seized Ob! ge. ee 

* iith of January, 1817, with convulsion, which continued é | 
4 about half an hour. I saw her on the 12th, and found her b. rs Sa 

, -aflected with severe headach, and paralysis of the right ; arms c' Ve 

. which had. taken place immediately, after the convulsion. Them.“ e 

~ _ pulse was: 100; ‘the tongue foul; the face rather pale, and the’ fa 

» eyes languid, Being bled from the arm and purged, and cold. a” 
* being applied t6 the head, she was mich relieved. On the | : ‘ 

fe 

a ‘ aad > tt. @ j- dy or 
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| % ar he rhea dt eee ke motion of fF the in b On ss 

cs _« the 16 thithe. headach being increased, and the arm more pi oer 

4, -yalytic, she was bled agains and on the 16th and: 17th, ‘she | ES 
was mach relieved, the pulse natural, and the. motion of the. 

: arm much improved. On the 18th, after being affectec with: 
| ah increase of headach, and some vomiting, she became cony ulsed, mf 

4 ' ~ the convulsion being confined entirely to ‘the head and the“ i 
! “Wen arm. ‘The head was drawn towards the right side with» 

a rolling motion of the eyes, the arm was in constant and vio- © 
ny lent motion; she was sensible, and complained of headach;_ 
— .-* pulse 100. Being bled to Zviii. the convulsion ceased in- 

stantly, and the headach was relieved, but the right arm con- 

tinued in a state of complete paralysis. (19th and. aah 
The arm had recovered a little motion; some headach con- — : 

tinued, with occasional vomiting; pulse 60. On the’ three. 
following days, the convulsive attacks returned several times} 
they did not now affect the head or face, but were entirely 

confined to the right arm, which, after the 23d, was left in a 

“state of permanent paralysis. Hitherto no other part of the 
“body had been affected by the convulsion; but on the 24th, . 

sa it attacked the right thigh and leg, and left them in a state of B 
te paralysis; pulse 60. ‘The former remedies were again em- 

| ployed with activity, without any effect in arresting the pro- 

ae gress of the disease. ‘The thigh and leg now went through a__ 
~ eourse precisely similar to that described in regard to the arm, es 
and © on the 29th, remained in a state of permanent paralysis. 
When the convulsion first began to affect the leg, the arm was. vat 

affected at the same time; but afterwards it was confined ‘to. 

he” 3 % the thigh and leg, the arm remaining motionless. . see j , 

. “February Ath. —Complete paralysis of the whole riot side; | 
“no return of convulsion; she continued quite: sensible, and 

made little complaint ; pulse from 50 to 60. ‘She now con- 
tinued for several days without any changes and except the 
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palsy of e right sid8, every. function was natural.’ ‘« 
ras se foal, appetite good, pulse and vision natural, and she 

d <u see Re of a Sota) uneasiness. en 1€ > Was, te 

pea) 4% 
“hor opr 

PA rial ae the ‘upper sat oF the left ane of 
Ry as brain, there were two distinct defined abscesses, contain- 

ng together from six to eight ounces of very fetid pus. They 
were lined by a firm white membrane, and a thin septum of 
fire white matter separated them from each other; the one. 

was in the anterior part of the hemisphere, very near the sur- 
face, and the other immediately behind it; they had no com- 
munication with each other, or with the ventricle. In the 

posterior, part of the right hemisphere, there was a small ab- 
scess containing about half an ounce of pus. There was no 
serous effusion in any part of the brain, and no aby morbid 

- appearance. 
#2 * y . 

i m8), 
re 

i = many years affected with cough and puriform: expectoration, 
which: was often in considerable quantity ; he had also repeat- . 
ed attacks of hemoptysis, some of them copious. He was 

" ‘stinted i in his growth, and of a feeble habit, but in other re- 

a -Spects enjoyed tolerable good health, and was able to attend 
to his business as clerk to a solicitor, till the beginning of 5 uly, 
1822, when he began to complain’ of headach.. For some 

_ time before this he had observed occasionally, while sitting 
at his desk, a deficiency of sight, but had taken little notice 

rt, OF top ay 
This illness began with headach, loaded tongue, and quick © 

pulse, and so. continued for eight or ten days without exciting 
- any alarm. ‘He was treated in the most judicious manner by 

ra & 
7 

Case XXXVI. —A gentleman, aged 21, a been for” 

Mr. Johnston, and seemed to be recovering gradually, the 

ee 

w - 
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~The pulse had { x ae 
: tesa beat al Ps \ 

sion, and abet this time there was first obser ut 
- ameurok the ‘left : arm and leg. ‘The headach had been ‘at f | 

Sai ™ ee ferred chiefly to ‘the left side of the. head, ‘but n0% 
; eat principally on the right side, though he often described it 
i ee of] ‘extending across the forehead. The cough continued, , with 
A ed © ‘considerable expectoration of a tenacious puriformy fluid. 7 

on _ _.« There was no pain in the chest, and no uneasiness in breathe" 
~ ing, but the pulsation of the heart was felt entirely’ in the rig 
i a side of the thorax. This peculiarity had been observed f 
ee several years, but it could not be Pence) aki what ped 

Be ha it had commenced. NS ean ENG bi 
4 His pulse was now feeble and thot and his senate ap- | 

% ‘! pearance pale and exhausted. For several days there was’ 

il lee Mme. |e 3 change, the pulse continuing about 50, sometimes: 48. 

aes _ After three or four days there was a slight convulsive attack, | 
ie yi cH pani a second about two days after; these, however, made no : 

ity e© change in the symptoms. About the 24th there was ‘some | | e 
| . ‘incoherence, but it was slight, and soon went off. The ee “B ; 

. was still considerably dilated, though sensible to the light; a” 
Dae degree of headach continued, but it was not much Racky 

: if of. He was now disposed to lie without being disturbed, ob 

" when spoken to was quite intelligent. About the 26th, Me - 

a | wth a remarkable improvement in his appearance, | and much. 
ca _ less headach, the pulse beginning to rise. (27th) P Ilse 108; 

“a more comatose, but sensible when roused. (28th) Pulse 12 is 

- had copious purulent expectoration in the morning, and seemed 
% much exhausted. He lay much oppressed, but when ae 

answered questions distinctly. He could stil move . 

“ * am, but slowly and with difficulty, and avith - 
i -. motion, somewhat resembling that of dora if he threw 

% 

te 

at 
“a 

, A ae 7 3 x ee % / ‘ie a a 
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1 was exeraly 

: ag pus. én ro posterior dee Of te at | 
re, there was another abscess rather. smaller, ie hese ab- sa} ® 
ses, Were distinctly defined, but not very distinctly ae 

ane, and the cerebral matter surrounding the 

slightly softened. Th the anterior part of the left hemis- — 
* : 
immediately under the surface, and at the very angle . 

of it which lies over the orbit, there was a small abscess con ty 

. taining from one to two drams of pus, and another rathe 
~ larger in the posterior part of the hemisphere. .'These ab- ig, 

: scesses were all above the level of the ventricles, except the ' cy al ey 

_one in the posterior part of the right hemisphere, v which went ) wen ms 
i na little behind the ventricle. ‘The ventricles were emp- — ae 

ee there was no other disease i in the brain. — ‘The rete 

an a Vi 

a 

nd internally Py ape a series at abscesses, com- 
with each other, and with the trachea. The hearie ; 

lay ae with if on the right side of the thorax; and the — 

"g left lung was so enlarged < as to fill all the remainder of the ca- 5k ey 
vitys Tt was quite healthy, except a small tubercular mass. 
in a firm state, in the > UBB part | a : > i 

a3 

4 

eit ne : ’ % 
- 

es The fovting case Shaws the ped a abscess with symp- " 
si remarkably different from those mentioned 1 in the pre-. 
ceding Wes % . Pee 

fs : ae ak ae 

A Cie XXXIX sii, man, aged 43, tad complained of head- 
bg ir ten days but had Het hao pyres 3 from followings * a 

. m Te eee, | 
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his usual émployment. At oi a 
9th May, 1827, he was seized ; 

ms face, and became "incoherent and. un lageal | 
* he, was seen. some hours afte wards by Dr. Huie thes e syn 
* toms continued; the, pupils were c tracted, and. the eyes” 
were in perpetual. motion; the skin hot; the pulse 90, ‘ait 

f strong. There was no palsy of any of the limbs, but mthe 
contrary, he ‘made. the most powerful resistance when Dr. e 2 

Huie attempted to bleed him, which, however, he accom- 
- plished to the extent of thirty ounces. In the afternoon there 
was considerable coma with stertorous breathing, but both 

these symptoms disappeared after another bleeding. On the 
‘10th, the palsy of the face was gone, but he was. still incohe- 

rent and restléss; pulse 100, ‘Topical bleeding was employed, 
“and purging with croton oil, &c. On the 11th, he was CO- | 

herent and quiet, pulse 108; but he became incoherent i in ‘the - 

afternoon. © ‘On the 12th, he was sometimes drowsy and some- 3 
. times restless; pulse 120 and small. He died in the night. 

"7 _ Inspection. —Three abscesses were found in the brain, 

all completely encysted, and filled with well formed pus. The 
first was in the anterior lobe of the left hemisphere, and. con- ; 

. tained about ‘three drams of pus. The second was in the © ~ 
posterior lobe of the same hemisphere; it was considerably j 
larger, and had burst into the ventricle, which was filled with ’ 

_ the matter. The third was in the posterior part of the ri be 
: hemisphere, and appeared to be making its bi. towards the | 

, surface, ; , OD nt? @ 
: , yi , ' ™ " $ - 7 - e 

; A still greater obscurity’ of symptoms occurred, in| the ; 
following remarkable case, for which Iam indebted to Pa ‘ 

“Alison. It occurred under his care in the Clinical Ward, 

in June, 1827 | C a 
" me i 

: | | wee 
tt ane Case XL.—A man aged 26, was seized wig shivering, 

headach, sickness, and sudden loss of strength, with fits of 
|  - | 

« 

¢ 
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de thc i alee night. ore d days after the ‘ocatirrenee of | - Be 
e symptoms, he: was admitted into the Clinical viet. aa 7 ie 

nee AG this time, he. was able. to walk when supported on one ey 
side, but with feebleness and difficulty, his { legs, pattion- vi ‘ees \ 

‘ larly t the right, being at each step dragg ved along, , rather — ; 

~ than raised from the ground; his expréssion was dull and rs 
_ listless, ‘but he’ said he was free! from pain. | eA fewhours i* | 
after, he'complained of’ violent pain ‘In the ‘occiput, with» og 

frequent vomiting. The pain was relieved by a bleeding. . 
In the evening he was oppressed, and answered questions ay Re hs 

slowly and with difficulty; there was still’ some headach,. q ie he 

_ with Mausea; the skin hot and dry; the pulse varying from % | 
80 to 100, Sharp, and moderately full; tongue dry; pupils | 

. natural: respiration somewhat short aid hurried, About a 

half an hour after this report was taken, he sunk into per- . 

» feet coma, with dilated pupils, for. which another bleeding 
was employed without relief, and in less than an hour he died.» 
*, _ Inspection. —The brain was externally ofa reddish-brown : i 

‘colour. On the right side of the vertex, there was a spot ie 

_ the size of a half-crown, of a greenish yellow colour.” On SD 
’ removing a very thin portion.from this spot, an irregular 

“abscess was opened, which contained well formed pus, and 
which seemed to be entirely limited.to the cineritious sub- 

‘stance. In the’posterior part of the left hemisphere, ona ce 
_ level with the corpus. callosum, there was another abseess, — ~ ae 

which seemed to be seated in the medullary matter, and ‘ae 
‘was surrounded by softened cerebral substance of a Tita. ‘ee a 

ni" yellow, colour. In the posterior part of the right hemis- P. 

phere, there were two other abscesses, one in. the cortical 

substanee, and the other in the medullary. Here also a | pe 

fifth abscess was found, of a very small size, being about ae 8 
the size of a pea, but surrounded by a more defined cyst than 

“+, any of the others; there. was extensive ramollissement of 

: 

wi, 
a Pg ee 

> ee ae 

& * 

_ the fornix,. septum lucidum, and the lower part of the cor- " 

pus callosum. ‘The left corpus striatum was softened, and — : 

. 
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-e] ntleman, 2 aged 93, in gy, A 

eh, with symptoms 

: rom wehich, he recovered prteetly, ata 
ae ie . 

Laie Ens 
‘t at oe" 

the gfiaihe felt hie set brentiaial a “tile shall mn this gran” 

~ dually subsided; and he enjoyed very 00d SOakh till the: 

~ middle of February, 1819, when, on awakening one morn- 

ing he found his whole left side numb “and insensible, but © 
without any remarkable diminution of motion. © The lo loss 

Vig of feeling extended along the half of his face, the line being 

we * draw: with much precision along the centre of the nose; 

he had no other complaint; had no headach, and the pulse 
» was natural. He was freely bled. and purged; the ‘symp- 
_ toms then gradually subsided, and in four or five days were wie 
gone. ‘From this time, however, his friends remarked. 
that he was less acute in business than former sand nie ‘* 
his s memory was somewhat impaired. In the month. of 

‘May, this deficiency rather increased; and about. this ; time, f 

we he complained of slight uneasiness in his head, for which | 
he was again bled. He continued, however, to aia to 

| his business as a solicitor, till the 16th, when he 2 ap 

‘Aggeasiongbly confused, and eer of, his] 

' "ich rdliey ile Bid in thes evening: was quite distinet 8 
made no complaint. About two in the morning of the 17 ‘ 

a a hevas heard to apake aremarkable t noise in hissleep, vhich ® ** 
% ea 
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"most healthy er till ae came Ny the i corpus eit ae 

sia ie in the lower part of this there was a small irregular: abscess, 
ie not exceeding the size of a small bean, containing purulent 

vA é 4, of remarkable fetor. bead the centre of the ‘right cor~ 

bed: pus striatum; ‘there was also discovered a minute abscess. 

egularly and nicely defined, but no larger than a small 

‘pea. “No oi}er disease could FP detected in any warb oF 

‘the a sagt : aig we 

% i a Me Pai, | 

tat ek ge OF THE MEDULLA Oa 2 , 

: y | \aibed XLIL —A child, aged 16 months, when 4 saw 

only a week before his death, had been in a declining state 

ae health for ten months. . The beginning of his bad health 

ae as ascribed to a fall, in which he was supposed to have- 
R ; eared eS of the back part of the head or neck. 

*rom this time he was often much oppressed, and had been 

+ gradually wasting. Three months before the time when I 

saw him, he had squinting, and appeared to lose the power 

ie time but afterwards recurred occasionally. . The use of the 

and leg was never entirely recovered. These always 

ie ‘seldom attempted to raise the arm atall.. He had also suf 

4 ’-*) fered” “occasionally slight convulsive affectic ns. When I 

m.. saw him there was no very marked symptom m, except con- 
; - siderable emaciation: the pulse was frequent, bad the bow- 

a 

» ~ | - 
7 

_of the right arm andleg. The squinting went off after some se 

weaker than the limbs of the other side, and he - 

“els very ‘confined. Much dark-coloured matter’ Kies ts : 
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“days,” aagh was a) 

ise, ‘and in the course of ¢ 

‘- : Hing’ ee Nah boy fata There n0 CO 

Nae eyes continued sensible during 1e intervals; and he t 

notice of objects a very short time. before death. _ ) 

- Inspection.—There were seyeral ounees of fluid in the » + we 

- ventricles of the brain. In the substance of the medulla ob- ; ‘ 

longata, where it is cross ae the Pons Varoliij there ¥ wed oe 

an abscess which appeared to oceupy its whole diameter. It 
had the appearance © of a scrofulous abscess, and was con- 

tained in a cyst, the inner surface of which was Of a yellow . 
eolour, and had. an appearance of ulceration. — There was 

considerable disease in the glands of the eas y Re 
. ¢ ’ * * 

| | She + ie: a. 4 
i AE : . , ss % sh + % 

nr _ § XITT.—Axzsczss OF THE dpe ie Ctl, ei 
ee a, 
-Casz XLIII.—A young lady, agen 18, was saad on a) 

4th March, 1813, with inflammation of the bowels. The. «? 4 

“inflammatory symptoms were subdued by two : ull. bleed- 4 4 

ings, but the bowels continued very obstinate, and were pot 

moved in a satisfactory manner till the 12th. Durin this * : 
time, a variety of purgatives had been given, ; with repeated . * 
tobacco injections; and by calomel, given as a pargatives : ay 

bi ‘mouth had been affected as early as the 7th. yy ae 

_ Brom the bekinniti of the attack, she had Beeu aff 

plain of headach. Thies was at first sligh@ ops i 

“urgency of her other symptoms, excited little attention. ‘one ’ 

increased, however; and on the 11th had become violen; a: 
that she lay. pressing her temples with her hands, and seream- +7 

e mp ing from ‘pain. nie pele was at this time nafirals aud a 
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' she was. free'from vomiting and uneasiness in the bowels. 
On the 1th, there was a considerable discharge ‘of matter 
om the leftear. On the 13th, the pulse rose suddenly to 

_ 16 dy and there’ was such a degree of sinking as required the 

use of wine. The pulse soon subsided, so that on the eve- 
‘ning of the 14th it was at 80, andon the 15that 60. The 

/ headach continued unabated. On the 14th, there was a 

tendency to coma, which was increased on the 15th, with 

- dilatation of the pupil. There was now little room for ac- 

tive treatment; and topical bleeding, blistering, &c. were 
employed without relief. © On the 16th, the pulse began to 

rise again, but was very variable, in the course of a few 
minutes varying from 80 to 120, She lay in a state of 
great oppression, but when roused talked sensibly; head- 
ach still severe. (18th) Had lost the power of swallowing, 
but often asked for drink, though she was nearly suffoca- 

ted in the attempt to swallow it; the pulse varying from 90 

» ®to 150. (19th) Squinting and dilated pupil; pulse varying 
from 96\to 160. (20th) Squinting increased; swallowed a 

little once or twice with effort; at other times was near- 

ly suffocated in attempting it; was still quite sensible 

when roused, and complained of violent headach. She 
-now sunk gradually, and died on the 22d; she had conti- 

nued sensible when roused, and knew those about her till 

an hour before her death. » She had also retained the sense 

of sight, though the pupils were much dilated. 
Inspection.—The surface of the brain was natural; the 

substance showed marks of increased vascularity, and the 

“yentricles were distended with colourless fluid. The left 

= - > 

lobe of the cerebellum was entirely. converted into a bag of © 
purulent matter, of a greenish colour and intolerable fetor. 

It was contained in a soft and organized sac, which appear- 

ed to be of recent formation. A portion of the dura mater 

on the outer side of the abscess was thickened and spongy; 

the bone was sound, the caput coli, and about eighteen inches 

ou 
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8 XIV. —Uncrnariox OF THE SURFACE oF THE BRAIN. - - 

Tuts appearance is uncommon, but it is distinetly de- 
scribed by several writers. A man, mentioned by Dr. | 
Scoutetten, had violent headach, followed by great disturb- _ 

ance of the stomach and prostration of strength. He was 
relieved by topical bleedings, &c.; but after a week, the 
symptoms increased, with fever, and the pain was so vio- 

lent as to produce screaming. In this manner he went on > 

without relief, and died on the twenty-sixth day,—no ota ‘ 

symptoms being mentioned, excepting that he lay with | 

his eyelids nosed, and his fore-arms,bent. On the lower 
part of the anterior lobe of the right hemisphere of the — 

brain, there was a superficial ulcer measuring 13 lines by 

7. It was of a yellowish appearance, and its edges were 

unequal and ragged. The dura mater and pia mater cover-— 
ing the spot were destroyed by erosion, and the pia mater 

was in some other places inflamed; the brain in other re- 

spects was healthy. A similar appearance on the posterior. 

part of the brain was observed in a man who died of pro- 

tracted intestinal disease; he had been affected for three days 
before his death with oedema of the forehead and left eyelid... 

headach, delirium, and convulsive motions of the upper. | 

#. 
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extremities.¥ The same appearance in the cerebellum iggy 

mentioned by Mr. Howship.f A soldier at Gibraltarlay down 
cheat st gene We 

* Arch Gen. de Med. January 1825. t Soc 

T Med. and Phys, Journal, March 1810. — 
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and fell Lasleep i in Ate sun in a very ‘Hee gays ‘he soon awoke 
in great pain, and was confined to bed 

o constant and violent pain in the forehead. He then returned to 
his duty, and was not heard of for six months, when he went 

‘into the hospital again, affected with pain in the forehead. 
. mi now became remittent, generally returning every morning, 
- 

e 

m4, 

« 
- 

ye 
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but sometimes missing a day, or varying in the hour of attack; 
there was no fever. ‘Two months after his admission he be- 

came suddenly delirious in the night, and soon after expired. 
On dissection, there appeared a general increased vascularity. 

of the brain, without any decided disease, until the tentorium 

_. was raised, when there appeared upon the upper surface of 
the cerebellum an ulcerated superficial excavation, the size of 
a shilling, containing a thin ichorous matter. The pia mater at 

this Biase was destroyed, and the dura mater was discoloured. 

& 

iy The « cases esertbad under Section V. appear to ‘Bietrats 
he principal phenomena connected with inflammation of the 

substance of the hemispheres. In Case XXIII. we see it in 
its recent state on the surface of the brain, and in Case XXIV. - 

we find it in the substance forming a distinctly defined por- 
tion i in a state of active inflammation. In Case. XX VII. we 
see an inflamed portion of this kind passing gradually into, ra- 
mollissement; and in Case XX VIII. we see the ramollissement | 
Ina more advanced state.. {In the subsequent cases, we see 

Be complete ramollissement, both uncombined and mixed 

“ ‘with purulent matter.. We then find the inflammation passing 4 

into a distinct and encysted abscess; and finally we observe 
it. terminating by ulceration of the surface of the brain. Of 
the cause of these varieties of termination we at present know 

‘very little.» I have thrown outa conjecture that, the ramol- 
- Tissement occurs chiefly in the white ae and peeetaticn 
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for six weeks, with | 
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in'the eray; but itis) more ee Conjecture. - That the ramollisse- 
ment however is a re of inflammation, 1 think the. appear- 
‘ances described bareotfle of these. cases place beyond a’ doubt. 
-T have already stated my belief that it alsoa arises irom another 

‘cause, namely, disease of the arterial system, being thus ana- 

~ logous to gangrene in . other parts of the body, which we- see % 
this manner 

have proposed to reconcile the diversities of opinion which Fi 
at present exist among pathologists in regard to this appear- o 

-ance. In the symptoms which accompany inflammation of 
» the substance of the hemispheres, there appears-to be such a 

” ae as must prevent us at present from attempting any 

general statement of them. ‘The most’common appear to be 
_ headach followed by convulsion, either of one limb, or of a 
more general kinds or a sudden attack of convulsion, without 

_ previous complaint of pain, the convulsed parts: afterwards: 

becoming paralytic. But in Case XXIV. no paralysis was ob- 
“served after three days of the most frightful convulsion; while, 
in Case XXVIIL paralysis was the first symptom, and con- 
vulsion took. place at a subsequent period. In other: cases, 

again, we find paralysis of one side of the body and convul- — 

sion of the other. 
‘On this interesting subject, however, we have not at /pre- 

‘sent a sufficient collection of facts to enable us’ to advance 
to any general statement in regard to the symptoms, or to re- 

fh. 4 

= far of the disease. But there are numerous facts of very great 
interest which deserve to be recorded, without attempting ®: 

any thing farther than a simple statement of them in connexion 
. aay ft 

_ with the principal morbid appearances. They refer chiefly HAs 
-. to the affection in the various ‘conditions of simple’ inflamma-_ he 

: tion, ramollissement, suppuration, and ulceration; and-tos ome ni 

- interesting phenomena connected with the disease in a chro- eo 
“nic form. ‘ ats Pe a ee ak ee ae 

$ ; % 
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I. In the bide of albert INPLAMMATION; the affection og. 

seems in general to be characterized by headach ‘and convul- 

sion; but ina more chronic form of it, as in Cases XXV. and i» | 
RXV I., we see ‘it productive of paralysis without convulsion, eo My ae 

and fatal i in a state of simple inflammation, with all the’symp- os ae 
toms of perfect: apoplexy. On the other hand, in Case. e.. 
XXVIIL, the palsy preceded the convulsions In some of he: <7 my ie 

m" Ries which terminated by the encysted abscess, there is. rea- es 

son to believe that the inflammatory stage was characterized 
by convulsion of one or more limbs, followed by temporary, 
paralysis, and that the permanent paralysis, took place when’ — 
the disease passed into. suppuration. In some of the other © ">. 
Cases, again, it seems. probable that the inflammatory state was, das soe if 

productive of an attack of palsy, exactly resembling the ordi-- oor 

nary hemiplegia from other causes. This probably took placer es | 
in the very interesting case, (No. XXXII.) Of the disease in. Shy hon 
its more chronic form, an important example is related by iam. 

* Dr, Treutler.* ek, woman, aged 30, had been ill, for. two 

i Se 

oS 

{Pio 

8 was connected with disease in the spleen. In tite third ght are 
" month of her illness, she complained of a feeling of weight i in | a is 

Geggecipnt towards the right side, with dimness of sight, and i 
a great propensity to sleep. Her hearing became obtuse, her » = 9 
speech was very indistinct, and her memory was lost... She i | 

at last seemed to lose. the power of every voluntary muscle, “Ye 

so that she could neither move her legs nor arms, nor raise ; per Raye 

her head. Finally, she had convulsions and apoplectic at-. | 

ig tacks, , and died suddenly about the end of the third month of *\ 7 

) “her ‘illness, that is, less thana month fromthe commencement == 

ad of t the symptoms in the head. In the posterior lobe of the’ right ee ae ae 
i hemisphere of the brain, behind the lateral ventricle, a por- ee 

q tion the size of a large walnut, (fructus regia juglandis, ) Was Te ae 
ie dF x 

® ; ‘ | q is 
™ 

« ¢# * Treutler. Auctarium ad Helminthologiam Humani Corporsi, p. 1. 
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* Besaie of high inflaram ion ; the npdrtiveithebtddibngid tole a 
surface of the brain in seve alplaces; where this did not oc= 

> cur, there was serous effusion under the arachnoid. ‘There : 

+ was no fluid in the > ventricles; there were ree n the cho- 
iene «(| plexus, whick ve ‘most numerous, on the right side. » 

_» © The spleen was much enlarged; and extravasated blood, to» 
the amount of several pounds, was found in the abdomen; it 

was contained partly i in the cavity of the omentum, partly be- oy 
ee the laminze of the meso-colon, ‘and partly under. the: fa 

peritonzeal coat of the descending colon. Cahn seit 
ge ye sh pdr Bi ye 

% 

* on rstiontans there does not appear to. ve any. 
shanntteibia for a statement made by some of the French wri- 
ters, that it is distinguished by tonic sgotitragtion of one ¢ or. 

*” more limbs. This symptom occurred in Case XXVIII. ; a an 
early period, and afterwards disappeared. It is also met with 
in iggprexion with affections of the membranes, without 

disease of t the cerebral substance; and with the encysted ab- 

scess; and it is frequently observed in cases of typhus, where 
there is much cerebral disturbance, but which terminate fa- 

vourably. Lallemand* remarks that he had taken up the 
a idea of the rigid contraction of the limbs being diagnostic of 

_» ramollissement, and was very much perplexed when he meer» . 

with a case in which all the limbs were ina state of the most 

) vremarkable relaxation. | ee kk a 
i»  Sece he cases which terminate. by rarballigaediont seen 

Soe be pit: to be characterized by convulsion, more or less exten 

ee sive, followed by ep and coma, the convulsion coast A 

+>. * Lallemand, Recherches sur ’Encephale. a: fe’ a 
*. , oe 7 
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most violence till the very time of death.\ In Case. XXXL. 
on the other hand, there was no convulsion, but a sudden at- 

_ tack of palsy, exactly resembling the: ordinary attack of he- 
miplegia from other causes. In the very remarkable Cases, 
XXX. and XXXI. we find ramollissement ‘of very limited 

™ extent, as the only morbid appearance, in connexion with 
| symptoms’ of long standing; both cases being at last rapidly fa- 
tal by a sudden attack. of convulsion. In‘someé of the subse- 
quent cases, again, we find most extensive destruction of the 

cerebral substance, without either paralysis or convulsion, and 
eyen without coma. Inone remarkable case tobe afterwards de- — 

- scribed, namely, the last case under tubercular disease, we shall — 
find destruction of the cerebral substance, to as great an extent » 

perhaps as is upon record; while the patient went to bed in 

the state of health in ‘which she had’ been for many months’ — 
before her death, and was found dead on the morning. * _— 

We find the same difficulty in attempting to ascertain the. 

effect of ramollissement of particular parts of the brain, in’ 
_ producing symptoms in particular organs. Convulsion in the 

,, 

"same side with the disease, and paralysis on the opposite side, 
appear to be frequent symptoms, but, as we have seen, by no 
“means uniform. In several of the cases, the speech was re- 
_markably affected, but they present no uniformity in the seat - 
of the disease. The recovery of speech in Case XXXII. 
was a remarkable occurrence. In a case by Lallemand, 
in which the upper part of both hemispheres was affected, 

there was resolution of all the limbs; and in one in which the 
| ramollissement was seated in the tuber annulare, there were “a 

squinting, resolution of all the limbs, and distortion of the head .- | 
backwards. The same writer describes two cases’ in’ which 

_ the disease was in the cerebellum. In the one, there were - 
headach, phrensy, conyulsive motions, and sudden death; in’ 
the other, in which it was in the left lobe, there was loss of 
speech, with palsy of the right side, and eee it was fatal pss 

in pre ." ‘ 
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ae op “ 
ma Ss: ugha’ In the eases wh “terminate by SuPPuRATION; We a 
Mey ’ Cy me Me , 

a ‘a | ‘the same diversity. 0: symptoms as ‘in the cases now re- 

ty . ie & 8: ferred to. “The suppuration, v we have seer varies, by being 
Ny. a ~~ . Mid 2 

‘ mae 
»~ ‘ an “in others forming an undefined mass of disease, in which 

/ “purulent matter is more or less mixed wih cerebral sub- > 

- stance in a state of ramollissement. In the latter form o 

‘the disease, the symptoms are often exceedingly shecire - . 

nd undefined, as we see in Cases XXXIV. and. XXXY. . F 
., ioe encysted abscess, they appear to be in general more 
os marked and severe. The course of symptoms in Case _ * 

XXXVIL was very remarkable. The sudden attack of — 
| a a alte by paralysis of one arm, probably oc- 

curr “in the inflammatory stage; for when the symptoms | 

“were relieved by the blood-letting and other remedi es, the “ 

arm recovered its motion. The ‘convulsion. returned, a 
* a3 paralysis along with it, and again subsided; and after 
Meret attacks of the same kind, the paralysis nom ; i! 

| " manent. The thigh and leg then went through the sa 

3 course. — In such a case, it appears highly probable, that the 

. ‘convulsion occurs while the inflammatory stateis goingon, © - 
“and that the period of suppuration is indicated by the per-’ ‘ 

manent paralysis. In this_case, three abscesses. were met 

with; ‘but, whether the successive formation of these had 

oak “in some cases onfi lin a distinct encysted abscess, and 

. = 

x: ‘ i, * any relation to the successive attacks of the disease in’ the . 
Fat li i _ arm and leg, must be matter of conjecture. In a similar e F 

we: ; tase, ‘related by Bartholinus, the leg was first affected, and “a 

a gee “afterwards the arm. One abscess only is mentidted,: Of iG 
‘which it is merely stated that it was on the opposite side. ‘ 

: oe rr ‘In a case by Schenkius, there occurred paralysis of the le iJ . 
; us RY: Sits and convulsion of the right; there was a superficial 2 ;) 
5 ll a “seess on the right side of the brain. Something cima 

v4 » i wae th is occurred in a case to be afterwards mentioned, : 
: “eases of Bones, ) in which there was paralysis of the left 
ea ig aa Ay with convulsive agitation of the right < arm. Ina sinha 

» 7 >’ ov 
me * ” . tae \ 

° $ 4 bite yet wh ave eo ”” 
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five; whose case is deseribed by Dr. Bateman,* anvalsdess 
was found i in the posterior part of the right hemisphere, en- cag | ‘ay 

closed i ina fine vascular sac, and containing four ounces: of — 

~ She was first affected with convulsion | of. the whole . h 

hay, which continued for nearly two days; during. this ie 

a time, the left side was in a state of rigid extension, and he < ii me 
right was in constant motion; and when the attack subsided, =) s | 
the left side remained Sraky tte She then had headach, 

» squinting, blindness, and repeated convulsion; and died af- | 
ter an illness of fifteen weeks, having been comatose for only: ae ae 

one day before death. In some cases of this kind, paraly- ees | 

a ‘sis has occurred without convulsion, and in others, conyul- .* %. hong 

sion without paralysis; but one or other of these affections 

appears to be a common attendant on the encysted abscess. ae 
In a case described by Morgagni, the prominent symptoms s sy Pe 

were, pain of the left side of the head, delirium, loss of » ee on 

speech, and weakness of the muscles of the left side of the 
neck; the man died in fourteen days, gradually exhausted; 

and an abscess was found in the right corpus striatum which ee 

had burst into the ventricle. In acase by Valsalva, in which a. 7 > 

“te disease was in the corpus striatum, the speech was much ee! 

affected, and one side was paralytic. In another, there ae 

‘were indistinctness of speech, and paralysis of the right side,” © 
connected with an ulcerated cavity at the base of the brain — 

on the left side. In a third case by the same writer, there 
were paralysis of the right side, and convulsion of the left, 

with an ulcerated cavity in the substance of the brain. under .% 

the choroid plexus of the left side. Many other varieties tay. 
cacha in the symptoms, in regard to which it is unnecessa- ef te3 in Sd 

ry to enter into any lengthened detail. In a case by El a ee 
lemand there were cramps of the limbs, followed by a sud- Pte 
den attack of palsy of the right side. After three days the t 

€ 

»* 

* Edin. Med. Journal, vol, ip, 150. gk ieee :¢ 
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allected limbs were sot with convulsions, which occurred 

for several days, and ended i in fatal coma. Another case, 

\ ‘by the same writer, ‘began with pain in the right side of the ° 
“head and tremor, of the left arm. This was followed by a 
‘continued mowetleve flexion and extension of the left arm, 
which after some days passed into palsy. There were then | 

“some convulsive motions of the limbs of the right side; the 

"abscess was in the right side of the brain. In a man men- 

tioned by Broussajs, an extensive abscess was found in the 
‘centre of each hemisphere, without any other symptom than | 

a peculiar dulness' of manner, with taciturnity, and at last 
coma after 37 days. In cases of a more chronic kind, the 

abscess is often found enclosed in a mass of tubercular mat- 
ter or indurated cerebral substance. These have probably 

supervened upon chronic disease of the brain, which, after 
continuing long in an indolent state, has at length passed 
into suppuration. In a few cases, abscess has been found 

in the brain without any symptoms which indicated its exis- 
tence. Morgagni found one in the posterior part of the 

brain ina man who died of gangrene of the nates, without : 

any symptom in the head. A man, mentioned by Dr. 

Powel, was received into St. Bartholomew’s hospital on 

account of cough, dyspnoea and bloody expectoration. _ He 
died after he had been a month in the hospital, having been 

for some time before his death in a dozing state, with occa- 
‘sional delirium, but without coma, and he had never com- 

plained of his head. His lungs were much diseased, and 

“an abscess the size of a large walnut was found in the sub- 
Stance of the brain, under the anterior part. of the: ‘corpus 
callosum, * : Loatt 

+E te 

In the encysted abscess of the decspenthae’ the symptoms | " 
my seem to be less violent se when the disease is in the nid 

eee ee, Te 

* Med. Trans. Coll. of Phys. London, yol. ¥. Ye 2 
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a” Romcmnere ps. ; x, * , ; . 
. _ very slight convulsion. occurred once in Case Aik: a . 

bn », AIL, the mostiremarkable symptom was the loss ‘of | ' 
». the “power of swallowing. _ In: a case by Plancus, there was: 

% d * 
ey paralysis. of one side, and it is stated to have been ‘ on the 

er same side with. the disease.* ‘In Case III., though the dis: it mii 

ease ‘was in the cerebellum, the principal seat of pain was i 

in the forehead, and. this has been i dad in other cases . om “x ‘4 
- vet the same kind. ‘. ny i" ka hia’ a at 

. % . > 7 ' * * 
W 

i ¥ “Iv. Pes SUPERPICIAL ULCERATION OF THE BRAIN of hs 
/, Bee to he. a rare occurrence, and some of the cases of Teo oy | yea 

present phenomena of rather an interesting character. Mw ; "@ 

man mentioned by Dr. Powel,t was affected with a convul- i “ay Sik 
sive motion of the left side of his body, which very much 4 

we 

. resembled chorea; he was free from it during sleep, and had = y 
" , no other complaint. This affection continued five weeks, 

, and then suddenly terminated i in palsy of the affected side. 
.* Soon after this, his right hand’and arm became convulsed, . 5 

but i ina slighter degree; he then became gradually comatose, “’ , 

“and ‘died two months after the commencement of the com- eo ee 

LA : “paint. On the anterior part of the right hemisphere of the: _ oe x 
"brain, there was a superficial loss of substance from ulcera~ .' , *, 

al 

, tion, two inches in length and as much in breadth; it pre- . Paar 

sented an irregular excavated appearance, and a thin layer . 

of curdled matter was deposited in it.. There wasasimi- — : 

* lar disease, but much less extensive, on the anterior part oe ae 
the left hemisphere, and there‘was much fluid in the ven- - ¢. 

tricles. A lady mentioned by Dr. Thomas Andersont of an 

‘Leith, had been for several years liable to headach, which - “re | 

was most violent at the crown of the head. After she had or 
: v 

ao 

ees 2 e 
77. 

a “ 

'y Sh 
oo # Storia Med. @una Postema del lobo destro del cervelletto. eS 
a a { Trans: . Coll. Phys. London, vol. Ve Mg Mon *Xead a SR ae eel 
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af s % te * 
iferes for a considerable time from. this pain, s ‘ghe was 

. seized with a convulsive affection of the. left arm. and leg. | 

day, and generally continued about half an hour: at each 

time. This complaint became gradually ‘more. and more 
, severe; the right side became slightly affected in the same 

"at occurred i in paroxysms, attacked her several times every: ‘“ 

* 

—" 

““ 

‘manner, and she was afterwards liable to attacks of coma, 

in which she often lay for 24 hours :at a time, She died). . 

at last of gradual exhaustion. On.the upper part of the i . “78 

right hemisphere of the brain, there was a superficial fase 

of substance from ulceration, two and a half inches long,. one | 

and a half broad, and nearly an inch in depth. In the bot- 
tom of it there were found some thin laminz of afirm brown- 

ish matter, with stony concretions, some of which broke 
iy 

¢ 
into sand on the slightest touch. . ht 

‘The effect of superficial inflammation of the ‘Baik: or its ” 

-membranes, i is well illustrated by another case related by 
Dr. Anderson, in which the disease took place’ under his 

eye. A boy suffered, from an injury of the head, the de~ 
_pression of a considerable portion of the right parietal’ 

bone, the depressed portion being forced through, the dura’ 

mater, and driyen inwards upon the brain. He had paraly- 
sis of the left side, and the left eye was insensible. The de- . 

pressed portion being removed, the paralysis was greatly 

diminished, and the eye recovered a considerable degree of 

vision. Onthe third day after the operation the wound in 

the dura mater was inflamed, with considerable tumefaction; 

and immediately the left leg and arm became paralysed, 

the paralysis being accompanied by convulsion; and the 
*. eft eye also became insensible. He had frequent convulsion | 

of these parts for several days, the right side not being i in % 
the least affected, when, suppuration having taken place, 

all the symptoms subsided, Had the disease occurred: with- 

out such an outlet as was in this case afforded ‘to. the mat- 

ter; the suppuration, instead of relieving the? symptoms, 

+ 
a 
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wot ld probably have induced permanent paralysis and fatal 
« . A man mentioned by Mr. John Bell, suffered, from 

ap] b Phung the cure, re i ‘oc 
OH pied: thuce hapa the left side of the brain suppurated 

_five or six times. The. attack of inflammation was always 

accompanied by fever, stupor, and difficult deglutition; but’ 

these symptoms were removed by the suppuration. These 

ttacks occurred at various parts of the brain. When they 

_ were towards the anterior part, he had double vision, which 

also was removed by the suppuration; when they were to- $y, 

‘wards the posterior part, there was not double vision, but a. 

state of vision in which a candle was seen with a halo around i ‘a 

it. 4, we ns 

Ulceration of the surface of the brain I have seen only in | 

one instance, in a preparation which was shown me. by Dr.. 
Macintosh. There were on various parts of the surface of 

, the left hemisphere, spaces of superficial ulceration of va- 
‘rious extent, with ragged edges, and sensible loss of sub- 

stance. The affection occurred in a child of 18 months, 

and was complicated with effusion in the ventricles, and 
ramollissement. The pia mater and arachnoid were destroy- 

ed at the ulcerated spots; and the pia mater in other places 

was studded with minute tubercles. The symptoms were 

not to be distinguished from those of hydrocephalus ‘in its ° 
ordinary form. There were also numerous granular tuber- 

cles in the lungs. 

V. THE INFLAMMATION OF THE CEREBRAL SUBSTANCE . 

OCCURS IN A CHRONIC FoRM, in which the symptoms may 

continue for months, and the disease then prove fatal by 

suppuration, or without having suppurated. In Cases MV: 

and XX VI. we have remarkable examples of this form of . 

the disease proving fatal without suppuration. In Case» 

DSA: 

# 

\ 
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avi we can have little dott that! ‘the disease chad ae 

“ed in. the first attack, and, , after a. ‘protracted. illness, ee. 
* 

been removed or in a great measure subdued. -Tethen to took * 
place again, and was fatal with ‘loss of speech, palsy, | and 

‘coma; yet after all, it had not advaneed beyond # the state of 

simple inflammation. The progress of this’ ‘more Bsr” 
form of the disease seems to differ considerably. from. the — 
Gther modifications of ie We have seen that. it iN hes Ss 

mation, and in that state may be fatal with all the symp-_ a 

toms of perfect apoplexy. It may also, after continuing : 

. for some time in this state, pass into rammollissement | or 

suppuration; but it appears, that in some cases it terminates’ 

by induration of the part of the brain which has been the : 

and it appears probable that as the induration advances, the. 
- inflammatory appearance subsides; the part is then left i ina. 

“state of simple induration, and at a more advanced | period 

may pass into unhealthy suppuration. This state of disease 
- may either affect a considerable portion of the brain, from 

‘the surface downwards, or may be confined to a small cir-_ 

cumscribed portion in the substance of the hemisphere. In 

_ this case, the affected portion appears, in some instances, to 

be afterwards surrounded by a cyst, and this appearance 

’ has been called a tumour in the brain. It is probable that 

it is merely a part of the cerebral substance in a state of low 

scrofulous inflammation; that in its early stage, it is a dis- 

ease which may be cured; and that the formation around it of 

a cyst of coagulable lymph, or its termination by induration 
“of the part, are the points in its progress which give it the 

character of organic or hopeless disease. In either of these 

‘states 1t may be fatal after protracted symptoms, or it may 

terminate by suppuration. This affection, in its first stage, 
was observed by Burserius in the anterior part of the right 

| hemisphere, i ina man whodied after an illness of four months; 

on ~ 

ie: a 
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: seat of it. A degree of this occurred in Dr. Hay?’ s case, Pi) 
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- comatose and convulsed. In the state of suppuration, Bur- 

oa of the tight hemisphere under the squamous suture, in a man 

‘a ‘who had been affected for several months with intense head- 

"i _ ach, Madd convulsive tremors of the whole body, which were 
. “most severe'on the left side. He found another in the pos- 

terior part of the brain near the tentorium, in a woman who 
~ had been ill for several months with severe headach with- 
out, fever: ‘the pain was so intense as almost entirely to de- 

prive: her of sleep, and she seems to have been gradually 

worn out by the severity of it without any other remarkiy . 

Dlesymptom. | a ici 
’ © This form of chronic Hie Ro at a of a small part of the 

if brain is a disease of much interest. The symptoms may go 

, *, -on for several months, so as to assume the character of or- 
| _ ganic disease; they may remit, so as to resemble periodical 

headach; the disease may be fatal with symptoms resembling 

ee 

« 

-< 

apoplexy; orit may pass into permanent induration of the part | 

affected; or, after it has appeared to resist all our remedies, 

it may gradually subside. . This agrees exactly with the 

course of chronic or scrofulous inflammation, as we observe 

itin external parts. We see it in the eye, in the lympha- . 

tic glands, in the testicle, in the mamma, and in the cellular 

texture. It takes place rapidly, producing enlargement of 
the parts, and derangement of the functions; it may continue 

stationary for a considerable time; it may then terminate by 

unhealthy suppuration or ulceration, or by permanent indura- 

tion of the part; or, after resisting for a long time all our re- 

medies, it may gradually RE without leaving any per- 

‘manent change in the organization of the part. I think 

been ‘affected, with -constant pain 1 of ‘the Head near 
ie +a eluciphs of the left tains > convulsive . 

ate und a i 
wh o had ae 

‘a aitdeted saith: nate cite paroxyms, spe at canes ; 

-serius found one the size of a pigeon’s egg in the outer part | 
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es Sony ae is little doubt that soinethiog of this kind takes place’ 
ee “in the brain, and if this doctrine be admitted, the practical 

; bk an * YB ptieaton of it will be, that we shall be less disposed than’ ot 
* 

RE id we usually are, to consider ‘such cases as depending t upon 0 or- ; 
pak Gores panic disease, and paeees not the: objects of active. a 
aaa i a _ treatment. a ; Bi Pid Fret! non te 
5 ; i ‘ The progress of this interestin g affection i is well illustrated - 

ot » it under some varieties in the symptoms. A se ae we 

es. mentioned by Dr. Powel, was affected with severe headach 

ie pine which occurred in paroxysms: during the paroxysms, which 
ee a often continued for several hours, he had double vision, . 

a mental depression, and at one time muscular twitches and 

m * .. * » numbness of the left side. The ‘pulse was variable, being _ 
ee A 

sometimes a little frequent, and sometimes rather below the 

he was much relieved, but, after a short interval of relief, Py 
the complaint returned with great violence, and his vision 

be fe remained permanently double. After several aggravations ‘ 
») and remissions of this kind, he had at the end of three weeks ~ 

ee oe Se 

». ~~ .an interval of ease for more thana fortnight. The pain then 
"returned with violence, and was accompanied with spasmo- 

dic affections of the muscles of the neck. He then derived 
temporary relief from narcotics, and, soon after this, the. 

complaint assumed so much of a periodical character, that it. 

was treated by bark; the pulse at this time was natural. Un- 
ee: der this treatment the paroxysms became rather less severe, 

but not less frequent; and they were attended occasionally | 

by convulsive motions, which chiefly affected the right side. 

The paroxysms occurred at very uncertain intervals. They 

sometimes consisted of pain only, and sometimes of pain ac- 
companied by the convulsive motions. He died suddenly 

in a convulsive attack, two months after the commencement 

ur 4 ; of the complaint; for some time he had been considered as 

p 3 better, and had sat up for two hours on the day preceding 

mile Case XXV., and there are others on record which. show a 

a ee natural standard. By large and repeated blood-letting, vO a <<. 

“’ 
7 : 
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i sht 0 on. which hedied. The anterior ie of the right 
hemisphere * was found much changed in its structure and 

ind arated, sO ‘that it is described as a tumour. fe When the 

to rise higher than the neighbouring parts, and the cerebr il 

‘substance surrounding it was very soft. The morbid con- 
J dition here described is probably a different stage of the dis- 

_ attack 1 in Case XXV. a ata 
The affection may likewise pass into a still more chronic. 

greater length of time, but producing urgent symptoms; and 
may at last be fatal by suppuration, or without having sup- 
purated ; or, if it be seated in the superficial parts of the brain, 
it may terminate by the ulceration of the surface formerly 

referred to. A man mentioned by Dr. Anderson, received a— 
violent blow on the back of his head, from the boom of a ship, 

which fell upon him as he was stooping under it. After 
some time he had pain in the part, which became gradually 

: more severe, and, after eighteen months, brought on convul- 

| sive paroxysms of both upper and lower extremities, the vio- 
lence of which put an end to his life, after he had suffered 
‘from them for several months. Both hemispheres of the 

brain at the posterior part were found inflamed and much 

hardened. The diseased parts adhered closely to the dura 
miater, and to the falx; and the dura mater at that part was 
thickened and indurated. A man, aged 45, mentioned by the 
same writer, had been liable for several years to convulsive . 
paroxysms resembling epilepsy, but with this peculiarity, that 

the convulsion was confined to the right arm and leg. The 
attacks occurred at irregular intervals, generally once in three * * 

‘or four weeks, and were succeeded by stupor which continued 
about half an hour. Without any change in the complaint 
he was killed by an injury of the head. A portion of the left 

* 

=e 

| dura mater was first removed, the part thus affected appeared 

¥ ease which occurred in Cases XXV. and XXVI; and there. 

S Was a considerable similarity in the Smtr to the first + 

state of induration, in which it may be protracted for a “a 
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a and adhering to the dura mater. Baader relates the case of % 
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and tion se ; 405 
as much thick. 

iisphere « of the brain ‘ras found indurated, 

ened and hardened at -Extrava ated blood wa as found in an " 
a, ther part of the head, which appeared to have t een the he effect 

es ‘the injury, and the immediate. cause of * death had a man, _ ; 
aged 35, who had suffered for several months: ‘from. violent 4 

at pain in the forehead with epileptic paroxysms, ‘Morgagni found : 
fe the anterior part. of the right hemisphere of the brain indurated, ' 

a man, aged 40, who became suddenly epileptic, with pain 
Pend a particular part of the left side of the head. There was 
“exquisite sensibility of the surface of the. left hand and arm, 
so that the slightest breath of cold air upon them brought. on 
convulsive twitches, After an illness of five years he died : 

| rather suddenly. At the part which had been the seat of, pain, . 
there was superficial induration of a portion . of the brain, 

“and under the indurated part there was an abscess the size of 
an eng. Ar pea beh Meae ae . 

From the imperfect view now given of this subject, I think 
it will appear, that the inflammation of the cerebral substance 

” 

re ~ is an affection deserving accurate investigation. There is” 

évery reason to believe, that it exists in various degrees of ac- 

tivity; that in the most active form it advances speedily to ra- 

mollissement or suppuration; but that it also exists in a chro- 

nic form, in which its progress is very slow, so. that it may 
produce urgent symptoms for a considerable length of time, _ 
without having advanced beyond that stage i in which there is om 
a chance of recovery. ‘This latter form we have seen reason, 
to believe may afterwards pass into suppuration, or may ‘ter- 
minate by induration of the cerebral substance, and mai thus » 

assume the characters of organic disease. The disease may » 

” 

2 

.”” affect any part of the brain, and often appears to commence 

e _in a very small portion of it, and to extend gradually over a ; 
larger portion, It appears to be in cases of this kind that we. © » 
chiefly meet with some singular examples of gradual paraly- 

@ 
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sis, heginning perhaps in a ne slight degree, orina single | 
mus a re. and advancing. very rr. ah to more perfect Mt Gig 

| e extensive palsy. oA small part of the brain in each cases egy 
is is probably undergoing this low state of inflammation, gradu- eo wa 
willy gaining ground, and at t length terminating either “by fatal : 

‘coma or permanent paralysis. Fe as ies ee i ‘ : 
a dh; the palsy connected with these inflamma affee fons, /» we 
Bee is ‘sometimes, especially i in the early stages, violent p uae iy: 
in the affected limbs. In some cases, again, the loss of power — Be 

in is ‘accompanied by total loss of feeling; in others, the feeling | hy he 
; remains entire; and some remarkable examples are met with, FS a 

in which the feeling i is morbidly increased, A case of thi S | 

a. has been already referred to; another is mentioned : 
Lallemand, Th this case there had been, after a blow on. the Np, ane ry 

head, headach, impaired intellect; and weakness of the limbs. } i 
Six weeks after, there was a sudden attack of Joss of speech, . 
with palsy of the right side, and increased sensibility of the ci” | 

’ parts, so that a touch was painful. ‘Ten days after this, there « oat, Aah # 

was an attack of palsy of the left side, with fatalcoma. There = - * 
was an appearance of inflammation and extensive ramollisse- 
“ment of the cerebral substance of the left side, and on the 4.) Wh Arona 

\ right side, extravasation of blood, which had obviously been de. 
the origin of the fatal attack.. a gar Ys 

a . The disease occurs in the cerebellum in Se chronic we 

form which has now been referred to in regard to the brainy. 
it in some cases ‘exhibits nearly. the same symptoms, and in’ "a 

others.the symptoms are extremely obscure. A man men- ove 
tioned by Mr. Douglas had been for- three months affected tid, 
with pain in the forehead, which generally obliged him to | a 

sit with his head leaning forward; he had bad appetite and : 
disturbed sleep, but no other symptom. ‘He died suddenly i in 4 w 

an attack resembling syncope, having been foraday much . ¢,” 

better, with good appetite and quiet sleep. Anencysted ab- .#* go 
scess was found in the middle of the cerebellum, and a rup- , Y 

ture, of the left lateral sinus, which probably was the i imme: oe ae 
19 Oa og 

es , 
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. diate sainstont death.* ‘ji ae man,’ mentio pi Serres} after 
ie | ‘ Lablow on the back and. ihe perih the he: d, wit ich stunned. 

‘ him at the: time, had a certain Cea: 1 wal king, which 
»* _ made him always anxious { to ‘take ‘the arm of a friend ; and he 
P | had a: delicacy of his head, 1 which made him much ¢ affected | 
A ~ by a small. quantity of wine. i This < continued about eighteen - 

ae ae ~ Mhonths, when he became sad and irritable, with trembling of. 

og “the limbs.’ Soon after, the left leg 1 became paralytic, ‘and the 
ae arm of the. same side was numb and weakened. After: the 

: a & , se tion ofa seton'in the neck, the arm recovered, and three 
ee ea ~ months after this, the patient died with fever, delirium, and 
*, ae an affection of the bowels. There was disease it in the right 

ar a € of the cerebellum, with an abscess. and extensive sofien- 

td rs . ; ing. —In’another man, mentioned by the same writer, w who 

bs died in forty days, there was palsy of the right leg x with wasting 
? * ©. of the limb, but without loss of sensibility, the arm being little. 

ae if at all affected.. There was ramollissement of | the left lobe | do 
a F of the sees ae ocenpying ‘eth the centre of the left pe 
' 4 i duncle. ‘ " yitige Fi 

TO apt RA a wi Ge “SEOTION WWI Pate ify * 
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Feri alte’ TNL S MMA STON OF THE CENTRAL PARTS OF THE BRAIN— aa 
in ane THE CORPUS CALLOSUM, SEPTUM LUCIDUM, FORNIX, - ND 
i i 2 MEMBRANE LINING, THE eta of : it “cals t 

he P ene morbid Cention which I mean to consider under 
= this head, embrace: the various. forms. of disease which have rs 

usually been included under the term acute ‘hydrocephalus, 
ee We dn venturing to refer them to a place in the ion? strange 

mn i‘. ca | : — uel ; r *3 eer: ae 

as ha “Edin: Med. Ess. fia obser: bk vi. ey kee os #bs «oye i 

~~ a Recherches Sur Le Ceryelet.—J ournal u6 hse Se 

a 4 
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mento e the inflammatory haaesions of the brain, Ts may per- - 

haps be considered as‘advancing too rapidly to ‘a conclusion ; 

‘regard to the pathology, of this important class ¢ of diseases. © 
But from all that 1. have observed of the affections themselves, 

and from: the’ analogy of the’ corresponding diseases in other ~ 
~ parts of the brain, I have now'ver ry little hesitation i in arranging ; 

them in this manner. "I shall. state the erounds which’ have 
induced me to take this view of the subject, and, confining . 

myself ina great measure to a faithful relation of facts, shall 
merely | 4 bee the i weheat as one of much interest io, farther. 

7 “observation. wie 
ue SOE 

, 1 

The nie seems to Iubesent itself: under two "dilferedia. be 
statis In the one, the inflammation appears to be seated in 

the membrane lining the ventricles; i in the other, in the white “ 
matter forming the fornix, septum lucidum, and corpus callo-* 

sum.» Tn the former case, we find the ventricles filled with a 

turbid or milky fluid, sometimes containing shreds of coagu- 
Table lymph, and sometimes having entirely the characters of. 

purulent matter. . These appearances are often combined 
with a deposition if flocculent matter or false membrane on 

‘the surface of the choroid plexus, or on the inner surface of 
the membrane lining the ventricles, and sometimes with ra-_ 

a) mollissement of the cerebral matter immediately surrounding 

_ them. In the latter case, the affection presents itself in the 

form of: ramollissement or white pulpy degeneration of the 
parts affected. The septum lucidum is found perforated by 
a ragged irregular opening; from the softened portion uae 

fallen out. The forftix has lost its consistence’ in the same 

manner; and either has lost its figure, by having fallen daae 
into a soft irregular pulpy mass, or, retaining in some degree 

its figure, while it is not disturbed, falls asunder when the 
most gentle attempt is made to raise it. The lower part of 

the corpus callosum is often affected, though, I think, more 
rarely than the other parts; and there is frequently a similar 

degeneration of the cerebral matter immediately surrounding 

%. 
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the’ lodeinicles, tis generally, but not always accomp: nie 
by. effusion i in the ventricles 0. lipid) fluid. The substance 

hie 3 is the product of the disease, is ‘of: a pure: white colour, 
without fetor, and without the slightest resemblance { to purus 
“ent matter. It sometimes shows a slightly fibrous texture, _ 
‘but in general i is entirely « ofa soft pulpy sige eae without — 
any cohesion of parts. 5 6) ae ph 
From all that I have observed of this eee I ae, no 

* hesitation i in considering it as the termination of inflammation. 
in ‘these particular parts. It is an appearance of very fre- 
quent. occurrence, and. seems to hold an important. place in 
the pathology of the brain, and particularly i in the pathology 
of acute hydrocephalus. A most interestin F* point in the 
history of it is, that it may be fatal witl.out effusion, and_ 
without any other. morbid appearance, though with all the* 
symptoms which are usually considered as indicating acute 
hydrocephalus. The first case of it which I shall present 
seems to establish the inflammatory origin of the affection, by 

'- -showing the perforation of the septum lucidum; surrounded 

by a ring of inflammation; I shall then show it as the only 

morbid appearance in cases which were fatal with the usual 
symptoms of acute disease in the brain; and finally, shall sub- 

mit a selection of cases, showing its connexion with serous: 

effusion in the various forms of acute hydrocephalus. In re-. — 

gard to the pathology of this affection, | may also refer to the 
facts formerly adduced with respect to the ramollissement i in 
other parts of the brain. Some of them seem to furnish the 
‘most satisfactory evidence of the inflammatory origin of this 

appearance, by enabling us to trace in the same mass, one 

¢ part in a state of inflammation, and another in a state of | rae 

ollissement, and the one distinctly passing into the other. © 

~ I shall begin this part of the subject by an example of bi 
affection, which seems to be rare—inflammation confined to 
. membrane lining the ventricles. Caney 
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| ei Xn. —A child, aged ten months (Si anuary, y, 1819,) 
| 7 d fever, starting and vomiting; tongue white; bowels sie 

; heat: 4 7 
2 

7 te 

gre 

nate. After a week the symptoms abated; his sleep became. 
| calm, and he was at times playful; “but the’ vomiting continued 
with frequent: pulse. . 

any remarkable change in the symptoms for nine or ten days; ( 

In this manner, he continued without 

bit then became affected with squinting and blindness, and 
very rapid pulse, and the vomiting continued; he died three 
days after the occurrence of these symptoms, and death was 

_Preceded by a slight convulsion. 
_Inspection.—The ventricles were distended punted ‘ite. 

ounces of fluid, which was turbid, and contained i in it flakes 

of yellow coagulable lymph. The lining membrane of the 
ventricles was thickened, and was easily separated by dis- 

Section: itsinner surface was covered by a thick coating of 

- soft yellow adventitious membrane. 

appeared to be thickened, and the pineal gland was distend- 
ed with a greenish fluid. On the posterior part of the ce- 

The septum lucidum 

-rebellum, the arachnoid, to the extent of a crown piece, was 

~ thickened and covered by adventitious membrane; betwixt — 
it and the pia mater at this place, there was some pee 

of puriform matter. 

A case considerably similar to this in the morbid appear- ry 

“ances, is related by Golis,* though the progress was much. — 
Achild more rapid, and the symptoms were more violent. 

aged 14 months, after arestless night, was seized with vio- 

lent fever and general convulsion, which subsided after to- 

pical bleeding, but soon returned with ‘great aye, © ac- 

* Golis on Hydrocephalus Acutus, Case H. . 
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co! q mpanied by spinal ‘cramps, hemiplegia, blindness, dilated 
pupil, and distortion ‘ofthe face; he died the same night, 

| about. thirteen hours after the ‘attack. ‘The ventricles con- 
= tained three ounces of turbid fluid; the inner surface of the | 
‘yentricles and the surface of the choroid plexus were seterpaa 
by adventitious membrane; . and. a similar . deposition was 
found on the. corpus callosum, and on the convolutions of the . 
brain. The same appearance is mentioned by this author in 

several other cases. ‘Inflammation must have existed i in the 

same part ina case, former] y described (Case XIV.,)in which, 

along with extensive meningitis, there was purulent matter 

filling t the ventricles. Morgagni describes a case in an adult, 
in which the left ventricle was found full of purulent matter 

without any disease of the cerebral substance. The charac- 

ters of this case were fever, apoplectic symptoms, delirium, 

convulsions, and palsy of the right side. 

§ I]. —Tue InrFLAMMATORY ORIGIN OF THE RAMOLLISSE- 
me hy MENT OF THE SEPTUM LUCIDUM. 

MOnen XLV. A a aged 6, about two months before 
her death, had a violent and obstinate diarrheea, by. which 

she was much emaciated; after three or four weeks it abated i 2 

considerably, and for a fortnight she was better. ‘She was, 3 % 

then seized with severe pain of the belly, vomiting and. ; 

headach, the bowels being rather obstinate. The pain of ? 
the head was violent, and chiefly referred to the forehead. 
The pulse was from 30 to 40 in a minute, and there | was ae 

a constant convulsive motion of the right arm and leg. ‘With- 

out any remarkable change in the symptoms, she sunk gra- E 

~ dually into stupor, and died after two days of perfect, coma, | 

about a fortnight from the commencement of the headach. 
The convulsive motion of the right arm and leg continued 

through the whole course of the disease, and almost to the 

moment of death. The pulse continued from 30 to 40 ina mi- 

= aie 
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nitdioutl a rw aye before her death, tia: sit! rose to 70, 
and occasionally fOr SO eR ON oe ig i ge 
“Inspection. ~The ventricles of the brain ‘were distended 

with colourless fluid. In the septum lucidum, there. was” a 

ragged irregular opening from loss of substance, and ‘the 

“opening v was surrounded by a ring of inflammation. The 
: “inner surface of the ventricles was in a state of high vascu- 
4 “arity, and the cerebral substance immediately pounding 

‘them, was in some places considerably softened and broken 

- down. In the anterior part of the left hemisphere, a por- 
tion of the brain was dark-coloured and firmer than natural, 
and | some small hard tubercles were imbedded in it. The 

inner surface of the caput coli and of the ascending colon 
was of a dark red ‘colour, and large patches were > elevated | 
into a dark red fungus. Al Sire 

§. II. —Ramouuissement OF THE CENTRAL PARTS FATAL 
4 ; WITHOUT EFFUSION. ay é. 

Vial 

ok XLVI. —A woman, aufoak: 30, Asis Jan; 1816 ») 
‘was affected with violent pain in the head, which extended 

"| across from temple to temple. She was extremely restless, 
a tossing from one side of the bed to the other, owing to the in- 

si tensity of the pain; eyes slightly suffused, and impatient of 
‘ight; pupils contracted; the pulse 60, soft and rather weak; 
tongue white. She was bled repeatedly, both generally and 
topically, and used purgatives, cold applications to the head, 

ES blistering, &c. For three days she appeared much reliev ed; 
py ste violent pain was removed, and she complained of pain 

only when she moved her head; pulse from 80 to 90. She 

was quite sensible, but considerably oppressed and inclined to 

lie without. being disturbed. On the 22d, her speech was 
. affected; she was sensible of it herself, and said that ‘she felt 

a difficulty in getting out her words;” pulse 112. . (23d and 

24th,) Increasing stupor, and at times incoherence, but, when 
iy 
ee 
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roused, she anjweted questions Soniesiog double vision; made 
> complaint, but said her ai “tot better, Pulse from 12, 

,. oe: 120. (25th,) Increasing s (26th,) ‘Complete « coma 
and dilated pupils muaeti 106 af of good strength; died in 
‘the night. a, % Seg a an hee es. 

~ 

_ofit. The fornix was reduced to a soft white mass, Ww 

o | Inspection. —The ‘ohiiy . ae Laciganah oat broken 
down into a soft white pulpy mass, ‘There ‘ was no effasion 

| in the even tia ‘is no other disease in any part of the braing 
Wy hy Nithy if * 

Cass XLVI. ain man, dba, 36, a blacksmith, hae been 
for some months affected with pectoral complaints, which 
were considered as phthisical. On the 10th of N ovember, 

1818, being suddenly told of the death of his daughter, who 
died of phthisis, he instantly complained of headach; and, af 

ter another day or two, a remarkable change was observed - 
in his temper, which became uncommonly fretful and iras-. 
cible. He still complained of constant headach, which was" 
much increased by motion; his pulse varied from 70 to 110. 
In this state he continued for a week, without any alleviation 
of the headach. In the second week, he began to be slightly F 
delirious, with a tendency to stupor, the headach continuing. ‘ ! 

very severe. He became gradually more and more oppressed, © 
and at last comatose; and, after perfect coma of four days’ 
continuance, died on the 27th. . His pectoral symptoms had wd 

entirely subsided after the commencement of the complaints 

? in his head. did not see this patient during his ot = 

was present at the examination of the body. 

Inspection. —The membranes of the brain were very yas- Che 

eular. There was no effusion in the ventricles beyond the ' § 

usual quantity. The septum lucidum was much broken’ 
down, and a large opening was formed through the centre my 

z a = = 

could not be raised. ‘There was no other morbid appear- 

| ance in any part of the brain. The lungs were extensive- 

ly tubercular, and in some places suppurated. 

‘ 
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; ne wey pI]; dined wf vi nt pain in the forehead, which was oes ae 
cons Iidonatant he for ‘several days; and, after a day ¢ or uk De 

was accompanied by dilated pupils and? distortion. of” . 
he ey yes upwards... This: was followed by delirium and, ae oe ¢ ‘? 

1s hodie retraction of the head; she died « on’ the cighteontht 4y wet a & 

5 day « e disease, without perfeet coma. The ventricles _ a8; ie 

re t e brain ec contained but'a few drops of fluid.. ‘There was “tars «: 
% ext sive ramollissement of the corpus callosum, septum. i. ig! ti 
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Cae fornix, without any change of colour of er 

rts.’ The vessels of the membranes were distended with — . 
! ds there: -was no other morbid, appearance in any part. pe ‘ya i 

votthe brain. The patient of M. Lallemandt was'a woman **.” "ga te &y 

f 4¢ years of age, who: died ‘after’an illness of about four- ."» vi MS a ate 
en +t the Principal symptoms were, fever. with violent. . my re 4 ae oe 

sium, and ‘convulsive movements. » There was extreme’, ae “a . 

| for some days, afterwards somnolence and ‘con-, ites «gi . 

bs the ‘limbs, with extreme sinking. The brain ° ’ Mies" ee, 

> “was. found entirely sound, with the exception of the « Corpus, rag 

*, ‘callosum and fornix, which we were Sansiomned into a species: ‘Ter: , i 

. & se ei | ; 
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f * - Senn, Recherches sur la Meningite ‘Ate des Enfans, Case yee 

i ia Recherches sur ee aa tome, i.’ of 184, - 
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"y IV. _—Ramouiissemen oF THE c CENTRAL ‘PARTS COMBINED. 

R pew WITH SEROUS EFFUSION, CONSTITUTING THE MOST COMMON ae. 

‘a Sie 8 yORM OF ACUTE) ‘HYDROCEPHALUS, oe ag) 4 # e 2 we ai 

4 * , * 5 A 

*/ Sera i | wer ee ee 
" wil Mes of + ea +», 

fe 

5 Ve ce fe XLVUI. yyy oye sth 12, eveaat 1818 a a e 
< Ween for several weeks observed to be languid and declining ; at 

_in,strength, with some cough and, pain in,his breast. | Ay Fs v 
A | fortnight before death, he began to complain of his head, fn due 

" was then first confined to: bed. . After a week, when he was * 

- first seen by'a medical, man, he still complained much of 

his head, was oppressed, and answered questions slowly and . it. 

a 
_ » » heayily; had some diarrhcea and frequent, pulse. The ops 

. pression increased, and four days before his, death he ‘lost be 

his speech and the power of the right side. This was fol- ma >t 

‘lowed by blindness and perfect coma,.and he died about 
the 14th day from the commencement of the affection’ of 

the head, the pulse having continued einai frequent 

through the whole course of the disease. 

Inspection.—Al) the ventricles were distended with fluid; 
the septum and fornix were so completely broken down, ~~~ 

that the two lateral ventricles and the third ventricleseemed > 

to form one cavity; there was also extensive ramollissement. ~~ 

of the cerebral substance on the anterior part, so that the ‘nl 

eavity thus formed by the ventricles extended within half. ~ 
an inch of can anterior part of the brain. | , nee of 

ce i 

” 

Cass XLIX.—A boy, aged 7, (October, 1818 had gr B . 

ver, and headach, which was referred chiefly to the back = + 
part of the head; and the bowels were obstinate. After six 

or seven days, the pulse came down to the natural standard. ‘y 

The headach continued without any remarkable symptom -  * 
till a few hours before his death, when he’fell into a gene- | 

ral state of tonic spasm of the whole body. He died after 
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. ©» cepatiauing ino this state “yee or “itn hours a about the 14th. 

pA ae the disease. “There had been in. this case no coma, 

bat he: had continued quite sensible till the’ attack of the 
"convulsive affection. Se ee , 

eS 

Ege ye OT Nf 

. Inspection. —The ventricles were disténdéd with fluid, 
A ea there was extensive ramollissement of the septum and 

_ fornix, and of the cerebral’ matter. immediately surrounding 
c mA the ventricles. | : 

de aoe | | , 
Casu Ta ead young man, aged 20, sth Septem- 

ber, 1814,) was affected with violent headach, extreme. 

" restlessness and some delirium; face flushed; pulse 60. He 
“had been unwell so as to keep the house for a week, but.’ 

4 had been only occasionally in bed; the symptoms had been | 

* much increased for two days; pulse on the former days from 

ih 

e 

wi 

Y 

_ 80 to 90. Large and repeated blood-letting, and the other | 
Ps ' usual remedies, were employed with activity. 
% _ (19th.and 20th,) No improvement; violent headach, and 

“th a a good deal of delirium; pulse from 75 to 80. 

oe (21st and 22d,) Less delirium; pulse 80. 
(23d and 24th,) Continued better; pulse from 80 to 84. 

$3" if (25th,) A tendency to stupor; began not to know those 
§ Qabout him.” 

- (27th,) Perfect coma, in which he lay for four days, and 
then died. . His pulse had continued from 75 to 84. 

deal found in the base of the skull. The fornix was broken 

down into’a shapeless mass of white pulpy matter. From 

similar destruction a large opening had been formed in the 
septum lucidum, and there was also considerable softening 

of the cerebral matter immediately surrounding the lateral 

ventricles. There ‘was a deposition of. false membrane on 

. the upper surface of the cerebellum... 
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Inspection.—Much ‘fluid in the ventricles, and.a. good . 

. | 
2 7 Cise 0 man, aged 21, (3d Sept. 1816,) was af- 

oy 
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fallen to 48,.and: he had occasionally.double vision: . On. td 

the 9th, he was sitting up and dressed, his pulse 60. ‘He’ x 

3 i: not confined till about the 7th day. \ From the 7th to the ” 

14th day, he was confined chiefly to bed, complaining prin- 
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: “+ eadeoa iiihe viblent bet, eee of Aight, and ‘ey *S 
en yomiting; had ‘an oppressed. look, with a fixed ase aie 

\ pression of his eyes; pulse’ 70 and strong 3 had been ill sixty’ "4 
days; a and for three days had vomited ante every thing 

‘he had taken. After blood-letting and the other usual re- oe 

< 
‘ “iamedies, his headach was very much relieved, and he was 

_» free from vomiting for two days’ On the 7th, he was. free 
from headach, ‘and his look was natural; but. his pulse had», 

was free from headach; tongue clean, and he had some ap- 

petite, but the double vision was constant: | 

(10th,) Vision natural; in other respects as before. . 

(1ith,) Pulse 96; made no complaint, but ct was” aay 

vacant, and the pupils were dilated; there had been. some - 

delirium i in the night. | ; 4 
my bs 

(12th,) Pulse 96; considerable delirium, vision natural. mia A 

(13th,) Increasing stupor. (14th,) Perfect coma, pulse > 

120..»Died on the 15th. . boa 
ay 

Inspection.—All the ventricles were Bisteneled with 4 

fluid. The fornix was broken down into a soft pulpy mass " 

which could not be raised. The other parts of the brain © 

were healthy. ‘ i 
* *, 

Casz LII.—A:gentleman, aged 21, had been*for some > | 

time affected with cough and océasional, hemoptysis.” I no F 
the beginning of December, 1823, he began’ to complain: offy 9 

headach; he was not confined, but, on the contrary, walked ahs. bs 

in one day a distance of eight’ or nine miles after the head- | . 

ach began. The headach increased gradually, but he was rea’ 
ae 

cipally of sickness and giddiness, and occasional vomiting. 

On some days there was headach; on others, little or none. 

On Monday the 15th, he was up and dressed for some hours, 
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3 he died i in the night. Brahe the commencement gh | 
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ptum cidum and of both the thalami; the ventricles wert a eg, 
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Py cases illu: trative of some of the most important varieties in” Ly 2a “hese 
oe 1e symptoms, and ‘showing the disease at various ages and . at. a a 
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+A.stout boy, aged’6, had ,been for séyeral days’ feverish ag * 2 *. | 

| Mane mal of pain.in his bélly.» . After’ the operations ; ‘ f ‘J 

ve ‘medicine, his’ pulse came*down. to the natural Sey y Lt Bi st 
; he. continued languid and listless, but’ nade! n i’ *y 3 gs 
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* * “this state of pote coma, W with “eeGueat convulsive oN oo 
‘A ‘ of the left arm and leg, for Six days, and then died, his. £ 

“pulse having continued ‘steadily at 120 and upwards. “On ns 

. _the 12th and 13th, being the 9th and ‘Voth days of the dis- x 
ease, the pupils, which were ‘partially dilated, were distinct- a 

if. dy observed to dilate farther upon the admission of light, ~ ‘ 

Inspection. —The ventricles contained about four ounces . 

~ of fluid. There was extensive ramollissement of the sep: 

tum and fornix, and of the cerebral substance immediately. tk « 

surrounding the ventricles; this was most gee on © 
the left side. , Tie 

= 

pies LIV.—7Two distinct denatdls of coma. eA Be . 

‘ aged 13, (13th June, 1822,) had slight headach, with some — 
vomiting and fever. After four days, the headach increased — 

and the pulse fell to 60.—5th day, Coma.- He came out _ 

of thecoma on the following day, and the only. prominent” 

symptom was remarkable obstinacy of his bowels, which 

was only got the better of after two days by repeated doses « © 

of croton oil; he then seemed much relieved, made very © 

‘little complaint of his head, was quite free from stupor, and 
the pulse was natural.» On the following day, he complained =” 

rather more of his head, then relapsed into coma, and died A 

on the’12th day after some convulsion. | : 

Inspection.—The ventricles were distended with fluid,» 

and there was extensive ramollissement of the fornix and. : 

septum, and of the lower part of the pn callosum. 

ee 

Casze LV.—HAydrocephalis, with Fae A Palen githe 
aged 3, after.being three days languid and» complaining of » * 

_ some headach and pain.in the bowels, was first confined to . 
bed onthe 4th June, 1822. She was oppressed, the pulse 

100; there was some vomiting; and she complained ¢ of head- 

ach, which seemed to be Pat, chiefly ‘to the right | side 

of the head. For a week the usual remedies were em- 

~ 
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e ae erst was little baatice? in the ‘sy! picnte | ‘On 
peal palsy took ieee in’ the left a arm, ey a 

“ 

. pulse but complete coma took place only two Be before “ 
a death, which happened on the 22d._ | 
% (Inspection. —The ventricles were distended Oa “fluid, 
oe “Inthe substance of the right hemisphere, very near the ven 

m ~" tricle, there was a considerable portion in a state of complete 
ag “ramollissements and, contiguous to,this, anteriorly, there was) _ 

CE a long and narrow portion of the cerebral substance in a state é 
at f remarkable induration. 

fie as ea 
' . 

m ae she fell cists a Code state, with dilated hee ia slow 

Case Pree 100 an adult with very obscure symptoms . 
~ and fatal after the coma had disappeared. A lady, aged 

 ..30, about the 5th June, 1824, was exposed to cold and fatigue — 
' ‘during the flow of the menses, which ceased’ prematurely, 
| “F After this, she was for some days observed to be remarkably 

i. “languid, dull, and depressed. ‘The pulse was natural; she 

“complained of slight headach, but her appearance had excited 

an apprehension rather of aberration of mind than of any bo-, 
dily complaint, and in this‘manner the affection went on for 

- nine or ten days. I saw her on the 15th; she was then. odd 

in her manner, abrupt and absent but quite sensible when 
.* spoken to; complained of slight headach; pulse a little frequent. 

/On the 16th,she was much oppressed, and on the 17th, ina 

state of nearly perfect coma, which continued on the 18th. 
* .- On the 19th, after free purging with croton oil, she came out 

- of the coma entirely, was quite sensible to every thing, and 

no alarming symptom remained, except that she sometimes 
saw objects remarkably distorted, and sometimes double. At 
other times, her vision was quite natural; the pulse was fre- 

* — quent, and the tongue loaded. In this state she continued for 

» several days; she then complained again of headach; there 
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“, un m4 Be there SE nsive Apsin it mies) se 

co oe. ©)“ fornix. ‘There “was ne no Other, morbid appenradee | % 
Gal * ee! ee ems Ms je hae he 
Bs a Casz LVI, —Remarkuble, TEMISSIONS » dnd te 
Suche Eats convalescence: « A boy,'aged 7; (20th: October, 1024, 
ft A 5 Oe plained of pain inthe back of his, head, with fever a - 
Pia healt 9 vomiting. “Topical bleeding, purgatives, &e. were | empl 

‘se at she and, af - being an object of some anxiety for: s« sev ca 

ae ‘ me (a becthet having a short time before died ofan all 

ra y ee “the: brain,) he gradually improved, and on. the me 

1s ° was free from complaint, and going about. the” ak 
ioe se “rently i in his usual healthy ‘On the evening of, the 
“+ © s was suddenly seized with violent convulsion, » which 1 returl 

# 
? 

ae se! 
P ee 

an 

ier ie i eg “through the night every two hours, leaving, rie in the inter-* 
Ay ne ey v yf “vals ina state’ of coma; the pupils dilated, and. ‘insensible. ad 
% batik ) 4, ) On the'29th, he was nearly comatose the whole day, the pulse ee 
, e ia he if “weak, and ‘varying in frequency from 60 to. 120, “General ie 

AP up gee and topical bleeding, purgatives, &c. had been -emplo yeds> 4 
>.) % © (30th,)., Became ‘quite sensible; the eye natural; pulse st Pee 
"a © fréquent.. He complained slightly of the back of tele de fo a 
«=, «*which more topical bleeding was employed, with purgatives... 5 
(eS He then improved progressively; the pulse was from 80 to % 

) ~ and he was free from complaint, except that the bowels were a, 
| _ © dorpid, and the stools unhealthy, and that the pupil was large, ia 

“ » .¢ “® and contracted slowly on the admission of light. - In this state. 
hk 25a “he continued several days, when the convulsion returned with bs oe 
ie 8? 4." _ greater aay axity five or six times, leaving him as before i Be i 
Bev +s state of coma.” From this he recovered partially, but sunk | 

: Bagel and died ina Hey Bay. For two 0 seas days 
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before his’ death, sen appeared to be) cofiiderable palsy of ) 
the left 2 armpamdves, “Pte 2 GS ar ae FS Oe 

Lit eed ae 
ee, spection.There was extensive effiision. in the es é 

el les, and extensive ramollissement of the fornix, » “The: right 

Tamina of the septum lucidum was in a state of ratndlliament 
vat the anterior part, occupying about the half of it; and» ‘the ig: 

25 left lamina was) in the same condition in its posterior half: 2 

_ there was no perforation. 4 ‘ | 

ua interesting modification of this affection is ‘that ahiei 
1 MiRecsencs upon other diesases, chiefly of a chronic nature, © 

% especially affections of the lungs; and the remarkable circum- 

___ stance in these cases is, that the pectoral symptoms generally 
"Cease after the commencement of the symptoms inthe head. 9 ~ 
. The three following cases will illustrate the principal forms . i, 8 

of this affection. ie Brey 

oe. “Case LVII.—An ingenious artist, aged 30, had been’ af- 

" fected for some years with cough and expectoration, which 
pee! decidedly purulent; but, though much confined: to the 

| » house, he was able to attend to his business as an engraver. ge 

_ \ Inthe beginning of June, 1819, being one day considerably — 
. agitated i in the discussion of some business in whiclyhe thought — 

. ‘nui imself ill used, he felt uneasiness in his head, and soon after 

_ his speech | became very indistinct. The headach increased, 
and was chiefly felt in the left side and back of the head, and 

| _ the pain extended to the upper part of the neck; his speech 
; continued much impaired; the pulse from 90 to 96. The) — 

usual remedies were employed, with partial and temporary ~~ 
benefit.» ‘The case was drawn out to nearly three weeks, 
without any remarkable change in the symptoms. , He sunk 
gradually into coma, and died; the see complaints Sei : a 

subsided as those in the head advanced. st A a 

» Inspection.—There was extensive effusion i in the & Intrioles 

‘of the brain, and complete destruction by pcb megwnint of . 
ae iy 91 
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| f. % RAMOLLISSEMENT OF ‘THE CENTRAL PARTS. — 

7 

oer 
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_ the countenance was remarkably vacant, and he still eet hes . 

< the penebral. matter Plates ye, ventricles. 

ye nm 

¥ 
fe . L' r - 

ys | - 

septum lucidum, fornix, part the corpus callosum, and 
n the upper © 

ye pth Pongal ina a stake. ‘of great Sodammaife and “intemnallyt | 
presenting an irregular’ mass of ulceration; the lungs in other 

i were EY: ee pe die 
co epee: 

PeCise LIX. 2 gentleman, aged 24, had been affected for 
about eight months with cough and expectoration. In Au- 
gust, 1824, he was seized with copious hemoptysis, and had 
frequent attacks of it during August and September. In Oc- 
tober this ceased, but the cough continued severe, with copious 

purulent expectoration and great loss of flesh and strength. 
In the end of November, he began to complain of headach, 
which continued from this time to affect him considerably, — 

accompanied by occasional vomiting; the cough and expecto- 

ration continuing. From this time he became much less able 
for exertion than formerly, but no remarkable change was ob- 

served in the symptoms till the first week of J anuary, - “when 
one evening he suddenly lost his speech. He recovered it 
eore next day, but complained of headach, and was listless 
and languid. On the third day he lost his speech again, and 
recovered it on the fourth. He lost it again on the fifth, and 
on the sixth recovered it. From this time his speech Eon ht 

tinued tolerably distinct, but he gradually sunk into a kind 
fatuous state, with occasional paroxysms of high delirium, and 
repeated convulsive affections of the face and upper extremi- 
ties. The pulse continued nearly natural; the expression ‘4 

Jy complained of his head. “He thus gradually sunk into coma, 
and died in about three weeks from the time when he first” . 

‘lost his speech. From the commencement of this attack his 
cough ceased entirely, until a few days before his death, ee 
it returned in a very slight degree. ee 
_Inspection.—There was considerable effsion | in the ven- 
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OCCURRING IN PHTAISICAD éises." my eae 

\ foiled and: extensive ramollissement’ of She septum, fornix, , 

and adjoining parts. Along the base of the brain, there was 
an “esta ‘deposition of yellow adventitious membrane of 

considerable thickness.. There was extensive tubercular 
"disease i in both lobes of the ees wave numerous 8 large ve vo: 
mice, ” Nea a au Coa ) a 

om Lives N lady, aged 28, had been*for some months in 
winter 1823-24 affected with cough, considerable expectora- 

tion; some uneasiness in the chest, great loss of flesh and 

strength, and quick pulse. She came to Edinburgh about the 
20th of May, 1824; the cough then subsided remarkably, + 

~ which was ascribed by her friends to the change of air, and 
in a few days it entirely ceased. She then continued pretty 
well till about the 27th, when she began to complain of head- 
ach, and for the next three days she was dull and silent, 
seemed absent and low-spirited, and complained that her sight 
was dim... She was partly in bed, but her pulse was natural. 

On the 31st, the pulse began to rise, and there was conside- 
“rable incoherent talking. . I saw her for the first time on the 
following day, the first of June; her look was then absent, va- 

‘eant, and anxious, and she talked a little incoherently, but un- — 

derstood what was said to her; there was double vision and ~ 

slight squinting, the pulse very frequent. (2d,) Sight seemed — 
much impaired, pupil dilated, much wild talking at times, but 
she knew those about her, and answered distinctly when spo- 
ken to; pulse vapid and feeble—died. in woe night without — 

coma. 
Inspection.—The ventricles of the Beait were Aucold 

‘with a large quantity of fluid, and there was extensive ramol- 
lissement of the septum, and all the central parts. About 
and above the optic nerves, there was a considerable deposi- 
tion of coagulable lymph in a firm, dense, opaque state. ‘The 

lungs were tolerably healthy in their structure, but there were 

- 
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Ww i some of the most remarkable varieties in the symptoms. F 
eRe a fair and candid review oft the whole subject, I think we can 
we “ have little hesitation i in concluding, that this is the: ordinary — | 

a ” rm. of the disease, which is commonly called acute hydro- a 
aes | alus; that it is originally an inflammatory affection, chie r'D 
|. seated in the substance of the central parts of the brain; tha 
«at generally terminates by ramollissement of these parts, ct aes | 
is ined with serous effusion in the ventricles ; and that it. may 
(i. i (Oe be e fatal by the ramollissement alone, even of small extent, but ; 

i ae with all the symptoms which are commonly: consider ? das ¥ | 
» ~~ characteristic of acute hydrocephalus. ‘The cases likewise, 
i m. exemplify various important varieties in the symptoms. Wer Fl 
i xe. atire seen in some of them, perfect coma of long continuance ? 
a ~ "| without any effusion; and in others, extensive Ee 

i’ any degree of coma. We have seen again the coma a 
a * "removed, and yet the disease go on to its fatal terminatio . 

mn Pow We have: seen every variety in the state of the pulse, of ot 
<. _ vision, and of the intellectual functions; and we have en tk 

3 ae , Ts disease run its course without any complaint of pain or any 
er * _ symptoms indicative of danger, until the patient was unex- ik 

fi -pectedly. found in a state of profound coma. These an | 
many other varieties, presented by the cases which have on on 

eo 

described, show us the danger of being guided by satan ite 7! ‘ 
% ‘our fasted of affections of the brain, and the necessity thi a 

there still is for ‘extensive and careful observ ation of fac is in 
geste e this class of diseases. : “ “ist oda 
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. »form ‘of the disease which pat: n a 
-conesive tobe to be the more common modifivatior of acute hy- 
etn cephalus; but it is to, be kept in mind. ‘that serous « effu- 
Ba takes place i in the brain under other forms. Min" some © 
: these itis connected with inflammatory affections of other 
‘parts: of the brain or of the membranes; but. it may take — 

"place without exhibiting any other appearance, exeepting 

w “the simple effusion. As a contrast to the cases now de- 
Gece I shall add two examples of hydrocephalus which’ 

presented simply serous effusion in the ventricles, with- 
out any other morbid appearance in the brain; and, with | 

g ae to these two cases, I think it right to add, that fg 
i are the only examples of this kind which I find among my: 

notes of cases of idiopathic hydrocephalus. It will be seen 
that they exhibit the disease in its most insidious and chro- 
nic form, and present a remarkable contrast to the active. 
symptoms in some of the former cases. 
age. 
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~ CAsE LXI.—A boy, aged 9, was affected with slight 
" headaeh, foul tongue, bad appetite, and disturbed ppc. 

y alse from 96 to 100. The first weck of his illness was 
passed. with these slight symptoms; he was one day ee 

and another rather worse; his headach was sometimes gone 

for a great part of the day, and never severe. ‘Towards the — 
- end of the ae week, there appeared to be a want of 

correspondence in the symptoms, the headach being greater _ 
and more permanent than accorded with the degree of fe- 
ver; but, even in the 13th and 14th days, the complaint 

had still much the appearance of the mildest form of con- 
tinued fever, and \ was considered in that light by a physi- 
cian of the firsteminence. During the second week, how- 
ever, the headach had become more severe, while the other 

¥ 
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febrile symptoms had Deen diminishing. On the 15th day 

Di? "n't the 17th, there was coma, with some squinting; the — 
1k Aa. Be ‘pulse below the natural standard. On the 18th, the pulse 

PAA began to rise, and the coma was diminished. On the 19th 
“and 20th, he was distinet and intelligent, tongue clean, 

Pipe some appetite, pulse 96. On the following day, his ap- 
b "pearance was less f favourable: he then sunk gradually into. 

Mi coma, with squinting, and died about the 30th day of. the” 
_ disease. The pulse had risen to 120, and in the last week. " 
there had been some slight return of convulsion. | 

Inspection. —All the ventricles of the brain were found 
distended with clear serous fluid; there was no other mor- 

bid appearance, except considerable turgidity of vesielge on 
the surface of the brain. 

- a 

Casz LXII.—A gentleman, aged 24, was affected with: 

“an nM ae On the 16th day; there was alight convulsion. ae 

a 

slight headach, and unusual listlessness and inactivity. _ He; j 7 

PY ascribed the complaint to cold, and for the first week | ‘con- 
tinued to attend to his business. In the second week, he 

” had considerable headach, shivering, debility, bad appetite, 

foul tongue, and disturbed sleep, pulse about 112. To- 

ar, 

wards the end of this week, his friends observed once or oe 

twice a slight and peculiar forgetfulness. In the third week 
_ his pulse came down rapidly to 72; his tongue became clean; Ke 
he made little or no complaint of his head, but there was. 

occasionally a degree of incoherence, which was slight and 

transient, and a singular forgetfulness on particular sub- 
~ jects, which was observed by his friends, but did not ap- 

eG pear in his intercourse with his medical attendants. The 
y ” pulse continued slow for two days, and then rose rapidly ro 

ate aw 130, with increase of delirium. After a few days more, — 
Ta the delirium again subsided, and great hopes were enter- 

tained of his recovery; but the delirium soon returned, and 
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, wagitlpidly followed by blindness; coma, he death. ‘He b ter 
died about the middle of the fourth week of his illness, ch eM 

:4 ‘did no t see this patient during his ‘life, but t waa aie at th. a ae 
e examination of the body. : . y 

" distended with clear serous fluid, without any other morbid | 
appearance. 

+ ott : * ao"! 

‘The pathology of cases of this Kind i is perhaps oor Fob 
“scure than that of the cases formerly referred to; but that, in 

these cases likewise, the effusion arisés froma low degree # 
of inflammatory action i in the brain, is probable from the fact, 

. ~~ that similar appearances are occasionally met with in those 

instances in which the disease supervenes upon injuries of 

the head, as in the following cases. . Pr 

Case LXIII.—A man, aged 40, of a scrofulous habit, 

» was standing ona cart at Leith races, when the horse moving 
\ forward, he lost his balance and fell out of the cart, striking . 

his head upon the sand. He felt at the time no inconve- 
nience, and for a week attended to his business, *but com- — - 

‘plained frequently of headach. He was then confined to ~~ a 
_ the house from increase of headach, with vomiting, and = Me 

slight fever: after a few days, he became oppressed, then = ’ | 

conieooed and died at the end of the second week. ae 

Inspection. —All the ventricles of the brain were found 
Wistendea with serous fluid, without any other morbid ap 

pearance. 

nae : 
al i 

Case LXIV.—A girl aged 13, fell from a swing, and ; 
struck her head with some violence on the ground. From it & 

that time she complained of headach, but was pot confined " 
“nor was her health otherwise affected, until six weeks after . yo ia 

_ the accident, when her heada ch increased and was accom- ry 

\ 

eo 
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" _Anspection.—All the ventricles of the brain ‘were found _ 

a ~* ay ned listended with serous fluid, without any other m id ap- 
q Me , er yearance. : - ' a a w Be’ Go 

Se ; ee e E 

a a ane A. general review of this inifiriant sll t seems to lead _ 
oe to some results of mile practical importance in the 2 patho- 

_ logy of affections of the brain, particularly in regard - to that — 
— , e class of them which terminates by effusion. There are marie 

¥ facts on record, which show us the presence of fluid. in the 

i‘ brain in large quantity, without any alarming symptom 

” having resulted from it. Morgagni found eight ounces. in 

. ae a man w rho died suddenly of suffocation in an advanced 
: & stage of pneumonia; and Dr. Heberden found the same 

‘at aa quantity in a man who died suddenly, after being weakened 

a * _ by a febrile attack, without any symptom of an affection of . 
i. ae " the brain. It is herein not the mere presence of a certain 
be 1 - quantity of fluid i in the brain, that gives rise to the symp- 

he in” toms of hydrocephalus; and, on the other hand, we have 

* . 4 Me seen a disease go through all the usual symptoms of hydro- & 

: mecphalass and terminate fatally without any effusion. The 
air conclusion from these facts appears to. be, ‘7 the pro- 

minent symptoms i in these cases are not the result of the 2 
| gee: but of that disease of the brain of Which the effusi 

Taye al "is one of the terminations. From a variety of facts which 

ae : have been adduced, there seems little reason to doubt that 
this disease is of an i Big rinetory nature. If these conclusion 
‘shall be considered as i founded, it will follow, that ae } 

practice ought ce directed. principally to subduing ie 
inflammation at its earliest period, and preventing i bi 
naselne into Slutigh, and sete from pas 

6 OO ” iF ay ; a | 
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mination of the disease, even though of small extent and with- 
0 it any effusion. This termination, I think, we haye every 
reason to consider as the result most to be dreaded in this 
‘class of the inflammatory diseases of the brain; for in regard to 
the mere effusion, were the parts otherwise in a healthy state, 

_ there does not seem to be any very satisfactory reason for 
considering it as a hopeless affection. In other words, I 

_. mean to submit, that we have no good reason for doubting 
the possibility of serous fluid being absorbed from the ventri- 
cles of the brain. We are warranted in this supposition, both. 
by the analogy of other serous cavities, and by what we ac- 
tually see take place in the brain itself. In the other serous 
Cavities, we have every reason to believe, that there is con- 

stantly going on an absorption of the old fluid, and a depo- 
_ sition of ‘new fluid in its place; and we see them in a 
state of disease, relieve themselves by an increased ab- 

sorption from an access of fluid which has been deposited. 

The ventricles of the brain are unquestionably to be con- . 

sidered as serous cavities: and there seems to be no good 
‘reason for considering them as differing in their functions 
from the other cavities of the same kind, whatever the par- 

ticular apparatus may be by which the function is carried en. a 

In regard to the actual existence of absorption in the brain, 
we have’ the most satisfactory proof, in the gradual disappear- 

ance of coagula of blood, both from the surface and from the 
ventricles, and from cavities in the substance of the brain. 

Upon the whole, I think we have sufficient ground for receiv- 
ing the following conclusions in regard to this class of affec- 

tions of the head. 3 

1st, That in the ordinary cases. of hydrocephalus, the coma 

and other symptoms attending it are not to be considered as 

the direct effect of the effusion, but of that morbid condition 
of the brain of which the effusion is the consequence. 

22 

lissement which we have seen. ‘to a a ‘fatal Here. 
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coma, we have seen exist without any effusion. 

8d, That all these symptoms may exist in connexion with ~ 
a state of the brain, which is active, or simply inflammatory, 
while the disease i is the subject of active treatment, and while 

by such treatment, adopted with decision at an early period, 
we have the prospect of arresting its progress in a consider- 
able proportion of cases. The ground of prognosis in parti- 

cular cases depends perhaps in a great measure upon the ac- 

tivity of the symptoms. The more they approach to the 
' character of active inflammation, our prospects of cutting ~ 
them short will be the greater; and the more they partake of 

the low scrofulous inflammation, it will’be the less. In all 

of them, the period for active practice is short, the irreme- 

diable mischief being probably done at an early period of the 
, disease. 

_These principles bear immediately upon the nuidettbn; 

Has hydrocephalus been cured? There is no doubt that 

many cases have recovered, which exhibited all the usual 

symptoms of it, several examples of which will be mentioned 

in the sequel. - Such cases have by some been confidently 

brought forward as examples of hydrocephalus cured, while 
others have only considered them as remarkable from their 

singular resemblance to that disease. If the principles now 
referred to be admitted, we shall see reason to believe, that 

we have no certain rule by which we can decide upon the 
presence of effusion in the brain; but that all the symptoms © 

usually attending it exist in connexion with an inflammatory 

condition of the brain, which, if allowed to. go on, would 

probably lead to effusion, but which, if treated with deci- 

sion in its early stage, may, in acertain proportion of cases 

be treated with success. Whether the fluid can be absorbed 

-Slov ae by cal schintiein, don F 
“ple vision, dilated pupil, paralytic symptoms, and panies 
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main matter of conjecture; but from the facts which’ have 
been adduced, we have every reason to believe, that, int e 

ordinary cases of hydrocephalus, the removal of the fluid, if 

it did take place, would in no respect improve the situation 

of the patient,—because there would still remain that deep- 

seated disease of the central parts of the brain, which’accom- 

panies the effusion in so large a proportion of eases, and 
which we have seen may be fatal without any effusion, yerm :. 

hej am the usual symptoms of hydrocephalus. 

SECTION VII. 

OF THE CAUSES OF THE INFLAMMATORY AFFECTIONS OF 

THE BRAIN. 

In a great proportion of the cases of the inflammatory : 

affections of the brain, the causes elude our ohgerwatne: 

the circumstances under which they most frequently occur, 

are chiefly the following: 
~ 

eases, as continued fever, scarlatina, measles, &c. One of 

the most frequent and most severe examples of the disease 

arising from this source, is an affection which supervenes 

upon scarlatina. <A child recovering from scarlatina, which 

may have been in a mild form, is seized, perhaps after some 

exposure to cold, with headach, which after a short time 

is followed by convulsion, and this by blindness and coma. 

These symptoms may have been preceded by the anasarca 

which frequently supervenes upon scarlatina, and on that 

account, are apt to be ascribed to sudden effusion in the 

a! ‘de They often appear in the course of other febrile dis- 
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br Be n 3 but the abou is entirely inflammatory, and tHE 

tient ean be saved only by the most vigorous treatment, 
‘by blood-letting, purgatives, and other similar remedies. —by 

Upon this plan, many such cases recover; others die and 

present the usual appearances of the inflammatory affections, 

of the brain; and some of those who have recovered from 

the affection, have been afterwards liable to epileptic parox- 

ysms. A similar disease occurs in continued fever, espe- 

cially in the more advanced stages of it If it has come on 

gradually and insidiously, it is generally hopeless; if it be 

ina more acute form, the patient may frequently be saved 

by active treatment. In connexion with low and protract- 

ed fever, however, a condition frequently occurs, which 

puts on many eharacters of the most dangerous affections of 

the brain, but these pass off when the fever subsides. A 

boy, between 4 and 5, whom I saw with Dr. Begbie, with 

much of the character of low fever, had stupor followed 

by dilated pupil and blindness with some squinting; he then 

_ had loss of speech; and after lying completely speechless for 

nearly a month, gradually recovered. ‘The blindness con- 

tinued only six days; the recovery of his speech was pre- 

ceded by copious discharge of matter from both his ears. 

About three months after, he died in the country of a head | 

affection, and tubercular disease was found 1 the brain, 

with effusion. In another case, in an adult, which termi- 

nated favourably, there was for several days nearly per- 

fect coma, with that spasmodic rigidity of some of the 
limbs, which the French have considered as characteristic of 

ramollissement of the brain. baad 
ey: 

II. They may follow injuries, and this perhaps is a more 
frequent cause of the affections than we are génerally aware 

of, especially in children; the injury being often slight, ‘and 

the interval very considerable betwixt it and the appearance 

of any alarming symptoms. I have given two remarkable ex- 

a a er 
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III. Suppressed emdiliion: One of the most common 

examples of this is suppression.of the menses, which in young: 
women of unsound constitution is very often followed by 

dangerous’ affections of the brain. Headach, or any symptom 
- inthe head occurring under such circumstances, is always to. 

be considered as requiring most minute attention. Case LVI. 
affords an interesting example of the disease coming on in aa 
manner, and running its course with a very remarkable train 
of symptoms. Another affection which seems to be referrible 

to this head, is that effusion in the brain which is apt to su- 
pervene upon urinary disorders, particularly on that remark- 

able affection, the Ischuria Renalis. In this obscure disease, 

the prominent symptom is a very sudden diminution of the se- 
cretion of urine, amounting frequently almost to a complete 

suspension of it. Generally about the third day from the — 
occurrence of this symptom, the patient is found passing into 

a state of coma, in which after a few days more he dies. The 

ventricles of the brain are found distended with fluid. In the 
following singular case, the same symptoms supervened upon 

another and rather uncommon modification of the disease 

- namely, Ischuria Ureteralis, 

Casz LXV.—A gentleman, aged 70, (in February 1816,) 

complained to me that he could pass no urine; he made no 
other complaint, and on introducing a catheter, the bladder 
was found to be empty. For six days he continued in this 

state, keeping the house, but complaining of nothing, except 
once or twice, when closely questioned, of slight uneasiness 

in his back. On the seventh day, he had slight confusion of 
thought, and indistinctness of speech. On the 9th, he became 
comatose, and died on the 13th. On dissection, extensive ef- 

- fasion was found in the ventricles of the brain; the bladder 

4 t. bi weeia pen eto ia a: a 
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w as empty. Both kidneys were distended with urine. Both 
‘ureters were completely obstructed by large calculi, the one 

immediately at its upper extremity, the~ other about three 

inches below the kidney. 
: ee He ex re 

. - IV—The affections often occur in connexion with disease 

of a chronic or scrofulous character in other parts of the body. 

The most frequent example of this is, the brain becoming af 
fected in the advanced stages of phthisis. Of this I have given 
several examples, and I have seen many more assuming va- 

rious characters. In one of them, the head symptoms began 
a month before death, with attacks of loss of speech, which 
continued only a few minutes at a time, and were accompa- 

nied by a sensation of prickling and numbness of the right 
side of the face. After the patient had been liable to these 
attacks for a fortnight, he had headach and slight delirium, 
followed by stupor, which. was fatal in another fortnight. In 
another man, aged 32, who had been ill five weeks with se- 

vere pulmonary complaints, the first symptom was double 
vision, without headach. He complained of dysuria, and his 

pulse was irregular. | | 
. In such cases the first disease is not properly to be con- 

sidered as the cause of the head affection. It merely marks 

the tendency to inflammation of a chronic or scrofulous cha- 

racter; and, in habits so disposed, the affection of the brain 

may be excited by causes which elude our observation. On 
the same principle, disease in the brain may appear in con- 

nexion with disease of any other organ,, especially in un- 

healthy children. In such cases the liver has often been 

found diseased; and, founded upon this observation, diseased 

liver has often been improperly stated as one of the causes 
of hydrocephalus. The same observation perhaps applies 

to worms and various other affections of the bowels, which 

in unhealthy children are often found to accompany hydro- 

cephalus, and have sometimes been considered in the rela- 
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though the connexion betwixt them and the affections of 

the brain is very obscure. In some of them, ‘it perhaps 

merely arises out of the general febrile excitement of the 
system; but, in others, there seems to be a connexion dis- 

tinct from this. One of the most remarkable examples is 
in the inflammation of the mucous membrane of the bowels, 

which occurs ‘in young children from eight to twelve 
months. ‘This affection frequently terminates by coma, and 

the coma appears to be frequently preceded by a remarka- 

ble diminution of the secretion of urine. I have elsewhere 
thrown out a conjecture that this disease, in its relation to 

the affection of the brain, bears an analogy to ischuria re- 
nalis, but perhaps the connexion in both cases is equally ob- 
secure. In the dissection of cases of hydrocephalus in young 

children, we very often meet with intus-susceptio in the 

bowels, and it generally exists in several places. I have 

repeatedly seen six or seven of them, and in one case four- 

teen. They appear in general to be quite recent, being free 

from inflammation or thickening of the parts; and in the 
_ eases which occurred to me, there did not exist any unusual 
- obstinacy of the bowels. The affection, therefore, is pro- 

bably to be considered as recent and incidental; or perhaps, 

as arising out of an inversion or derangement of the peris- 

taltic motion of the bowels. This may be produced by the 

affection of the brain in the same manner as we see urgent 

vomiting connected with it. In some cases, however, the 
intus-susceptio appears to have heen of longer standing, and 
to have preceded the affection of the brain. <A girl, aged 

six years, mentioned by Dr. Coindet,* had severe pain in 
the belly, vomiting, and constipation; on the fifth day, head 

symptoms appeared, and she died on the 12th. Much ef- 
ve > 

* Coindet, Memoire sur I’Hydrencephale. 

n ofa cause. Some of the more acute affections of the — 
bowels, however, seem to be entitled to more attention, ‘i 
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mi sion was found | in ‘the brain, and there \ ‘was an a’ 

|  eplintes in the ileum, where a portion of — 
Six or seven inches tee was inflamed and eds 

Lat Vodou sttler causes might be opined: pee as 
passions of the mind, stimulating liquors, &e.; but I shall 

not enter upon these, and shall only add one which is of 
frequent occurrence, and presents some singular phenome- 

na, namely, exposure to the intense heat of the sun. It ap- 
pears that in some cases of this kind, the membranes are 

chiefly affected, and in others the substance of the brain. 

Sometimes an apoplectic state is produced, which is fatal in 

a few hours; but, more frequently, an affection of an inflam- 

matory nature, occasionally assuming the character of ma- 

nia; and in others, paralytic symptoms occur at an early 

period followed by coma. The affection of course is chief- 

ly a disease of warm climates, but also occurs in this coun- 

try, as in the following case, for which I am indebted to 

Mr. Clarkson, surgeon in Selkirk. eit? . 

ai 

wa 

Case LXVI.—A young man aged 15, on the 5th of June, 
1818, bathed twice in the river Tweed. After coming out 
‘the second time, he Jay down on the bank and fell asleep 
without his hat, exposed to the intense heat of the sun. On 
awaking, he was speechless, but walked home, and seemed 
to be otherwise in good health. He was bled and purged, 
and next day recovered his speech, but lost it again at inter- 

vals several times during the three or four following days. 

He was forgetful, and his look was dull and heavy; he made 
little complaint, but when closely questioned, said he had a 
dull uneasiness in the back part of his head. After a few 

days more, he had squinting and double -vision, witha very 

obstinate state of bowels, and his pulse was 60. After farther 
bleeding, wc. the pulse rose to 86, but he sunk sadly into 

. coma, and died on the 30th, 
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_ Iv v the me of this important class of fcetses the mM 
- medies are few and simple; but every thing depends upon’ the 7. ca 

m4 of. them b being 1g adopted at an early period, and in the most. * ‘ 

Wein ce nn * Those on which we chiefly rely are blood- | ¥ 8 

“letting, general ‘and topical, active purgatives, and cold appli- jor x 

ie tions to the head. Benefit is also derived from antimonials, 1 
din some states of the disease from digitalis. ‘The effect 

of blistering in ‘the early stages is rather ambiguous. When 
itis employed, i it should perhaps be on the back part of the 
head and neck; i in these | situations it is probably more likely 
“to be useful than on the upper part of the head, while it does 

* “not interferé with a more powerful remedy, the application, 

ae of cold. ’ After the first activity of the disease has been sub- : 
ay dued, listers applied in succession to various parts of the head, | 
and the’ ‘upper part of the spine, appear to be in many cases ; eX- 
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ercury must be injurious, 
, ar r remedies oi Rees 

age must of ¢ course ye regu ated b by the ‘age an 
‘patient, and particularly by t the character of th the 

“gard to activity. Tn those cases which Sete : 
-oractive forms, general blood-letting’ must be. used in th 

OE 
‘decided manner ; while i in cases which assume! a nr 
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lus, it has less’ control over the disease, and is not borne ony oa 

same extent.” ‘In all the forms of the disease, active purging rh " 
appears to be the remedy from which we find the most satisfac-, eo 
tory results; and although blood-letting is never to be neg: ea 

lected in the earlier stages of the disease, my own experience 1s 
is, that more recoveries from head affections. of the most : 
alarming aspect take place under the use of very strong. 
purging, than under any other mode of treatment. Th most,» , 
of these cases indeed full and repeated bleeding h id been pre Fhe. 
viously employed, but without any apparent effect in arresting 

nthe ay mptoms. ‘The most. convenient medicine for this pur- ce > Y 

. pose is the croton oil. In regard to local remedi | 

most powerful is the application of cold. 
“ina continued manner by means of a bladder. containing 

es s, by farthe = 
-may be applied — . 

=» 

ns pounded i ice mixed with a small quantity of water; but a still 
more effectual mode of applying it in the more ‘acute eases, 
is by a stream of cold water directed against the crown, of the’ 
head and continued for a considerable time, until the fall. ef % 

fect be produced from it. Applied 1 in this manner, it is. ate a 
medy of such power, that it requires tobe used. with much . SG 

discretion. Under the operation of it I have ‘seen a ‘strong: 5 
- man thrown, in a very few minutes, into a’state approaching’ ine 
-to asphyxia, who immediately before had been in the highest ay ‘4 
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defeating every attempt of four or five men to restrain him. Soh re 

The following case shows the immediate effect of itin ano- ~* 
ther modification of the disease. A’ es plationd child, ‘ 4 
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aged fi ars; haceadais for one: day fovetish, ‘oppressed oh 
ya and’ 4 tbe fe IW'rather, suddenly into’a State of f perfect « coma. Joe 
She ha been in this. state about, an hour when’ Tsaw ‘her; 

: e lay stretched on her ti back, motionless and completely i in- 
ensible; her face flushed and, ar sn She: was) s raised wid, a 

. ‘ “stream A cont sae was directed against the. ‘crown’ “af ihe 
P thegdeh Ina’ few. minutes, or rather seconds, she was. com-' ° 

» “pletely recovered, and next day. was in her usual. health. rhe *. rie “ 
¥ he remedy IT am in the habit of using with the best. effect ah 

in the convulsive diseases of children; and it appears to bes: oy 
i “) much: more’ useful in. such cases. than the warm. bath, the five ¢ 

‘ indiscriminate. employment of which is often decidedly 1 in ye hy. Sega 4 

heii eee | . i ie 
. ~ In the preceding observations, I shall perhaps be cons 
dered as having attached too little importance to mercury in’ | 
F : the treatment of this class of diseases, particularly in the treat-. 
“ment: of hydrocephalus; but in doing so, I have stated simply: 

| what i 1s the result of an extensive observation. When mer- 
: cury was first employ ed as a remedy for hydrocephalus, it was 

‘given, with a view to promote the absorption of the effused 
uid, which ‘was supposed to constittite.the essence of the ee 

oP hays it is now given to correct the biliary secretion, and Pci 

 Gaeeonon of the digestive organs, which, according to cer- 

tain: modern doctrines, hold so prominent a place in almost a 
every Class of diseases. In affections of the brain, as in all. | ae 

other diseases, it is highly proper that these secretions should 3 

be attended to, but it is not thus that we are to expect to cure 
_ hydrocephalus; and I.confess the result of my own observa- 

tion is, that when mercury is useful in affections of the brain, 

it is chiefly, a as a purgative. 
Under the treatment which I have now ‘mentioned, Lhave 

seen many cases recover which exhibited all the usual symp- 
‘toms of the most dangerous affections of the brain, and even 

the most advanced stages of them. The cases which thus” 

“b 
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cA ie . . a5 ject bya selection of cases ‘illustrating the fayourab le tern we 
a eek 3 “nation of the disease i in various forms, and underthe most un tate 

+ promising | circumstances. Some of. these. will ‘sho w the al- ie: 

"5 fection arrested i in’ Y the early or acute stages while ppilieas a a 

"illustrate the favourable. termination of it with, the sy | no 

‘which have: usually 1} been ‘considered as characterist tic-of 11 a) is 
more advanced period, in. which’ ‘the. affection is. ge erally” 
considered. as hopeless. ‘When these cases are compared with, 

’ the fatal cases which have already been: described, , there ¥ ill, - : 

I think, appear to be every reason for considering them as: | r ie i 
‘ auaples of this dangerous affection of the brain. ant mi hha Lae ‘a 
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NO a a ‘Case LXVII. —A girl, Hey 11, had ole ts 
RS vomiting, with great obstinacy of the bowels 

A . ‘toms were followed by dilated pupil, and a d * i 
a. ee ae bordering upon perfect coma; pulse 130. She hac beenill five t 
wit > A ty “or six days; purgatives, blistering, and mercury 4 to. salivation ‘ 

ia .* ©. had been employed without benefit. One bleeding fron the, - 

‘ arm gave an immediate turn to this case; the headach wa va ‘Te- a 
ay eats’. J : _heved, the pulse came down; the vomiting ceased; the bow-» “" 

2 '\- “els were freely acted upon by the medicines which’ they. had tad c, 
* me foxmmetly. resisted; and ina few days she was quite w well. mee 1 
ey i " ee ees rd hi Ps rer tea 

eee Case LXVIII.—A slender anal dedicate gin, aged 1 oe , wi 
; es, scarlatina i in a favourable form in the beginning of “April, 1820 re 

eae! 82h » About the 16th, she was so much recovered as to be allow wed eg 
bls. - to go about the house. A few days after this, she was affected ae ‘i 
bee oy with anasarca, for which she took some medicine Bile par- nh 

age sie ea pees! the 26th, Toyeretrg the eas ue 4 
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creased: considerably, especially ARS ‘whieh 
er y much swelled, "In the following: night she had vo-» 

red sed rapidly in ‘violence; towards the afternoon, she be-" 
ame - delirious, ‘the pulse very frequent, about. 1604) Soon 
af er this. she was seized with violent and general convulsion,» 

‘ee recurred. -yery frequently through the early part ¢ ‘ofthe | 
x) night, leaving her in a state of profound” coma. ‘The treat 

ited ;general bleeding, to the amount of 28 ounces, followed - 

Swan ards'she gradually recovered from the coma. On the 28th,” 
. at er free from) any alarming symptom during the early 
= part of the day; pulse about 108. In ‘the evening she» was ° 
«seized with severe symptoms of pneumonia, on account of. 

.. “which she was bled during the next 24 hours to the amount ° 
Tt of upwards of 30 ounces, besides bleeding with leeches and * 

d to perfect health. eos 
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ect Case LXIX. —A young man, pe 16, in the biéalnnitis of 

s he October, 1823, had. cough with severe dyspneea, for which he » 
7 was freely bled from ‘the arm with much. relief,-and on’ the 
~ ‘morning, of the 10th, he was considered as convalescent. Th 

| » the evening of that day he had headach and some vomiting. » 
: 3 About midnight, having got out.of bed to go to stool, he fell” 

- 

> 

4 *} violence that one of the attvake continued. without intermis- 

oe sion for about an hour... ‘The pulse during the night varied . 
% from: 60 to 120, At first it was found impossible. tor bleed » 
hin on account of the violence of the convulsions, but about 

Tin the morning a.full bleeding was. obtained, though © with’ 4 

eS some difficulty, after which the convulsions. ceased, “except. ty 
hg ¢ - r , _ ; y ‘aa a, 
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ng. On’ the 27th, she. complained of headach, whieh i in- ~ 

ae the other usual remedies. In a few days more she: was en- | 

‘a 
i’ 

ment adopted. during the course of these sy mptoms ‘was ‘re-" or ; i 

7 © down i in a state of violent and general convulsion, | The con- 4 4 ‘ 

vs vulsion returned during the night'six or seven times with such” iy 

ay ‘topical bleeding, puregatives, antimonial solution, &c. To) a 
ards midnight the convulsions ceased, and some time afters, : 

“as 
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» arrested by pouring. cold y rater over his head. » During the 

oH | ne, he was ‘oppressed, , with oceasional tremors of tl the limbs 
“and some vomiting, and | he had one or two. threatenings of. 
~ convulsion; pulse about 80-and soft: he took repeated doses — 

} A Gof active purgatives with little effect, and on the) morning of | 
_) the 12th he appeared t to be sinking into a state of perfect 

-» coma; pulse 50. Croton oil was now given, which ‘operated 
powerfully seven or eight times. He passed a good night,» . 
and on the 13th was free from complaint. This very impor- 
tant. case ‘was under the care of Dr. Huie. ‘1 saw the patient 
ae ‘ihe. him from minis Gf thea the’ tay hay ak ‘ 

Che LXx. —A gentleman, want 21, was geet’ affected 

with confusion of thought and very considerable loss of re-~ 
collection. He then complained of headach, and after a a day’. ‘i 

or two had double vision, the two objects being placed the .. 
one aboye the other. At this time he was out of bed the — : 

. greater part of the day, but was restless and confused, and 
at times incoherent. He was then confined to bed, and had* — 

constant headach, much incoherence and oppression, the — 

‘double vision continuing. The pulse was at first frequent, . 

but fell gradually, and sunk below the natural standard; and 
the symptoms went through a course exactly similar to that . ‘ 

which has been described in many of the fatal cases. ee 

the pulse fell in frequency, he became more and more op- 

pressed, until hesunk into a state of stupor, from hide ng ge 

could scarcely be roused so as to answer a question of the. - 

most simple kind. The case went on in this manner for. | 
eight or ten days, during which time he was treated by re- : 

_ peated general and topical bleeding, cold applications, blis- ®t 
-» tering, &c. without the smallest effect in arresting the ro- 

‘ “gress of the symptoms.. The bowels were very abel : 
‘and large doses of the most active purgatives were given 
with little spre He seemed to be on the. ahaa of ae 

the ‘Ay: which, ‘appeared to a s 
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Sy ae LXXI. A “girl, aids 2 years ‘and 3 months, pre-._ 

jee My Re ak os TREATMENT.” ee J i* “a ; re. 179 ¥ 

‘com, and ‘the case was sconsidered as sip when he 4 

t 0 ) or hr ree rade: Te a ee hours, he ae care very “i 
_ actively nine or ten times; the same evening ‘he was relieved. 

from every alarming ca ed pepe in a few cae Wagiiee | 

“ahaa very strong. and healthy, had recently recovered © 
from measles, when about the 7th July, 1821, she suddenly . 

- lost the power of both her lower extremities. She continued). 

"without any improvement, but without any farther symp- >. 
tom, till the beginning of August, when she became affected Fa 
with squinting and drowsiness, and her countenance was ex- « 

7 | pressive of fatuity. On the 7th, she was seized with smart fe-. % 

. ver, urgent vomiting, and frequent slight convulsions; the . 
face flushed, the pulse strong and frequent. She was treated. 

> . 
a 

by Dr. Begbie by bleeding and purgatives; and on the 8th, 

i she was considerably relieved. On the 9th, however, the 
iat es symptoms returned, with stupor bordering upon coma, op- 

all pressed breathing, and dilated pupil. The squinting conti- 
'‘nued, with complete palsy of the lower extremities. Farther 

* bleeding with leeches was now employed, and active purga- 
“tives, followed by blistering on. the neck, and under ,this 
_ treatment the more urgent symptoms speedily disappeared. 

The palsy of the lower extremities then subsided gra- 

: “ dually and was entirely removed in about three weeks. 
er 

ceased for four months, was seized with headach, sense of 

~~ pulse was at first 72, but soon rose to 100, On the first day, 

-”; she was bled to twenty-eight ounces, with little relief, On 
».. the 2d, topical bleeding, blistering, and smart purging were 

‘used, but the symptoms continued unabated. On the 3d day 

» Casz LXXII.—A' lady, aged 45, after the menses had rm, 

-. weight in the head, much oppression and double vision; the | 

a ee 
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‘another bleeding of twenty, 0 ounces gave a turn to. the com- : 
a * plaint, and in a few days: more, with brisk purging and spare. ° 

: diet, it terminated favourably... The last symptom that yielded » 
ms! ys was the double vision.. It subsided slowly, the two images 

“gradually approaching nearer to each other, but it was not » 

~ entirely apes for nearly a geliey a 

CASE LXXIIL. —A girl, aged 7, had severe héadach, im- 
patience of light, fever and slight delirium, followed by stupor, 
squinting, and great obstinacy of the bowels. ‘The tongue 
was at first foul, but became clean after a day or two. To- 
pical bleeding and blistering were employed, with various ac- 
tive purgatiyes, which produced little effect; and the symp- 
toms continued unabated fora week, during which she was 
considered as being in a hopeless state of hydrocephalus. oY 
the end of the week, strong purging being produced, she re- 
covered rapidly, and in a few days was free from complaint. 

Casz LXXIV.—A young lady, aged 11, of a family in 
which several had died of hydrocephalus, on September 21, 
1817, had severe headach, giddiness, and much vomiting ; the 

pulse natural. After topical bleeding and purgatives, she was 
relieved on the 22d. On the 23d, she still complained of 

headach, and the pulse fell to 60.. On the 24th, the pulse fell to’ = 
50; there was much headach, with great oppression approach- 
Ing to coma, and dilatation of the pupil. ‘Two bleedings “ig? ; 

from the arm were now employed with much relief; the se-% 
cond produced syncope. On the 25th, the pulse was from 
80 to 90, and all the symptoms were relieved. The com- va 
plaint then subsided under the use of purgatives and cold ap-) 
plications; and in five or six days more she was in her usual 
health. } hu ae 

hs ie ls . 
‘ , 

Case LXXV.—A lady, aged 15, had violent headach ea 

several days, with impatience of light, followed by transient 
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its of hindi, and this by saunas ‘bate vision, and. ‘et 

or bordering upon coma; the bowels very ‘obst tinate, with « 0c- 

casional vomiting. The pulse was very variable, being some- 
times extremely frequent, and at other times little. above. the 
‘natural standard. ‘There occurred paroxysms. of violent ag: 

~ gravation of the pain, which produced screaming and agita- 
tion of the whole body, and at times there was a threatening 

of convulsion. This very violent case was treated by re- 
4 » peated general and. topical bleeding, blistering, purgatives, 
and mercury, given so as to affect the mouth. Under this 
treatment the complaint subsided; but after she appeared to 
be well, it suddenly returned with the same violence as be- 

- fore, and was again treated by the same remedies. In this 
manner she relapsed five or six times, and at last got well 
after ye case had been drawn out to many weeks. 

ihc LXXVL- —A lady, aged 21, in July, 1815, , had sy 
toms of continued fever, which went on for three weeks, The 

sa, pulse then came down to 84, and the tongue became clean, 
_ bunt she had much headach, transient fits of delirium, and 
“4 x4 _, Stupor, bordering upon coma, and the pulse rose again to 120. 

“Tn this state she continued a fortnight, with every appearance — 
of an affection of the brain of the most formidable character, ~ 

and without being at all relieved by the remedies which were + 

employed, namely, repeated topical bleeding, blistering, and 
large doses of calomel. The calomel did not affect the mouth, 

"and had very little effect upon. the bowels. At the end of a 

et the fortnight ‘she was suddenly seized with copious discharge 

of blood from the bowels. This continued three days, and 

left her extremely pale and exhausted, but she was free from 

stupor, | and the headach was much relieved. In five or six 

int more he was well. 

Chon LXXVII. —A gentleman, ized 17, iat February, 1810, 

had symptoms of continued fever for a week; the skin then 

24 
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icine cool and the. tongue clean but he had severe head- 
ach with considerable stupor; pulse 100. General bleeding 

~ was then employed, followed by purging ‘and mercurial fric- 
tions; and after a few days the symptoms were alley ated; but 
there war still much headach, with oppression, and aremark- 
able slowness of speech. On the 14th, there was increase of 

” stuper; pulse 86; the tongue clean: the skin cool. On the 16th 
there was much incoherent talking and unmanageable deli- 
‘rium; after which the stupor again increased, the pulse con- 

tinuing about 84. On the 19th, there was partial relief after 
smart purging; but on the 20th, the stupor had returned as _ 

before, and by the 22d, had increased to perfect coma; the 
pulse about 100. He now lay in a state of perfect coma for. 
four days, during which time various medicines were given 
with difficulty, and with little effect upon his bowels. On 
the 27th, purging was at last produced to the extent of four- 
teen evacuations in the course of the day, with complete re- 
lief of all his symptoms. On the 28th, there ‘was some deli- 
rium, which subsided in another day. For a week he con-_ 

tinued to complain of some headach, and a feeling of weight 
in his head; but by the 10th of March, he was free fcom com- 
 plaint. — 

oe 
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PART FIRST. * 

_ Tue preceding observations conclude the. present imper- 
fect outline of the first part of our subject,—Tur mwriamma- 
“TORY AFFECTIONS oF THE BRAIN. Before proceeding to the - 

_ second part, I shall introduce in this place a few observations 
upon certain affections, which are most allied to the first class, 

and in a practical point of view are often objects of very great 
interest; they are referrible to the following heads: 

T. Tubercular Disease of the Brain. 
II. Certain Affections of the Bones of the Cranium, | 

TnL, Certain Affections of the Pericranium. 

SECTION I. 

OF TUBERCULAR DISEASE OF THE BRAIN. 

— Wuen we have an opportunity of observing babes in 
the brain i in their early stages, in consequence of the patient. 
having died of some other disease, we find them presenting 

“the same characters as in other parts of the body. They 

are generally solid bodies, of firm consistence, and whitish 

» colour, varying from the size of a pin head, or a small pea, to” 

. eat of a walnut or a small 8B We find them 1 in ices part 

ange" 
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of the wee either embedded in its. jeuhateaen’ ve on the 
, ‘surface, or attached to the membranes. When they have at- 

» tained a considerable size, they present, when cut into, the 
usual whitish-coloured or cheesy matter generally enclosed in 

a cyst; and in the fatal cases we find them more or less ap- 
proaching toa softened state, or partial unhealthy suppuration. 

_ They occur in persons and in families, in whom a tendency 
to tubercular disease has otherwise manifested itself; and 
they are very often, combined with tubercular disease in other 
organs. This is remarkably exemplified in the first of the fol- 
lowing cases, in which all the three great cavities were at 

once extensively affected. 
The symptoms accompanying tubercular disease BS the 

brain, in its early stages, are often exceedingly obscure and 

variable; perhaps little more than a tendency ‘to headach, 

which assumes no formidable character, or sometimes as-— 

sumes the appearance of what has been called the periodi- | 

cal headach, or the sick headach. ‘The symptoms may go 

on for a long time in this manner without exciting any 

alarm, until the disease suddenly assumes a more active cha- i : 

racter and is speedily fatal. This termination seems in ge- 
‘neral to be connected with inflammatory action of the cere- 

bral substance; and we find upon dissection, either extensive 

effusion or extensive ramollissement of that part of the brain — 

in which the principal tubercular masses are situated. In - 

other cases, we have every proof that masses of a very. large | 

size had existed without producing any symptoms, until an 

attack took place which went through the usual course of 

hydrocephalus.» Examples of ithe tl disease in the brain, 
have already occurred in connexion with some of the'dis-_ 

-eases formerly referred to. I add the following cases a 

penetrating the affection in its more pure and 1 sil for 
tae ¥ £ 

dic LXXVIII.—A young lady, aged 15, fell into td 
health i in the beginning of the year Lan complaining at 
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some cough, and occasional uneasiness in the chest; there 
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that time Paes of pain in the howeiaa aie a a ipetite 
and she became languid and sallow. She went through the 
usual course of treatment for such affections, under the eare 

of Mr. William Wood, with apparent benefit; but after some 
' time she began to have cough, with uneasiness in the chest, 

‘and these symptoms then became the object of attention. 

Some time after this she began to complain of headach, for 

which she was treated with topical bleeding and blistering, 
and again experienced relief. In this manner, she went on 

for several weeks more, complaining sometimes of her belly, 
| sometimes of her breast, and sometimes of her head. The 

_ pain was never severe in any of these situations, but she 
~ was seldom without uneasiness in one or other of them. 

Her: bowels at first had been rather loose, but afterwards’ 

were natural, or easily kept open by mild medicines. When 

I saw her along with Mr. Wood, in the beginning of March, 
she was considerably reduced in flesh and strength; ‘she was 

confined to the house, but able to be up and dressed during 

the day: She had a small frequent pulse, little appetite, 

was‘frequent pain in the head, and febrile flushings took 
place in the evening. She now made little complaint of 

her bowels, which were easily kept open, and the stools 

were natural. It was evident that there was disease in all 

the three cavities, though it was doubtful in which of them 

it was to assume the fatal character, until the 15th March, _ 

when the headach became more severe, so as to confine her 

to bed. . It then went on in the usual manner with dilated 

‘pupil, squinting and coma; and she died on the 20th. 
- Inspection.—The ventricles of the brain were distended 
with fluid. In the substance of the right hemisphere, there 

-» was a tubercular mass of considerable size, partly softened; 
rig -and there were several smaller masses of the same kind in | 

ra ‘the substance of the cerebellum. The lungs were studded 

throughout with innumerable small tubercles, all in the so- 
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lid tate: The Wudomen) Miccitna’ a most extensive mass 

adhered extensively to the han of the ati et and to 
{ omentum. : a ae } 

Oise LXXIX, pix! young lady, dived 18, had ‘ante 
good health, except from a scrofulous sore on the left arm, 
till about the middle of February, 1822, when she began to 
complain of headach. There was fever, with oppression 
and loaded tongue; and the headach became so severe, that 

“of disease, the whole of. the intestines being agglutinated - 
_ together by adhesion; and the mass thus formed likewise 

Dr. Ballingall was induced to treat her in the most active 

manner by general and topical blood-letting, &c. ‘When I 

saw her along with him, about the end of the first week of 
her illness, she had still much headach, with a look of great 
oppression, but was quite sensible. The pain was chiefly 

referred to the back of the head and neck, and was much 
ageravated by motion, even by being raised up in bed in 
the most gentle manner. The tongue was covered with a 
dense white crust, and the pulse was frequent and rather 
weak. After farther topical bleeding, purgatives, &c., 

there was a gradual improvement; and at the end of the se- 

cond week, the tongue was clean, and the look of oppression. 

and stupor was gone. But though her general aspect was ; 

now greatly improved, she was not free from uneasiness in 

the head, and she did not recover strength. After an ins 
terval of partial relief, the headach again increased, with a 

look of much languor and oppression. After continuing a 
few days in this state, she died rather suddenly. At. the, 

morning visit of the day i in which she died, she appeal 

‘sensible to every impression, and answered questions dis . 

‘tinctly when roused. Her death took ae about five weeks 
‘a 

&. 

. a 

after the original attack. i aad oe 

Inspection.—There was considerable esinion’s in 1 the ven- 

tricles of the brain. In the substance of the right hemis- 

. 
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phere,’ there was a “soft tubercular mass of large size; and 
- there was considerable ramollissement of the cerebral sub- 

| stance surrounding it. There were two smaller tumours of 
_ the same kind in the cerebellum. There were numerous 
“tubercles in the Jungs not suppurated. There was much 
disease of the uterus and ovaria, which were considerably 

enlarged; and the Fallopian tubes, in particular, were very 
much enlarged, and distended with a soft sheet iptton of 
a yellow colour. — 

‘In this case it seems probable that the attack of the rng ‘ 

dle of February was continued fever, and that the disease — 

in the brain was thereby excited into action and hurried on 
to a fatal termination. 

Ponte LXXX.—A boy, aged 9, in January, 1821, began 
to complain of headach. It was usually accompanied with _ 
pain about the umbilicus, and attacked him daily, the attack 

commonly continuing from half an hour to two or three 
hours. The headach at first came on about two o’clock in 

_ the morning, and generally continued about one hour, but 

“the period of its duration was gradually extended to three 
or four hours. The period of attack also gradually became 

! later, until it advanced progressively to five in the after- 
noon; it did not become Jater than this. The attack usually 

occurred every day, and generally went off with vomiting. 
During the attack, the pain was most violent, so as to inca- 

_ pacitate him from any exertion; but during the rest of the 

* day, he was lively and playful, and made no complaint. 
He went on in this manner for six months. In the begin- 
ning of July, he was seized with fever and pain in the bow- 
els, and was confined to bed. The headach now became 

constant, and there was frequent vomiting. After some 

days the vomiting ceased, but he continued to have fever, 

a with considerable permanent headach; and at the end of a 

| fortnight from the commencement of the febrile attack, he 
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“aed cathe suddenly without coma. or. ray afetion of ee: ame 
ee aa te y , 

“senses. ed, | ade a Br ‘ 

ove; they were round and firm, and internally presented a 
yellowish cheesy consistence. In the thorax, there was ex- 
tensive adhesion, but the substance of the lungs was tolerably 
healthy. In the abdomen thea) were slight adhesions of the | 
viscera. i 

A se LXXXI.—A child, aged three years, of a ie who 
had suffered much from various forms of chronic disease, had 

been for some months affected with a moveable swelling on 

the arm, of a strumous character, and was liable to discharge 
of matter from the left ear, He was otherwise in good health _ 
until the beginning of April, 1827, when he was observed to 

have a peculiar unsteadiness in his limbs in walking, and a 

peculiar want of control over his arms in attempting to lay 
hold of any object. From this time he showed a disinclina- 
tion to walk, but no other symptom was taken notice of till 
the middle of May, when he complained of pain in the hacks, * 

of his head, especially in the left side behind the ear. He was - 
now confined to bed, and was fretful and feverish. On the 
third day from the commencement of these symptoms, he be 
gan to squint, and about the same time to be affected with ) 

ie 4 os Inspection. _The ith was quite nee *) itiere was 
no effusion in the ventricles, In the left Jobe of the cerebel- } 

x) : Jum, there were two tubercular. masses, the size of large hazel. 

nuts; and there was another similar tumour betwixt the two 

~~ 

PS -, os 

convulsive attacks, which generally occurred three or four si 

times in a day; they affected at first the whole body, but af 
terwards were confined to the right side, and were generally 

accompanied by distortion of the eyes, anda degree of one, 
‘which however was of short continuance; his pulse was | 

nerally about 120,. He lived in this state for twelve. “days, 
and no particular change of symptoms took place, except that 

i 7 ‘ 

/a few days before death the pupils became dilated an ad insen- 4 
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sible, ‘ He appeared to be comatose oii on the last diy of = 

his life, having continued till that time to be sensible to every 

_ thing, and to take his food readily. I saw him along with Mr, 
y ‘Macfarlane, and all the usual remedies were age with- . 
x ~ out relief. 

| _ tricles; the brain was in other respects healthy. In the pos- 
terior part of the cerebellum there were two tubercles the 
size of large walnuts. ‘They were situated one in each lobe, 
and completely imbedded in the substance of the cerebellum. rs Wipe 
Externally they were firm and of a yellow colour; internally 

they showed the usual appearance of unhealthy suppuration; 
there was extensive ramollissement in the substance of the 

cerebellum; and there was extensive effusion in the spinal ca- 
nal, both betwixt the bones and the dura mater of the cord, 

and betwixt that membrane and the pia mater. ‘The substance 
of the cord seemed much softer than natural, especially at the 

upper part, where in consequence of its softness it had given | 
Way in opening the spine. 

mr Se. following case, for which I am indebted to Dr. Combe, 
of Leith, while it affords a good example of tubercular disease _ 
of the brain, is interesting from the singular coincidence of the ~ 

two forms of paralysis, on the opposite sides of the face; the 
one connected with the division of the portio dura, the other 

weet the disease in the brain. 

ihe Case LXXXII. sat man, aged 36, about a year before his 
death, had a tumour extirpated from behind the angle of the: 
jaw, on the left side, and immediately after the operation, pa- 
ralysis took place in the left side of the face, in consequence 
of which his mouth was distorted to the opposite side in a 

c: most extraordinary degree. About six months after this, he 

i" began to complain of headach, and giddiness, which often gave Ps 

~ 25 

Inspection. —There was Rey sfusiot in ‘ithe: ven- od 

~ him the appearance of intoxication, and after some time these ~ 
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oe 7 ‘symptoms were followed b impaired vision, podasidnsl stra- 
Bs cod Oa er Pe | ismus, and a considerable. degree of deafness; and at last by 

ag? ay, drowsiness, coma, convulsions, and death. . As these symp- 

s of power of the right side. of the face, which increased very 
me "gradually. During | the increase of this, the distortion of his 

i, al “death, his countenance had become entirely symmetrical. 
+» Both sides of his face were now entirely paralytic, but with 
AM ae this difference, that on the right side, the feeling was also lost, 

a ee, oe while on the left the feeling was entire. 
oe ws _ Inspection.—In the centre of the middle lobe of the right 
( hemisphere of the brain, there was a tubercle about an inch 

Jong, and three-fourths of an inch in breadth. At its lower 
part it was attached to the cerebral substance, but the rest ‘of 

In the vicinity, there was increased vascularity with softening 
of the cerebral substance. : 

I shall only add on this subject one remarkable case of a 
». - tubercular mass of very great size attached to the falx, which 

-must have existed for a long time without predic any 
symptoms. a 

* Ng 

ee aes 

than a year affected with scrofulous sores, and during that 
‘time had been in a declining state of health, without any local 
internal symptom, till six weeks before his death, when he 

began to complain of pain in the forehead, and considerable — 
uneasiness in the abdomen. His pulse we natural, but his ~ 
appetite was bad, his tongue foul, and his sleep disturbed. 

. After the usual treatment, the pain in the belly was removed, 

and the headach was much relieved, so that for a fortnight he 
a made little complaint. The headach then returned with much 
ii. aren: and, without any other chanees) in the > sympto ns; he 
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it was detached, being surrounded with dark coloured pus. 

CasE LXXXIUL—A boy, aged seven, had been for eae ah 

a 
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_ toms advanced, he became affected with numbness, and loss i ° 

~ mouth gradually diminished, and for some time before aS iis 
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became aitally comatose, and died after three ays of ee | 
‘foul 1d coma. te.) ee 

i Inspection. 2 nerd was. fit éiiietele in on eathioteke 

of the brain, and considerable ramollissement. of the cerebral. 

substance in several places. A large firm tumour’ adhered © 
“by its base to the middle of the falx on the right side,” At was on . 4 

nearly five inches i in circumference at the, broadest part, and — 
about an inch and a-half in thickness. Internally, it ‘was ‘of ye 

a yellowish white or ash colour, and of a consistence resembling — 

that of coagulated albumen. It was imbedded in the substance 

of the right hemisphere, where it had formed a depression for iy gh 

itself, but without any adhesion to the arachnoid of the part. 
There were two smaller tumours the size of large nuts, and 
of the same appearance, also attached to the falx,—the one at 

its posterior, and the other at its anterior extremity, both on 
the right side. Another tumour of the same kind was im- 

bedded in the anterior lobe of the left hemisphere, and was - 
“attached by a slender filament to the pia mater. Sy 

There is reason to believe that the deposition of tubercu- 

Jar matter in the brain, as in other parts of the body, is often 
the result of inflammatory action of a low scrofulous charac- 
ter; that it may at first be excited by injuries or other causes 
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of inflammation; and that it may then advance gradually ina 
eslow ao manner. 

olde LXXXIV. —A tos aged eight, in June, 1821, fell 
from a height and received an injury on the head, which was, 

“followed by considerable stupor. He was relieved fora time 
by the usual remedies; and though he was never altogether 
well, no remarkable symptom occurred till the middle of Oc- 

tober, when he complained of a sense of weight in the head, 
followed by some stupor, with slight paralysis of the right arm 
and leg, He continued in this state without any farther change, 

Me ‘till the 2d March, 1822, when he was seized with ‘severe 

_ headach, fever, restlessness, and dilated ‘ates After partial 

Pep, 
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‘ier “ na the usual remedies, ~ sunk yada fi coma, 
and. died on the 17th. | i ow 

ve v, te _ Inspection. =P ies ventricles of the iret contaited about 
Saleh ounces of fluid. In the lower part of the posterior lobe | 

i i ne of the right hemisphere, there was a firm tumour the size of 
an almond. The’ tight lobe of the cerebellum was reduced 
“ee to nearly a purulent consistence. Below it, and immediately 

behind the petrous portion of the temporal bone, there was 
a tumour the size of a hen’s egg, externally of a firm consist- 
ence, but internally approaching to suppuration. It adhered 
firmly to the dura mater, which was much thickened at the 
plese of the adhesion. i. 3 ire yada ‘ 

‘Case LXXXV.—A boy, aged seven, Hee edt case 1 am 
indebted to the late Dr. Gregory) 3 in the beginning of the year. 
1811, received a severe injury of the forehead and nose by a 
fall, his nose being nearly flattened by it. From this time, he 
complained of headach, and, after two or three months, be- 
came near-sighted. Soon after, his sight became indistinct, 

and after four or five months more, this was followed by blind- 
_ ness. About this time he began to be epileptic, and to be af- 
fected with weakness of the lower extremities, which gradu- 
ally increased to perfect paraplegia. He died in April, 1812, 

after coma of three days, his intellect having continued eptire 
till that time. we chee 

Inspection.—-A firm white flat tumour, the size of a yee a. 
bean, lay over the junction of the optic nerves. The ven- 
tricles contained twelve ounces of clear fluid. The left lobe 

of the cerebellum was much indurated; and the right Joh) a 
‘was reduced to a mass of unhealthy anny ley gees ee ae 

thes 
yy 

a 

Nearly analogous to tubercular disease in the brain; app 2 
to be those cases in which albuminous matter in a pure : nes, 

is deposited in cysts in various parts of the brain, or, under 

the membranes. The symptoms connected wit Ngai of 

these are very remarkable. | ’ 
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CAE LXXXVL —A woman, aged about 50, had been ill 
Sa fora year or more before her death, during the greater part of 
” which time she had been confined to bed, or able to be out of 

. 

it only a part of the day. _ She was affected with violent pa- 
-roxysms of headach, which usually attacked herin the night = 
“or about four o’clock in the morning, and generally continued = 
for two or three hours, when it subsided, and left her tolera- 

bly easy till the same time the following’ night. Sometimes 
the attack was of shorter duration, going off in a quarter or 

“half an hour. During the paroxysm the pain was most in- 
tense, and was sometimes accompanied or succeeded by de- 

lirium, and sometimes by coma of short duration; on several 

occasions squinting was observed. Her death was rather sud- 
den; she went to bed at night in her ordinary health, and was 
seized with her usual paroxysm, which went: off about the 
common time:;. but it returned a second and a third time,.and 

she died early in the forenoon. 

Inspection.—There was considerable effusion in the'ven-. 

tricles of the brain, without any disease of the substance. 

Betwixt the lobes of the cerebellum, at the upper part, 

there was a firm white cyst containing upwards of an ounce 

of transparent albuminous matter of a pretty firm consist- 

ence, and in the lower part of the eyst there was some co- 

, “eusisted blood mixed with it. 

Casz LXXXVII.—A man, aged 50, had been for some - 
time affected with cough and bloody expectoration. In 

- June, 1818, he was seized with headach, and some confu- 

sion of thought, which appeared chiefly in a tendency to 
-misapply words. ‘The pain, which was referred chiefly to 

the forehead, increased in severity, and attacked him in 

violent paroxysms. The sight of his right eye was impaired, 
. and soon after lost; and his speech became indistinct, and 

., after some time inarticulate. Six weeks after the com- 

mencement of these complaints, all the symptoms weve in- 
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Atiand Violent paroxysms ‘of pain were “cated by the 

" least motion, and even by change of posture in bed. He » 

F seldom attempted to speak, but he often pressed his hand~ 

on his forehead, and seemed to have uneasiness in his right ~ 
arm. He had some squinting, with general weakness and 

paleness, and his intellect was evidently impaired. | ae 

‘died in August ina state of coma. The fio had been 
usually natural, sometimes slow. 

Inspection. —In the substance of the left hemisphere’ of 
the brain, towards the posterior part, there was a soft and 
vascular cyst, cortaining about Zii. of a thick colourless albu- 
minous fluid, coagulable by heat, and exactly resembling the 

albumen of anegg. ‘The cerebral substance around the cyst 
- was softened; the brain in other respects was healthy. ‘The 

ventricles contained a small quantity of serous fluid, and had 
no communication with the cyst. 

Casr LXXXVIII.—A child, aged at the time of his death 
three years and a half, died in May, 1823, after having been 
for nearly three years affected with almost constant convul- 

sion. The disease began at the age of eight months, and 
at first assumed the form ofa singular convulsive starting of 

the left arm and leg, compared by an intelligent surgeon 

who saw him at the time, to the motion which is produced 
by the electric shock. By degrees this passed into more 
regular convulsion, which afterwards affected the whole. 
body. It occurred generally five or six times every day; 
occasionally there were intervals of a day or two, and at 
one time of two weeks; but, after such intervals, the disease . a 9 
generally recurred with double severity. For a year or 
more before death, the child had been in a state of general _ 

palsy, except an occasional motion of the left hand. ‘He- 3 
Was in a state of perfect idiotism, and never attempted. to 
speak; he swallowed food when it ‘was put in his mouth; 
and occasionally expressed his wants by peculiar cries, a 

oD ’ 
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his siptties: came to ili devct ani: a ee the 
egapricts want of voluntary power, the convulsive. moye- 

1ents continued with great severity, and, all the Jong. bones 
) ai the extremities were twisted by them i in a most ‘singular 
‘manner. 

_ Inspection. —The bajied were all ery soft, a the long F 
- bones of the extremities singularly twisted; the head was of 

a natural size, and the anterior fontanellé was open. The 
left hemisphere of the brain, over rather more. than its an- 

terior half, was remarkably depressed by a mass of pellucid 

albuminous matter, which was lodged under the: arachnoid; 

it resembled in appearance the albumen of an egg, but was | 
much firmer, so that pieces of it could be separated from the 
mass and lifted up. Parts of the mass being thrown. into 
boiling water, became immediately opaque and ones 

The ei in other respects was healthy. 

I conclude this part of the subject with the following re- 

markable case, showing the most extensive destruction of 

the substance of the brain that has ever occurred to me.. It 

seems to have been originally a tubercular mass mixed with 
some masses of an albuminous character, and at last termi- 

' nating by most extensive ramollissement. When we con- 
sider the extent of the disease, and the state of health of | 

the patient a few hours before death, it is probably almost 
unique in the history of diseases of the brain, and shows us 

in a very striking manner the imperfection of our knowledge 
in regard to the symptoms arising from cerebral disease. 

Case LXXXIX.—A young lady who, between her 14th 
and 17th years, had suffered considerably from chronic oph- 

face. The mouth was twisted to the right side; the orbicu- 
laris of the left eye was affected, so that the eye could not 
be shut without a great effort ; the sight of that eye was much 

} 
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im a: and there was Jena of the Lie left side of 
o | 2 face 5 the pulse pe natural. The affection had begun. 

with pain referred to the left ear. She was bled generally 
e and topically, and heels purged, and the affection disappeared 
in six or eight days. Some time after, she had a second at- 

ai tack of the same kind, which also subsided in the same man- 
ner. After this she Reciine liable to attacks of giddiness, ac- 
companied by indistinct vision, and followed by vomiting. 
These attacks were of frequent occurrence, but did not in ge- 
neral continue above a day or two, and in the intervals she 
was in perfect health. These symptoms went on for about 
a year. Inher 19th year, while she was one day sitting 

at dinner, she suddenly fell from her chair in a state of com- 

plete insensibility, with general muscular contraction or 

rather rigidity, but without convulsion; and in this state she 

remained for nearly two hours. This occurred in the 

month of June, 1822, and there was no recurrence of the 

attack till December following, when she had one exactly 

similar. A third took placein February, 1823; and a fourth 

in June of the same year. From the first occurrence of 

these paroxysms, the attacks of giddiness became more dis- 

tressing, and were then for the first time accompanied by 
headach, which was chiefly referred to the left temple and 
the left ear; and the attacks were often followed by thin wa- 

' tery discharges from the ear. After the fourth paroxysm 
of the comatose affection, she began to have indistinctness 
of vision. At this period she used sea-bathing, by which 
the headach was increased, and the indistinctness of vision 

passed into a considerable degree of amaurosis. For the 
’ latter affection, an emetic was now recommended to hea 

the operation of which was immediately followed by a vio- 

lent attack of the paroxysm of insensibility, and these conti+ 

" nued to recur at short intervals to the time of her death. In 
regard to the period of their occurrence, the account of her 

friends was, that for a fortnight they attacked hase generally 

¥y 
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ey them. Bios eoutiined to exhibit nee "ie! same 

characters as formerly described, namely, insensibility, with. 

muscular rigidity; and there never was any appearance of 

convulsion, except in one instance, during the whole course 

of the disease. The attack generally continued from Bete 
an hour to an hour; and, except the imperfection of vision, 

her general health was so. good, that she was married in 
February, 1824, which was about two months before her hae " 

_ death. At this time she first came under the care of my 

friend, Dr. Ross, to whom I am indebted for the preceding © - 

history; and the leading symptoms then were, frequent re- |» 

currence of the paroxysms of insensibility, with violent head-» ae 

ach, accompanied by giddiness and sickness. There wasa 

great degree of amaurosis, but the pulse was natural, and ~ 

her health in other respects good. Under the use of extract, 

of stramonium, the paroxysms were now suspended, the 

vision was very much improved, and her general health and’ 
spirits were such, that the evening before her death was 
spent cheerfully with a party in the house of afriend. ‘She 

‘returned home about eleven o’clock at night, and went to 

bed apparently in her usual health. About eight o’clock 

in the following morning, she was found in a state of insen-) 

sibility with rigidity of the body; she was supposed by. her 
friends to be in one of her usual attacks, but when she was 

seen by Dr. Ross, a short time after, he found that she was 
- dead. I was present at the examination of the body. 

Inspection.—The brain externally appeared healthy, | 

but when a thin section was cut from the upper part of the 

left hemisphere, . a. cavity was exposed, through which a 

probe passed in every direction without any resistance, 

through nearly the whole extent of the hemisphere. >. This, 
upon farther examination, was found to arise from the whole 

hemisphere being in such a remarkable. state of decomposi- 

tion or softening, that it formed one great cyst, full of soft 
26 
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pul taceous matter, notte ina very in covering, formed 

bee by: the healthy cerebral matter o on the surface. The healthy 

"portion forming this covering, i in many places did not ex- 
ceed a quarter of an inch in thickness; and at the thickest 

i parts, ‘which werelon’ the. upper surface of the brain, did 
: ome ‘not exceed one half or three-fourths of aninch. The con- 

tained matter was a thin soft pulp, mixed with portions of 
a pellucid albuminous ‘substance, which coagulated when 

_ thrown into boiling water. This matter was chiefly in irregu- 
_ Jar masses, but there were some firmer portions of it which 
could be separated in the form of distinct round nodules, 

resembling hydatids. On examination, however, they were 
found not to be hydatids, but uniform masses of the albumi- 
nous matter in a more concrete state. On the external part 

of the hemisphere, lying over the petrous portion of the 

temporal bone, there was a tumour the size of a pigeon’s 
egg, adhering firmly to the inner surface of the dura mater. 
Externally, it was irregular, as if formed of a congeries of 

smaller tumours; internally, it was composed’ partly of a | 

reddish soft flesh-coloured matter, and partly of a semipel- 

Jucid albuminous substance, in nodules of various degrees of 
firmness. When thrown into boiling water, the whole mass 
assumed a uniform opaque white colour, and a hard cheesy 
consistence. ‘The left ventricle was entire; it contained a 

- small quantity of serous fluid, and was separated from the 
_ diseased mass by a very thin septum. The right hemisphere 
was healthy, except on the inner part of the anterior lobe, ‘. 
which was ‘considerably softened. It appeared to every one 

who witnessed the dissection, that the left hemisphere had 

been considerably enlarged, and the right diminished in- the 
same proportion, the falx being sensibly pressed towards the © 

"right side. The optic nerves seemed softer than natural ;the 
cerebellum was healthy. a ane 
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OF CERTAIN AFFECTIONS OF THE BONES OF ‘THE cra 

NIUM. Teh Renee aie: 
- 

I WAS led to make some researches on ‘this subject by. the 
followin ing Case:— 

“Case XC._A woman aged 48, about a year before. her 

death, fell down a stair, and received various injuries, espe- 
cially one on the head, which confined her to bed for some, 
days. From this time her health was bad; she generally com- |» 
plained of fixed pain of the head, and had a very disordered ~ 
state of the stomach and bowels. She was able, however, 
to attend to the ordinary duties of her family, till about three 

weeks before her death, when she was seized with fever and 

outrageous delirium. These symptoms subsided after a bleed- 
ing; and next day, she had erysipelas of the face, which went 
off i in a few days. She was then able to be out of bed, but 
, complained of a fixed and deep-seated pain in the right side of 
the head, a little above the ear, and there was discharge of 
matter from the right ear. She continued in this state, sitting 

up part of every day, till three days before her death, when — 
she became comatose, with partial paralysis of the left side, and 

frequent convulsive motions of the right arm. She died on the — 
third day after the occurrence of these symptoms. 

the rough, irregular, and cancellated structure of the cen- Pee 

tral part of the bone. Betwixt this surface and the dura 

_ Inspection.—The cranium was very easily opened, the 

bones being remarkably soft. On raising the skull-cap, the 
inner surface of the whole upper part of the cranium exhi- 
bited a singular state of disease. The inner table seemed — 
to be wanting through its whole extent, and there appeared 
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eh Dire was a depodiitnn of f soft adventitious membrane 

4 are a yellowish colour, varying from one-twelfth to one- 

“eighth, of an inch in thickness. In raising the scull-cap, 

| this membrane, in some places, adhered to the dura mater, 

maleay ing exposed the irregular cancellated structure of the 
bone; and in other places, it adhered to the bone, exposing 

’ Mine dura mater of its natural appearance. The parts affect- — 

ed by this singular, state of disease were, the frontal bone 

: above’ the orbitar plates, the whole of both. parietal bones, 

the squamous portion of both temporal bones, and rather 

more than the upper half of the occipital bone. The great- 

est erosion was on the parietal bones, where several por- 

tions were very thin and transparent, and a few points were 

' perforated.. The external surface of the cranium was of a 

natural appearance, except at the few points where the ero- 
sion had perforated the bone by very small apertures. In- 

the lower part of the right hemisphere of the brain, towards 
the posterior part, there was an extensive abscess. The 

brain in other respects was healthy. On the petrous por- 

tion of the right temporal bone, the dura mater was of a 
dark colour, and detached from the bone; but the bone was 

healthy. 

I find no case described by any writer exactly resembling 

this remarkable affection of the bone. ‘There was a com- 
plete destruction of nearly the whole inner table of the cra- 

nium; and in its place, a deposition of a soft adventitious 

membrane, by which the dura mater was every where ag- 

glutinated to the diseased bony surface. This disease must 

have been going on for a considerable time; the abscess. of _ 
the brain was probably recent, and the immediate cause of 
death. The patient was a respectable married woman, and 

there seemed no ground for suspecting a syphilitic taint. 
Such a disease therefore is probably to be considered as the 

result of a slow inflammatory action affecting the bone, and 

_ gradually destroying it by caries. Such a disease may ori- 
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ginate in an injury, or may commence without any obvious — 
cause. It affects most commonly the external table of the © 

skull, though it may likewise affect the internal; but I have 7 

seen no case described by any writer in which it was en- 

to severe -headach, which was constantly referred to that 

spot. She then became drowsy, and her vision was im- 

paired, and at the age of 50 she died comatose. At the 

seat of the original injury, the bone, to the extent of a crown 

_ tirely confined to the internal table. A lady mentioned by 

Mr. Howship,* at the age of 15, received a slight blow on — 
the right side of the head, and for 30 years after, was liable 

ae % 
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piece, was so thin from absorption as to be almost transpa- 
rent. The dura mater at this part was altogether removed, ~ 

and the brain beneath was of a dark livid colour, and much 

indurated; and this disease extended through the whole mid- 
dle lobe. In a case mentioned by Desault, death followed ~ 

a blow on the head after a month; the bone was externally 

sound, and its coverings were healthy; but the internal ta- 
ble was blackened through the whole extent of one of the 
parietal bones; the dura mater adhered to the bone as firm- 
ly as to the other parts of the cranium; and there was sup- 
puration on the surface of the brain. ‘This was probably an 

earlier stage of that disease which occurred in Case XC., 

and in a more limited form in Mr. Howship’s case. 
A man, aged 28, whose case is related by Mr. Wathen, 

was affected with a swelling the size of a pigeon’s egg on 
the left parietal bone. It gave him no pain, and continued 

nearly stationary for a year and a half, when a similar tu- 

mour appeared on the left side of the os frontis. These 
swellings increased, and after several weeks were united, 

so that they nearly covered the left side of his head. The 
swelling was colourless and without pain, and about this 

pn NS 
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time he suffered some convulsive attacks. Caustic was ap- 
jlied to the posterior part of the tumour, and, when the 

inches in thickness; and the bone ‘beneath was extremely 
irregular, sending up sharp bony spicule into the tumour, 

“some of which were an inch in length. <A similar eschar 
being taken out from the anterior part showed the same ap- 

pearances. Much thin ichorous matter was discharged from 
the openings, with some pus. He had now frequent pain 

and fever, with occasional convulsion and delirium; but con- 

tinued to go about, and could walk many miles. He died 
gradually exhausted, but retaining his faculties to the last, 
two years and a half after the commencement of the com- 

plaint. On dissection, the whole left side of the cranium 
was found perforated by numerous openings, between which 

’ there were bony ridges, filaments, and processes of a varie- 
ty of shapes; the sharper spicule piercing the substance of 

the diseased integuments. The two largest perforations 
corresponded to the seats of the two original tumours, and 
corresponding to these there were two small abscesses in 

the brain. The inner surface of the bone was diseased in 

the same manner as the outer, and the dura mater was con- 

nected to it by a soft fungus, which arose from every part 

of the diseased bone.* Morgagni mentions extensive ca- 
ries of the back part of the cranium, with remarkable thick-. 

ening of the dura mater, which originated in a blow, and 
proved fatal after six years; and in a young man who died 

epileptic, after having suffered long from intense headach, 
Zacchias found the inner table of the occipital bone carious 
to a small extent, the other table being sound. Amanmen- . 
tioned a... Dr. Clossy became epileptic after a 2 blow: « on. the 

Be: ‘4 
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years. > A fulness was perceived at the seat of the injury, | 

which, being exposed by an incision, was found to be an 
elevation of the bone, namely, a part of the left parietal. 

At this place the trephine was applied, and the bone on 
perforating it was found ‘cellulous and spongy, with pus 
in the midst.’’ The man died comatose a few days after 

the operation, and on inspection, there was found a circular : 
asperity on the inner surface of the bone about the size ofa 

crown piece, with several small abscesses in the membrane 

the size of peas. * 

The cases now referred to may be considered as examples 
of an uncommon modification of the disease of the bones of 

the head, in which it is principally confined to the inner 
table. The more common modification of it is that which 

occurs in the outer table, or which affects the whole depth 
of the bone; and some remarkable phenomena are connected 

with the history of the disease. It appears to be the result 
of a pectiliar low inflammatory action, which may arise from 
injuries often very slight; or may commence without any 

_ obvious cause. Its progress is often extremely slow; but 
when it has been excited, it is impossible to conjecture how 
far it may extend. It may terminate by exfoliation of a 
part of the outer table, or may affect the whole depth of the 

bone; and it may extend to.the dura mater and brain, and 

then be speedily fatal. A man mentioned by Mr. O’Hal- | 

loran, was seized, without any injury, with a pain in the 
upper part of the os frontis, which increased m violence 

with throbbing, so as to unfit him for his employment. 
After nearly four months, an abscess was formed on the 

part, which burst; the bone was found carious, and perfo- 

rated by an opening, through which the dura mater could. 

» * Clossy’s Observations on some of the Diseases of the Human Body, p. 17. 
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be , seen covered with pus, and by this opening matter was 
discharged at each dressing to the amount of atable spoon- 
ful. The piece of bone became loose, and separated in ten i 
days; another piece, which was also carious, was separated 

in another week, and in a fortnight from this time the wound 

was healed.* This may be considered as an example of the 

idiopathic form of the disease. The inflammatory action 

probably began in the pericranium, and afterwards affected 

the bone. The disease arises more commonly from injuries, 
and is often remarkably slow in its progress. A man men- 

tioned by the writer now referred to, received a blow on 

the head with a cudgel, which left some heaviness and head- 

ach, but without any urgent symptom, until many months 

after, when a tumour formed on the part, and attained the 

size of an apple. It was opened, and under it there was 

found a circular aperture in the cranium the size of a-half- 

crown, exposing the dura mater, which was covered with 
pus. After some time, a fungus arose from it; and after 

this had been destroyed by alum, the sore healed. A boy, 
aged seven, mentioned by Sir T. Cullum, fell with his head 

in the fire, it was supposed from a fit, and was much burned 
before he was observed. The consequence was an extensive 
eschar, which did not separate for a very long time. It 
then left the bone quite bare, and after three months more 
a separation of bone took place in one piece, consisting 
of the whole of one parietal bone, part of the other parietal, 

and part of the occipital. Granulations springing from the 
dura mater then presented themselves, and in six months — 

the sore was healed, except a part about the size of the 

mouth of a small tea cup; the boy being otherwise in per- — 
fect health. Between five and six years after, there was 

still a sore the size of a crown-plece, which discharged con 
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siderably; and at that time, ‘‘ very little ossification had 

_ been produced towards the reparation of besyury 
Nan f ; 2 - 

A remarkable circumstance in the history of disease of the 
bone is, that when it has once been excited amt is not always 

confined to the part which was the seat of the injury, but may 
spread gradually and extensively over other parts of the cra- 

nium. A lady mentioned by Mr. Norris, after a fall which pro- 

duced a the time no alarming symptoms, was affected with 
pain in the head. It generally fixed with greatest severity in 

the os frontis, which had been the seat of the injury; and, on 
that place, a tumour formed, which was opened more than 
three months after the fall; when the bone was found carious. 

The trephine was then applied, under the belief that matter 
might be lodged within, but none was found; the disease was 
confined to the bone, the dura mater being healthy. A simi- 
lar tumour soon after formed on the occiput, under which also 
the bone was found carious; after some time it exfoliated, a 

piece being thrown off the size of a sixpence, and the wound 
healed. In this manner tumour after tumour formed on va- 
rious parts of the head, and went through the same course. 
_For several months pieces of the outer table only were thrown 

off; afterwards the whole depth of the bone was separated, 
at each time exposing the dura mater; and from this period 

the sores in the integuments. did not heal. She died nine 

months after the commencement of the exfoliations; and on 
dissection portions of the scull were entirely wanting, con- 

sisting, as far as can be judged from the engraving, of the up- 
per half of the occipital bone, more than one-third of both 

' parietal bones, and a considerable portion of both temporal 
bones. ‘There was not in this case the slightest suspicion of 
syphilis.* A woman mentioned by Saviard, who was re- 

ceived into the Hotel Dieu, in consequence of an injury of 

'» + * Transactions of the Medical Society of London; yol. i 
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the } head fect 0 fs a fall, suffered successive exfoliations of both 

tables of the cranium, to such an extent, that the pieces, when - 
. put together, resembled the skull-cap as it is sawn off in dis- * 

* section. This process occupied two years, at the end of 
which she was dismissed in good health, but with the upper 
part of the brain covered only by integuments. .Hildanus re- 

» Jates the case of aman, on whose cranium a number of tumours 7 

” formed, from which pieces of bones were discharged, at each } 
da time exposing the dura mater. ‘The sores had healed, and. y 

) the man was alive at the time when the account was written; } 

but affected with paraplegia. Similar cases are related by 

Portal; in two that were under his own care, and in which 

he had no reason to suspect any syphilitic taint, the disease 
was arrested by mercury and antiscorbutics. 

Another peculiarity in the history of these affections is the 

slowness with which the bone falls into disease, and the length: 
” of time during which a disease, of small extent may exist, 

producing urgent symptoms, but making very little Bocca: 

A lady mentioned by M. Marechal, after a slight blow on the 
head, suffered constant pain in the part, often aggravated into 

violent paroxysms, which the most active treatment had failed 
to remove. After severe suffering for several years, an inci- 

sion was made, when a small. portion of the bone was found 
carious, ‘This portion was removed by the trephine, and the 

patient got well. The disease in this case was probably su- 
perficial, and it is likely that simply exposing the bone, and. 

promoting its exfoliation, might have answered as well as this = 
formidable operation. In other cases of this kind, the disease 

is at first confined to the inner table, from which it may, after. 
a long interval, extend inwards terminating by fatal disease in — 
the brain: some examples of this have already been referred 

to. In other cases, again, it appears that the disease may be 
first external, and afterwards, leaving its original seat, extend 
to the internal parts. A boy mentioned by Mr. Howship, r re- 

ceived at school a blow on the head witha ruler, It was 
BORG by a small sore which continued to discharge matter 
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for'six years. It then healed, and soon after his sight was 
% impaired, and he became epileptic. ‘The ‘trephine was ap- 

‘plied at the seat of the injury without relief; he died on’ the 
third day after the operation. The bone and dura mater were 

sound, but the pia mater under the seat of the i injury had evi- 
dently suffered from chronic inflammation, and the brain was 

~ much indurated through the whole extent of the middle lobe. © 
Many surgical writers teach us that in cases in which the 

bone becomes diseased after wounds and injuries of the he ead. 
it is the separation of the pericranium or dura mater that kills 

the bone. But every practical surgeon must have seen nu- 
Merous cases in which the pericranium was separated with- 
out any such consequence ; and others, in which the bone be- 
came carious, though the pericranium had not been separated. 

In a case already quoted from Desault, in which death fol- 
lowed a blow on the head after a month, the bone was ex- 
ternally. sound and its covering healthy; the internal table 
‘was blackened through the whole extent of one of the parietal 
‘bones, yet the dura mater adhered to this portion as firmly as 
to the sound bone. It appears to be the inflammatory action 

that kills the bone, and this action, we have seen, may leave 
the seat of the injury, and spread from one part to another, 
until its progress is arrested by the powers of the constitution 
acting in a manner which eludes our observation, and which 
is very little under our control. On this principle it ap- 
pears, that there is in general very little encouragement for 
‘meddling with such cases by the trephine. If symptoms 

indicate the formation of matter beneath the bone, this must — 

be evacuated; but perforations will remove only the danger 
from the lodgement of matter, and their other effects on 
parts thus liable to inflammatory action are extremely am- 

biguous. It is certain, that many caseg of this kind have 

proved fatal soon after the application of the trephine, which 
had been going on fora considerable time without exhibiting 
any unfavourable symptom. Ina remarkable case which has ~ 

‘been reported to me by an intelligent friend, and which had 
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id Betidination:» the inner table of the skull was found on in-. 
40 to be perfectly sound. The dis se was confined to. 

» ‘the external table, which was found to a considerable extent — 

_ completely separated from the internal , being confined ree: 

by the integuments. The case. had originated in a slight. 
wound which had fallen into an ill-conditioned state, and the | ‘ 

~ caries had been going on for a considerable time. Free inci- _ 

sion of the integuments is the only practice that can be re- 
quired in such a case, and then promoting the separation of eo 

the diseased portion of bone by the usual means. fap 
Even in the ordinary cases, so familiar to practical sur- 

geons, in which the formation of matter takes place within 

the cranium in consequence of external injuries, it is proba- 
_ ble that the main object of attention ought to be the inflam- 
matory action which has been excited, rather than the mere 
changes which are going on in the bone; and that the forma- 
tion of matter is to be considered not as an effect of the dis- 
ease of the bone, but as a result of the inflammation of parts 
from which the bone itself has also suffered. Cases are re- 

lated by Morgagni and others, in which, after such injuries, 
matter was formed between the cranium and the brain, with- 

out the least appearance of disease in. the bone. The com- 
munication of inflammatory action from the bone itself to the __ 
brain and its membranes, is strikingly illustrated by two cases. 

related by De Haen, in his remarks on the application of 

the actual cautery to the cranium. ‘This remedy seems to 

have been at that time very much employed in various affec- 
tions of the head; and it was performed by first turning back 
a portion of the:integuments, and then applying the cauteri- 
zing iron to the surface of the bone. In the two cases refer-_ 

red to, namely, a boy of 12, and a young woman of 20; this 
practice was employed on account of amaurosis. ‘They both. 
died with symptoms of cerebral inflammation; the former on : 
the fourth day, and the latter on the fifth after the operation. 
On dissection, extensive inflammation of the membranes was _ 

found, with formation of matter; and in one of the cases, the 
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disease had effected the tibntingne of the brain. © The” cases 
_ are interesting, as showing the direct communication of i in- 
~~ flammatory action from the bone to the parts. beneath, -with- 
out contusion or any injury which could directly produce the 
death of the bone, for no caries or Pestrageagy of the bone’ 

itself was observed in either case. 4 0 bain Biel 3 

In the affections of the bone, which have been the subject 

a the preceding observations, the piece of bone, which was 
the seat of the disease, is in general eroded by caries through 

' its whole extent;. but a very remarkable variety of the affec- 
tion has been described by Professor Russel, in which the ul- 
cerative or carious process advances in a narrow line in a 
circuitous manner, so as to insulate a piece of bone of some 
extent, which is afterwards thrown out. The part thus. se- 

' parated is in some cases perfectly healthy, and in others is _ 
more dense than in the healthy state, being smooth and white 
like a piece of ivory, and without diploe. In some of these 
cases, the disease took place after injuries, and in others with- 

out any apparent cause.* 

Another singular variety of the affection occurs, in ania 

after an injury of the head a portion of the bone disappears 

by absorption without ulceration of the integuments. A child 
aged nine months, mentioned by Mr. Howship, received an 

injury of the right parietal bone from a fall. There was no 

wound, and no urgent symptom at the time; but several _ 
weeks after the accident, the pulsation of the brain was dis- 
tinctly perceived at the seat of the injury, and the child be- 
came paralytic on the left side. At the age of four years, 

‘when the account was written, she had recovered the use .of 

the left side, which had been improving gradually, and she 

os aie 

_was otherwise in good health ; but there wasstill a considera- 

ble deficiency of bone on the aie side of the head, and when 

she cried or coughed, this part became tense aif evidently 

CEP S. ° 
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* Transactions of the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh, vol. i 
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swelled. A boy aged 14, mentioned by r. Wilmar, received 
a blow on the head, which ‘was immed iately followed by ay | 

~ soft tumour about two inches in diameter at the base. After 
_ this tumour had continued stationary for two months, it was 
opened by a free incisioh, but discharged only bloodina fluid 
state. . Under it the bone was found to’ be completely want- _ 
ing to an extent exactly corresponding to the base of the tu- 

-mour. The wound healed favourably.* 
_ Many cases have occurred in which tumours of the dura 
mater have occcasioned absorption of a portion of the bone, ° : 
and have appeared under the integuments. A remarkable 
case of this kind, which I saw along with Mr. Wishart, has — - 

-been described by him in the Edinburgh Medical and Sur- | 

gical Journal, (vol. xviii. p. 393.) Many others are on 
record, some of which present interesting phenomena from © 4 
complications of disease. A girl, aged 19, mentioned by — 
Mr. Hill, was first seized with numbness of the left hand, _ 
which gradually extended upwards along the arm, and was 

| accompanied by vomiting and violent headach. After two 

months, the whole left side became paralytic. After ano- 
_ ther month, a small tumour like a pea appeared by the side 

of the bregma; which being repeatedly opened with a lan- 

cet, discharged matter with some relief. After seven 
months more, Mr. Hill found a small opening in the left 

parietal bone about a quarter of an inch in diameter, but 
which was plugged up by a hard substance from within. 

‘The trephine being applied at this place, discovered an ab- 
scess, which discharged four ounces of matter, and a small 

excrescence like a wart, which had completely plugged up 

the opening in the bone, and had prevented the escape of a 
d - matter. There was much relief after the discharge, but Pa 

_trusion of the brain took place, and she sunk gradually an 

. died in about two months, retaining her faculties till the last 

ig re * Wilmar’s Cases on Surgery. 
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two days. “Much effusion was found in the yan eniele of the — 
brain, and destruction of the brain by suppuration ¢ about two 
inches around. the opening of the skull.* It seems proba- 

ble that in this singular case, the small warty excrescence, 
on the dura mater had produced absorption of the bone, and 

thus afforded a partial exit to the matter. But. many in- 
stances are on record, in which, without any cause of this 
kind, matter formed within the cranium has found for itself 
an exit through the bone; some examples of this have been 
already referred to; I shall only. add another. A man men-_ 
tioned by Dr. M‘Turk, in the Medical and Physical Jour-— 
nal for April 1819, was affected with great derangement of 
the stomach and pain in the back of his head, which was 
much increased by motion. His sight and hearing were 

_ impaired, especially during the more severe paroxysms of | 

_ pain, when his sight was nearly lost. He had continued 
in this state nearly a year, when a tumour formed on the sa-_- 
gittal suture, which being opened, discharged matter freely; _ 

and, on examining the wound, it appeared that there was 

an opening in the suture, and that the matter came from 
within the cranium. The wound healed gradually in afew 
‘weeks, and from that time he was free from complaint. © 

SECTION III. 

OF CERTAIN AFFECTIONS OF THE PERICRANIUM. 

Some obscure affections of the head, accompanied by very 

urgent symptoms, have been found to be connected witha 
_ disease of the pericranium, the history of which presents 

some very singular phenomena. In the cases related ‘es: ' 
; Ne i, 

* Hill’s Cases in Surgery, p. 130, 
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| | iy é one, the sight and hearing were considerably impaired, and 

‘ oe ‘in several of the cases there were fits resembling epilepsy. 
aie Re _ They were treated by dividing the integuments and peri- 

| ~ eranium freely down to the bone, and then dressing | the 
“wounds with lint, so as to allow them to heal slowly with a 

‘suppuration. In making the incision, the pericranium was 4 

found morbidly sensible, and considerably thickened; and 
in some of the cases, indurated, approaching to the struc- 

ture of cartilage. This treatment was in some of them 
_ followed by immediate and permanent relief: in others; the 

ie patient continued liable to fits or head symptoms upon nye 

| excess. In some of them, the incisions healed without any a 

affection of the bone being discovered; in others, a portion ial 4 
ae _.of the bone appeared white and porous, or honey-éombedy a. 

Sa a and a limpid fluid appeared to percolate through it, which re-- | 
turned immediately as often as it was wiped off. Inone of. 
aghese cases, the porous piece of bone exfoliated after the 
~ wound had been dressed with dry lint for six weeks; the 

~ wound then healed, and the cure was permanent. In ano- | 4 

ther, after waiting eight weeks for the exfoliation, he touched | 

_it repeatedly with diluted nitric acid, after which it exfoliated — 
and the cure was permanent. In one fatal case, he found the 4 
_pericranium thickened into a mass of a fibrous bony texture, aa 

‘ | and, corresponding to this part internally, there was a simi-. 
er lar thickening and induration of the dura mater. Most ofthese 

, cases had been treated by long courses of mercury with- 

out benefit, in some of them with aggravation. of the sy np- 
» toms. 
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Z heen ¢ described. by Mr. Crampton under the 1 name of Pe- 
P _ riostitis.*_ ; Among his cases, affecting various Parts of the 

| “body, there are two remarkable examples of iti in the head; 
. the one acute, the other chronic, In the former, a ‘boy of 14, 
‘the complaint began with a small angry tumour on the right 
side of the nose, from which, afler some days, a ‘swelling ig 

| tended along the right eyelids and forehead, with considera- 
ble erysipelatous inflammation and fever. On the ninth day, 

he became suddenly comatose, then convulsed, and died on» 
in 

‘ the 12th, On dissection, the pericraniuin covering the froh- 

bone, much purulent matter lying between them. _ Inter- 

. was effused between it and the bone. ‘The inner surface of 
the dura mater was also covered with pus; the pia mater was 

red, very vascular, and covered with pus to the extent of two 
. inches on the part corresponding to the principal disease of 

the pericranium. The other case is that of a woman, aged 
M » (32, who was affected with a tumour the size of a walnut 

_ over the left parietal bone. It was soft and elastic, and its 
o' origin * was ascribed to a blow six months before; there was 

an opening in the tumour, by which a probe could be passed 

down to the bone. She had intense pain in the left side of 
the head; the right arm was wasted and paralytic, and the 

, fingers were contracted; both lower extremities were feeble; 

«her speech was indistinct; she had vomiting, and frequent 
The tumour was divided freely down to the . epileptic fits. 

bone, and in doing so the pericranium was found thickened, 
firm, fibrous, and morbidly sensible. It formed the principal 
part of the tumour. The bone under the tumour was found 

rough and superficially carious. A portion of it was removed 

_* Dublin Hospital Reports, vol. i. 
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nally the dura mater was detached to an extent corres- 
ponding to the external disease, and a greenish puriform fluid — 
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hi... SS, soe "Tissot**seems'to have met with this pee a 
ee > >,’ ps treated it upon the same plan, though he gives a di fe 
i es. planation of the effect of his treatment. He d seri 

ha - in which an intense pain was confined to a very mall sp 
oe at the posterior angle of the right parietal bone. It had 3 
‘, sisted for a long time all the most powerful remedies, we 

* ‘section, arteriotomy, issues, cupping, &c. He cured it im , 

'. . diately and permanently, by dividing the part down. 1 
oe - bone, and encouraging suppuration from the wound. 

A ascribes the cure io the division of the subcutaneou 

_. A woman mentioned by Pouteau received a blow bebind the ry 
if : deft ear, from the immediate effects of which she ‘soon reco- ; 
# _-vered, but she continued to be affected with pain in Stee 

for four years. She then had convulsions, paralytic affections, 
inarticulate speéch, and a long train of the most urgent symp- - 

Ws toms, which sometimes resembled mania, and sometimes | 
vie ~’ 4anus. She had still pain at the place of the injury, where a | 

‘ fs 2 .% small portion of the integument was red, and very gentle pr es. 

- sure upon the spot produced convirleigg. By a free me 

down to the bone, and allowing the wound to ‘suppurate a 
as ‘these complaints were removed. A ‘boy mentioned by th the | 

same writer received an injury on the crown of the head | nd ;. 
_a fall, at the age of eight years. — | painful feeling contit re a” 

a ‘in the scalp at the place of, the injury, and for ten years she a 
1s liable to intense headach, which, afterwards be “4 

Vier? as often to occasion insensibility. At the 
there ‘was, at the pola at of ne ee piven g! = 
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. duced intense pain. ‘The pain extended to the’ right eye, the 

a ea of which was obscured when the part was violent. By 
| a free division of the parts every symptom was removed. A 

2 similar case is related by M. Gervais, in which the pain re- 
a turned periodically, and the patient suffered epileptic fits 

ap daily. AY slight touch on the affected part produced syncope. 
On dividing the integuments and pericranium, the surface of 

- the bone was found carious; this soon exfoliated, and the pa- 
~ tient recovered perfectly. Valsalva has taken notice of a 

~ remarkable thickening of the pericranium, in a case of long 

~ yulsion. \ There was scrous effusion in the brain; but he ai | 

continued headach with occasional delirium, and at last con- 

nothing of the state of the dura mater or the: bone. 
_ This singular affection Sir E. Home considers as. beginning KA 

1. oft of thei injury: san of the subsequent t uneasiness, a spot 

ight ly red and a little swelled; the hair upon it was coarse, 

1 stood ont like bristles, and pressure upon the spot pro-— 

in the. dura mater. Mr. Crampton thinks it commences in 

». the pericranium. ‘The latter opinion seems to be the more 
probable; for, in some of Sir E, Home’s own cases, it was 

‘¢ _ cured by simply dividing the pericranium. It appears, how- 

ever, that in the progress of the disease, both the bone and 

gee dura mater are apt. to be affected, 
The following is the best example that has occurred to me 

of this remarkable affection. 

Case XCI.—A servant girl, aged about 20, fell backwards 
with a child in her arms, and received the full force of the fall 

upon the most prominent part cf the occipital bone. She 

soon recovered from the immediate effects of the injury, but 
continued to have pain in the part; and after several months, 
was seized with paraplegia and retention of urine. She was 

_ now confined to bed for three or four months, after. which 

: ~ she recovered the use of her limbs in a tolerable degree, but 
_ the retention of urine continued, and she came to Edinburgh 
in the beginning of 1828, which was more than a year after 

ott he . . ti fe . ; 
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three months. | i ae 

ened, but the bone was sound. On the following. day; she 
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hae 

ini ies: "The paraplegia was now nearly ea ee Ate | 
she had still retention of urine, requiring the constant | use | | 

_the catheter. On the seat of the i injury ban, 3 occipital bone, Pigs ; 

ca. ‘round portion, the size of a crown piece ) was acutely ten-_ yy 
Pie and very moderate pressure upon it produced complete 
-insensibility, which continued a minute or two, meee. 

as oftenas the pressure was repeated. It had the ee ee * 
of syncope, but the pulse was not. affected. In this’ state. - - 

saw her along with Mr. Lizars, and it was agreed. ‘to make : nan by 

free crucial incision through the:part, and to keep the wound 
open by dressings so as to promote suppuration. - Tn doing 
so, the pericranium was found tender and somewhat thick- 

? 

~s 

passed her urine freely, and she continued free from complaint 4 

as long as the wound continued to discharge. © Tt healed at _ a 
the end of a fortnight, and the retention of urine. returned i im " 

mediately. The incision was now repeated with le ame 
result as before, her urine being freely passed almost imme- . ” 
diately. Various means were then employed to promote a ¥g 
more complete suppuration from the wound, but it healed af- 
ter two or three weeks, and the retention of urine returned a 

as before, with considerable tenderness in the affected spot. 

A third incision was then made with the same effect as be- 

fore, and various applications were made with a view had te! 

moting exfoliation of bone, as in Sir Edward Home’s cases, . 

but Ls out success, and the wound again healed after th =a 

or four weeks. The fits of insensibility on pressure i, a ‘. 
turned, which had not returned after the former ee and — 

along with them the retention of urine. pe ae i: 
thy 

bel 

similar results. The principal a in her vitvadgiea now. 4 
is, that she has got free of the fits of insensibility upon the 

spot being pressed; and the effect of the incisions has _con- ‘ 
tinued longer, as on several occasions she has rem ined free a 

wae 

from the retention of urine for several weeks after the inci- d 

health sy, a a 
y 

ua ie 

sions were healed, and at one time enjoyed. paateat 
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OF THE APOPLECTIC AFFECTIONS, 

Tue remarkable condition which we call coma, or op- 

pression of the brain, appears from the preceding observations 

to be connected with various and very different conditions of 
that organ. We have seen it existing with extensive effusion, — 
and without any effusion; and we have seen extensive effusion . 
and. extensive destruction of the cerebral substance taking 

a 

place without producing it. We have seen the same want of 
‘uniformity in regard to the various other morbid conditions 
which have been the subjects of the preceding observations; 

+ and, upon the whole, if we are asked, what is that condition 
of the brain which produces coma? I think our answer must 

be, that we cannot tell. Weare not, however, to sit down 

contented with this profession of our ignorance, but ought, on 

the contrary, to consider this conclusion as a position of much 
importance, from which we are to commence a new course 

of investigation. In this course, putting away from us the 

theories which have been so often received as established 
principles, we must restrict our inquiries to a patient investi- 
gation of the phenomena of disease. 

In the investigation of the cases which are more boa 
““ referrible to the head of apoplexy, we find the same difficulties 

_ which have met us in the inflammatory affections.’ A person 

¥ 4, previously in perfect health falls down suddenly, deprived of 
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mae ¥ Serapressing the inet of chs ining or. filling its wVaiciles? 
ea Ps the phenomena. of the disease appear to be distinctly ¢ ace 

ES OO ‘counted for. Another person is cut off with the same symp- 
“ +. toms, and we expect to find the same appearances, but nothing 

Fe ule 1a Me met with except serous effusion, in no great quantity, i in the 

+>). “ventricles, or only on the surface of the brain. A third Fae 
he 8 | seized in the ‘same manner, and dies, after lying for a consi- — : 4 
ik. derable time in a state of coma, from which nothing can rouse 

him for an instant; and on the most careful examination, we 

Re ie cannot detect in his brain the smallest ies fea the 

| healthy structure. a 
These facts have not escaped the observation of f pathplo- et 

gists at various periods, and much difficulty was ana 
in accounting for them upon the old doctrine of compression — 

‘Slay iin cee _ of the brain. Hence arose many speculations in regard to. 
hit. _ those cases in which no morbid appearance was met with on Y 
eae ‘dissection, or none that was considered adequate to account” 

eee 

yi 

: for the disease. - 1 Za La 

Ina remarkable case of this kind, which pid 6h to Willis,* 

(te supposes that the animal spirits were suddenly écuhetahed a 

or suffocated by certain malignant or narcotic particles. 
Seelmatter ascribes the iffectiOn to a sudden relaxation of — 

the nerves; Nicolai to a spasm of the meninges; and Lecat. rr. 

and Weikard to a spasm of the nerves and vessels of the brain. | . 
’ _ Kortum endeavours to reconcile the discordant opinions of his” a 4 

predecessors, by referring all these cases to a new species of | “i a” » 

apoplectic affections, which he styles Apoplexia Nervosa. _ a . 

Upon the same principle, other modifications of apoplexy — 

7 

ye, 3 “hey f 
el 

“ee 

shave been contended for, which have been supposed — to in be 
‘clude these obscure and inexplicable cases, as the Apoplexia rf 

 Convulsiva, and Apoplexia Hysterica of Burserius, ’ ‘Tissot, Me; 
’ a : + ta ” 4 

Hy cat Mak al ie iia “a 
Pe oe ae , ' : tke a oe 4 r 

_\-® Willis De Anima Brutorum, part 2. p.27605 5 oa b 
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and blir’ writers. “ ftadok Hektioth a “woman sho. after 

complaining for some time of headach, was attacked. with a 

great and sudden increase of pain, accompanied by loss of - 
. sleep, and died in a short time. On dissection no ‘morbid ap- 

“pearance could be detected. A young woman, m mentioned 
aby the same writer, having, during the flow of the. menses, 

‘suffered from a fright, the discharge stopped, and she became 
| _ Rable to frequent leipothymia. After suffering from this and 

_ various other symptoms for several months, she fell into a 
fide sleep, from which nothing could rouse her; this con 
tinued four days; she then came out of it and pete tobe... 
recovering, when, after several days, she was seized with se- 

vere headach, anxiety, and convulsions, and died. Nomor- 

bid appearance could be detected in any of the viscera. Le- — 
cat attaches much importance to a case which occurred to— 

him, in which, after fatal apoplexy, he found no morbid ap- 

count for the disease upon the principle of pressure, but was 
to be considered as an effect, rather than a cause, of that 

Byes of the vessels, which he conceived to be the proximate 
"cause of apoplexy. This explanation did not satisfy his con- 
~ temporaties, and various doctrines were brought forward to 

“ia account for this form of the disease. Some maintained that 

the medullary substance of the brain is much more suscepti- — 

h 

* 

ble of compression than the cineritious; but the prevailing 

opinion was, that there are certain parts of the brain, where, 

by retarding the course of the animal spirits, slight causes of 
compression are capable of producing the most urgent symp- 

‘toms. Hence arose a new and extensive controversy respect- 

ing the origin and progress of these animal spirits, and the 
course by which they make their exit from the brain. | This 

important function was by one assigned to the aqueduct of 
_Silvius; by another, to the fourth ventricle; by a third, to the 
infundibulum ; by a fourth to the choroid plexus and straight 
sinus; and fatal apcplexy was supposed to be produced by 

_ pearance except'a small quantity of extravasated blood, not — 

Ee a tea spoonful. ‘This, he contends, could not ac- 
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an capt fae sad ceases AS that cause is 
A boy y mentioned by Zitzilius, had drawn sm 
eres si tight, and was whipping his: top, stoop 

: rising alternately, when, after a short time, he. f 

i apoplectic. The > neckeloth ere unloosed, and b 

om 5 stechiulativn, when the dol § is not isoaean 
# be simply apoplexy. A man brought after exec 
_ Sauvages was recovered by three bleedings, : and sat up 
pees, his breathing and degtihton bem al. 

eS 

ae | ee in jhe veins of the neck: he ihe i 

"ae é : his pulse and respiration slow, without ee 

: mae x ais few hours he died apoplectic. A woman ‘menti 
ag Sp 3 ue - Wepfer recovered after execution under the same trea 

on a “After her recovery she was for some tin 

ms ' _tigo, which subsided gradually. To « 

S ode he ".. we may add the numerous examples, in’ whic 1p 

Be ae down suddenly: i in a state of perfect, apople XY, a , 

r tigi me: : aed recover gigas ats Sasi. Rome , 
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ten almost. as speedily removed. ’ What the: precise nature 
of that derangement may be, is a point of the utmost diffi- 

“culty to determine, and perhaps we have not. data. ‘upon 

which it can be determined by legitimate induction. The 

_ subject leads to speculations of a very interesting kind, but 
ait must be confessed that they are in themselves i in a great 

“measure hypothetical, and that their application to the phe- 

i “nomena of apoplexy i is also conjectural j in a very great, de- 

- 

a 

¢ < 

gree. They may be worthy of some attention, but, ‘must. 

be kept entirely distinct from our present course of inquiry ; 

in prosecuting which, I shall. now take a general view of - 

the principal varieties of symptoms which occur in the at- 
fy i of apoplexy. ~ | 

The apoplectic attack is generally preceded by symptoms cs 

indicating some derangement of the circulation in the brain. — 
The most remarkable of these are the following;—headach, 

giddiness, sense of weight and fulness in the head, violent 

* pulsation of the arteries, and confused noises in the ears. 

These symptoms are often accompanied. by epistaxis, which 

_ may give a partial and temporary relief; by loss of recollec- 

“tion, and incoherent talking, resembling slight intoxication; 

5 affections of the sight, double vision, and temporary blind-~ 
ness; by drowsiness and lethargic tendency. We also fre- 

quently observe indistinct articulation, and other partial 

paralytic affections. These are sometimes confined to one . 
limb, or part of a limb; sometimes affect the eyelids, pro- 
ducing inability either to shut the eye, or to open. it; and 

frequently impair the muscles of the face, producing a slight 
distortion of the mouth. These symptoms, and others of 

a similar kind, mark the tendency to the apoplectic state, 

and often appear for a considerable time before the attack 

actually takes place. The attack itself occurs chiefly under 

three distinct forms, which it is of importance to distinguish 

. from each other. 
29 
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“.* VARIOUS FORMS, OF THE srdmixori6, ATTACK. 

% 
ir the first form anf the, attack, the patient falls down 

ses deprived of sense Aas motion, and lies like a per-_ 

“son in a deep sleep} his face generally flushed, his breathing , 

”stertorous, his pulse full, and not frequent, sometimes be- 
low the natural standard. In some cases convulsion. occurs, 

in others rigid contraction of the muscles, of the extremities; 5 
and sometimes _ contraction of the muscles of the one, side, 

with relaxation of the other. In this state of profound stu- 
por, the patient may die after various intervals, from a few 

minutes to several days; or he may recover perfectly, with- : 
out any bad consequence of the attack remaining; or he may 

recover from the coma, with paralysis of one side. This. 
paralysis. may disappear in a few days, or it’ may. subside 

gradually, or it may be permanent. Other functions, as 

the speech, may be affected in the same manner, being spee- 
dily or gradually recovered, or permanently lost; and rex 
covery from the apoplectic attack is sometimes accompanied 

by loss of sight. 

“II. The second form of the disease begins with § a . sudden 

a attack of pain in the head; the patient becomes pale, sick, | 
and faint; generally vomits, and frequently, though not al- % 

» ways, falls down in a state resembling syncope; the face ~ 

pale, the body cold, and the pulse very feeble. This is 
sometimes accompanied by slight convulsion. In other f 
cases, he does not fall down, the sudden attack of pain be- 

ing only accompanied by slight and transient loss of recol- 

lection. _ In both cases he generally recovers in a few mi- 

nutes from the first effects of the attack, is quite sensible 
_and able to walk, but continues to complain of headach; after | 
a certain interval, which may vary from a few minutes to. 

several hours, he becomes oppressed, forgetful, and incohe- : 
rent, and then sinks into coma, from which he never. "eco- 

vers. In some cases paralysis of one side occurs, ‘but in 

others, and I think the greater Proparony, of i class, no 

paralysis i is observed. 
-* 

- 
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| ee the third form, the patient. is ‘suddenly deprived es. 

f the _ power of one side of the body, and of speech, with- — 
% out stupor; or if the first attack be accompanied by: a degree 
of stupor, this soon disappears; he seems sensible of oe: 
ation, and endeavours to express’ his feelings by sign ms. In 
| the farther progress of this form of the disease great Meity 

occurs. In some cases, it passes gradually into. apoplexy, sh 

perhaps after a few hours; in others, under the Propes treat- 

. ment, the patient speedily and’ entirely recovers. In many | y 

cases the recovery is gradual, and it is only at the end of » » 

several weeks or months that the complaint is removed. In ' 
another variety, the patient recovers so far as to be able to 
speak indistinctly, and to walk, dragging his leg by a pain- 

ful effort, and after this makes no farther improvement. — : 

He may continue in this state for years, and be cut off by. ane 1S? apes 
fresh attack, or may die of some other disease wit ut any i si i, 

recurrence of the symptoms in hishead. Ina fifth'variety, , 

the patient neither recovers, nor becomes apoplectic;: he is 

confined to bed, speechless and paralytic, but in possession 
“Off, his other faculties, and dies gradually exhausted, with- 

gut apoplexy, several weeks or months after the attack. 7 

ats ‘These three forms of disease frequently pass into one ‘ay 

“a “another; but they are very often met with, as they are here ‘ 

described, forming affections which differ remarkably from 

each other; and they appear very naturally to arrange them-— | + 

selves into the three classes which have here been referred —_ 

to;—first, those which are immediately and primarily apo- 

"plectic; secondly, those which begin with a sudden attack i | 
of headach, and pass gradually into apoplexy; thirdly, those 
which are amen eoed by palsy, and loss of speech, With=. 55 a 

out coma.” | = 

= 
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and motion, fp patient falling down as in a profound sleep, 
the face being generally flushed, and the breathing sterto~ 
-rous. In tracing the farther history of such an attack, Lee ee 

<a 

ap ‘OF vite, cases PROIARILY APOPEECTIC. — sh 

fd quantity. ye tal 

‘tion leads to speculations of very great interest; ‘for, the. ae 

phenomena of the disease appear fully to establish th im- ian 
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i umstances deserve our particular attention. i e 

Ts In ey cases the paviens dead! and pe re. ate 
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IL In many cases ‘the divas is abeptily fatal; and we ’ 
find on inspection extensive extravasation of blood. ~ 4 ; 
I. In other cases which are fatal, generally after. a a 

4 
, 

following cir 

longer interval, we find only serous cacy often in no 
ae SE 

Ae 
r 
mn 

IV. In many fatal cases, no morbid sppbetiaae whate re 
can be detected after the most careful examination.” ‘ 

_ Thus the disease, in a pathological point of view, again “a 
fe salied itself into three very important divisons;—apoplexy_ ‘oy . 

with extravasation of blood;—apoplexy with serous eur ; 

sion;—and apoplexy without any morbid appearance, or 

what I propose to call simple apoplexy. The lttenbiioas m 

portant fact, that there is a modification of apoplexy depend. 
ing upon a cause of a temporary nature, without any real in- 

_ jury done to the substance of the brain; that the condition: 

Epon whieh this attack ee may. be removed almost es wf 
wn, @ 

Pe 

As one of the ter minations of the apoplectic attack, 7 ! 

mentioned extensive extravasation of blood; but, j In pol 

fact it will be found that this i is not a common » ‘termination 

ge - 

Aeaving ate morbid appearance in the brain. ae es ha 
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~ seized with a violent fit of sneezing; she almost immediately — 

became insensible, and would have fallen. down had she not 

been observed and supported by some persons standing by ’ 

Ye 

of Dstt tiayles which are immediately and primarily apo- 
pe etic. The cases which terminate in this manner, in ge- 

neral belong to another class already referred to, and to be 
afterwards particularly described, which begin with a sud- 
den attack of violent headach, and pass into coma more 

“gradually. The remarks to be offered under this section, 
therefore, will be confined to the two. other forms. of the | 

disease, which seemed to be: nearly allied to each. other, 
namely, apoplexy without any morbid aeons and ; apo-. 
pear with serous effusion. : «> fg aad 

a: i 
2 

$1 —Avoriexy WITHOUT ANY MORBID APPEARANCE, ‘OR. 
| SIMPLE APOPLEXY. 

- Wuzn a person previously in perfect health falls ae 
suddenly deprived of sense and motion, and dies after lying 

for a certain time in a state of apoplexy, and when, on the 

inspection of such a case, we cannot discover.in the brain 

» any satisfactory deviation from the healthy structure, this is 

the affection which I propose to call simple apoplexy. I ab- 

‘stain at present from any speculations in regard to the nature. 

ot this remarkable affection, and shall confine myself to a 

statement of facts calculated to establish its existence as a 

disease of the brain, which may in this state be falls. 

. Case XCIL—A woman aged about 30, of a full habit, _ 

__ some years before her death had been affected with symp-_ 
‘toms in the head, accompanied by impaired speech, and par- 

tial loss of recollection. Some effects of this attack had con- 

tinued for a considerable time, especially in her speech, but 
by degrees she had perfectly recovered, and enjoyed excellent 
health for a long period preceding the attack now to be des- 
cribed. She was stooping over a washing tub, when she was 

f 
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her, kehin carried her to be i a ‘state of perfect topic a4 
" All the usual remedies were. ployed in the most. active 

~ manner without. the least effec +t in alleviating any of the symp-_ a ¥ 
bit toms—she lay with all the symptoms of the most perfect apo- | 

plexy, and died on the following day. On inspection 1 no ves- 
ee of disease “could be discovered in. hae brain; or in any | 

. Bh: Ss ee 
% ‘ oe XCML—s haat aged 24, had tices observed. 

an for some days to be ‘dull and drowsy, and he frequently com- 
plained of his head. Not having appeared at his usual time 
one morning, his friends went into his room, and found him 

_ lying across his bed, half dressed, in a state of perfect apo- 
a plexy. The attack was evidently recent; and it was supposed | 

that he had been seized while he had stooped. over his basin | 
in washing. His face was rather livid, his breathing “sterto- 

rous, his pulse slow, and of good strength, All the usual re-” 
medies were employed with assiduity, but through the day 
there was no change in the symptoms. In the course of: the 

night he recovered considerably, so as to know those about — 

him; but in a short time after he relapsed into coma, and died _ 

early on the following day. little more than twenty-four hours 
after the attack. yk Aa | 

Inspection.—There was ‘a slight turgescence of the ves- | 
sels on the surface of the brain; no other appearance of dis- . te 

ease could be detected after the most careful any 2 eg 

All the other viscera were in a healthy state. Sot Se? 
eat he | | nt eae, ay | 

_. For the following very important oa. gee indebted to my * Y 

be friend Dr. Duncan; it coche Tag under his care in he Clinical 
be Ward i in May, 1829. fos | , TP Reh aa 

fe yi , ee Le | oe 

Case XCIV.—A man, viet 54, of a plethoric habit and- 
_ short necked, was admitted into the Clinical Ward on the 30th ‘tg 
May. He was in a state of nearly perfect coma, speechless,and is " 

va h palsy of the with side to such an p Steak that even the i insey 7 
@ new 
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6 tercostal fivcelae of: that side did not act, | The les and arm 

ah : 

of the left side were occasionally affected with convulsive 
motions. Breathing stertorous—deglutition much, impaired. 

Pulse 74, The affection was of three days’ standing, and had 

“come on with ee of vision—violent headach and 
Pearigs (Mies 6 | os Bod: Yeo 

All the iahal Pate dics were employed. in the most judicious o 
and active manner without benefit, On the Ist of J une, there, ; 

seemed to be a slight return of intelligence, but he soon re- 
lapsed into coma, and died on the 3d, without any Plate in 7 
the other symptoms. 

_ Inspection. —A most minute and Vcore examination gin . 

. made of the brain, without discovering any appearance of dis- 

ease, except that the choroid plexus seemed rather darker — 
than usual, and the basilar artery was diseased at one spot. “% 
By the side of the artery, there was a spot of the cerebral _ 
substance, no larger than a barley corn, which appeared some-.. 

what softened, but even this Dr: Duncan considered as eX- 

q tremely doubtful. 
i 

| d 

examples of ewe affection supervening upon other diseases. 
a q - 

whe XOV. A lady, aged 50, ., had been liable for i 
years to attacks of cough and dyspnoea, which were generally 

relieved by opiates and blistering. On the 20th of Decem- 
ber, 1816, she was seized with one of these attacks in ‘the or- % so 

' dinary form. On the 22d she was better, though her breathing bs - 

was still considerably oppressed. On the morning of the 23d ~ 
she complained of headach, and wished not to be disturbed. 
Soon after this she appeared to her family to fall into a sound 
sleep ; but some time after, it was found to be perfect apo- 
plexy, from which nothing could rouse her, and she died:about 
five o’clock in the afternoon. _ I saw her only an hour before 

her death ; she was then in perfect coma, her lips livid, her 

' ‘ 

vel 4 ; a” 

these, ] think, may tHe considered: as fair examples of P 
diftle apoplexy in its idiopathic form; I add the following 

Se S. SENS a , 
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breathing mie eee oppressed, and her pulse aie, and * 
feeble. ies Bh, I hides . 

_ Inspection. et ‘the nite uF the brain: tee veins Pat 
! turgid, and the substance, when cut into, exhibited a remark- 

able degree of ‘vascularity ; there was no other appearance of | 
disease. The lungs were distended, and much loaded with 
‘thin mucus, but their structure was tolerably Reslihy 5 sane 

other viscera were sound. L 

CasE XCVI. = lady bak 45, had for. three manne be- 
fore her death been affected with the following symptoms :— 
nausea, and a peculiar uneasy feeling about the stomach, par- 
ticularly after meals; a feeling of distention of the abdomen, 
costiveness of the bowels, and anasarca of the feet and legs. 
The appetite was tolerable, and the pulse natural, but. from 
being remarkably strong and active, she became feeble, sal- 
low, inactive, and listless. A variety of practice was employed 
for three months with little benefit; the anasarca ‘gradually 
extended; effusion took place in the abdomen, and there was 

much reason to suspect that it had also taken place in the 
thorax; the pulse, however, continued of natural frequency 
and good strength. On the evening of the 18th of May, 1816, 

she was obseryed to talk hurriedly andincoherently. On the 

‘e. 

morning of the 19th, she was in a state of stupor, from which tp | 
-at first she could be partially roused ; but soon after mid- -day 
it increased to perfect coma. She then lay ina state of per- 

fect apoplexy, with stertorous breathing and much moaning, 

the face rather pale, the pulse 72 and of good strength, and - 
she died on the morning of the 20th. The catamenia had 

been regular, except at the last period, which, choilg bare: bial 

happened about the 12th of May. 
_ Inspection.—No disease could be Acco in nite ea 

after the most careful examination. ‘There was considerable 

effusion both in the thorax and the abdomen. In the heart 

there was considerable hardness about the root of the tricus- 

~pid valves. No morbid appearance could be discovered in 
the other viscera, 
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‘2 ite: attend referred to various cases edit nes by the 
olger writers, in which apoplexy was fatal, without leaving 

any morbid appearance; and others are related | 1 later au- 
thors of undoubted authority. A man, mentioned by Dr. 

~ Stark,* after complaining of headach and giddiness, fell 
down in a state of insensibility, with some convulsion. He. 

then lay ina state of profound apoplexy for forty-five hours, 
when he died. Nomorbid appearance could be discovered 

in the brain on the most careful examination. A ‘young , 
lady, mentioned by Dr. Powel, after appearing for one | 
day very heavy and disposed to sleep, fell into a state of 

perfect coma, which was interrupted only by occasional at- . 

tacks of general convulsion. ‘Without any change in the 
symptoms, she died on the third day. After the most mi-~ _ 
nute examination, no morbid appearance could be discovered 
in the brain. Similar cases are related by other writers, 

and, upon the whole, I think we have sufficient ground 

for stating it as a fact, that there is a modification of apo- 
plexy which is fatal without leaving any morbid appearance 

ata can be discovered in the brain. 

§ a ee WITH SEROUS EFFUSION. 

Casz XCVII—A gentleman, aged 80, but vigorous and ; 
active, and of rather a spare habit, about the 9th of June, 

1813, began to be affected with loss of recollection, indis- 

tinctness of speech, and flushing of the face. He appeared | 

to have at times a weakness of the right arm, being observed 
ae occasionally to drop things from the right hand, but he did” 

not admit that he felt any weakness of it.. He complained 
neither of headach nor giddiness, but said he was weak, 
and did not feel himself right; the pulse was natural, and of 

». good strength. After a bleeding from the arm, followed 

a _ * Works of Dr. Wm. Stark, page 7. 

30 ae 
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improved; he had in a great measure “recovered his recol- 
gla and had lost the flushing of his face, and his speech 

‘was much more distinct. 
his step was firm and yigorots. 

He walked ‘out. regularly, and 
Soon after, however, he 

began to have a recurrence of confusion of thought, particu- 
Jarly on the 27th, when in endeavouring to write a letter, 
the was. obliged to relinquish the attempt. 
that he. could not make sense of it, nor spell the words; the 

writing was scarcely legible, and the lines were very crook- 

ed. On the 28th he seemed much better.» On the follow- 

ing night he slept ill; got up about four o’clock in the 
morning, and said he felt restless and uneasy; he walked 
about his room for some time, and then returned to bed. 

- Having soon after this become quiet, his family did not dis- 

turb him till between eight and nine o’clock, when he was 

found in a state of perfect apoplexy, his pulse 80 and full, 
the appearance of the countenance natural; he was inca- 

pable of swallowing, and in a state of complete insensi- 

Oak except that he occasionally moved his right hand. 

‘He was largely bled, after which he became exceedingly 

W7)" 

ers but without the smallest abatement of the coma. ‘The 

He complained 

r other usual remedies were then employed without any be- 
~ nefit. In this state of perfect apoplexy he lay for seven 
_ days, during which time there was very little change i in the 

symptoms. He frequently moved his right arm and leg, 

but not the left; he occasionally scratehed’a herpetic erup- — 

tion which was on the thigh, and several times moved his ty a 

Reiciit dap Once or twice he was observed to open his eyes 

slightly for a few seconds; the pupil was natural, and con- 

tracted when a candle was brought near it. 

urine in the bed. 

to 120. 

He passed his 
He never swallowed a drop of any th ing. 

~ His pulse at first varied from 80 to 100, but afterwards Tose .. 
In this state of perfect apoplexy he died on the fifth 

of F one: A Bow days betare, hisdleathy a glandular swell- 
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: ‘ing appeared’ on his neck, from which he evider bi pain, 

vas he drew away his head when it was’ touchec Se ee * 
_ Inspection. —A good deal of fluid escaped’ when the cra- 

- nium was opened; there was considerable effusion under the 

arachnoid, and in the ventricles; the quantity collected was — 
_ probably from three to four ounces. No other morbid ep 
aie could be detected i in any Bee bs the brain. 

ii. Py 

| Kehia XCVIIL _A ac nltan. aged 70, of a ‘florid. com- 
exten: but rather infirm in his limbs, had suffered repeated _ 
attacks of loss of recollection, which were said by his mi | 

to resemble fainting fits. At the commencement of the illness 

of which he died,-he fell down suddenly deprived of sense. é 
and motion. After some time he recovered from this state of | 

perfect insensibility, but his speech was now inarticulate; he - 

had lost the power of his limbs, and his right eye was distorted 
outward. He was then confined to bed; at'times incoherent, 

» ‘at other-times more distinct, but always much oppressed, bor- 
dering upon coma; his speech continued very inarticulate, 

and his pulse was generally about 100. His strength sunk 

gradually, without any particular change in the symptoms ; 

and he died at the end of five weeks. Ms 
_ Inspection.—The ventricles of the brain were found dis a 
hla with colourless fluid, and there was a considerable 

quantity under the arachnoid, There was no other morbid — 
a. a ‘ 

bias XCIX.—A man, aged 41, of a very full habit, had 
fda for some time affected’ with cough, dyspnoea, and ana-  — 

sarea of the legs, when he became one day suddenly, incohe- 

rent, and soon after fell into coma. His breathing was. much 
oppressed ; his face livid and turgid; the: pulse somewhat fre- 

quent. The coma. was of that kind out of which he could: » 
| % _ be roused with difficulty so as to answer questions slowly, andes ¢ 

« bemily, and often incoherently. . He died on the third day. + 
Pate ca tr fluid was sh in n the venbnoles of Rs hme 
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‘brain, ‘The lungs were file loaded with blood, and indie” ’ 
was considerable effusion in the cavity of the pleura. In 
‘the heart the ramen ovale. was pba of tite size of a ee 

Wn eae this part of the subject, I shall only add the 
flows remarkable case, for which I am indebted to Mr. 
Turner, of extensive effusion in the cranium without a 

| : aponlecay symptom. | 

Gist, Cenk gentleman, aged about 70, a. man of talent 
al of genius, had been valetudinary and hypochondriacal 
for upwards of 30 years, having been affected with a variety 
of uneasy sensations in the stomach, as indigestion, a sense of 

tightness across the lower part of the abdomen, and occasion= 
ally attacks of dysuria. In the beginning of 1817, he became 
feeble, listless, and unable for any exertion either of body or 
mind; during the day he was drowsy, but his nights were” 

restless and feverish. His countenance was pale and sallow; 
his pulse from 76 to 84; his tongue slightly loaded; his bowels 

" generally costive, but easily moved by medicine, the opera- 

tion of which was sometimes followed by diarrhoea. A va- 
_ riety of remedies were employed without benefit. He passed 
_the summer without improvement, and in the winter his com-  ~ 

- plaints were aggravated. They consisted as formerly, of hea- 
’ viness, feebleness, and want of sleep, to which were now add- 

ed a troublesome cough and constant pain in the lower part 
of the abdomen, with strangury. His appetite failed; his 
pulse increased in frequency; and he became daily more and ~~ 

d 

paralytic or convulsive affection. ore , 
_ Inspection. —A copious effusion of transparent fluid was 

Be a BS Fw @ 
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more feeble and emaciated. In the beginning of March, 1818, | 
_ he was confined to bed; his strength then sunk gradually, i 
he died on the 14th, having retained his memory and. all his 
* faculties entire till within a few hours of his death. He 

never complained of headach or giddiness, and never bad any st : 

A 
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” pasate the whole surface of the 4 inder 
id membrane, which, in various places, particularly at the 

1. ae part, elevated that membrane in the form of small 
bladders, and separated some of the convolutions from each — 

other, so as to form depressions on the surface of t et brain. 
The ventricles were also distended with fluid, but not much 
enlarged. The brain was in other respects sound; the visce- 

’ ra of the abdomen were healthy. The bladder was contract 
. ed and thickened, but there: appeared to be no disease of ne 
vs oe gland or the urethra. We 

_ In the former part of this work, I have referred to several 
‘cases in which extensive effusion was found in the brain, with- | 

out any apoplectic symptoms. ‘The fluid in one of them 
amounted to eight ounces, and several other cases of the same © 
kind are on record. Dr. Marshall mentions a maniac, who 

died of mortification of his feet; a few hours before death, he 
became perfectly rational, yet effusion was found both on the 

surface of the brain and in the ventricles, amounting to more 
than a pound. 

The apoplectic cases in which we find only serous effusion, 
"constitute that modification of the disease which has been 

called serous apoplexy.’ In regard to this affection, or rather 
to this mode of expression, I submit the following observa- 
tions. 

I, The distinction which his been proposed betwixt § san- 
guineous and serous apoplexy is not supported by observation. 

The former is:said to be distinguished by flushing of the coun- 
tenance and strong pulse, and by occurring in persons in the 

vigour of life; the latter by paleness of the countenance and 

weakness of the pulse, and by affecting the aged and infirm; 
--and much importance has been attached to this distinction, 

; _ upon the ground, that the practice, which is proper and ne- 
»» ‘cessary in the one case, would be improper or injurious in the 
mh mother. I submit that this distinction is a founded upon ob- — 

au 
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| ea rly stages, all the a. have been assigned to — 
Boum the sanguineous apoplexy; while many of the cases, which q 

pitt’ Miner accompanied by paleness of the countenance and feeble- | : 
PA We “ness of the pulse, will be found to be purely sanguineous; and 
ae one modificati ion ion of the disease i in particular will be described, . 

| ese sy iptoms are very strikingly exhibited, while w 
* wemihe disease 13. found to be sanguineous apoplexy in its most : ¥ 

| hopeless form. ’ Portal has described a series of cases which 
he __ afford the same result; of three, which presented all the symp-_ 

toms of serous apoplexy, one was saved by repeated bleeding, 
and in the other two which were fatal, there was found K~ 
tensive extravasation of blood. Case XCVI: lately described, — 

, forms a remarkable addition to these observations, If any case 
il | ~ could be confidently considered as serous apoplexy, this was — 
~ such. Dropsical effusion had existed in the body for months; ee 

ms, | and in defiance of, every remedy, it had been progressively — we 

_» © © gaining ground. There were symptoms indicating its exist- 
af df ence both in the thorax and in the abdomen; the patient then 

ecame comatose, with pale countenance, and died; but though 
ison was tound,t in the oer cavities, none could be aigtegi 

ye Be ed i in the brain, , hey 

Il. In other Picts of the body, serous effusion is very tlh | 
“dom a primary disease; it arises as a result either of inflam- 

# “matory action, or of impeded circulation, and tak place. 

slowly; not accumulating at once in such quantity as to in- 
. _ duce urgent symptoms. It is, therefore, in the highest degree 

ae : improbable, that it should occur in the brain as a primary dis- 
& "ease, and accumulate with such. bo duh as to ‘produce the 

So hie Symptoms of an apoplectic attack. | ‘ mer we 
on a wi ie The quantity of fluid effused bears no proportion oi rt ex... 

_ degree of the apoplectic symptoms. We find it in oe quan- 
~ tity though the apoplectic symptoms had been strongly ms ke 

and long } continued ; we find it in large quantity, wh 1€} e 
“nes symptoms have been slights and, finally, we find most exten- , 
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e facts a a See EN, a ¢ 
nt the fo lowing conclusions. ‘— 

sf There i is a modification of apoplexy which is 
leavi ing any morbid : appearance that can seo 

j here is another modification, i in which we find 4 

often In small quantity. . OF 
tris cases which are referrible to these two clases 

& ee. 
| stinguished from each other, by any such diversity of 

Bote as can be supposed to indicate any oo differ- 
* 

> in their nature. er ’ ut Bi, 

| son therefore probable, tHe in ae cases the Page 
Z “was n not the cause 0 of the apoplectic symptom ‘te ee fF 
fais 6. It is probable, that the cases | ification de- 

pend upon a cause which is entirely referrible- toa derange- 
a of the circulation bs brain distinct - ae " 

Po Yh 
By a Tes is seats: that the cases of the seco 

as 

at their commencement, of the same nature with t those o om] 

f and that the serous effusion is to be considered 5 E 

It of that peculiar “derangement o of the -circula D 
ites the state of simple a oplex ° er 

4 able, ‘that the affection which ee d 
to mampuedered as bya sare teni- 
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ably from those which are properly styled apoplexy. 

a few minutes, or perhaps seconds, without any remedy. Th 1e 

~ 

hat these changes varies exceedingly in different cases. 

~ ease to be described, there intervened; from the fir fe 

‘ ry 4 & 4 
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; ie “OF THE, CASES OF THE SECOND CLASS NOT PRIMARILY 
gas Sa APOPLECTIC. | fee 

eT ey . aa 4 
THE cas es to be described onde} this section differ remark: 

eS 
are not at first apoplectic; or if there be at the very first at- 

tack loss of sense and motion, this state is recovered from in 

Meee symptom, at the commencement of the disease, i is a 4 
_sudden attack of violent headach, the patient often starting 
up and screaming from the violence of it. Sometimes he falls 
down pale, faint and exhausted, often with slight convulsion, 
but recovers from this state in a very short time. In te 
cases he does not fall down, but feels a sudden and great un-— 
easiness in his head, generally with paleness, sickness, and — 
often vomiting. The first attack being so far recovered from 
that the patient is often able to walk home, the symptoms f 
go on under yarious modifications. The fixed pain in the ty 

head generally continues, often referred to one side of the | be 
head; and generally there is vomiting. The patient continues ~ 

"for some time zaPRin ORS an hour or two, cold and feeble, with 
cadaverous paleness of the countenance; his pulse weak and 
generally frequent. He is quite sensible, but oppressed. By 
degrees he recovers heat and the natural appearance of the 
countenance, and the pulse i improves in strength. ‘The face 

then becomes flushed; he is more oppressed; he answers _ 
questions slowly and heavily; and at last sinks into’ ‘coma, 
from which he never recovers. The period occupie 

vie 

to the commencement of coma, 5 hours; in a second, 12h 
ina third, 3 days; and ime ee not more than 15 or 20 - s 

4 ; “4 uke t sf a 



i to this class are generally fatal. They form a modification — 
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first so ee cases in 7 hours, inthe a host “atta 
a the third in two days. Other varieties oedhiy which will 

be exemplified by the cases. Sometimes the coma follows 

simple apoplexy. But I think there is almost alwa 5a. cer: 
tain interyal of sense, generally with violent complaint of pain, 
and not that immediate and complete lose of sensibility which 
occurs in what may be strictly called the apoplectic attack, | 
This modification will be exemplified in Case CXI. In Case | 
CVI. again, after the first attack there was an interval ofa. 
fortnight, without any urgent symptom; the complaint ‘then 

returned, and was speedily fatal. In Case CVII. which seems. 

to belong to this. class, after the coma had continued three 

days, there was a complete recovery from it, succeeded by — 

maniacal delirium. This, after seven days, was again follow- 

ed by coma, which in three days more was fatal. In Case 
CIY. there was also, after evacuations, a temporary recove- 

ry from the coma, about 12 hours after its gts ar and 

20 hours before death. 

As far as my observation extends, the cases which belong 

of the disease, remarkably different from the simple apo- 

plectic state; and on inspection, we find none of those va- 

rieties and ambiguities which occur in the apoplectic cases, 

but uniform and extensive extravasation of blood. From 

the whole history of them, I think there is every reason to 

believe, that they depend upon the immediate rupture of a 

considerable vessel, without any previous derangement of 

the circulation, the rupture probably arising from disease 

of the artery at the part which gives way. At the moment 

when the rupture occurs, there seems to bea temporary de- 

rangement of the functions of the brain, but this is soon re- 

covered from. The circulation then goes on without in- 

terruption; until such a quantity of blood has been extraya- 

- ‘sate Oe as is sufficient to produce coma. In their whole pro- 
31 
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b 
$0 speedily, that the case closely borders upon the attack of ae 
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ine these cases are strictly analagous to those of extrava- 

sation on the surface of the brain, from external injuries. 
The patient recovers from the immediate effects of the inju- 
ry, walks home, and after some time, perhaps an hour or two, 

becomes oppressed and at last comatose. The extravasated 

blood being in this case removed by the operation of. tre- 
‘phine, the coma disappears. The varieties of the symptoms 

which occur in this form of the disease, are such as we might 

expect upon this view of the nature of the affection. In 
some cases it is probable that the extravasation goes on 

progressively, until such a quantity has been accumulated 

as is sufficient to produce the fatal coma. In others there 
is reason to believe that soon after the rupture has taken 

place, the hemorrhage is stopped by the formation of a coa- 

gulum, and after a considerable interval bursts out afresh and 

is fatal. This probably occurred in Cases CV. and CVL; 
and in such eases, the two extravasations can sometimes on 

inspection be distinguished from each other by their appear- 

ance. In other cases, the second extravasation takes place 

in another part of the brain; and this probably occurred in 
Case CVII. In this case, the temporary recovery from the 

coma was remarkable—the apoplectic state having taken 

place two hours after the attack, and having continued for 
three days. At that time, it is probable, the evacuations 

employed had the effect of restoring the circulation, which 
then went on in a very imperfect manner, until it was again 

interrupted by the fresh extravasation. The rapidity with 

which the disease advances, in cases of this class, will of 

course depend in a great measure upon the size of the ves- 

sel from which the hemorrage has taken place. In some 
cases, it will be seen to be very slow inits progress, and, in 
others, extremely rapid—a very short interval taking place 

betwixt the first attack and the occurrence of perfect coma, 

‘Even in some of these cases, however, the patient survives a 
considerable time; but in others the fatal event likewise 

takes place with very great rapidity. 

: . 
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The following selection of cases willjillustrate the prin- 
cipal varieties of this very interesting ivi % the 
nou ns what xy | ib Gives 

is 

” x een COMA RAPIDLY SUPERVENING ON THE FIRST 

ATTACK. 

a are CY.—A clergyman, pea 55, while envy his 
sermon during the morning service of Sunday, 13th May, 
1827, was observed to stop and put his hand to his head; he 
‘then attempted to go on, but talked indistinctly; and had 

evidently lost his recollection; he supported himself by 
grasping the side of the pulpit. Assistance being imme- 
diately given him, he was taken out, and at this time was 

speechless and paralytic of the right side, but appeared to 
be sensible. He became rapidly more and more oppressed, 
and, in about twenty minutes from the commencement of the 

attack, had become entirely comatose. From the time when 

he was taken down from the pulpit, he was pale and cold, and 
his pulse extremely feeble; and this state continued when I 
saw him about an hour after the attack ; so that, though a vein 

_ ‘was opened, very little blood could be obtained. Gradually 
. the circulation rallied, and in another hour, a full bleeding 

‘was obtained without any relief, All the other usual reme- 

dies were employed without benefit. From the time when 

the coma took place, there never was the slightest abatement 
of it; he lay with his eyes shut, his countenance pale and sal- 
low, but placid and without distortion,—his pulse weak, the 

power of swallowing lost, the breathing at first stertorous, af- 

terwards slow and oppressed. He lived in this state till 
Monday at mid-day, about twenty-four hours after the at- 
tack. 7 
_ Inspection.—There was extensive extravasation of blocd 
in the left ventricle, which had passed partly into the mght by 
laceration of the septum. It seemed to have made its way 

into the ventricle from the substance of the brain on the outer 
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nd ar terior part, where dint ies a large irregular lacerated’ 
avity, full of coagulated blood, and communicating with the 

ventricle ; all the arteries of the brain were extensively ossi- 
~ fied. tr e. ee i ee a 

oa CII.—A man, aged 32, of a very full -habit, while 
sitting by the fire on the evening of the 3d September, 1804, 
was suddenly seized with violent headach, followed by yo- 

miting. After a few minutes he began to talk incoherently, 
and soon after fell down in a state of insensibility, accompa- 
nied by a slight convulsion. His face was extremely pale, 

his body cold, and his pulse scarcely to be felt. From this 
state, which resembled syncope, he passed gradually into the 
appearance of apoplexy ; and three hours after the attack, 
his breathing was stertorous, the body of natural heat, ‘the 

pulse 72, and of good strength. ‘The face was still pale, 
he had frequent vomiting, and was incapable of swallowing, 
and there had been no diminution of the coma. He now lay 

in a state of profound coma, and died 29 hours after the at- 
tack, without any change in the symptoms, except that, 
during the last 12 hours, the pulse varied from 100 to 112. 

Large blood-letting and the other usual remedies had been 

employed without the least benefit. : 

Inspection.—All the ventricles of the brain were rag 

distended with coagulated blood, which appeared to have. 

burst into them from an irregular lacerated opening in the 
substance of the brain. | \ deal 

Re ON OP 

§ IL —Aw InrERVAL OF PERFECT RECOLLECTION FOR SEVE~ 

RAL HOURS BETWEEN THE ATTACK AND THE OCCURRENCE 1 

OF COMA. ‘ at 

- pre 

Casz CillI.—A gentleman, aged 46, of short stature, full 

flabby habit, and sallow complexion, a literary man, and 

very sedentary, while speaking in a public meeting on’the ~ 

2sth April, 1807, was seized igh an uneasy sensation in 

S 
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his head, “¢as if his head would have: biiratjoani as if the 
brain had been too big for the skull.”? This feeling soon 
went off; and he continued his speech; but when he had 
finished it he left the room, and felt himself extremely un- 

well. He had cold shivering, nausea, and repeated vomit- 
ing; complained of headach and faintness; his face was pale, 

and his pulse feeble. After some time hd was able to walk. 
home, where I saw him at nine P. ‘M. att hour or more af- 

ter the attack. He then complained of violent pain inthe 
right side of his head, which came on in paroxysms, and, in 

the intervals, he was much easier; he had nausea and re= 

peated vomiting; he felt himself cold and faint; his face was 

pale and sallow; his pulse weak and rather frequent; he was 

quite sensible, but much oppressed, and answered questions 

very slowly.. He was immediately bled from the arm, and, 
the pulse improving under the bleeding, it was continued 

to about 30 ounces, but without relief. He became gradu- 

ally more and more oppressed, and by 11 P. M. had sunk 
into coma, with stertorous breathing, and complete insen- 

sibility. In this state he continued ‘till six o’clock onthe 

following morning, when he died. More blood had been 
‘taken from the temporal artery, and the other usual reme- 

dies employed without the smallest benefit. During the 
last six hours of his life, the pulse varied exceedingly, be- 

ing sometimes slow and oppressed, sometimes frequent and 

full, and the transitions from the one state to the other be- 

ing very sudden; a short time before death it was strong 

and frequent. The pupil of the eye had retained its natu- 
ral appearance, and no paralytic symptom was observed i in 

any period of the attack. Aid) 
» Inspection.—A large quantity of coagulated blood was 
found spread over the surface of the brain, under the dura 

mater, in all directions, chiefiy on the right side. The ori- 

gin of it was evidently from the substanee of the right he- 
‘misphere, from which it had burst outwards by a large rag= 

- ged-opening. This. opening communicated with a cavity 

a fh 
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| liberia stance of the aibiaplisids which also was full of 
 eoagulated bi blood. Large coagula were likewise found un- 

der the base ‘of the brain, around the cerebellum, and about 

' the upper part of the spinal cord. In the veniri¢les there 

was about an ounce of serous fluid. 

_ CasE CIV.—A lady, aged 70, healthy and active for her 
years, had complained for a day or two of headach, but with- 

out being confined, or her health otherwise affected, till the 
evening of the 7th August, 1816, when she suddenly screamed 

out from violent headach, vomited, and then fell down ina 
state resembling syncope; her face was extremely pale, and 

her pulse scarcely to be felt; and there was some slight ap- 

pearance of convulsion. She recovered in a few minutes, 
and went to bed. ‘Through the night she was restless, vo- 
mited repeatedly, and three or four times fell into a kind 

of fainting fit, of a few minutes’ duration. In some of these 
she was reported to have made a gurgling noise in her throat, 

and to have shown some convulsive motions of the arms: 
in the intervals she was quite sensible, and complained of 
headach. About eight o’clock in the morning of the eighth, 

_ she sunk into coma. I saw her for the first time about ten; 

she was then completely comatose; breathing stertorous; 

face rather pale; pupil contracted; pulse of good strength, 
and a little frequent. The usual remedies were employed, 

and in the evening she had so far recovered, that, when 

raised up in bed, she took into her hand a glass containing 
some purgative medicine, and drank it. She seemed to at- 

tempt to speak, but could not; and soon after relapsed into 

perfect coma; pulse at night 112; there seemed to be no pas | 

ralysis. (9th,) continued in perfect coma, and died at four 
in the afternoon. yas 
_Inspection.—In the anterior lobe of the right hemignhiate 

of the brain, there, was a cavity containing a mass of coagu- 

lated blood. the size of a small hen’s egg. From this cavi- 

ty the blood had forced a passage through the substance of 
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the brain downwards, and had spread in all directions un- _ 
_ der the base of the brain, and upwards on both sides, be- 
twixt the dura mater and the arachnoid, to such an extent, 

_ that portions of it were found on the upper surface of the 
brain on both sides of the falx. The substance of the brain 
surrounding the cavity was soft and much broken down. 

There was nothing in the ventricles, and all the blood-ves- 
sels appeared remarkably empty. “ avi) 

eid me 

§ Ill.—An INTERVAL OF THREE DAYS BETWEEN THE AT 

TACK AND THE OCCURRENCE OF COMA. 

~ Casz CV.—A gentleman, aged 18, previously in good 
health, after using rather violent exercise in the forenoon, 
had returned home before dinner, and was sitting near the 
fire, when, without any warning, he started up, pushed his 

chair backwards with violence, exclaimed, ‘*Oh, my head!” 
and instantly fell on the floor insensible, and slightly con- 

yulsed. I saw him within ten or fifteen minutes after the 

attack. By that time he had recovered his recollection, was 

sitting on a chair, and was quite distinct. His face was ° 
extremely pale, and his whole body cold and shivering: he 
complained of severe headach, and his pulse was weak and 
rather ‘frequent. Blood-letting was immediately employed, 

and his pulse improved under it. It was repeated after a 
few hours, with the addition of purgatives, and the other 
usual remedies. ‘The coldness and paleness went off after 
‘some time, and he then complained only of severe headach, 

with a feeling of stiffness of his neck, and pain extending 
downwards along the cervical vertebrae; his pulse was rather 
frequent and of good strength. He continued in this state for 
two days, the headach varying very much in degree, and fre- 
quently complained chiefly of his neck; his pulse was fre- 

quent, 120 or more, and of good strength; the other functions 
‘were natural; he was quite distinct; had the use of all his 

limbs, and could get out of bed with little assistance, and sit 
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“tng and all the ther usa remedies ha had 
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cerebral substance, filled also by the coagulum, and UL: 
nicating with the ventricle. ‘There was no other 7 MOT me , 
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~ July, 1816, walked out in perfect health; had gone but a_ 
very short distance, when she was seized with violent pain 
in the head and giddiness; soon after, she lost her recollec: ic 

and fell down. She very soon recovered her recollection, and | 

was carried home, being unable tostand. She was then s seen is 

_ by Mr. White, who found her pale and faint; ie palep 70 and 

deadach! and had repeated Ee Rib The vomiting 

red frequently for two days, and then subsided ; the. 
headach continued a week. During this period, she 
nerally confined to bed, but was sometimes able to 

a short time; her face was pale; her pulse from 70 to,7 6, 
pene weak; she had some appetite, but bad bis _ phe 
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severe: Pine then complained chiefly of. pain. in the b back and 
abs, and some -dysuria; her pulse was as formerly, and. her | 

mind entire. In this mariner. she passed another week, still 
“confined to bed, but towards the end of the “week; she ap- 
peared to be much better. On Tuesday, 13th August, exact- 

Py ed ‘ P Figs ae me %, ‘haeh eee 
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~ dy a fortnight from the first attack, she was suddenly seized ay 
with violent pain in the head, chiefly referred to the back 
part of it; im Jess thanan hour she became comatose; and i in 
three hours more was dead. ‘The face had continued pale, ; 
and the pulse natural, I did not see this patient during) ‘her 
life, but was present at the examination of the body. © 

Inspection.—lIn the substance of the anterior lobe of the 

right hemisphere of the brain, there was a cavity filled by a 
coagulum of blood, the size of a hen’s egg. From this cavity, 
a lacerated opening led into the right ventricle, and all the 
ventricles were completely filled by coagulated blood. A 
thin stratum of blood was also found under the base ‘of the 

brain, which seemed to have escaped from the ventricles, by | 

forcing a passage under the posterior pillars of the fornix. 
Around the cavity in the right hemisphere, the substance of. 

“the brain was much softened and broken down. Both the 
“kidneys were unusually vascular; about the right there was 
a remarkable turgescence of veins, and an appearance of ex- 

travasated blood in the cellular membrane behind it. 

§ V.— Two DISTINCT EXTRAVASATIONS. 

‘ * CVII.—A lady aged 40, of aspare habit, on the 15th 

May, 1811, at-two o’clock P. M., was suddenly seized with 

headach, accompanied by vomiting and diarrhea : and at the: 

‘same time began to talk incoherently. ‘She continued to talk 

‘incoherently for two hours, and then sunk into coma. I saw 

> + at five; she was then in a state of perfect coma ; face pale; 

the skin rather cold; the breathing soft and natural ; the pulse | 

+ a 
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uent vomiting and rep nee , alee, no bese ‘change 
] olace in the -symptoins. - Full bleeding 1 was. employed, ” 

da blister onthe head ; but. she was incapable. of swallow- ~ 

Bh coma 3 never opened her eyes, nor showed the least sen- 

lity, except that she drew away her arm with violence 
when she was bled. She frequently moved all her limbs, and 
occasionally turned in bed. The pupil contracted a_ little 
when a candle was brought near it; the face was sometimes 
a little flushed, but generally pale. The pulse was from 70 
to 80, and of good strength. There had been no return of the 
vomiting or diarrhoea after the 15th. | Bleedings, both gene- 

ral and topical, were employed, with purgatives, &c. On 

_ (16th, 17th, and. 18th,) She continued i ina state | te of per-- 

the evening of the 18th, she came out of the coma rather sud- 

denly, ae a person awaking from sleep; looked around her, 

put out her tongue when desired, and took what was offered 
to her; she also talked a little, but incoherently. (19th and 

feelings, only said, “she was very bad ;” pulse from 70 to'80. 

» (21st, 22d;) Incessant talking and delirium; at times unmana- 
 geable and attempting to get out of bed; at these times the 

face was flushed, at other times it was pale; pulse varying 

4 - 20th,) Much incoherent talking ; appeared at times to under- 3 

Be stand what was said to her, but could give no account of her 
Hi ay 

from 90 to 120, weak and irregular; appeared to be blind, but 

had the use of all her limbs. (23d,) Highly delirious. and ma- ine | 
dies 

niacal. (24th; 25th,) Became calm and manageable, and a | ge 4 
times very weak. Pulse small and feeble, skin cold 1 
clammy sweat; appeared at times to see and to know t 
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about her. (26th,) Relapsed into coma; lay with her eyelic ha ; 

~ 

half shut, and the eyes distorted outwards: pulse from 8 
‘ oe 100, and rather weak; face pale, was incapable of doe 

i eas the ‘ventticles” of ‘the brai i P 
je nee” fluid like: saat ; Joeth st : 

~ Continued i in a state of perfect coma on the 27th’ al 
© and died in the afternoon of the 29th ;—the pul | 
tinue d about 90, 

ws 
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right PriksbHaie. tieen was a cavity contedtiin a ‘coagulum . 

of blood, the size ofa hen’s egg. This cavity communicated 
‘with the ventricle, and the substance of the brain immediate- 

ly surrounding the cavity was very soft and much ‘broken 
ye In the left hemisphere, at its upper and posterior 

"part, there was a cavity the size of a large walnut. It con- 

« i 

tained a dark-coloured matter which appeared to be coagu- 

lated blood, but considerably changed in its appearance, be- 
ing firmer in its texture than recent blood, and of a brownish . 

colour mixed with portions of a lighter colour, which appeared 
to be diseased cerebral substance. The substance of the 

brain surrounding this cavity was much softened and. broken 
down. 

* 

Some part within the substance of the hemispheres, as in 
these examples, seems to be the most common origin of: 
the hemorrhage in cases of this class, It is, however, some- 

times found in the ventricles only, though more rarely. In 

the following case it was confined to the third and fourth ven- | 
tricles, a: — 

§ VI.—Tue EXTRAVASATION CONFINED TO THE THIRD AND 
FOURTH VENTRICLES, WITH REMARKABLE DISEASE OF THE 

ARTERIES OF THE BRAIN. 

_ Case CVIII.—A gentleman, aged 55, of a thin spare habit, 
had, about six months before his death, an attack of hemiple- . 

gia, which, after the usual treatment, subsided gradually. On . 

» the 10th October, 1819, he complained suddenly after dinner 
of ‘giddiness and sickness; he went into another room, where - 
he was found a few minutes after, su pporting himself by a bed - 

_» post; he was then confused and pale. Being put to bed, he 

. 

~ soon became partially comatose, with muttering and frequent 
7 attempts to speak. I saw him more than an hour after the. 

* attack. He was then pale and sallow, pulse soft, languid, and | 
% ~ Tather pes His eyes: were a PRete bat he did not seem. to 
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e after; he’ w was bled again tan b 

ed more freely, but withou relief. He» . id 
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Pekamne completely comatose, and died about. ‘thr Bhereloe 
in the morning, — i oe Ls a | 

| ~ Inspection.—In the lateral ventricles rh was Sane i. 

Gable quantity of bloody serum; the third and fourth ven- 
tricles were fall of coagulated blood.” The arteries of the 

brain * were ina a great many places in a remarkably. diseased 

state, being extensively ossified ; and there'was inmany places 

wae | a singularly diseased state of the inner coat of the artery. It 
3 ‘was much thickened, and of a soft pulpy consistentes? and 

¢ large portions of it could be squeezed out when*a piece of 
the artery was compressed between the fingers. = alee ; ‘ 

“In the cases now described, the hemorrhage appears to 
PNG taken place from the deep-seated arteries of the brain. 

wate the two following cases, for which I am indebted to Dr. BS 

a Barlow of Bath, and Dr. HuiteraPatie place, ‘it appears to “+ 
have been from the superficial Peace ile : : 

r ate 
ie . ee a 

§ ‘VIL. —EXTRAVASATION ON THE SURFACE OF THE BRAIN. *s 
* ‘ae ee, : sgt 4 i 

‘pase CIX. war gentleman, about 63 years. of-e age, tall and 
2 th 4 baichidbn’ and of temperate habits, was seized with apople ARS? 

Rs ; the morning of the 2d of May, 1822. He was prom 

lieved by Mane eaapeed well ee the rte 
- 

be fi basis o ’clock, Bowater ‘at was a return of the <acan W 
re ae) “he was again bled copiously, but without the effect of res ‘ | qpeeeprcionsnest He was now seen by Dr. Barlow, and all 
ie ae a aaa 4? al remedies were employed in the most. active aD 

ee a ae On Me: as he, was een Bens ; 
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gaia an interval of Betollacticl ide lasted. — hours; . 
oi he was: again sensible for about a quarter of an hour in 

» the evening. He had a ‘similar ‘interval for about an hour 
and a half on the 6th, but on the 7th was comatose nearly the 

en _ whole ‘day. On the 8th, there was a slight return of con- 
: "sciousness in the morning; and towards the evening, he was” 

| sensible for several hours. During these changes, the bow- 
pit els had been fully opened, the pulse had ‘continued about 72 
~~ and soft, and no paralysis of any limb had been observed. On 

‘the 9th, he was still lethargic, with some stertor; but after to- 

pical bleeding and the operation of a purgative, he was much 
“relieved; passed a quiet night, and on the morning of the 10th, 
"he was quite sensible. It was now first observed that he had 
lost the sight of the right eye, which was distorted outwards. 
On the 11th, he lay with his eyes shut, but took food, and | 

answered questions intelligibly when he was spoken to. On 
_ the 12th, he was lethargic, but capable of answering questions 

when he was roused; and this state continued on the 13th. 3 

~ On the-afternoon of that day, there was an increase of stupor, 
with difficulty of swallowing. He was again partially relieved — 
by leeches, a purgative, and a blister to the neck, but the re- 

_ lef was only temporary. He became gradually more coma- 

tose, and died early on the 16th. Key 
Inspection.—A copious extravasation of blood was forind 

extended over the surface of the brain; it was closely adherent 
to the dura mater, and could be peeled off like a membrane.. 

a fusion in the ventricles. | LNA ig 

Tn the communication with which Dr. Barlow has favbineed ‘ha, 
me in regard to this singular case, he remarks, “the frequent 

The substance of the brain was healthy. There: was no ef . #9) 

returns of consciousness seemed to warrant a hope that no ir- ‘aia 

~ remediable extravasation had taken place; yet the event proved } 

“that extensive sanguineous effusion had existed throughout. ye 
Be EY Was the lethargy owing to the extravasation?—and if so, why, ‘ 

mk under a tag ean noes i, rs 4 effect sO varia- 

Bia | Bey | 
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sity ap man, ene about 35, Lect of a tave mm, and * 
addicted to the Constant use of ardent spirits, had been. rink- 

a a ane to intoxication during the night betwixt that whith ie 8 
—. * July, 1816; and, about seven o’clock in the morning, was 

: — | found lying in a state. of violent convulsion. — No account a 

Ate could be obtained of his previous state, except that, during 7~ 
~~ the evening he had drunk a very large quantity of whiskey, 
Po ee avid that, when he was last seen about three o’clock in the 

it, one ae morning, he was walking about his house, but unable to speak. 

Piss | He was seen by Dr. Hunter, at a quarter before eight. He 

¥ 

# 

was then lying on his left side, in a state of perfect insensibi- 
lity, with laborious breathing; saliva was flowing from his 
mouth; his eyes were much suffused, and greatly distorted,— 

a __. the cornea of both being completely concealed below the ee? 
ad eee » per eyelid; pulse 120, full and soft. While Dr. Hunter stood 

& 

hee aid - by him, he was again seized with convulsion; sitbegan: in the ou 

W vd : . Sato. of the jaw, which was drawn from side ‘to side with K | 

“© great violence, producing a loud jarring sound from the grind- | 
. ; ae “ing of the teeth. The spasms then extended to the body and j 
my ee pe extremities, which were first thrown into a state of violent 

_ extension and then convulsed for one or two minutes; they 
_. ‘then subsided, and left him as before in a state of perfect’ ins 

a: a mm Similar attacks took place four times ashe we" Dram. 

a dept aaa » and he sites in another attack of the same kind about ‘ter 
ay we yi minutes: after. Blood- -letting, and every other remedy that 

bg ay tate time admitted of, were employed in the most judicic 
OPP yee § Se eal oa 

rae : ' if “manner, - ; $ 1%, yn ag wen Mi é my ass Ee a] a 4” 

mee os " . Inspection.—On removing the skul l-cap, an app 
‘4 A ah i. oi We ‘ observed on the surface of the dura mater, ofc 

dt ' the vi 
' Be din small detached portions. These apy 

eet ae, eC eURe charged from small glandular-looking ¢ 
it ‘outer sur face of the: dura ‘mater, ° which: 

; hays 
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andhighly eorged with blood. There were depressions on 
‘the i inner surface of the bone, which corresponded with these 
bodies: On raising the dura. mater, there came into view a 

- coagulum of blood, covering and c mpletely coi cealing the 
right hemisphere of the brain; it was/about two lines in thick- 

ness over the middle lobe, and became gradually thinner as 

‘St By, 

it spread over the anterior and posterior lobes, and. dipped 
down below the base of the brain. The coagulum, being re- 

moved, measured about ZV. _ On the surface of the left he-. 

misphere, the veins were turgid with blood; on the surface of 

_ the right they were entirely empty; but the source of the ha- _ 
morrhage could not be discovered. There was no fluid in 

the ventricles, and: no other disease was discovered. The’ 
stomach being carefully examined, was found to.contain no- 

‘thing but air and some healthy mucus. 

The following case, for which I am indebted to Dr. Ma- 
-cauley, is altogether a remarkable one. It is the most rapidly _ 

fatal case of cerebral disease that has occurred to me.. 

* | Case CXI—A woman, aged 54, who had been for several. 
years liable to headach, attended a crowded meeting on the 

evening of 25th June, 1829, and seemed in perfect health. 

Towards the conclusion of the meeting she uttered a loud and 
convulsive scream, and instantly fell down in a state of insen- 

sibility. She was immediately carried out, and was seen by _ 

Dr. Macauley, who happened to be present: he found her 
pale and totally insensible, and the pulse eine and ae od 

~ five minutes from the first seizure she was dead. | 

Inspection.—The integuments of the head 1 were much 
_ Joaded with blood. On removing the dura mater, there was 

a thin but very extensive appearance of extravasated blood, 

or rather ecchymosis, which covered nearly the whole surface 
of the brain. In the substance of the anterior lobe of the 

- Tight hemisphere there was a pone e of blood ne size ofa a 
» 
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me ee All the other viscera were examined. in: the 
“most accurate, manner, but nothing was. et sepa 

- ‘tubercle on thee equi cnn of. ssi ifice Pa | 
“4 Ris abdominal BOEUS iiyet we eae anda ac P3 ; 

‘< % a oy uk gh 

a bi ee. | When the ikoase takes Doie in the cerebellam; of ) = Ww 
\ : it, the symptoms appear to be more rapid in their prog ress” 
K a, than when it is in the substance of the brain: the two - ‘ol- — 

: Mg lowing cases will illustrate this modification of the disease; , ao 
oe, eee for the second of them I am indebted to the late Dr. sbi Yh 

Be : . < VIII. _EXTRAVASATION IN THE CEREBELLUM. m2" 

Case CXIT.—A woman, aged about 70, a rilawitep Ory yy 
full habit and short stature, while sitting by the bed of a 

x ‘ lady whom she was attending, suddenly exclaimed, *¢I am _ 
ing ee gone!” and almost (ta thalaideely fell down in a state of mk 

ce | ~ with some vomiting. " She lay in a comatose state, age 
€ any change i in the symptoms for 40 hours, and then died. — ie 
’ Inspection.—A coagulum of blood, the size of a pigeon’ 3 
: egg, was found in the right lobe of the cerebellum. © irl 
“Was no 0 other morbid appearance. | 

a par bs batPvg Wit an Case CXIII.—A private in the 10th Hussars, of a spare © 
. «el habit, about a month before his death was attacked with a o 

re ‘vomited Faad complained of violent Thenlinett dai fain AP ae 
"ness, but was quite sensible; he was very pale, and : 4 

pl ie yras slow and lapatiids ene eta. to Hnwd i 
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9 efi spiedtions, —Nothing unusual was | diseqvelans in the isis 
Onfraising the tentorium, the vessels of the cerebellum ap- 
peared very turgid. On removing the cerebellum, a coagu- 

lum of blood of about two ounces was found under it, and 

surrounding the foramen magnum. A 
: . ae ss 

ee a 

~§ IX.—ExtTRavASATION IN THE SUBSTANCE OF THE TUBER. 

ANNULARE, 

Cast CXIV.—A gentleman, aged 37, had been for several 
months in bad health, being affected with occasional tightness 
of the chest and difficulty of breathing. He had also severe 
dyspeptic complaints, with occasional vomiting, a yellow tinge 

_ of his skin, and considerable uneasiness in the region of the 
liver. For these complaints he had been advised by his me- 
dical attendants in the north, to go to Cheltenham, and arrived 
in Edinburgh with that intention on 22d March, 1828. I saw 
him on the following day along with Mr. Wishart. We found 
his pulse frequent, his countenance sallow, and his expression 
febrile and anxious. He complained chiefly of tightness across 
his chest, with some pain in the region of the liver. Respi- 
ration was very imperfect along the right side of the thorax, 
and there was some cedema of the legs. By topical bleeding, — 
purging, &c. he was considerably relieved; and on the 24th 
he expressed himself as feeling much better, but his pulse 
continued frequent. On the morning of the 25th he was sud- 
denly seized with giddiness, noise and confusion in his head, 
and numbness of the whole right side. He was oppressed, 
but not comatose; answered questions distinctly, butin a loud 
voice, and with a peculiar manner. He complained chiefly 
of noise in his head, of a tight and cramped feeling of his 

_ right arm and leg, with much prickling and loss of command 
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- ofthe parts, but when de sired to grasp, another person’s hand 
with his, the, muscular power did not seem to be. diminished. 

adhe expression, of his countenance was vacant and fatuous: 
» the eye was: natural, ‘The face was slightly distorted, and the 
speech was in some degree embarrassed. The pulse was 120. 

_ After large blood-letting and the other usual remedies, the 
symptoms gradually assumed a more favourable aspect, and 

after four or five days, he was considered as being out of any — 
immediate danger, though the effects of the attack were -by 
no means removed. His pulse was now natural, his speech 
was distinct, and his mind entire; his sight was good, and the 
appearance of the eye natural, except a slight degree of para- 
lysis of the upper eyelid of the right side. His breathing was 
easy, and he made no complaint, except of the tight and 

cramped feeling with numbness of the right arm and leg, His” 
look. however continued vacant and peculiar. His appetite 
and digestion were good, and his bowels easily regulated, He 

_ was improving in strength, and was able to be out of bed part 
of the day. ‘This favourable state continued till the 14th of 

_ April, on which day he was found with a very frequent pulse 
without any other change in the symptoms. ‘This febrile 
state continued on the two following days with rapid failure: 

of strength, and he died on the evening of the 16th. He 
continued sensible to the last, and during this febrile attack, 

he seemed to have acquired an increased command over the 
limbs of the affected side. About the commencement of 
his illness of 25th March, he complained of considerable un- i 
easiness in passing his urine; for a day or two it was pecige 

and there was a good deal of tenderness in the region of the 
bladder. After a few days this subsided, and he began a 

*y Rae 

pass considerable quantities of puriform fluid of remarkable 

fetor, which subsided to the bottom of the chamberpot, a fte 
the urine had stood for a short time. This continued ¢ luri. 
the remainder of his life, though it had greatly diminished 
in ‘aupotity for several days precpese) the last febrile attack." 
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Trainees _The seit ina cerebellum > ‘ in on ee 

every 1 ‘respect in the most: healthy. state, auth no-vestige of &. a” i 

disease was discovered until the cerebellum was separated a 
from the tuber annulare. In doing so a cavity was exposed 
about the size of a large hazel nut, lined by a soft cyst, and 
full of dark grumous blood of a firm consistence. ‘This re- : gl 
markable cavity was formed partly in the substance of the | 

tuber, and partly betwixt it and the base of the cerebellum. i) 
It was decidedly more to the left side than the right, and the ae 

surrounding substance was softened, and tinged with dark a 
red points, as if from injection of dark blood. ‘There was | ‘ 

effusion in the thorax to the amount of at least Ib. ii. The Mi 

right lang was contracted, and extensively hepatised; the? | 
~ Teft was much loaded with sero-purulent fluid. The liver e 

wi ery considerably enlarged, and of a pale-ash colour and ‘en 
granular]texture. The left kidney was pale, indurated, and 
‘tubercular. The inner surface of the bladder was deeply i in- ’ 
jected, and in several places showed distinct round ulcers” 

about, a va of an inch in diameter. 

Wisse ine 4 : vi4 
» § X.—ExrRAVASATION IN ALL THE VENTRICLES, AND) a 

| ALONG THE WHOLE COURSE OF THE SPINAL CORD 0 . 
% 

ak ‘gonclude this part of the subject with the following case, » Wi 

showing the most extensive extravasation of blood that has - 

ever. occurred to me. The case is also remarkable from. i me iy 

, ot the ‘period of life at which the affection took place, and \ aay all 

a nilarity i in the symptoms to one of the common inflam- aes 

gasiery affections terminating by effusion. iiEann rh 

; wort OXV. any§ boy, aged nine, spe at in perfeet er ek 

te + - health, awoke in the night of 18th May, 1829, complaining ork 

. “eh beadach; had yo a and et pay eae On, the ‘age 
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‘complaining of headach with occasional vomiting, but with- 
ut any urgent symptom. Under the usual treatment the 

complaint seemed gradually to subside, and on the 25th he 
appeared to be entirely recovered. But on the afternoon 
of that day, he had a return of convulsion, and in the eve- 
ning complained much of headach. Pulse 64.—26th and 
27th, said he was better, but seemed drowsy. Pulse slow. 
Bowels obstinate. —2S8th, had two attacks of convulsion, 

the second of which was very severe and continued for se- 
veral hours, affecting chiefly the left side of the body. 
Pulse 130. On the 29th he was again better; but from this 
time he became gradually more and more drowsy, and at 
last comatose with squinting, and occasional convulsive mo- 
tions of the limbs, and he died on the 3d of June. His 

death was preceded by severe convulsion of several hours’ 
duration. Isaw him along with Mr. Brown from the 29th. 

Inspection.—The surface of the brain was healthy. The 
lateral ventricles were distended with dark bloody fluid, 

and each of them contained a mass of coagulated blood; that 
in the right was the size of a large walnut, the other small- 
er. The 3d and 4th ventricles were quite filled with eoa- 
gulated blood in a very firm state, and from the bottom of. 

the fourth ventricle, the coagulum was traced outwards and — 
spread along the base of the brain and cerebellum, and 
around the medulla oblongata. 

distended, and the cord was found through its whole extent 

19th, he was seen’ by M iy Ww. Brown, who found:him still’ 
h 

The spinal canal being now 
laid open, the dura mater of the cord appeared remarkably 

Pat ‘5 

A Pe; 

‘ 

‘ 
entirely enveloped by a very firm and uniform stratum of. as 
coagulated blood. The brain and cord were in their su 
stance healthy, and the source of the hemorrhage could not 
be discovered. . 

» The source of the hearts GN in cases of extravasa 
in the head appears to be exceedingly various. 

> 
ve 

Y. The most common is probably the ee of a vessel 

es, ap 
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of moderate size in the substance of the brain, from which > 

the blood bursts’by laceration either into thé ventricles, or 

to the surface, or in both these directions at once, as in ‘a 
case described by Morgagni. ‘It is in vain in general to at- 
tempt tracing it'to particular vessels; Dr. Cheyne was able 
to do so in some instances; but, in general, numerous ves- 

sels must be laid open by the extensive laceration, and hence 
probably the appearance which:has been observed, as if the 
extravasation had taken place from various points at once. 

_A-case is described by Serres in which the rupture’ took 
place in the substance of the pons Varolii; and from this 
the blood had burst forth into the occipital fossa. * . 

II. The superficial vessels. This probably took place im 

the remarkable cases communicated by Dr. Hunter and Dr. 

Barlow. This appears to be the meningeal apoplexy of © 
Serres. The blood seems in general to be accumulated be- — 
twixt the dura mater and the arachnoid; but cases have been 

described by Fernelius and Tulpius, in which the blood ap- 
peared to be confined beneath the pia mater, and to have 

been discharged from the retiform plexus of vessels at the 
base of the brain. 
IU. From ulceration and rupture of one of the ution 

arterial trunks. Dr. Mills has described a case in which the . 
hemorrhage was distinctly traced to ulceration and rupture 

a of the basilar artery; and a similar affection of the vidiaae 

carotid is described by Morgagni and by Serres. 
_.» IV. From the vessels of the choroid plexus, as in a case r 
'. described by De Haen. This may probably be the source 

of hemorrhage in those cases in which it is confined to the © 

» ‘ventricle, without any laceration of the substance of the 

brain. In Case CVIII. it was confined to the third and 

fourth ventricles. 

4 

» (©°V. Rupture of one of the sinuses, as in 2 case described 
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‘by Dr. Dotiglas,* in which the left Jateral sinus was rup- 
‘tured. Bee eta Ni ae EE DARN epi eRRenagy or 

“)-VI. From the rupture of small aneurisms in various parts 
cesta: of the cerebral vessels. In a case by Serres, such an aneu- 

wf ‘rism occurred in the basilar artery, which, when it was‘dis- 
m & tended, was as large as a small hen’s egg. A pound of ° 

blood had been discharged by the rupture of it. This man 
had been long subject to a feeling of weight in the head, 

, and, according to his own statement, to an indescribable 
Sy stupidity, which was much increased by bodily exertion; 

: ~ and by strong liquors. In the Archives Generales de Me- 
dicine, a case is described, in which apoplexy followed the 
bursting of a small aneurism in the circle of Willis. 

My VII. In the Medical and Surgical Register of the Hos= 
r ‘ pital of New York, a very uncommon case is described by ‘ 

. 3 Dr. Watts, in which the hemorrhage took place betwixt 
the dura mater and the bone, from erosion of a vessel in 
connexion with caries of the inner surface of the parietal 

- bone of the left side. The man was suddenly seized with 

hemiplegia of the right side, and died in five days. The 
f carious spot on the inner surface of the bone was not so 

large as a sixpence. | 

» 

In the most common form of this affection, in which the 

hemorrhage proceeds from a vessel in the substance of the a 
“ brain, I have supposed the rupture to take place from dis- 

P. ease of the artery itself, without any relation to that COn- i 

¥ gestive or hamorrhagic condition which seems to constitute | 

> Bh the state of simple apoplexy. Such disease, accordingly, © — 

,*©« » © will be very generally found to exist in cases of this class. © . : 

. ‘ to ~ It consists in some instances of ossification of the arteries in 

A 8 various places, and in others, of that peculiar earthy brit- 

in om YF “tleness, which Scarpa has described as leading to aneurism; 5 a 
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andthe canal of the artery will be found in many places to 
be considerably narrowed or contracted at the hardened 
parts, and sometimes entirely obliterated. In other cases 
again, numerous branches of the principal arteries of the 
brain will be found to present a succession of small opaque 
osseous rings, separated from one another by small portions 
of the artery in a healthy state. This is a very common 

appearance-in the brains" of elderly people, and the rings 
are generally from half a line to a line in breadth, and are 
separated from each other by healthy portions of about the - 

“APOPLEXY WITH EXTRAVASATION, = 259° 

same extent. In some cases again the inner coat of the ars © 

tery is much thickened, of a soft pulpy consistence, and 

very easily separated; so that, when a portion of the artery 

is compressed between the fingers, a considerable quantity 
of this pulpy matter is forced out.. This was very remark 
able in Case CVIII. In a case of apoplexy very rapidly 
fatal, which occurred to Dr. Duncan, junior, and Mr. Wish- 

» art, they took particular notice of the remarkably diseased — 

state of the arteries of the brain, which they deseribe as ex- 
hibiting every where the ‘‘ earthy brittleness of Scarpa.’ 
_- There is much reason to believe, that this diseased condition 

of the arteries of the brain may give rise to a variety of com- 
plaints in the head; and that, after going on for a considera- 
ble time in this manner, it may at length be fatal by rupture. 
This appears to be probable from the history of many cases: 
I shall only give the following as an example. 

oe CXVI.—A gentleman, ee about 50, was for several 

years affected with complaints in his head, which assumed a 
great variety of characters. He had at first attacks of gid- 
diness and headach, with loss of recollection and impaired | 

speech. These occurred from time to time, and went off 

without leaving any bad consequences. After a year or two 
the symptoms became more permanent, and he had violent « 
paroxysms of pain, which at one time were much relieved . 
by arsenic. He then had attacks bordering upon mania, 
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with loss of recollection for several days. Afterwards he had 
epileptic attacks, alternating with these maniacal paroxysms. 

: He next was affected with attacks of stupor of various dura- 

tin, 

ie 
ve 

ff i 
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tion. The disease went on in this way for several years ; 

and he died at last in May, 1820, after an apoplectic attack 
which continued eight or nine days. 

Inspection.—Connected with the fatal attack, there was 
a coagulum of blood, the size of an egg, in the substance of 
the right hemisphere. ‘The only other morbid appearance 
was a remarkably diseased state of the whole arterial system 
of the brain. It was most extensively ossified, with a thick: - 
ened and very diseased state of the inner coat of the arteries, 
and partial separation of it from the other coats in many places. 
Scarcely any branch could be traced through the whole brain 
entirely free from disease. ‘The vertebral arteries were also’ 
much affected, especially the left, which was much enlarged, 
and its coats thickened, ossified in spots, and brittle. . 

The state of the arteries in such a case as this, with the . 

partial separation of the inner coat, could not fail to be pro- 
ductive of much disturbance of the circulation, and much de- 

rangement of the functions of the brain. Another case will 
be afterwards mentioned in which a similar disease appeared 
to have led to frequent paralytic attacks ; the patient died at 
last of gangrene of the toes. (Case CXIX.) See also the 

disease in the basilar artery described in case XXXII, in 
which it was entirely obstructed and distended by a firm white 

‘ matter, without any appearance of blood. 
I appears that a disease somewhat similar occurs in the 

veins of the brain, as in the following remarkable case 
with which J have been favoured by Dr. Cheyne of Dublin. 

Case CXVII.—A lady, aged 42, was of a melancholy 
temperament, and had been subject to headachs from early 
life. About ten years before her death she lost her husband 

_ under circumstances of peculiar distress, and from that time 
confined herself to the house and laboured under the greatest 
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anne + There was 2 a SrA "eiron betwixt the 
‘arachn i citvts pia mater, and the whole ‘surface of the brain 
was blo aa The venous system of the brain was dis ease 

ra unusual, _manner. ‘ There was & deposition. of a firm 7 

wish n-white substance between the lining and outer 
- ‘veins ; i it was universal all over the brain, giving t ‘to the 

a mottled or rather ribbed appearance. The appear: é , 

ane of the whole of the arterial system was precisely the 
am the venous, and both the arteries and veins were 

cer but more fragile than usual. ‘The medullary portion 
han was more than usually vascular; on the inngy 

3 side o e of the posterior horn of the left lateral ventricle, there 4 
was an irregular cavity about an inch in length and half Fs dake » 

inch in | breadth. The portion of the brain, which formed *% | 
2 walls of the cavity was much diseased, soft and yellow ; : | 

its structure was destroyed, and it was penetrated by a num- 

ber of enlarged and unsupported vessels. .The left choroid 
plexus contained an hydatid the size of a large pea. 

i dent 
“ni wal important subject has been little investigated, but 
there seems every reason to believe that disease of the ve- 

nous | system of the brain may have a most extensive influence - re 
____ in the affections of that organ.» Various examples of this ¢ lass 
roe will be found i in the preceding observations, particularly ; the * ER 

ty complete obstruction of the lateral sinus which occurred i in ai Bye” wt ; 

4 Cases. IV. and V., and the remarkable disease of the veins on) 4 

oy 
PS 

J 

. the upper surface of the brain in Case XXVIII. The sub- vee a ; 

ject is worthy of careful investigation and promises important ita: 4 nN 

results, A lady mentioned in the Revue Medicale, tom. XX1., % Ps 7 hs 

. having | been exposed to mental agitation on the seventh day 7a: 

after accouchement, became insensible and continued SO for. at 4S 3 

de three, quarters of an hour. On her recovery she complained. : Me 
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of acute pain in the left side of the head, which continued 
ith little change for ten days, notwithstanding topical bleed- 

_ Ings, and various other remedies. ‘There was then a great 

and sudden increase of it, accompanied by pain in the left ear, 
and this was soon followed by palsy, first of the right arm, 
and soon after of the right leg. Three days after this there 

was loss of speech with partial stupor, then convulsive at- 

tacks, and strabismus; and she died on the 17th day of the 

disease. On inspection, the middle cerebral vein on the 

right hemisphere, where it approached the longitudinal sinus, 
was found very large and containing a puriform substance 
which entirely filled it : and the corresponding vein, on the left 
side was inthe same state. In removing the falx, a flattened 
tumour was discovered between two and three inches long, 

and ten lines in thickness. It occupied the seat of the lon- 
gitudinal sinus, and appeared to be formed of a cellular tissue 
injected with blood. | 

SECTION III. 

, OF THE CASES OF THE THIRD CLASS, OR THE PARALYTIC 

CASES. 

Unper this class I have included a description of cases 
which resemble each other in their symptoms only, but are 

“found to differ most remarkably in the morbid conditions of 

brain with which they are connected. We are not pos- 

sed of sufficient information to enable us accurately to dis- 
. criminate them from each other; and all that we can attempt 
at present, is to give a statement of the facts relating to them, | 

sd _ ander a simple arrangement. 
_ The leading phenomenon of this class is the paralytic at- 

tack without coma, or at least without that complete and per- 
aanent coma which occurs in the former classes, Some of 

those cases, indeed, which begin as a paralytic attack, after 
a certain time pass into apoplexy, the Pua attack being 
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only the prelude to, or the first stage of, the apoplectic ; these 
of course belong to another class, particularly the second. 
The cases which I mean to include under this third class are 

those in which, either there has been no apoplexy, or the 

apoplectic state has soon passed off, leaving the paralysis 
as the more prominent and permanent character of the dis- 
ease. ~ | 

The attack appears under various fofims, the most common 
of which is hemiplegia with loss of speech; but in some eases 
the speech is not affected; while in others the loss of speech 
is at first the only symptom. In some cases, again, one limb ™ 
only is affected, which is most commonly the arm, though 
sometimes the leg. Numerous other modifications occur, as, 

palsy of one eyelid; or of the orbicularis of the eye; distortion 
of the eyes ; double vision; twisting of the mouth, &c. Loss of 

the power of swallowing also occurs occasionally, though more 
rarely in the cases which do not passintoapoplexy. ‘The pa- 
tient frequently appears quite sensible of hissituation,andmakes 

anxious attemps to express himself; generally understanding in 
a great measure what is said tg-him, and answering by signs, 
Sometimes, however, whefi he retains a partial power of 
speech, his answers are incoherent and unintelligible. 

In the farther progress of cases of this class, we observe re- 
markable varieties which may be chiefly referred to the fol- 
lowing heads. . 

J, Such an attack may be merely the prelude to the apo- 
plectic, and may pass into it afteg_a™ short mtcruah These _ 
bona belong chiefly to the second class. A i, 

‘Tl. The attack may, under the proper treatment, pass oe f 
speedily and entirely, leaving, after a very short time, no trace ie: 
of its existence. o. yer. 

ih Ill. The recovery may be very eradual, ‘the use of 
; the affected limbs being restored after several weeks or 

months. iy “ 

IV. The palsy may be permanent; that is, the tient af oe, 
ter a-certain time, may recover so far as to be apis to walk ; 

eS . 
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~ about, dragging his leg with a painful effort, and to speak very. 
imperfectly; and after this, makes no farther improvement to 

» ~~ «the end of his life, which may be protracted for many years. 
\ V. Ina fifth variety the patient makes no recovery ; he is 
confined to bed, speechless and paralytic, but possessed of his 
other faculties in a considerable degree, and dies gradually 
exhausted, after several weeks or months; in some cases with- 

out coma, in others with coma for a few days before death. 
In endeavouring to investigate the morbid conditions of the 

brain which are connected with these varieties, we find con- 

siderable diversities, which, in a pathological point of view, 

may be referred to the following heads, 
I. Many of the cases appear to have a close analogy to 

simple apoplexy; and when they are fatal, present either no 

satisfactory appearance, or only serous effusion, often in small 

quantity. 

II. Extravasation of blood of small extent, contained in de- 

fined cysts in the substance of the brain or under the mem- 

~ branes. 
III. Ramollissement of the cerebral substance. 
IV. Inflammation and its consequences, 

§ IL.—ParatyTic CASES, WITH SEROUS EFFUSION, OR WITH 
SLIGHT MORBID APPEARANCES. 

- Wuew a paralytic attack of the most formidable appearance 
- passes off speedily and entirely, without leaving any trace of © 
disease, we may suppose that no very serious injury has been 
done to the substance of the brain; and that the disease bears 
a Close analogy to the affection which I have termed Simple 

Apoplexy; or, in other words, that the cause had consisted of 

a state of the circulation of the brain, which is capable of be- 
ing speedily and entirely removed. Many cases again are 
fatal, and present, on dissection, only serous effusion, often in 

small quantity. A man, mentioned by Morgagni, had palsy 
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of the right arm, and died apoplectic in two days. On dise 
section, no morbid appearance was discovered, except serous 
effusion, both in the ventricles and on the surface of the brain, 

_ Another had loss of speech, and palsy of the left side, and 
died comatose at the end of a month. Considerable effusion 

was found on the surface of the brain, but very little in the _ 

ventricles. A third had loss of speech and palsy of the right 
side, then became comatose, and died imfive days. The ven- 

tricles contained about two ounces of fluid: there was also. a 

good deal on the surface of the brain, which appeared to be 
‘most abundant on the right side. m: 

_T have formerly given my reasons for believing, that serous 
effusion in apoplectic cases is not a primary disease, but a ter- 

mination of simple apoplexy; and I have described cases in 
which it existed to a considerable extent without paralysis. 
In the cases, again, in which it has been accompanied by pa- 
ralysis, the quantity of fluid has borne no proportion to the 
symptoms, and has been equally distributed over the brain; 

except in the case now quoted from Morgagni, in which too, 
it is worthy of remark, it appeared to be most abundant on 

the same side with the disease. From these considerations, 

I think we may conclude, that, in the cases now referred to, 

the effusion was not the cause of the paralysis, but the effect 
or the termination of a certain state of the circulation in a 
part of the brain, with which the paralysis had been connect- 

ed from the first invasion of the disease. The whole pheno- 
mena of palsy, do indeed bear evidence, that certain cases of — 
it depend upon a cause, which is of a temporary nature, and 
capable of being very speedily and entirely removed. We 
see hemiplegia take place in the highest degree, and yet very 
rapidly disappear; but the most singular circumstance, con- 

nected with certain cases of palsy, is, that we occasionally 
see it continue without any improvement for many weeks or 

months; and then, from some change which entirely eludes, 
our observation, take a turn for the better, and Miss 
disappear. ear, | ie ke 
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» Ido not know to what class I ought to refer the following 
ease, but I shall introduce it here as the most remarkable ex- 

- ample that has occurred to me, of long-continued palsy, aes 
out any satisfactory morbid appearance. 

Casr CXVIII.—A gentleman, aged 35, while standing in 
the street, conversing with a friend, suddenly lost his speech ; 
he recovered it after a few minutes, walked home, and made 

no particular complaint. In the evening of the same day, he 

suddenly fell from his chair, speechless, and paralytic on the 
right side, but without coma; being sensible of what was said 

to him, and answering by signs. He was then confined to 

bed for several weeks without any change in the symptoms. 
At the end of three months, he had recovered so far the mo- 

tion of his leg, as to be able to walk a little, dragging forward 
the leg by a motion of the whole right side of his body. He 
afterwards improved considerably in bodily strength, so that 
he could walk for several miles; but his thigh and leg con- 
tinued to be dragged forward by the same kind of effort, with- | 

out any farther improvement. He never recovered any de- 

gree of motion of the arm or hand: he could not even move 

the fingers ; his speech was very inarticulate, and his counte- 
nance was expressive of great inbecility of mind. In this 

state he continued without relapse, and without any farther 
improvement, for fifteen years, when he died at the age of 
50. Fora month before his death, he had been declining in 
strength. I saw him about four days before he died, and found 
him in a state resembling typhus; his pulse frequent and weak; 
his tongue very foul, and dry in the middle; he made no com- 
plaint. He was not then in bed, but was confined to it next 
day, and died in three days more, of rapid sinking Mie 
coma. 

Inspection.—The membranes adhered firmly to each 

other, and to the brain, at a spot the size of a shilling, on the 
upper part of the right hemisphere. There was a large 

quantity of fluid under the arachnoid membrane, and a con: 

\ 
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siderable quantity in the ventricles. Near the posterior part 
of the longitudinal sinus, a small part of the sinus appeared 
to be thickened in its coats, and the inner surface of this part 

was dark-coloured and slightly fungous. The cauda equina 
was of a remarkably dark colour, as if it had been soaked in 
venous blood, but without any change in its stucture. No 
other morbid appearance could be detected, on the most care- 
ful examination, in any part of the brain-or spinal cord. 

_ The remarkably diseased state of the arteries of the brain, 
which has been already referred to, as a very common ap- 
pearance in elderly people, may probably be the cause of - 
temporary interruptions of the circulation, and slight paralytic 

attacks, which after some time may pass off from changes 
which elude our observation. Perhaps something of this 

kind occurred in the following case, for which I am indebted 

to Dr. Simson. | 

Case CXIX.—A gentleman, aged 58, in 1805, was attacked 

- with hemiplegia of the right side, without coma. After the 
usual treatment, he improved gradually; and at the end of 

_ five months, he had quite recovered, except that his right leg 
continued rather weaker than the other. In 1812, he had 

another attack, preceded by violent headach. From this 

likewise he gradually recovered, though his recovery was 

much less perfect than after the former attack. He had four 
other attacks betwixt 1812 and 1817, which were carried off 

by the usual remedies, blood-letting and purging. In 1817, 
he had another and severe attack, likewise in the mght side; 

his speech was unintelligible, and his mouth much drawn to 
the left side. He was relieved by blood-letting, &c. but from 
the effects of this attack he did not recover. He remained 
paralytic in the right side, his mouth twisted, and his speech 
very indistinct. In November, 1818, he began to be affected 
with gangrene of the toes, which advanced slowly, and ter- 

minated fatally, in April, 1819. From the time of his first 
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in 1805, to the second, in 1812, he always became 
" ed and felt headach, RE he atte empted to read or 
, $0 that he was obliged immediately to desist; but after 

1e attack in 1812, he ‘was able to read and write without any 
Nohfision ort uneasiness, and even without the use ‘Specta- 3 

‘cles, which he had formerly employed. © si let 
te Inspection —The dura mater seemed eee thick- 
ened; the pia mater also seemed thickened, and was very vas- 
cular. There was extensive disease in the arteries of the 
brain, their coats being thickened, and in many places ossified. 
This was very remarkable in the principal trunks of the ca- 

rotids and vertebrals, and was likewise traced into smaller 

branches. The internal carotids seemed considerably larger 
- than usual, and their coats were much thickened; and the 

vertebrals and their branches were affected in the same man- 

ner in a still greater degree, particularly about the tuber an- 
nulare, where the basilar artery was quite brittle, and Sear 
off its branches in the same condition. iE 

Ae 
hl QRe 

§ I]. —Paratyric cASES ACCOMPANIED BY EXTRAVASATION 

OF BLOOD OF SMALL EXTENT. 

THE symptoms which appear in connexion with extravasa- 

tion of blood in the brain, seem to depend in a great measure 
upon the quantity that has been extravasated. In the cases 
which go on to apoplexy, the blood seems in general to burst 
by laceration of the cerebral substance, either to the surface, 

or into the ventricles. In the paralytic cases, it seems to be 

confined to a certain defined cavity in which the hemorrhage 

at first took place. ‘This may be in apy part of the substance 
of the hemispheres; the corpus striatum is a very conn 

seat of it; and it may be found in the substance of the po 
Varolii, or of the medulla oblongata. It may likewise take 
place on the surface of the brain, as in Case CXXV, in which 

the cyst which had contained it was distinctly seen anne’ cel- 
~ jular structure of the arachnoid. Extravasaion! of a certain 
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“extent, eit in the substance or on the Pro eee eeins, in ge- 

_neral, , to, produce palsy of the opposite side; andas the quantity | owes the case seems to pass into apoplexy; but it appears 
that extravasation may take place and produce fatal apoplexy 

~ without having induced paralysis. Several cases ‘have been 

already described in which this took place, though in all of 
them there was a considerable interval betwixt the sip and 

the occurrence of coma. 
_ When the extravasation is of more limited extent, so as to 

we confined to a cavity of moderate size in the substance’ of 
the brain, the patient is in general affected with palsy and 
loss of speech, without perfect coma; or, if there be coma for 

a time immediately after the attack, it passes off after a cer- 
tain interval, and the prominent character of the disease comes 
to be the state of paralysis. In-the farther progress of the 
cases of this class, we find remarkable varieties. Some of 

them pass, after a certain time, into fatal coma, even when 

the extravasation of blood is of no great extent; while, on the 

other hand, we shall find that the patient may recover entire- 

y 

oe ie 

ly from the effects of extravasation of a certain extent, and 

may even recover from the immediate effects of very exten- 

sive extravasation, and survive in a paralytic state for many 
years. The cause of this difference seems to depend, ina 

great measure, upon the state of the surrounding cerebral sub- 

starve. When extravasation of small amount is fatal, it seems 

_in general to be connected with ramollissement of the cerebral - 
substance to some extent around the cavity which contains 

the coagulum. ‘There is also some reason to believe, that ex- 

travasation of very small extent, in fatal cases, may sometimes 

be considered as the effect of the state of simple apoplexy; 
and that, in these instances, the fatal event is not to be as- 

cribed to the extravasation, but to the state of simple apo- 

_plexy, which we have seen may be fatal without either ex- 
travasation or effusion. This may be considered as in some 
measure conjectural, but the other is more a matter of fact; 

namely the effect of ramollissement of the cerebral substance. 
35 
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2g the coaguliim 4 in me a fatal disease, while 
ee in other cases, extravasation of ereater exten entireh 

ie from. The ramollissement in these cased seems to 

arise from a diseased state of the arterial system of the part, 

the same probably. pig ge penalty aye rise to the extrava- — 
sation. — She: i | 2 

When the cerebral substance surrounding the extravasation =~ : 

continues ina healthy state, we find that coagula of very great 

size are gradually and completely absorbed. This remarka- ( 
ble change seems to commence at a very early period, but to. 

advance very slowly... When we have an opportunity of see- 
ing the coagulum, so early as fourteen or fifteen days from 
the attack, we find it already considerably changed in its cha- 
racter from the appearance of recent blood. The thinner 
parts have considerably disappeared, and the coagulum has 

become firmer in its texture, and of a dark brownish colour. 
In its farther progress, it assumes a firm and fibrous texture; 
the dark red colour is gradually lost, and the last portion that: 

remains is a small mass of fibrine of a slight reddish colour, 
which, after a certain time, also entirely disappears. The . 

time required for this process must of course depend in a great _ 4 

measure upon the size of the coagulum, but seems likewise to’) am 

be in part regulated by other circumstances. InCaseCXXIL, 
a coagulum, which must have been of very considerable size 

had entirely disappeared in less than five months. In Case 
CXXIV., it was seen partly absorbed at the end of three 
months. On the other band, Moulin found a small coagulum - 
not quite gone at the end of a year; and Riobé observed some ' 

of the blood still remaining in a cavity of small extent, after 
twenty months. In two cases, Serres found a hard coagul 
of blood remaining, in the one at the end of two yen and 
Z the other at the end of three years. ty: Sina 

While these changes are going on in the dongs] aan ca- 

vity.i In whieh it is contained becomes lined with a distinct — —s 

on firm. membrane of a yellowish colour; and when the * coagulurn ‘ 
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| forms Sit are ste seen crossing it in’ oneal on 
nd producing a connexion betwixt its opposite sides at these 

points. The French writers, believe that the cyst. is a 
entirely obliterated; but I have never seen any thing to sati 

% _ fy me that it isso. I have examined. such. cysts at various 

periods of their progress, but have seen nothing like an ap- 
proach to obliteration, except the bands which I have. now a0 eee 

mentioned, connecting their opposite sides. The cyst appears. 
Sis ‘to be distinctly organized, and numerous blood vessels have 

pear precisely at what period this remarkable membrane is 
deposited. . Riobe describes it in one case, as existing three 

weeks after the attack; and, in another, he thought he ob- 

served the formation of it begun in a very soft state, as early 
as thirteen days. In the cases which I have had an opportu- 

‘ie nity of observing, after the disappearance of the, coagulum, 
: the cyst has in general. been entirely empty. It appears, 

however, that it has been frequently observed by the French 
Se writers full of gereus fluid. Their idea is, that serous fluid is 

et deposited frot | the exhaling vessels of the membrane, and is 
again absorbe , after dissolving a part of the coagulum ;, that 
in this manner the coagulum gradually disappears; and that 

the membrane then continues to deposite and reabsorb the se- 

rum, until the cavity is obliterated. I have already stated, 

‘however, that in my observation, cavities even of large size 
are found entirely empty. 
> < ‘Moulin has described a case of seventeen years’ standing, a 

> in ‘which the patient had continued paralytic, with wasting of 
‘the affected limbs, and had never recovered his speech. . He 
found a cyst containing four ounces of fluid which was tinged 
with blood. 

i As the absorption of the coagulum goes on, the symptoms 
a 

in some cases subside | eee and entirely disappears but 

é oe Pg : ; | a 

sometimes been observed ramifying upon it. It does not ap- 
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ae 
ers the la tben ab is dew ipertial aud we find that the 4 

coagulum had been entirely removed, while the patient ao Dai ¥ 

tinued to be: affected with a great degree. of palsy te the en 
a 

| of his life. In other cases. again the symptoms appear t Bi ae aX 

off speedily, though there was every reason to believe that a ie i 
coagulum was present, and could not yet be absorbed. ifPhis: > ge 

probably occurred in Case CXXIV. It appears that extra- 
yasatéd blood may be absorbed in the same manner from the . 

ventricles, though in cases of this kind it more rarely occurs. | 
in that situation. A man, mentioned by Riobé,hadanattack 4 

of apoplexy, which left him affected with palsy of the left . 
side. He improved very gradually, and was entirely reco- 

vered at the end of 18 months, when he died of peripneumo- a 
ny. In, the right lateral ventricle, there was asmall quantity = 
of coagulated blood, and the membrane lining the ventricle, 
was of a yellowish colour, and much thickened. In Case 

CXXV., I have described an example of absorption from 
the surface of the brain, the cyst being formed in the cel- 
lular structure of the arachnoid, but having the same charac- 

ters as the eysts which are found in the substance of the brain. 

The following selection of cases arranged under several 4 

heads, will illustrate this modification of the disease. T shall a 

describe the first case at some length, as it “shows very re d 

i ed the various stages of this interesting affection. 

MA The cyst empty—the patient dying of another - m 4 
disease. : 

- a 

| Bisa OXX. —A clergyman, aged 29, had complained fo for. { 
several weeks of frequent headach, which affected hi ie 

chiefly in the morning. On Tuesday, 30th November, 1819, ey 

he walked out in his usual health about 11 o’clock in the fore- | 

“noon, and about half an hour after went into a shop, when he d 
was found to be speechless, and with his mouth twisted to 4 

one side. He was immediately taken. home; he had then the go 
vs Ng i pe - Poe = 
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per limbs, and was able to walk ae ie. Hootie he 
alked incoherently and inarticulately, his mouth was very 
a twisted to the left side, but he seemed to know his 

fi ends. Soon after, he became more incoherent and partially 
comatose, but resisted violently when he was bled. Pulse of 

natural frequency. I saw him soon after the bleeding; he was 
then rather pale, and the pulse natural; he ‘made eager» at. 

tempts to speak, and when disturbed, sometimes became vio- 

lent; but his speech was quite inarticulate, and he did not ap- 
pear to comprehend what was said to him. After farther 
bleeding, purging, &c., he became more intelligent, and on 
the following day, 1st of December, he was much more sensi- 
ble; he knew those about him, and occasionally answered 
questions distinctly, when the answer that was necessary was 

very short; when he attempted more than this, he wandered 
into incoherence, and often appeared very anxious to describe 
something, but not a word could be understood. He had the 

use of all his limbs, and occasionally got out of bed with great 
agility to obtain something which he wanted, when he could 
not make the attendant comprehend what he meant. Farther 

bleeding and purging were employed, and there was a pro- 
gressive improvement. On the 3d, he was able to speak cor- 

réctly, though slowly and heavily, as if endeavouring to re 
collect a word which he meant to make use of. He now 

gave a distinct account of his seizure on the 30th; he said 

“ he felt a violent headach attack him’ suddenly while he was 
pulling on his boots immediately before going out, and that it 
‘continued after he went out; he remembered going into the 
shop ofa person whom he named, and the Aas telling 

_ him that he was very ill and must be taken home.”” From 

- this time he improved progressively, and‘by the 18th was 

in his usual health, except some slight remains of thickness 
of speech,,and a slight degree of confusion for a few mi- 

nutes after first awaking in the morning. ‘Thesesymptoms 
“soon disappeared, and he enjoyed very good health till 
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—~ | “abotit 16th. N a 1820, when he was suddenly seized 
ee \ §n-the afternoon with loss of speech and palsy of the right 

: arm. I saw him in an hour after the attack; ‘little or no | 

‘blood could be obtained from a vein, but the temporal arte- b 
fee ry, being opened very low down, bled freely to 20 ounces, _ 

when he became faint. He then took purgatives; next lay, = 
he was much better, and in a few days the symptomswere 

1 entirely removed. + oh | 
64 dg He now continued well for about a month. On ih i 

: December, 1820, he went into the country on horseback; ; 

about three miles from town he was observed by a person : 

‘ who passed him, running by the side of his horse near- 
ly speechless, and with the appearance of a person in- 3 

toxicated. In this state he went to the house of a person 
with whom he was acquainted, but could not make himself 

understood, and soon after his arrival became completely 

comatose.’ The usual remedies were employed without 
any immediate effect. During the remainder of the 16th, | 

and through the whole of the 17th, he continued in a state 
of perfect coma, notwithstanding repeated bleeding to faint- 

ness, and the other usual remedies. On the 18th, about 

five o’clock in the morning, he came out of the coma, and 

from this time recovered gradually. On the 21st, he was 

able to be out. of bed and to walk steadily, and was soon af- 

ter restored to his usual health, except that his speech con- 
tinued considerably indistinct. After some time, he began ! 

to complain of headach, notwithstanding very abstemious 

diet; this was relieved by bleeding, and fora considerable ” 

time it was necessary to repeat small bleedings once in two 

‘sua or three weeks. In this manner he enjoyed tolerable _ 
ee _ health, but never entirely recovered from the effects of t 

a, ~~ Tast attack; his speech continued thick and somewhat in- 

fr o& distinct; ite mind was evidently weakened; his counte- 
nance was vacant, and his temper was irritable. But he 
engaged i in all the ordinary transactions Se life, | and in the 
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* “i Hot: in ithe chest ite died, on the 7th of Ti veal 

a *s a recurrence of the symptoms in the head. a uy 

4 ‘jul - Inspection.—In the substance of the left hemisphere. of 

mi, the brain, about the centre, and about equally distant from 

be the. yentricle and the surface, there was a cyst an inch and 
} ‘ 

a half long, and one inch deep. It was quite, empty, - 
but was lined by a yellowish firm membrane of consider- . 

« able thickness. This membrane could be easily seated 

from the surrounding cerebral substance, to which it ad- 
_ hered very slightly. In the substance of the right hemis- 

_ phere, in a situation exactly corresponding to the former, 

‘there was another cyst of a similar character, but smaller. 

It was a narrow sinus, and of a diameter which could have 

admitted a quill; it was like the other quite empty, but lined 

by the sam kind of yellow membrane; there was a small 

i 

7 

‘quantity of clear fluid in the ventricle; there was no other 

- morbid appearance. In the lungs, there was slight hepati- 
sation and extensive disease of the bronchial membrane. _ cy 

‘ 

ey Casz CXXI. oh gentleman aged 56, in one of the last 

Re loss. of speech. He walked with difficulty and some assis- 
** tance to the house of a friend in the neighbourhood, where 

it was first observed that he had lost the use of his right 

side. After a short time he became nearly comatose, and 

re - continued so for some days. After repeated bleeding, 

_-——s purging, &c., he ‘became gradually more sensible; but it 
‘al a ‘< 
bb : ' 

days of June, 1826, while walking through the museum of — ig 
the University of Edinburgh, was suddenly seized with | 

& 



continued very 1 1p 

une seen to be 

of wih he ‘died § ‘in the heii of, Nageiboe) + 
symptoms continued in a very considerable d d 
weysewils in the right arm, and in his speect 

Cl pee very. indistinct. I saw him a — f 

ai for ne i of dine previous attack. bia Hi bat 
ve “~ * ieee the substance of the left. hem 

_» the outer side of the ventricle, we found a Or 
inch and ahalf long and one inch deep; it was qu 

° and lined by a yellowish membrane similar tot i” 

aut has been described in the former CASE. 5 tie ay Ba sear ei 
‘ a ee f Me f im 

my a Case CXXIT.—A lady, aged about. 50, vas 

with hemiplegia i in April, 1817, and, after s eitips ' 

f 1 TAG continuance, came out of it gradually with pals 

sit right side, and very indistinct speech. It was 3 sever 

by oe ths after the attack when I first saw her. She was then in. 

“pretty, good general health, but with very little i improv men nt 

' of the limbs. She could drag the leg forward a very t 
sy um i the arm she could not move at all, and the fingers of the aff 
a jets ed hand were bent inwards, and could not be made. str: 

fi 7 but by some force. Her farther improvement was very 8 
\ I 1 the course of 1818, she acquired more use of her 

| ing able to support herself with a stick, and to) ] 
‘ ae her speech also became more distinety, ‘i 

b s . 
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comphainof breathlessness and died rather suddenly i in a 
fit of dyspnoea. te i. Lei 

_ Inspection.—The ventricles of the brain edubsined seve- 
or ral ounces of fluid, and it appeared quite evident to all who. 

x ere present at the examination, that the left ventricle was 
7 much larger than the right. On the outer side of the left 
‘ventricle, and separated from it by sound cerebral substance 
of about a quarter of an inch in thickness, there was a eyst 
similar to those described in’ the former cases; it extended 

longitudinally nearly three inches, and was as much or 

‘more i in depth; it terminated below in an angle correspond- 
ing with the narrow edge of the middle lobe of the brain, 
which lies in the angle of the sphenoid bone, behind the 

@linoid process; the cavity extended here to within a quar- 

ter of an inch of the surface of the brain. This remarkable 

‘cavity was entirely empty; it was lined by a fine yellow 
membrane, and bands of the same substance with the mem- 

brane intersected it in several places, connecting the oppo- 

site surfaces, which in other places, though in contact, . 

were quite unconnected. This membrane existed through- 

out the whole cavity, and was quite obvious even in the 

sharp angular termination already mentioned. The brain 
-was in other respects healthy. There was considerable 

effusion in the pleura, and extensive accumulation of puri- 

~~ form mucus in the bronchial canals. 

B. The cyst empty—the patient dying of a fresh attack. 

“Chst CXIII. me lady, aged 40, on the 10th of April, 

,.1821; complained 1 in the morning of violent. headach, and 

- had some vomiting; soon after she was seized with perfect 
palsy of the right side, with very inarticulate speech, and 
a considerable degree of coma. She was relieved by the 

F ~ usual treatment; the symptoms subsided gradually, and in 

on vent or ten days she was quite well. She occasionally 
36 
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__ size of a pigeon’s egg; it lay on the outside of the IvAntciolemep 
See and closely bordering upon it, but without any. ooiitihumed ° bp" 
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felt'a slight degree as wea | es of te side which had been 
affected, but she merely. es eee y. r saying t that it was 
different from the other, and. she continued ¢ to enjoy good. 
health until August, 1822, when she had aiatlton attack i inp & 
which the right side was again affected. “She soon’ reco) 

-vered from the immediate effects of this attack, st Peat leg 
and arm continued long very weak; and her speech | was in- 

distinct, with ‘considerable confusion of thought; and,» ‘ 

ring the following winter, she was able for very little nary > 

ertion. In the summer of 1S23, she improved considera- ’ 

bly, so that she could walk a good deal leaning upon the 

arm of another person; her speech was more distinct, and : 

her mind very considerably improved. It was, however, wei 
obvious that the effects of the attack were not entirely ire*: iw! 

moved, as she still dragged her leg a little in walking, and) 

had less command of the right hand than of the left. _ She a 

was going on in this manner, and in other respects enjoy- * ¢ 

ing pretty good health, when, in December, 1824, she was ' 

suddenly seized, while sitting at breakfast, with palsy of | 

the left side, and twisting of the mouth; and soon: after be- 

came comatose, with total loss of the derby of arial wag: 

She died in four days. | | 
LInspection.—In the right Races ioeel of the gctat tos My. 

wards the anterior part, there was a coagulum of blood the, , aft 

” 

cation. In the corresponding situation in the. left hemis-" %," 

phere, there was a cyst, running obliquely backwards. le 

the outside of the ventricle, and quite distinct from it, 2 
was about an inch and a half long, and nearly an inch’ i in she 
depth; it was quite empty, and lined by a soft. yellowis : rs 
membrane. | This lady was likewise affected with extensive 
“disease of the ovarium, on account of which I had seen her® J 
at different times, both before and in the intervals of the pa. «2 
ralytic pick along with Dr, se WY ic ei Po, ye 

a ay eee Tse 
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Sid mans dee 56) in ee caf ce ‘ =n 

i 1522, had an attack of. hemiplegia of the right side, with 

, 
~ 

“3 
‘ ‘ 
he 

bd 4 ee en from which he A dal ig the usual treat men 

i ae Fite no or bergtatt but nina to his ae em- 

a 2 ise as keeper of a tap room, and to his’ usual mode of 
living, which was eating and drinking without restraint. He 
“continued to go on in this manner till the:end» of February, 
1823, when Fe was found one afternoon, in his cellar, lying 

in a state of perfect apoplexy. He died in thirty-six hours. — 
_ Inspection. —In the left ventricle of the brain there was - 

bloody serum, with some coagulated blood, which appeared 

to have burst from a cavity in the substance of the hemisphere 

on the outer sits of the ventricle. This cavity contained a 

f. coagulum, of the size of a pigeon’s egg, and communicated 
with the ventricle by a small ragged opening. The surround- 

¥; “ing cerebral substance was in some places considerably sof- 

‘ 

tened. Behind this cavity, but separated from it by sound 
_ cerebral substance, there was a smaller cavity, which was 

seated in the posterior part of the left thalamus. It contained 

a small quantity of grumous blood, of a very dark colour » but 

~ not sufficient to fill it, a great part of the cavity being ina 
™ gellapsed state. Exactly opposite to this cavity, inthe pos- 

terior part of the right thalamus, there was another cavity 
capable of containing a small bean. It was quite empty, but 
lined by a firm soft membrane, of a yellow colour. . In pro- 

, Peesutne farther the dissection of the brain, a fourth cavity was 
met with in the substance of the medulla oblongata, or rather 
under the pons Varolii; it was capable of containing a very 

| small bean, but empty like the other, and lined by a similar 

membrane. On inquiring farther into the history of this man, 

toe 
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iE afterwards found that h aid: 

the first of those above described ; “ee er et tom meg 4 
before his death, and the ther at a former period. Both 

were said to have been very ery slight, -and to have produced only 

numbness of his arm fora mi hours; | could not. obtain a 

‘more particular account.” Dye alg al oo one ¥ 
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Case CXXY. ay gentleman, aged 74, in aon 1923, had 
an apoplectic attack which seized him suddenly in the eve- 
ning. He fell down deprived of sense and motion, and on 
partially recovering, was found to be without palsy, except — 
in his speech, which was quite unintelligible. He then had 
considerable stupor, bordering upon coma, and at times 
showed great restlessness and impatience in his ineffectual 
attempts to make himself understood. After large and repeat- 
ed bleeding, and the other usual remedies, gradually im-— 
proved, so that after six or seven weeks he Was able to walk 
out, and was in good general health, but with very inarticu- 
late speech, and considerable confusion of mind. In conver- 
sation, he was evidently aware of what he meant to say, but 
could not make it intelligible to others; he put one word for 
another, or the name of one article for another, often in a lu-, 

- , Nr 
dicrous manner; he could not name persons, though he evi- 
dently recognised them; and, on one occasion, while he was 
walking in the street with a friend, being very anxious to say 
something to him in regard to another gentleman whom he 
could not name, he hurried his friend along to the door of the 

gentleman’s house and pointed to the name plate. In this” 
manner he passed the summer, and the following winter, an 
great part of the following summer, being in good bodily health, 

5 but restless and unhappy in his mind, and with the same con- 

fusion of thought and inarticulate speech. He was incapable 
of reading a word, or of expressing himself intelligibly on any 

‘subject, except to those who were constantly with him, who 
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got into the way of understanding him on ordinary topics. Tn. 
the end of summer, 1824, ‘he began to have complaints i in his 

@ -. of which he died on the 19th of December. On the 
ay on which he died, he was more distinct in his mind than 
4 had been at any time since the attack. Bee Os cri a hae ’ 

~ Inspection.—There was an unusual quantity of fluid un 
der the arachnoid, so that at least eight ounces were ‘collect- 
ed; and when it was all discharged the brain seemed [res 
‘markably collapsed. The arachnoid and the pia mater were Wi 
considerably thickened. The only other morbid appear- 
ance was a deposition of a firm yellowish matter, on the 
outer side of the left hemisphere; it extended about three ‘a 
‘inches from before backwards, and in depth corresponded 
to about the lower half of the hemisphere. This substance, | 

when closely examined, was found to be a collapsed cyst; — 

and it appeared to he formed betwixt the arachnoid and 
the dura mater, or partly involved in the arachnoid. It 
exactly resembled the substance which is found lining the 

_ eystsin the substance of the brain; and there seemed to be 

little doubt, that it had been the seat of an extravasation 

which had been absorbed. There was extensive ossifica- — 

tion of the arteries of the brain; the substance of the brain 

was healthy. There was considerable effusion in the tho- 

rax, with enlargement of the heart, and disease of the 
“valves. 

Attempts have goa made in cases of this class to. esta- 

blish' a connexion betwixt the seat of the disease and the 

' particular organs which are affected; but these attempts do 
‘not seem to have been attended with much success. Serres 
has concluded that the arm is chiefly affected, when the 

- extravasation is in the posterior part of the hemisphere, and 

the leg when it is in the anterior part, or in the corpus 
striatum. Bouillaud has been at pains to prove that the 
speech is affected when the disease is in the anterior part of 
the brain. But this has been disputed in a memoir by Cru-. 

veilhier, where he describes several cases in which loss of 

OR 
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‘sp bin ess a prominent ‘sympt _ ‘while the disease was 

‘not in the anterior part of the brain, but in ‘some other part | 
f as the middlé lobes, and even the cerebellum. In one of 

i his cases, a man was seized in a fit of ‘passion, with palsy — 
fs: ie of the left side and. impaired speech. | He recovered after 
rei ( some months, but his speech continued a little embarrassed. ae 

After eight years he was attacked with palsy of the right =" % 
‘side, and difficulty of swallowing, and died in ten days. In $ 

_ the middle lobe. of the left hemisphere, there was a coagu- : 
lum of blood the size of a nut, surrounded by some ramol- * 

lissement. In the left lobe of the cerebellum, | there was a 
cyst half an inch in diameter, lined by an organized mem- 
brane, and eontaining a small quantity of limpid serum. — — 

Another of his cases is sufficiently remarkable: A man, aged _ 
48, was first attacked with loss of speech and twisting of 
the mouth, which continued. After six months, he was _ 

seized with palsy of the right side. He ‘recovered from. this, 
but his speech continued much impaired. After two years 
more, he had a succession of attacks, in which the right leg 

was first affeeted, and afterwards the left leg; the embarrass- 

ment of his speech was increased in each attack. Finally, 

at the end of another year, he had a fatal attack, with loss 
of speech, loss of the power of swallowing, and some vomit- 

ing. In the left hemisphere, there were three cystsnearthe . _ 
surface. In the right hemisphere, there were two cysts ing | 
the corpus striatum, and two in the thalamus. In the sub- 

stance of the tuber annulare, there was a. cavity contain- | 

ing recent blood, not coagulated. In one of Dr. Cheyne’ 3 : 

cases, there were three distinct extravasations; one in ays 

substance of each corpus striatum, and one in the third and ~~ 
fourth ventricles. The symptoms were apoplectic with 

some convulsion, and after some time paraplegia, In ano- 
ther, the extravasation was in the substance of the pons Va- 

rolii, from which it had forced its way into the fourth ven- | 
" tricle. The symptoms were severe headach, followed by 

: perfect apoplexy without paralysis. Inacase-which occur- + 

. 
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fied of mine there’ was a fe na cogil, 1 the 

“musket bull he iter ad. ‘ai m ventriculam, ef 
nptoms were paralysis of the left arm, in a few mi- 
lowed by apoplexy, which was fatal in a few! hours. 

| singular, case described by Mr. Howship, ‘the extravasa- 
tion was distributed in the substance of the medulla oblonga- wo. 

‘. ta; in such a manner as to form several .thin strata, alter be 4 

e_, ting with strata, of the cerebral matterse. The casé was ast su 
den attack « of perfect apoplexy, which was fatal in two a 

A remarkable case of the same kind is mentioned | by I ir. 
De ican in his Clinical Reports. Paraplegia is an uncot 
(: ‘mon pitied a in cases of this class, insomuch that it. has” ee 

~\ Deen. doubted whether it ever arises from an affection of the ‘ 

gpein.® Serres has described a case of paraplegia, with palsy Jy 
of the left arm, connected with extravasation of blood une o 

der the right hemisphere of the cerebellum. It occurred also” 
in a Case just quoted from Dr. Cheyne, in connexion. with . 

extrav asation in the third and fourth ventricles.. Another is. 
~ mentioned by Boerhaave, in which it preceded apoplexy, and 

was connected with extravasated blood under the cerebel- 
- lum, and about the top of the spine. It does not. appear, — 

‘ ~ however, that in any of these cases there was an examination 
* ‘of the spinal canal, so that perhaps we are not entitled to we 

found any conclusion upon them: the subject deserves, care+, 

fal « examination. a , ae 

im 

: 
. ww 

- a ‘ y" ’ a 

ae § I. een THE CASES ACCOMPANIED BY RAMOLLISSEMENT. ad | : 
ps 

fF aelit an early part of this work, I have ebeaattad a conjec- a 
ture at the ramollissement of the cerebral substance is 
3 hoes to gangrene in other parts of the body; and that, | 
| like gangrene, it may arise from two very different causes. 

- These are inflammatory action, and failure of circulation de- 
v5 o. ; oy ‘i ; 

a eS ‘. : ‘< wh ; * ae 

~* See an jm ed ingenious paper by my f friend Dr. pumaery in the Me- 
deal and Physical Journal, for J a 1827 ie 

- 
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respects distinct from the ramollisse ent, investigated with 
such care by the French pathologists 

3 Rostan. ‘This appears to be’a disease of the aged,— —the 
cases described by M. Rostan having chiefly scouted in per- 
sons from 70 to 80, and upwards. Ii is accompanied by” 
symptoms of a paralytic and comatose character, and is fre- » 

quently complicated with extravasation of blood, | I have al- a 
_ ready alluded to the frequency and the extent of the disease. 

nd particularly. M. , 

: of the arterial system of the brain in advanced life; and there 
appears to be considerable probability in the conjecture, 
that this may be the source of the ramollissement.in the cases » 
‘of this class, The disease of the arteries consists of ossifica-_ , 
tion, with thickening and contraction, frequently to” a “great 
extent, and sometimes with separation of the inner. coat. It 

Ne we know to produce gangrene in other parts of the ody, 
‘particularly i in the toes and feet of old people; and, in ano- 
ther place, I have described a remarkable case in. which 

4 ~ corresponds precisely with the state of the arteries, “which 
ip 

e%, 

r bee 7} 7 om, ‘¢ WE ay os ni Ro * * . 
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. Y ing >» PARALYSIS oie RAY as, 

; pending on disease é arterial system - Ramollisse- i 

' “a nent arisinz from ef ‘caus ne ‘tak an affec- * 

tion which holds a: promin ne 0 thology ofacute) 
“affections of the brain, ‘occurring i in ear | life, and being ace, 

: oO companied by symptoms | of an acut ] character. Ao Dave | at 
_ given my reasons for considering this « an affection in many Ee 

‘ 

4 
. 

D ™ , 

» 

* 

a 4 

fh 
separation of the inner coat of the iliac artery produced a 

_ gangrene of the whole extremity, which was fatal in four. 
err LP 

piers dias ee Sa 

T he symptoms accompanying the yoo ie _ 

cy, to disease of the brain; such as, headach, Se ae part “a 
loss of recollection, and numbness or prickling of som oft 

‘limbs. After some time, there occurs suddenly or or more ee 

; : w a ie 

* Edin. Med. Journal, vol. Xvi. PoiBOBs as FFL, 
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ane OR?  Pinawvsis WITH RAMOLLIS EMENT. es ee oe * si we | | 

oe loss of power of o1 one or more Pre sia | q' ® 
“ 

Ee ae various. PN either with sae, cone bee, Ea 

ma with. coma for a few CN before death, or sometim ‘* 28 wit : 

2) one , organ, as the iolinte. pee first affected, and ‘hale oi | 

i _ more limbs after some interval. Pain in the a * 

is also a frequent occurrence; and rigid contraction of them » — - 
has been much insisted on, as a symptom characteristic of the ® 26 : a 
‘ramollissement. It is, however, by no means a uniform symp> 
omy for it is frequently wanting altogether; when it is pre 
sent in the early period of the disease, it frequently disappears. ~~ 
in the course of it; and in some of Rostan’s cases, it left th 

limbs of the paralytic side, and affected those of the other, It #, 
is also frequently observed in cases entirely of another kind— 
“as in certain states of fever which terminate favourably. -Con- © 

| valsive affections of the limbs are also occasionally met with. 
a The patient is frequently, in the early stages, quite intelli- 
gent, and observant of every thing, although unable to mead 4 

» ° orable to speak but imperfectly. As the disease advances, — 
ae he frequently becomes more oppressed and somnolent; but =, 

he is intelligent when roused, not entirely comatose till the 
last period, and sometimes never entirely so. In other cases, 

a 

ie) 
ay eee 

4 there is at first a considerable degree of coma, which after the ay 

F _— day goes off, the patient becoming quite intelligent, ond: “ian 

@ appearances of recovery, which are found to be falla- = * 

ess The sensibility of the affected limbs is in some cases : " ae 

= “impaired, in others little affected; and, in some Cases, they "oak uberis 
are found acutely painful. The ramollissement is of various Saree, 

extent. It seems to be most commonly seated in the more me 

external parts of the brain, near the surface, but sometimes, 

is found in more deep-seated parts, particularly 1 in the corpus 

. striatum. A eel coagulum of blood is s sometimes found i in- 
_ 37 % oil = 

a ‘ i » \ 
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A | have not seen beh gt thts » fa of A Pith dnibeens dnt in 4 

. se uncombined state; put it seems to be of very frequent oc- 9 
ee. currence in the French hospitals. T 1€ two following cases i "hy 

' my notes. The se- ~~ are the best. examples, of it I find amoy 
cond of them perhaps 1 may be considered as having some. afli- ae 

9 nity to. the cases of the inflammatory character; and, indeed, ‘lied 
some of M. Rostan’s own cases afford traces of ah a 
ce : 

q 

Cass CXXVI.—A man, aged 58, of a full habit and florid. A 
‘complexion, on the 7th of March, 1817, about nine o’clock 
_ in the morning, without any previous complaint, was at dl 

to have lost his speech. I saw him about half past ten, a : 
_ found him walking about his room; he had the full use of all his : 

limbs; understood what was said to him, and answered by signs; _ d 

_ he could put out his tongue freely, but could not articulate ; 
fs a word. He did not admit that he felt any uneasiness in ‘his 

head, his pulse was natural and of good strength, and his face * , eg. 

| - lushed. ‘The usual remedies were employed through the — be 
oa day, without producing any change in the symptoms. In the 

~ morning of the 8th, he was found to be affected with perfect 
». hemiplegia of the right side; and the tongue, when put out, 

was turned to the iright side; he was still dase mee | 
: but made no attempt at speech. a } 

# ee now lay for a month without any change i in the symp- é 

*y toms; he slept well in the night; in the day he was quite in 
_ telligent, and answered by signs, but continued entirely : speecl - 

» less. For some time his tongue, when put out, was. turne to 
"the right side, but afterwards it became pha Ges" 

** 

ral; the right side continued ea haly paralytic, 
~*~ the 10th of May, he began to have violent pain in the “a 

tic limbs, and could not bear to have them moved in’ the 
i Vor most ‘aes manner r without screaming; nothing was to beseen r &y: 
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Shh: now suffered constant pain; hie “oll actl 

he lost his appetite. He then had some vor “ag put 
iu rgent: his pulse became feeble, and his features collapsed; » 

~and he died in the end of May, of gradual sinking, without _ ‘ 

coma, There had been no Bovey of speech, or of, ube mo- «© 
"yaa on of the right side. «_ : ta Si us ey 

s* ‘dhagln spection.—On ‘opening the head; there appeared a re 7 

{ markable depression on the upper part of the left hemisphere . 

; 

of the brain, about two inches in length and somewhat less * ae 

‘ in breadth, the dura mater sinking into it to the depth of about ee 
half an inch. On removing the dura mater, the substance of 
the brain at this place was to a great extent broken down, wai 

soft and pulpy; and this appearance extended. along nearly 

~ the” whole upper part of the left hemisphere. ‘Tracing hig, ee" 
mass backwards, it was found to be terminated by a a! , 
lum of blood, not larger than a small bean, The coagulum 
Was soft like recent blood, and was situated about two inches mre " 

~ from the posterior surface of the hemisphere, nearly on a le- * 
vel with the horizontal part of the lateral wentnielisy sar . . oe 

| eo as no effusion in the ventricle, ede 2 x 

‘ 

: 

4 es 
aan CXXVI.—A man, aged 60, of rather a slender na 1 . 

Rebighatit had complained for nearly two months, of fre- 
quent pain in the right side of the head, and an occasional 

_ feeling of numbness in the left arm. In the end of Septem- _ 
-* — ber, 1818, this pam rather increased; he had twisting of his ‘. :" 7 

gee, dimness of vision of the left eye, and slight numb- | oe 
| ness ‘of the left hand, After bleeding and the other usual re- , © 4 

4, “ medies, he was much relieved, and returned to his usualem- *.)) © 
& ployment. About a week after this, he was suddenly a 

: with palsy o of the left side, and inarticulate speech; hismindwas ©) 
. distinct ; he seemed to have some headach, but not severe ; his 

~ — mouth was drawn to the left side, Theusual remedies were 

employed without relief. He continued in the. most help- 

Tess state of paralysis, being unable’ to ty turn from off his ge . 

by , x +h € i 
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__ bae but quite. distinct, and ‘abt to _ express all his { , ea) 

we eg yulse natural, Int wane 8 fate he lived | a month: wit , 

ie ae # a " ange | in the symptor IS, , except. t baat about a week 

f bees - Stare 

1 ore efore his" death: he wa s able to move the paralytic leg 

little ; this slight of motion coi inued three ornigun’, ‘3 

_ days, and then ceased. Two days before his Meath he was» / 

ay ‘% tm J ~ suddenly seized with perfect loss of sp eech; and this was fo! “a 

ae lowed 1 in a few hours by coma, from which he did not r bs 

nection. The pia mater on the 4 yn part of both he- 
mispheres appeared thickened, and was remarkably stiattd x, 

~ Both lateral ventricles were distended with fluid. The sub- 
tance of the brain was healthy, except on the outer part of | ee 

iss the right hemisphere, where there was a considerable ‘por: 
a tion in a state of complete _ ramollissement. , There -w 

: considerable eBasten, under the arachnoid mem FPAGs 
Bey 5) “i 

Beis, _— iy 2p hs vers FROM INFLAMMATION “> ITS coNs E> 

vat ‘ Sf Hicee betel | vite? aia 

‘ “a oe Sita This part of the subject it-is only necessary to ried s* 

very briefly in this place,an connexion with the general 
et: © rangement of the sources of paralysis. It has been alr ty 4 
nt i % _ ‘considered at some length in a former part of this essay, par . 

it ate ticularly in connexion with inflammation of the cerebral ae ne 
bat Wi stance. We have there seen paralysis, which had come on 

| Wis with the same rapidity as in the cases considered under the | 
we a present section, connected with simple inflammation — of t 

iA § substance’ of the brain—with this inflammation passing inte 

a ha ramollissement,—and with the encysted abscess. ‘Wet ave 
ae hkewise seen it coming on in a more gradual manner, in con ) 

ill nexion with a very low inflammatory action in the cereb: 

dg substance, which seems to terminate by induratio ‘of th ¥ 
x Rw fected/part. I shall in this place only add. the follow € 
od . NAP ample of ‘a modification of the disease, : 

be J CasE CXXVII. Ay gentleman, aged, ped 37 whom 1 fi 

yee Y, Mes 4h. ee | : is & : ay 

ae ea a 



rh. feted “with digide a the heart. 
casio the anterior part of the left ‘ioe 

we found a portion of the cerebral ‘subs nce the size of iid 
large walnut, very much changed in its appearance, being of 
3 a. brownis Ev glovw colour; this portion was likewise mu 

RY where it was soft and approaching to suppuration. 
It is chiefly when the patient dies of some other disease, 4 

” that ‘we find this affection in the state of simple induration he 3 

as i 
siineaitiat ‘the healthy cerebral substance, except at its slower AMG : 

“when it becomes itself the fatal disease, it is generally by pass- 

ing on to partial suppuration or ramollissement. Examples © 
of this kind have been formerly referred to, way 

Tn aan to the paralytic state in general, there are seve- 
a a important circumstances which may be referred to very 

iefly. In some cases of palsy there is loss of motion with- — 
out loss of feeling; in others, the feeling is lost also. But 

“some singular cases are on record in which loss of feeling». 
. took place without loss of motion. Several examples of this are. 

described i in the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences. 
“The ‘most remarkable is the case of a soldier, a very strong 

+ man, and able for all his duties, who had so completely lost 
ie ag of his right arm and leg, that he allowed the parts 

odie 

“n shy pain. .A gentleman mentioned in the same paper 
bad asimilar peculiarity in his right arm.* Some interesting 

in the Medical and Physical Journal for 1827. In a case 

p se a ae ‘Sate; ' 
‘ é * Med, de PAcad. Royale des Sciences; anno 1748. 
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which i is related in the peu nr nee Natures Curios; there was: 

y 

~ “examples of the same kind are described by Mr. Broughton 
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TRING Regs attacl sat the distaneiph ight vl 7 
a vt me first, there wa was perfect loss of ie j tyoulffparaliod 0S 

: “Minot motion ; in the secon d there was perfect loss of motion with 1 
only partial loss of f He recovered perfectly from the 

first attack after a hoe ieee after the second, though: r 
Boia: i A ik partially, he continued to drag his leg, and after le 

MS 

“d 

‘7 i < Biv . -  ormore died of apoplexy. It is unnecessary to efer esc 
By Ch as i tific reader to the light which has been thrown on this be, 4 

(ge aes a rious subject by the discoveries of Mr. Charles Bell. gu 
pas Tee us In cases in which there has been loss both of feeling and 

tee “motion, we frequently observe recovery of feeling, without — 
™ recovery of motion. Berdotus, on the other hand, describes 

a case in which there was recovery of motion without reec 

‘age’ very of feeling;t a similar case is related by Burserius 

ae Increased acuteness of feeling in paralytic limbs has a J 

a ae aia 
E.” i Been observed; and I have referred to a case, in which, | 4 

: a? tus Mita mected with disease in the brain, there was such an increased 

2 ' sensibility of the arm, that the least breath of cold air ‘a a 
cited convulsion. Dr. Falconer, in the D ‘em. of the M 

Society of London, vol. ii., mentions a esata ont F 

» ® — after a paralytic attack, had such a morbid state of sensatio ny 
/ ‘that cold bodies felt to him as if they were intensely hot. mem, 

‘When he first put on his shoes, he felt them very hot, and " 
— as they gradually acquired the temperature of his feet, the j 

p appeared to him to cool. Paralytie limbs sometimes | 
come intensely painful without any obvious cause; ‘exan 

. « . of this have been given, and a case has also been refe 
to, in which recovery from palsy was aS 

ene 

< Eph. Nature Curics. Cent. tl. nes 196. 
T Act. Helvet. tom. vi. p. 191. Or 

it: Institut, Medicin, Pract. vol, Bt nit a? gk a 
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when it Wikies na SO slow y Pigs ti 
s progress. It seems in general to begtiil i 
eme pers; but I have seen one patient whi 

. netly with his arm supported upon a table a , 
arm. — the solder to the elbow was Go re a 

vito of Tours, who had complete palsy of the eee arm 
from the shoulder to the middle of the fore- arm, while the 

“band » was not in the least affected. He recovered in three 

ry ‘limbs, but this dee not appear to be the case. The , 
4 ‘truth seems to be, that they have lost in some degree that 

“yemarkable power, possessed by the living body in a heal- 
_ «thy state, of ‘preserving a medium temperature; and that, 

- according to the temperature to which they have been ex- 
¢ posed, paralytic parts become hotter or colder than sound 

__ parts, which have been exposed to the same temperature. 

- case has been related to me by a friend, in which a me- 

I ve di eal man paying a visit to a paralytic patient, found the ey 

a pare ytic arm so intensely hot that it was painful to touch , 7 i 

aoe “his, upon inquiry, was found to be owing to the ap- €.u 
. plication of very hot bran, which the patient had made to eh 
- the arm by the advice of a neighbour, though he was. Been ae 
i: self insensible of the change of. tenner a us ®. x 
Pee He ge ide rv | a ‘ 

in ge 8 es 4 * Archives deni’ ba 1925. | ' 4 ) 4 ¢ y 
be c * i ay «; 
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Ceo ~ ». Some interesting pk conditions * 

= ee the mental faculties, c ction % ax 

hich remain after. recovery fo th : 7) rel 
“the most common is a loss of the mem words, and this. po 

a ~ has sometimes been observed to be cc ed to vords ofa a « 

Se tioalan class, as nouns, verbs, or adjectives. + ih 
is frequently observed to have a distinct idea of things and 

/_ —— —4 m4, | their relations, as well as of persons, while he is entirely u una- — 
SR ble to give them names, or to understand them when they are 
he named to him. A singular modification of this condition. has ’ 

been related to me. The gentleman to whom it referred 
_ could not be made to understand the name of an object 1 when | 
“t “at: was spoken to him, but if the name was written he “com- 
_ prehended it immediately. Another frequent modification of , 
the affection consists 1 in putting one word, or one name of an 
object in the place of another; and a very singular circum-— 
stance in some cases of this kind is, that the patient always 
applies the names in the same manner, so that those who are 
constantly with him come to understand exactly what | he 

7 means. In one case of this kind, a gentleman, who was in 
% other respects pretty well recovered, when he wanted coals 

put upon his fire, always called for paper, and when he want- 
ed paper, he called for coals, and these names he always used 

® inthe same sense. In other cases the patient seems to invent 

ne ‘names, being words which to a stranger are quite unintelligi- 
ble, but he always uses them in the same sense, and his regu- me 
lar attendants come to know what he means by them. 

ch t 
Jn the general pathology of paralysis tans is much obscu- 

rity. We find it connected with a great variety of morbid 
conditions of the brain, and on the other hand we find al 

tus. these existing without producing it. We cannot attempt to 
 . explain these difficulties, and must content ourselves ‘with a ; 

, simple view of the facts as they stand in the present state of 4 4 

; -our knowledge. We have found paralysis connected with a 
*'s the following varicty of morbid appearances, = . 

j 
: 
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2 od “ ama A recent inflammation ‘of the: cerebral subs | 
ie, 

melt, The pce ates of the ian 4 ‘wt ii he ‘8 

, “Iv. Induration of a portion of the cerebral substi Bey 
oe V. Extravasated blood in the ventricles; on the ‘surface 

x» of the brains som in cavities or cysts in the substance of the 
pe é rain, wd 4 ms wey 4 a, 

_ VI. The thoy cysts from which extravasation has b been 

a absorhe Ke de er , ‘ 

ov Il. “ effusion on the surface of the brain, 7s 
VII. Mivicnsive disease of the arteries of the brain. 

€ %: a enumeration we have also to add the following ‘ 
- points which have not arisen so directly out of the precediaaty — 

ol ser vations. 

Ke Loss of a considerable portion of the cerebral ie ; 
“stance. . One of the most remarkable examples of this on re- 

jury « of the head, lost a great part of the frontal bone. on ‘the 
ght side. The bone had been completely broken to. pieces; 

4 ry; and others were discharged after a day or two. A great 
| opening was thus formed, and extensive suppuration having 
taken place; there were discharged through it at each dress- 
ing immense quantities of purulent matter, mixed with large 

pieces of the cerebral substance, making, after some time, 

“a frightful cavern” in the very substance of the brain. On’ 
the 8th day of this affection, the left hand and arm became 

p: ralytic, and the left thigh and leg on the 10th day. The 

man lived to the 17th, retaining his faculties to the last, and. 
. haying | been. through the whole course of the disease perfect- 
Pay composed and intelligent, and his pulse quite natural.” No 

» account is given of the dissection, or of the actual loss of the 

4a | cerebral matter 5 but ee report shows that it must have been 
: Yr. ae te ; 38 
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," cord is a man mentioned by Mr. O’Halloran, who after an in- 

‘some of the pieces. were extracted immediately after the inju- 
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very great. On the é tlitdaly Mr. pe mi ai ead . — he 

re continued to disc
harge greatly, in nson

 nic 

_ affirm that not less than three a
e net a 

ain, on the 1 ath ahs 
— the cavern was terrible, and I feared that t the emains of 
the lobes of the right side of the brain would follies} »—In the 

conclusion of this remarkable case, it is added that. the man, 
“ preserved his intellect to the very moment of dissolution.”* 

X. Cold. A man mentioned by Dr. Clerk, became para 

lytic in both legs, and partially in the arms, in eee 

of being much benumbed with cold in travelling on the top 

a 

‘ 

of a coach; he derived benefit from mercury and warm tipetty i: : 

and was nearly recovered in eight or ten months.t I ha 
seen a case of paraplegia which was referred to this cause, vs 

and which has now continued for about four. years. with very ‘oe 
little improvement. 
paralysis of one side of the face, producing great twisting | of 
the mouth, and in one of them, inability to shut the e eyelic is. 

The affection came on immediately after exposure to cold, 
by a cold wind blowing upon one side of the face; it was not 
accompanied by any other symptom; two of them were well 
in eight or ten days; but the third, a child, was not free from 
the complaint for three months. 
nefit from sudorifics and the application of steam. 
probably an affection of the portio dura.{’ » es ie “i 

XI. Local affections of nerves. For the ieee eee ws 
with this curious subject, I refer to the beautiful investigations 
of Mr. Charles Bell. ‘i 

‘tio dura. 

1 has been a transient epi and ‘eager connected 

* O’Halloran on Injuries of the Head, p- 103. 

} Edinburgh Medical Journal, vol. iv. p. 266.. 
-} Transactions of the College of se a London, ys Vv. 

Dr. Powel has described three cases of ; 

They seemed to derive be- 

| ay was | 

One of the most common: examples is _ | 
paralysis of one side of the face from an affection of the por-- 

I have seen several examples of it; in some of them’ 
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patina een a ve it eta “yielded nena ti er bleeding 
sit blistering. | In other cases it is connected with disease of 
the bone, and proves most untractable. “The temporary pa- net Ho 
‘ralysis which arises from accidental pressure upon a nerve is — 
familiar to every one; but singular cases. occasionally occur * 

in which. ‘the effects are more permanent. An instance of 
this kind has been related to me in which the paralysis” did 
not go off for several months, and another in which it was 

permanent. _ In the latter case, it took place in the fore-arms 

and hands of both sides, and was induced by pressure in con- 

_ sequence of leaning for a long time upon a bar of wood while ie 
the person was stooping forward in his anxiety to witness some ee. 

‘public exhibition. Mr. Brodie has described a case of para- aii 
lysis of one side of the face which followed a blow on the 
cheek, and recovered in three months. ae 
XI. There is a modification of paralysis. which seems to 

be connected with the state of the circulation in the affected’ 
part, A lady, mentioned by Dr. Storer,* was recovering 
from a pneumonic attack, when one morning, after a restless 
“night, phe was suddenly seized with an acute pain in the left 

, enols Jeftside became paralytic. The leg retained an ob- * 
scure degree of motion and feeling, but the hand and foot 
were insensible to the prick of a needle. The parts were 
cold, and all the arteries in them were without pulsation: On 
the right side of the body, the pulse was of good strength, © 

and a little frequent. After a few hours the pain shifted to a 
the leg and foot; and she had also some obscure pain in the 

forehead, which was removed by bleeding with leeches. The |» 
pain of the leg and foot abated after twelve hours, and she 
had | then 1 no complaint except the paralysis. For several 

». days she seemed to be improving 4 little in the motion of the 

-* Trans. of a Society for the Improvement « of Medical and Surgical : 
Knowledge, vol, iii. 

, , ‘ ‘ 2 Se 
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° viously i in ae Vie: did not cor 
but the. arm was, pale, and every part of it without pulse; in _ 
the left arm’ the pulse was natural. After four. toda he b Cr 
came faint, with quick and laborious breathing and fre 
pulse, and, in two hours more, he died. The 

examined; In the same journal, Dr. Wells keltiean 
case. dass aA wi NR i Subject to wee and dyspnee a 

ot « 

es 

BP a it became benumbed and Gave The pai vi 
ceased, and the arm was found to be without pulse. He 
tinued in this state for two days, without any other comy 
and, on the third day, he died suddenly, as he got up to 
stool. The paralytic arm only was examined after deat 
in it no morbid appearance could be detected. 

i This singular 3 affection \ was bX ar wit ith ex 

pain of the uals esa arm, echt ve vy paint on of 

the heart, inclination to vomit, and pain cranial 

- thorax from the breast to the back; the pulse of the ‘ fected ¢ 

arm was extremely weak; in the other arm it ‘was 120 and 

strong, but irregular. After a day or two the. pain | 
leaving the arm without pulse, and very weak, | ut not con 
‘ipiely paralytic. After ten days, the right ‘thigh and 1 a ver 
affected in the same manner; after five days more, the 

_arm, and ten days after this, the left thigh and leg wen ttl 
“the same course. She was then confined. to bed in oat 

extreme weakness, and no pulsation could be ee a 

ry except the carotids, and a little in the ri Ay 
the carotids it was strong and frequent. T 

= 
* '* ‘ 
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an the finger dike a firm ¢ Bia patient dis- 
th blood. She still had pain in’ the region of the 

, which at times was very severe, impeding Tespiration, 
; eventing her from lying on the left side. She: ived 

month in this state: the dyspnoea a and’ palpitation becam: e gra- 
dually more and more aa and she died gradually ex- 
es tw , 

ee is, ote death, slight pulsation was serceivall iittbe 
of the leftvarm, and i in the right it was more distinct 

; an fon Ree On inspection much “fluid was found in eo 

a aia mi none of its cavities contained ns blood; in’ 
the right sinus venosus, there were two firm fleshy tumours) ~ 
or polypis the one the size of a pigeon’s egg, attached to the 
side of the sinus by a slender pedicle, the other smaller and 
attached more extensively. The whole arterial system was’ 
extensively ossified; in some places the diameter of the arte- 
ry ae considerably diminished by the ossification, and seve- 
ralo the great arteries were completely obstructed by firm 
coagula. ‘of blood in the contracted parts. ‘This was most re- 

_ markable i in the right. common iliac, which was filled through’ 
| nearly the whole extent of the common trunk, by a dark-co- | 
loured coagulum, which was firm, elastic, and dry. The 

deft ‘subelavian was also much diseased and considerably con 
tracted, and the aorta near the bifurcation was for about two. } 

athe almost entirely ossified. 

_ There are other singular facts which seem to indicate pe- 
culiatities i in the circulation in particular parts of the body, 

probably originating in the obscure relation betwixt the vas- 
cular and nervous systems. An esteemed medical friend of 
mine, now 1 no more, when heated by exercise, perspired. very 

freely on one-half of his. body and not on the other, the line 
being drawn with great precision from the forehead along the | 

_ridge of the nose, and so downwards. — ‘When he was very 
much heated, the other side perspired also, but this only oc-.’ 

curred occasionally, from great exertions; the singular pers 

oBNERAL PATHOLOGY ear » 297 & 
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" may exist without passing into apoplexy, and without perma- 
“nently injuring the functions of the brain, though they a are 

ad ae 

¢ - ..* . . 

yaf e 

spirati on | of the »one side Mes a mé peapert daily obser- 1 
va ‘ion. I knew another gentler an wh ha Ay the. same $e ox 

li rity, after being affected with compl : " ts in rth ic 

had threatened a a paralytic attack. Sir Ey 

mentioned a man ho had pals as ae , 

a wound of the iat cord; there was free f 
the parts above the seat of the injury, but below, it 

The same peculiarity occurred i in a remarkable 1 manner ina a ao 
case of disease of the spinal cord to be afterwards “eet 7 

A child mentioned by Dr. Falconer became pale and: ‘ema: i 
ciated on the whole left side of the body, without any dimi- e. 3 

nution of muscular power, the right side iy. aining he 
she recovered by the use of warm pumping.* ia aac 

, aba yas rie al 

_ The various forms of comatose affections which have een 

described by systematic writers, seem to be merely va ‘jeties. 
in degree, or modifications of the disease, of little practic al ’ 1 

_ importance; but some of these conditions are deserving of at 1 
tention, The state of lethargy, for example, a ‘sof m: p : 

; interesting phenomena, in regard to the extent in \ which it q 

ieee 

the time completely overpowered and suspended. ~ 

mentioned by Mr. J ohn Bell, who had been accustomed 

of a full habit, ets his appetite unimpaired, a es : q 

a a state of icon Wee nearly his whole time Ve cae 
of 

had been. a long time in this condition when Mr. Ball sw 4 
him. | 

* Mem. Med. Soc. of Lon. vol. ee . tod a 

, ¥, 
aie a © ™ : alt gies 

+ ers ge . 4 ee8 
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is former ‘employments, and. ‘managed wit! Flbene 
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-of hi diet, so that j ina Gea weeks tie was! » well, “returned to 

: ctness: the 
j irs of 2 a company.* ‘Hippocrates mentions a priest, sub- 

jec to annual fits of gout, i in whom the paroxys ny telipinatcd 

reg larly for several years in a state of lethargy, from which 

| of the . 

1 body; it'ge nerally ¢ continued one or two yweeks. Amanm en- 

a he a a then came out omit ater blistering, but his _ 
4 faculties were gone, so that he knew nobody, remembered 
e nothing, and understood nothing, “via supra brutum sape- 

ret.’ ” Pa ‘He continued in this state for two months, and then’ 

a a 

who at the end of a tedious fever fell into such a degree of 
stupor that'I apprehended effusion in the brain. He reco- a: 
vered, however, after a good many days, and his bodily health 
Was soon restored, but his mind was in a state approaching ¢ to | 
‘idiotism. In this condition he was taken to) the country, and: | 
recovered gradually after several months. A most remarka- “ 
dle case of this kind is related by Dr. Pritchard, on the au-” 

_ thority of the late Dr. Rush of Philadelphia. The patient was 
an American student, and a person of considerable. acquire- 
ments, who on his recovery from a fever, was found to have 
lost all his acquired knowledge. On recovering his health, 
he began to apply to the Latin Grammar; had passed through 
the elementary parts, and was beginning to construe, when — 
one day, i in making a strong effort to recollect a part of his 
lesson, the whole of his lost i impressions suddenly returned to 

his mind, and he found himself at once in possession of all the 
; Wiehe koe that he possessed before bis illness. 

. * Bell’s Principles of Surgery, vol. ii. 

he could om be roused t to take food or drink. It was ac- 
companied by tremors, stupor, and forgetfulness, immobility it 

» eyes, and a completely enervated state of, the whole © 

te 4 Sin at the crisis of a putrid fever, lay for ne : i 

gradually recovered. Some years ago I saw a young man, ” 



“ten 0 

ny ne: * had formerly ved; a | another, si aie rio¢ a, 

a. ~ she had lost the recollection was tha t during um ae 
ai is: * Jived i in Edinburgh, | Her ideas were. he che e 

i. oom other, ome they referred to t ings as they mee before herre- 
i ae s ae noval, She recovered Te 

f but Pefnounied i in a state o imbecili a oo a 
ei ] iS ‘ita ie na Ws 

i,” ae ae age. x tie . a.) 
: ~The state of the biti’ in such cases as t se i 

Te "agi blexy, but is nearly allied to it; for a 
‘ me 

_». the mental faculties sometimes occur: 

a ‘ plexy, or it may be left as a conseque ce 
Ef «other symptom has been removed. A gentlem man 

a a by Wepfer was seized with hemiplegia of the rig 
Pi a + profound sleep; in the second day, the right side. 7 

i sate and after this the palsy disappeared. He then 

, state of sleep for nine days, having during ane 
Pag aia Shea incapable of taking any food. On the 8th day h 

} to take what ‘was offered him, and on the 9th he Be 1 

the state of stupor, but hig faculties. were ‘goneg he knew ni 

Feats then began to remember words, to fe 
prayer, and to read a few words of Latin, ra her: nan | 

~ © which was his own language, but only a few words at 2 ! 
_ Tfhe was urged to read more, he said that he formerly une 
ae _« derstood these things, but now he did not. He “, A 
Bats ~ however, and frequently wrote lines both of German and uh 

tin words, in elegant characters, but without meaning. Aft 
some time he began to pay more attention to what was “pass- } “4 

oa ry PA + Mee, % ee rs | 14 
y eon > teeta 
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ing around him, and to look after his household mia: He 
~ often lamented his want of understanding, and expressed his 
hope that he should recover it. While thugtthaling slight 

and gradual progress, he was after three or four. months cut 
off by an attack of apoplexy. 

SECTION IV. 

OUTLINE OF THE TREATMENT OF APOPLEXY. 

From the facts which have been related, we have seen rea- » 

son to believe, that there is a modification of apoplexy which 
is fatal without leaving any morbid appearance, and which — 
probably depends upon a deranged condition of the circula- 

tion in the brain; we have also seen grounds for believing, 
__ that the cases which terminate by effusion are probably at 

_ their commencement in this state of simple apoplexy. We 
__ have seen farther, that we have no certain mark by which 

we can ascertain the presence of effusion; and finally we have 
found, that even extensive extravasation of blood in the brain 
may be entirely recovered from by the absorption of the co- 
agulum. These considerations give the strongest encourage- 
ment to treat the disease in the most active and persevering 

“manner. They teach us, also, not to be influenced in our 

practice, by the hypothetical distinction of apoplexy into san- 
guineous and serous; and finally, not to be hasty in concluding © 

in any particular case, that the disease has passed into a state 
in which it is no longer the object of active treatment. 

In the treatment of apoplexy, our remedies are few and 
simple. Those in which our chief reliance is to be placed 
are, large and repeated blood-letting, active purgatives, and 
cold applications to the head, aided by an elevated position of 

39 
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the body, cool air, and the absence of a Sfinclist Antimo-; 4 

ia nials may occasionally be useful as an auxiliary, from dheir 
ans 

| ~ known effect in restraining vascular action, provided in the# * J 

a stages they do not occasion vomiting. ’ a 
Our first great object is to take off the impulse of blood; iS ' 

. om the arteries of the head by bleeding « carried to such an BY 

“extent as shall powerfully and decidedly affect the system, ‘ 
and by repeating it at short intervals as soon as these ‘effects. we} 
begin to subside. The first bleeding should probably befrom 
the arm, but, after this, there seems { be an evident advan- * ‘ ‘ 

tage in abstracting blood locally « either from the temporal ar- 
tery or by cupping. Much importance has been attached by 
some to bleeding from the jugular vein, as most likely: to give 
immediate relief to the head; but we must remember, that the 

~ 

which has very little communication with the brain, andcon- 
- only jugular vein that can be opened is the external jugular, ok | : 

sequently that bleeding from it is probably much inferior to 

bleeding from the temporal artery. As soon as possible after be 
the bleeding, means are to be taken for inducing strong purging, ; 

_ The most efficient remedy by far for this purpose is the cro- » | 
_ ton oil, and, if the patient cannot swallow, it may be very 

conveniently introduced into the stomach, suspended in thick s 
gruel or mucilage, through an elastic gum tube; the operation wey 

should be expedited by strong purgative injections. Thisis  _ % 
always to be considered as a most important and leading point yt 
in the treatment of apoplexy; and though, in arresting the PTO=p. 4 

gress of the disease, our first reliance 1s upon large and repeat: “i 

ed bleeding, the first decided improvement of the patient is a pf 
generally under the influence of powerful purging. ‘The ef. | 

_ fectual application of cold to the head is the third remedy on. , 
which we rely, and it is equally applicable to the different, 
states of the disease, whether arising from simple apoplexy « oe 

from extravasation. It may be applied either by means of * 
iced water, or pounded ice in a bladder; or by a full stream of 
cold water directed against the crown of the head, and re- 
ceived ima basin held under the chin, while the patient is» | ~ 4 
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supported in. a sitting posture, T have formerly given an ex- 
ample of a patient restored in a few minutes, or rai ther seconds, Ray 

by this remedy from a state of perfect apoplexy. i ee i: 
_. The aetive use of these remedies is sometimes followed ny 
a very speedy removal of the apoplectic state. In other 
cases, though little immediate effect may be produced, yet 
bya persevering repetition of them, the coma begins to sub- 

side after some time, perhaps a good many hours, or even 

_ several days. In other.cases again, they may be used in ‘the 

A most active manner without relieving the patient, and after 
_all we may find upon dissection, that the disease was still 

in the state of simple apoplexy. This important fact can-. 

not be too often repeated or too carefully kept in mind; 
it should lead us to prosecute the treatment of every case 
of apoplexy with the utmost vigour and perseverance. iy 

one of the last cases that occurred to me, the bleeding was et 

repeated to the extent of upwards of one hundred ounces, 
“ assisted by purging from the croton oil, repeated to the ex- 

tent of above twenty drops, and the case terminated fay our- 

‘ably, after the symptoms had: continued in a very doubt- 
ful state for three or four days. | 

‘In the extent of our evacuations, indeed, a due ravers is 

certainly to be had to the age and constitution of the pa 
tient, and the strength of the pulse; but I think we have 
sufficient ground for saying, that there are no symptoms 

which characterize a distinct class of apoplectic affections, _ 
requiring any important distinction in the treatment; or in 

*¥ ‘« 

VI 

"other words, a class, which in their nature do not admit of 
blood-letting.. On this important point, we may refer with 

some confidence to the facts which haye been related. 

‘Weakness of the pulse, and paleness of the countenance, 

we have seen to be frequent symptoms of the worst form of | 

* sanguineous apoplexy; and on the other hand we have seen 

cases terminate by serous effusion, which were accompanied 

by strong pulse and flushing of the countenance. Finally, 

"we have seen one-remarkable case in which there existed 

=> 
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every circumstance that could lead us to consider the dis- 

4 nh ease as serous apoplexy, but which was fatal without any 

‘effusion; and another in which there was most extensive ef- 

* fusion without any apoplectic symptom. It is likewise to 

be kept in mind, that in apoplectic affections the strength 

of the pulse is a very uncertain guide; for nothing is more | 

common than. to find it upon the first attack of apoplexy, 
weak, languid, and compressible, and becoming strong and 
full after,the brain has become in some degree relieved by 
large blood-letting. 

It would be quite superfluous to detail common apoplec- 
. tie cases treated successfully upon these principles. But 

it may be of use, in connexion with this part of the subject, 
to select a few cases, which, occurring in old and infirm 

people, might have been considered either examples of se- 
rous apoplexy, or modifications of the disease not admitting 
of active treatment, yet under such treatment terminating 
favourably. 

Case CXXIX.—A woman, aged 70, of a spare habit, and 

thin and withered aspect, having walked out in her usual 
“health, fell down in the street, speechless and paralytic on 
the right side. Isaw her four or five hours after the attack. 

She was then much oppressed,, but not entirely comatose. 
She was completely speechless and paralytic; her pulse 
about 96, and of tolerable strength. She was bled to 15 | 
ounces; purgative medicine was ordered, with cold applica- “_ 

tions to her head. On the following g day she was considerably . r 

improved both in speech and in the motion of the right 

side; but, having become rather worse towards night, she 
was again largely bled, and purgative medicine was conti-. 
nued. From this time she improved rapidly. At the end 
of a week she was able to walk with little assistance, and 

in a few days more wasrestored to perfect health. 

Case CXXX.—A gentleman, aged 70, of a spare and * 
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4 sc soos y> bye ana eae 
wg, ta I saw | bh an hour stethe . els 

yal .d had d afected, Set is | 
as pales “his pulse was of good ei tt 
He was largely bled from the arm 

t pret > was iven,, assisted. by a purgative 

a andeatt s applied t his head. The eonvulsions 0 
for some time to recur. with great violence; the 

* be leoting’ him in a state of ‘odin 
. raving soon after operated freely, P 

mn. Next day, he» complained of: a a 
. purgative medicine; and after 
a | was in pir usual health. sy i ee, oe ' | 
: hy , ate j 3 oF 

i) xT _# lady, .*, 82, % the morning of Sui oii . 
%, larch,, 1818, complained of headach, bu went to, ~ 
ee i V hile i in church she lost her recollection, ‘ilk 2 

* ° ; eren | i yand was brought home with difficulty, bei oy pet 
. ‘ | to sta: id. Shewas still incoherent and partially comatose; 5 es 
byes 1 put to bed was seized with violent convulsion, — f i aM 
awh | ected chiefly her face and the left side of her bor aay iy? he or es 

Beh Reh i ‘The con vu Isions recurred frequen ,leaving her in the inter- ie ye 4 

% _oyals i in a state of profound coma, Saad’ the lett side appeare sd rats 
to be paralytic. The pulse was of good strength, and a lit en 

‘le frequent She was bled to 20 ounces; cold was applied 
ca to her head, and an active purgative was given as $8 ‘soon as. a m a 

oie could swallow. On the following day tI ere was little 

»% 

its ‘change; | more purgative medicine was given. pot 

~ the coma was diminished, but it ‘was siice eed e 
k w: tg tie 1, 

“ef ~ Cunmanagable restlessness with ineoherenee an d some. con- 

» ‘vulsion; ; pulse 112, a” Cee: was given; 

he ® 
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beneficial. On ‘the 1th there. was little change, but on 

friends, and her pulse was coming down. ts a few ee 
Simore she was in her usual. health, and live for: several © 

"years. This I lad y had als suffered an ap apoplectic ase in . 
ASl4arcg ne 4 {S ups ae 
e Wa:it | a: : 

Case CXXXIL ‘hy man, aged 70, tall’ and of a ‘epare 
habityand rather infirm—10th April, "1815—Hbst his recol- 

lecti n; walked unsteadily without knowing whither he. 

was going, and could not be made to compra 
was ill. He was put to bed, but insisted upon ge ettir ng up “s 

_ again, staggered a few steps, and then fell down | on the floor ¢ 
in perfect apoplexy. Isaw him about an hour ter t he 

attack, when he was still in a state of. profound coma; his: 
pulse a little frequent and of good strength. © ‘Bei 1g bled 

25 ounces, he became sensible, and took purgati ve | ne 
i cine; and his head was shaved and blistered. _ After Tisee" 

ee tO 

hours he relapsed into coma. He was then ‘bled again to 
18% ounces without any immediate relief, but, the purgative 

- having soon after begun to operate briskly, he was gradu-_ 
sae relieved; andin a few days was free from complaint. Fy 
By blood-letting. and the other evacuations, we cannot 
perhaps properly be said to cure apoplexy;. we only siseae.. , 

- the vessels of the brain from the impulse of the general cir- 
culation, and thus take off one principal impedim nt to the, 
recovery, which consists in the vessels resuming ‘their 
healthy relations after this impediment is removed. But 

we have every reason to believe, that these evacuations may» 
be carried as far as they can with propriety, and yet that®, ¢ 
the vessels may not recover their healthy action. Having ~ 
therefore pushed these evacuations as far as we consider 

safe or expedient without relieving the patient, our: next ob- 
ject is to inquire, what other gene we hap 3 in our power 
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‘ths We 

h may contribute to his relief under these Sind ‘ 
Bilistering and other external stimulants may’ perhaps have = 
some effect, and ] think I have seen decided benefit from: | 

strong friction of the body, but these remedies are perhaps 
- not much to be relied on. There are however two remedies © 

which have been at different times strongly contended for in e,* 1 
the treatment of apoplexy, and which may come under con- 

sideration, at that period or in that condition of the. disease 

which I have now referred to; these are, emetics and internal 

stimulants. ‘The use of emetics in apoplexy isas old as id 

days of Aretezus, and they have been employed at different © 
times by physicians of the first eminence, among whom : 

may be mentioned, Etmuller, Sydenham, Boerhaave, and 

Lieutaud; and the practice must therefore have some foun- — 
dation in observation and experience. There can be little 
doubt that in the early stage of any apoplectic affection, the — 
use of an emetic would be a very hazardous practice, and, 
at any period | of apoplexy with extravasation of blood, it 

probably would be injurious; but in simple apoplexy, after 
the system has been reduced by repeated evacuations as 

far as seems expedient, and yet the coma.has not been re- ; 

| moved, ‘it seems very probable that the action of a ‘mild a yn ae, 

emetic might be beneficial. ~The delicacy of the practice, , 

however, consists in the difficulty of distinguishing simple @ 

apoplexy from apoplexy with extravasation of blood. Near- 
© ly the same observations apply | to the use of internal stimu- 

lants. We must make an im portant: distinction betwixt the — 

action of stimulants in a vigorous and plethoric state of the 

system, and their action when the system has been reduced % 

by large and repeated evacuations; and I think there are ¥ 

conditions of apoplexy in which stimulants Bay be used | 
with safety and advantage. h 

The observations which have now been made, in regard 

to apoplexy, apply equally to the earlier stages of paralysis. 

| In regard to the more advanced cases, after the immediate 

effects of the attack have been removed, there are some 

i 
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very interesting points of investigation.!» Perhaps we hav: 

a, been too much in: the habit of believing, that helps t 
ie any considerable standing ‘depends upon 2 fixed and irre- 

“mediable disease of the brain. | Many ca cases are on record © 

Pv hich tend to shake this Opinion. We bes recent cases of 
it completely ‘carried off in a few we see others 

_ recover more gerntliall ys so that in a tte or months, at 

" there is no trace of the disease; and in many cases, in whieh’ 2 
after long continued palsy, the patient has” died of some ~ | 

other: affection, we find no morbid appearance in the. brain, 
or none adequate to account ‘for’ the disease. ses rey add 

fs 

ve » fom palsy even in cases of long stand ding. nan 
mentioned by Dr. ‘Russel,* after an apoplectic titi ith 

_ hemiplegia, recovered the use of his arm in six weeks, 3 ty ) 

the lower extremity remained perfectly paralytic. — » After .. 

twelve months, in which he made no improvement, he v 

one day astonished to find that he had some gree of mo- 

0 Bios of the leg, but it continued only a few minutes. On 
the same evening he had headach, and in the night was = 

“seized with a sort of fit, in which the paralytic lin 1b was 
strongly convulsed, and after this he had slight power of mo- ee. 

ving it. The fit returned next day, and again in the night, +. a 

and then left him completely free from paralysis, and i mn -@ 

perfect health; he had continued well for eight years at the . 
| time when the account was written. A> case somewhat “ 

similar, though of shorter standing, occurred toa friend of | 
mine. A aidale aged man was suddenly attacked with 

hemiplegia and foley of speech, while he was using violent 
exercise in walking quick or running; all the usual practice 
was employed without any improvement for a month; the 

paralytic limbs then became one day suddenly convulsed, Ne 
Sal when this subsided the yee was gone. ihe a wo- 

7 
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sibs ae Nao case. is mentioned ie bri 
been liable to convulsions. from his. childhood : 

twenty-three years of age. The fits. then left him, andghe — ‘ 
~ enjoyed good. health: for three years; when without any Poe. 

previous | complaint, except a cold, he suddenly lost his wuss Le 

Speech” He ‘had no other paralytic symptom, and was . : 

other se in good health, but continued perfectly spe ef a 

less for four years. He was in general a man of temper- a. on ae ‘fe 
ate habits, but having at this time been one evening much ) 7 <i ai 
atcslagiet > he fell from his horse three or four times on his Ah eR a 

return home, and was at last taken into a house near | tae Pe ae 

road and put to bed. He soon fell asleep, and had a fright iz yA? 

_ fal dream, during which, struggling with all his might to. |. “4 } 

eall out for help, he did call out, and from that time reco... , “ * a 
vered potemepgech perfectly. A young woman mentioned §) 
by Dr. Watson} had been long liableto severe convulsions,») ~~ es 
the attacks of which were frequently followed by tempora- vy gaa 

> ry paralysis of those muscles which had been most severely | ‘On u 
ee ae After one attack she lost her sight one e a 

five days. At length, after one of the fits, she | | 
“speech, and recovered it after a short time; but the mate 
sion returning soon after, was again followed by loss of > 4 

speech, and she continued entirely speechless for fourteen | es : M 

months. During this interval she had no return of the conyule vee 4 
sion, and was otherwise in good health. Having one eve- | stag 259 Nea 

_» ning violently heated herself by dancing for four hours, she _ neal” $ Aa” 

recovered her speech, and from that time continued free ery, 
from’ complaint, . Several cases still ‘more ‘remarkable i ae , a 
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8 ee ing a severe it it ahd 1 was. 
lent efforts to escape from a chatiaalia which she had been 
left alone. Aman, who had many years paralytic, reco- 

 ° vered in the same manner when his house was on fire; and 
‘another, who had been ill for six years, recovered sud> 

»  denly in a violent paroxysm of anger. cv 
A remarkable. case has been communicated to me of a. 

’ gentleman, who after an apoplectic attack lost his sight, 

and continued in a state of perfect blindness for about se- 

ven years. . After that time, while he was one ics. 

» his carriage, he suddenly recovered his sight: and it. :* 

Py found that he had entirely retained his skill in’ nag ig 

~ for which he had been distinguished before the attack k 
rs These examples point out a most important prin 

» regard to paralysis, namely, that cases of it, even o 
standing, keccaw! et upon a cause which is capable. 
of being removed entirely, and removed almost in an in- 

© stant; and they direct our attention to a most interesting 

| subject of research in regard to a class of eatons whi ch 

of all diseases are usually considered as the most hopeless. 
' The restoration of paralytic limbs, after the first urgeney 
of the attack has been removed, is in many cases: + pai . 

_ a work of nature, and seems, in the most common deserip- 
“tion of cases, to depend upon the gradual absorption of. 
the eoagulum. In the treatment of cases of a more pro-_ 
tracted kind, various remedies have been employed, ae 

of a ‘stimulating nature, both Mexual and. internal... T 

_ the former class belong warm baths, fai Mion,” electricity, 

and galvanism} to the latter, mustard, ammonial oe 
and nearly the whole class of stimulants.. All the remedies 
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-of the treatment, 

if the alin system, o he same time, bet ket 
_ low state by spare living and occasional evacuatio 
~ L imagine, i is alors to. be considered asan essential /p 

and I cannot agree with some most res- 
pectable- ‘writers, who hold that the diet in paralytic. 

ought to be nourishing and restorative. With this precau- 

tion, I think it probable, that there are many cases of pa- 

ralysis in which stimulants may be employed with much 
benefit. I cannot say what remedies of this class are to be - 

preferred. Some have strongly recommended the tincture “ay! 
*Cantharides, others have employed the balsams, turpeme 

tine, babematard, arnica montana, guaiacum, seneka, and | va- 

rious others; also several articles of a narcotic quality, Cod A. 
the . us toxicodendron, Aconitum napellus, &c. In 

any, phosphorus is said to anti given internally . 

with advantage: and in France, the favourite remedy lately 

was the Wux vomica. It is given in extract, in doses of 

eee A 

two grains three or four times'a day; it is apt to ‘oceasion .: 

 eonvulsion, and the first proposal of the use of it as areme- + 
dy; is said to have been founded on the observation, th 

~ when paralytic limbs become convulsed, they frequently © 

soon after recover their power. In the most favourable ex- 
amples, however, that have been given of its efficacy, a a“ ae . 
long time was required for the recovery; and as we know sd : 

_ that a considerable ‘proportion of paralytic limbs recayer 
spontaneously, we must receive very cautiously ogee. 

“ments in regard to the efficacy of any particular remedy 

Emetics have been recommended; also Iodine and mereury . 

pushed to salivation. Mr. Wardrop has described a sin- 
gular case of eighteen months’ standing, which ‘seemed to 

derive benefit from tickling the parts with a feather; it re- 
covered in two months. M. Gros mentions a cure by 

: stinging with nettles; and Celsus semis to pole employed 
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| “const STURES IN REGARD TO THE CIRCULATION IN. 7 

* eles) see BRAING of AS 0 OOe AR ri Lay. 
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our preceding, investigations on the pathology of apo- ee . 
ty te every a attention has been paid to confine the observa: 

e tions, at were sai to a direct induction from the facts nee ia 

a 

* . 

_ which wer Us, Nearly sin with these in- | ro pee 
Cae t ere are certain vie \ ee 7 

S hich per aps 4 
* 1 onjectures.. z 

. from the other parts of our 
mt, « considered as entirely divested of hypoth hesis. 
i When a person previously i in good health fe 
- denlyi in a state of perfect apoplexy, and when, the appropri. - gee 

n tly applied, thi ae fe epromptimepplied, ‘this person is spe dily eS 
perfect health, it is impos ple not. ae deep Yao 

the brain ‘was ue 

Tp them in hig 4 istil ct» 
ir inquiry, because th ri cannot tbe. ie 

is _ 4 

~ 
ca 
a fas 

— 1 Srp sp 
eae b 

= the inquiry,—what the si ‘state off the ee 
luced symptoms of so formidable a kind, and yet ae 

‘was so speedily and so entirely 1 removed? If the patient shall oh a, 
die after lying for -a considerable tin 2 inva state of perfect i “3 

coma, and we cannot discover in his brain \e smallest devia- | ie 
tion from the Reality structure, we feel in no. small degree | we? 
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as far -as it it is within 

the arterial and vent ‘the brain. On 
les w ee result from. 

in ng structure of head, and which ah tt 
© any , other organ in the body. 

he facts, on which this ‘investigation i is primarily, Sei | 
die are derived from the appearance of the brain in animals s which 4 

have been bled to death. ‘While i in such cases, all the other 
organs of the body have been found completely blanched or 
drained of blood, the brain has in general presented in this 
respect its usual appearance, and, in some cases, the superfi- 
cial cerebral veins have even been found in so distended a } 
state, that one writer has proposed the paradox, that animals | | 
which have been bled to death, die of apoplexy. The most 

‘»able and most satisfactory observations on this subject are 
those of Dr. Kellie of Leith,* made upon animals bled to 

under a variety of circumstan¢ ces. ‘The ‘brain 1 most 

of these cases, Dh Mee its usual appearance, its blood ves- 

| roti ere Dei 
> rare 

he vessels of 1e pia mater were de ea | 

lood. In ano r, the sinuse 3 were | oaded 

lood, the veins of the pia mater were, well led, and the 
i plexus, was remarkably turgid. In a very few only of — 

. the examples it is remarked, that the vessels of the brain con- 

tained sensibly Jess red blood than in - son and. in “ i 
all of these there was observed some serous eon On the _ 

© other hand, when i< eme were aoa ted on. _ ‘ 

Besides the experiments alluded to I refer to t alu 
for a variety of most interesting facts and speculations i in 

-«  “avhole of this curious subject. ats i te il 
~y v 
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‘i et: quantities as to ee ample proof ere 
ts feelers exterior to ‘the Geen: but ne not! Re 4 

y 

| it in ordinary cases.” - 

“ “hese d ot iin ertaii pecu-- pest e 

“aloe in the’ structure of the head, to which they may prom ¢ of ue 

+ bably be traced in a very satisfactory manner. The cranium et Gi om 
waerete. sphere of bone, which is exactly filled byits. = ts fe 

_ contents, the brain, and by which the brain is closely shut up ahs phen ns 

« m at re, and from all influence from with-» an | ‘ a 
& ' nunicated through the blood sells 1 ' 

an so situated, ‘it is sae aa that | 

mate ially dir inished, except something entered Or 
a space which would become vacant. In this i ne itis is 
x [oa to introduce the question, whe brain is» 

cause We may safely assert that < is not ¢ 

such orce as can be conveyed it from: 
1 art : _ Upon. 

k we may: assuine ae, as bei i in 
the highe ae : bable, that, i in the be ants state | ? 
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‘acertain ratio. betwixt he arteries -an “fyeits of the. brains ~ 
% Pn * and itis probable that t re healthy state of this organ will) des _ 

“* <9" pend upon the nice adjustment of the circulation in these two 
i. -« systems. If we could suppose a case in which more than the, 

* “asual quantity of blood was. accumulated: in the one system), 
» the necessary effect would be a corresponding diminution in 

‘ the other, because. the whole mass of blood in the brain, must, 
“by! the supposition, remain the same. Hence would arise a 

** derangement of the circulation, such as could not occur in 
any other part of the. body, because there is no other organ 

ae so situated as the brain... We must be cautious, however, of 
ae speculating, where it is difficult to avoid falling into error, ” 

3 and must satisfy ourselves with attempting to trace, ina very 

general manner, the various ways by which, in such an organ 

. ae as the brain, derangements of circulation may be supposed to 

take place. ‘doe & 
fa 

a 

I, Let us take a very plethoric state of the body, in which 

gthe general vascular system is loaded with more than the ave- _ , 

rage or healthy quantity of blobd. The arteries going to the 7 
head will partake of this general condition, and there will be 

Naas an effort.or impulse which tends to propel an undue quantity ~~ 
Vy os of blood into the arteries of the brain. Though no addition — 
~* "9. © to the whole quantity of blood im the brain can actually take 

b 26 place, because the vessels of the brain are already full, the 
= constant impulse will be such as tends to introduce» an addi- 

ty" tional quantity} and consequently tends to derange the healthy ~ 
‘a » relation betwixt the arterial and venous systems; for any in- ° 

‘crease of quantity in the one system, if such actually took 
5 a "place, would lead to.a corresponding diminution of the quan- 

tity in the other, Letus say, for example, that the -whole 

blood circulating in the brain is as ten, and that it is, divided . ' 
between the artcries and veins as five to five. In the | ded ‘ 

‘state of the system now, referred to, we can suppose a case, 

in which, by some sudden impulse from the general circula- 
6. tion, the arteries of the brain are, at a P parlour moment, dis- 

: . 8 : » 
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! senses follo spree a.similar. Mention oh} re 
g veins, and the healthy balance A. 

“The Feist of the condition so produced pat 
sf “following, The veins of the brain would co ina « 

quantity of blood as four, while he Mierics would be 
ss a quantity as six. ‘The sani transmitted by the veins - 

" would be the measure of the quantity that could enter the ar” 
teries from the general circulation, namely, a quantity as four. ’ 

_ But the impulse from the general circulation would be such Oa- £0 ee 
as tendedito introduce a quantity as six, supposing the con-" “ae iy Pes 
tinuance: of the = impulse from which the disease origi- ew via: a 

i 

’ nated, or a quantity as five, supposing the impulse to havé) See 

P. subsided to the state of health. In jgcither, case the impulse %, oN 

ee oi be such : as tended to introduce a nea quantity than 
{ “s 
a -“ | Id enter, and const 

result of hoid syould be, an i 1 “oie flow ee Ho the’ 

exte nal vessels of the head, producing probably flushing - -. 
' gidity of features, and other marks of pric teased determinati ; 
to the external parts. But I forbear to press the speculation — 
so far as sto inquire, whether, in a certain plethoric state of the © 

system, aided, perhaps, by some accidental impulse m, thenge a Fe» ao 

| ircu. soe such a derangement as this does take pla ce o.- sea 

cerebral vessels ; ; and whether, when it reachesaeoray i) Aa x 
‘te 0 poi it may give rise to the Eee of simple: rs al evs ie, Sa 

oe oe 0 ease 
ees me oe aaa : pth, greed yt i a Rac ot 

. 3 y , , 4 a ‘ Bess atts 

An if ore He y considerable’ interruption to the re- fn nk 
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oh e - ~ ti general circulation will the 

in the brain i in this ‘case, © the actu; al state of the vive 
oe what the undue impulse was in the other. But I jon a 
fe ay ” here also from urging the inquiry, whether such a derange- 
ni - s we have now'supposed might take place from iiss 4 
‘é i am the return "I blood from the head, such as tu- 
Frew We. “*| a 4 mours on the neck, certain affections of the heart and =~ 
i ae 4 ‘ea lungs; and whether, if “ital take place, it might — 7 

rd he = ' ‘ to symptoms analogous to simple apoplexy. — ae 

‘hb a Two points, however, may be briefly alluded to init re- 4 

hee “gard to the parts of this speculation referred. to under the § | 
hae Fie two preceding heads. (1.) If such a derangement, as has ( 
aia sa been supposed, really took place in the vascular ‘system 
, ii ae “the brain, it would i yp that he mgt from the gene-_ ’ 

7.4 ral circulation would be ‘such as ded to introduce into ’ 

-% iy * ie arteries of the brain a larger quantity of blood: ‘than * 

ae - 2 could: actually enter. » One effect of th this would be an in- 
| a er “creased flow of blood into the external vessels of the by th 

Ag, .* and there are as facts witht tend to show that € 
Ds . ™ thing of this kind does actually take place in ‘the’ a apoplec- 

: ‘® > Sire attack—as the flushing of the face, turgidity of th e fea- 4 ! 
ey - tures, throbbing of the external vessels, and other B dee 

ances which have been referred to the doctrine of « termi- 
o. _ -« nation to the head. Numerous writers ha e remarked the - 
a! ‘unusual quantity of blood which is discharged from the in- 
a | © pe cutenis in opening the heads of persons who a 
ap of apoplexy. In some of Dr. Cheyne’ 8 dissectic ro 1) 
Cae wards of a pound was collected in th $ manner} an d Dr. 
4 “a Kellie made the same observation ont e two men hic nr r 

re. he examined after execution. Mr. John’ Bell remat s;that 
to having ae the head of a b cog who died | of aes e 

a a 
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™ f the brain, 4s found. the fe 1 

| nj, SO: protruded, oe e superfici ay vs 
: ee so much enlarged, as to make the ion th useless. oe oe 

.. dhe remarkable turgidity of the features and of the neck, ‘ USS 

a ch often occurs in. apoplectic cases, must) ind geal > fa- . Bol 

-» Mmiliar to every one; ans amgprcars to be most remi 2 «: * ii | pa: 
when the disease has proved rapidly fatal, witl & Yo ee 

‘ eans having been employed. A gentleman, whor Ww - Rao 
h Mr. White, after some symptoms showing an ih mn ae 4% 

Be tr tendency, was one morning found dead in be » his : a , it b 

body being scarcely cold. His neck and features wer 2 of a bad ped 
: deep purple colour, and turgid in a most uncommon degree, . . ey ; i. 

but no turgidity was observed in the vessels of the: brain. : ra ‘. ms 
(2.) Upon the grounds already referred to, there is reas ‘Wath Hit 
to believe, that we cannot, by our evacuations, diminish. in ee ih : 
any material degree the quantity of blood in the head. ! m,” Soe 

But if these conjectures shall be considered worthy. ob ane. °° jaan eee 

credit, it will appear probable, that the effect of our eyas iy 28 a 
euations will be to take off from the cerebral vessels, the ce 
excessive impulse from the general circulation, or even to a: ta 

pes it below what would now be considered asa healthy | id ie 

impetus, and thus io Téave the uéiiecle of the brain in a ih . owe 

st te rotator recovering their healthy relations. oe * ot om 

iad Rin : ee ee . % Pr page ? ‘i ; 

SCHL. A oa ddrangotnt might be supposed to take a ae 

“place from causes, which directly diminish the capacity of Le 
the venous system of the brain. Ifa depression has been © ada! ‘ 

produced of a portion of bone, so as considerably to en- * as . 3 

croach upon the cavity of the cranium, or if a coagulum Wl af og 

of blood hi s been deposited, so as to occupy a considera “hae 

ble space upon the surface of the brain, the; diminution of —__ ee 
space thus produced would probably affect chiefly or en. ene ae 

tirely the. venous system of the brain. It would not di- ih a See 
-minish the quantity 0 - blood which, tends to enter the ar- a 

_-teries. of the head, but it would diminish. i in proportion. to gee 

its extent the capacity of the veins, and thus derange the « 

" * a 
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LATION INTHE BRAIN. =. = 

wo systems of eels in a differ 

» net Sail e ewe been supposed under the on 

| gal mer heads, but a s in its effects upon the circulation 
. , ' on . Aan the, brain. — | ‘When, in the former of the cases now sup \~ 

\ posed, the depressed portion of | ne has been ee | 
al » the two systems recover ais healthy relations, and: the 

ptoms disappear. y bei) pg fyy sytere Rtaga xt 

bi It i is probable that a cause of this ‘kind may exist, in a 

—_ . smaller degree, in which it shall not produce any perma- 
q iy nent interruption of the circulation in the brain, but may 

Gly gl ive tise to derangement when there is any occasional in- 

hal these essays, I have described a remarkable case, in which 

: .. a tumour, formed by deposition betwixt the lamine of the 

dura mater, occupied a considerable space on the surface of 
af the brain. The patient had experienced little inconve- 

, nience from it when he was at rest, but, when in’ motion, 
he was liable to attacks of an apoplectic nature, from 
which he recovered in afew minutes. A gentleman, men- 

ise .. tioned by Lancisius, who had long suffered from hemicra- 

the temple, and soon after had an attack of apoplexy, from 

which he speedily recovered; but from this time he | n 

apoplectic attack once or twice every mibn tain This went 

on through the following autumn and winter, and he at 

° last died suddenly in one of the attacks. Under the right 

ee , nia, was seized about the age of. 50 with intense pain in | 

| 

ast 

ey ~ erease of impetus in the circulation. In the first part of  ~ 

oi; side of the os frontis, the membranes were much thickened, 3 

and, connected with the thickened portion, there was a kind 

ae _ of polypus on the surface of the brain. In n cases ‘Sl ch as 
these, it is probable, that, when the circulation is in a very: 

Ne _ tranquil state, or when the general mass of blood has been’ 

, fl “reduced by evacuations, the circulation in the brain goes 

on in a healthy manner; but that any increase of e 

quantity of the blood, or any considerable increase of its 
impetus, leads to the derangement. | It is probable that si- 
milar affections might be traced to causes diminishing the 

Py 
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“ged ‘shed: sinuses, or ‘of the pri cipal. sti linging 
~ and I have fortnerly mentioned some remarkable mane in 
which ma oinae intincls of an ie as and) per ‘aly ' 

the arter we of shia titabet EBeicta: are opr hets on » this inte 
‘Testing subject; but many cases are on record in which an 
individual has suffered in a few years fifteen or twenty 
apoplectic attacks, without experiencing in the intervals 
any bad effects from them. Minute attention to such cases 
may probably lead to results calculated to throw much light 
dpon: the - a of a. a yy Eh 

ved " , 

Meet? ’ ¥ 
‘ ‘2 ' 

nfl ‘W. There are many interesting facts which ron us én 

believe, that the circulation i in the brain may be deranged 
in a manner remarkably different from any of the preceding 
cases.. Let us suppose that the general volume of blood 
in the body is very much diminished. The effect of this 
upon each individual artery is, that its calibre is contracted, 
and that it acts upon the veins with which it is connected 

with diminished momentum. The arteries of the brain — 
_ | will partake of the general state of the system, so that the 

3 

quantity of blood transmitted to the head will be diminishet, 
in the same ratio. But while this change is going on, a 

corresponding accumulation would probably be taking place 

in the veins, because the whole quantity in the head must 

continue the same. Upon this increased mass of blood, 
the volume in the arteries would now act with a corres- 

pondingly diminished and inadequate impetus. It is pro- 2 

bably in this manner that there arises the appearance of 
congestion in the superficial veins of the brain, which has 

been observed in animals that have -been bled to death; 
and many curious facts occur to us in practice, which ap- 
pear’ to be referrible to a derangement of the circulation in 

, ae brain, which can only be accounted for i in this: Mpennees 

, 

: 
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~ morrhoidal, he had paid little attention to it, until his 
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I shall relate some of ae. re eg forthe 
in speculation. — i Bes a ao 

’ A gentleman, aged about forty, had vi for: some “wd 
losing considerable quantities of blood by arterial h 
morrhage from the rectum. Considering it as snteigell be 

friends y 

became alarmed by his altered appearance. Fron being 
strong and rath er plethoric, he had become weak, exhaust/ 
ed, pale, and haggard. He had anasarea of his. legs—his 

pulse was frequent and feeble, and much excited by the 

least exertion. Along with these symptoms, he was liable 

to strong and irregular action of the heart, and complained 
of giddiness, tinnitus aurium, violent throbbing in the 
head, and frequently of throbbing beh ae On examin- 
ing his rectum, a fungous tumour was foun 
sphincter, on the apex of which a small artery was bleed- 
ing per saltum. ‘This was tied, and there was no return 
of the hemorrhage; and under the use of nourishing diet, 

and a liberal allowance of wine, all his other complaints 

‘disappeared. He made up so rapidly in flesh and blood, 
that not long after, apprehensions were entertained that he 

was becoming too plethoric, and it became necessary to re- 
ro duce his regimen, but under these circus he had no 

“return of the symptoms in his head. PE is Sai 

A lady, aged twenty-five, had been frst bled ‘on 

account of symptoms in the head which had supervened 
upon an injury. Considerable relief had’ followed — 
bleeding; but the symptoms had soon returned so. as 
lead to a repetition of the bleeding at short interval s, and 
this had been going on for several months. When I « 

her, she was stretched upon a couch, her face of the most 
‘death-like paleness, or rather of the paleness of a stucco 
figure, her pulse very rapid and as small as a thread; h her 
general weakness extreme. ‘The mass of blood appeared 
to be peaiived to the lowest point that was 8 compatible ning 
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life, but she still complained of frequent headach, violent 
_ throbbing in the head, confusion and giddiness. It was. 
"evident that evacuations could be carried no farther, and = Pe 

in oti tion: with\a pbs) pba, i medical pines ' 

We] a 2 Aortsight she was ladle Vo very tolerable 

hue i : + wi via : 

E Give + been vébeatedly dettisa under the following — r 
circumstances. A gentleman accustomed to very full “ 

* living, is seized with an apoplectic attack, or with symp- | 
toms indicating the most urgent danger of apoplexy; heis) so) § 
saved by bleeding and other free evacuations, and is kept = . © 

for some time eee 1a very spare diet. His complaints are : 
relieved, and as long as he keeps quietly at home, he goes 
on without any uneasy feeling. But when he begins to 
go abroad, he becomes liable to attacks of giddiness and 

- confusion, generally accompanied by palpitation of the © 

heart and an uneasy feeling about the precordia. Hispulse © 
- is now soft and rather weak, and his general appearance — 
x indicates the very reverse of plethora; and these symp- 
diel toms are removed by a cautious improvement of his regi- we 

men. This curious fact I have repeatedly had occasion to ae 
attend to in the treatment of cases of this kind, and it has ee 

always appeared to me to be one of very great interest in oy ae 
reference to the pathology of the brain. | 
’ Various other facts will present themselves to the practical 

by ician, which bear upon this curious subject, Inthe last 
stag of diseases of exhaustion, patients frequently fallintoa a 
state resembling coma, a considerable time before death, and a 
while the pulse can still be felt distinctly; and [have many ¥.. 
times seen children lie for a day or two in this kind of ies 

3 and recover under the use of wine and nourishment. — ft Is , Se 

» often scarcely to be distinguished from the coma whichis ac- : is 
companies diseases of the brain. It attacks them after some "eg 

continuance of exhausting diseases, such’ as tedious and ne- 
| a ; { 
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and the pulse feeble. It may continue fora day or two and” 
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glected diartheeas and the pation its lie in s astate of insensibility, | 

the pupils dilated, the eyes oe and insensible, the face pale, 

‘terminate favourably, or it may be fatal, This affe ap- 
pears to correspond with the . apoplexia ex a: of the 
older writers, It differs from syncope in coming on gra aduall: 7, 

and in continuing a considerable time, perhaps a day ‘or two; 
and it is not, like syncope, induced by sudden and temporary 
causes, but by causes of gradual exhaustion going on for a 

considerable time, It differs from mere exhaustion, in the 

complete abolition of sense and motion, while the pulse ean 
be felt distinctly, and as in some cases of tolerable strength. 
I have seen in adults the same affection, though it is perhaps 
more uncommon than in children. A man considerably ad- 

vanced in life, in consequence of a neglected diarrhea, fell 
into a state closely resembling coma; his face pale and. col-. 

lapsed, but his pulse of tolerable strength. _ An elderly lady, 
from the same cause, had loss of memory and squinting. Both 

_ these cases recovered by wine and opiates; in the former, 
— blistering on the neck was also employed. Richter states that 

amaurosis has been produced by hemorrhage, cholera, and 

tedious, diarrhoea; and he mentions particularly a dropsical 

woman, who became blind when the fluid was evacuated _ 

from her abdomen by tapping. On this interesting subject, I | 
shall at present only add the following remarkable used ion. 
from an affection of hearing. A gentleman about 30 years of 
age, came to Edinburgh from a distance for advice in regard — 
to an obscure affection, referred chiefly to the stomach, which 
had reduced him to a state of extreme weakness afd emacia- 
tion. As the debility had advanced, he had become conside- | 

rably deaf, and when I saw him he was affected in the follow- 
ing manner. He was very deaf while sitting erect or. stand- 
ing, but, when he Jay horizontally, with his head very low, 
Heeard perfectly. If, when standing, he stooped forward 
so as to produce flushing of his face, his hearing was perfect, — 
and, upon raising himself again into the erect posture, he con- 

> 
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ai to heat Tigacty as long as the using 0 continued; as 
‘this went off the deafness: returned. , 

_ Upon the whole, it seems highly probable that a Cena “al 
ite of the circulation of the brain is necessary for the Heal- 

thy condition of its functions; that they are equally impeded 
by the interruption which takes place in apoplexy, and the 
‘diminished impulse which occurs in syncope and in many af- 

_ fections of extreme exhaustion; and that there is a remarka- 
ble similarity in the symptoms which occur in these opposite 
conditions. What indeed is syncope, but an abolition of sense 

and motion? ‘It is preceded by giddiness, tinnitus aurium, 
and impaired vision, and is accompanied by blindness, dilated 

pupil, perfect insensibility, and not unfrequently passes into 

convulsion. It differs then from apoplexy, chiefly or entirely ~ 
in the state of the general circulation, the symptoms accom- 
panying the two affections being remarkably similar, and the 

_effect upon the sensorial functions almost entirely the same. » 
Here however some questions occur: If the circulation in 

the brain be so nicely and so peculiarly balanced, why is it — 

not seriously deranged by the numerous changes which are ~ 
constantly occurring amid the variety of circumstances to | 
which the body is exposed? Why is not apoplexy produced 

’ - by every increase in the mass of blood, or why is it not ex- 
cited by every instance of intemperance,- violent exercise, or 

‘’ strong mental emotion? Is there any provision by which the 
effects of these causes are averted in their daily occurrence, 

though in a certain condition of the system, each of them may 
be capable of producing perfect apoplexy? It seems proba- 

ble that there are several circumstances in the anatomy of 

the head, which contribute to this important end, but I shall 

merely allude to them without entering upon the speculations 
to which they might lead. One is,that all the arteries of the 
brain enter the head through continued canals of bone. These 
appear to have considerable influence in arresting any sudden 

impulse of blood, and in directing it off to the external branches, 

i » Hence the flushing of the face, turgidity of the rey and 
. 42 
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throbbing of the external vessels, which often occur in such 
cases, while no affection ’ in the brain follows. Another cir- 

cumstance, which seems to contribute to the same purpose, 

is the peculiar structure of the sinuses of the dura mater. 

These at all times must contain a considerable proportion of 
ihe venous blood of the brain, and from their peculiar struc- 

ture it seems probable that they are not liable to have their 
area either increased or diminished in any considerable \de- 

gree. . ‘This remarkable structure must operate very conside- 
rably in preventing those derangements of the circulation 
which have been referred to in the preceding speculations, _ 
and which, in an organ situated as the brain is must otherwise 

-have taken place from very slight causes. 

{ 
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tu sn wine ta head. These may be either guzel 

the substance of the brain, or attached to its surface. — The 

principal forms under which we meet with ae es ace | 
: hog be referred to the following hea | . 

Fy 

i brain; or by Seopa of Neva tenthes betwixt their wane 

OF this T have already given a very remarkable ead x 
( Jase” VI. ) in which a tumour five inehes long, three inches 

bi oad , and half an inch in thickness, was formed in this man- M2 

“er by a de position of new matter betwixt the laminze of hee é 3 
a mater. BS any « ma A tet 

The B Deposition of a pellucid or semi-pellucid substance | 
by by dian the characters of albumen. This may either be formed 
y; “in undefined 1 masses under the membranes of the brainy par- - 

ir] y under the arachnoid, as in Case LXXXVIIL or con- 
jin distinct cysts in various parts of the brain, as in ig 

oo eM and UXXXVH." The substance which 1 Js 

Mone ae {tisk is some reason to y Helene that it mihi “A 

2 ‘some -remarkable changes i in density, assuming a firmer texture 3 We ae 

in cer ain stages of its progress. vite 1h ih ae Rig AIEN "Sie 
hae # piel texan ‘ ‘% seer 
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. “Jour, and exhibiting the appeara an “ean «he fc ae of c co, 
“agulated albumen. - This Weatect is found in distinct a 

duce absorption of the bone, and to rise externally under the © 

TB, e , “ORGA Nic’ DISI 
6 ‘Sua 

REELS A. very dense. tumodi : i pay: 

the dura mater, and do not appear to be covered by any at 
‘ed tumours of various sizes, which are generally attached to. 

y 

cyst. T have described one which grew on the falx in Case . 
LXXXIIlI. nearly five inches in circumference, and | uniform- 

ly white and firm in its consistence; it did not appear to be 4 
organized, and when analyzed exhibited the properties of co- 

agulated albumen. The remarkable circumstance in this , 

‘case Was, that no urgent symptoms arose from the presence 4 
of this mass until a few weeks before death. Tumours of this 

kind sometimes arise from the external surface of the dura_ 

~-mater; in this case they have been frequently known: to pro- 

integuments of the head, so as to be mistaken for wens. 

Many cases of this kind are mentioned by the French writers. 
In some of them, the disease seems to have been originally 
excited by injuries; and in others, an injury appears tohave 
accelerated the process by which the tumour was making its 

way through the bone. When these tumours have been . | 
rashly meddled with by incision, death has generally beenthe. 
“consequence. Small tumours, which resemble those of this — j 
class, are sometimes met with attached to the choroid plexus, 4 

- T have seen one in each lateral ventricle, the size of small» $ 

hazel nuts, in a man who died suddenly after having had ‘Te- q 

- peated epileptic attacks at long intervals, and having been — ” 

for some time affected with symptoms threatening apoplexy. j 

TV. Tumours externally resembling those of the former _ 
class, but internally presenting an organized appearance, and oa ) 
a reddish or flesh-colour, resembling the substance of the kid- ; 

ney. ‘These are met with in various situations; one will € 

described, the size of an egg, which grew from the tentorium, 
_ The two appearances, described under this and the former 
heads, seem to include the most common characters of what . a 

ee . properly called tumours Au the brain. m: Steatomatous te 
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ged 3 Be are likewise described, wt i appear to 

be more u uncommon. Ny Ve fe: Ve Rt ae 

a Tubercular disease. ‘Of this very frequent seis 
ered examples have already. been given. Jt occurs in 

nasses, varying in size from the smallest size to that of a an egg; 
era these may be either embedded in the substance of the 
‘Wbrding or attached to the membranes. In their earlier stages, adit 

_ they present to us a whitish-coloured cheesy matter, gene- 

rally enclosed in a cyst; but, in their more advanced forms, 

_ we generally find them presenting a greater or less degree of Bi 

Bpiesitby scrofulous suppuration. 

_ VI. Induration of the cerebral substance. Several oxau P 
e ples of this important affection have been already referred to 
~ under the first part of these Essays. I have there stated the 
grounds for believing, that it is the result of a slow inflamma- 
tory action; that it may continue for a very considerable time 

in a state of simple chronic inflammation, and then pass gra- 
dually into a state of induration: and, it is probable, that there 

-. ds in some cases, formed around the diseased portion, a sac of 
-coagulable lymph, giving it the appearance of a new formation 
embedded in the substance of the brain. In a state of simple. 
‘induration, this disease may continue for a long time, producing 

urgent symptoms, and may at length be fatal by passing into 
suppuration, or without having suppurated. 

VIL.. Ossifications.. Under this head are to be included | 

both osseous projections from the inner: surface of the cra- 
nium, and internal ossifications, which are commonly found 

in the dura mater, most commonly in the falx. They gene- 

_rally appear to be formed of thin laminz of bone in the sub- 

stance of the membrane, and many cases of them are on re-_ 

_cord which did not appear to have nrodutan any symptoms 
in the brain. In other cases, however, they seem to produce 

urgent symptoms, especially when they are in the form of | 

- sharp spicule, or have acute angles which are so situated as_ 
to irritate the brain-or its membranes. . Ina case of this kind 
i by Saviard, there was in the broadest part of the falx a small 



< the “isa mater came in ree ius a te was yn 
and discharged pus. in another by La Motte, which. was - 

connected with epilepsy, the bony spiculee swere _ directed 

© against the pia mater; and in one by Van Swieten, there was 
_ an irregular piece of bone an inch long, and half an inch broad, 

a in the substance of the cerebellum. = = =” seb! ube) 

VIII. Hydatids. ° This name has: been applied to se¥eral 
affections of the brain, some of which do not appear to be- 
really hydatids. Of this kind are the vesicles which, are often _ 

met with in the choroid. plexus; they seem to be merely the : 
_ loose cellular texture of that organ, elevated into vesicles by 

--a watery effusion; and in a case by Dr. Baillie, they could be 8 

injected from the veins. Real hydatids, however, do occur : 

in the brain, as in a case which will be quoted from Zeder, - 

in which there were numerous hydatids, one of them the size - 
of ah egg, and containing three small hydatids within it. 
Cysts containing a watery fluid likewise occur in various 
parts of the brain; but it is doubtful whether they are to be 
considered as hydatids. A woman mentioned. By, Bonetus, 

after a blow on'the back of the head, had headach for a year 
with constant vertigo, and then died apoplectic. In the sub- 

stance of the left hemisphere, there was a cyst the size of an 
egg, which contained a clear fluid. In a girl mentioned by 

the same writer, who died, on the 12th day, of a febrile dis- 
ease, which ended in coma, there was found, on separating ao 

the two hemispheres, a cyst which burst on,a slight touch, » 
and discharged limpid fluid to eight or nine ounces. Bonetus— 

_mentions other cysts of a still larger size, one especially a, 
tached to the natés and the infundibulum, which burst on 

= 
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taking it out, and discharged fluid to the amount of two pounds, _ 
‘The patient had complained of fixed pain in the vertex for 

four months. 1 was long inclined to doubt the accuracy of 
.these accounts, and to suppose that, in such cases, the fluid 
had really been contained in the ventricles, until I received, 

through my friend Dr. Frampton, the remarkable case by Mr. 
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f Headington, to be afterwards ‘acacia ine sibs a cyst 

" 

ar 

was found in the left ventricle containing sixteen ounces of 
fluid. E a4 ; ‘#% na es 

i 

a The Efodtons now rhieiy described seem esi the 
= principal modifications of the organic diseases of the brain. 
Others, however, are met with which do not properly be- 
long to any of: these classes, such as the stony tumour in a 
case to be quoted from Schenkius, the bloody tumour of 
Rochoux, and the real fungus haematodes of the brain, of Which | 

_there are some examples on record. Fungous protrusion of _ 
“the cerebral substance itself, such as occurs after the opera- 
tion of the trephine, is occasionally met without any such » 
cause. A man mentioned by Dr. Donald Monro, had a 

WP aalssting tumour over the left eyebrow, pressure on which 

} ge bh 

produced headach and giddiness. It increased in size, and” 
after seven months he died lethargic. On inspection the tu- 
mour was found to arise from the anterior part of the left he- ~ 
misphere of the brain, and to have made its way through 

the frontal bone. It was the size of a China orange; in its 
structure it resembled the medullary substance of the brain ; 
and it appeared to be covered by the dura mater.* 

~ When we endeavour to trace the leading symptoms con- 
nected with these various states of disease, we do not find 

any uniformity, by which particular symptoms can be dis- | 
tinctly referred to the various forms of the morbid affections; 

* “we can therefore attempt only a very general outline of the 
‘principal modifications of the symptoms, which are connected 
‘with organic disease of'the brain. They appear to be chiefly 
referrible to the following heads. 

ab 

I. The first regs is distinguished ve long continjiedk and 

severe headach, without any other remarkable. hia et: The 

+» joy * Trans. Col. Phy. vol.i. 
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pain varies very much both Pits seat andi in its severity’ ‘ and 
one very I remarkable character of the affection i is, that the . 
ain sometimes occurs in ‘regular paroxysi ms, leaving intervals 

of comparative or complete relief, Some 1 remarkable exam- 
ples have already been given of this in Cases LXXX. and _ 
LXXXVI., and others will be afterwards referred to. The 
pain is in some cases acute and lancinating, i in others obtuse ; : 

and it is ‘sometimes referred to a particular spot, as the crown 

of the head, or the occiput. In many-cases it is accompa- 
nied by a violent throbbing, and this also may be general, or. 
it may be referred to a particular part of the head, 4s the 

occiput or one temple. In the more violent paroxysms the’ 
~* pain is mtense, obliging the patient to remain for a “te 

ae 

wet > 

*% 

rable time in one position, the slightest motion aggravating it a 

_ to perfect torture; but the remissions from this severe suffer- 

ing are often so remarkable as to lead a superficial observer 
into the belief that it is merely périodical headach, or head- 
ach connected with dyspepsia. This latter supposition is also 

- countenanced by the stomach being frequently much disor- 
dered, and by the more violent attacks being often accompanied 
by vomiting. The diagnosis, indeed, is sometimes ifficult, but, 
by attention, it will be found that the duration and violence 
of the pain must lead to a suspicion that the complaint is 
something more than common headach, and that, though the 
_stomach is at times disordered, yet that the headach is often 

most severe when no disorder exists in the stomach that can 

account for it. The patient generally cannot bear a warm 
room, the noise of company, or even the exertion of cheer- 

fal conversation, without being distressed and his headach, 
, increased; and the same effects are produced by wine and 

bodily exertion. He seeks quietness, coolness, and darkness; 

and in ‘these’ respects, the disease differs remarkably _ from 
dyspeptic headach, which is commonly dissipated: by exer- 

cise and cheerful company. Sometimes the paroxysms | are 

accompanied by vomiting, and sometimes by violent throb- 

bing in the head. If, along with these local symptoms, the 

' 
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| ai ana the Jug Pais and Vit sifu adtive treat 
nt has been employed without relief, we rer the 

e - ence of grearic disease. The terminations of th cases 
y fatal by 

es 

* convulsion, or more quel by coma, or by gradual ex- 

out. 
a tog 

2 iaustion without either coma or convulsion. Avery ‘fre- 
quent. ermination i is by the accession of chronic inflammation, 

terminating by effusion or otherwise. In Case LXXXIIL 
I have given an example in: which there was a ee, 

” inass of organic disease attached to the falx, while no symp- 
toms had indicated its existence, until the occurrence of the | 

symptoms of chronic inflammation a few weeks before death, 
Il. In the second form, after some continuance of fixed yea 

“headach, the organs of sense become affected, as the sight, 
the hearing, the taste and smell, and occasionally the. inte” 
lect. The loss. of sight generally takes place gradually, ° 

being first obscured, and after some time lost ; and very often 
_one eye is thus affected before the other is at all impaired. 
Double vision also occurs, which either may be permanent 

fst, at intervals. One remarkable case. will be re- 

red to, in which the blindness took place rather suddenly, 

and, after it had continued for some time, sight was restored | 
under the action of an emetic. It remained distinct for an 
hour, and then was permanently lost.. The. intellect is fre- 
quently impaired in cases of this class, and sometimes the ~ 

speech i is lost. The morbid appearances present no unifor- . 
mity ; in two of them there were tumours so situated, as di- 

rectly to compress the optic nerves; in another, a large tu- 

“mour pressed upon the corpora quadrigemina; in a third, the — 
disease was situated at the lower part of. the anterior lobe ; 
and in another, in which the right eye only was affected, it 
was in the substance of the left hemisphere, near the poste- 
rior part. Ina case by Drelincurtius, the disease was. an 
enlargement of the pineal gland; and im: another, in which 
there was both blindness:and deafness, a large. SRG was 
situated between the brain and the cerebellum, 
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i vulsion; and in others by pain alone, without either of 

_ these affections. 

‘constant pain which oecurs in the other classes. _ 

‘vulsion in'some cases appears under’ the regular form of 

i ? 
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I he t ie class corre esponds with the second int pain 

ffections of the | aie with the add lition of paroxys » ¢ 
or ru ulsion, | ‘These may occur auth ome degree ¢ = 

arity like epilepsy, or may take place only at particular: pe- 
~ riods, when the disease seems to be aggravated, and to be ® 

“combined with some degree of inflammatory action. Sat 
times the paroxysms have a resemblance to tetanus, | and in 

others to slight apoplectic attacks, A case of this kind ill 
be referred to, in which there was loss of sight, hearing, sme 

and speech, and at last of the power of deglutition, a 
The cases of this class present the same varieties of : mor- 

bid appearance as the former, and no peculiar character _ 

a 

ean be traced in them, which enables us to explain the di- ‘ow. 

_yersities of symptoms in the three classes, except in regard - Be 

to those cases in which the disease was so situated, as di- 

reetly to compress the optic nerves. ‘This seems invaria- 

bly to produce blindess; but, in other cases, it will appear 

that tumours corresponding in their situation, and nearly 

of similar size, were in some cases accompanied with bl bli nd- 
without c n- 

Any I 

as 
7 ef Li) ness and convulsion; in others by blindness 

One ease which will be referred’ to was Nea 

remarkable from the circumstance, that the convulsions 

: ceased when the lungs became affected, and did not return, 
ex allgghon of the lungs being fatal. - ieee Me “= 

ih 

“IV. The fourth elass is distinguished by vals J 
without any affection of the senses, often with very pate 

complaint of pain, and in general without that fixed and 
The con-, 

epilepsy; in others, in more irregular attacks, occu: rin 

repeatedly for a short time, and then ceasing for a consi | 
rable interval. Sometimes violent paroxysms of he adach 
precede or accompany the convulsions, and, general. y, af- 

ter some time, the memory is impaired. The ‘eases of this 

cs 
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| i... of some ge continuance. | ihe ie pe 

ces are. very various. The most “ronald 

~ eases to ‘be referred to were, tubercles i in the, -cerebell att 

‘an hydatid in the right hemisphere of the brain, aaeaion : 

' get the pons Varolii or of the eubstabeds of the brain, and 

. 

tumours and bony spiculee in various situations. An im-: 

portant. variety of the disease occurs, in which the convul- . 

_sion is confined to one side of the body. In one case oh 
this kind, there was a tumour on the surface of the oppo- | 

“site hemisphere, and in another a portion of the opposite _ 

- hemisphere was indurated; the former case was also re-— 

~ markable from the long continuation of the disease, ite” 

>. 

from the weakness and diminution of size of the loyes oo % 

Waving 74 of the affected side. 

~V~. The fifth anes ~—s our attention to a new set of 

symptoms, namely, the paralytic. These may occur in 
the form of hemiplegia, paraplegia, or paralysis of all the 
parts below the neck, and in some cases one limb; only is 
a ort 

affected. 

«paralytic cases, by coming on more gradually; one limb, 

The disease is distinguished from the ordinary | 

Sa ae 

perhaps, or part of a Tet being first weak, and the weak- 

ness extending very gradually, until it amounts to paraly- s 

sis. In some cases, the paralysis is preceded by violent | 
pain in the limb. The speech i is generally affected, and in 

many cases the memory; there may be fixed uneasiness in 

the head, or headach occurring in paroxysms. In one case, 

there. was blindness of one eye; in another, of both. In~ 

one, there occurred a convulsion, but not till an Psat 

period; in another, epilepsy for more than)a year. The 
inspections exhibit tumours or indurations, variously situ- 

ated; in the cases of hemiplegia, on the opposite side of 
the brain; in those of paraplegia, in the cerebellum or tuber. 

annulare. It must, however, be confessed, that the cases 
of this class, with paraplegia, are rather unsatisfactory 

e: 
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y a gas, to he condition’of the spinal cor id a 

> 

Pat ae : icine “i was. di 2 in the i | ain, the re ve ns 
of the paraplegia dppeited, to be in. ‘the “spinal cord; eee 

| perhaps, it may be considered as a point not yet ascertained, 
whether paraplegia ever arises from disease confined) to the.” 4 
brain. E ea vf ad * ' " oe } ¥ air 2 i 

ea, ‘ an aia , t 

m ah. ni 1) wy ae Meng 

cae The sixth class calls our attention to a suited! of a 
Hoch} interest; a train’ of symptoms, which are referred to. 

‘the stomach, but which really depend upon disease in the — 

ei | brain. In, many of the cases of organic disease of the  — 

Cg ie x "brain, the stomach is affected; but those to which 1 now al- ay 

io a _ . lude, are remarkable from the affection in the stomach being 

_» the prominent symptom. In these there is often, through 
ae a considerable part of their progress, very little complaint 
pt. | of the head, or no complaint so fixed and urgent as to di- 

a é rect our attention to the brain as the seat of the disease. 
© * There is generally, however, some pain or wei ht in the 
‘head, sometimes occurring in paroxysms like ] periodical _ 
» Oi? “é headach, or in paroxysms accompanied by vOmMIaS, like b 

cow ee what i is commonly called sick headach. The pain»is in- 
ao creased by exertions, external heat, passions of the mind, 

_ and stimulating liquors; there is generally variable appetite, 
is é __ ~bad sleep, oppression of the stomach, and frequent vomiting. : 

_'«.. ‘The yomiting sometimes occurs in the morning, on first : 
Bo ee awaking, and sometimes at uncertain intervals, s, and y 
ae suddenly without any previous sickness. - ‘There are, me, 2 

: iy y general, uneasy sensations referred to various organs, “7 

Ry, which.the nature of the disease may be disguised in ‘its ear- 
Rs lier periods; but, after a certain time, symptoms vefertible 
Bes to the head generally begin to. appear, such as fits. of k loss. 

of oe afr recollection, convulsive paroxysms, and affections of 
r ey sight. After this stage of the disease, death may 0 cur 

: * . suddenly i in an 1 attack of convulsion, or it may sie et, 
ae ae ; y wes et ee 

ane ‘ 
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a train of severe suffering. In cases of this “lino, we 
ust beware of being misled in ‘regard to the nature of the 

‘complaint, by observing that the symptoms in the stomach 
are alleviated, by a strict regimen, or by treatment direct- 4 
ed to the stomach itself. If digestion be ‘impeded from 
whatever cause, the uneasy symptoms may in this mariner 

be alleviated; but no inference can be drawn ae 
source, in regard to the cause. of the derangement. ‘In 
earlier periods of this affection, the diagnosis. is indee ed. 

There is generally more permanent 

and fixed uneasiness in the head, than we should expect to 
find in a dyspeptic case, and the uneasiness is increased by ye 

| ‘causes which would probably be beneficial to a dyspeptic % 
headach, such as activity and cheerful company. The pro- 

minent morbid appearances in cases of this class seem to 
be in the cerebellam. . 

re 

7 
VII. The seventh class is distinguished ahiety by slight 

and transient affections of an apoplectic character, of which — 
[ have. formerly given some remarkable examples. ' iy In 
me cases, it consists chiefly of an habitual giddiness, 

‘which makes the patient afraid to walk alone: in others, § 

there are sudden attacks of loss of all muscular power 
without loss of recollection, which are soon recovered from. 
Sometimes there are attacks of perfect coma, which may 

occur at regular or at irregular intervals; the patient having, 
in some cases, such warning of their approach that he goes 

to bed before the attack: There is usually more or less 

unsteadiness of the limbs, and, generally, but not always, 

headach. In some cases there are affections of sight, and 
these may either be permanent, or occur in paroxysms; 

and in.some ¢ases, giddiness and loss of recollection are 
_ excited by aig exertion, and ‘go off on degeting from it. 

& 

This imperfect outline of a most ‘enor iit class of dis~ 

eases, I shall illustrate by; a selection of cases in an Appen- 
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lik, ae from my ee Steivaioar® and. ‘ply from we 
other authorities, © From these will appear the extreme ~ 

% r ifficulty of fixing upo Dal 0 y general | prineiples, or of fetta ¥ 
ring the particular character’ of the symptoms to any thing” 
in the seat or nature of the disease. Tumours, for example, ; 
will be found under the first class, unaccompanied by any — 
remarkable. ) symptoms; while, under the other classes, a 

mours in the same situation, and of no larger size, were ac- ‘ 

companied by blindness, convulsions, or paralysis. It does 
not appear that these diversities depend either upon the 

size of the tumours, or, as far as we know at present, ‘upon 

_. their particular structure. But these points remain to be 
investigated; particularly, what diversity of symptoms ig 
connected with the nature of the tumours, and especially Mh 

with their characters, as being tumours distinct from the ™ 

cerebral mass, or as being indurations of the substance | 0! a 

the brain itself. ae ae 

‘In regard to the treatment of this class of diseases, there ‘ 
‘is little to be said. I am persuaded, however, that we ought 
not to consider them all as hopeless. Many of ‘them have 

‘ certainly their origin in inflammatory action, and, , by the » 

proper treatment, we have every reason to suppose that x 

their progress may at least be impeded, and the life of the 
patient prolonged, as well as rendered more comfortable. 

» The treatment will consist in keeping the system extreme- 

ly low, by evacuations and spare diet, cold applications to 
the head, issues or setons in the neck, and avoiding all i "| 
causes of excitement. ’ iF Siti, ; 

As 

important case, for which I am indebted to my fused Dr 
Kellie of Leith. It illustrates, in a very striking man r 
the nature of the symptoms which may exist with ; 
extensive and remarkable oe ee of the bra in. 

; mh a rs ay 

Case CXXXII.—A medical sentleman, aged : we 
t < 
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© cultivated mind and. temperate habits, had been’ for. some 

ime liable to 9 various ailments, which as, 7 medical Gidiis 

co nsidered | as in a great measure hypochondriacal. “4 The 
4 “most defined complaints were occasional uneasiness in» the 

‘site of the frontal sinus, and a very. peculiar ‘feeling of 

* 
usual enjoyments of life, having retired from practice, 

BY till h was one day seized, while walking, with sud ler ¥ v 
ness and faintness, These were followed by som r 

» 2 difficulty i in finding the expression which he trished toa 

usual means; but this peculiar loss of the recollectiowhag 

words continued and gradually increased, so that he had 
' greater and greater difficulty i in recollecting the words which 

. a - 

he meant to employ, but he had no difficulty in pronouncing " ‘ a 

~ them, His understanding, at this time, was quite entire; 

his pulse varying from 80 to 112. He was nearly confined 
‘to the house, but out of bed during the day; and all, the 

; usual remedies were employed in the most assiduous man- 

© ner... mae he had gone on in this way for several weeks, 
: ‘he began to have slight distortion of the mouth, and com- 
plained of numbness of the right arm, and soon after of 

weakness of the right leg. These symptoms gradually in- , 
; creased to perfect hemiplegia: and about this time, also, 

_ he entirely lost his speech. He was now confined to bed, 
but without coma. He had the perfect use of his sight and 
hearing, and, as far as could be judged, his understanding 

was entire. He died with symptoms of bronchitis in the 
ninth week from the first attack. 

. Inspection.- —The left hemisphere of the brain was found 

~ to be diseased throughout i ina very singular manner. Some. 
Ra of the mass were indurated, others softened; and it 
presented a variety of colours, chiefly a rose colour; gray, 
and yellow; end the more diseased portions, were highly 

vai a 
: ot ie 

» id 

’ & 

© numbness i in the point of. the thumb. But his. general % 

health appeared good, and. he was able to enter into ‘the | 

make use of. He was now treated by bleeding and the other — ” 
di’ ie a 
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vascular. » In some places there were distinct insulated) 
masses, enclosed in vascular cysts; these were se A 
indurated, but some were softened, and they were of a 
rose or flesh colour passing into gray. The change from 
those parts which ‘retained a natural appearance to these” 
degenerated portions was abrupt, and marked by a rose co- 
loured line. .These rose coloured portions were chiefly in ~ 
the parts nearest the surface; in the central parts this passed 

into the yellow or the gray, and many portions were in a 

state. of ramollissement. ._The whole left hemisphere, in 

“fact, presented little else than a mass of concentric indura-- 

tions and softenings of the various colours which have been 
mentioned. On the upper part of the hemisphere, the 

disease did not extend entirely to the surface of the con- 

volutions; but at the base of the anterior and middle lobes 

it extended to the surface, and at one place there was a” 
well defined spot of superficial ulceration the size of a split “ : 

pea. i 
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_ I its structure, the spinal cord is very analogous to the 
brain, except that it is more dense in its consistence. . The 
membranes of the cord are usually divided into three, the 
dura mater, arachnoid, and pia mater; but as that which . 
has been termed the arachnoid seems rather to be a kind of 

loose cellular texture, scarcely deserving a distinct name, 

‘it will answer every practical purpose to consider the mem- 
- branes as two. 

I. The dura mater of the cord does not differ in struc- 

ture from that of the brain, except in varying considerably 
in thickness at different parts. The principal facts to be 
kept in mind in a practical point of view are, that it ad- 

heres very slightly to the canal of the vertebrae by a very 
loose cellular texture, and that it adheres very intimately 

to the margin of the foramen magnum. Jn this manner a 

eayity is produced betwixt the membrane and the canal of 
the spine, which may be the seat of effusion, and which 
has no communication with the cayity of the cranium; on . 

the other hand, the space betwixt the dura mater and the 
pia mater, or the immediate covering of the cord, commu- 

nicates freely with the cavity of the cranium, so that a fluid 
may pass easily from ‘the one to the other, according to 
-the position of the body. 
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ca ie mater, « or proper vatan 4 of thé i 1, i 

to the hale of the com and faint a ‘eovering % othe 

nerves which i issue from ad eee in ame \ 

. % eho ae ih ee ae i oa, 

beg The Witting Br the cord is firmer than that of the 

brain, but in other respects analogous to it; being i b 
guished jPeltes and medullary matter, It is divid C 
‘into four columns, the two anterior of which take their ori- * dh 

gin from the crura cerebri, and the two posterior from th 
cerura cerebelli. The spinal nerves arise by two distinct 

roots from one of the anterior, and. one of the posterior —_— 

these columns; and recent investigations have dtdited: it 
probable, that a diversity of function is concerned i in ‘this 
double origin, that is, that the posterior columns give origin 

to the nerves of sensation, and the anterior to the a . 

motion. A canal has been described in the substance of rie 
the cord, which is said to be a seat of serous effusion , anc 
to communicate with the fourth ventricle. On the auth 

rity of Portal, Senac, Rachetti, and others, we cannot 

doubt that such a canal has been observed; but it seems very 

doubtful, whether it exists in the healthy state of the parts. | 

In Portal’s case, it extended as far as the fourth dorsal ‘yer- 

, tebra, and would have admitted a common quill. It was — 
bt full of serous fluid, by which the ventricles of the brain _ 

ie likewise distended. eM a a iy rie . 
r Pi r ,- - ig 

f I oo ae the ancients, much importance was attached to 4 

SS aa .. spinal cord in convulsive and paralytic affections, but their 
hea ' speculations seem to have been in/a great measure conjec- 2 

Sa tural. A correct pathology of the\ cord appears to be of | 

very modern date, and perhaps may still be considered _ 8 $ 
being i in a very imperfect condition, In attempting a ge- 
neral outline of it, : shall satisfy mysclf with a a 

3 i y ov, * - 
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+S aah cited facts, which may 1 be arranged ie a 
under the following heads: Fm oe abs ein ise ecu es 

I. Acute inflammation of the membranes, , or ‘meningitis , oh 
‘ id sca" si 1 Te | ie 
a ‘Inflammation of the body of the cord, terminating | Ch: 
by ramollissement or suppuration. Li a_i i 

re gi LU ‘Serous effusion in the spinal canal. ib a a : | 

te e IV. ‘Extravasation of blood ih the ‘spinal canal, or Sai Z . 

ra nal apoplexy. . we i ee 
a Vv. Fungoid disease and ‘thickening of the membrane mt ae 

” rer Induration of the cord. al SRE", ‘ + 

evil. ‘Compression of the cord by new formations within oo: ! wes 

3 the canal, as tubercles, albuminous depositions, hydatids, he aa it: 

and ossification” of the membranes. neta » ie oe « sh 

~ VII. Destruction of a portion of the cord. ‘ aM ee, 1 pel 

Ix. Concussion of the spinal cord. gf Meena tale ae ae. 

x. Certain affections of the bones of the spine. ni te a n ua “ 

a Ke pare ~ ; 
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- Or this remarkable affection, I am enabled to give the WP 8, jo 

two following examples; for the second of which T am in- wo. fis" 

'  debted to Dr. Duncan. The other I did not see during thee P.O ae 

life of the patient, but I was present at the examination Ty 

the body. I shall merely relate the cases without founding a 

upon them any general conclusions in regard to the charac- \ | ‘ ee , 

era of the disease. | Ms ti . mh es 

| ee ae | gi AOE Aes 

rt aN CXXXIV. oy polteag: aged 26, had been foe ; "4 ‘ 

several years liable to suppuration of the left ear. It usually : ate’ 

a discharged at all times a little eae but the attacks of pain’ a 
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ver the left side of his head, and 

often continuing for a week with much. severity. Tn the first. 
week of April, 1817, he was confined from his usual employ- 
ments by headach, which affected both the forehead and the 
occiput; he lay in bed only part of the day; his appetite was 
bad, and his ap disturbed; but there was little or no sree 

> i0, 

| Eee slong the neck, and in the Heekinibe of the hah 
week the pain in the head nearly ceased, but the pain in the” 

~ neck became more severe, and extended farther downwards 

along the spine. It continued for several days to extend far- 
ther and farther down, until at last it fixed with intense seve- 

rity at the lower part of the spine, and extended from thence 
round the body, towards the spinous processes of the ilia. 
From this time he never complained of his head, and seldom” 
of the upper parts of the spine; but he became affected with 
great uneasiness over the whole abdomen, and great pain and 

difficulty in passing his urine. From the violence of these 

complaints, his sufferings about the 15th became extreme; he | 

could not lie in bed for five minutes at a time, but was gene- 
rally walking about the house in a state of extreme agitation, 
grasping the lower part of his back with both his bani and 
gnashing his teeth from the intensity of pain; he had no ‘inter- 
val of ease, and was sometimes incoherent and unmanageable. 

On the 16th, he went to the warm bath, walking down three 
stairs, and into an adjoining street, with little assistance. ‘After 

his return from the bath he thought himself somewhat re- 
lieved, but the pain soon returned with its former severity, 

accompanied by great pain in the belly, severe dysuria, ¢on- 

fusion of thought, and some difficulty of articulation. The 
pulse was about 100, and the bowels were easily kept open 
by the ordinary medicines. On the 17th, the symptoms wer 
unabated; his speech was considerably affected; there were 
convulsive twitches of his face, and difficulty of swallowing ; ; 

~ ‘ 

were followed. by. more copious: discharges ;—the pain, on 

‘these occasions extending , 



penegarts or rae comp. © a 

er ieedine | Rota the arm, dan wee in. ea pin some { ita, | 

A fter a short time, however, he got up again, and continued 

till three o’clock in the morning, sitting up, or walking about. © 
_ his house delirious and unmanageable. About three o'clock, 
while sitting in a chair, he suddenly threw his head backwards 

with great violence, and immediately fell into a state of coma, 

in which he continued for two hours, and then died. No pas aK 
: ralytic. affection had been observed in any period of — ‘ 
ease, except the slight affection of his speech; no difficulty 
breathing, no vomiting, and no convulsion except the twitches 
of the face on the 17th. The pulse had varied from 90 to. 
130, and was reported to have been generally small and ir-: 

regular, The bowels were easily kept open, but the pain in 

the back was much increased by going to stool. Two days 
before his death he had several attacks of shivering, Du- 
ring his illness, much purulent matter had been discharged 
from the left ear, and an inflamed tumour had ORES ih 

hind it. : 

Inspection. —After the most. careful examination, every 
part of the brain was found to be in the most healthy state. 

On taking out the brain, some gelatinous deposition was found 
under the medulla oblongata, and purulent matter appeared 

_ in considerable quantity, flowing from the spinal canal, The 
spine being entirely laid open, the cord was found witha 
coating of purulent matter, which lay betwixt it and its mem- 
branes.’ The matter was most abundant at three places; at 
the upper part near the foramen magnum, about the middle - 
of the dorsal region, and at the top of the sacrum; but it was 
also distributed over the other parts with much uniformity. 

The substance of the cord was very soft, and in some places 

qa tine divided into filaments. All the other viscera were 
* healthy. | . 

Case CXXXV. —A woman, nied 29. “had been for more 
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1en, on ‘the litho 

the care of Dr. Duncan. She then complained of pain in the 
‘back of the neck and loins, and at the top of the right scapula; 
also of an acute pain in the right hypogastric region, increased 

_ than three weeks affected with pains of a rheumatic character . 
; ‘extending over every part of ‘the body, 1 Ww. 

‘April, 1820, she was received into the ‘clinical ward, ‘nas 

by pressure and by inspiration. The head was considerably ae 
retracted, and could not be bent forward; the spine was bent - 

backwards, and the muscles of the back felt contracted and 
rigid. She had alternate rigours and flushes of heat, great / 
restlessness; pulse'148 and full; respiration 44, with some 
cough; tongue foul; bowels confined. She was treated by 
large bleeding, purging, warm bath, &c.’ On the 12th there 
was little change. On the 13th, she had difficulty of swal- 
lowing, and great restlessness; the spine was curved back- 
wards as before, and the bowels were obstinate, pulse 144. 
On the 14th, after free purging was produced, she seemed’ 
somewhat relieved, and could bring her head a little forward; 
but she said the pain was unabated. It was now chiefly. no 
ferred to the right shoulder, and the upper part of the chest, 
sometimes shooting into the right axilla. She had also pain 

in the lower part of the belly, and the abdomen felt distended 
and tense. She had less difficulty of swallowing, and Was in- 
clined to sleep, but during sleep there was much subsultus; 
pulse 148 and small. On the 15th, the head was less re 4 
tracted, and there was more power of moving it.. The pains 
were abated, except in the abdomen; there was much subsul- 
tus and tremor; pulse 140; bowels open; tongue foul. — “She 
was much inclined to sleep, but quite ae when roused. 

At night she was put into the warm bath, and expired in the 
bath. Immediately after death the muscles of the neck oo 
came entirely relaxed. Na, 

Inspection. — There was some fluid in the ventricles of 

the brain; and, on the posterior edge of the right lobe of the 
cerebellum, there was a thread of coagulable lymph. | "he 
cervical portion of the spinal cord was healthy; the dorsal 

4 
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of coz wen lymph | of a greenish yellow colour, , and soft con- 

Several cases s have been? Bétoribed by Duchatelet a Mars 
Tet: of inflammation of the membranes of the cord termi- 

nating by puriform deposition, but they were in general com- _ 
plicated with a similar disease in the membranes of the brain, 

muscles of the back and neck, in some of them amounting to 
perfect opisthotonos. In one there was rigidity of the mus- 

cles of the left arm, witha convulsive twitching of the thumb 
and fingers of both hands ; in another, there was a remarkable 

slowness of breathing, which was not above five in a minute. 
_ Ollivier, in his second edition, has described several inter- 

esting cases, which present the same general characters. ~The 

prominent symptom was, pain referred to some part of the 
spine increased by motion, and sometimes little complained 

of except upon motion; it in general extended along some of 
the limbs, and was accompanied by muscular rigidity or teta- 

‘ “hic spasms. Paralysis occurred in one case, but this seemed 
to depend: upon a degree of ramollissement of the body 

of the cord. One of his cases was remarkable from the 

remissions of the symptoms in the first stage. There was an 

acute pain referred to the neck, which came on with intense 

severity at ten o’clock at might, and ceased at three in the 
morning. After seventeen days this ceased, and was succeed- 

ed by pain in the loins, which afterwards extended along 
the back and into the inferior extremities; and was then ac- 

companied by muscular rigidity, and tetanic spasms of the 

legs, back, and neck. The patient at last died comatose; and 
the case seems to have gone on about five weeks. There 
was extensive deposition of pus ang false membrane between 

igh was cele on the paren Pa betwixt Me. 

ee 
_ The prominent symptoms, referrible to the spinal cord, were, 
pain extending along the spine, and tetanic contraction of the 

umbar portions w were sgovered by a uniform thin coating 

“a 



‘ rigidity and partial paralysis of the arms, rigidity of the tru 1 k, 

and retraction of the head; and he died in ten days. Between 
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he » membranes of the cord at various | places,” especiall 
t e lumbar region, where th e matter hac | found an ¢ Sule t 

twixt two. of the vertebra, aha had spread t under the muscles. 

Tn another case, the symptoms were, at first, more Athdatt : 

‘There was an expression of suffering with a retention of urine, 

but no defined complaint, except that the patient screamed 

a 

q 
Fr 
i 

paralyzed without loss of feeling. There were afterwards a 
when his lower extremities were moved, and they became 

‘ 

uf 

the membranes of the cord there was an extensive deposition Y 
of false membrane and flocculent matter, in some places four 
or five lines in thickness. It was most abundant on the Pos- F 

terior surface of the cord, and towards its lower extern; 

and there was some softening of the substance of the cord.* vt, 

Inflammation of the parts surrounding the spinal cord may : 
also be excited by external injuries, without any affection of the 
bones of the spine. A wagonner, mentioned by Mr. Charles 
Bell, sitting upon the shafts of his cart, was thrown off bya a 

sudden jerk, and pitched upon the back of his neck and 
shoulders. He was carried to the Middlesex Hospital, where 
he lay for a week, without complaining of any thing, except © | 

stiffness of the back part of the neck; he could move all his 4 
limbs with freedom. On the 8th day after his admission, he s 

was seized with general convulsions and locked jaw. After — : 

a few hours, he was affected with a singular convulsive mo- 

tion of the jaw, which continued in a state of violent and in 
cessant motion for about five minutes. This was followed by 

maniacal delirium. He then sunk into a state resembling, ty- 

phus fever, and, after four days, was found to be paralytic in” 
his lower extremities. ‘He lived a week after this, but con- | 

tinued sinking, and still retained about him much of the cha- 

Le 

’ 

-yacter of typhus. ‘The day before his death, he was perfectly 
sensible, and had recovered sensation in his legs.” a 

* Ollivier, Traité de la Moelle Epiniére et ses : Maladies, we et 2d. 
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‘MENINGITIS OF THE CORD, 349 

sesQGit gre great quantity of purulent saat was fotind within 

the spinal canal, which had dropped down to the lower part 
of it. | It appeared to have been formed about the last cervi- 

; a and first dorsal vertebra, and at that place, the interver- 
‘tebral cartilage was destroyed, so that the pus had escaped 
outwards among the muscles. In another case related by Mr. 
Bell, in which the last dorsal vertebra was fractured, purulent — 
matter was found betwixt the spinal cord and its membranes. 

Ih this case’ there was no paralysis, The leading sympton 

took place from sudden sinking.* 
‘To this place, perhaps, should be referred some notice of 

Be appearance of increased vascularity of the cord or its 

membranes, and turgidity of vessels about the origin of the 
nerves. [t constitutes the plethora spinalis of continental 
writers; and much importance has been attached to it as the 
cause of disease in many of the principal functions of the body. 
By exciting irritation at the origin of the various spinal nerves, » 

- it has been Cotlsidered as the source of many obscure’ affec- 
“tions of the thorax and abdomen; of tremor, convulsions, pa- 

ralytic affections, chorea, epilepsy, and tetanus. It has also 

’ been regarded as the seat of many of those painful affections 
pat of the back and the loins, which take place in connexion 

‘with hemorrhoids, menstruation, abortion, and continued fe- 

ver. These writers have speculated much on the changes 
which take place in the thoracic and abdominal viscera, so as 

© to throw the blood with undue ea upon the vessels of 

_ the spinal cord, Such determinations they suppose to take 
ite from violent colics, suppressed menstruation, diseases 

_ of the liver, and continued fever.t It must, howevef, be. con- 

fessed, that the morbid appearances, which are referrible to 
the head of spinal plethora, are extremely ambiguous; and 

a 
oe 

a in F Quartealy Reports of Cases of Surgery, pa gh r 

+ See Frank, Oratio de Vertebralis Culumnz in Reps ignite, Brera. . Agi’ 

della — and Ludwig de Dolore ad Spinam Porshe, 

45 é 
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were fever, restlessness, vomiting, and high delirium; death 
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‘Altice i is little doubt that they are very much influenbea by by the 4 
‘position of the body after death; but it is due to the specula- 
tions of writers of high eminence, to give an. si of the 

~ ‘ia: affections which they refer to this class. 

“? > (1.) A man who died of peripneumony, had beet affected 
a , in the course of his illness with numbness and loss of feeling 

sail in the lower extremities. On dissection, the arteries of that 

Bl. part of the spinal cord, which is included in the dorsal verte- 
f is » bre, were found turgid with blood, as if they had been highly 
ms. injected. * Portal refers to several other cases, which he ex- 
ye plains upon the same principle, and in which convulsive and 
: paralytic affections of the extremities sige sins in various in- | 

;/ flammatory diseases. | 1 eae 
(2.) An infant was attacked din dentition with convul- 

sions, which degenerated into epileptic fits. When he was. 
f five years and a half old, he had four or five fits every day, 
hy and became paralytic; he died at six years and a half. The 

3 spinal sheath appeared as if injected, and the u nedullary sub- 
Fee © . stance was softened and of yellowish colour ‘about the 6th 
a and 12th dorsal vertebre.t e. 

(3.) A young man, aged twenty-one, was affected with fe- + 
‘ “ah ver and high delirium. When the delirium subsided;he had © 
2 convulsive motions of the superior extremities, and soon after 
: died comatose. On dissection, the vessels of the pia mater of 

De the spinal cord, at its upper and posterior part, were four Ly 
ey distended with blood, as if they had been highly injected. 
i This was especially remarkable about the origin of some of 
” the spinal nerves. There was a similar appearance on the “f 

; pia mater of the brain, and some effusion on its surface.j ~ i 5 ibe 
* eh. * 

he 

' ey | ; ‘i | gh 

¥ * » Portal. Cours d’Anatomie Medicale, tom. iii. page 219. 
Hig . + Esquirol Bulletin de la Faculté de Medicine. x bi :* 
fh ae + Morgagni, Ep. x. Tea ¥ 
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“lewd, ‘ees appearances to be described under this section,il 7 s OA aa 
° am guided by the analogy of the corresponding affections a a ok ae 

he brain. I allude more particularly to the ramollissement, ° 
which seems to be one of the most common’morbid — appemme 4 9 
ances in the cute affections of the spinal cord, and whigig-” 
in reference to the brain, I think has bee o 
to b result of. inflammation. I again leave this: dnote em . nes 

Na 

% 

judgment of the reader, and shall make no ~ e8 
it here, than as a ground of arrangement. Re 

his ; important subject has not yet been investigated with . 
+ ; that attention which it merits; but there is reason to believe, 

« that inflammation eee substance of the cord, like the cor- % 
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bo sidered as dowbtfule UP Mowing is the only case e that 1 , 

» find on record in any degree re errible. to this head. aug - 
A woman had long been subject to a convulsive affection © 

| eft lower. extremity, immediately before the appear- 

° ancesof the menses; this occurred at every period; when the § 
“i discharge took place freely, it ceased. After the ne 

r of the menses, which happened at the age of 40, this ex 
tremi yt became paralytic. After some time she was affected 

h convulsions of the left arm, and soon after died coma- 

tose. On dissection, the membranes of the spinal cord were © 

found ina state of inflammation at some of the last dorsal: 
vertebra. The cord itself was very red and softened eae) a 
‘right side; on the left it was sound through its whole extent, ag 
bisutaud refers toa case described by Lelius a Fonte, in’ 

which death happgned on the 14th day of continued fever, 
after paraplegia and Aaa of urine; “ ‘in com = 

ae vn) 

§ I].—RamoxiissEMENT OF THE CORD. , . 

ato i Se ai” ae 
This remarkable affection will be illustrated by the i. 

lowing important cases. In the first it was complics 

extensive inflammation of the membranes: the second, S 
the disease confined to. the body of the cord; and the 1 
is chiefly remarkabJe from its resemblance in ‘the “symp! at 
to an affection of the brain. The fourth shows the affection 38 

ing from an injury; and the fifth affords a very interesti a] oe 7 
example of pe disease ina chronic form. + “a 

, ( py A ; ae 

iit ee CXXXVI. tm gentleman, aged 18, 
healthy constitution, had ouesers: for rea 

ty F see - , A 
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RAMOLLISSEMENT OF reais CORD: 

alilipieertiie parts of his body, siitssathdéiyr ay 
_ liation of bone, especially from the leg, thigh, and. sacrum. ‘“ 

) r several months before the fatal attack, he hada rh: 

on his head with caries of the bone beneath, to the extent — 
wot a shilling or upwards. But he was in good general health, 

-and was pursuing his sludies at the University of Edin- 3 i 
_ burgh, when, on the 24th September, 1823, he consulted : 
my friend Dr. Hunter, on account of sore throat with 
slight fever, which passed off in two days: and, on thet hree. 

» following days, he was going about in his usual health, 
Onythe 30th, he was again confined to the house, and com- 

j mp plained, of pain in his loins without fever. On the 2d of 
~ Oc etober, this pain had increased; it was chiefly seated among © 
» the lower dorsal vertebr, and extended downwards in the’ 

course of the ureters, with frequent desire to pass urine. 
On the 3d, the urinary. symptoms were gone, the pain was 

diminished in violence, and it was lower down, being now 
chiefly referred to the sacrum. On the 4th, he continued 
in the same state; he was entirely free from fever; the 

“pain in the back was by no means severe, but as it was 
— removed, a blister was applied to it. 

.. (5th,) The pain of the back was removed, but he com-: 

» plained of pain of the belly, especially about the pubis; 
there was some dysuria, and a feeling of numbness on the 

2 inner side of both thighs. At night there was retention of 
urine requiring the catheter. 

(6th, ) The numbness of ‘the thighs dalehecapen: with 
acute darting pains occasionally shooting. along them, and 

Veeiplete retention of urine. 
(7th,) Perfect paraplegia of both thighs and legs with 

out los ‘of feeling; retention of urine, and involuntary stools. — 

The most judicious treatment had been employe wT 
‘any benefit. — 

(8th, ) I saw him for the first time sion with Dr. Hun- 
«i ter. There was now perfect paraplegia and complete re- 

tention a urine; pulse about 90 pane iii yates, was some 
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) the bites part of the urea re- 
ts yn ptom. Cupping on the back = 

was ales followed - by another large blister, &c. 

- (9th, 10th, and 11th,) There was no change, except that 
* 

al . Po Ma pulse was becoming a little frequent. His mind was | 
iB 

: entire. Some pain of the back was at times mentioned, but 
__ it was not severe, and he m: le no othercomplaint. Perfect 

palsy of the limbs continued, and the numbness was extend-. 
Wvsids upon the abdomen. | gs 

(12th,) The numbness was extending upon the thorax; * 
there was very little complaint of the back, but acute dart- 

The songjon the head being examined, and the opening e en - ‘4 

— larged, the bone was found carious, and some matter was) 

discharged from it by a very small .opening. In conse- | 4 
i Mi iicd of this appearance, a perforation was made by. . : 

F the bone. In the evening, his pulse haying b come more 
- frequent, farther bleeding was employed with relief. 

| (13th,) No change; his mind was quite entire, and hel 
~ made no complaint of any thing; stools involuntary) *; 

(14th,) The urine came off without the catheter, on rais- 

ing him up into an erect posture. Pulse frequent : and fe ie ‘ 

ble; strength sinking. He died in the night, having . con- 
tinued quite sensible until about six hours before his death. 
There never had been the least attempt at motion of ae . | 
lower extremities, but the sensibility remained. ati 
AInspection.—In the brain all was quite sound, rece 

* some old thickening of the dura mater in the neighbou 1r- hg 

a & hood of the diseased bone. The bone was carious mbes Fy 

‘thin to the extent of a half-crown piece; around th por me: 

tion it was thickened, especially on one side, where Bie 
_ fully double the natural thickness. There was no € a 

Ry iti, ane 4. 

ip in the head, and no appearance of any recent diseas pp Ae 

In opening the spinal canal some purulent. atter ri 
out during the sawing, from about the mi dle of th dorsal 
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_ regions znd one of the vertebr: at that sort was fou: 
siderably. carious. 'Thecanal being opened, ‘there was found 
F jost extensive’ deposition of flocculent matter, ‘of ‘purulent 

ippearance, on the outside of the membranes of the cord; 
it was most abundant for some inches about the’ lower part 
- the dorsal region, but likewise extended upwards to the © i 

urth cervical vertebra. The dura mater of thecord being | 

fe open, bloody sanious fluid was discharged from be-_ 

neath it; and the pia mater was found highly vascular. "The 

ubstance of the cord was found most extensively destroyed 

‘in its structure along nearly the whole extent of the dorsal. 
| nae “portion. The anterior columns of this part were completely F 

| aye disorganized and broken down into a soft diffluent pulp; on 
, the posterior part, the cord more entire. When the whole © 

% cord was taken out and suspended, it hung together by the | 

| posterior columns of the dorsal portion, while the anterior — 

part of it fell off entirely in a soft diffluent state. The parts. 
above’ nd below the pioased portion were quite firm — 
ee, healthy. 
) os 

Cicn CXXXVII.—A man, aged 56, in the last eck of 
Resets. 1823, was much exposed to cold in travelling on | 
_ the outside of a coach, after which, he was seized with pain 
of the ‘rigl ht arm and leg, most severe about the shoulder, 

; %, but affecting the whole side; and there was also considera- 

ble. hheadach. He soon perceived some loss of power of 
the affected limbs, which began at the upper part of the arm 

» and extended downwards so gradually, that he was ableto | | 

ag write distinetly, : after he had lost the power of raising the , iu , 

f or bending the elbow. The leg then became affected 
| ne same gradual manner, and after about ten or twelve 

ay days from the commencement ofthe disease, the whole leg 

& “at and arm had become completely paralytic. Some pain con- 

_ tinued in the parts, and was sometimes severe, especially i in 
a aes «boas time he | is - 70 seen ae Dr. Mon- 
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“RANOLLISSENENT OF THE CORD, Ae . ) by 

pulse 96, and rather sharp. He was . 
, omplained of some headach, and of © 

Bin exinadipe} eeoan ie shoulder along the affected arm 
“and leg. Repeated blood-letting, blistering, purgatives, = 
_ &c. were employed, and the headach was removed. The 

» other symptoms continued as before; the right leg and arm 

% 

oe - were. completely paralytic,) and sometimes very painful; 
pulse 84, and rather weak; his mind quite entire. He conti- 
nued in this state ‘till. about the 26th of April, when the 
left arm became paralytic rather suddenly: it did not how- — 

_ ever become so completely motionless as the limbs of the 
right side, and the left leg was not at all affectec ; . The tt 

pulse was now feeble, and his general appearance expres ive 
of exhaustion. I saw him first about this time. There was | 

slight delirium, which however passed off again; and he 
continued quite sensible and even cheerful, without any | 

May, when he became again delirious; the pulse 120, a and 
weak. On the 8th, he lay in a state of stupor, muttering 
incoherently, but answering questions distinctly when he 

- was roused. He died on the morning of the 9th, having 

lost his speech a few hours before death. For the last eight 
or ten days there had been extensive gerne ees be! 
crum. 

‘most iasdt hey state. Much bloody fluid was dicciame ged 
from the spinal canal into the cavity of the cranium ete 

the spine was laid open. On laying open the spinal canal, Pil 
. the cord was found in a state of complete ramollisseme nt, “i 
, from the second to the last cervical vertebra: the pa es, 
and pe were quite healthy. — 

“ale 
‘ 

“The following case a tire the disease hae course 
with much greater ney and with a different Lo | 
‘gras sf Mt Se ern mig | | 
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"Case CXXXVII, Bae boy, aged. seven, had eon iydig° 
posed from the 18th to the 20th of May, 1823, but so as 
to attract little notice. There had been some headach and. 

4 slight feverishness, for which he took purgative, medicine, 

and on the morning of the 22d he seemed almost. well. 
Patou two o’clock in the afternoon of that day, he was 

‘seized with severe and general convulsions. I saw him — 

“soon after this, and found him confused, incoherent, and 

partially comatose; thé pulse 60 and weak; face pale; the 
F ‘bowels were slow, and some worms had been passed. The 

.. usual remedies were employed with little effect. 

_ (23d,) In the morning he was partially comatose, the 
Res fixed and insensible. In the course of the day he be- 

came less comatose, but incoherent, with much talking and — 

screaming: complained of headach, and was impatient of” 
light. In the evening there was slight appearance of squint- 

ing, and in the night some conv ulsions; pulse qery paviehlll 

being sometimes rapid, and sometimes slow; the bowels’ 

‘were very obstinate, but yielded to repeated doses of cro- 

ton oil. 

(24th,) Seemed much better—eye natural, face nine: 
“120, bowels kept open by the croton oil. He was quite 

sensible, and said there was still some headach, but did not 

appear to suffer ; he continued in this favourable state until © 

early in the morning of the 25th, when the convulsions re- 

turned with much severity, after which he sunk into a low 

oppressed state, and died early in the afternoon. 

Inspection.—There was no effusion, and no appearance of 

disease i in the brain. On removing the brain, a considerable 

quantity of fluid flowed from the spinal canal; and on laying 

open the canal there was still a good deal found between 

the cord and the external membrane. ‘The cord was healthy 

-at the cervical portion, but in the upper part of the dorsal 

region it was remarkably softened and broken down. This 

eee eatcaed for several inches but varied in seach’ 
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c place a complete separation | took place, in attempting 
to raise the cord, the part f illing. down. into. a soft diffluent 

MProm the idee of the * pulp through its whole diar ni ter. 
dorsal portion: it was quite Micm and healthy. The inner 

membrane of the cord was dark- coloured, highly vascular, al 

‘and showed evident marks of inflammation, at the part cor- 

‘responding with the softened ia, of the cord. A iy 
rag is 

The following case (for. which I am indebted to De Hun- a 

out any affection of the bones of the apne. cf 

‘Caszp CXXXIX.—A man, aged 36, in Abas: 1927, was 

thrown from the top of a wagon, a height of about teri a ‘3 ne 

He alichted upon ‘a pile of small stones, in such a manner, — 

that the shock, on first coming in contact with the top of the, a 
_ pile, was received on his back, between the shoulders. He 

_attempted immediately to get up, but fell instantly, from com- A 
' plete loss of power of the lower extremities; and very veil 

after, he had involuntary discharge of urine and feces. He 
was conveyed home in this state, but little appears to have 

_been.done for him except the application of sinapisms; and 
it was about a month after the accident, when he was re- 
ceived into the Infirmary of Edinburgh under the care of - 

Dr. Hunter. He was then considerably emaciated, and | 
there was complete loss of motion of the lower extrenitieame 
without loss of feeling, and all the muscles of the affect- 
ed parts were in a remarkable state of flaccidity. He com- 
plained of deep- seated pain on pressure in the region of the 
third, fourth, and fifth dorsal vertebra. He had liquid stools’ 
which were discharged involuntarily. His urine was at first: : 

discharged involuntarily, mixed with much viscid mucus; af a 

terwards it became obstructed, apparently from the visci li gf 
of the mucus impeding the passage, and he then required d the 

catheter. His breathing was very slow, being | generally, 
when he was asleep, about nine ina minute; eye when awake 
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Die. e: . RAMOLDISSENENT OF ‘ruin con.  s59* 

~ oe die was inoteutie and his id digest meh his tind 
» was quite entire. On the third day after his admission, he 
_ Degan to complain of pain in the temporal and masseter Haus 

to perfect trismus. He then had emprosthotonos, and ‘the 
ye usual tetanic symptoms; the abdominal muscles being very 

F £4 tense and hard, and the beh beatin cu bent forwa i hp 

ei: 

ps sig cles, with inability to open the jaw; and this rapidily incre: 

ba jathe arms and face,-and the we es about the neck and inet / 

with great difficulty of swallowing. The spasms now as- 

and judicious manner without benefit. 

--.--—sInspection.—No injury could be detected in any of thie 
ve bones of the spine. There was a high degree of vasculari- 
ae ty of ‘the pia mater of the cord, especially at the upper 

a part of the dorsal region. There was most extensive ra- 

mollissement of the body of the cord, which affected chief- 

ly the anterior columns. ‘These were most remarkably 

softened throughout almost the whole course of the cord, 
me bean many places entirely diffluent, and the softening was 

| traced quite to the upper part of the cord, and affected the 

~ © corpora pyramidalia. The posterior columns were also 

; softened in many places, though ina much smaller degree, 

J ‘not diffluent like the anterior, but breaking down under 

| very slight presente 
“« F 

* 

although it is seated in the upper part of the cord, t the 

) symptoms appear only in the superior extremities and ad- 

% joining organs, without any affection of the lower parts of 

the body. A gentleman mentioned by Ollivier, who was 

liable to epilepsy, complained first of uneasiness in the 

throat, with difficulty of swallowing, accompanied by an 

& 

re natural; 

4 * sumed the form of opisthotonos. He died in the night, about 

_ forty-eight hours after the first appearance of the trismus. , 
All the usual remedies had been employed in the most active ei 

wi. Mbiarleble diadifcalibn of the disease occurs, in which, . 
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‘ following day they were both paralytic. 
not in the least affected, nor the functions -of the bladder 

~ or the bowels. 
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acute pain in the nape of the sides oe Peat of the. $ 

occiput, and speedily: followed by fever, difficult i bas te, 
and vomiting. He then had numbness of the left hand, 

which rapidly extended along the arm; the right was im-- 
mediately after affected in the same manner, and on the | 

His legs were 

There was at last increase of dyspnea # 
with extreme difficulty of swallowing, while nothing could — 

be seen in the throat, and he died on the eighth day, having — 

preserved his intellects to the last. There was extensive 

ramollissement of the upper part of the cord, chiefly seated 

in the gray matter, which was of a rose colour, with a 

highly vascular state of the membranes connected with 
the part; there was extensive effusion in the spinal canal, 
and some extravasated blood in the cellular tissue between | 

the vertebra: and the dura mater of the cord. The lung 

were dense and loaded with blood, and there was increased i 

vascularity of the bronchial membrane, In another heer 
with extensive ramollissement at the upper part of the 

cervical portion, there was palsy of all the extremities. 

The only difference in the morbid appearances, betwixt the 

two cases, seems to have been, that the pamollisray as in 

the former was chiefly seated in the. gray matter, while in 

"the latter it extended nearly through the whele thickness a 
of thecord. Ollivier has also described several cases which — 
followed a course similar to Case CK XXVIII. being fatal 

in about three days, with violent convulsion without pa- 
ralysis. a a 

An 

The disease occurs in a more alia form, in which ie 

‘may go on for a considerable time, sometimes for years, 

before it is fatal. There is generally in these cases some 

uneasiness in the back, with paralytic symptoms, begin- 

ning in a part of a limb, and in a slight degree, and ad- 

vancing very gradually to confirmed palsy. The lower 



~~ ; extremities are ha ‘commonly Pre bt in some cases 
ie the arms only, and in others all the limbs. “There is some- 

| times. ‘permanent contraction of the affected | limbs, 7. 
’ Ps "sometimes there are spasmodic affections of them; ; and ¢ 

disease may go on in this manner for ora and at. ae te 
s fatal by ramollissement. Ys : 

a9 _ This form will be illustrated by the selpwing case, » hil | 
f ie. “T saw along with Dr. Alison. | oo he 

‘Gast CXL. Sey gentleman, aged 42, in October, 1827, 

gon to be affected with pain in the lower part of the 

F,. back, ‘stretching round the abdomen, and frequently shoot- 
" ‘ ing into the groins. After a short time this was succeed= 

me ee by coldness and numbness of his feet, which gradually 
| extended upwards with diminished power of motion, until, 
after several weeks, it terminated in perfect loss of motion 
7 of both lower extremities, with retention of urine. There” 

_ was pain in some parts of the affected limbs, and in others. 
a painful sensation of cold. This perfect loss of power 
‘continued five’ or six weeks, when, after a great deal of 

treatment. by cupping, blistering, &c. he recovered a slight 

degree of motion, but no power of the bladder. He then 

| began to be affected with spasms of the muscles of the 
| back and abdomen, with a very uneasy sensation. of tight- 

i ness across the abdomen, and at times across the lower part 

of the thorax. The spasms occasionally assumed the cha- 

| racters of opisthotonos, and at one time he had almost in- 

‘ cessant hiccup, which continued in a most violent degree 

spasmodics, this subsided under the use of musk. During 
' the course of these symptoms, he frequently complained of 

_ pain in various parts of the spine, at first in the lower part, 

~~ and afterwards higher up; and the feeling of numbness ex- 
tended gradually upwards, till it reached nearly the upper 

part of the dorsal region, and was felt in a very ected 

- ble degree pope the sides of the thorax. . 
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ad fer this he became liable to feverish tial at night, 4 

but this was strictly confined to the parts which were not: 

palsied, and there son was the smallest moisture. on the . 
lower extremities. He had also, in the upper. extremities, _ ae 4 

aon WAidinating: in the morning by very profuse perspiration; % 
Lr 

a frequent feeling of intense heat, while the lower conti-— 

nued cold and benum ed. During ‘this time a considera- | 
| et degree of. motion continued in’ a "ie. 

lower extremities, but the bladder continued entirely pa- a 
ralytic. > eg 

In April, 1828, he went to the country, and at this inet j 

he had such a degree of motion as to walk a little on 2 

smooth garden walk, leaning on two persons, or supported 
by crutches. But soon after this he began to complai ino ta 
pain in the head. It occurred in irregular paroxysms, ,and. fs 

was often referred to a small defined spot, on various: -. | 
especially behind the ear, and sometimes to thee of th pe 
ear. This pain seemed to abate under the Be arsenic; 
but soon returned, and became more fixed and permanent, & 

and the palsy of the limbs again increased.. After an ab- 

‘sence of about two months, he returned to town in the be- 

ginning of July. At this time the headach was severe, 

and the power of the limbs so much impaired, that he was 
entirely confined to bed. In a few days after his return, _ 

the right arm became paralytic, and his speech considerably hg 

impaired. After a day or two, these symptoms rather sub- 

sided, but in the following night he became comatose, and 
died in the afternoon. There never was complete loss of 

sensation of the affected limbs; he had only complained of 
it occasionally at particular spots, and of a+ general ae ; 
of numbness and coldness. | : 7% 

Inspection. —There were some scales of bone attache 

ped 

cord. The whole cord was of a pale rose colour, a 
state of complete ramollissement through its whole extent, 
being in every part entirely diffluent. The medulla ‘ob- 
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J softening on its anterior part; and there was also a. degree 

pry of, ‘softening « on the tuber annulare, which seemed toi involve 
A the origin of the fifth nerve. Beyond. this, the ramollisse- 
eg ment became again more decided, extending along the crura 
eerebri and cerebelli, and considerably into the substance of 

a the brain, at the part adjoining the crura. The brain, in 
wy other respects, was healthy, and there was no effusion, in the 

~ ventricles... t . | | aes . Pape Bd 

¥ : ; 

‘ge it is difficult to trace the precise nature and progress of 

gi _ the affection of the cord, when the disease advances in so 
gradual 2 a manner as in this case, and terminates in disorga- e 

‘ nization so complete and extensive. In tracing the history 
of the analogous disease of the brain, we found reason to 

a believe, that it is originally an inflammatory affection of a, 
low chronic character, seated in a small part of the cerebral 

substance ; that it may continue for a considerable time in 
the state of simple inflammation, and then subside; or that 

_ it may terminate by a permanent change in the structure of 

__. the part, generally with some degree of induration. In this 
.” state we find it when the patient dies of another disease, as 

re Case CX XVIII. When it is itself the fatal disease, it 

seems to be so by passing either into ramollissement, or into 

partial and unhealthy suppuration. , It is probable that the 
* same character of disease takes place in the spinal cord; 

and it is found, in the same manner, sometimes in 4 state of 

> 

sometimes one part is found indurated and another softened. 
~~ Inaremarkable case communicated to Ollivier by Andral, 
a the affection began with numbness of the forefinger of : the 
Pr -aleft hand, which gradually extended over the hand and arm. 
er After some time the other hand and arm became affected in 
| the samt manner, and, after a year, the lower extremities. 

All the limbs then became paralytic, with permanent con- 
traction, but without loss of feeling. The legs were bent 

longata. was tolerably bedithy, ee ay slight a’ off, * 
Cz: 
ae 

*yamollissement, sometimes in the state of induration, and- 
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lighs fipoh’ te labddmigigndtl ut & 
“thorax, with the points of the © 

| mile against a. Ims of the hands. A! attempts 
were made to move the limbs from these positions, setae ' 

_ thrown into spasmodic contractions with much pain. e nf 

patient died in this state at the end of eight years from me . 
commencement of the disease. Along nearly the whole ey 
length of the cord, th ere was a central cavity full ofa soft 
gray mucus. It was considered as arising from, vamollisse- a 
ment of the gray central matter of the cord, and the Parle." 
tes of the cavity were formed by the white matter ina 
healthy state. In a case by Ollivier, in which palsy 
place in the same gradual manner, but affected on: 

lower extremities, the patient was confined to bed for § ‘se ev 

years. His le were drawn Sp upon his ee Snir were’en 

4 fe ‘i m 

ing 

was pai in the upper pants of the cord, fie corpora ] a. % 
ramidalia, and several parts of the brain, and became Tess 
towards the lumbar portion. ‘The intellectual faculties had 
been almost entirely obliterated, but the motion of his arms 
continued entire to the last. Such are gine difficulties and 
obscurities of this interesting subject. *: 4 . 
A different course of symptoms occurs in a coinaseate ase 

described by M. Rullier.* A gentleman, aged 44, who had 
slight curvature of the spine at. the upper part, was ‘seized 
with pain in the curved portion, which, after several remis- ? 

sions, increased rapidly, and was followed by sudden and ‘itn 
complete palsy of both his arms. They became rigid, con. 
tracted, and entirely motionless, and the points of the fingers a" 
were forced against the palms of the hands. The sensibi lity i.) 

of the parts was not impaired, and the lower extremities W were 
oy ae ; ve ae ait Wee 

; , og we f 
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not in ns ibe affected, for the patient ‘could’ walk about 
without difficulty.» He lived six years in this state, and died 
of pectoral complaints. A portion of the cord, six. inches i in 

_ length, occupying two-thirds of the cervical portion, and part 
_ of the dorsal, was entirely diffluent, so that before the mem- 
~ branes were opened, it moved upwards and downwards like 
a fluid. The posterior roots of the nerves of this portion 
"preserved their nervous matter, to their junction with the 

membranes of the cord, but in the anterior roots it-was des- 
- troyed, and they were reduced to an empty neurilema.  Se- 

veral other cases are mentioned in the same journal, intended 
- to show the separate origin of the nerves of sensation and mo- — 
tion from the different parts of the cord. In one case, there _ 
was loss of power of the whole body‘without loss of sensi- © 
bility, and the disease was in the anterior part of the cord.. 
In another, there was complete palsy of the legs, and partial 
palsy of the arms, while the sensibility was every where 

morbidly increased. The medullary matter of the cord was 
singularly contracted in volume. The anterior part of its 
_upper-half was of a reddish-brown colour, and as it were 

macerated; the roots of the nerves inserted there were so 

wasted as to be scarcely discernible, while the posterior roots 

were preternaturally large. 
A case mentioned by Ollivier seems to establish the in- 

flammatory origin of the ramollissement of the cord, and at 

the same time shows the insidious and dangerous nature of 
injuries of the spine. A man having suffered an injury of the 

spine by a fall, ten months after the accident had prickling of — 

the left lower extremity, which ceased after a month, leaving 

_ it paralytic. The right lower extremity became affected in 

the same manner; and some projection of the vertebrae at 

the affected part was then first observed. He had afterwards 

convulsive motions of the limbs, and died about a month af- 

ter the appearance of the palsy. On dissection, there was 

found false membrane of an inch in extent, with purulent mat- 

ter, betwixt the asics and the membranes of the cord at the 

47° 
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: | bi soso oan ‘con. 

- ; ion of the cord included in the dis, 
: ntirely diffluent Uke ‘cream. Above’ #: 

he cord was of a natural nsistence, 

| " bu t highly injected, ‘and ‘of a deep red colour, especially ‘ 
Oe low the softened part, where the redness was intense. iy ‘i + 

Bi + I shall gonclude, this part of the aubiene with the following. 
an very remarkable case, for which I am indebted to Dr. Moli- 

a son. I did not see the patient during his life, but was pre- me 
. sent at the latter part of the inspection of the body, when |. 

eA © the spinal cord was examined. I shall simply relate the cash 
Ky without entering upon any of the very inkereainea rel ‘Nt 4 
ys which page naturally arise from it. ‘2 

Oise CXLI. ay street porter, aged 87, since Fobra ye 
1827, had frequently complained of pain in his back, and in’ 

both sides of the thorax, with difficulty of breathing w 
| making any great exertion. For a month before his deat 
ie the pain of his back had been more severe, and he had creat 

o. : difficulty of swallowing. His general health, however, was 
‘b. very little impaired; and on Monday, 15th July, he carried a 

burden to Newhaven, 3 miles from Edinburgh, and afterwards 
i x w went into the sea to bathe. While he was ip Behe sea, as he after- 

wards stated, he became ver y confused, and, on atten Gn ie 

come out, fell among stones. When he was | ee up, he was 

*. _ bleeding profusely at the nose and mouth; and, after he was — 

carried to an adjoining house, he vomited blood in large 
quantities. Through the following night he was restless and 
partially insensible, and talked ine barenales he had several, . 

attacks which were represented as convulsive, in which he - 
eyes became fixed, and there was much tremulous. motion ae ’ 
in his legs, but without any motion. in his art hich 
appear to have become paralytic at an early period of the 

attack, On the 16th he was first seen by Dike 4 a ‘ 

inaeaoly: ig his visit, he had Ree ony ror ars 

ike i 
. 
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i stream, 7 then coagulated. He was cians lethargic, 

al 

» 

but distinct when roused; and complained of pain in his head, 
chest, and howels. His head and his legs were in almost. 
constant motion, but his arms were paralytic, being entirely 

deprived both of motion and feeling, His breathing 1 was easy; 
his pulse frequent and small; countenance pale and anxious; 
and he had involuntary discharge of urine. In the evening, 
he again vomited blood in considerable quantities. (17th,) 
There was little change, except that he recovered the power 

of the bladder; perfect palsy of the arms.continued, but: his 
legs were in almost constant motion, There was no return of 

TR the vomiting of blood through the day ; at night he fell asleep, 

and slept quietly for some hours, when he awoke quite sen: 
sible ; but, soon after, was seized with vomiting of blood to a 

great extent, and died almost immediately. 3 
Inspection. —The heart and lungs were Biealthiys the 

stomach contained a very large and firm mass of coagulated 
blood, which entirely filled it, and extended into the duode- 
num. » In the déscending aorta, about the 4th and 5th dorsal 

vertebrae, there was an aneurism the size of an orange, which — 
had burst into esophagus by a large opening. The 3d, 4th, 
and 5th dorsal vertebrae were extensively carious in their bo- 

dies, where the substance was destroyed to the depth of a 
quarter of an inch. On opening the spinal canal, some bloody 

albuminous-looking matter was found betwixt the bone and 
the dura mater of the cord, and between the dura and pia 

mater of the cord, there was a considerable quantity of a tena- 

cious sanious bloody matter, which covered the surface of the 
pia mater, from about the 2d or 3d to the last dorsal vertebrae. 

The substance of the cord, from about the 3d to the last dor- 
sal vertebra, was of a yellowish colour, and in a state of ex- 

‘tensive ramollissement, especially about the centre of this 
space, where it was entirely diffluent. . On removing the cord 
the anterior part of the spinal canal, viewed from behind, 
presented several places where the bones were denuded of 

their covering and carious. This was most remarkable about 

the. 3d, 4th, and 5th dorsal vertebra. © 

a 
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It may perhaps be doubted, whether some of the cases ; 
which 1 have referred to this-head, ought not rather to be re-_ 
ferrible to the ramollissement. These two morbid condi- : 
tions were not accurately discriminated till lately; but in 
the brain there seems every reason to believe, that they are 
entirely distinct; and it is probable that they may likewise be ” 
so in the cord. 

1, A woman, aged 23, who had suffered coustderaeee from ! 
syphilis, was seized with severe quotidian intermittent, whick 4 
proved very tedious, and resisted all the usual remedies. 
After some time, it was accompanied by pain in the lumbar ae 

region, diarrhoea, tormina, tenesmus, general debility, a 

emaciation. About three months after the commencemen 

of the fever, she began to be affected with weakness and con- 
vulsive motions of the left lower extremity, resembling chorea. 

In walking, the leg was dragged, and, if she attempted, bya 

strong effort, a greater degree of motion, it was thrown into 

convulsive distortions. Soon after, the left arm became af- 

fected in the same manner, and there were also convulsive 

motions of the face and eyes. ‘The complaint in the bowels 

now ceased, but the other symptoms increased, and the af- 

‘fection of the limbs soon amounted to nearly complete para- 
lysis, She was then affected with difficulty of articulation, 
and diminution of memory ; and these soon terminated in loss 
of speech, coma, and death, which was preceded by general 

and terrible convulsions. Her death happened rather more 
than a month after the commencement of the convulsive af-_ 
fection of the leg. On dissection, some serous effusion ¥ as . 

found in the thorax, and in the ventricles of the brain. The spi- 

nal cord was soft and flaccid, and to a considerable exter 

purated. Its investing membrane was in many places: covered 
ae 
ia: 
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bya puriform fluid; and there was 3 also serous effabion in the . 
spinal canal.* - ea. ‘ 

Bs Ae young bition who Had lately recotenads PER: a if 
techia | fever, was affected with pain in the dorsal vertebrae, 

 difficu ulty of moving the lower extremities, retention of urine, 

: Watery discharge of feces, general debility and. emacia- 
_tion. A variety of treatment was employed for several months 

without relief, The weakness of the lower extremities in- 
creased to perfect paralysis; and, soon after, the superior ex+ 
tremities | became affected in the same manner. He then 

lost his speech, and, after lying a fortnight in this state, com- 
_ pletely immoveable and speechless, but in possession of his: 

” intellectual faculties, he died suddenly. On inspection, there _ 
‘was found no trace of disease in the brain, the thorax, or the 

abdomen. ‘The spinal canal was inundated by a large quan- 
tity of sanious fluid. The cord itself was suppurated, dis- 

_ solved, and disorganized, at the lower part of the dorsal re- 

gion; above this, it preserved its figure, but was very soft. 
Its investing membranes, and the periosteum lining the canal 
of the vertebra, were destroyed at the part where the cord 

_ ‘was so much diseased ; but the vertebrae and their ligaments 
were sound.* 
3. A man, aged 40, was received into the hospital of Cre-: 
ma, in the spring of 1804, with no other complaint than ge- 
neral weakness and depression, for which no cause could be 
assigned. He lay constantly in bed, but did not complain of 
any pain; his appetite was good; and he was free from fever. 

. From being lean and pale, he became so fat and ruddy that — 
suspicions were entertained that he was feigning; but as win- 
ter approached, he became lean and cachectic. In Febru- 

"ary, 1805, he became completely paralytic, both in his legs 
and arms; and he died suddenly in March. On inspection 
all was sound in the head, the thorax, and the abdomen. In 

. “Brera Della piechialene, cenni phiclentek In Atti dell’ Accad. Ital. 
tom. i. ‘Sais 
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-- Inches long, and two or three lines in diameter. It was full 
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* the spinal canal there was much effusion of bloody sanious 

‘fluid, with marks of inflammation and suppuration in the spi- 
“nal cord, the substance of which was satan tliggol and 
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a 

A woman, aped 56, was affected with pldden loss of power 
of the linibs of the left sidé, without loss of feeling. It soon 
amounted to perfect palsy; her voice became feeble, and her 
speech embarrassed; pulse natural; respiration quick. ‘The 
left arm became cedematous. Afier four days the speech 
could not be understood; pulse feeble; increasing de " : 
stertorous breathing; and she died ina week. Bn . 

Inspection.—The brain was sound, but the pia mater was 
injected. In the centre of the right column of the spinal cord am 
in the middle of the cervical portion, there was a cavity three — 

. 

-  § IV.—Axscess oF THE CORD. 

of a soft matter like pus; which became more consistent to- 
wards the parietes of the cavity. It seemed to be the gray 
substance of the cord converted into pus. The parietes of 
the cavity were firm, and about a line and a half in thickness, 
‘and were formed by the healthy white matter. In the left 
column of the-same portion of the cord there was a similar 
disease, but less extensive, being about one inch long, and 

one line in diameter; and its contents were less purulent, ra- 
ther resembling ramollissement of the substance of the cord. 

The membranes of the cord were hardened at the part, and 
also at a part in the dorsal region.}. ne rH 
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ae 
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* Brera, wi supra. — .s oy 

{ Velpeau Reyue Medicale, 1826. ‘ 
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ee - SEROUS EFFUSION IN THE SPINAL CANAL. he , 

aia PLACE ‘this appearance by itself, abstaining from any 54 | 
__ pothetical speculations in regard to the origin of it, I have _ 
_ already alluded to the ambiguity which attends serous effusion. 
_ when it occurs between the dura. mater and the inner mem-_ 
~ Drane of the cord, on account of the free communication 

which this space has with the cavity of the cranium, or at. 
least with the cellular texture of the arachnoid of the brain. 
When the effusion is contained in the cavity formed betwixt . 
the dura mater and the canal of the vertebrae, there can be 

‘no doubt of its connexion with disease of the spinal canal. 

"The following i is the most detinctty marked case of this af- 
fection that has occurred to me. — 

Gast CXLIL—A strong Hesttar child, aged nearly 2 years, 
after having been oppressed and feverish for two days, was 
seized with violent convulsion. The first fit continued about 

an hour, and left her comatose with distortion of the eyes. 

She had not recovered out of this state when she had another 
} attack. of convulsion, about two hours after the first. During 
the fits, and for some time after them, there was violent and 

_ irregular action of the heart, and a peculiar spasmodic action 
_ of the diaphragm. The second fit left her in a state of coma " 
from which she never recovered. She took food or medicine 
when they were put into her mouth, but showed no other ap- 

_ pearance of sensibility. The eye was completely insensible, 

and the pulse very frequent. She had afterwards several 
slight attacks of convulsion, and one more severe a short time 
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372, SEROUS EFFUSION IN THE. SPINAL CANAL. 
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before dea h, which happened thintygfhree hours mt the 
te s $0 aif 

Inspection. _No disease could be detected in the brain, 

except some appearance of increased vascularity, and slight 
effusion under the arachnoid. The brain and cerebellum 

being removed, there was a copious discharge. of bloody 
fluid from the spinal canal... The canal being laid open, 
there was found a copious deposition of colourless fluid, of 
a gelatinous appearance, betwixt the canal of the vertebre 
and the dura mater of the cord. It was most abundant in 

the cervical and upper part of the dorsal regions. Between 

the membranes of the cord there remained a small quanti- 
ty of the bloody fluid which had flowed into the’ cavity of — 
the cranium. The substance of the cord, at the upper 
part, seemed softer than natural and very easily torn. All 
the viscera of the thorax and abdomen were perfectly — 
healthy. The foramen ovale was pervious by a small 
opening. ae 

The effusion on the outside of the dura mater, i in this 

case, was fairly to be considered as a distinct disease of 

the spinal canal; but the other effusion betwixt the mem- 

branes, though somewhat more ambiguous, is not to be 
overlooked, especially if we should find that this fluid is 
bloody, while the effusion under the arachnoid of the patos oo 

is colourless. : i 
. ee. 

2 

% 

In a child, aged between 3 and 4 years, mentioned by . 
Ollivier, who died with symptoms of opisthotonos, diffi- 

cult deglutition, and coma, he found deposition of a red 

and very consistent fluid, in the cellular texture. between 

the dura mater of the cord and the canal of the vertebra a | 

in the dorsal region, serosity within the membran » and 
_ the arachnoid of the cord covered with an albuminous con- 

cretion for ony inches. he pe ae 

The Wiowing cases are given by the ¢ n 
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‘ “Morgagni mentions a man, aged 40, one was 3 affected 
| with acute pain and weight in the lower dorsal vertebrae, 
the pain occasionally extending upwards or downwards to 

the top and bottom of the spine. After eleven days he 
was seized with paralysis of the right lower extremity, and 
in three. days more with retention of urine. The pain 

was now so acute as to prevent him from lying down, and 
‘was soon after accompanied by dyspnea, vomiting, and 
tonic convulsions of the trunk and arms, which recurred 

. at intervals, and continued for about fifteen minutes. The | 

left inferior extremity then became paralytie, and he died 
suddenly; his intellectual faculties had continued entire, - 

except during the paroxysms of convulsion. On inspec- 
_ tion much fluid was found in the cavity of the spine, but 

' the cord was sound; there: was also fluid on the BuRAae of 

the brain, but none in the ventricles. * 

_ 2. A child, aged 12 months, whose case is briefly re- 
lated by M. Chevalier, after appearing to be in much 
pain, lost the use of the inferior extremities, and died in . 

' three days. The spinal canal was found full of bloody 

serum. t | 

_ 8. Bonetus mentions a young woman who, after suffer- 
ing severely from colic, fell into paralysis. It began at 

the upper part of the arms, and extended gradually to the 
points of the fingers. Afterwards the legs became affect- 
ed, and she died of gradual exhaustion a year after the first » 
appearance of paralysis. Through the whole extent of the 
spinal cord, there was a space betwixt its dura and pia ma- 

* Moree de Causis et Sedibus, &c., Epis. 10, Sect. 13, 
+ Med. Chir. Trans. vol. iu. 
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7 : wa 4A man mentioned by Portal had Silabticks of the i in- 

By isan ferior extremities, followed by paralysis of them, : and x # 

Yi " tensive cedema. After some time. the arms ‘became affect- 

ed in the same manner, and the oedema extended over, the 

* a whole body. He died comatose. On ‘inspection “much 
ial fluid was found both in the brain and in the spinal canal. 
ia In the centre of the spinal cord there was a canal into. 

i im which a large writing quill could be introduced. Tt was 

_ "full of serous fluid, and extended as far as the third dorsal 
. vertebra. . ; | BPR ati es 

W . tie a 
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yg be | SECTION -IV. : i cis te : 

| uae 
be SPINAL APOPLEXY, OR EXTRAVASATION OF BLOOD, IN THE 

Be ) | SPINAL CANAL. . 

‘ae - Cass CXLII.—A child, aged 7 days, 1st September, 
1818, was observed not to suck, and appeared as if he were 

prevented by something which impeded the motion. of his. 
tongue. Through the following day he cried frequently, 
and still-did not suck; in the evening he was seen by 

P Mr. White, who found the jaw clenched. by spasm, but 

by very little force it could be opened. On the third day 

he was seized with convulsion, which recurred at various 

intervals, sometimes in the form of tonic spasm of the 
whole body, and sometimes of violent convulsive agitatio | 

a : On the fourth the convulsion continued, and he died inthe 
Hs afternoon. | : ‘ale 
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Ka _ - * Boneti Sepulchretum Anatomicum, tom. i. ” 
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a. vi of the cord on the posterior part, and extents mee | 

Thaw spinal canal, there was found a long am 
sigaiectaniesers o disease could be detected n the t 

coagulum of blood, lying between the bones and the mem- 

ole length of the cervical portion. © ha 
ae 

eile is ae only case that has occurred to me ‘of this x re- 

markable affection ; but, as it appears to be uncommon, 

and to present some very interesting phenomena, I am in- 
duced to add the following examples. 7 
1. A lady, aged 40, had headach and pain of the tale 

after a few days the pain of the back became very acute, 
and violent convulsion took place, which was fatal, after 
continuing five or six hours. All was sound in the brain, 

but extensive extravasation of blood was found in the 

spinal canal, which was most abundant about the seat of 

the pain. * 

2. A gentleman, aged 61, had just arrived in Paris, from 

a long journey, when he stnpletiod of pain of his back, 
extending from the cervical vertebra quite to the sacrum. 
After a few hours he was seized with paraplegia, and in- 

continence of urine and feces; and he died while the phy- 

-sician was talking to him, who had been sent for on the oc- 
currence of the palsy. There was extensive extravasation 

of blood in the spinal canal, under the membranes of the 

_eord. ‘At the lower part it formed a mass like a bouillie 
of bullock’s blood, in which the substance of the cord 

could not be distinguished, as far as the third dorsal verte- 
bra; and above this, where the cord was entire, it was of 

a deep red colour, and very soft. 
3. A young lady, aged 14, had headach, and pain in the 

back, with a tendency to sickness on sitting up. At the 
end of a week there was a sudden and violent aggravation 

* 

* Ollivier ui supra. 

+ M. Gaultier de Claubry, Jour. Gen. de Med. . 
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f this pain, followed lige ini poleiaaonss which were . 
fatal in five or six hours. | “Thes spinal canal was found filled’ 

with extravasated blood, in the lumbar region, which had _ 

- been the seat of the pain. ithe brain and all the other vib & 
cera were sound.* Lae ‘i 

4. A miller, in lifting a Hote sack, nada lost the 

use of his lower extremities, and died in fifteen days. _ Ex. 
travasated blood was found, mixed with sanious matter, in 
the spinal canal. ‘The membranes were inflamed, and the 
nerves of the cauda equina appeared rotten, as if they had 
been long macerated in putrid water.t : 

5. A gentleman died of a disease which was considered 
as apoplectic, but in which he retained his mental faculties 
to the last. No disease was discovered in the brain, but 

there was a great quantity of extravasated blood in the 
spinal canal.{ | 

6. A man received a violent blow on the three inferior ‘ 

lumbar vertebra, by a log of wood which fell upon him; — 
he died in four hours. Extravasated blood was found in 

the spinal canal, but the vertebrae were pier and the cord 

was healthy.§ 

7. A boy, aged 14, received a violent jerk of his neck 
bya cord which was thrown over his head as he was swing- 

ing forward in a swing. He felt no bad effect at the time, 
but, after some time, became inactive and weak in the 
limbs, with stiffness of the neck, and difficulty in moving 

his head. ‘Nine months after the accident the weakness — 
of his limbs increased to paraplegia; and soon after he had | 

paralysis of the arms, with retention of urine. He had 

* Chevalier Med. Chir. Trans. vol. iii. 

3 Chevalier, wt supra. any 
+ Du Hamel, Reg. Scient. Acad. Histor. An. 1683. Sec. 5, cap. 2. P 

264. ; 

§ Morgagni, Epis. 54. 
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_ FUNGUS OF THE. CORD, 

atesee short ais, in ‘this state when he siiatiaitiead 

violent pain. in the spine; he then had. sarge! bitte 
breathing, which was first observed during sleep, but af- 

és hae continued while he was awake; and he died after 

suffering severely from it for two days. His death hap- 
pened about ten months from the injury, and a few days 
after the violent attack of pain in the spine. A large ‘ 
quantity of extravasated blood was found in the spinal ea- | 
nal, betwixt the bone and the theca vertebralis. It was 

partly coagulated, and partly fluid, and appeared to have 
_ come from the upper part of the canal about the second | or | 

+ third cervical vertebra. * 

SECTION V. 

THICKENING AND FUNGOID DISEASE OF THE MEMBRANES 

OF THE CORD, AND FUNGUS OF THE CORD ITSELF. 
‘PRES 

ogi Tae Count de Lordat, aged 35, received an injury 

of the neck by being overturned in his coach from a high 
and steep bank. He felt at the time only some pain in 
his neck, which went off in a few days. Six months after, 
he had weakness of the left arm, and some difficulty of ar- 

ticulation, and these symptoms continued stationary for 
nearly twelve months. They then increased, the arm be- 
coming withered and useless, and his speech nearly lost, | 
and he had involuntary convulsive motions of the whole 
body. After another long interval, his right arm became 
benumbed; he was also seized with dyspnoea and difficulty 

of swallowing, and his body was much emaciated. His 
bowels were loose; his urinary functions were natural. 

. Howship’s Observ. in Surgery and Morbid Anatomy, p- 114. 
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eS es before his death. The spinal cord included in the 
- eervieal vertebrs was found remarkably firm, ‘and the 

membranes of this portion were so dense, that there was 

great difficulty in cutting through them. The medulla ob- 
longata appeared one-third larger than natural. The pia 

mater was thickened, and, towards the falx, there was some 

appearance of suppuration; the ventricles were full of wa-’ 
ter. The lingual and brachial nerves, at their origin, were 

very compact or nearly tendinous. This hardness was 
found, in the cervical nerves, to be owing to the density 
of the membrane covering them. * 4 

2. A young man, aged 14, fell from a window in ai, i 
second story of a house into the street. His back was 

much bruised, but without fracture; and he afterwards con- 

- tinued to walk with his body bent considerably forwards. 

After three years and a half, he was seized with violent 

pain in the back, thighs‘and legs; and a tumour began to 

form over the lumbar vertebra, which increased gradually 
till it attained to a very great size. ‘The prominent part of - 

it was red, and repeated attacks of hemorrhage took place — 
from the apex of the tumour. He was then affected with | 
complete paraplegia, incontinence of urine and’ feces, and 

extreme emaciation; and at length died gradually exhaust-— 

5 ed, about six years after the accident. On dissection, the | 
finiour’ was found to consist of a large fangous mass, re- 
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paired seca then ‘difficult Brcdeiiog and palpitations and, 
in the end of April, he had anasarca of the legs, and such 
strong and extended pulsation of the heart, as left no doubt 
of the existence of dilatation and hypertrophia ofthe left cavi- 
ties of the heart. He was relieved by diuretics, and continued. 
better till May, when he had pain, tenderness and distention 
of the abdomen. After free evacuation of the bowels, these. f 

symptoms subsided, and, about the 18th May, it was first ob- » 

served that he had weakness of the lower extremities, with: 

out diminution of sensibility. All the other symptoms now 
disappeared. On the 20th of. May, the paraplegia was com- 
plete, with retention of urine; and he now, for the first time, 

complained of pain in the loins. There was still no diminu- 
tion ‘of sensibility, but, on the contrary, the’ limbs, when 

moved, were extremely painful. His digestion was now 
| good, his breathing easy, the action of the edt natural, and 
his mind entire; and he continued in this state till the 22d of 
July, when the paralytic limbs became insensible. ° Gangrene — 

. then took place on the sacrum, and he diced on the 10th of — 
August. ! | 

_ Inspection.—The bodies of the third; fourth, and fifth cer- 
weal vertebr were unequal and slightly softened, and the 
anterior ligament was destroyed. The outer membrane of 
the cord at this place had degenerated into a thick fungous 

tubercular mass, of the firmness of the pulmonary tubercles 

not suppurated, and of a greenish-yellow colour. This mass 
extended one decimetre and five millimetres in length, and 

four millimetres in breadth, and involved in it. the ganglions 

| * New London Med. J ournal for 1792. 
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* of seventh cervical and thre 
4 port Hon of the cord covered by this mas 

mollissement, which affected chiefly th a iio columns; | 
a but the posterior columns were also slightly softened, in a 

3 space corresponding to the three upper dorsal vertebra. The 
brain was sound, except a small tubercle in the right hemis- 
phere; the heart was quite sound, and the lungs, except one 
small tubercle, not softened. In the abdomen there were 

adhesions and some puriform fluid.* Be 
Fungoid disease of the dura mater of the cord is also met 

with in connexion with disease of the vertebra; several cases 
of this kind are related by Ollivier. 

: : 

: aries ND 
\s 

SECTION VI. 

INDURATION OF THE SPINAL CORD, 

Tuus part of the pathology of the cord is exemplified in 
the remarkable case of the Marquis de Causan. His, com- 
plaint began with a prickling in the fingers and toes of the 
right side, which extended gradually upwards along the arm 
and leg: the parts wasted, became cold, and lost their feeling 

_ but they retained such a degree of motion, that he could walk 
with the assistance of a crutch under the arm of the affected 
side.’ He had continued in this state more than a year, when 

the left side became affected in the same manner. Fe: vas 

the trunk or sateen the other functions continuing fo fo : 

some time in a healthy state. His sightand hearing were next _ 
affected, being first weakened, and gradually destroyed. 1 Ih 

* Serres, Anat. Comp. de Ceryeau, tom. ii. p. 934. - 
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the same gradual manner, he lost his speech ae the power 
» Ob swallowing; and soon after this he died. ~The pulse and 

breathing had continued natural until a short time before 
- death, when both became remarkably slow; the pulse being 

| “from 30 to 40 in a minute. -On dissection, the brain and all 
. - the viscera were found in the most healthy state. That part 

“of the spinal cord which is included in the cervical vertebrze 
was so hard as to. have the consistence of cartilage; and. the 

, porns of this portion were oe as if inflamed.* 

SECTION VII. 
Vee 
eeu 

NEW FORMATIONS COMPRESSING THE SPINAL CORD. 

Pics occur under the same variety of forms which 

have been already referred to in regard to the brain. The 
_ Most-common appear to be the fleshy and albuminous for- 
mations, tubercles, hydatids,. and ossifications. 

ve ks A woman, aged 36, had first some convulsive mo- 

tions, which soon ceased; then acute pain of the left arm 

with headach: the arm became weak, and gradually com- - 

pletely paralytic. She then had convulsive motions of the 

lower extremities, which also became completely. paraly- 

tic. The right arm next became painful, and the motion 

of it was impaired, but not entirely lost. The inferior 
extremities became cedematous; the inferior half of. the 

thorax, and all the parts below, were completely deprived 

of sense and motion: and the right arm at last also became 

entirely paralytic. Extensive gangrene then took place 

on the sacrum, and she died: gradually exhausted somewhat 

* Portal, Cours d’Anatomie Medicale, tom: iy. 
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‘the body of the cord and the arachnoid there was a tu- 
mour of a reddish-yellow colour; it was about. three lines 

in thickness at the thickest part, and covered the anterior 
surface of the cord, from the sixth cervical nerves to the’ 

third dorsal: and the part of the cord which. was covered 
Internally, the tumour — by it was considerably flattened. — 

was of a firm fleshy consistence, and of a yellowish-white 
colour. On many parts of the arachnoid of the cord, car- 
tilaginous scales were observed. * 

2. A young man, aged 14, received a blow upon the 
spine between the shoulders, by falling backwards pe Bs 

the corner of achair. The only effects which immediately 
followed the injury, were, that he was observed to hold — 

his chin down towards the breast, and that he complained, — 
on raising his head, of a pain striking through and across 
his chest: After four weeks, he was affected with weak- 

ness of his legs, which increased till, in a short time, they 
became entirely paralytic. About the same time, he lost 
the power of retaining his urine and feces. He had con- 
tinued in this state for two or three weeks, when his arms 

became paralytic, and he then lost the power of moving 
his head. 

months after receiving the injury, having continued sen- 

‘sible to the last. During the progress of the disease, he. 

frequently complained of great oppression and pain darting 
through the chest. On dissection, the viscera of the tho- 

"COMPRESSION re sn 00 coRD. a 

ns ethan three months from ‘the com mmencement ‘of the ” if 

f the cord, betwixt fe 

ris 

He died on the following day, about three — 

rax and abdomen were found to be healthy. Some bloody: | 
serum oa geek in opening the head, but the brain in me 4 

* Velpeau, Arch. General, de Med. January, 1825. 
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~ was found, four inches i in length, lying betwixt the ones 
and the: spinal cord at the place of the injury. | When this 

‘substance. was taken out, and shaken in water, a great part 
‘of it was dissolved. Parts of the same substance had pro- 
traded through between the transverse processes of the 
fourth and fifth dorsal vertebre, and formed two tumours 

of similar soft matter, lying one on each side of the spine, — 
in the hollow betwixt the spinous and transverse pro-- 
cesses. The largest of these was between three and four 

inches long, one ‘dng a half broad, and about an inch in 

thickness. The spinal cord and the vertebra: were sound.* 

8. Tubercles are found of various sizes, either in the _ 

substance of the cord or attached to its membranes, and 

they present the same characters as the tubereles of the — 

brain. The symptoms vary exceedingly, according to the 

seat and size of the tubercles, or as they happen to affect 

particular nerves. A child, aged 12, mentioned by Ollivier, 

had been long subject to convulsive attacks, which occurred 
at irregular intervals, and affected chiefly the arms: he died’ 

of phthysis: A tubercle, the size of a nut, was found be- 
_twixt the dura mater and the arachnoid of the cord at the 
third cervical vertebra. Ina case by Bayle, there was to- 
nic inflection of the fore-arm, hand, and fingers; and in one 

by M. Gendrin, there were epileptic paroxysms, which al- 
ways commenced with a violent attack of hiccup, of one or 
two minutes’ duration. There were two large tubercles in 
the substance of the cord at its very origin. In a case of 

paraplegia, mentioned in Majendie’s Journal, two small tu- 
mours were found attached to the cord at its lower extre- 

mity. Harderus found a tumour the size of a nutmeg, com- 
pressing the spinal cord of a young woman; and there 

' . were three similar tumours in the cerebellum. | From his 
t description, they were evidently tubercles, and the case 

* London Med. Obs. and Ing, vol. iii. 
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i 28 complicated at disease’ ofthe » lungs and ine livers | 
The leading symptoms. were, severe headach, “oppressed ‘ 
breathing, and, a few aoe before death, violent convul- | 

BION. oe a ad " et Rt ha 

a4: Hiydatids ts in ne spinal canal el ey ish ifouell 
by various writers. A woman mentioned by Esquirol be- 
came epileptic after a fright, and the fits returned. every ‘se- 
cond or third day with great violence for three years. She 

then became comatose after one of the paroxysms, and 
died in five days. The pituitary gland contained a cyst 

full of a reddish-brown fluid, and hydatids of various sizes 
were found within the sheath of the spinal cord through its 
whole extent. Ina case of paraplegia of nine months’ 

standing, M. Chaussier found a mass of hydatids attached 
to the spine behind the left kidney, and a branch from the | 

mass entered betwixt the vertebrz into the spinal canal. 

A similar case is related by M. Reydellet in the Dict. deg.’ f 

Sc. Med., in which the tumour was opened, and the spinal 
“cord was found exposed at the bottom of it, after a large 

quantity of hydatids had been discharged. The ‘inn re- 

mained paraplegic. | 

5. Ossification of the membranes of the cord has been 

observed in several cases. In a woman who had been epi- 
leptic for five years, and died suddenly in one of the fits, | 

Esquirol found the sheath of the spinal cord, on its exter- 
nal surface, covered through its whole extent with osseous 

scales, from one to two lines in diameter. In a case det 3 

scribed by M. Barbier,* the affection began with prickling _ | 

and numbness of the legs, which extended very gradually, 

and was afterwards accompanied by acute pain in the limbs, | 4 
and after several months terminated in complete paraplegia, 

with incontinence of urine. The patient, a woman of 55, 
continued in this state about three years. She was then 

t ts 

* Traité Element. de Mat. de Med. 
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ee acute pain ‘in the back, actor aietguina, sto- ; 

mach and abdomen, and down the legs, and. accompanied 

® vomiting, fever, delirium, and convulsive: motions of 
he limbs. — She died after a short illness, the duration of | 
which is not. distinctly stated, but seems to have been cig! it, 

_. or ten days. At the third dorsal vertebra, there. was an 

’ ‘ossification of the membranes of the cord half a i in 

thickness, three lines broad, and two. inches long. Th e 
inner surface of this production was concave and covered We 
with a soft membrane; and the portion of the cord in- 

eluded in it was almost destroyed, the membrane contain-— 

- pe 

ing only a small quantity of viscid fluid. Above this, the , 

cord was firm and healthy; below, it was much wasted. °_ 

' 6. The cord may also be compressed by a diminution of 
_ the spinal canal, but this appears to be a very rare occurs 
rence. It was, however, observed by Portal. The anal 
of the last dorsal and two upper lumbar vertebree was di- 
minished one half, and its inner surface was rendered. une- 

qual by numerous small bony eminences. The inferior ex-" 

_tremities were much wasted. | 
,) "a 

SECTION VIII. . 

DESTRUCTION OF Ss PORTION OF THE SPINAL CORD. 

_.A man, whose case is related by Mr. Copeland, had pa- 

tightness across his belly, as if a broad band had been 
bound tightly round it. His health had been declining for 
more than a year, and the commencement of his complaints 

_was ascribed to having violently sprained his back in lifting 

a heavy weight. After being confined to bed with perfect 
paraplegia for three months, he died of gangrene of the 
nates. On dissection, no disease could be discovered in 

“raplegia, dysuria, obstinacy of the bowels, and a feeling of _. 
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: : apr. Within dian dorsal and first lumbar: ver 

two inches. The membranes, which there formed an 
: empty bag, were unusually vascular and n much thickened.* . 
On the other hand, Ollivier found four. ‘inches of. the cord 

_ entirely wanting in a child, aged 8 years, who died of ex- 

course, depend upon the seat of the injury. — Paraplegia 
: . ae. aie 

treme marasmus, with caries of the vertebra, but without 

loss either of sensibility or motion of ‘the limbs. Velpéau 
has described several cases, in which, i in. connexion with 

caries of the vertebrae, the cord was completely, destroyed 
for the space of several inches, the patient haying died of 
gradual marasmus without any appearance of paralysis; and 
in Majendie’s Journal, a case is described, in which the 
cord had become quite liquid, through two-thirds of. the 
dorsal region, and one-third of the cervical. The arms 
were paralytic without loss of sensibility, but the legs. 

were not affected. Ollivier has also observed in two cases 
a remarkable wasting or diminution of.size of the cord. — 
‘The one was in an old man, without any particular symp- 

toms; the other in an idiot, with permanayyy contraction 

and wasting of the limbs. 

SECTION IX. 

CONCUSSION OF THE SPINAL CORD. 

- SEVERE blow upon the spine sib i occasions an ca e 
immediate loss of power of the parts below the seat ‘Obie 4 

the injury, without producing either fracture or dislocation” a 
of the vertebrae. The extent of the parts affected will, of 

x 

' Waner aay 

* Copeland on Diseases of the Spine. © 9 
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wt ton ca urine are the symptoms ‘which most com: 
De 

‘mon ih come > “under our observation; but, if the injury be 
1e upper part of the spine, there may also be paralysis | 

Fa i upper <shamapnneae difficulty of breathing, and a f- 
ctions of the voice.» In tracing the farther history of 

this affection, the Sebi bo circumstances are won bs 
attention. 

1. Concussion of the feos may be <eedauly: fatal will st. We 
fradeaing any morbid appearance that can be detected on 

dissection. Many cases of this kind are on record. Boyer 
“mentions a man who received an injury of the spine by 
falling into. a ditch. He was immediately affected with — 
complete paraplegia, and died in consequence of the inju- 

ry}; the period of his death is not mentioned. On dissec- 

tion, no disease could be discovered either in the head or: 

the spinal canal. Frank mentions four fatal cases of con- 
cussion of the spine, in none of which could any morbid 
appearance be detected, either in the vertebre or in the | 
ae cord. 
2. It may be fatal by inflammatory action taking place 
in the cord or its membranes, and terminating by ramollisse- 

ment, suppuration, or effusion. Case CXXXIX. affords 
an example of this affection fatal by ramollissement. A re- 

markable casé, fatal by extensive suppuration, has been al- 
ready quoted from Mr. Charles Bell. Boyer mentions a 
man who fell from a height of fourteen feet, and remained 

~ for some time senseless. On recovering from that condi- 

tion he was found to have lost the use of his lower extre- 
mities. He had also retention of urine and involuntary 

discharge of feces, and died in twelve days. | On dissection, 

a quantity. of bloody serum was found in the spinal canal, 

the quantity of which was sufficient to fill a little more 

than the lower half of it. 

3. Urgent symptoms may follow the injury, and after 

‘some time may be removed. Galen mentions a man who, ae 

after an injury of the back, was affected with loss of speech, 

CONCUSSION OF THE sPIWAL, b Gon, ci = asap 
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Fi an voice, and paralysis of the lower extr 

od. After seve | superior extremities. remaining unaffeets , 
“git ays he recovered his voice and. speech, and soon after the ie 

"palsy also disappeared. u Pee Fa Pats: yah aaa 

In summer, 1816, I saw a man who had been. euiploye af 

in blowing a rock near Edinburgh. | Not having retired to 
i a sufficient distance, and standing with his back to the rock 

BG 

ye a a when the explosion took place, a large piece of stone struck 

yg om him on the spine about the lower dorsal and upper lumbar i 
es gen " erhaireld He instantly fell, completely deprived of power 
te : in the lower extremities. I found him in this state a few 
r4 f hours after the accident, when he also complained. of | vio- 

ers: lent pain, beginning in the seat of the i injury, and. cextend- ey. 

a "3 , ing downwards along the thighs. On the back there was at 
Bets *, an extensive swelling, which made it impossible to ascer-— 

oe: ; tain the state of the vertebra. He was confined to bed for 
a | several weeks without any power of his lower extremities, | 

Prey and with considerable difficulty in passing his urine, but 
alt “gradually recovered, and in a few weeks more was free 

45 from complaint. The practice which was. employed, con- 
+ sisted chiefly of general and topical blood-letting. i 

P. | In Hufeland’s Journal, vol. xxi. is related the case of, a . 

ae man who fell from the top of a cart-load of wood, and o 
- lighted so that the weight of his body, on first coming” : a 
, the ground, rested upon the back of his neck and ‘shoul- a 

ders, his head being bent forwards. When he recovered 
from the first effects of the shock, it was found that he had 

“Jost completely both feeling and motion of all the parts be- 
low the neck; he could move no part but his head, and he iG 

oss ae had retention of urine and obstruction of the Demet A a 

sl ">. ter eight or ten days, he was affected with anasarca of the 
Y gie “et limbs, and a sense of prickling followed by severe pain, 
Bisag | dia - but without any power of motion. After lying: several 

goa 40 weeks in this state of perfect paralysis, he began to ree ik 7 

Bes i balan igoeres of fectingye and pho, besa h 

. 
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~verys gradually, « 80 that at the dh of sielecn 1 eke he was 
able to support himself i in a sitting posture on. a chair. 

After another long interval, he was able to drag himself 
about, supported upon crutches: and, at the time when the. 

case was written, he was able to walk a little supporte 1 by 
| stick, and to do a little work with his hands, but he con- 

‘tinued to have great weakness and pain of his back, the 
pain being chiefly referred to the junction of the spine with 
the sacrum. The progress of the functions of the bladder ‘i 
and the bowels, in this case, is somewhat remarkable. He © 

had first complete retention of urine, requiring the use of 
the catheter for four weeks; he then recovered the power 
of passing his urine; but could not retain it; it flowed in-) 

voluntarily, and after some time longer, he recovered the 
power of retention. The bowels were not moved without 
strong glisters for six weeks; after this the stools’ passed i 
involuntarily for four weeks, and he then is dae ik pe 
natural action. = 

- A man, mentioned in the Journal. Universal, tom. xxviii., 

the back of his head, in which a wound in the integuments 
took place. He was for some minutes thrown into a state” 
of syncope, on his recovery from which it was found that 

the lower extremities were entirely deprived of sense and 
motion. He had afterwards retention of urine, tumefac- 

-tion of the abdomen, headach, dilatation of the pupil, ex- 

treme anxiety, difficult deglutition, and stertorous breath- 

ing, and the pulse was as slow as 38 ina minute. He re- 

covered gradually, and was well in three weeks. 

_ Some cases of injuries of the spine have been accompa- 

nied by loss 6f motion without loss of feeling, and others 
by loss of feeling without loss of motion. In a singular 
ease described by Ollivier, there was incontinence of urine, 

with loss of feeling of the penis and scrotum, and of the 
anterior, posterior; and interior part of the thighs, without’ 

any loss of motion. In such cases Lined sensibility of the 
50 
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CONCUSSION OF THE SPINAL CORD. ® ‘s 
mm a5 

a: s eomnlltne mes returns gradually, and i in 1 others the afte ’ 

{ 1 is permanent. iy a ee Ae Re 4 

This. may oc 

eur immediately, or the first effects of the injury may on, * 
recovered from, and a new diseased action may take place | 
‘after a considerable time. Several examples of this. have 
already occurred under the foregoing } heads. The slight 
nature of the first symptoms, in such cases, and the slow- 
ness of their progress, will be illustrated by the ait * 

file 
PR CBS. ie fi # | | fit 

Eves. CXLIV.— Ht man, ee 54, about twenty. years 

ago, fell from the branch of a tree, and lighted on the sa- 
crum. He was carried home, complaining of pain in the —~ 

lower part of the spine, and entirely paralytic in his lower tu 
extremities. In this state he was confined to bed ‘about a 

twelve days, and then recovered, so as to. be able to follow — 
his usual employment; but from this time he was affected | 
with a peculiar feeling of numbness, which was confined . 
to the upper part of the left foot. This feeling gave him 

After he had con- + 
tinued in this state for four years, the numbness suddenly ‘ 

extended upwards along the leg and thigh, and was speedi-. » ~ 
ly followed by paralysis of these parts. After some time — { 

he was seized with pain, which stretched across the lower 
part of the back, and into the right thigh, and was soon’ 
followed by paralysis of the right thigh and leg. He was 
then confined to bed with perfect paraplegia for about two ~ 
years. Some time after this he recovered so much power’ 
as to drag himself about supported upon two crutches. 
He was in this state without any farther improvement, 
‘when I saw him for the first time, upwards of eleven years: 

His spine was free from distortion, but he complained & 

of. deep- -seated pain upon pressure about the last dors 4 
_vertebra, and at the ia of the sacrum. Two a? b 
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some improvement; Me was able to raise aia 4: a! little 
higher in walking, and occasionally to stand. without his 
crutches, but since that time he has continued stationary, 
and is much distressed with incontinence of urine. vie 

The morbid action which takes place in such a cas as 

this, will be illustrated by the facts which have been. al- 

ready recorded. It is probably of the nature of chronic 
inflammation of the cord or ‘its membranes, terminating 

by some of the morbid conditions which have already been ay 
referred to. We have seen that such affections may super-. 

‘vene upon very slight injuries of the spine, which do not 
at the time of receiving them 

induce any urgent symptoms,’ 
. 

“and perhaps attract little or no attention. Sometimes they 

take place after so long an interval that the patient has for- 
gotten the injury, or if he remembers it, does not consider 
it as having any connexion with his disease. A man men- 
tioned by Mr. Charles Bell, became paralytic in the lower 
extremities, several months after a slight injury of the 
‘spine, occasioned by striking his back against the corner of 
table. A gentleman walking in the fields near Edin-— 
‘burgh sprained his back slightly in leaping over a wall. 
‘He felt little uneasiness at the time, but, after several 

weeks, his lower extremities became’ paralytic. In this 
state he continued four or five months, and then gradually 
recovered under the usual treatment. In other cases the 

symptoms take place at an early period, and with such 

activity as distinctly marks inflammatory action. A young 

man mentioned by Dr. Jebb received a blow on the spine 
from a stone. In the evening of the same day he was 

seized with shivering, followed by fever, which ran high 
through the night, but abated in the morning. He had at 

the same time pain in the stomach and back, with contrac- 

tion of the legs; and this was followed by weakness of the — 

legs, which, after ten days, increased to perfect paraplegia. 

Issues were then inserted, and ie was able to walk i in three 

“months. , , ee 

= 
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Yevayin injury. of the epihite should ‘be considered as de- 

8 rving minute attention, and the most active means should - 
be employed for preventing or removing, the diseased ac- 

“tions which may result from it. The more immediate ob- 

ject of anxiety in such cases is inflammatory action, which 

may be of an active or of a chronic kind; and we have 
Aa 

seen that it may advance in a very insidious manner, even 

after injuries which were of so slighta kind that they at- 
tracted at the time little or no attention. When the inju- 

| ry is of a more violent nature, there is indeed another ob- 

ject of attention, that is, fracture or dislocation of the ver- 
tebre. But we have seen that the most urgent symptoms 

may take place immediately after the injury, and may even 
be speedily fatal without any affection of the vertebrae; 

while, on the other hand, it is often impossible to ascertain 
the state of the vertebra, in consequence of the external _ 
swelling which takes place. It is likewise to be kept in 
mind, that fracture of the vertebrae: may happen without 
any displacement of parts, and in such a, situation, that ‘it 

is impossible to discover it, A case is mentioned by Cam- 
per, in which paraplegia took place after an injury of the’ 

spine, and which gradually recovered after twelve months. 
On the death of the patient, which happened some time af- 
ter from fever, he found that one of the lumbar vertebrae. 

had been fractured in the body without a ka 2) and 
had united. 

Under this head, I may allude very briefly to the subject of _ 
wounds in the spinal cord, in regard to which there are some 

very singular facts upon record. A young man, mentioned re 
. _ by Ollivier, was struck with a poniard through the upper 
_ part of the neck, and fell instantly, deprived of feeling and 
motion of all the parts below the head. He had also reten- 
‘tion of urine, but recovered gradually, and was able to walk 

a little in about five months. In a similar case by Boye » the 
man recovered, but with palsy of the right arm, and loss of 

» 
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feeling of the left side in all the parts pelaw thbthorax. The 
case is well known of a man, mentioned by Dessault, who 
lived twenty-four hours, and moved all his limbs freely after 
the cord had been completely divided by a musket. bullet at 
the tenth dorsal vertebra. A still more remarkable case is re- 

“lated in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences. A man 
received a wound with a sword among the lower dorsal ver- 
tebrae, which soon healed, and) he was afterwards able. for 

long marches. After a considerable time, the place became 

painful, suppurated, and was opened; and a piece of the point 
of the sword, two inches long, was extracted. He died in 
thirty-six hours; and it was found that the sword had pene+ 
trated betwixt the spinous and oblique processes on the left 
side, that it had completely traversed the spinal canal, and 
had lodged in the opposite side. Aman mentioned in the first 
volume of the Archives Generales de Medecine, received a 

wound by a musket bullet, which entered at the groin, and came 
out near the first lumbar vertebra. ‘The wound soon healed, 
but after a short time loss of feeling began around the cica- 
trix, and gradually extended until it affected the whole left 

‘side of the body except the face. Any part of the thorax, the 
‘abdomen, or the leg or arm of that side, could be pinched 

with any degree of force without feeling. ‘The power of mo- 
tion was preserved, though it seemed weaker than in the 

other side. His health was otherwise unimpaired. After 

the affection had continued in this state for years, it was re- 
moved under the use of a succession of large blisters. 

SECTION X,. 

OF CERTAIN AFFECTIONS OF THE BONES OF THE SPINE. 

Ip would be foreign to my purpose to enter minutely upon 
this important subject; but there are some circumstances re- 
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lating toit, which it n may be proper to ‘mention very briefly, 

in connexion with the object of this essay. es, ea g's st Fe 

ye In the ordinary cases of « carious and distorted etc 
accompanied by paraplegia, itis well known that the paralysis 
is not produced simply by the distortion; for the distortion | 
may exist in a very great degree without paralysis ; ; and, when 

they have existed together, the paralysis may be’ entirely re- 
moved, while the distortion remains undiminished. It appears 

that it is the inflammatory action of the parts which deranges 
the function of the cord; that the effects of this in reference 
to the cord may subside, though the disease of the bones may — 
go on to anchylosis and permanent distortion; or that, on the 

contrary, it may) terminate by fungoid disease of the mem- 
branes, or chronic disease of the cord itself, and thus the . 

palsy become irremediable. The original disease appears | 
be in some cases seated in the ligaments and membranes 3 in 

others, in the articulating surfaces arid intervertebral. car 
tilages; and in others, in the bodies of the vertebre. It is. 
when the bodies of the vertebre are extensively affected, 
that the caries which follows produces distortion; but, even. 
in this case, distortion is not an invariable consequence, for the 
caries may take place in such a manner as to diminish the size 
of the vertebra equally along its whole surface, and thus merely 
to shorten the spine without distorting it. This is said to oc 

cur most frequently in the lumbar vertebra. ‘The case ofa 
boy, related by Dr. Armstrong, is very important. He had 
involuntary discharge of urine and feces, difficult breathing, and” 

paralysis of all the extremities except a very imperfect degree 
of motion of the left arm. There was much pain and ten- » 
derness on pressure in the cervical vertebra, but no distortion. 
He recovered completely in a few months, the vertebra that” 
had been affected remaining in a state of anchylosis. In this 
case, the disease was probably confined to the articulating 
8 a Mr. ta gives a plate, 1 in which ree of the 
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of substance i in the bodies i the vertebravy: In this case, pa-, 
ralysis had taken place, but there was no | perceptible distor- 
tion. In attending to such cases in practice, therefore, it is 
not sufficient to ascertain the existence or non-existence of 
distortion. The whole spine should be examined with care, 
with the view of detecting the existence of: inflammatory. ace 

tion. This will be indicated by pain or tenderness on pres- 
sure, or pain: on passing a hot, sponge over the part in the 

manner recommended by Mr. Copeland, The disease in its 
early stages is sometimes of very small extent: in a case which 

occurred to me some time ago, it was limited to a spot on one. 
‘side of the spine, which could almost be covered by the point 
‘of the finger; but it was of so peculiar a nature, that very — 

moderate pressure upon the spot produced syncope. The 

patient was an officer in the navy, and got well under the » © 
usual treatment. 

' A minute examination of the spine, siesefares should always 
be made with the utmost care, when any of those symptoms 

occur which have been observed to be connected with af- 
fections of the spine or spinal cord, especially if they do not 
yield readily to common modes of treatment, or if they have 

, occurred after injuries of the spine. ‘The principal symptoms 
of this kind are the following:—Weakness, numbness, or con- 

vulsive affections of any of the limbs; spasmodic’ starting of — 

the limbs, occurring chiefly during the night; loss of the full 
power of the muscles, so that though the patient can walk 
with sufficient steadiness, he cannot perform such motions 
as are required in running or leaping; numbness along the 

margin of the ribs, and a peculiar oppression and tightness _ 
across the region of the stomach; various affections of the 
breathing; difficulty in discharging the urine and feces, or diffi- 
culty in retaining them. Complaints such as these have some- 
times been found to be connected with affections of the spine 
or spinal cord, after they had becn mistaken for dyspeptic or 
asthmatic disorders, or for diseases of the urethra or rectum. 

A case has been formerly described in which an affection of 
a 

* 
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1e heart; but these disappeared long before death, and the 

heart was found on inspection perfectly healthy. 
It is indeed true, that diseases of a most formidable na» 

ture may exist in the cord itself or its membranes, though 

nothing can be detected by the most careful examination of 
the spine; but these are quite distinct from the particular 
class of affections which are here referred to, and in regard 
to which we cannot be too attentive in watching the very 
earliest indications. One symptom, in particular, which 

should always be contemplated with much suspicion, is a 
feeling of tightness or constriction along the margin of the _ 
ribs, as if a tight band were passed across the stomach. 

' This is generally accompanied with a feeling of distention” 
in the lower part of the abdomen, as if the bowels had in’ 

part lost the power of propelling their contents. These | 
feelings may be considered as merely flatulent or dyspep- Vin 

tic, and in many cases, they may in fact be nothing more; 

but they will likewise be found by an attentive observer, 

to be frequently among the first indications of a dangerous 
affection of the spine, and to exist before there is any af- 

fection of the limbs, or any disease can be discovered in 

the spine itself. In one of the last cases that occurred | to 

me, symptoms of this kind had existed for nearly: three 
months before a projection was discovered in one of the 

lower dorsal vertebre, and this was soon ton ER by Leo 

fect paraplegia. 

It is worthy of attention, that symptoms siamo inter- 
nal organs may exist in connexion with diseases of the 

spine, without being attended by any affection of the limbs, | 
or any symptom calculated to direct our attention to the 
spine as the seat of the disease. A girl mentioned by” 
Mr. Copeland, had difficulty and pain in emptying the 
bladder, pain and tightness round the margin of the tho- 
rax, and difficult breathin g; her limbs were not affected, 

the’ spinal cord at one nied? of jt progress, ‘was accom- — 
p fied by all the symptoms of hypertrophia of the left side of 
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nions. 
- little, and by topical bleeding and blistering on this’ part, 

_ and rest j in the horizontal posture, all her complaints were 
removed. A man mentioned Bh Jebb, had pain under 
the short ribs on both sides, cough and irregular pulse. 
From the parts affected, hemetug pains extended down- 
wards along the thighs, occasioning much uneasiness in 

walking, resembling the pains of rheumatism. The ninth 
or tenth dorsal vertebrae was found to protrude, and by is- 

“sues applied at that place, all his complaints were removed, 
_ The remedies on which we chiefly rely in all cases of © 
this kind are topical bleeding, blistering, issues and rest in 
‘the horizontal posture; but some cases are on record, show- 

ing in certain conditions of the disease the beneficial effects 

of mercury. A girl mentioned by Mr. Charles Bell, after 
an injury of the spine, was confined to bed for eight months Ry 

in the most helpless state, her back bent, and her knees 

drawn up. She recovered entirely under a course of mer- 

cury, given her on account of syphilis, with which it was 
discovered that she had been affected from the time of the 

accident. In the transactions of a Society for the Im- 

provement of Medical and Surgical Knowledge, is related 
the case of a man, who had squinting, difficulty of swal- 

lowing, indistinct articulation, paralysis of the left leg and 

arm, and protrusion of several of the cervical vertebra. 

Under a course of mercury all his complaints disappeared, 

and the protrusion of the vertebrae was diminished, though 

not entirely removed. 

he 
saa ferred to. 

The spine may be affected with extensive caries without | 

the existence of any symptom that marks such a state of 

- A man mentioned py Mr. Charles Bell, syyho had | disease. 

@ was more easily tiie hai her compa- 
One of the dorsal vertebrae was found to project : a 

Several cases have recovered by 

confinement to the horizontal spt wiios anyy Biber , 
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been i iable to severe pain : in his back, and fits oftpalpitation . 
“died suddenl ly after a long walk. The ,only morbid ap- 
pearance observed on inspection was a large scrofulous ab- 

te 
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scess in the posterior mediastinum, with caries of seyeral 

of the vertebrz, of such extent that the spinal cord was . 

~ exposed in several places. I saw a similar abscess in. the 

posterior mediastinum, with caries of the bodies of five or 

six of the vertebra, in a girl who died of phthisis. She 
had complained for some time of severe pain in the back, 

but her complaints in other respects did not differ from the 
usual symptoms of phthisiss A similar appearance in the’ 

lumbar vertebra, with a psoas abscess: containing two 

pounds of matter, has been described by Mr. Benjamin 

Bell.* The vertebrz were so diseased, that large pieces 
of them were separated, and the matter was in. several. 

places i in contact with the spinal cord. The patient, a man 
of 40, had complained of severe pain in his back and 
thighs, which prevented him from raising his body into 
the erect posture, but there was no distortion of the. spine, 

and no paralysis. He had considerable difficulty of breath- 

ing, but this was accounted for by a diseased state of the 
lungs. Other remarkable cases are on record, showing ex- 

tensive disease of the spine without any fatal results. Du- 

verney found the atlas so brought forward upon the fora~ 
men magnum, that there was not a space of more than two 

lines in diameter left for the cord; and Bertin has de- 
scribed a preparation, in which the atlas was so anchylosed 
with the occipital bone, that its posterior areh crossed the 
centre of the foramen magnum, ‘The history of this case 
is not given, but it is evident, from the anchylosis, that. it 

‘was not speedily fatal. Similar contractions have occurred, 
| though not to the same extent, in the ordinary cases of Ca- 

ries of the spine, terminating by distortion and anchylosis, 
_ but without paralysis. te. 

‘ ee 25, Le? 
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ee with this subject, it may be right re allude 
weit? briefly to some of the phenomena conné ed with the 

affections of the processus dentatus. = ety 
POI Tt may be affected with caries without producing any 

. urgent symptoms, until it suddenly give way and prove 
fatal. A man, mentioned by Mr. Copeland, had been 

using mercury for a disease in, the tibia, and had for some 

time complained of stiffness and pain when he moved his 

head. On making a sudden turn of his head he was seized 
with convulsions, and died in a few hours. On inspection, 
the processus dentatus was found completely detatched from 

the vertebra, having been eroded by caries. A woman 

mentioned by Ollivier, had pain in the neck and difficult 

deglutition; the muscles of the neck were rigid, and the 

least motion of the head was insupportable, so that she was 
constantly confined to the horizontal posture, and almost 
to one particular position; she then had cough and difficult 
breathing, and at last died after several months. There 
was extensive disease of the lungs, and the processus den- 

tatus was entirely destroyed by caries. The posture in 

which this woman had been long confined bd pre- 

vented her more sudden death. 

ie may be dislocated by violence, of which many exam- 

ples are on record. A man mentioned by Mr. Charles Bell, 

was making a violent effort to propel a wheelbarrow from the 

street upon the raised foot pavement, when the wheelbarrow 

suddenly went from before him, and he fell with his chin upon 
the curb stone. He was dead in a few seconds; the pro- 

cessus dentatus was found to have crushed the spinal cone 

the ligaments having given way. 
3. It appears that the ligaments of the processus | dentatus 

may yield in a more gradual manner, giving rise to a course 
of urgent symptoms for some time before the affection is fatal. 

Some years ago, a man was received into the Infirmary of 
Edinburgh, who had been accustomed to carry burdens on his 

_ left shoulder, his head consequently being bent to the right 
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side fie complained : of ‘pain in the forehead fai coil 
Pending down the neck, pain in the throat, great difficulty, 

| Or rather impossibility of: swallowing, articles taken into the 
cesophagus being rejected with some violence after they had 

passed a short way. He had rigid contractions of the neck 
and back, resembling tetanus; his articulation was slow and 
difficult, and the pulse 54. These complaints had begun 
about six weeks before, and had been increasing gradually; 
difficulty of swallowing was one of the first symptoms. Two - 
days after his admission, his left side became paralytic; on the 
following day, the right was affected in the same manner, and 
his breathing became laborious. He diedi in three days more, 

having lost all power of moving the parts below the neck. 
On inspection, it was found that the ligaments had given way 
on the left side of the processus dentatus, so as to allow it to 
compress the spinal cord. No other disease could be. ae 
vered in any of the viscera. 

For the following important case I am indebted to Dr. Hun- 
ter. Jt illustrates in a striking manner many of the observa- 
tions made in this section, and shows, in connexion with the 

disease of the vertebrae, complete paralysis, without any re- 
markable affection of the body of the cord. | 

Case CXLV.—A young lady, aged 15, in the begining of | 
the year 1825, began to complain of a dull pain in the neck, ° 
which, to a certain extent, limited its motions. She became 

languid, depressed, and sallow; and the symptoms went on in 
this manner, without exciting much attention, till about the 

middle of March. Dr. Hunter was then consulted about her, 

on account of an increase of the uneasiness in her neck, which. 

was accompanied by considerable swelling in the back part 
of it. Several tumours had also appeared on the scalp, in 
which fluctuation was felt, and on opening them, the bone be- 
neath was found to be carious. The swelling of the neck 
gradually increased to a great extent on each side of the spine, 
and became irregularly softened; and when opened , discharged 
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il-eonditioned strumous matter, in ‘small uineetuek: ! ~The 
pain in the neck increased to such an agonizing degree e as to- 
tally to prevent motion; it extended at times to the left side 

-_ of the head and face, and fixed, for a certain time every day, 
with excruciating severity, over the left eye. At an early 
ieriaa of her illness, numbness of the superior extremities 
took place, which increased to, perfect paralysis; there was 
also rigid contraction of the flexor muscles of the legs, with a 
slight degree of twisting of the mouth. The pulse became 
frequent; the breathing was natural when she was awake, but’ 
‘during sleep was accompanied by a loud snorting noise. The 
appetite was tolerable, and the other functions were natural. 

The caries of the bones of the skull gradually penetrated both 
tables, without any affection of the sensorium occurring. One 

or two new openings took place in the swelling on the neck, 
from which a discharge continued. She became gradually 
more and more emaciated, and died exhausted on the ist of 

January, 1827: 

Inspection.—An incision being made on the back of the rs 
neck, and carried down to the spine, gave vent to a conside- 

rable quantity of matter which lay in contact with the verte- 
bre; and the surrounding soft parts were in a state of pulpy 

. degeneration. The four upper vertebra: were found to be 

more or less affected with caries, which was most remarkable 

in the first and second. The articulating surfaces of the at- 

las were deeply eroded, and there was a similar erosion of 
the articulating surfaces of the occipital bone. Inthe second _ 

vertebra, the processus dentatus was entirely separated from 
the body of the bone, the caries having completely penetrated 

it at its attachment, and there was besides considerable loss 
of substance on the posterior part of the vertebra. +The mem- 
branes of the cord were thickened, and the cord itself was 
a little softened at the upper ae but in no remarkable ce 

aa 4 | 
A remarkable case; analogous to his is ‘mentioned by. M. 

ee 



4 ae Hei He Heit to one Shey asia snolthavsae s dificulty of | 
swallowing; and after some wionttih palsy of all the limbs. He 
died suddenly when his head was accidentally moved in do- 
ing some necessary office about his bed. The external parts 
of the neck presented a mass of soft disease. ‘There was ca- 
ries of the right condyle of the occipital bone, of the right 
side of the atlas, and of the processus dentatus; and there was 
destruction of the ligaments, so that the atlas was luxated from 
the occipital bone. apis 
I conclude this part of the subject with the flowing case, | 

which shows disease of the processus dentatus, complicated 
with a new formation, presenting the cores of te 
hzmatodes. P aus MY 

Case CXLVI.—A gentleman, aged 22, of a scrofulous ha- 
bit, in the early part of his life had suffered amputation on 
account of a disease of the knee, and afterwards was liable to 

pectoral complaints with hemoptysis. In the beginning ‘of 
the year 1828, he began to complain of pain and stiffness of 
the neck, referred chiefly to the left side of it, and much in- 
creased by the motion of the head, The pain sometimes ex- 
tended into the larynx, and backwards towards the scapu- 
la. After considerable relief from repeated blistering, &e. 
the symptoms returned, accompanied by loss of appetite, fre- Be 

quent pulse and light perspirations; and soon after this he 
became affected ide difficult deglutition, some dyspnoea 
and hoarseness. ‘There was now also severe fixed pain 
referred to the back of the head, and much increased by 

the motion of the parts; so that he was obliged to sup- 
port his head with both his hands when he had occasion » 
to make any change of his posture. He was next affected 
with paralysis of the tongue and the upper eyelid of the ‘left 
side. ‘volt 16th January, 1829, he was seized boa Ea sis 

'. * Bull. dela Soc. de Med. 1821. ‘emai 
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of es left arm, and two days after, the right was affected in 
the same manner. ‘He had then great pain. and di culty i in 
passing urine, with obstinacy of the bowels, hy nothing 
could overcome. On the 29th, the lower extremities became 

paralytic, and he died on the 31st, having suffered greatly on 
the day on which he died, from difficult breathing. ..4:qiios 

Inspection.—All the external parts of the neck, the pha- : 
rynx, &c. were healthy, and no disease was discovered in 
any of the vertebra: in their external aspect. The brain and 
cerebellum were healthy, except some increase of vascularity, 
‘Within the foramen magnum, and attached to the inner sur- 
face of the dura mater at its anterior and lateral parts, there 
was a spongy tumour of a grayish-yellow colour, which, when 
cut into, presented a variegated structure, resembling fungus 

hzmatodes. ‘The processus dentatus was rough and carious 
on its surface, and it was so much elongated as to project half — 
an inch into the cavity of the cranium. Its ligaments also 
were partially destroyed, so as evidently to allow it to encroach 
upon the area of the spinal canal, and to compress the cord, 
The spinal cord at the upper part was flattened, but not ma- 
terially altered in its texture. 

In regard to the treatment of the diseases of the spinal 
cord, it is not necessary to enter into any long detail, as it 
mist be regulated by the same principles as the correspond- 
ing affections of the brain. In the more acute affections, we 
must, of course, rely chiefly on free general and topical bleed- 
ing, assisted by blistering, purgatives, and the other usual aux- 

_iliaries. When the affection is in a more chronic form, the 

treatment will consist chiefly in local applications, as topical 

~ bleeding, blistering, and issues, aided by the horizontal pos- 

ture. In the earlier stages of such affections, I think the most 
satisfactory treatment, after free topical bleeding, is by a suc- 

cession of blisters, applied first on one side of the spine, and. 
Se. __ then on the other, in quick succession, and Pepeated in this 

ety a 
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benefit is also phtained from. continued mo r 

SECTION XI. 
4, iw) 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ON THE PATHOLOGY OF scant! . : 

SPINAL CORD." 

Tux preceding observations on the diseases of the spinal 
cord, I merely propose as an imperfect plan or outline of this 
most important subject, in the hope that it may engage the 
attention of those who have opportunities for prosecuting the 
inquiry. When we review the phenomena which have been 
observed to accompany the diseases of the spinal cord, we 
find affections of all the principal organs of the body. In 
the parts connected with the head and neck, we find distor- 
tions of the eyes, convulsive affections of the face, difficulty 

‘and loss of speech, loss of voice, contraction of the jaw, re- 

sembling trismus, and difficulty of swallowing, which is said, 

in some cases, to have nearly resembled hydrophobia. Inthe © 
viscera of the thorax, there have been'observed oppression, pal- 
pitation, and strong and irregular action of the heart; painful . 
sense of stricture in the region of the diaphragm, and difficulty 
of breathing, which, in some cases, has been permanent, and 
in others, has occurred in paroxysms, resembling asthma. In 

the organs of the abdomen and pelvis, we find vomiting, pain of — 
the bowels, resembling colic; tenesmus, involuntary dischargé 

of feces, and retention or incontinence of urine. In the muscu- 

Jar parts we observe convulsions and paralysis; the conval- 

sions in some cases resembling chorea, i in others tetanus. — 

are by no means prepared to say, in the present state of ot 

knowledge, that all these proceed directly from the ates of 
the spinal cord , especially as we observe remarkable diversities By 
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_ . : ff conjecture, in regard to the influer ce of the ° a 
‘spinal cord, ‘in several diseases which have hitherto be ) en in- e 7 ‘ 
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volved i in much obscurity. These ‘conjectures are no ot | 0.| be i 
altogether overlooked, but are of value only in as far as they | eo Ff 

direct us to subjects worthy of being investigated by farther i 
eceretios, Eaviaks have cid shee the — e . ‘ie 
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Ae Re ridie Diseases.—Several writers of eminence a | an. 
conceived that many spasmodic and nervous diseases have iy ia 

. their origin in affections of the spinal cord. Hoffman, in his * ie 

j Essay. De Morbis Discernendis, directs us to distinguish be- ae 
| twixt epilepsy and convulsions. In the former he says the e 

membranes of the brain are affected, in the latter the mem- ® # eye 

branes of the spinal cord. Inhis Treatise De Morbis Con- a 
yulsivis, he divides convulsive affections into idiopathic and < | 

symptomatic, The former, he thinks, arise from irritation of . 
the membranes of the spinal cord; the latter he supposes to : 4 

° depend pag: diseases of other organs, and that the effect oft, *, i 
ok them, by the influence of these diseases upon the spinal cord, mee. fh 
. pis extended oyer the whole body, Ludwig discusses the same : a 

-. doctrine more particularly, ascribing many hypochondriacal We & a 

and hysterical affections to irritation at the origin of the inter- hat. 

costal nerves, and explaining the affections of the lungs, the Py i 

larynx, &c. in such diseases, by the connexion of these © eR 

* nerves with the par yagum, Lieutaud contends that allcon- _ i oF * 

vulsive affections, in which the speech is not impaired, de- Fp 

+ pend on diseases of the spinal cord, and he considers tetanus — sii 

as an example, The same doctrine. is supported by Burse-_ RS isi 

e rius, Fernelius, and Belfingerus (De Tetano.) Portal sup- 

s that slight pressure on the spinal cord produces con- pose 
a, ulsion, and greater, paralys sis; and he thus accounts for the 
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r ae Ain the predeint state r our FLaowicdsett it Chic be confessed | 
hat "that these doctrines, however ingenious, are to be | considered 4 

as little better than conjecture. Many facts, however, have 
: been already related, sy others are on record, which show, 
a in connexion with diseases of the spinal cord, symptoms closely * 

: resembling those of | chorea and tetanus. Hoffman mentions ; 

»aboy, who, after a blow on the sacrum, was seized with a vio-. 

lent convulsive affection nearly resembling tetanus, with loss 4 

of memory, difficult articulation, and delirium. — The com- 

plaint continued with great severity for five days, and after- 
wards returned at nearly regular periods for six months. Bur- 

serius relates the case of a man who died of tetanus, induced 

by exposure to. cold after intoxication; on dissection a large 
quantity of viscid yellow serum was found under the outer - 

covering of the spinal cord. Frank also relates a case of 
| “horrible tetanus,” which was induced by a blow upon the 

spine, but he gives no account of the appearance on dissection. 
. Several cases have beén detailed in which, in various diseases 

a of the spinal cord, symptoms occurred, closely. resembling te- 
F " ‘tanus; and this important subject has been farther investigated 

es by Dr. Reid, in his work on Tetanus. Upon the whole, 
however, the truth appears to be, that though symptoms!) “4 
strictly tetanic do accompany various affections of the spinal “a 
cord, the disease properly to be considered as idiopathic te- 

tanus is entirely of a different nature, and that the pathology 
| of it is still involved in great obscurity. | i 

2. Colica Pictonum. | have referred to the case ws a wo- _ b. 

man mentioned by Bonetus, 1 in whom paralysis followed se- ~ 4 
vere colic, and extensive serous effusion was found under thes, 

- membranes of the spinal cord. Privatius, as quoted by. Sau ; 

vages, mentions a woman who, after suffering from violent 

gastrodynia for three hours, was attacked with palsy of oi 
parts, below the neck, and died in two months. Atanearly ~~ 
period of the disease, Proknayn had taken place of the last — 
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cervical ane but no ‘account i is given of the Bicéeotion’ 
er , 

In this Case, the pain was supposed to be symptomatic of the 
disease” in the spinal cord; and, similar to this is the view 
which several continental writers have taken of Colica Pic- 

tonum. They consider it as a real inflammation of the 
spinal cord, (Rachialgia Saturnia,) and on this principle they 
have proposed to treat it by blood-letting,* Mes th 
8. Fever. Ballonius ascribes many of the apenptorne of fe- 3 

ver to an affection of the spinal cord, particularly the pain 

in the back, tremors of the limbs, and oppression of the 

breathing.t A remarkable case has been quoted from Brera, 

in which the cord became affected ina case of malignant fe- 
- “yer; and Rachetti relates the case of a girl who died of pe- 

techial fever which had induced coma. On dissection, there” 
were found evident marks of inflammation in the spinal cord 

and its membranes, and a quantity of puriform matter about _ 
the cauda equina; there were also marks of inflammation in ‘i 
the brain and its membranes.t == . 
“4, Epilepsy. M. Esquirol, some years. ago, presented to 

_ ‘the Faculty of Medicine at Paris, a memoir on epilepsy, in 

"which he states that he had examimed the bodies of fifteen 

‘patients who died of this disease, and found the spinal cord 
affected in all of them. The dissections, however, presented 

no uniformity of appearance. In one there were hydatids; 

in another the membranes were as if injected; in a third the 

arachnoid of the cord was of a grayish colour. In several 
_of the cases the medullary substance of the cord was softer 

‘than natural at particular parts, and in one it was harder. 
In one case the spinal cord at the 11th and 12th dorsal ver- 
“tebrae was soft and of a light brown colour. In a young wo- 

* 
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horrible dita the spinal cord ‘ 

ctober, 1817) wh ms to ; 

ford some proba ity to t : conjecture, ~The case was well, Pet 
marked, violent, and speedily fatal. The membranes of the 
brain were found highly vascular, with ‘considerable serous 
effusion; butithe » principal marks of disease were in the ico. ag 
verings of ied ons Varolii, medulla oblongata, a d the u pper one 
part of the spinal cord, These parts are said to ha ve formed 

one crust of intense inflammation, and, on the. spi nal cor 
ni crust was more intense than in any of the other pa rts. 

any cases of Dyspnea are supposed by Frank to 
d from disease at the origin of the phrenie thervés} a and — 

ebiaealine to Portal, on “ engorgement” in the cetvical or- 
dle the ine cords”) PR MAOEN Be oe acdice ye 

? ass is be We t 

aad shall hasten to bring this Essay to a sleet ya a 
lusion to some points which seem to be related to the’sub 

ject, while they show the difficulties and obscurities whigh at- 

tend it. Ys ‘ 1 Ray am 

Several very remarkable cases Have obennee to nid ie : 
acai all the characters of extensive disease of Lie ei 
cord, while nothing could be found, either in the brain’ or the, ’ 
cord, that could i in any a account for the isa? : as } 

Case CXLVILA ‘woman, aged 35, Hivalh cost: affect 
with numbness in the thumb of the left hand, which gre I 
ly extended over the whole hand and arm. The im yas 
then partially paralytic, and was likewise affected with invo- 
luntary. motions exactly resembling | those of chorea. This ae 
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a ates Pe time also ot well. oan me er b 2 | 
> cate affected with starting, imvoluntary twitches, and sna wey i 

ing $n walking as if they would fly from. under her to one t & 

side. The complaint went on in this manner for some time, A 

and then terminated in complete paraplegia, with retenti n f 
of urine, requiring the constant use of the catheter. She was yee 

now confined to. bed for nine months, and died of extensi as yt 
Se ea of the sacrum Pon oy of the ‘thighs. For | so) 

PeictiniaelN a didease could be discovered in the’ ap 
or the spinal cord, except that the cauda equina was of avery 
dark colour, as if it had been soaked in venous blood, and e me @’ 
there was some bloody fluid around it. The sacrum was re- 
markably soft, and in some places carious; and it was covered 

Bladder. pee MA RARE Hert, ey A 7% 

externally by a deep and extensive bss oma sore. bw the ede a 
| other viscera were fe Heatehy. NE ces Se 

ae Torere COXLVIII: pA’ medical gentleman, bisa 30, wie 
- had'been for several years in the‘navy, returned home in 

perfect health, and was living in ‘Edinburgh, when he was ob- _ 
served by his friends to drag his legs awkwardly in walking. 

He was not himself at first sensible of it, but soon perceived a 
‘weakness and want of command over both his legs, which | gra- 

nt ‘dually increased to nearly perfect paraplegia. Some time after 
» the affection of the legs took place, he began to lose the power ae 

of his arms, and this also increased, till he retained in them © - “d 

ig only : a very feeble and unsteady power of motion. They were it) 
“also frequently seized with convulsive startings, so that any ar- " w 

« ticle which he attempted to hold was thrown from him with vio- 

‘lence. ‘The legs often started in the same manner, and were 
thrown about with considerable violence, especially when 
he op Spal a x to move them while he was sitting OP ya 0 dis- 
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ey 
ease could be discovered i in the bones of the spine, and he w was. 

i otherwise i in good health, until about two years after the com- 
ee “mencement of the complaint, when he was seized with phthi- 

‘sis, of which he died. in September 1822. gal examined the . 
body with the utmost care, and could not discover.a ii 
of disease either in the brain or the ain cord. 

CasE CXLIX. Lie woman, ney serine 20, a era 

sprained her back in lifting some heavy article of furniture. 
She felt at the time no great inconvenience; but some time 
after, weakness of the legs took place, which gradually in- 
creased to perfect paraplegia. After some time the affection 
extended to the arms, and she then had not a vestige of mo- 
tion of any of the parts below the head, except a very slight 

motion of some of the fingers; but the internal functions were 
all entire, and her speech was distinct, except that, in speak- 

- ing, she was sometimes seized with spasmodic twitches of 
the lips and lower jaw. She lived in that state without any 
change in the symptoms, her general health continuing good, 
for about twenty years. In the morning she was taken out of 

bed, and placed in a chair so contrived as to support her in 
‘a sitting posture. Her arms were supported on a cross board 

which passed before her; and if, by any accident, one of them 
slipped from this support, she had no resource but to call the 

assistance of another person to replace it. . Having been on — 
one occasion left alone for about two hours, after one of her 

arms had thus slipped down, the hand had become extensive- 

cedematous. In the same manner, if her head fell forward 
upon the thorax, it remained in that position until raised by 
an attendant. Her mind was entire. She died of four days’ 
illness, with symptoms of low typhus fever. I examined the © 

. body with. the utmost care, along with Dr. ‘Pitcairn, who 
had been in the habit of seeing her for several years, and 
we could not discover apy disease, either in the brain or the 

spinal cord. ae 
: we’ : ey 
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ne thrown backwards; about two months before her death, these 
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Cas CL.—A hidy, aged 30, had heen liable: for several 
years to a feeling of stiffness of her neck, with < an uneasy : 
feeling i in the back part of it, which made her ‘sometimes sit 

* with her head bent very much forward, and at other. times 

feelings increased, and were accompanied by pain, extending 
along both the arms; at first like rheumatic pains with stiff 
hess, but soon amounting to paralysis, She had now only 
a very imperfect motion below the elbow, and could. ‘not ; 
raise either arm to her head; there was very slight motion of | 

the fingers, and they were sometimes spasmodically cons 

ail 

tracted. ‘The speech became thick and partially inarticu- 

late; she had considerable difficulty in swallowing, and she 

observed that there were certain positions of the neck, in 
which she could swallow with greater facility than in others, 
Her pulse was good, the other functions were natural, and 
the motion of the lower extremities was not at all affected. 

About a fortnight before her death, she became affected with 
dyspnoea, which occurred in paroxysms, sometimes very se- _ 
vere. An appearance of projection was now observed, with 

a 

pain upon pressure in several of the lower cervical verte- _ 

bre. Issues were inserted in this place, and for a week she. 
seemed better; she was free from dyspnoea, and the motion 
of the arms was considerably improved. On the evening 
of the 4th October, she became sudddenly comatose with 
some convulsion, and had a peculiar convulsive motion of the 
lower jaw, which was forsome time in a state of constant and 

rapid motion, opening and shutting with violence.. The arms 

also became more paralytic. She seemed relieved after a 
bleeding, but, after two hours, sunk ahi into a comatose ‘ 

state, and died suddenly. ™ 
Inspection.—In the upper part of the. pharynx and la- 

rynx there was a superficial redness like very recent inflam- 
mation; but, on the most careful examination, no disease 

could be discovered in the’ brain, the spinal cord, or the , 

bones of the spine; and all the other viscera ‘were in a 
healthy state. bid | 
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d the > power of motion. «The motion of the Htongue 

fs stien lott sand at last deglutition was much impede 
She preserved her intellect to the last, and expressed | 1¢ 
“self by. mo gable. letters, which she’ arranged. with th . 
thumb and two fingers of the right hand, of which she 
preserved the power. - The duration of the disease is not 
mentioned. There was a small quantity of fluid in the , 
ventricles of the br Lin; but the brain itself, the cerebellum, “pl 

and spinal cord, bei ng examined with the utmost care, were 
found perfectly healthy, with the exception of a small spot: 
upon the tuber annulare. On the right. side of ' this, at the 

dane depth. of four lines, there was a’ portion three li nes in ex- 

a tent, of the colour of rust. Its centre was of the deepest 

aye, colour, and its circumference irregular, gradually: losin; vit 

j self in the surrounding substance; and it seemed. rathe : 
te ~ harder’ than the other parts. — ii Were hey ae fae 

' The morbid appearance, in this. singular case, has a rexj'' y 

markable resemblance to the morbid condition of a small 
© part of the brain, formerly rifoetatl to, and exemplified in: 

Case CXXVIII. It is probably the result of a slow in- 
™ flammatory action, limited,to a very small portion of thep 

aa wil - tord, in the same manner as we have seen it in the brain. 
# rv, ie Phere 3 is reason to expect, that avery minute examination on J 

| of ‘the whole cord, in such cases, may discover similar ae 
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changes of Sefaeture, bafeilated to throw light ‘upon affec- 
tions which are at present involved in much ‘obscurity. 
The following is one of the most remarkable that I have 
mgt with. | . an 
A woman, mentioned hey Ollivier, a eevee: was sud- 

_ denly seized while-making a bed, with a very strong sense 
_ of pricking in the points of the fingers of the left hand, 
and the points of the toes of the left foot; and half an 
hour after, the same parts on the right side were affected 
in the same manner. - She continued to go about for three 
hours, after which she was obliged to sit down from a feel- 

ing of fatigue; and after sitting for.some hours, she was 
carried to bed. Next day, there was paralysis of all the 
limbs, but in the greatest degree on the left side. The 
sensibility of the parts was not impaired. Respiration 
was performed with a kind of effort, and at night became 
very difficult. _On the third day, respiration was rather 
improved, but there was difficult deglutition. In the 
evening the difficulty of breathing increased, with frequent 
pulse and strong action of the heart, and she died at night. 

There was.a slight appearance of infiltration of blood in 

the cellular tissue on the outside of the dura mater of the 
cord, especially about the lower part. No other vestige 
of disease could be discovered either in the brain or the 
spinal cord; and all the other viscera were in the most 
healthy state. 

I conclude this subject with a brief allusion to certain 
obscure and anomalous affections, which, like those now 

mentioned, present many of the ‘characters of disease of 
the spinal cord, though their termination in general is more 
favourable. The affections assume a great variety of cha- 
racters, and the nature of ‘them is exceedingly obscure. 
The most common symptoms are various spasmodic affec- 
tions of the limbs, or of the muscles of. the back, some- 

times resembling chorea, or even tetanus: and various de- | 
53. 
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limbs. There is generally a great feeling of weakness in 

the back, and frequently pain, which is sometimes confined 

to one part, but more commonly extends in a «greater or 
Jess degree along the whole of the spine. Various affec- 

tions of the breathing likewise occur, sometimes with at- 

tacks of palpitation, ‘and various uneasy feelings in the sto- 

mach and bowels. The affections occur almost entirely 

in females, chiefly those of the higher ranks, and are ge- 
nerally extremely tedious and untractable. It is indeed 

difficult to say what treatment has any decided eontrol over 
them; but the remedies which appear to be most beneficial, 

are, free and regular purging, or a combination of tonics 
and anti-spasmodics, with small doses of purgatives; strong 
friction; cold sponging or shower bath, and blistering on 

the spine. The affections commonly pass off, without 
leaving any bad consequences,—sometimes very’ suddenly, 

and without any cause to which their removal can be as- 

eribed. — a” nats! 

One modification of these singular affections will be il- 
lustrated by the two following cases, which lately occurred 
to me in the same family. A strong and healthy girl, 

aged 8, of a full habit, and florid complexion, was observed — 

to stumble frequently in walking, and occasionally to fall; 

and this, without any farther warning, was followed in a 

very few days, by perfect palsy of both lower extremities. 

I saw her about a fortnight after the attack, and found the 

limbs completely paralytic, with frequent spasmodic con- 

tractions. Nothing was to be discovered about the spine, 
and she was in other respects in excellent health; the bowels 

were rather confined, but easily regulated. Ales a month 
after the commencement of this affection, her elder sister, 

aged 16, who had been rather delicate, and at times hyste- 

‘rical, was’ observed to walk awkwardly;.and, in a few 
ry y 
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; grees of eal of the lower extremities, sometimes 
‘amounting to complete paralysis, which is often accompa- 

nied by remarkable spasmodic affections of the paralytic 
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e saga ‘she lost. entirely the use of the ri extremities. : M 
She was now. for some time in a great measure confined to | 
bed, and the affected limbs were liable to strong spasmodic. 

contraction; her knees being drawn up to the abdomen, 

and the heels to the waitagens In this manner she lay 

during the whole time while.she was awake; but as soon as 

she fell asleep, the limbs. were stretched out into an easy 
natural posture. Sheslept well in the night, but the mo- 

ment she awoke, the limbs were drawn up into their con- 

tracted condition. If an attempt was made to extend hen 

great and continued force was required, until they were | | 

brought nearly to the extended position, and then the com- — 
plete extension took place with a sudden jerk. They now 
remained in this extended position for a few seconds, when 

they were by another sudden and painful jerk thrown back 

into their contracted state. This young lady had also oc- 
casional spasmodic affections of the arms, and of the*mus- 
cles of the neck; but these were transient, and there was 

no diminution of muscular power in the arms. ‘There was 
considerable uneasiness of the back, but nothing could be 
diseovered by examination of the spine.. Both cases con- 

' tinued in the state which I have described for nearly six 

months, and then got entirely well. The ‘treatment con- 

sisted chiefly of free and continued purging with tonics, - 

and anti-spasmodics, topical bleeding and repeated blister- 

ing on the spine. In the elder of the two, one of the 

blisters led to the formation of a large and troublesome — 

carbuncle on the spine, and this seemed to accelerate the 

cure. . 
I do not know whether the following case ought to be 

referred to this class: it excited my attention, as a very re- 

markable affection at the time when it occurred, and-I have 

not seen another exactly resembling it. A gentleman, 
aged 34, of a slender make and very active habits, was af- 

fected in the summer of 1815 with numbness and dimi-. 

nished sensibility of all the extremities, In the inferior | 

ce 
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: OP ies it “extended to the tops of the thighs, and 
sai sometimes affected the lower parts of the abdomen; ; in the 

superior extremities, it never extended above the wrists. x 

There was along with it a diminution of muscular power. 
He could walk a considerable distance, though he did so 

with a feeling of insecurity and unsteadiness; but he could 

not in the smallest degree perform such motions as are re- 
quired in running, leaping, or even very quick walking. 

He was in other respects in good health. Various reme- 
dies were employed, without benefit; evacuations and spare 
diet seemed rather to be hurtful. He had continued in 
the state which I have described, for about two months, 
when he determined to try the effect of violent exercise. 
For this purpose, he walked as hard as he was able, five 
or'six miles in a’warm evening, and returned home much 
fatigued, and considerably heated. Next morning, he had 
severe pains in the calves of his legs, but his other com- 

plaints were much diminished, and in a few days disap- 
peared. He has ever since enjoyed very good health. — 

These anomalous affections occur under other modifica- 
tions, considerably different from those which I have now 

described. I received from my friend, the late Dr. Mon- 

teith of Glasgow, a very interesting account of two cases | 
which occurred to him under a very aggravated form. 

One of these, a lady, aged 22, was at first affected with yi- 
olent headach, accompanied by a sense of tension in the 1 

head, and a strong throbbing in the carotids, temporal ar- 
teries, and throughout the head; the pulse 120, large 
and repeated blood-letting was employed for the first ten 
or twelve days; until she was “ pale as paper,”’ and exceed-. 

ingly enfeebled, but without any relief. After four weeks, 
she became affected with violent pain in the lower extre- 

- mities, which were drawn up and could not be extended, 

the thighs being drawn up to the abdomen, and the legs. 

bent back upon the thighs; and every exacerbation of the | 
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~ headach was Svea by an increase of iAatioly painand — 

retraction of the limbs. .The headach was chiefly. referred . 

toa spot upon the left parietal bone, where she had received 

an injury by a fall three months before. A variety of 

practice was employed with very little benefit; and her 

only relief was from blood-letting, | and large doses of lau- 

danum, of which she sometimes took 500 drops in the 

course of a night. Mercury appeared at one time to be. 

productive of some benefit; the effect, however, was only 
temporary, though she went through repeated courses ‘of 
it. She used Prussic acid to a great extent, the warm 
bath, and a variety of other remedies with very little be- 

nefit. At the end of about three years, the limbs for the 
first time became so free from pain and irritation as to bear 
applications with the view of remedying the stiffness. of 
the joints; and, at the end of about three years more, she 

ivas gradually restored to perfect health. This lady was 

not for an hour free from headach for three years, but be-_ 

sides this constant pain, she was liable to violent exacer- 
bations of it, lasting from a few days to several weeks. 
During these attacks the pulse became very strong and jar- 

ring, and the face flushed and swelled; and the only relief 
she obtained was from repeated blood-letting, so that in 
the course of her illness she was bled from the arm ninety- 

eight times, besides pannent topical eens by leeches 
and cupping. 

The other patient was a young lady of 17, whose com> 

plaints also began with violent headach, for which she 

underwent a great variety of treatment for upwards of 
twelve months, without any permanent benefit. On the 

contrary, about the end of this period, the pain rather 

. inereased, and she was confined to bed in a state of ex- 
_ treme exhaustion, and suffering from constant and intense 
_headach. Soon after, she first complained of pain in the. 
spine, and this was speedily followed by a sudden attack of 

most excruciating pain in both lower extremities, extending 

re 
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der every part of them, ta: accompanied by suck | ¥ 
Persibility that she could not bear the weight of the -bed- 

clothes upon age, and the slightest touch with the finger 
made herscream. There was also a tenderness and morbid 

irritability of the trunk and upper extremities, so that she 

could not allow the arm to remain fully extended during 
the short time of feeling her pulse. From the commence- 
ment of this affection of the limbs, they began to be power- 
fully retracted, and after a short time they were drawn up ' 

close to the body; and there was severe pain extending 

along the whole course of the spine, where, however,’ 

no disease could be discovered on examination or by 
pressure. She now became much emaciated, pale and de- 

bilitated; the headach wasyrather relieved, but the limbs 

continued in the same state, and the slightest touch upon 

them, or the most gentle attempt to extend, them, gave 

such violent pain, that, for eight months, Dr. Monteith 

says, she was not moved in bed six inches. At the end of 

four years, this lady began to improve, and to get out of 
bed a little daily; but at this time her legs were so much | 
bent upon the thighs, and the knees so rigid, that no force 

could bring them to a right angle. At the end of three 
years more, Dr. Monteith’s report of her was, that she . 

could walk a short way, and was progressively improving, © 
so that he entertained sanguine hopes of a complete reco- 

very.. I visited this lady along with Dr. Monteith in the 
course of her illness, and I certainly never saw a case 

which gave me more the wi smaiclg ich of cis and | 
hopeless disease. | hy 

The history of these cases conveys a more distinct im- 

_ pression of this extraordinary affection than could be given 

by any description. Other varieties of the symptoms were — 

observed in some of the other cases which occurred to. Dr. 

Monteith, particularly long continued and uncontrollable _ 

vomiting, fits resembling epilepsy and. catalepsy, palpita- 
tions and yarious irregular actions of the heart, and a 

ri ” é yi ia 
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strong hand Pasta pulsation extending ers the whole 
course of the spinal cord. There were also irregular at- 
tacks of fever, fits of colic, and severe spasms in the abdo- 

- men, which were relieved only by large opiates. _ There 
‘was in general a remarkable. aversion to light, and one of 
his patients lay in a state of almost total darkness for more 

‘than a year. In another. patient, a dady of 30, the arms 
were affected, but not so: severely as the lower extremities. i | 

This lady was confined to bed for two years, and then re- 

covered perfect health, which she had enjoyed for five 

years at the time when I received this account. In ano- 
ther there was such incessant vomiting that she retained 

nothing in the form of food, drink, or medicine, for six. 

weeks. In this case the vision was also very much im= 
paired, and twice suspended for a very considerable time. 
Nothing was to be discovered about the spine’ in any of 
these cases, and the pain in the spine was not increased by 

pressure, but it was very much increased by motion, or by 

attempting a sitting posture. In the treatment, temporary 
benefit was experienced from blood-letting, very large opi- 
ates, and warm bath; but, upon the whole, the disease 

seemed gradually to wear itself out, without any mode of 
treatment having any sensible effect in arresting its pro- 

gress. Even: after considerable improvement has taken 

- place, the disease is apt to relapse from very slight causes. 
In one of Dr. Monteith’s cases, a cure was so far accom- 

plished in eighteen months, that a drive for a short way in 

a carriage was then recommended; but this produced a re- 

_Japse, which lasted another year; and was fully as violent 

as the first. 
This affection. has been described by Dr. Bure oe ine 

gow; and he mentions some “other symptoms as occasion- 

_ ally attending it in his observation, such as attacks of Dysp-. . 

_ neea, resembling croup, temporary loss of speech, and of © 
the power of swallowing, and temporary aberration of mind. 

- He agrees with Dr. Monteith in regard to the tedious and 
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‘ untractable chasantes of the disease, and confesses, that i ‘in . 

most cases he has not seen decided advantage from any me- 

-dicine, beyond what was required for symptoms as they 
arise, time appearing the chief remedy.” ? J find an ana- 

logous affection described by Dr. Guerin of Mamers, in a 

tract ‘‘ Des Irritations Encephaliques et Rachidiennes.”’ 
One of his patients, : a young man of 16, had first attacks 
of palpitation and difficult breathing, then violent pains in 
the upper part of the abdomen; and, after six months, at- 

tacks of loss of recollection with convulsive motions of the 
arms, grinding of the teeth, and violent palpitations of the 
heart. These attacks continued to recur at uncertain periods; 
and, during the intervals, he did not entirely recover from 

the effects of them. He continued depressed and incapable — 
of any mental exertion, unable to bear the least light or 
noise, and the attacks were excited by any exertion or 
mental emotion. The patient continued in this state for 
upwards of four years, and then gradually and completely 
recovered. ‘The principal remedies employed were pur- 
gatives, topical bleeding, Prussic acid, and vegetable diet. 

In another case, very similar, in a young man of 20, he 

found benefit from the use of cold affusion, a 

I have frequently seen in young females’a slighter affec- 

tion, in which there was pain referred to various parts of the - 
spine, sometimes chiefly to the lower part of it, and some-— 
times extending upwards and downwards along the whole 

course of the spine. There was generally some degree of 
weakness of the limbs, with great disinclination to walking, 
sometimes with spasmodic twitching of the toes, especially in 

the night time. J have, treated such cases by topical bleeding 

and blistering, without benefit; and I have generally found 
the most effamad treatment’ to be rele but invicta 

purging and sea bathing. rb 

| , ssl ee 
Attennpls have been made, to explain these singular cases, - 

by the doctrine of spinal irritation. But it may, perhaps, be 

io 
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ther it is not. to'be: considered as” a gratuitous: principle, as- 
sumed so” as to answer to the phenomena,” rather than de. 

_ duced from observation. When we find, along with the com- 
plaints x now mentioned, | symptoms distinctly referrible to the 

” spine, as pain or tenderness on a particular spot, it is fair to 
consider this as directing our attention to an important seat 

of disease; but there is no doubt that these affections often ay 

pear, without any symptom that can be referred to the spine, 
_ and in many cases ‘with sources of irtitation, distinctly refer- 

Yible to other organs. A gentleman, about whom I was con- 
“_. sulted some time ago, had a severe and long-continued attack 

: vot nephralgia, which was at last relieved by the passage of a 
. calculus ; but such a degree of inflammatory action had been 
' excited, that for several weeks after the violence of the at- 

tack had subsided, he discharged purulent matter in his urine, 
m=. large quantity. In the course of the complaint, and about 

‘doula whether of te conveys any defines notion; « or whe: 4 

' the time when the violent pain, which was in the region of - 
i! the left kidney, was beginning to subside, he was affected | 

~, with difficulty of swallowing, a ‘sense of constriction in the 

. cesophagus and the pit of the stomach, -and spasmodic affec- 
tions of both upper and lower extremities, and of the left side 

sof the face, closely resembling tetanus. These cones ina 

Trak 
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greater or less degree for eight or ten days. 

But it is chiefly in females that these anomalous spasmodic ; 
affections are met with; and in these, one of the most remark- 

able features of them, is the connexion which they have, even’ 
in their most aggravated forms, with the state of menstruation, ~ 

The following case will illustrate this in a striking manner, 

and at the same time exemplify some of the various forms 

: which are assumed ert these siorak affections. 

Cast CLI. ah in now wr aged 24, in the year 1823, was 

first affected with numbness and partial loss of power of the ." ight arm and leg, and some time after had. ‘slight difficulty — 

“of articulation. These epee subsided under the usual 
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treatment, and retin ale some pion when they afiets 
ed the legs and arms of both sides, and had more of the cha- 

racters of chorea. After another interval of several months, . 
_ she became liable to attacks of. blindness, ba | 

“sioned by a falling down of the upper €) 
. hich» were occa- 

y lids, so that she 

could. hot raise them; and when they were ‘raised by the hand, 
_ the eyes were found to be distorted upwards. These attacks 
generally. continued for several weeks at a tnt and were f 

relieved by cupping on the temples. ’ 

With these symptoms the two first years ne she slideeas 

passed. In the third year, she was affected with ebite 
action of the muscles of the back, and involuntary twitches 
of the legs and arms, producing convulsive motions of the © 

whole body which it is impossible to describe. ‘These were 

much increased by touching her, especially on any part of. 

her back; also by. laying her upon her back, or even by ap-- 

proaching her as if with the intention of touching her. “At one, a 

time there was difficulty of deglutition, so that attempts to. 

swallow produced spasms resembling tetanus. At other times, 
after lying for a considerable time quiet, she would in an in-. 
stant throw her whole body into a kind of convulsive spring, 

by which she was thrown etitirely out of bed; and in the 
same manner, while sitting or lying on the floor, she would 

throw herself into bed, or would leap on the top of a ward- 
robe fully five feet high. During the whole of these symp-. 

toms, her mind continued entire, and the only account she | 
could give of her extravagance was, a secret impulse’ which | 
she could not resist. 

After a considerable time these paroxysms ceased, aba she 
was then affected with convulsive motions of the muscles of 

the upper part of the back and the neck, producing a constant 

rotatory motion of the head. This sometimes continued — 

without interruption night and day for several weeks together, 

“and if the head or neck were touched, the motion was. in- 

creased to a most extraordinary degree of rapidity. Du ring: 

the attacks, she could not sleep in a in the ba posture, 

“a 
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the abou ee during this imperfect sleep, though in 

‘a more moderate degree; but if she happened to slip down so 
that her head touched the pillow, she instantly awoke with a 
severe convulsive start, and the motion was increased to the 
greatest degree of rapidity, These paroxysms were relieved 
“by nothing but cupping on the temples to the extent of 10 or 
12 ounces, when the affection ceased in an instant with a ge- 

‘ neral convulsive start of the whole body. She wa then im- 

mediately well, got up, and was able to walk about in good 

. health for several weeks,—when the same symptoms returned 
po" eo, required a repetition of the same treatment. Sometimes, 

“from the violence ofthe motion of the head, it was impossible | 

~. to cup her on ‘the temple. In this case, the cupping was ap- 

‘plied first on the back; and by this, the: motion was so far 
moderated, as to allow it to be applied on the temple, with- 

out which the paroxysm was never removed. Bleeding from | 
| othe arm to the extent of faintness only moderated it for a 

time, but did not remove it. Another very singular feature of 

“4 ‘ 

the affection was, that it subsided fully only when it, went off 
* {man instant with a sudden convulsive start of the whole 

* <body: when it subsided gradually as under the influence of 
-Targe bleeding, it returned as soon as ue faintness from the 
bleeding was removed. 

‘The affection wenteon in this manner with intervals of to- 

lerable health of a few weeks’ duration, for about four years, 
besides the two years formerly mentioned. The longest in- - 

terval was one of about three months, but even during these 

’ Gntervals various convulsive motions were excited by slight 

‘causes. Menstruation was all along extremely irregular and 

very scanty, and the bowels were torpid. She was ofa pale 

and bloodless aspect from the frequent bleedings, but not re- 
duced in flesh. I saw her only at an advanced period of the 
disease, along with Mr. Gillespie, who had watched her | 

m7 through its whole progress, and by whom every variety of 4 
Pireatment had been employed with the utmost assiduity. 

At last, in the spring of 1829, we ay her under: a severe 
T. 
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R aroX oxysm of the rotatory motion of the | head; whe on it 

stermined to allow the attack to take its ¢ course, and to 5 dil 
“rect our attention ‘entirely to the menstruation. “BW this” 

view she began to take three grains of sulphate of iron three - 
times a day, with two grains of Barbadoes aloes,—the aloes 
being afterwards diminished according to the state of the bow. 
els, She went on with this for nearly thtee weeks; the con- Lom 
vulsive nfotion of the head continuing without intermission - r fy ‘ 
night and day. At length, in the middle of the night the pa-. 
roxysm ceased in an instant, with the same kind of convul- 
sive start of the whole body with which it used to cease after » , - 

cupping. At the same instant menstruation took place. in hey.” Sy 

more full and healthy manner than it had done for many _ " 

years. She has continued from that time free from estate if 

and able to walk several miles, and menstruation has oceurred 

at the regular periods, and in a full and healthy fhanner, ig 
«MAS 16. A - 

I conclude this siitbet with the folfowitig site eae 

shows another form of this affection... If we were required . 

to give a name to this modification, we could probably call” ar’. 

it ie ee but a very ag Bowe form of Oye ts rt Oss * a 
ite Yuk ms. 

Case CLIT.—A young lady, aged 15, in October, 1828, : 

was thrown from a horse, but did notsappear to sustain’ a a 

injury except a contusion of the arm, and she did not. com- 
plain of any thing else for a week after the accident. | “AE 
the end of the week she fell asleep in her chair one evening, - 

and awoke in astate of incoherence, talking in a. wild extra- 

vagant manner, and appearing totally unconscious of the 7 
presence of those who were about her, and entirely occu- | — 
pied with her own hallucinations. This condition conti- - 
nued in a greater or less degree for three weeks, notwith: 
standing much active treatment by. bleeding, purgatives, & j 

el 

- 
ngs +. 
See. 
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“faimdinlie sham on. recovery, was found to Anais the same. 
‘ state of incoherence as before. This paroxysm continued Mas! 

; a fortnight, and was succeeded by another fortnight. of con- PS! 

valescence, when the affection was reproduced by, a, pa- 
- tient being told of the illness of a near relative. ©. 

' © During the paroxysms she generally complained of i in- | 
ian! headach, which was chiefly referred to the occiput; 

“the pulse varied from 90 to 120; the tongue was white; Me 

- the bowels torpid and motions unhealthy; her nights were ‘ 
Ran “After the third of the paroxysms now men-_ 
/ tioned her conyalescence was less perfect than formerly, - 

there being generally a good deal of excitement in the 
evening, and very restless nights. In the end of J anuaryy i ‘ 

1829, after much previous irritation, she fell into a state ee 
‘of coma, with flushing. This continued several days, and 

‘was succeeded by a state resembling catalepsy; the eyes 
_», being continually fixed in one direction, but without per- 

'- ception; total unconsciousness of any thing that was done 

_ about her; and the jaws so firmly locked that she swallowed _ 

nothing for several days. The jaws then gradually relaxed, 

~ -and she recovered the power of swallowing; after several 
- days more she began to speak, after having spoken none ’ 

t fore ls: days, and then went on gradually improving for 

-gome weeks. The comatose state then returned, and was 

succeeded as before by the cataleptic, the jaws being again 
rigidly contracted, and the under lip drawn between the 

~ “teeth so as to be wounded; the face and neck were flushed 

and turgid. This attack subsided after bleeding, &c., and 
was succeeded by cataleptic paroxysms of a slighter kind, — 
which were excited by various causes, such as the sight. of 
a stranger or any degree of mental irritation. In these at- me 

tacks she became suddenly silent and motionless, the eyes & i 

open, but fixed and insensible, with. total unconsciousness - | 

.. .of every thing; the, hands clenched and the arms drawn 

 s towards the body. She continued in this state from a few 
as minutes to half an hour, and generally came out of it with 

a scream and without any recollection of the attack, or of 

# 
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‘ the Be astra which had aries ati Tn the ‘niadle of 

March she became: fees ingoherent Ao uni anageable, 
: 1 the mid- 

‘dle of nen fottien a new a Bee of afuhbis commenced. 
‘While lying in the cataleptic state, she would suddenly. 
and by a convulsive motion, raise her body into a sitting — 
posture, the head projected forward, the tongue protruded, % 

- and the countenance much distorted; the hands clenched 
and firmly pressed on each side of the trachea. During » wt 
these attacks respiration seemed nearly suspended for some’. -. 

minutes, and in her'convulsive efforts to breathe, she some- » * 

times raised herself into a standing posture, and required « Py 
the care of several attendants to prevent her from throwing 

herself out of bed. These paroxysms returned frequently, ae 

and at short intervals, and were relieved only by bleeding. | 3 

from the temporal artery. After some time they ceased, ae 
and were succeeded by the slighter cataleptic attacks ex: fe 

cited by various slight causes. It was at this period of © vm 

the complaint that I first saw her along with two emin eat. 

medical men who had the charge of her: since. ‘that time 
‘there has been no return of the violent paroxysms; and 

there seems to have been a gradual improvement in her | 
general health, which cannot be ascribed to any other cause © 

than a change of scene, and sending her regularly out into 4 

the open air. The attempt to do this at first excited the. 

cataleptic state, and she continued totally. insensible the 

whole time she was in the carriage. But we persevered, | 

and this gradually subsided, so that she is now able to take . 

a long drive without exciting it, but there is generally 

some recurrence of it before she returns home. © The. .- 

slighter paroxysms are still excited by the sight of astram=- 
_ ger, or by any cause of mental agitation. During these i 

_ her body becomes motionless, but without losing her ba fd 

lance, though she be sitting on a chair without leaning to : 

ie 

i 

the back of it, and even in some instances. while she ag”, ay “4a 
standing. The eyes are open, fixed, and insensible; the #” 2 

’ arms generally rigid, but sometimes relaxed, and the at- " 
De 
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tack continues from a few ‘else to half’ an piligeasi Late=* 

ly she has been ‘seized occasionally, while walking, and 
has continued to walk on steadily, leaning on the arm of 
another person, and even walking alone, and has come out 

of the fit without stopping. She has also been repeatedly 
é ‘seized while playing on the piano, and has continued to 
_play with perfect correctness, but repeating a certain. part 

- of a tune, and never going on beyond a particular point. . 3 
-« This she has continued to do for ten minutes at a time, 

~ during which period she was totally unconscious of any ex- 
’. ternal impression. On one occasion she was playing from ° 
» the book a piece of music which was new to her, and had. 
» played a part of it when she was seized with the cataleptic 

ss 

attack. During the paroxysm she continued to play this 

part, and repeated it five or six times in the most correct 
- manner; but when she recovered from the attack, she could 

‘not play it without the book. The catamenia, in this case, 

have been rather irregular, and at times scanty, but have 

occurred i in:a very natural manner, several times during 

‘ her illness, which has now continued ten months. 

I make no apology to practical men for these long details, 
as the affections are of a very uncommon kind, and as it is 
-impossible to convey any idea of them by a general deserip- 
tion. ‘There are other modifications presenting very singular — 

characters, but I must allude to them very briefly. A young. 

lady, whom I saw with Mr. William Wood, along with some 
symptoms resembling chorea, was liable to paroxysms, in 
which she screamed out the sound, echum, echum, echum, , : 

with great rapidity, and in a tone of voice that was heard 
over every part of a large house. These paroxysms often 
continued for one, two, and even three hours ata time, and 

_ occurred repeatedly during the day, and sometimes in the 

night. They were excited by any sudden noise, or the sight 
of a stranger; and in the night time not~unfrequently by the 
striking of a clock. Her mind was quite entire, but she had 
no control over the affection, except that during the paroxysm: 

- 4 
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she. could aetige the sopnd. when. she-was reqitest@dl to’ do s6) 
anc d substitute any other word ‘that was suggested to her. T he. . 
affection went on for many months, and then’ gra it ally sub- 

“sided. We could scarcely s say that medical treatment wasof 
any avail. Jt consisted chiefly of a long-continued course of 
purgatives. For a considerable time after her recovery, ~ a ; 

though she was not at all affected by her disorder. Deing 
talked of, she showed the greatest dread of the sound seek. $49 
being repeated in her hearing. - ae. st 

Another lady, whom I have seen with Dr. Poole, is liable. : * 
_ to paroxysms of rapid and laborious breathing, with aloud — 
shrill sound, and the aDPCon ene of the utmost distress, as in, 
the most aggravated form of croup. They come on without 
any warning, when she is in perfect health, and if not relieved, » uf 
continue for days together. ‘They are relieved by nothing ~ i= 
but blood-letting, but in several instances, a bleeding of three. a 

or four ounces has been sufficient; and on one occasion, the %, 4 

attack was removed by a puncture of the arm, when no blood. . “ 

was obtained, or only a few drops. Ge uae yg 
A case of much interest has been related by pe Pollot of ‘ 

Namur. A strong country woman being much terrified during + 
the flow of the menses, the discharge was suddenly suppressed. 

_ After four months, she experienced creeping sensations, 

spasms, and involuntary motions of the lower extremities: a 
and in the following month, the limbs became forcibly bent, >. (ae 
so that the heels touched the buttocks, and every attempt to a 
‘extend them produced the most acute suffering. These s ‘OE 
toms continued five days, and then subsided; but they were 
renewed at the same period in the succeeding month, and 

subsided after the same duration, but left a degree of para- 
plegia. The attacks were afterwards moderated by repeated 

topical bleeding, vapour bath, &c., but the affection continued 

» = 

ner, her complaints entirely disappeared. ti 

-* Medical Gazette, vol. i. 
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PART FOURTH 

_ OUTLINE OF THE DISEASES OF NERVES. 

Ne EARLY allied to the pathology of the spinal cord, is ano- 
es subject of very great interest, the pathology of nerves. 
This subject is entirely in its infancy, but the investigation 

seems to promise very interesting results. From what we 
already know, there is every reason to believe, that nerves 
are liable to diseases analogous to the diseases of the brain 

and of the spinal cord, which may affect them either in their 

substance or in their membranes, and are probably the source 
of several diseases which are at present involved in much ob- 
‘scurity. 

- In as far as this subject has hitherto been iivacietean the 
following may be considered as the principal idiopathic dis- 

eases of nerves which have been observed. | 
1. A uniform dark red colour of the nervous substance, 

occupying a defined space, perhaps an inch or two in extent. 

This was observed by Martinet,* in the median nerve, in a 
case in which there had been violent pain of the fore-arm, 
followed by palsy. Repeated blisters removed the paralytic 
affection, but, as soon as the blisters healed, pain returned — 
followed by palsy. In a similar affection of the right 
sciatic nerve, accompanied by palsy of the limb, he found 
a diseased portion of nerve enveloped in.a quantity of gan- 
grenous cellular tissue. In another case he found a dis- 

eased portion of the crural nerve, which was an inch anda 

half in extent, enlarged to about double its natural size. ‘This 

* Revue Medicale, Juin, 1814. 
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| on was of a violet red colour, ‘and. Merced throughout 
with small ecchymoses each about the size of a pin’s head. _ 

"nerve, penetrating the substance of the nerve, and separating 
its fibres from each other. This appearance was found by 
Martinet in the sciatic nerve of a man who died of pneumo- 
nia; he had been affected with violent pain in the posterior 
part of his thigh, aggravated by the least motion so as to make 
him cry out. 

II. Pus effused in the same manner among the fibrils of 
the nerve. This was found in the sciatic nerve by Martinet, 

in a man who died of disease both in the head and in the ab- 
domen, and who had been affected during the latter part of 

his illness with violent pain in the course of the sciatic nerve. 
_ The cellular texture surrounding the diseased portion of the 

_ nerve was also penetrated by pus. He found the same ap- 
pearance in a young man who died of consumption, and who 

had been affected for two months with lancinating pain, and 
a painful feeling of numbness extending from the ham to the 
nap of the thigh. . 

IV. Ramollissement of the nervous substance. ae man 
mentioned by Descot* died in the Hotel Dieu, after he had 

been for six months blind of one eye. The optic nerve was 
found reduced through half its extent to a liquid matter of a 
white colour. 
V. Ulceration of the substance of the nerve was observed 

by Mr. Swan in connexion with a fungous ulcer on the leg. 
There had been such violent pain of the whole leg and thigh, 

as to render amputation nécessary, and in many parts of the 
limb, the nerves were found very much enlarged.t 
VI. Small tumours attached to nerves, and productive of 
violent symptoms, have been described by various writers. 
Ina remarkable case by Portal, a woman was cured of epi- 
-lepsy by the removal of one of these tumours from the thumb. 
The slightest pressure upon it gave great pain, and frequently 

* Descot, Sur les Affertinne T anclas Anc Maefe 

ape 

II. Serous or bloody effusion within: the sheath of. the 
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wean on an Ae se The removal. of such a tu- 
mour however from one of the axillary nerves by Sir Everard 
Home, terminated fatally; and the safer mode of treating such 
affections appears to be to remove the portion of nerve 

_ entirely to which the tumour is attached, when the nerve is 
“so situated as to render such an operation advisable. Small tu- 
mours or tubercles have also been found on internal nerves. 
Sedillot found one in the optic nerve, in a case of amaurosis; 
and Berard has described a black tumour as hard as scirrhus 
developed in the substance of the diaphragmatic nerve. The 

man had been asthmatic, but he had also slight emphysema 
of the lungs. ! a 

These tumours are generally very small; but there is ano- 
ther species of tumour which grows to a considerable size. » 

One mentioned by Mr. Pring,* the size of a pigeon’s egg, was 
cut out from the arm, by dividing the nerve above and below. | 
On cutting into it an expansion of the substance of the nerve 
seemed to form an imperfect cyst, which contained a medul- 
lary and fatty matter, and the filaments of the nerve were 

continued over it. ‘There had been great numbness and loss 
of power of the arm, but it gradually improved after the ope- 
ration. fa 

“Vil. Nerves have been found both very much enlarged | 
and very much diminished in size; and they have been ina 
few instances found with the nervous substance destroyed, 

the membrane at the part forming an empty canal. But 
po i points have not yet been sufficiently investigated. 

- Few opportunities have as yet occurred of ascertaining the 
condition of the nerve in those interesting cases of local para- 
lysis, which have been so beautifully illustrated by Mr. Charles 
Bell, and his lamented friend the late Mr. Shaw. It is 

probable that there is either an inflammatory action in the 
nerve itself, or its coverings; or that the nerve is affected by 

ie Pring on the Nervous System. | 

} For a very full and able account of dhdae tumours, na other diseases 
of nerves, I refer to a paper by Mr. William Wood, in the Transactions of 

the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh, vol, ii. 

* 
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ease of some of the parts. through etl. it passes, he. 

only case in which I have had an. opportunity of . examining 

the parts, since I was acquainted with the dis coveries of Mr. 
Bell, was in a woman about 40 years of : age, who died of or- 
ganic disease of the stomach. About a for saga before her 

death, she was seized with twisting of the mouth and paraly- 

sis of the orbicularis of the left eye. She had afterwards © 

considerable indistinctness of speech, and, before her death, 

there was inflammation of the left eye, with an evident ten- 
dency to sloughing of the cornea... A small hard tumour was 

felt under the ear, deeply seated betwixt the angle of the 
jaw and the mastoid process, On dissection no disease could | 

be discovered in the brain. ‘The tumour under the ear was 

found to be the size of a small bean, very firm, of an ash-co- __ 
Jour; and, when cut across, it discharged thin puriform sanious 

fluid from minute cells in its substance; it lay directly above 
the facial branch of the portio dura; and there was consider-- 

able appearance of inflammation in the cellular structure sur- 
rounding the nerve; but I could not discover any deviation 
from the healthy structure in the nerve itself. I thought it 

was diminished in size at the place where the tumour lay 

over it, but in this ] might be mistaken. In a case by Descot, 
connected with extensive suppuration and caries of the au- 
ditory portion of the temporal bone, a part of the portio dura 
was entirely destroyed; and in a case by Billard, connected 
with an unhealthy abscess of the parotid gland, the course of 
several of the nervous branches was interrupted by destruc- 
tion of part of their substance. An epileptic patient, men- 
tioned by Serres, had inflammation followed by opacity of 
the right eye, loss of feeling of the conjunctiva, and insensi- 

_ bility of the right nostril, and right side of the. tongue. He 
died of an affection of the brain; and, on inspection, the fifth 
pair of nerves, at its origin, was found yellow, softened, oat 
reduced to a state almost gelatinous. aa 

The important practical application of the discoveries of 

Mr. Bell is, that there may be paralysis of the muscles of 

one side of the face, producing distortion of the mouth 
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with? inability to shut fs ‘eye-lids, without. aise of the 
_ brain, and consequently without danger. This affection 

| depends upon a disease limited to the portio. auth of the 
‘7th nerve, and may be produced by inflammation of the 
ear or the parotid gland, or tumours compressing the nerve 
on any part of its course. The most common example ee > 

it seems to originate in a kind of rheumatic inflammation — 
produced by cold, especially by exposure to a current of cold 
air, as when a person has sat long, or has slept, opposite 

to an open window, or has sat ina carriage with a cold 
‘wind blowing on one side of his head. It is to be treated 
chiefly by local remedies, as topical bleeding, blistering, 
and the application of warm water or steam. In this man- 
ner it is often speedily removed, but in some cases provess 

tedious; and does not go off entirely for several months. 
The affection is of course still more untractable, or even 

permanent, when it depends upon a permanent cause, such 
as tumours compressing the nerve, or destruction of a por- 

‘tion of thé nerve by wounds or extensive suppurations. 

There is also a very formidable modification of it which 

at neha upon disease of the temporal bone. 
The character by which these cases are distinguished 

five paralysis dependifg upon disease of the brain, con- 
sists chiefly in the sensibility of the parts remaining unim- 
paired. The loss of motion also is confined to the muscles 

of the face and eye-lids, and does not affect those of the 
jaw. These peculiarities arise from the remarkable facts dis- 

covered by Mr. Bell, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Mayo, and others, that 

the portio dura of the 7th is a nerve of motion only, sup- 

plying the muscles of the face and the: orbicularis of the 
eye, but not the muscles of the jaw; and that the sensibili- 
ty of all these parts, and the motion of the muscles of the 

_ jaw are derived from the 5th, which, having a double ori- 

gin, is a nerve both of sensation and‘motion. An impor- 

tant distinction, however, is to be kept in mind in regard, 
to the paralysis of the eye-lids which occurs in these cases, 

namely, that it is the inability to shut the eye that. arises 
ot 
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reason to suspect diseases within the head. 

fri fl the affection of the ce Fi of the The rie 

dr sping of the upper eyelid and inability: to raise it, is 

- disease entirely of a different nature; it. on" a upon an 

ly gives more 
dor ey 

affection of the 3d nerve, and cont ee 

When, therefore, we find paralysis and distortion of the 
_ face, with loss of sensation of the parts, we have reason to 

suspect disease within the head, the portio dura of the 7th 
and the 5th being both affected. But when we have the pa- 
ralysis without diminution of sensation, the disease de- 

pends upon an affection of the portio dura alone, and may 

be entirely without danger. Such cases, however, are not 

to be treated lightly, but the cause of them ought to be 
carefully investigated; for if there be any reason to suspect 
that the affection depends upon disease of the temporal 
bone, it may come to be attended with danger by inflamma- 

tory action spreading inwards to the dura mater or brain. 
There is another modification also which requires to be 
watched with anxiety, namely, when the affection is ac- 

companied with deafness; as this gives reason to believe 

that both portions of the 7th nerve are affected, and conse- 
quently to suspect an internal cause. A very interesting 
case of this kind occurred lately in the Infirmary of Edin- 

burgh, under the care of Dr. Gregory. Two years before 

his death, the man had received a blow on the right ear 

from a stone, after which he had a purulent. discharge from 

the ear for six months. He then gradually lost the hear- 

_ ing of that ear, and about the same time the right side of 

his face became paralytic without any diminution of sensi- — 

bility, and the action of the masseter and temporal muscles 
was unimpaired. Without any farther change of these com- 

plaints, he died of phthisis in April, 1829. The ker 

portion of the temporal bone was found most extensively de- 
stroyed, leaving an excavation which contained fetid puru- 

lent matter and portions of dead bone. The 7th nerve was 

traced from within to the margin of this excavation where 

‘it terminated, and the portio dura, in the same manner from 
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without, the. intermediate portion, ‘being destroyed. The 
parts of the nerve that remained seemed entirely healthy. 
The brain and dura mater were sound. For some time he- 

- fore his death the patient suffered greatly from dyspnoea, 

during the severity of which the alz of his left nostril were 
in strong and constant action, while those of the right were 

perfectly still. If this man had not been cut off by the dis- 
ease of his lungs, the affection of the temporal bone would, 
probably have terminated fatally i in no long time, by in- 
flammation of the dura mater. 
1 am indebted to Dr. Christison for a very ported 

ease which occurred to him in the Infirmary of Edinburgh 

in the beginning of the present year. The patient, a man . 
of 30, was seized in the beginning of 1825 with acute pain, 
referred toa circumscribed spot on the left temple. About 

a week after he had loss of speech followed by coma. He 
came out of this with loss of the memory of persons, but 

gradually recovered and was well in less than two months. 

In the end of 1827, he was again seized with pain in the 
temple, accompanied by deafness of the left ear and squint- 

ing of the left eye.. The deafness was permanent; the pain 

and squinting subsided after three or four months; but re- 
turned after two or three months more, accompanied by in- 

ability to close the eye lids of the left side, and considerable 
unsteadiness in his gait. He was next affected with pain 
and rigid contraction of the muscles of the back of the neck. 
and right shoulder; and these were followed by retention 

of urine and perfect paraplegia. He had now the usual pa- 

ralytic state of all the parts supplied by the portio dura of. 

the left side, with deafness of the left ear, distortion of the 

left eye inwards towards the nose, and frequent spasmodic 
twitches of the j jaw, by which it was drawn to the right side; 
and. he died in a state of coma in February 1829. Oni in- 
spection there was found immediately behind the left tem- 

poral fossa, a thickening of the dura mater with adhesion 

to the arachnoid of the extent of a half crown piece. There» 

was a'similar adhesion, with very great thickening of the 

int 
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ie bidten, above the pars petrosa. BS the temporal bone, | 
‘the left side of the tentorium was also very much thick- : 

| e, and presented on its inferior surface ae tubercu-. 

lar elevations, The thickening of the dura mater was ereat- 

est at the part where it is perforated by the seventh nerve, 

and the sixth nerve was also involved in the disease. The 

portio mollis of the 7th was, for a few lines previous to its 
entrance into the meatus, of a reddish gray colour, and 
nearly gelatinous consistence; the portio dura seemed smal- 

ler than usual. In the substance of the right hemisphere, 
nearly on a level with the ventricle, there was a tubercle 

the size of a French bean; and there was asmall cyst in the 

‘right corpus striatum. In the posterior cornu of the right 
ventricle, there was a peculiar appearance, as if a portion 

of it had been obliterated by adhesion; cutting off a very 

small cavity about the size of a lemon seed, which com- ’ 
municated by a narrow opening with the ventricle, and 
presented at each extremity a yellowish line or raphe re- 

No appearance of disease could be 

detected in the contents of the spinal canal. 5 
This case is one of great interest, besides the point which 

it is here introduced to illustrate. In particular, it presents - 

a most important example of chronic inflammation of the — 
dura mater, affecting three distinct portions of it, and ac- 

companied by three distinct classes of symptoms. ) The 
intense and long-continued pain of the left temple, which 

was a prominent feature of the case at various periods, ap- 
pears to have been connected with inflanimanen of.a defined © 

portion of the membrane in that situation. ‘The remarkable 

affection of the functions of the seventh nerve, we may. 
distinctly refer to the diseased condition of the same mem- 

re 

tion of the eye inwards, from paralysis of the abductor * 
muscle, we trace to the sixth nerve being involyed in the ~ * 

_ disease. No cause appears to which we can refer the para- = 

_plegia, except the disease of the tentorium, no morbid ap- Ss 

pearance having been discovered in the spinal cord or its +. 
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» membranes after the adel careful examination, I have for- 
merly referred to certain difficulties in the a “pathology of 
paraplegia, and the obscurity attending those cases i 

it has been ascribed to disease Pithin the head from the 
spinal cord not having bee in general examined. Mad Dr. 

_ Christison’s case, therefore, is one of much importance i in 
this i inquiry. | + 

The functions of the 5th nerve, as has been mentioned, 

' appear to be, to give sensation to all the parts about the 
face, and motion to the muscles of the j jaw; and a variety 
of singular phenomena arise from affections of this nerve, 
or particular branches of it. Thus, in the organs of sense, 

there may be loss of common sensation, without, any af-— 

fection of their proper senses depending upon their peculiar 

nerves. A young lady, mentioned by Mr. Bell, lost en- 

tirely sensation in the ball of the eye, without any diminu- 
tion of vision; and there have been several instances of the 

membrane of the nose becoming insensible to common sti- 

muli, while the smell was little impaired. In the same 

i ite 

i) y q i 

manner, there may be loss of sensation in any limited part, | » 
from disease or injury of a particular branch of the 5th, as 

in a striking case mentioned by Mr. Bell. A gentleman, 

after having a grinder - very awkwardly extracted from the 

lower jaw, on putting a tumbler to his lips to rinse his. 

mouth, exclaimed, ‘© You have given me a broken glass.” 

He had lost entirely the sensation of half the lip, from de- 
struction of the branch of the 5th which passes along the 

_ _. lower jaw, and the affection was permanent. The motion 
~~ of the parts, depending on the portio dura of the 7th, of 

course was unimpaired.t a 

A remarkable circumstance connected with the aitectiols 
of the 5th nerve, is the tendency to inflammation and slough- 
ing in parts which have lost their sensibility—particularly in 
the eye. A very instructive case of this kind occurred to my 

_ * See page 281. 
> Mr. Bell’s ph in as dae oetee in the Medical Gazette, vol. i, 
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tie .d Wr: Alison. ‘The patient a of common ntrisaton e 
on the left side of the face, the left nostril, and left side of the Sy 

tongue, wi h insensibility of the ball of the eye, and occasional. ’ 

bloody discharge from the left nostril; and was liable to at- 
tacks of pain occasionally accompanied with fever, during» 

_ which the pain was chiefly referred to the insensible- parts. 
There were frequently attacks of inflammation of the left 

eye, with dimness of the cornea, which were relieved from 
time to time by the usual antiphlogistic means; but at the end 
of two months, a line formed round the base of the cornea, 

which at length sloughed out, and the contents. of the eye 
_ were entirély discharged. ‘The muscles of the left. side of 
the jaw were paralytic, and felt quite flaccid when the pa- 
tient chewed or clenched the jaws, but the motion of the 

~ muscles of the cheek was unimpaired. After the destruction 

of the eye, the paralytic symptoms remained stationary for a 
year or more; there was then a violent return of headach with “oJ 

fever, and death in a state of coma after‘an illness of a fort- 

night. On inspection, there was found considerable ramol- 
“) lissement of some of the central'part of the brain. The th 

‘nerve of the left side; on being traced backwards from the 

ganglion, was found, close to the ganglion, to be of a very 
dense texture; but beyond this it was much wasted, and at , 
its” janction with the tuber annulare, nothing but the mem: 

brane seemed to remain. In another case of “Dr. Alison’s 
there was loss of sensation of the left side of the face, followed 

by inflammation and sloughing of the eye-ball; after which © 
the sensibility of the parts returned. The pa ret was before _ \ 
the appearance of these symptoms, and has since continued, ere 3 

liable to severe headach and epileptic fits.. The loss of sen- 

és 4 

’ 

” sibility continued about six months. - ie . . 
.». Aremarkable combination. of symptoms occurred mMacase | ; 

us hilated by Mr. Stanley.* There was hemiplegia of e a Ge 
side, without loss of sensation in the < arm and leg, but in the eA 

left side of the face both sensation and motion were entir © 7? os 
| | ) tp) at ae o@ 
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lost. In thé left side of the tongue, sdbatloty was lost, but. 
motion remained. The mucous membrané of theleft nostril 
was always of a deep red colour, and there were frequent 
discharges of blood from it. The conjunctiva of th left eye 
became deeply injected; this was followed by opacity and 

al 

ulceration of the cornea, and at last by total disorganization 
of the eye. There was total loss of hearing in "the left ear. 
‘There were frequent attacks of erysipelas, which were en- 
-tirely confined to the paralytic parts of the face. The patient 

* 

had been long affected with headach, and at last died two 
‘months after the commencement of the paralytic symptoms. 
A tumour was found in the left side of the tuber annulare, | 
which compressed the origin of the 5th and 7th nerves against | 

' the base of the skull. ‘The tumour was the size of a walnut, 

of a firm consistence, and brown colour, and extended into 

the left crus cerebelli. 

To affections of the nerves;.may probably be “Btenesgh | 

certain obscure and severe disorders of a nervous kind, 
some of which have supervened upon slight injuries, and 
others have come on without any obvious cause. A young | 

lady mentioned by M. Verpinet,* received a slight wound 
with the point of a sword on the inferior and outer part 

» of the fore-arm. . It very soon healed, but most. violent ~ 
pain continued in the fore-arm, wrist, and hand, accom- 

panied by convulsive motions of the arm, and loss of the 

voluntary power of the wrist and fingers. The affection 

resisted every mode of treatment for two years, and then 
*. got speedily well after the application of the actual caute- 

fection seemed gradually to wear itself out, though she. 

ry to the cicatrix of the original wound. In.a lady, men- 

tioned by Mr. Swan,t a slight wound on thé thumb was ie 

followed | by numbness, pain, convulsive motions of the” 

arm, and spasms, which occasionally affected the opposite 

arm, and sometimes the whole body. In this case the af- 

4 49 eda —_ = _ — pe 
' ‘ 

i * Jour. de Med. vol. x. 
‘+ Swan on Local Affections of Nerves: 

~ 
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~ of the integuments, and a strong contraction of the fingers, | 
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was not entirely free from uneasiness at the end of seven 

years. A very violent case of the same kind, ‘described “s d 
by Mr. Wardrop, * was cured after twelve months by am- 

putation of the finger. | In a similar case. by Larry, which 
followed a wound, a portion of the nerve was removed, 
without complete success, though the disease was very much 

alleviated. *In a singular case by Sir Everard Home,} a. 
gentleman received a violent sprain of his thumb, by the 
weight of his body being thrown upon it, in saving him- 

self when ‘nearly thrown off, by a sudden motion of his 

horse. He was afterwards liable to paroxysms, in which 

his thumb was first bent in towards the palm of his hand; » 

a spasm then took place in the muscles of the arm, after 

which he became insensible, and continued so for abouta 
“quarter of an hour. The attacks returned frequently in 

the arm, but. it was found that the pressure of a tourniquet 

prevented the insensibility. A nerve in this case’ was di- pt 

vided without success. The: tourniquet lost its effect i ; " 

arresting the spasms, and he: died suddenly after three 

months, but there was no examination of the body. ‘ai 
In the Medical and Physical Journal, Mr. Jeffries has F 

Pe ee 

described a remarkable case of a violent neuralgia of the 
face, which was cured by the extraction of a small frag- 

ment of china, which had been lodging there for fourteen , 

years; and M. Descot mentions a case in which a very se- 

vere affection of ten years’ standing was removed by the 
extraction of a carious tooth. A young lady, mentioned | 

by Mr. Pearson, was seized, without any. obvious cause,” ay 
with pain in the thumb, accompanied by a morbid sensi- 

~ bility of the part; the affection gradually spread over the 
arm, and was accompanied by loss of. nearly the whole ° 
muscular power of the extremity, with morbid sensibility 

so that the ssid of the nails were forcibly pressed bs. 

{ 

* Med. Chir. Trans. vol. Vill. 

f Phil. Trans. 1801. 
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ma palm of the hand. The fingers were not under the 
control of the will, and every attempt made to extend them 
was accompanied by insupportable pain. The joint of the 
elbow also was contracted, and voluntary motion was near- 
ly lost over the whole extremity. It was also very much 

diminished in size, while the morbid sensibility of ie was 

inexpressibly distressing. After some time the other arm — 

was slightly affected in the same manner, and she had like- 
wise pain and great debility of both the lower extremities. 

After this affection had continued about a year, it got well 
under the use of a liniment composed of olive oil, turpen- 
tine, and sulphuric acid. This produced most severe i 

-sipelatous inflammation, which, beginning upon the affect- 

ed arm, extended afterwards over the whole body. * ‘ 
Little has hitherto been done on this curious and’ inte- | 

resting subject, but it certainly promises most important 

results, when it shall be more extensively cultivated. For 

we have every reason to believe, that both the nerves them- 

selves, and the investing membrane, are liable to affections 

which may be the source of many obscure diseases. It is — 

now upwards-of seventeen years since I first saw a git, or: 

aged at that time about 18 moriths, and previously enjoy- 

ing excellent health. She had been left for some time sit- — 
ting upon damp grass, and was immediately seized with fe- 

ver, accompanied by*such a degree of oppression as led to’ 
an apprehension of an affection of the brain. These symp- 
toms, however, passed off in a few days, and, upow her re- 
covery from them, it was found that she was entirely para- 
lytic in the right lower extremity. ‘She has from that 

time enjoyed uninterrupted health, and is now a tall and 

strong young woman, but the right lower extremity has 

continued entirely paralytic. -It isalso a great deal smaller 

than the opposite extremity, and several inches shorter. 

All the joints are remarkably relaxed, and the muscles 

* flaccid; but there is no other appearance of disease in any 
part of it, or in the spine. Some time ago I was consulted 

* Med. Chirurg. Trans. vol. vill. 
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about a young: man, aged 14, who hadiienely’ ee the mus+ 
cular power of the upper part of both his: arms, accompa- 

“nied by a most remarkable diminution of substance of the : 
_ principal muscles, ~The deltoid and biceps are reduced to 
the appearance of mere membranes, and the same affection © 

extends in rather a less degree to the muscles upon the 

spine, and in other respects he is in perfect health, . “The 
affection has come on. epeually and cannot be traced to 
any cause. | ais 

_ It is impossible, I Dicky to asplein ashe cases as setae: 

ee except upon the principle of local affections of nerves, 
: which are at present involved in much obscurity. There 

are various other affections which can only be referred to 
the same subject, and which present.some very singular 

phenomena, though the facts relating to. them have not yet 

been brought together in any connected form. Some time 

ago I was consulted about a singular disease of this nature, 

which occurs in paroxysms, and affects 1 in the same manner 

-» two individuals of one family, a young lady of 25, and a 
- young man of 22. The: lady describes the attack in the 
following manner. She is first affected with blindness of 

the right eye, which comes on gradually’ as if-a. cloud 

passed slowly over the eye; about a quarter’ of an hour. af- 

ter this, she feels a numbness of the little. finger of the 
right hand, beginning at the point of it, and extending 

—_ 

very gradually over the whole hand and arm, producing a : 
complete loss of sensibility of the parts, but without any 

loss of the power of motion. ©The ‘feeling, of numbness 
then extends to the right side of the head, and from this it. 
seems to spread downwards towards the stomach. > When, : 
it-reaches the side of the head, she becomes oppressed and. | 

partially confused, duawerg' ance slowly and confused- 
) ly, and her speech is considerably affected; when it reache 5° 

the stomach she sometimes vomits. The feeling « of numb- ; 

ness then begins to subside, and as it goes off, she is seized 

with violent headach, which continues for several hours, 
- « 
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and leaves her for a day or two fellite: and. Madgnias:” The 
progress of the feeling of numbness, from the little finger 
to the stomach, sometimes occupies several hours, and the 
common duration of the whole paroxysm is about, twenty- 

four hours. The frequency of its occurrence varies ‘from 
a few days to several months; she has been liable to it for 

several years, but in the intervals betwixt the attacks she 

‘enjoys perfect health. Her brother, who is'22. years. io 

age, is affected almost exactly in the same manner, and he 

has been liable to the paroxysms for many years. - He is 
a banker’s clerk, and in the intervals between the attacks 

enjoys perfect health. When he feels the commencement ae 
of the attack, he hastily brings to a conclusion any business 

in which he happens to be engaged,—gives distinct in- 

structions to another of the clerks in regard to the state in — 

which he leaves the affairs of his department; then walks 

home, goes to bed, and soon after becomes insensible. 

Next day he is in his usual health, except a considerable ; 
degree of Janguor. rs 

These singular cases are under the care of Dr. Gititod of a 

Montrose, and they seemed to derive benefit from a course: oa 

bt yy ee 

of purgatives, followed by a course of sulphate of quinine, 
combined with small quantities of rhubarb. Another of 

the family, a stout young man of 20, has lately had several. 
attacks of a similar affection, though i in a slighter degree. 
In a farther report received while this. second edition was 
in the press, ‘Dr. Gibson informs me that the affection has _ 
continued, but that the attacks have been less frequent and 
less severe; and that on several occasions they seem ae 

have been peck in violence and shortened in duration . 

by emetics. — i 
The gh of internal nerves present a autjaet ‘of 

still greater difficulty, and the observations that have been 

made i in regard to them | are at present far. from’ being sa- 

- ‘tisfactory. Lobstein® thinks he has ascertainéd the exist- 

~ ence of inflammation of the great sympathetic nerve; and — 

* De Netyi Sympathetici Fabrica, usu, et Morbis. 
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to this Source ‘he befor many obscure diseases, such as, vio~ 

lent hysterical affections, sympathetic affections. of the 
“heart, s spasmodic cough, colica pictonum, angina. pectoris, 

and many obscure affections of the stomach and bowels. 
In the same manner, he explains the fatal effects which 
‘are produced by blows upon the stone , and the severe 

symptoms’ both in the head and in th We hie system, 

which often arise from worms, and from BP disorders of 

the bowels. In a lady who died of urgent vomiting, with 

burning pain in the spine, and in the right hypochondrium, — 
he found the semilunar ganglion in a state of intense in- 
flammation, and the lower part of it livid. In a boy who 

_ died with great oppression of the chest; and distention of 

the epigastrium, supervening upon the retrogression of a 
miliary eruption, he found deep inflammation of a part of © 
the trunk of the left intercostal nerve, and of the ota 

and tenth thoracic ganglia. | 
These speculations must be received with much sontioad 

especially as nothing is more precarious than morbid ap- — 

pearances, consisting of mere change of colour of parts, 

without any of the actual results or terminations of inflam- 

‘mation. We must forbear to speculate where we have not, 

facts before us, but it appears extremely probable that there 

are diseases of internal neryes which may be the source of 

important morbid phenomena. Descot exposed the par 
vagum upon the neck of a dog, and bruised it on both sides 
slightly with a pair of pincers; the wound healed fayoura- 

_ bly, but the animal was affected with general tremors, dif- 

ficult and laborious breathing, vomiting, great debility and 

wasting. The vomiting subsided, and the other symptoms 

were diminished, but he had not recovered a natural | state 

of his breathing, when he was killed at the end of ‘three 

weeks. The internal organs were all healthy. The nerve 
on the left side, where the injury had been inflicted, ap-_ 

peared slightly increased in size, and was of a yellowish 
colour; and that on the right side appeared more decided- — 
ly enlarged, wed mk and adhering to the neigh- 

bouring parts. . e*, 
i 
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/ (ARRANGED SELECTION OF CASES ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE 
_ PRINCIPAL MODIFICATIONS OF ORGANIC DISEASES OF 
THE BRAIN, INTENDED TO FORM A. SUPPLEMENT TO 

| PART Ml. OF THIS TREATISE. : mek 

a SECTION r 

Piast Se cal wa CONTINUED HEADACH, TERMINATING 
‘AT LAST BY COMA OR BY GRADUAL EXHAUSTION. - 

(See page 351.) 

Saenaitinne 
'Oxbs aes woman of 35—fixed 

- pain in the back of the head—walk 
tremulous and unsteady, like a per- 
son balancing a burden on the head ; 

_ —much throbbing in the head—hys- 
terical symptoms. Remarkable re- 
mission of all the symptoms after the 
formation of an abscess in the axilla; 
but the pain returned when it healed, 
and increased to tremendous severi- 
‘ty, and with remarkable remissions. 
From two o’clock in the morning till 
two in the afternoon she was in the 
greatest agony, lying with her eyes 
closed, the eyebrows contracted, the 
hands clenched, and the head immo- 
yeable in one position, unable to bear 
the least noise, or to move a muscle. 

- After two P. M. the symptoms gra- 
dually remitted—she took food, and 
about nine fell asleep, and slept till 
two, when the paroxysm recurred. 

’ Asthe disease advanced, the interval 
became shorter, and for a fortnight 
before her death the pain was con- 
stant—senses entire to the last-—palsy 

- of the left leg for three days before 
-death—duration of the case fourteen ‘ 

- months. 

57 

Morbid Appearances. 
A tumour at the base of the cere- 

bellum, growing from both lobes of | 
it, and descending within the dura _ 
mater into the spinal canal, as low as 
the sixtl’ spinal nerve. It was soft 
like fetal brain, and seemed to grow 
out of the interior of the cerebellum. 
As it lay along the spinal cord, it rest- 
ed upon the origin’ of the nerves, 
but did not involve them im its sub-: 
stance. 

Dr. Latham, Med. and Phys. Jour. 
July, 1826. 



ia ‘man, aged 
ain in the back of age do ceasing" 
at times, but returning, and accom- 
panied with vomiting, and always re- 
ferred to the same spot, much 

and bysalivation, but alwaysrecurred 
with great violence, and was referred 
to a single point at. the junction of 
the temporal and occipital bones— 
frequent vomiting—impaired vision. 
Died suddenly in one of the attacks 
of pain—duration of ee ys aaa 

/ about a Year. way Mecca iy oe 

Sst ee I. —A young 1 man of 20 - 
violent ] pain of the forehead—it oc- 
curred in paroxysms, which géne- 
rally continued four days, and were 
followed by intervals of partial relief 
of about the same duration. After 

from convulsion. 

Cass IV. 
pain of forehead, with frequent vo- 

--miting. Other functions healthy. 
Tes ‘Coma for three days before death. 

“Death in three months 
e exhaustion. 

t: A Baa ae Ae ; “i } 
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Case V.—A man, aged 55—lan- 
cinating pain in the right side of the 
head—aggravated at intervals. 

* ter two months coma and death. 
ie 

40 islet “a 

lieved at different times by bleeding 

nally soft, in the - 

two years died suddenly in the pet 

—A man ‘of 40 constant 

_ thedu mater. venti 

Hits ; 
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and the peace subs 
like-rancid bacon. 

Prof: Nasse App. to Germ. 
‘of Dr.- Abercrombie’ 8 sees : 
pale Ei! 

ie tumour ‘ee 
ege, hard in the. 

cerebellum other par ( 
— Planque Bibliot. 
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ony ‘he. cella ie 

with serum. % 
Me Dg ta bf Mr. 1 V 
Brown. a 

“Th 
é 

WY? mass as hard as 8c 
inches long, and betwee 
three broad, in the 
right hemisphere c 
the thalamus. Inte: 
small cells full of 

- Bouillaud Traite ( 
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gs AiR  headach for two months—then con- rose-colour and a atty consis 
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CASES OF ORGANIC DISEASES or ‘ome paw. 

, # 

i. pie “Symptons. f : : 

wk 

iets 1 VILA man, aged 35—vio- 
Tent headach, ‘which’ was sometimes 
_ $0 severe as to oblige him to remain 
for a considerable time in one pos- 
‘ture, incapable of the least motion— 
consumptive symptoms—death after 
“seven months in a state of complete 

‘ ‘Marasmus. oa 
* . . e 

a | 

‘ A ras fos Wes 

Mise Vill: Tee Ror 58—Tiable for 
4 wyears to attacks of acute pain in 
the right;temple, ¢ extending over the 
‘right side of the head and face—first 
-attack continued three weeks—and 
it afterwards returned in paroxysms 
of very untertain duration, and at 
very irregular intervals. After fif- 
teen years, a more severe attack, 

which. continued: two months and 
‘ended in» coma and death. For ~ 
some days before death, had palsy 

lid. 

ye IX.—An officer, aged 33— 
ick ee pain ‘and confusion of the 

. head with impaired appetite.. Af 
ter ten weeks, nausea and pain in the 
‘eyeballs. . He was then wounded in 
the head—lost much blood, and the 
bone exfoliated, and he was much 
better for more than a year. Then 

- headach—watchfulness— flushing— 
‘and ophthalmia. Recovered after 
‘three months, but was never free 
from headach.. It gradually in- 
‘creased; was sometimes referred to a 
spot on the occiput, and sometimes 
through the whole head. Was 
much aggravated by motion, which 
‘produced a painful jarring in. his 
head, and much increased by going 
to stool—pain at last excruciating, 
with numbness of the left hand— 
then sudden delirium—coma and 
‘death in three days—duration of the 

complaint three years. 

of the left a and of the right eye- 

Morbid Appearances. 4 
Three ounces of. ‘fluid i in the ae os 

tricles, a firm tumour. the size of 
pigeon’s egg in the upper a ‘and mid- 
dle part of the right hemisphere, 
enclosed in a reddish sac, it rnally 
ofa yellowish colour. A larg r tu- 
mour of the same appearance in the 
left lobe of the cerebellum—exten-. 
sive disease of the thorax and. By 
imen. A ae 

Merat, ut See. B53 
yu. 

‘ , Cth 
- * 4 Whe t 7 

in length, and two. or three in 
breadth, partly hard, and partly in ‘el 
cysts containing a gelatinous matter. 

he eed Jour, de Phys. 

ae 
Three ounces of fluid in that ven- 

tricles—in the seat of the pineal 
gland, a little to the right side, a tu- 
mour the size of a nutmeg—inter, 
nally it was like cheese, but organ- 
ized, Ramollissement of the cere- 
bellum. 
Sir G. Blane, ‘Trans. of a Soc. vol. iis’ 

On the outside of the right thala-_ 
mus, and on alevel with it, a tumour | 
in the substance of the brain ofared-. _ 
dish gray colour, four fingers breadth oS. 

*, 
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"Symptoms. 
S6 ORS eX, —A woman of 40-—severe 

i, shootin g pain in the occiput—at first | 
alleviated towards evening—after- 
wards unremitted. Constant sick- 
ness, and afterwards vomiting of 
every thing taken. Death from gra- 
dual exhaustion i in four months. 

It is unnecessary. to 
sent little variety in | 

tle pus. 

ee 

SECTION Il. 

Szconp Crate sth igen 
| SPEECH, OR 

vy 

shea Symptoms. 
y “ee XI.—A man, aged 42—after 

» exposure to the sun by walking in a 
procession without his hat, was 
seized with headach, which became 

‘intermittent, and was treated by 
bark. After. six weeks it ceased, but 
‘left amaurosis. Then followed fever 
and death. 

4 

P SUPPLEMENT ro PART Bare Ms «9 og 

multiply cases an this class, which pre- ie a 
he phenomena. 8 a 

there was a tumour three inches broad adhe ng to. the mem- 
branes at the side of the third sinus; and in 
there was, under the junction of the lambdoidal and saad "a8 
sutures at the broadest part of the falx, a small triangular piece 
of bone with very sharp angles. ‘Where these angles came in — 
contact with the dura mater, it was livid and discharged a. Tits | ‘ 

In a lady mentioned by Borellus there was, near 
the torcular, a hard rough irregular mass of a stony consis- 
tence, with many sharp processes and angles; and in a case oe 
‘Schenkius there was a stony tumour like a ‘mulberry i in the 
brain of a man who had suffered from long continued and in-~ in 

_ tense headach, which left him no interval of ease day : or ni; 
See also the cases described under the head of tubercular 
eases of the brain, particularly Cases LX XX. and LXXXVI. 4 

(pages 187-193.) which exhibit examples of pe disea es, 
~ with remarkable remissions of the pain. Me oe . 

: De 

dt an nncitiii ous 
sal soft tubercular mass the size of 
a hazel nut in the posterior | obe of 
both hemispheres—leéft lobe of the 
cerebellum almost destroyed pyitae 
softening ofa. a similar tumour occupy-, a 
ing its interior; substance of the cere-. 
bellum around ‘it indurated. Three 
ounces of fluid in the ventricles.” Re 
Dr. Chalmers, Med. and ae . 

uly 1826.40" > 
» Ne ys a A | ye age e $ 5 eX . 

dy tot ae ‘ 
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In a case by Willis, 

‘one. by Saviard ~ 

hit. 

lis- 
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AFFECTIONS OF THE SENSES, 5 

INTELLECT. , 
. ' : iy ‘ 

Morbid Appearances. hc 
At the anterior part of the right . 

hemisphere, a, scirrhous mass the 
size of a nut, surrounded by exten | 

substance—thalami sound— ~ 
nerves shrivelled. ° 
Cruvielhier INov. i De Med. iid. ‘5 

1825, 
. 
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Symptoms. ~ ay; 
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‘headach and weight in the head, 
increased by stooping.’ Began in 
May, 1816, and increased gradual- 
ly notwithstanding copious eyacua- 
tons. In-August his sight began to 
diminish, with giddiness; in Septem- 
ber, could only see objects in a very 
strong light; in December, perfect 
blindness—pain ‘still constant and 
Severe. Inthe middle of January 

_ | stupor and forgetfulness, and died 
+ comotose on the 31st. - 

‘he 

me kan 44 

. ee Casz XIII.—An officer who had 
_ seen much service—severe headach 

_ which subsided, and left a feeling 
_ of tightness across the forehead. 
_ After six or eight months, blindness 

of the right eye, then blindness of 
the left. Under the operation of an 
emetic, the sight of the left eye was 
‘recovered for an hour—afterwards 
perfect blindness and pupils insen-. 

a sible, but no other complaint, ex- 
_ cept disordered stomach, and fre- 
quent inclination to vomit. Death 

; ei ‘i ue m coma after two years. 7 es ved: 

C t I g headach, which can: - menced after hard working in.a hay 
_field—chiefly referred to the fore- 
head, from which it extended over 
the left ear, but sometimes affected 
the right side of the head also, and 
occasionally the neck—most severe 
in the night. After six or seven’ 

weeks, blindness». At the end of 
two months an apoplectic attack, 

and death in two days. 

Casn” XII.—A man, aged 47—. 

—A man, aged 30—ex- 

” e P P 
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- CASES, OF ORGANIC DISEASES ON THE BRAIN. 449 __ 
my : . ‘Aw ar ¥ ms : 

. Morbid Appearances. _ 
A tumour, the size of a large egg, 

attached to the tentorium in such a, | 
manner, that part of it lay above it». 
and part below it, the falx likewise. 
entering into its substance above. | 
Internally it was firm, and. resembled 
the structure of the kidney—four 
ounces of fluid in the ventricles. 

_Author’s Notes. 
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Four ounces of fluid in the ventri- 
cles; a tumour, the size of a hen’s 
egg, containing a thick purulent 
fluid, under the anterior part of the. 
brain, and interposed betwixt the 
optic nerves, which were much se- 
parated by it from each other. Be- » 
low it was attached to the pituitary 
gland, which was very soft, and en- 
larged to five or six times its natural 
size. 
Med. Trans. vol. y. Dr. Powel. 

” 

, A tumour, the size of a large wal- 
nut, projected from the lower ots of 
the anterior lobe of the left hemis- 
phere. Internally it resembled an_ 
absorbent gland. ‘The greater part 
of the medullary substance of the 
left hemisphere wasreduced to a soft 
pulpy state, and was of alight brown 
colour. 
Med. Trans. vol. y. Dr. Powel. 

In the other cases of this class the symptoms are nearly 
_ similar—fixed pain in the head and gradual loss of sight—the 
intellect being frequently affected in the advanced stages, and 
frequently the speech impaired. A case has been already 
described, in which there was blindness of one eye and loss 

_ of speech, in connexion with a cyst containing albuminous 
matter in the posterior part of the left hemisphere—(See Case 



glan¢ | was ‘eulavged to the size 76 of an egg sand w 
or stony structure. Ina case by Bouillaud with 
sight and speech, and oss of the memory of names, the 

shutoee ~~ a tumour the size of a large nut in the anterior art 

cen eo left hemisphere. | sar en 

5 ach He a | i oe ; 
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“ Symptoms. | Morbid Ap 
CaAsE XY. —A girl, aged bi doce A tumour the 

liable to headach, with weakness of rested on the c 
r sight, anda peculiar tendernessofthe pressed the jun 

PAT, eae of the head. Inautumn. nerves. It was comp 
. hat oa 814, she received an injury on the senate on of a 

2 OR op ae, forehead from a fall, and from that 
ee Wy | time suffered much "from headach, 

bitotllsal with frequent epistaxis. In the end 
oe py 4 of December, the headach increased, 
ap with fever, intolerance of light and 
~*~. gound—squinting and convulsive pa- 
ieee Aye roxysms, which for sometime, recur- 
— \. red every half hour. In March, 1815, 

ae she improved remarkably, and for 
} nearly a year continued better in re-- 
sae ae to the head symptoms, but,af- 

ee fected with scrofulous sores on the — 
neck and the leg, In May, 1816, 

» ° headach increased, with impatience i 
of light and sound—squinting, gra- 

. ou failure of sight, at last blindness: 
_ nga “She died in October, her 

ie 4@ ‘intelli having continued unimpair- 
'  _ -ed; remarkable acuteness of hearing, 

v nn and intolerance of eeand continued ; 
#, dt ana CS the last. i 

= 



three weeks, and at each time there 
were two paroxysms at the distance 
of twelve hours; after eight or nine 
months, these attacks increased in 

_ severity. She had then loss of hear- 
ing, sight,-and smell, and her speech _ 
and deglutition were much impaired. 
Soon after this died apoplectic. 
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CASES OF ORGANIC DISEASES or ‘rie » BRAIN. 451_ A 

"Case XVIL—A ting man of 15— — Four ounces of fluid in “the ven. Re yi Ni 
ihe Ss ted p 1 the head, and tricles; ‘on the left side of the 3 ' 

er si months inarticulate speech, . Varolii, a hard tumour’ th is: e hight: 
Three. attacks’ of conyulsion, each a beats surrounding subs nc hy, 

Z f te sa oF fifteen minutes’ duration; hip approaching to suppt hr 
. st left palsy of the tight side, “-Coindet sur ily dene tl 
" hich disappeared next day. Died ¥ ty, 
comatose in another month, having ‘ i ‘ee 
had repeated convulsive “attacks, ‘ A 

* intense headach, impatience of light, ‘en 
afterwards dilatation of the pupils, Hig : a 
deafness, palsy of the eyelids, very e i 
difficult articulation, and some deli- « he é: 

was: * mR Ob - ® F 

Pac ae x at a) ane 

es * Gisa xvi. —A servant. girl long phrotlehout the substance of both 
subject to headach, which, in her hemispheres, and in the corpora. ee. 
19th year, became very severe, and striata, there were numerous tuber- be: ieee M 
occurred, periodically, generally cles the sizeof peas... They wete ws. 5) be 
once in { our weeks, and sometimes externally hard, and internally con-. ea Ee 
oftener. ‘In hér 21st year, the head- ‘ tained'a small cavity fullof a thick at 
ach became more violent and per- greenish fluid. Twenty-one of them ai Sia 
manent, with frequent vomiting, and were collected—substance of the - his A 
occasional fits of insensibility.. She brain Penlsitp scone striata con- ld ane 
had then attacks of double yision, siderably softened. . iv mie 
and “afterwards convulsions, which 5 iti Nast, ut supra. Kae 

returned at first once in five or six = Sa 9% 
My fy days, ‘and afterwards, every second 4 P | hs 
ord day.. About three months ‘ “ 

, ter the commencement of the con- - 7 ae 
~ vulsions, she was one mornin 1g found | as La: 

' “dead i physi a : wes 
ee oF " abe 

ks, a : ; 

Bike XxVUL—A woman, aged 19  pmbedded in the substance of the » Na oo 
—Hleadach, vertigo, suffusion of ph hemisphere, there was an hy- eo 
the eyes; paroxysms, in which she atid, three inches long, and two) = 

fell down insensible,; without con- broad, and very vascular. Brain i na Pees, 
-wvulsion. They attacked her once in other respects healt + arene L 
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bi F es OT Pe Morbid 
‘ "SS Case XIX.—A man aged 24,— . Extensive diseas 
jee severe headach—watchfulness and much effusion in 1 
-_» Gmbecility of the head—blindness of substance of the. 

the left eye, and aftera month of 
the right. Convulsive paroxysms 

/ which ‘continued to recur for six 
months; they then ceased,» and he 
died of pectoral complaints. 

S Bp vt iy . ae 

Pe er See ~ CasziXX.—A child of ere 
. unable to walk—articulation very 

imperfect—intelligence very defi- 
cient—deglutition very difficult, li- 
quids swallowed often returning bj 
the mouth and nose—difficult respi- 
ration and frequent convulsions— 
but was full in flesh—had been in 

“pi this state about a» year—died in six 
st months more. ~ 

-Casz XXI.—A woman, aged 25— 
, Se , After suppressed menstruation, vio- 

sata _* Jent headach, impaired vision and af- 
_ ter some time blindness. Repeated 

convulsive attacks; after one of which 
she lost her speech for two days. In- 
tellect entire. Died comatose after 
four months. a P n3 

» 4 
“a so ¢ 
- ms * 

% 

Caszt XXII.—A lady, aged 40, of 
ascrofulous habit—gradual failure of 

| memory, sight and hearing; inarticu- 
late speech; epileptic paroxysms, at 
first once in the fortnight, afterwards 

a5 more frequent—her gait feeble and 
rd tottering—died in six months. A 

: year before her death, she had been 
" much stunned by a fall down a stair. 

a . . oa , 
. %. 
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; hae es 
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oa ; bad 4 " ’ ue & ad ya 

“ he ’ a '\, 2 ee yy 

4 my 

lated albumen, 

_ Corpora olivaria, crus cerebelli, 
and tubercula mammillaria in a state — 
of cartilaginous hardness; other parts 
OS, ER SS Th Sts 

, Author’s Notes. ae is sy 
oe ® 

‘ aS eh | ha ey A ym ve Pre 

‘ .: Be ae 
, , 

7 

. ee ibe 
On the surface of the right hemis- 

phere there were three hardened ~ 
spots, each an inch in diameter. 
They were the surfaces of tubercu- 
lar masses, which extended into the 
medullary substance of the brain. . 
There was a similar tubercle in the 
substance of the hemisphere, and 
one smaller in the surface of the. 
left hemisphere. Slight effusion in 
the ventricles. Yr ta! ae 

Powel, Med. Trans. Ve. > 

A tumour, the size ofa smallorange, 
Jay on the pars petrosa of the left 
temporal bone, inclining to the op- — 
posite side, and producing greatde- 
pressioninthe'substance ofthebrain; 
the seventh pair of nerves, and the , 
branches of the fifth pair were com-— ° 
pressed and stretched by the tu- 
mour. Internally it consisted of a - 
soft uniform substance resembling ~ 
the cineritious matter of the brain, _ 

_ Communicated by Dr. Hay. 
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b CASES OF ORGANIC DISEASES OF THE BRAIN. 453 

™ © Case XXI L.- rs man, aged 26— A hard tumour tw an 
Severe headach; most distressing , and an inci and a ft | was 
when lying on the left side; occur- firmly attached to the te » and 

+ # a in paroxysms with giddiness. embedded in the posterior lob: 
After several months pain increased, the left hemisphere. It con . 
withimpaired-yision and dilated pu-_ ourice of greenish pus, and 
pil. Paroxysms of giddiness, with bral substance near it was sol C 

(Binaness loss of speech, stiffness of “W) the tumour pressed against 
1e limbs during the paroxysms; the occipital bone, the . mater 

then double vision; violent pain in was obliterated, and the bone rough. 
_ »  theneck, with convulsive paroxysms ‘Two ounces of fluid Aughe ventri- 
affecting the muscles of the neck,. cles. 7m. a 

_  anddrawing the head violently back- . Clerk, Edin. Jour. VI. p. 275. — ‘i 
wards. Twomonths after this he © — ei ith a. 

"had numbness and spasmodic mo- ee is 
tions of the superior extremities. ati CN a Ye: 
After seven or eight months died sud- sii oh 
denly in a,fit resembling epilepsy. "He hia Bin Ai a 

Cast XXIV.—A managed 35—se- Cerebral substance onthe anterior - 
vere headach, and sense of weight part of the right hemisphere was 
in the head for two years; copious hard and callous, and adhered, inti- ° 
oa of the sense of smell; ‘timately to the dura mater; on the gts 
en frequent epileptic paroxysms left side some extravasated blood. 

for two years—died pudgy Morgagni, Epis. 9 
, , 4 - 

. 

Casz XXV.—A man, (age not On the inner surface of the left pa- 
oa -mentioned)—severe headach, fol- rietal bone, there was an osseous 

lowed by amaurosis and epileptic spongy tumour, three inches broad, 
bi paroxysms, which occurred almost and more than an inch in thickness. ' 

daily. He ae in ah apoplectic at- is tue Wepfer, 
tack. — : . . ; 

rs L I 
Tay 2 ‘ sia * i 

4 7 7 ; 
a . SECTION IV.* © ik 

ih ; 7 ey ARO ae 
, Fourtu Crass.—Convutsions, WITHOUT AFFECTIONS OF 

Wr _ THE SENSES.—INTELLECT SOMETIMES IMPAIRED. 
; mi - al 6 o # i y 

_ 9 |) Casz XXVI.—A man, aged 60— _—— An hydatid the size of a pigeon’s 
~ Epileptic for six years, with loss of egg, in the posterior part of the right 

memory. Died suddenly. ‘hemisphere. It contained a yellowish 
a4 a fluid, which was partly gelatinous. 

waiie tye . The substance of the brain under it 
en, was hardened. a. 

* & . Lancisius de Sub. Mort. cap. xi. 

x PAN yg ; 

58 * al 
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e  ® Symptoms. - Morbid Appearances. 
‘Case XXVIL—A_ boy,-aged 16 

mo 
with an.attack of convulsion. 
ected chiefly his right side, which 
as very strongly convulsed. He 
ad ey attack on the evening 

fever, blindness, and loss of the pow- 
er of deglutition. In this state helen. 
tinued ten days, when he had another 
fit, and after this he eradualigreso- 
vered his sight and deglutition, 
From this time there was a perce 
of paralysis of the right side, but in 
other respects he enjoyed good 

- health for four years. He then had 
epileptic paroxysms, which at first 
occurred once in twe months, but 
gradually imcreased in frequency. 
After a much longer interval than 
usual, a few weeks before his death 
the fits returned after a fright, re- 
curred with great frequency, and 
were fatal. He was then twelve 
years of age: his right side had con- 
tinued weak: and at the time of his 
death the right lower extremity was 

. three inches shorter than the other 
—his intellect had been weak, so 
that he never could be taught to 
read. 

ai 
ay 

- Cast XXVIII.—A man, aged 40, 
the guard of a coach, was thrown 
from his seat behind the coach, and 
received an injury of his head, by 
which he was confined for several 
weeks. ‘After his recovery he be- 
came epileptic. The fits generally 
occurred once in five or six weeks. 
After two years he fell from his seat: 
behind the coach in one of the fits, 

and. received various injuries, of 
which he died in a few days. 

* 7. 7 
‘ ms 

Case XXIX.—A child aged 20. 
months—No symptom remarked but 
a constant motion of the head from 
right to left—was pale but without 
fever, and did not seem to suffer. 
Died emaciated. | 

M 

- 

1onths, formerly healthy, was seized _ the left parietal bone, there was a 
It af- ' 

On the surface of the brain, under 

tumour the size of an egg, situated 
between the pia mater and the arach- 
noid; internally it was of a white, 
somewhat gelatinous: appearance, 

ame day, after which he had but very firm, and when cut’ into, 
some serous fluid was discharged 
from it; no effusion. 

_ Communicated by Dr. Beilby, 

* 

site 

hey 

There was thickening of the dura 
mater in several places. Attached 
to the inner surface of thethickened 
portions, there were several small 
nodules of bone, the. size of peas, 
and very irregular on the surface. 

Communicated by Dr. Hunter. i 

ee * w 

ee K ‘* 

In right lobe of thecerebellum—a 
round firm eyst, the size of a hazel ~ 
nut containing numerous small hard 
concretions like pieces of bone. 

Andral. © +” 
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1 pileptic for thirty years; had substance of the quate : 
Gren hywhich e cited acute pain un- jected inwards net hollow on 
Gey the upper part of the occipital left hemisphere, . outwar 

In one of the blow on this through an openini j e bon : 
then ceived a violent» blow s which measured two inches | 

, followed by constant pain, and “and avhalf. ‘The dura mater begs i 
‘ six weeks, a pulsatory tumour “7 markably vascular. 

‘appeared on the spot, which could, Mr 
be pressed back into the cavity o 

» _.,, the cranium, and this produced co- 
. ma. After several months, she had 
an of the right arm, and both 

ol 

lower extremities, and soon after ; : 

shed: ce ie 7 ‘fend he a 

Cyst XXXL—A woman of 43— ~~ Four ounces of fluid in the ven- 
Headach; spasmodic affections ofthe tricles. A tubercle the size ofa nut 

bs. After seven months was con- in the left lobe of the cerebellum; 
to bed—violent paroxysms of surrounding substance much §soft- 
ch, with loss of memory, and ened. Nps 

nt convulsive attacks, which’ |. Rochoux tint Apo 
"pA | 

ccurred several times a day. 
. uddenly in one of them, six 
t seven weeks after she was cons * © : é 
or Sine to bed. 2 Sik, ere 

ar ; : re % 

ie 
It isunnecessary to detail particularly fhe cases of thisclass. 

They present the usual sy tone f the epileptic paroxysms - 
occurring at various intervals, and in various-degrees of se- 
verity; sometimes accompanied by violent attacks of head- 
ach, and sometimes with little uneasiness in the head. They 
-are/sometimes fatal suddenly in one-of the: fits, sometimes by » 
coma A. variety of morbid appearances have been observed 
‘in such cases. Portal observed a remarkable induatiolPoe 
the pons Varolii; and Sandifort found" three tubercles® ins 
the dura mater near the sagittal suturey on, the right side, 
ae in the anterior part of the right hemisphere, a sebace- 

tumour the size of a walnut. Ina case by Lieutaud, 
there were seven sarcomatous tumours near the Jongitudi- 

~~ nal-sinus; and i in another, a glandular tumour the size of a 
_ bean, in the substance of the right corpus. ee In a 
young man, mentioned by M. “Poupart, in wh 
“occurred once a week, there was-a thick white substance, 

. firmer than jelly, under the dura mater.. In a man men- 
tioned by Lamotte, who died of an abscess of the lungs, af- 
ter having been many years epileptic, several sharp bony 
spiculz were found between the dura mater and the pia 

& 
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heir hae being i sreckag >d against, th B ater. 
cases of,the sa ate" <ind are referred to VanSige- 

ten, in one of which there w an irregular piece of bone in’ 
2.  eubstancelot the cerebell an inch longs and. “half an 

a 
ch broad.) In a a case by Dr..A rson of Leith, in which — %" 
ilepsy came on after a severe injury on the back of the ! 

head, the posterior part “the brain avas found’ inflam . F 
h thickening of the membrane 

A modification of epile sy is met with, ; in which the con- 
vulsion oes to aie: side of the body. In a case e seal 
this kind by Dr. Anderson, a portion of the brain on the | 

a opposite side was m indurated, with adhesion and 
~ thickening of the membranes. The sa : peculiarity i in the ! 

symptoms occurred in Dr. Beilby’s case méntioned in this . 
section. Ina man mentioned by Lieutaud, the course of 
symptoms was somewhat different from those epileptic al 
fections. He had violent headach for three months 

violent convulsions, which were rapidly fatal. 
tudinal sinus, externally and internally, was cove 
innumerable smaller glandular grains, simila 1es 
were found on the choroid plexus. Th the fourth ventricle —— 

- there appeared a tumour the size of an egg, formed ty a 
congeries of innumerable glandular bodies, verging to sup-  ~ y 
puration. Nearly tpe whole of Seri mon hee napeme ap- : 
Daal wilt a on! Bee ae 

.- and much hardened, wi 

we we a a 
2 " , 2 4 bs : | ~ . § 
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a Fu i 
Firtu Grass. —Srirproits | IN THE HEAD WITH PARAL SIS. 
oi, iowa “. ' ; . 
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a | “eee —Hexrensora , . 
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o? Symptoms. Morbid Arperanes, s& 
Cast XXXII.—A woman of 77— A hard yellow cancerous mass, 

. violent convulsions of the left arm, larger than a duck’s egg, and com- 
~ which returned every two or three posed of many lobesi in the ubstancelee 
days for ten wecks, with weakness of , of the right hemisphere. he 
the arm—then weakness of the leg, Rostan, (henna de Cer- Lad 

“and gradually complete hemiplegia, ved.) > ag 
the convulsion then ceasing—speech of 
then lost, but mind entire—death . | eae 
after eleven months without any 
other symptom. ; 



Se 8 

boy, Lue; 

ness. It went off 
but fron that time 

1 Aa impaired, and 
year 1 was sven! He then 

an affection resemblin chorea; * 
after a short time, suffered an “2 

ttack in which he lay speechless for 
ree days... This was followed by | 

He 
omplained much of his head, which 

ed to his’ ends to enlarge; 
na ite sometimes ‘Tost hi is speech for * 

or three days. Hisintellect was 
ot : ‘ected, but at-times was ex- 

tremely acute. He died after coma 
fifive weeks’ continuance, about a | 

tn Meniplogia? of the right side. 

. 

f a5 after the attack of hemiplegia, 
years afterahe commence- 

* Y ’ 

_— , 

Fs ee man of ee 
on the head, headach and 

weightin the head, at first 
occurring in paroxysms, then more 

! permanent, < | slight weakness of 
} the right ‘ transient loss of 

recollecti F iereaneons ey 
creased to, perfect hemiplegi 
A rig side—loss of speech—. 

|» twisting of the mouth to the left, | 

matose after mor ads thanitwo years. 
a a. ! " . a a ae 

: “ee XXXVILA boy of 13— 
a f * heac chemipleg ia of the left side 
_ & x eck before eath— 

“Seer speech and ells gidity 
ro ra the paelyecd limbs—occasional 

; ain in the affected leg, and tremu-. 
“- ous motions of arms—tetanic 
te peas we 

A 

& 4 y aS < : 

-) 

onsite f 
mness of sight gr 

y to t] 

: great failure of intellect. ” Died ila 

¢membra e 
surface of the bi a | 

middle lobe—on ing then 
ace, fluid ag 

tity, which was found to! 
dischar | from the cys 

rdatid aon 

keeles entricle, a 
fs a to the « 

ane ar the brain: It containe 
about sixteen ounces of limpid fluid, : 
‘and besides this, there were se 
ounces in the proper cavity 2" 
ventricles , 
, Comunneionied by Mp, . wai 

- . of London. eat 
“Meats ae 

». ; ‘" 

A reddish-brown and firm tu: 
the size of an egg, omgpe oute 
anterior part of the left emisphere: 
it was full of blood, which seemed 
to be contained im it in. some places 
Jas.it. is in.the inleent in others it was . 

all clots a line or more in dia- © 
ub, dia ry firm. The tumour 

adher ed Shale to the dura 
and the .arachnoid, which wa: 
nd thickened where it Cover 

tumour. Below it was emb ded 
in the substance of the hemisphere, 
and the cerebral matter was _soften- 
ed. One ounce of wm} oP the ven- 
tricles. ° » ' 

a Rochouc. 2; o ‘ 

a 
i. ' 

wy 

A tubercle the size of large ege, 
and five or’six smaller = in the 
subsia nce of the right Chests 
four in 1 the left. “ size 
several of ems ppt —pus Pe: 
twixt the a Mhaotd ia mater; 
and turbid fluidtin the ventricles. 
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z 4 ‘ i Symploms. Morbid Ap igh RO 
wit aged ee umour, the size of a hazeln 

ey onal ae ‘of severe head hy dying on the left side of the Seal 
/ a 

ible -vision—the 
f the right side, 

my the mouth 

ee forwards. After nulare, and sunk into it. It ex 
a to the left corpus pyramid: 

| congeresing. it! ty ah hoe 4 
and i in- nerve, and. was closely attached “te 

»”** articulate speech; the lefteje drawn — the basilar artery, which conta ned, 
“ towards ose—p al, » at this give) a pone coagulum, and. 

st ¢ _* About two months Recta its coats were very soft. The tu-— 
wi ae. mencement of thé paral h mour WV s in a state of imperfe ot 

came conyulsed,/and died in twenty- suppuration. 
four hours | Pte, ot te is Trans. L 181. 3 

,% The Ment thi aired) little v sat the symp | 
toms. They are generally, headach “s Y evitftout ¢ ; 

r tions of the sight, and after some time weakness of one 
which gradually increases to perfect paralysis. Inaca 
Bonetus, and in another exactly similar by Blancardus, 

| va tumour threeinches longattached tothesize of 
sinus. A gentleman, mentioned by Mr. Gooch, 
a variety | of nervous symptoms, had an excruciati ny 
one Oe beginning at the finger ends, and graduall; 

» ing as high as the insertion of the deltoid. The arm at 
beca me pa ok i and soon after he died of convulsion. 
gaia encysted tumours were found in the a he’ 

* 

»brain on the Bue te Wee affected arin a case 
by Bouillaud, with vast iplegi of the right side of, 

™: long standing, with much i ent of speech and Be 
» nes f mind, there was a tut the size of an eg the 7 

4 anterior lobe of the left. hemisphere, and another smaller i 
the middle lobe. They were internally cellular, and ¢ 
tained blodlitmised with a filamentous substance, anda 
ee resembling ‘concrete pus. & 

Ce ee 

: S | § IL. —PARAPLEGIA. 
& 

ou fame Va Be i - orbid ‘5 
Cass XXX .—A man of 48— _ Left lobe of the cerebel iar | 

acute headach for a year followed ei, almost entirely schirrhous, of a oak! . 
paraplegia. Five months after died flesh colour, and seemed to be co 
suddenly. - posed of numerous small corpuscles 

an he closely compacted, without any in- 
) : terstices, or ony as ae ae of Ves 

° sels. | 
Morgagni, Bp. 62. 
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Case XXXVIU.—A:+man of 35— On the surface 
ain in thesocciput extending rolii, there were twot 

own the ng pecslongs vertigo tumours nearly un 7 their api- | 
and sickness. After five months,he- ces. The ed into 

miplegia of the left side and impair- ‘the right crus cerebri, that of th 
‘ed; vision. Hemiplegia diminished other i | lo 

_ gradually, and after five or six The d 

ie 

. penetrated) in o» th 

by viol t, pain and vertigo, and ocs,. © ~ 
curred occasionally twenty timesin gg". 

_ a day—blindness of the right eye— _ 

Edin.. Jour. 

a * 
nae of memory—t raplegia; rS (hs 

the 
| “‘maonths more, he»became liable to substance of the pons. Ther@) was 

_ __ fits of stupor, whieh were preceded much effusion ‘under arachpoidy, sa 

j lt, e 470, e iy 

> oii, 
q Ww 

epee. Du. * rae ) eigen LA, | . 
4 va x * 

oe oo) 

ensibly without any of Sylvius and the,part which rests * _ 
eech indistinct— upon the tentorium, It was.contain- 4 

tence.* «5 
Bul. Fac. Med. May,1816. “©  * 

a Ps . ; i; , 
yee I have already alluded to. the uncertainty which attend 

cases of this class, from the circumstance of there having been’ a 
'» in general no examination of the spinal cord; and perhaps it 

may still be considered as a point not absolutely ascertained 
whether disease’in the brain produce paraplegia without a 
affection ofthe cord. If this does take place, it will proba- 
bly be in those cases in which the disease is about the pons _" «| 
or medulla oblongata; though in these cases one should ra-"” 

er expect universal paralysis, such as occurred in Cases ~ 
XXVIII. and XX XIX. of this Supplement... From the ob- 

- servations recorded under the pathology of the spinal.cord, 
ae Tn pope ee disease may frequently exist both in the ¥ 

rain and in the cord at the same time, and that this particu- | ® . 
larly is true of tubercles. Ina case related by Dr. Hawkins . Pi 

_ in the Medical and Physical Journal for 1826, there.were [© | + 
numerous scrofulous tubercles, both in the brain and cerebel- % 
lum in a man of 23; the eymnptonge had been fits resembling epi- , 

- ~ lepsy with dysuria, partial paraplegia,and impaired speech and 
vision. He died after four months, having been comatose for 
three or four days before death: Had the spinal cord been ex- 

¥ 
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"cular 
Me of the ri ht hemisphere. , A girl, aged 14, mer 

of the ae side, of! 
hs_ fter she 

created over. the abdo ; th I a. 
Ther ‘was re pee on 

left ube ? ates r 

ue ise 

h 
a sixteen da days. ' 
of a small part of t 
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sa Symptoms. & 
‘Casr XL.—A medical man, in the 

» meridian of life, had been for a year 
" Sabie’ to attacks of. dyspepsia, with 

In October, 1815, he had 
es adach with fever relieved . 

ca etting: then puplete want 
of f digestion, headach 
ciation, and frequent v iiae which 
occurred chiefly in the morning. He’ 
had various uneasy feclings, which 
he referred to hisliver, and his com- 
plaints were ascribed to'this source 
by the most eminent practitioners 
whom he consulted. In August, 
1816, he had severe headach, and 
nothing agreed with his stomach; 
almost every thing being vomited. 
After some time, the pain was re- 
lieved, but the morning sickness 
and vomiting continued, with in- 
creasing emaciation, torpid bowels, - 
ae. eructations, and hiccup. © 
In the end of September had twice 
a slight convulsion. Headach the 
periodical—mind entire, but con- 
versation induced headach, ae 
sometirhes convulsion. October, 9, 
died suddenly in convulsion. : 

in it also. 
d, in whicl 

“intellect, in c 

ce) 

extrs asain of blo with: ramolli 5 
the seventh cervical vertebra. | 
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Morbid Apy earances. *— 
Four ounces of fluid in the ven- 

tricles. On the inferiorpart of the 
left lobe of the cerebellum, there 
ate an’ encysted: tumour, the size of 
aFrench walnut, besides avesicular 

ortion connected with it cont ng «., 
‘some yellow serum. The tu 
‘invested bothby the dura mater and © 
piamaterand was: attachec rasmall — 
pedicle to the atic ce. 

~*~ 
2 

© 

rebellum, where it had fo: 
pression in which it was embedde 
On the corresponding part of ‘the 
opposite lobe there was a small flori 
tumour the size ofa large: e pea. 
abdominal viscera were soul 

Med. Repos. vol. 
“ ie? he 

bs OM a eit rd ¢ 
"84 Pe tY 

“ * ey Ay : ee ®:. 
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on part wa 
‘1S, and th “st Cc 

ne nati darte oe intoy 
. ‘stance’ of the . cerebelly m, ¥ 
+ Nae in contact with it, Other 

‘the cerebellum ‘softened, me 
Brahes! of the spinal, cord hard 

. * eranium } id al. in- 

cw osition. © “eameemNe 
a. Av : of | ht aa 

eek e's . viscera so . 
Bee: ka ? ie, Hie Hep stk viii, 

Hg ae *
 é or ue te

 yw 
os 3 

er Cases are onr ecord, hs the days ie 

i > ickened. Thoracic “+ abd oe 

; : ices were in the head, though. some of the most. Aas P 4, 
| mptoms had been in ‘the stomach. Some. of these 

€ what has been called sick headach, while others are 
distiniguished by. remarkable disturbance of the digestive 

ions. » There is'generally more or less.headach, with» va+ | 
: . feelings 1 in the Head; but these. symp bos BF cin 

) nes not urgent, so that many of the cases have, thro ug hed 
| part of their progress, been referred to the. digestive ae 
. ot e symptoms i in the head being»considered as symp- e 
te ic. A boy, aged 14, mentioned by Mangetus, had loss - 
im, o Raite,, obtuse “headach, debility andyemaciation 5 the 

}: romitin ith more acute headach} and he died after var 8 / 
aa o Three’ tumours were found in the ‘brain, or “’ 

_. nthe situation of the corpora quadrig inay'and two otters, | 
nt the oF of walnuts it e substance of brain, - A . young” * 

man mentioned in the Medical a ie and ‘Ing ss ’ 
vol. vi. had various complaints im the head and bowels 

’ ver ascribed to worms, After some time he had ps ks of +. 
stupor and forgetfulness, and died delirious. The only mor- 

Win Wasreeagaree was ossification of no great extent in the du-— 
ra me ith appearances of inflammation in the’ adjoining. 

i membranes. Similar ossification i in the falx was found by Dr. ‘ 
Letisott as the only. morbid appearance in a gentleman who 
had been long affected with a train of obscure complaints, 

the most urgent of which were obtuse headach, with frequent 
. . vomiting.” (Mem: Med. Soc. of London, vol. iii.) “ On the 
4 other hand,.it is to be kept in mind that similar’ ossifications 

. have been met: with in casés in which there existed no'symp- 
toms that could be ascribed to them.’ . This part of i sub- 

“Betiberstr, is involved i in much ohimeet- 

: e ; ; ; . ' - 59 
a 
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headach, with oecasic al attacks 
giddiness, ‘and loss of rec Teck. 
He did not iB CON Me ce 
but sometimes cor 
without, knowing ithe! 
8 ing; at. other times he ae oe 

Ww: abled intoxication; 
fee le and tottering, a be stacks 

Pel 
re y 

walkin Sa, 

and violence, though he general 
recovered his recollection in a ver 
short time: but at length, after’ six 
months, a ; more.severe attack occur- 
red, from which he did not recover: 
he was now confined to bed with se- 
re head h, giddiness} loss of me- 

mor id incoherence;and about 
the 12t 
partial palsy of the left leg and. arm, 
ie had then general conyulsion, 
lowed by perfect hemiplegia and 
nay and died about the 23d apd 
ee inement. pity a 

* Case XL. —A man, aged 36— 
after. a wound inthe head, which: 
healed r readily, had conStantheadach 

ve years and a half; then fits of | 
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n, . misphere, 
bale the'size ‘ 
e was 

_ closed in a capsule 

dually increased in frequenc ae 4 

tumour communicated 

day had severe. pain and 

a Cra és *Wentie9 an D ae 
ND ‘ave. i } LE 

oy ‘ounces of ftu 
"ticles; vs al substai 

, the Os obe 

ternally. oF a pale 
granular texture. 

derable \j of i 

tricle so as to form" 
“of the posterity d 
and the margin of th 

_ plwas attached to it, 
‘ter lining the ventric! 
“was very vascular." 
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jutervela, sometimes tarts a week; ° “be merely a part of fhe . 
‘sometimes once a fortnight. They indurated ardtede A. piec ner Tea Y 

enerally lasted about an houranda the sizeof the ger nail, v a 

half, and he had warning of their ap- ed to the left side of the lo al ¥ 
proach, § soas to lay himself down. © sinus. The veins on the Ot ie 
Inthe intervalsall the functions were misphere were more dist At ; 1 © he 
natural. After seven or eight many blood than those | ie Ba, 
the paroxysms became e- ited Chir. et, 
quent, and he died sudd. ily i in one ee Nee agg ot ll dep 
ofithiem. Po alll ib na ee 
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' two affected with | 
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“ “Case XLV.—A lady; ry “ea _ 
ucks of headach; Gildas, d. 

imperfect vision, Occurring at uncer- 
tain intervals: afterwards mania; at 
last, after five years, death with fe- 

y Hie, | CASES. s OF Saeawre DISEASES op a BRAIN. 

, os Tee 

Sear the anterior was 

» firmer; the middle*portion was the 
“size of a walnut ‘of a white colour, 

SW Key ‘ 

b A rem 

Pio: on ‘th 7 etrous 
‘temporal bone. It consi 

osed of asp ‘vascul 
Rs iy the ssp 

terspersed with small cysts, cont 
ing a. puriform: fluid; othe 
portion was half the size of the for- — 
mer, and of similar structure, bu 

and nearly cartilaginous structure. 
The petrous portion of the bone on» 
-which the tumour rested was absorb- 
ed to the depth of half an inch. 

: ce s Notes. ae 

ek, gee \ i . ce gt Pr #e 

‘ : e: "% 
ft Pe a 

Twa small aneurisms, bach about 
five-eighths of an inch in diameter, 
formed by dilatation of the internal 
_carotid arteries, by the side of the 
‘cella Turciea, and’ containing lami-. 
nx of coagulated blood. ~ whe. 

a * S me di of a Soe. 7 193. sl Ah 

ava at i ‘ e 
ees Gua REVEL womans: aged 65 + Extras oli blood ad a 
ey ee of th right le Soak stan- Bocent The anterior part of the 
¥ ding; 3 neinating pice the head, left hemisphere was very much hard- 

occurring at intervals; attacks of Pine) 
‘sensibility; death from erga coma, 

ened, and. of a reddish colour. In 
the “substarice | of the right hemis- 

after an SEP ars attack. | phere there was an oval tumour o 
5 a reddish colour, Visas | hard and 

, . “4, ¥, fev softened. 
fiostan. Vv y a 

4 R » . 

vi have en idercabed a very important case rorehiable 

pontenen | 

to this class, connected’ with a remarkable tumour formed by 
a deposition, of new matter betwixt. the laminz of the dura 
mater.—(See Case VI. page '65,) and there'are many others 
on record exhibiting some varieties of the symptoms.. Insome 
we find constant uneasiness, with vertigo; in others, transient 
apoplectic attacks, while the patient im the intervals enjoys 
tolerable health. . In other cases again,! there is a “constant 
complaint of slight and’ habitual giddiness, Commonly called 
weakness of the head, often accompanied by ‘unsteadiness of 
the limbs. Ina case ‘of the first kind, by Zeder, he found nu- 
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ge . Pgh OS rage 
te ‘the brain, « one particula ly hapa 

; | ilvius, and cont ‘a : i v1 ‘he case V ch hh 

ox ee sancisius the ¢ 
WS ita apoplectic attacks, ‘connectéd wil 1 

ae i branes, and a polypous tumour under t 
¥ . gentleman mentioned by Gooch, had been: 

? liable to attacks i in “which there was someti 
* » OF. the head, and a kind of emprosthotonos; ¢ 
abe ye he became ger and fell down, depayed of ser 
. eo a short time. e was never entirely fre ee fr rom heada 
ji: brisk exercise excited giddiness, which went t off 
a, “ upon resting. He died su ddenly i in convulsion, 

were found several osseous points arising from. the right 
© srietal and occipital bones, and irritating the ura mater, whi 
a * "was inflamed, and besihying to Om a h’s / 

ast @ “To this class also balou gas i 1 
~» with organic disease of the brain, there ‘Bins : 

ual loss of the mental faculties, with little eomplai it of pain, 
or any urgent symptom. Ina case of this wape hich . 
minated in perfect stupidity or lethargy, ‘Platerus found a— 

‘ firm fleshy looking tumour the size of a moderate apple, 
- ‘ ‘above the corpus callosum. “In a similar’ case, ‘by Bouil- 

laid, there was a steatomatons ee ly in the right 
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